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ABSTRACT

Technical papers and invited lectures presented at the International
Topical Meeting on Reactor Physics and Safety are presented. The sessions
include a general session on Challenges in Reactor Physics and Safety.
Together with sessions on conventional reactor physics topics, there are
sessions on safety in nuclear design, dynamic behavior of reactors, degraded
cores, research reactors and pressure vessel embrittlement.

This conference is broad in scope and brings together experts from all
over the free world to present papers and exchange ideas on the reactor
physics and safety aspects of nuclear reactors.
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FOREWORD

The 1986 Topical Meeting on Reactor Physics and Safety brings together
workers in two disciplines which are fundamental for nuclear reactor
applications and research. From the standpoint of reactor physics
development, this meeting is one in a tradition of biannual topical meetings,
each held in collaboration with another discipline. These biannual meetings
appear to constitute the only regularly scheduled reactor physics meetings of
international scope, as is evidenced by substantial percentages of non-U.S.
papers. From the standpoint of reactor safety, this meeting is important in
encouraging interaction between two disciplines which must work together in
establishing the bases for safe and efficient reactor operation.

The technical program was developed around topics of common interest to
reactor physics and safety, including Pressure Vessel Embrittlement, Safety
Limits and Core Instrumentation, Safety Aspects of Core Design, Improvement
and Validation of Plant Simulation Codes, Physics and Safety of Advanced
Reactor Concepts, Point and Space-Time Models for Transient Analysis, Modeling
of Degraded Cores, Physics and Safety of Research Reactors, Nuclear Plant
Analyzers, Data Bases, Code Systems, and Reactor Noise. In keeping with the
special role of this meeting for reactor physics, there are two sessions on
Reactor Physics Methods as well as sessions on Validation of Reactor Physics
Methods and Data and Advances in Reactor Physics and Data. The meeting opens
with a plenary session on Current Challenges in Reactor Physics and Safety. A
Historical Session also is included as is a timely session on the recent
accident at Chernobyl. The papers evidence the continuing and lively
development of both disciplines.

I wish to take this opportunity to note with regret the recent passing of
Admiral Hyman Rickover, whose direction had a deep and lasting influence on
the development of reactor physics and safety.

The program for this meeting was planned by the members of the Technical
Program Committee (listed elsewhere), with input from representatives of the
Reactor Physics Division and the Nuclear Reactor Safety Division of the
American Nuclear Society, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the
Electric Power Research Institute from members of the other sponsoring
organizations, from colleagues at RPI, KAP L, the nuclear industry and the
national laboratories, from paper reviewers, and particularly from session
chairmen. The Northeastern New York Section of the American Nuclear Society
has been supportive throughout. I deeply thank all those who have helped in
this work.

D.R. Harris
Program Chairman
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PHYSICAL CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF FISSION PRODUCT
TRANSPORT IN SEVERE LWR ACCIDENTS

R. L. Ritzman and R. C. Vogel

Electric Power Research Institute

Abstract

Predictions of the radiological impact of severe accidents in light water reactors
(LWRs) rely on a collection of mathematical models to estimate the conditions that
would evolve and how these conditions would affect fission product redistribution
over the course of such accidents. A variety of phenomenological processes and
chemical interaction mechanisms must be addressed. Present capabilities to
perform analysis are surveyed in the paper and several potentially important
limitations in the methodology are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

During the last several years, considerable research has been conducted to develop
a more comprehensive understanding of the phenomenology of postulated severe
accidents and to improve predictions of the radiological outcomes of such
accidents. These predictions require analysts to describe the redistribution of
radionuclide source material during an accident, taking into account the
influences of changing thermochemical environments and varying physical conditions
on the transport behavior of a variety of fission product elements and
compounds. The existing capabilities to perform the required analyses are
surveyed in this paper and the more prominent uncertainties that are believed to
exist in the methodology are discussed.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN FISSION
PRODUCT BEHAVIOR RESEARCH

Severe accidents are complex events involving a number of interacting phenomena
which may extend over considerable lengths of time.- Consequently, it has become
common practice for analysts to modularize their analytical models.(1,2) Each
module treats a particular time period (e.g. before or after reactor vessel
breach), a major region of the plant (e.g. reactor vessel or containment
building), and/or a specific process (e.g. core heatup or core-concrete
interaction). In a similar manner, it is convenient to structure the present
discussion along four broad lines of research on fission product behavior in
severe accidents; (a) in-vessel release from fuel material, (b) transport within
the reactor coolant system, (c) ex-vessel release from fuel material and (d)
transport within the containment and other plant enclosures.

In-Vessel Release

In-vessel release refers to the thermally activated escape of fission products
(and structural material components as well) from reactor core materials as the
fuel, cladding, and adjacent structures heat to the melting temperatures and above
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that would be characteristic of a severe accident. A variety of methods ranging
from empirical correlations to mechanistic kinetic models have been developed and
applied in recent years to calculate rates of release.

Models derived from diffusion theory were used to some extent in WASH-1400 (3) and
the ANS standard method (4) for calculating release of volatile fission products
from U02 is also based on diffusion. Additional experimentation in recent years
has resulted in a series of empirical models which have been applied to predict
fission product release rates in design basis accidents (5) as well as in some
severe core-damage accidents (6). Models for the latter purpose constitute the
essentials of the CORSOR computer code which is one component of the NRC's Source
Term Code Package (STCP) (1). A somewhat more mechanistic model, based upon steam
oxidation kinetics, is used in the IDCOR developed Modular Accident Analysis
Program (MAAP) (2) to compute volatile fission product release rates. Both models
are primarily functions of temperature with fuel geometry and other parameters
that might affect transport rates held constant. The GRASS series of models (7),
which represent detailed treatment of the many mechanisms that are thought to
contribute to fission product release, have been under development for several
years. Expansion to a wider range of fission products is in progress and portions
of the models are being incorporated in detailed fission product analysis computer
codes such as the VICTORIA code (8).

Each of the above models is normally considered to apply to release from solid U02
fuel. Other formulas and models have been formulated for estimating release rates
from liquefied or molten fuel, but these have received only limited use. The
absence of precise data results in assumptions of ideal solution behavior for
fission products in the melt and the use of simple vaporization theory to
approximate the kinetics of the release process. Basic equilibrium thermo-
chemical calculations are sometimes performed to predict the stable condensed
phase species and estimate volatilities.

Description of structural material release rates for accident analysis purposes
uses approaches that are similar to those outlined above for fission products.
For example, the CORSOR code depends on a set of empirical parameters while the
MAAP code employs an idealized vaporization model. Prediction of the dominant
vapor species for the released structural materials as well as the various fission
product elements is commonly performed external to the severe accident codes.
Independent thermodynamic calculations for a range of conditions are made and the
results are used to guide assumptions regarding speciation. Exceptions to this
procedure are the more recent methods, such as VICTORIA, which incorporate a
thermochemical module into the code network. The most important factors with
respect to species prediction are considered to be; (a) the oxygen potential of
the steam-hydrogen mixture in the core region, (b) reactions of fission products
with each other and with structures (i.e. Zircaloy, steel, control rod materials)
and (c) interactions between fission products and other materials such as boron
carbide, boron oxide or boric acid.

Analyses currently predict that during the core heatup, liquefaction, and slumping
phases of severe accidents, the volatile fission products (primarily Xe, Kr, I, Cs
and Rb) would experience high release fractions. The unreactive noble gases would
exist as the mono-atomic species. It is generally predicted that the dominant
iodine vapor species would be cesium iodide and the cesium not combined with
iodine would likely form cesium hydroxide. Rubidium behavior would parallel that
of cesium.
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Recent experimental work has indicated that cesium iodide may react with boric
acid to form cesium borate and hydrogen iodide, provided the reactants are
released together in the accident scenario. For the less volatile fission
products, such as Sb, Te, Sr, Ba, Mo, Rh, Pd, Te and Ru, the releases are normally
predicted to be moderate to low depending upon oxygen potentials and other
reaction environments. For example, Te has been shown to dissolve/react with
metallic Zircaloy and it is expected to exhibit low release unless most of the
cladding at a core location becomes oxidized. Released Sr and Ba may exist as the
metals or the monoxides depending on the prevailing oxygen potential. In steam,
particularly at higher pressures, these fission products also may exist as
hydroxides. The volality ofthe other metallic fission products listed above is
somewhat mixed but most are expected to alloy with structural metals in the core
region and thus experience low releases. The exception may be Mo which can
volatilize as an oxide at moderate oxygen potentials and there is some evidence of
combination with cesium to form molybdate compounds.

The non-volatile fission and activation products, consisting of lanthanides,
actinides and other refractories, such as Zr, Nb and Y, tend to remain in the core
debris as stable oxides. Prediction of vapor phase speciation for these
components is not so critical, but thermodynamic models indicate mixtures of
monoxide and hydroxide species depending on the magnitude of the steam partial
pressure.

As indicated earlier, core materials other than fission and activation products,
would experience some release. The more volatile components of the structural
materials include Cd from Ag/In/Cd control rod alloy, Sn from the Zircaloy
cladding, and Mn from stainless steel hardware. These elements would probably
have high release fractions. Gas phase species would depend on the oxygen
potential but in general, Cd would probably exist in elemental form while Sn and
Mn would usually transform to the monoxide or dioxide. Other structural
components include Fe, Cr and Ni in stainless steel, Ag and In from alloy control
rods, Zr from cladding and UO fuel. The U02 and ZrO2 (oxidized cladding) are
considered refractory materials and should experience low fractional releases.
The release of the other metallic components is expected to be limited because of
melting of the structures which will result in material flow to cooler regions of
the core where pools or solidified masses should form. Structural material vapors
convected out of the core along with the less volatile fission products constitute
the principal material for aerosol formation and particle growth in the rest of
the primary coolant system.

The absolute mass and activity release rates which determine vapor phase partial
pressures depend upon the ability to specify the core inventory of all the various
fission products, activation products and structures. Fortunately, this is a
relatively well established technology. Elaborate fission and activation product
inventory computer codes exist, such as ORIGEN (9), which provide adequate data
for accident analysis purposes. Core design information is readily available for
commercial reactors which is usually sufficient to define the mass inventories of
the important structural components.

Reactor Coolant System Transport Processes

Fission product and structural material vapors released from the core in a severe
accident are carried by the bulk steam-hydrogen gas flow into the upper parts of
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the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and from there along piping and other reactor
coolant system (RCS) components to the exit point. The gas mixture cools via heat
loss to structures along the flow path. This promotes aerosol formation by
condensation in the gas phase with the amount and character of the aerosol
(composition and particle size distribution) dependent on the concentrations and
chemical species of the transporting vapors. Condensation on structures would
also compete with aerosol formation in decreasing the vapor concentrations of the
fission products and structurals. Chemisorption of vapors on RCS surfaces can
occur and aerosol particles can deposit by several physical mechanisms. Energy
emitted by the decaying fission products (primarily radioiodine) should contribute
to heating of the structures (bulk gases also) and this can ultimately result in
temperatures high enough to cause revaporization of deposits. Such revaporized
material may be carried out of the RCS or it may redeposit at cooler downstream
locations.

Considerable analytical and experimental work has been performed since WASH-1400
in an effort to improve understanding and analysis of the above phenomena. The
thermodynamic predictions if important chemical species that would exit the core
in a severe accident were extended somewhat to include RCS gas phase conditions.
The result was an even greater emphasis on CsI and CsOH as the favored iodine and
cesium species with Te2 or H2Te, if released from Zircaloy, the estimated
tellurium species. In general, the comparatively lower temperatures indicated for
RCS bulk gases tended to fix the chemical speciation that had been predicted for
the core effluent gas mixtures. Reactions with other materials in the gas phase
and with RCS surfaces has usually been handled on an "ad hoc" basis in RCS fission
product transport models.

The most well known and widely used model for RCS fission product transport
analyses is the TRAP-MELT code (10). Several versions of this code have been
produced at various laboratories but the most recent is probably the version that
is part of the STCP. It models an RCS as a series of internally well-mixed
control volumes that are connected in a once-through flow network. Thermal-
hydraulic conditions for the fission-product behavior models are supplied
externally. Efforts are currently underway to couple a thermal-hydraulic analysis
with TRAP-MELT so feedback effects such as decay heating and revaporization can be
treated. The code contains models to describe transport and deposition of vapor
and aerosol forms in the RCS by a variety of mechanisms during laminar or
turbulent flow. It calculates aerosol particle growth by agglomeration processes
starting with user supplied primary size specifications. The code also
incorporates temperature dependent rate data from experimental measurements of
iodine, cesium and tellurium species deposition (physical and/or chemical) on RCS
structural materials. However, the code has no chemistry module, i.e., possible
changes in transporting species with position or time in an RCS circuit are not
readily treated in an analysis. Limited comparison of TRAP-MELT deposition
predictions for experiments such as the Marviken tests (11) have been done which
indicate some agreement with the observed trends. In addition, a series of TRAP-
MELT validation experiments are currently in progress to test individual models
and overall capabilities of the code.

The approach used in the MAAP code to analyze fission product transport through
RCS flow circuits is similar in some respects to the modeling in TRAP-MELT and
quite different in others. The MAAP methodology presumes fore-knowledge of the
principal chemical forms for the volatile fission products and simple
condensation/evaporation at structural surfaces or inert aerosols is used to



define equilibrium vapor concentrations. The aerosol behavior portion of the
analysis relies on empirical correlations which were derived from large-scale
aerosol containment experiments. Recent improvements in this methodology (12)
have produced a more generalized procedure which is based on the theory of aerosol
similitude and involves development of relationships between groups of
dimensionless parameters. The MAAP code has consistently modeled the absorption
of fission product decay energy by the gas phase and structures in the RCS flow
path and the revaporization of deposited materials that the higher structure
temperatures would cause. This phenomenon, which has also been evaluated by other
workers, results in predictions of a delayed and extended (tens of hours)
evolution of volatile fission product forms from the RCS in accident scenarios
where sufficient convective gas flow routes out of the circuit would exist.

Other more elaborate computerized models of fission product and structural
material transport and deposition in RCS geometries are under development. These
models incorporate chemical equilibrium modules to predict chemical species as a
function of ambient conditions and system compositions. The RAFT (13) and
VICTORIA (8) codes represent recent developments in this area in the U. S. The
RAFT code contains a model for homogeneous nucleation of aerosols which permits
calculations of particle size distributions from first principles to be made.
Application of the code to several types of aerosol generation experiments has
indicated some success in predicting the measured size distributions. However,
additional testing and incorporation of other particle formation mechanisms is
required to complete validation of this methodology.

Ex-Vessel Release From Fuel

Severe accident scenarios which involve breach of the RPV lower head would result
in discharge of molten core debris into the reactor cavity (in a PWR) or pedestal
(in a BWR) region of the containment building. This core debris will contain
fission products not released during the in-vessel phase. Several mechanisms of
release from the hot debris during the ex-vessel phase have been proposed and
studied. The largest effort has been spent on investigating and modeling
mechanisms connected with the phenomenon of molten core concrete interactions
(MCCI); i.e., the thermal decomposition and erosion of the concrete floor of the
containment by the molten core debris. The process would generate gaseous
decomposition products (mainly water vapor and carbon dioxide) which should pass
through the melt and react with metallic components to yield other gases such as
hydrogen or carbon monoxide. The sparging action of these gases would be expected
to carry away a variety of fission product species, depending on their
volatilities at the particular thermal and chemical conditions existing in this
complex system. Structural components of either the melt or the concrete should.
also undergo vaporization and the mixture of vapors escaping from the hot debris
would be expected to condense in the containment atmosphere to form aerosol
particles. Each of these predicted phenomena has been shown to occur in various
experimental investigations of MCCI.

A pair of computer codes is used in the STCP to analyze this aspect of ex-vessel
release; the VANESA code (14) which performs the release calculations and the
CORCON-MOD2 code (15) which performs the core-concrete penetration analysis. The
latter code is essentially a heat-transfer analysis but includes mass transfer of
concrete decomposition products (gases, liquids, or solids) into and through the
overlying core debris. The debris is assumed to exist in a layered configuration
with oxidic components (UO2, ZrO2, steel oxides, concrete oxides, etc.) and
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metallic components (Zr, steel, etc.) segregated. The relative position of the
layers is determined by their relative bulk average densities which may vary with
time as additional materials (oxidic or metallic) become incorporated in the
melt. The code can evaluate heat-transfer at the top surface of the debris with
or without the presence of an overlying water pool (layer). Heat sources
considered include the initial sensible heat of the melt and time dependent
release of decay heat along with the energy exchange that would accompany chemical
reactions (some of these are endothermic).

A basic chemical thermodynamics assessment is performed during an analysis to
define the principal equilibrium species. Concrete decomposition gases
(H 0 and C02) which enter the molten debris are calculated to react with the
metallic constituents, generating heat, making oxide products which are
immediately partitioned into the oxidic layer and producing H2 and CO
respectively. The thermodynamic treatment predicts the metals are oxidized to
depletion in a specific order: zirconium first, then chromium, iron and finally
nickel. If the molten debris contains appreciable zirconium metal, the
thermodynamic assessment will predict reduction of carbon dioxide to free carbon
in the early stages of MCCI with the carbon serving as a reductant for H 0 and
CO at later times. The above discussion constitutes only an overview oJ the
CO CON-MOD2 code. It contains additional features and is also in a state of
continued development and testing. However, its principal role in ex-vessel
fission product release and aerosol generation calculations is to provide the
VANESA code with time dependent core debris temperatures and concrete
decomposition gas production rates.

The VANESA code incorporates a relatively mechanistic modeling of material release
from molten core debris as a result of both vaporization and gas bubble
bursting. In most severe accident situations, the former mechanism (vaporization
into flowing gas bubbles) controls the rate of release. The driving force for
mass transport of a component is modeled as the difference between its equilibrium
vapor pressure and its actual partial pressure in the bulk (sparging) gas phase.
The modeling also evaluates resistances to mass transport of the vaporizing
component (a) through the condensed phase, (b) during vapor formation at the melt-
gas interface, and (c) into the gas phase. Equilibrium vapor pressure are
calculated for most of the species by treating them as ideal solutions in the
melt. The chemical thermodynamics assessment in VANESA is similar to but more
elaborate than that in CORCON-MOD2 because it includes treatment of the principal
fission product species as well as the core material and concrete components. It
also evaluates chemical reactions of vaporized species with other components in
the gas phase.

The VANESA model segregates the molten core debris into a metallic layer which is
on the bottom and an oxidic layer which is on the top. Concrete decomposition
gases that pass through the melt are first brought into chemical and thermal
equilibrium with the metallic layer and the resulting gas products are assumed to
rise in the form of small (2 cm diameter) bubbles through the melt. This
effectively determines the oxygen potential for the system at any particular time
and fixes the interfacial area for vapor mass transfer. At the top of the melt
the constituent vapors are assumed to condense (nucleate) into aerosol
particles. The size distribution is estimated using an empirical correlation that
was derived from various MCCI experiments. The VANESA code also contains a
mechanistic aerosol scrubbing model for use in cases where the melt is covered by
a pool (layer) of water.



The modules used in the MAAP code to perform ex-vessel MCCI calculations consist
of the DECOMP module for analyzing concrete thermal penetration and the CNAERO
module for estimating material release (aerosol generation). The DECOMP procedure
is similar to but less mechanistic and simpler than the modeling in CORCON-MOD2.
For example, DECOMP models the molten debris as being a homogeneous mixture at all
times rather than being segregated into layers. When gas flows are high or when
layer density differences are small, this is probably a reasonable assumption.
The chemistry treatment in DECOMP is also simplified with reaction of H20 and
C02 with metallic components proceeding in prescribed stages. However, these
stages are roughly equivalent to the order of metal reactions in CORCON-MOD2.
DECOMP employs several simplifications in modeling heat-transport within the
debris and between the debris and its surroundings. CORCON-MOD2 modeling is more
extensive but recent comparisons of both approaches against MCCI experimental
observations indicate this is still an area requiring further study and
modification. In situations where the debris is covered by a water pool, DECOMP
employs a critical heat flux approach for estimating upward heat loss which tends
to produce quenching of the debris and termination of MCCI. The CORCON-MOD2 code,
on the other hand, utilizes the full pool boiling curve which predicts early entry
into the film boiling regime and hence sustained high temperatures and concrete
attack. More experimental work is needed to guide selection of appropriate models
for this situation.

The CNAERO model for material release also treats the melt as a homogeneous
mixture. It basically performs an equilibrium vaporization calculation; that is,
the gas passing through the melt is assumed leave the melt saturated with the
vaporizing materials at the exit (top surface) temperature. Equilibrium vapor
pressures are developed assuming ideal solution behavior. The main purpose of
CNAERO in the MAAP code is to estimate the aerosol generation from MCCI. Thus its
thermochemical data base emphasizes the concrete components that would be expected
to contribute most of the aerosol mass. The release of various fission products
is estimated using surrogates but no condensed phase chemical interactions nor gas
phase chemistry is included in the procedure. A much expanded model has been
developed recently for this portion of the accident analysis. The improvement
known as EQUUS (16) has many similarities to the VANESA code. The chemistry
module in EQUUS is apparently patterned after the recent work of Cubicciotti and
Sehgal (17) which includes thermochemical data for formation of metasilicate
compounds in the condensed phase. Such compound formation can influence the
volatility of several important fission products. The authors of VANESA have also
indicated plans to introduce similar expansions of the chemistry module in that
code.

Recent comparisons between the different models and codes along with the results
of several sensitivity analyses have indicated that the specification of initial
and boundary conditions for ex-vessel release calculations can be as important as
the process modeling itself. Particularly significant factors seem to be the
mass, temperature and composition of the core debris that enters the cavity region
below the reactor vessel. Also important is the degree of lateral spreading that
can occur and/if/when water flooding of the debris could occur. Some experimental
work has shown that aerosol generation can be strongly influenced by concrete
type, i.e., appreciable silica contents tend to correlate with modest to low
aerosol generation rates. These external factors depend upon the predictions of
other models or are controlled by the plant design or the accident sequence under
study. Such interdependencies are in part responsible for the considerable body
of experimental information that is needed to adequately test and validate ex-



vessel MCCI and material release models.

Containment and Auxiliary Building Transport Processes

Containment buildings are provided primarily to prevent escape of significant
quantities of radioactivity to the environment in the event of accidents which
liberate fission products from internal barriers. In some accident sequences
auxiliary buildings attached to or surrounding the containment can help perform
this function. Considerable experimental and analytical effort has been applied
to permit description of the transport and disposition behavior of fission product
forms in such structures under accident conditions. The effectiveness of
engineered safety features (sprays, filters, suppression pools, etc.) has been
studied as well as the various natural phenomena that will operate to reduce
airborne inventories with time. Early work focused on gaseous species (especially
forms of radioiodine) while the more recent work has concentrated on the behavior
of aerosols in various atmospheres including steam. As a result the description
of source material transport behavior in containment environments has been much
improved and this aspect of severe accident source term analysis should be
considered relatively well developed. Models are generally well supported by
experiments performed over a range of scaling factors and conditions and the
experimental programs are continuing to produce benchmarking data.

The more recent analytical work has focused on aerosol behavior because the
predominant form of the source material released to the containment either from
the RCS or from ex-vessel processes in severe accidents is expected to be
particulates. A variety of models and computer codes have been developed for use
in severe accident analyses. The more prominent codes with respect to application
in this country are those that are used in the STCP and the MAAP procedures. The
principal containment transport analysis is performed in the STCP by the NAUA-4
code (18). It models the containment (or other buildings) as a single well-mixed
volume. The phenomena treated in the code include aerosol agglomeration by
Brownian diffusion, gravitation and turbulence; aerosol removal by sedimentation,
diffusion to surfaces, diffusiophoretic (Stefan flow) induced transport to
surfaces, thermophoretic induced transport to surfaces; spray washout of aerosols;
and steam condensation onto aerosols. The characteristics of the injected aerosol
material (particle size distribution, density, etc.) must be supplied and the
containment physical conditions are provided by a separate thermal-hydraulics
analysis (code). The removal of aerosols by scrubbing in pressure suppression
pools (in BWR analyses) or by deposition in ice condenser chambers (in certain PWR
analyses) are evaluated in the STCP respectively with the SPARC code (19) or the
ICEDF code (20). These codes apply standard models for various deposition
mechanisms to predict decontamination factors for the case of bubbles rising
through a pool (SPARC) or the case of gas streams flowing through an array of ice
baskets (ICEOF). The NAUA-4 code modeling as indicated earlier has a considerable
body of supporting experimental data from tests conducted in this country and
abroad. Needed information at this point pertains essentially to refinements.
The SPARC code modeling is based on fundamental physics and established
correlations and has been benchmarked to some extent against experimental tests.
However, some of these data are still being generated and additional validation
should be done. The ICEDF code modeling is also based on basic principles and
accepted separate effects correlations but there appears to be no substantial
experimental test of the overall predictive accuracy of the code.

The methodology used in the MAAP code for evaluating aerosol behavior in
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containments and large buildings is undergoing change. The initial method used to
treat removal by natural effects was the empirical correlation procedure that was
identified in the discussion of RCS transport. It effectively assumes that the
dominant mechanism of aerosol removal would be sedimentation from a stirred volume
since the correlation was developed from results of sodium oxide aerosol tests in
large vessels where this condition was realized. The correlation simply relates
the rate constant for aerosol removal to the prevailing airborne mass
concentration. For situations where steam condensation on surfaces was occurring
the correlation derived rate constant was supplemented with a rate constant
involving the Stefan flow velocity to the condensing surface. In the initial
method aerosol scrubbing from gases flowing through pressure suppression pools was
estimated by simply specifying global decontamination factors. Furthermore, no
models were incorporated to treat aerosol removal by sprays or by ice condenser
components other than what the Stefan flow velocity dependent rate constant would
predict.

All the above features are being replaced by improved models and correlations.
The dimensionless parameter approach also referred to earlier has been expanded to
address additional aerosol removal processes and it is possible to extract
particle size information from the procedure. This has been coupled with
computations from the recently developed SUPRA code (21) to generate particle size
dependent pool scrubbing decontamination factor relationships. SUPRA is a
mechanistic fission product pool scrubbing analysis code which has been partially
validated against a continuing series of experiments. The MAAP methodology is
also being provided with a spray removal model which has been benchmarked against
experiments, and an ice condenser specific removal model beyond the Stefan flow
correlation is being implemented.

The MAAP code is structured to facilitate analysis of multiple containment volumes
and the thermal-hydraulic portion of the containment calculation includes
treatment of natural circulation between such volumes. This feature has been
useful for analysis of fission product and aerosol transport in BWR designs which-
are equipped with secondary containment regions as well as primary containment
volumes. The MELCOR severe accident code package (22) which is also under
development incorporates a similar capability and like MAAP it solves for the
thermal-hydraulic conditions and performs the fission product transport analysis
in coincidence. These codes and others that are similar will benefit from the
experimental work that continues to investigate special effects and develop
additional benchmark tests for validation purposes.

PRINCIPAL UNCERTAINTIES AND ONGOING WORK

The above discussion, although only of a survey nature, demonstrates that
significant advancements have been made during the last decade with respect to
descriptions of fission product behavior in severe LWR accidents. However, the
complex nature of the phenomena and the wide range of physical and chemical data
that are needed to describe them lead to a certain amount of uncertainty in
present predictive capabilities. The principal contributors to this uncertainty
are considered to involve the following three areas, each of which are currently
being addressed to some degree in ongoing research studies.

The first area of uncertainty involves the relationship between thermal-hydraulic
response and fission product transport behavior in the RCS. Complicated thermal-
hydraulics characterized by buoyancy driven natural convection between regions,
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flow perturbations and changing specific areas caused by core geometry
degradation, and varying redistribution of the decay heat source have not been
fully considered in most of the existing fission product transport models and
calculations. Evidence indicates that the combination of these effects will
promote heating of components of the RCS flow loops such that high pressure
accident scenarios in PWR systems will likely proceed by venting at a weakened
point in the loops instead of remaining "bottled up" until core slump and breach
of the RPV lower head would occur (23). Existing source term analyses which focus
on the latter scenario are thus viewed as being substantially uncertain with
respect to in-vessel and RCS fission product behavior predictions. Proper
analysis of this case requires an interactive coupling of the appropriate thermal-
hydraulic models and fission product behavior models. This process is well
underway in an EPRI supported project in which the mechanistic codes CORMLT (in-
vessel processes), PSAAC (RCS thermal-hydraulics) and RAFT (aerosol behavior) are
being combined into a single system (24). The new code should be quite useful in
re-evaluating other accident sequences and in investigating other sources of
uncertainty such as the combined effects of circulating flows, radiation induced
ionization, and temperature variations on aerosol formation and growth
predictions.

The second area of uncertainty pertains to the general lack of direct experimental
validation of the models which describe fission product release and aerosol
generation during the core-concrete interaction process. The individual
components of the various existing models may appear sound and the data base
reasonable, but their completeness cannot be confirmed without being tested
against representative experiments. Fortunately, a collection of benchmarking
experiments has been planned and in progress as part of the NRC supported core-
concrete interaction program at Sandia National Laboratory and the EPRI supported
MCCI studies at Argonne National Laboratory. Tests of different scales at both
sites will include fission product simulant additives, and sampling and analysis
equipment is being included to characterize the quantities and compositions of the
released materials. From a thermochemical standpoint, it will be important to
cover a range of variables in these tests including temperature, concrete
composition, melt composition, and a representative mixture of fission product
simulants. Attenuation by an overlying water pool also should be examined
experimentally.

The third area of uncertainty concerns the realism of assuming, as most analyses
do, that the equilibrium thermodynamic models are sufficiently complete to
properly predict the important chemical species and that these species, once they
transport away from the high temperature zone, would not undergo further change.
This is for the most part an issue with respect to radioiodine behavior because of
its complex chemistry. Some investigators suggest that cesium iodide could
undergo change by reacting with coolant additives (i.e. boric acid) and by
radiolytic decomposition in the RCS, or by experiencing oxidation reactions either
in the containment atmosphere or in containment aqueous solutions.There also
appears to be a residue of uncertainty regarding the level of conversion to
organic iodides that would take place. Again, experimental work at various
laboratories is in progress which is expected to provide more definitive data on
these issues during the coming year. Present focus is on the radiolytic
decomposition process under RCS conditions and on the long-term behavior of cesium
iodide in containment. As part of the latter work, investigators at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory are developing a long-term iodine behavior model that will be
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useful in evaluating the overall impact of potential species changes on source
term predictions for severe accidents.
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THE MODELLING OF MOLTEN FUEL RELOCATION PHENOMENA

IN A DEGRADED BWR CORE
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Troy, New York 12180-3590

ABSTRACT

A model of fuel melting and relocation has been developed for the analysis of
core meltdown accidents of Light Water Nuclear Reactors (LWR). Both the
description of the model and the results of extensive numerical testing and
assessment are presented in this paper. The numerical results shown include
the test runs for the stand-alone model, as well as the calculations performed
following the implementation of this model into the MELRPI code. The latter
results are compared with those obtained for the previous version of MELRPI,
showing the effect of the new mechanistic model for molten fuel relocation on
the accuracy of predicting the timing of core and reactor pressure vessel
(RPV) failure.

I. INTRODUCTION

As was demonstrated by the accident at TMI-2, the events leading to core
meltdown, which until then were considered only as hypothetical accident
scenarios, became a reality. At the same time, it was shown that even if a
substantial amount of reactor fuel melts, the consequences do not have to be
catastrophic. Such a conclusion does not mean, however, that any core
meltdown accident can be easily mitigated. In order to realistically predict
the consequences of such accidents, including the possibility of reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) failure and melt release to the reactor containment,
various phenomena leading to core degradation, melting, and molten material
relocation must be modelled in a consistent, mechanistic way. Unfortunately,
in most existing computer codes for severe accident analysis (e.g., MARCH,
MAAP, etc) these phenomena are treated in a rather simplistic manner, with
arbitrarily established core failure criteria replacing physical models of the
actual failure and melt relocation phenomena. Mechanistic models describing
the initial phase of BWR core melting, when low-melting-temperature materials
(zircaloy and steel) get liquefied and relocate, has been previously
implemented into the MELRPI code.(1,2) However, the process of fuel melting
and propagation in the rubblized core was previously treated in a way which
did not reflect such phenomena as: increased flow resistance, the interaction
between the melt and solid materials, melt solidification and channel
blockage.

In this paper a new model of fuel melting and relocation is presented, in
which all the above-mentioned phenomena are taken into account.
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II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

Following core dryout during the initial phase of an accident, the
temperatures of individual component materials dramatically increase. As a
result of this, a core degradation process begins, including control rods
(stainless steel) melting, clad (zircaloy) balooning, breaching and melting,
and rubble bed/debris formation. The last material to start melting is the
nuclear fuel (uranium dioxide pellets). The fuel melting process is normally
initiated in the hottest (upper) fuel regions. Then the melt relocates
through the rubblized (cooler) regions. The interaction between molten and
solid debris results in partial melt refreezing and/or accelerated melting of
the solid material. The remaining molten fuel may relocate to the lower,
possibly intact, regions of the core and, eventually, reach to the lower core
structures. Another possible scenario assumes that if the refreezing process
is fast enough, it may lead to channel blockage and formation of a solid crust
which will prevent the melt (for some time, at least) from penetrating to the
bottom of the core and, subsequently, will delay melt release onto the lower
head of the RPV.

A model which has been developed for the phenomena described above uses a
nodal structure similar to that employed by the MELRPI code. This model
calculates various space-and time-dependent parameters of the debris, such as:
the mass of solid and liquified fuel, the freezing/melting rates, the
rubblized fuel porosity and temperature, and the mass flow rate of the melt
propagating towards lower core regions. If, due to significant axial
temperature gradients, the liquefied fuel refreezes causing channel blockage,
both crust formation/growth and molten "pool" formation above the solidified
layer are modelled.

The core nodalization scheme uses a two-dimensional (2D) mesh in the axial and
radial directions. For the intact core geometry, the active height of the
core is divided into a user-specified number of equal-length nodes. Both the
number and size of the radial zones are input parameters. Mhen certain core
regions get rubblized, the length of the respective nodes automatically
changes according to the average node porosity and the volume of solid
materials (which may vary due to melting) in these nodes.

Since the core heatup and meltdown process due to the decay heat power
generation is slow (the fuel melting rate does not exceed 0.1 kg/s in the
entire core), a "dripping" flow model is assumed for the molten fuel
relocation. In particular, the mass of molten fuel produced over given time
intervals (time step of integration) is divided into individual portions
(droplets). The size of each droplet is calculated from the force balance
between gravity and surface tension.

Following melt formation in a given node, the droplets start flowing downwards
over solid materials in the cooler (already rubblized) nodes below. This, in
turn results in partial melt refreezing and/or liquefaction of the solid
elements.

A model used to evaluate the rate of either freezing or melting must account
for simultaneous processes of mass (phase change), energy (heat conduction),
and momentum (flow of a variable-mass droplet) transfer.
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Because of the complexity of the phenomena involved, it has been assumed in
the present model that the considerations concerning the mass and energy
transport at a single-node level can be decoupled from those describing the
motion of droplets. In other words, when calculating the heat transfer
between the melt and the solid in a given node over a time interval equal to
the droplet residence time (i.e., the time it takes a droplet to cover a
distance equal to the nodal length) the molten material is assumed to be
stationary. Then, the remaining droplet mass is used to evaluate a new
droplet velocity and, subsequently, the droplet residence time for the node
below.

The mathematical formulation of the model is based on the conservation
equations for mass, energy, and momentum. Using nodal parameters as the
variables characterizing both the solid and the liquid materials, these
equations are given below:

Mass Conservation Equation

dM dM
- - S- - (1)

dt d

Energy Conservation Equation

(a) Liquid (TI > Tm)

dT
... (Mc )1 [rc c (T -T)-AK (T T convt + Qdt (2)
dt X p'X £' I m X X conv(T.tTm)

(b) Solid

dT

s , (M cp s [rtc PO (Tm Ts + AcKs ( m s convs (3)

Qcond,s Qrads +Qds]

Jump Condition (at the solid-liquid interface)

r A c [6 (T - T X (T - m) (4)

Momentun Conservation Equation

du.
.g(1 - Pg/Pt) - (1/M ) (-r uX +2 fAcP, ) (5)

where M and M are the masses of liquid and solid phase, respectively, Tt and
T are their temperatures, r is the freezing rate, A is the latent heat of
fusion, T is the fuel melting temperature, K is an effective thermal
conductanmce between the melt and the interface, Ks is a similar parameter for
the solid, A is the solid-liquid contact area, Q5  is the heat convection
between the solid (or liquid material) and the gason the core, Q ndis the
net axial heat conducted to the neighboring nodes, Qtad is the hea radiation
to the surrounding structures (important for the bot om and top-most nodes),



Qd is the nodal decay heat power, uI is the droplet velocity, p. is the
droplet density, p is the gas (steam/hydrogen mixture) density, f is the
friction factor, avid the remaining notation is conventional.

The heat transfer coefficients, Kt and K , are evaluated as,

K (T) f k (a tI) 2  (6)

Ks (t) as ks (as t)1/2  (7)

where kI(k ) and aI(as ) are the liquid (solid) thermal conductivity and
thermal dilfusivity, respectively, SI and fi are constants, and t is the
contact time between the droplet(s) and the solid material in the node under
consideration.

The integration of Eqs. (1)-(4) is performed over the droplet nodal residence
time, calculated as,

tr - AL/u, (8)

where AL is the node length and u is the droplet velocity obtained by
integrating Eq. (5).

The length of a rubblized node depends on two main factors; one is the nodal
solid mass, the other - nodal porosity. It is assumed in the present model
that during the melt freezing process, the node height remains constant, while
the porosity varies according to,

de 1 dMs r.
dt p dt p V (9)

s n s n

where V = A AL is the total volume of the node, A is the total node cross-n n tn
section area, and rF = dM s/dt is the freezing rate.

In the case of melting, the porosity is assumed to remain constant, while the
node height is calculated from,

M
AL s (10)

S (1-- E )

The freezing process of continuously delivered melt leads to a gradual closing
of the channels (i.e., space between solid debris particles). If the porosity
at a given axial location gets reduced to zero, channel blockage occurs.
This, in turn, results in solid crust .formation and growth. Assuming that the
crust growth is due to solidification of melt filling the pores between solid
particles, the mass and temperature of the crust can!be calculated from the
following equations,
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Mass Conservation Equation for the Crust

C r A /(A 3) [KR (Tt - T ) - K (T - T )| (11)dt c n £ 3,

Energy Conservation Equation for the Crust

dT
- (M c )-1 [er c (T - T ) + A c2/3 K CT - T )

dt c p,,c c p,s m c n 8 m ~c

+ (i - i/) r Ccp'S (Ts Tc Anec (Tc Tb) 1radc (12)

where T is the crust temperature, Tb is the coolant bulk temperature below
the crust, H is the heat transfer coefficient between the crust and the
coolant, andcQradc is the heat loss due to radiation.

Since the formation of crust changes the heat transfer conditions for the
remaining solid debris above the crust and the melt collected on the crust,
Eqs. (2) and (3) must be modified to account for heat conduction and phase
change between the above-mentioned materials and the crust. The mass
conservation equation in molten fuel in the node with blockage becomes,

dM

a- ' -r. + win (13)

At the same time, the energy conservation equations for the solid particles
and molten pool, respectively, in a node with blockage are given as,

dT
d - (M c )-I [(r - r ) c (T - T ) - (1 - l/e) r c (T - T )dt s p,s L c p,s m s C pus s .C

+ AK (Tm - T) +Q. -Q. - Q. . ](4
c s sm convs cond,s rad,s +.Qds1 (14)

dT
P [.( r' [rc CT T) + W (T T )-A K (T T

dt Xp pL I m in p,X 'in I c£ I m

- A 2 13  (T - T)-Q + Q (15)
n £ m conv,£ d,£

where w is the inflow of melt from the upper node. Because there is no flow
of melti'hrough the node, the momentum equation is ignored in this case.

In the overall model of molten fuel relocation in a single radial zone, the
nodal equations introduced in this section are combined into a multi-node
system including both the melting nodes and those in contact with the molten
fuel before it completely freezes or reaches the bottom of the core.

III. RESULTS

The fuel relocation model described in the previous section has been
extensively tested both as a stand-alone computer routine and after the
implementation into the MELRPI code.



The results of calculations for the stand-alone model are shown in Figs. 1-3.

Figure 1 demonstrates the effect of particle size on the rate of freezing. As
expected, the freezing process accelerates with the decreasing size, however,
the change observed over the range of sizes of interest is not very
significant.

Figures 2 and 3 present variations with time of two nodal parameters, the
solid mass and the porosity, following melting of the uppermost node in a
four-node (axially) model of rubblized fuel material. As seen, the mass of
melt produced in the top node was partially frozen in the lower nodes, with
the highest increase in the nodal mass in the bottom-most (coldest) node.
Consequently, the porosity of these nodes was gradually reduced from the
initial (assumed) value of 36% down to 24Z in the lowest node after 600 sec
into the transient.

Figures 4 through 8 present the MELRPI calculations without and with the
present modeL In the former case, a simplistic assumption was made that
molten fuel propagation is only due to the progression of bulk melting process
from the upper core regions to the core bottom. By comparing the results
shown in Figs. 4a and 4b, and also Figs. 5 and 6, one can readily notice that
following the fuel melting at about 7000 sec, the temperatures of all the
axial nodes, except the top node which radiates heat to the upper structures
of RPV increase much faster when the interaction with flowing melt is taken
into account. The calculated increase in the nodal masses due to refreezing
is shown in Fig. 7.

The calculated crust formation and growth are shown in Fig. 8. As seen, the
node solid mass (above the crust) gradually decreases due to the rising crust
boundary. At the same time, the mass of crust increases faster since it
includes both the solid covered and the melt refrozen in the debris pores.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A new mechanistic model for molten fuel relocation and refreezing in a
degraded LWR core has been developed. This model has been extensively tested
and implemented in the MELRPI computer code. The result of calculations
presented in this paper indicate the importance of proper modelling of the
melt-solid interaction in a degraded core for obtaining realistic predictions
of the consequences of core meltdown accidents.
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ABSTRACT

A computer code, MELRPI, has been developed at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute for the analysis of Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) severe accidents.
This paper presents the results of the MELRPI calculations for a postulated
station blackout accident in the Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Station. Also, a
sensitivity study has been performed aimed at testing the various modelling
assumptions used, as well afs assessing the importance of the initial phase of
accident scenarios on the core damage progression during later stages. In
particular, the effects of uncertainties in the oxidation models and the core
uncovering timing are analyzed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Substantial progress has recently been made in the analysis of Light Water
Reactor (LWR) severe accident analysis. However, because of the complexity of
the physical phenomena involved and the lack of experimental data in many
important areas, a high level of uncertainty is still inherent in the various
modelling assumptions. Significantly, discrepancies between the models for
individual phenomena may influence the overall predictions of accident
consequences in a substantial way.

The purpose of this paper is to present the results of using the MELRPI
computer code for the analysis of BWR degradation and melting phenomena from
the standpoint of their sensitivity to selected assumptions concerning both
the models and the input parameters/initial conditions. The accident scenario
studied here pertains to the events initiated by a station blackout. Specific
numerical results refer to Browns Ferry Unit 1.

Two basic series of runs were made. In one of them performed at ORNL,1 MELRPI
was combined with the MARCON2.1B code which provided input parameters such as
the rate of core uncovering and the steam generation rate. The other series
of runs utilized an option implemented in an improved version of MELRPI
(currently used by RPI) in which both the covered region level and the steam
generation rate are calculated internally by this code. In this case, the
calculations were aimed at testing selected modelling assumptions and
assessing the importance of the initial phase of accident scenarios on the
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overall progression of core damage and hydrogen release. It was shown that
the MELRPI capabilities for mechanistically modelling gradual core deformation
and rubblized/molten material relocation may be very important for realistic
predictions of core-meltdown-accident consequences.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF MELRPI MODELLING

The MELRPI-MOD2 computer code includes core degradation and emergency core
cooling system (ECCS) models. Although MELRPI uses a mechanistic approach to
modelling core heatup, slumping and melting phenomena, most of the models are
numerically simple so that inexpensive calculations can be performed.

The two-dimensional (2-D) model of reactor core geometry is composed of fuel
rods, cruciform control blades, channel boxes, and main and bypass channels.
Mechanistic core degradation models have been implemented for core heatup,
oxidation, melting, and for relocation and freezing of molten materials.
Also, specific criteria have been used for clad failure and rubble bed
formation. The rubble bed can propagate through the core in both the axial
and radial directions, resulting in the reduction of core height in individual
radial zones.2

In addition, the MELRPI modelling accounts for the delayed action by Emergency
Core Cooling Systems (ECCS). Bottom flooding, interstitial injection, and
core spray ECCS models are available.3 "4 These models apply to both intact
and rubblized core regions. In evaluating the core uncovering or reflooding
phenomena, a single uniform water level is employed in the interstitial
region, but radially-dependent two-phase levels are calculated in the main
channels, where most of the decay heat is transferred to the coolant to cause
water evaporation.

In the past, the MELRPI code was assessed against the MARCH code 5 and the PBF
SFD 1-1 experiment. 6 The results obtained confirmed the ability of MELRPI to
correctly predict the core heatup/degradation phenomena and the melting
propagation for various accident scenarios.

III. MELRPI APPLICATION TO STATION BLACKOUT ACCIDENT

The calculations described in this study pertain to station blackout at Browns
Ferry unit 1, whose core geometry and characteristics are described in detail
in Refs. 7 and 8. The reactor core has been divided into 5 equal-length axial
nodes and 5 radial zones. The radial and axial power profiles used in the
calculation reflect the Browns Ferry equilibrium core. The volumetric
fraction assigned to each radial zone was selected so as to best represent the
radial power profile.

The station blackout transient was analyzed at ORNL by utilizing several
computer codes.1 The period prior to the onset of core uncovery was analyzed
by the BWR-LTAS code. MARCON2.1B and MELRPI-MOD2 were used for the remainder
of the transient along with the SCM and TRENDS codes. MELRPI-MOD2 was coupled
with MARCON2.1B from the onset of core uncovery until core plate failure
occurs (as calculated by MARCON2.1B). The MARCON2.13 results used to drive
MELRPI-MOD2, i.e., the two-phase level, reactor vessel pressure and core
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steam flow history, are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. In turn, MELRPI results
are used to adjust MARCON2.lB input for better representation of core
degradation phenomena.

The results of core degradation calculations with MELRPI-MOD2 are presented in
Figs. 3-5 (reproduced from Ref. 1). The rate of fuel temperature increase in
the central radial zone is reduced after Zircaloy melting begins, mainly due
to inhibition of the exothermic oxidation reaction between Zircaloy and steam
(Fig. 3). Temperatures remain relatively low until nodes become completely
uncovered. Figure 4 demonstrates the level of core degradation at 519, 544,
and 654 minutes after scram. Temperature contours indicate the thermal state
of the core structure. Locations where debris beds are formed and fuel
melting occurs are also indicated. The reduced height of the individual
radial zones of the core reflects the effects of debris bed porosity and the
amount of molten masses removed from these zones.

Large amounts of debris and molten material are formed before lower core plate
failure, as indicated in Fig. 5. In radial zones 1 and 4, respectively, 40%
to 57% of the fuel becomes molten, although no fuel melting occurs in the
peripheral zone. The molten fractions for zone 2 and 3 remained close to the
value calculated for the central radial zone. About 63% of the Zircaloy
structure of the channel walls and cladding becomes molten. The fraction of
rubblized core and the fraction of core height which remains covered with
water are also indicated in Fig. 5.

IV. SENSITIVITY STUDY

Because of the complexity of physical phenomena occuring during reactor
meltdown accidents, and due to insufficient experimental data for the
verification of analytical models used in MELRPI, extensive parametric
analysis is necessary for overall code assessment. Such an analysis provides
information concerning the sensitivity of calculations to certain modelling
assumptions, as well as to initial conditions used as input data.

A very important factor influencing the rate of core degradation and melting
is the exothermal chemical reaction between steam and zircaloy. MELRPI uses a
combination of two models in calculating the zircaloy oxidation of cladding
and channel walls - the Cathcart model9 (for T<1850'K) and the Baker-Just
model9 (for TD1850 K). An analysis has been performed to compare the results
obtained by each of the above-mentioned models separately, as well as to
examine the effect of steam starvation (increasing hydrogen content in the
steam-hydrogen mixture) on the core heatup rate and the overall production of
hydrogen. As indicated in Fig. 6, the oxidation rate as a function of time is
similar in all the cases which have been examined. Although the Baker-Just
model is expected to give a higher hydrogen production than the Cathcart model
or a combination of both, the MELRPI calculations show that less hydrogen is
produced when the Baker-Just model is used all the time. This is mainly
because of the shorter time available for oxidation in the case of higher
oxidation due to early zircalloy relocation. The MELRPI code calculations of
hydrogen generation and core heatup due to the release and relocation of
melting are shown in Table 1. As seen, higher oxidation yields faster heatup
and earlier melting of the core structure. Also, the change on hydrogen
volume fractions does not cause any noticeable change in the results.
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TABLE 1

I I.
-

l

Threshold Steam
Concentration
for Hyrdrogen
Blanketing

Hydroger
Production (KG)Oxidation

Model

I--- ----

Core Average Fuel
Temp (K) at
T=3000 see

Case I Cathcart/ 0.08 236 2375
Baker-Just

Case II Cathcart 0. 08 241 2370

Case III Baker-Just 0.08 222 2377

Case -IV Cathcart/ 0.50 237 2373
Baker-Just

The oxidation model used in MELRPI assumes that the presence of hydrogen has
no effect on oxidation as long as the relative hydrogen concentration exceeds
a certain threshold level.10 Below this value, the oxidation rate decreases
linearly to zero when the hydrogen concentration approaches 100%. In order to
assess the sensitivity of calculations to the onset of steam starvation (i.e.,
hydrogen blanketing), test runs were made for two different threshold values,
8% and 50%. The resuits obtained (see Fig. 6 and Table 1) show very little
difference between these two cases. This, in turn, indicates that most
zircaloy gets oxidized in the steam-rich environment.

Another effect tested by using MELRPI concerns the impact of the initial phase
of an accident on the overall core damage. In particular, a comparison has
been made between two cases. In one of them the core uncovering process
starts at 500 sec after reactor scram, in the other at 5,000 sec after scram.
The decay heat curve for the time interval from 500 sec to 11,000 see is shown
in Fig. 7. The results of MELRPI calculations, including the reactor fuel
temperature, the decreasing coolant level in the core, and the hydrogen
production, are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. As seen, the decreasing level of
decay heat power has a profound effect on delaying and mitigating core
degradation and meltdown.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The MELRPI-MOD2 computer code has been applied to the station blackout
transient in a coupled mode with MARCON2.1B. The results have been used to
adjust input parameters of MARCON2.1B for better simulation of core
degradation phenomena and to provide additional insight into the progression



of core damage before core plate failure occurs. Also, a sensitivity study
has been performed concerning some of the MELRPI modelling assumptions and the
importance of providing sufficient water supply to the reactor for mitigating
accident consequences.
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CURRENT STATUS OF DECAY HEAT MEASUREMENTS, EVALUATIONS, and NEEDS

J. K. Dickens, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831.

This report is dedicated to John C. Connor (1923-1986)
An able colleague and a cherished friend

A paper to be presented to the National Topical Conference on Reactor Physics and Safety, Saratoga,
New York, September 17-19, 1986

ABSTRACT

Over a decade ago serious concern over possible consequences of a loss-of-coolant accident in a
commercial light-water reactor prompted support of several experiments designed specifically to measure
the latent energy of beta-ray and gamma-ray emanations from fission products for thermal reactors. This
latent energy was termed Decay Heat. At about the same time the American Nuclear Society convened a
working group to develop a standard for use in computing decay heat in real reactor environs primarily
for regulatory requirements. This working group combined the new experimental results and best
evaluated data into a standard which was approved by the ANS and by the ANSI. The primary work
since then has been (a) on improvements to computational efforts and (b) experimental measurements for
fast reactors. In addition, the need for decay-heat data has been extended well beyond the time regime of
a loss-of-coolant accident; new concerns involve, for example, away-from-reactor shipments and storage.
The efficacy of the ANS standard for these longer time regimes has been a subject of study with
generally positive results. However, a specific problem, namely, the consequences of fission-product
neutron capture, remains contentious. Satisfactory resolution of this problem merits a high priority.

INTRODUCIION

At the conference on Nuclear Cross Sections for Technology held in Knoxville, Tennessee, in October
1979, 1 presented a paper1 reviewing the status of decay heat up to that time. The present report has the
goal of providing a report on some of the important activities concerning decay heat in the intervening
seven years.

* Research sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy, under contract DE-AC05-840R21400 with Martin Marietta
Energy Systems, Inc.
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In an operating reactor, power is obtained following the nuclear transmutation of the fuel materiaL
usually 235U, and the subsequent conversion of mass to energy. The energy obtained in this fission
process is divided among the kinetic energies of the fission products (including neutrons), energy of
gamma radiation from 'prompt' decay of highly-excited fission products, and finally the time-dependent
beta- plus gamma-ray energy released following delayed' decay of fission products. This last-described
source contributes about 7% of the total energy obtainable in the fission process, and because of its time-
dependent nature has been labelled 'Decay Heat."

When a reactor is shut down, the prompt sources of energy die with fission rate, but there remains the
decay heat source of energy. The amount of energy available from this source decreases with time
following shutdown, of course, as the fission products decay. As some fission products have very long
lifetimes, one may be concerned about this source of energy for a very long time. Consequently, there
have been continuing efforts to determine values of decay heat as a function of time following shutdown.
In this country these efforts have resulted in an American Nuclear Society (ANS) standard2 on decay
heat. A preliminary report on this standard was given in my report to the Knoxville conference.

From a decay heat point of view, fuel management can be divided into three categories which might
be called (a) in-core utilization (or burnup), (b) on-site storage, and (c) off-site storage. These three
categories involve different time regimes with regard to decay heat. Values of decay heat for times
immediately following fission to 'cooling' times of a few days after fission are applicable to in-core
utilization, not only to determine the decay-heat contribution to the reactor power production, but also to
assess the consequences of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). For on-site storage, one needs to know the
decay heat for times following fission consistent with the storage time which at present may be several
years. For off-site storage (a feature still in the future!), the consequences of much longer-term decay
heat will be important.

In principle, decay heat can be computed using known nuclear data, The technique, as exemplified by
the ORIGEN family of codes, 3 is to compute the inventory of fission products created during some
irradiation history and cooling period, then to use evaluated radionuclide decay characteristics (e.g., beta-
ray branching probabilities, etc.) to determine the energy release rate for each fission product, and finally
to determine the total decay heat by summing the energy release rate for each fission product weighted by
the amount of that fission product in the computed inventory. Needed, of course, are data files4

containing fission-product yields for each fissioning isotope in the fuel and files5'6 containing evaluated
nuclear data for decay of each radionuclide produced in the fission process. Also needed are cross-section
data involving neutron interactions with all isotopes created during the irradiation. Indeed, the amount of
data required to do the computation is substantial.

Finally, in a real reactor, the fuel is contained in a rod made of a light element (usually a zirconium-
based alloy), and several rods are held together in a unit (a bundle) also made of light elements (e.g.,
stainless steel). Neutrons will interact with these structural elements creating radionuclides which, when
they decay, will contribute to the decay heat. In addition, neutron interactions with the fuel will also
result in production of heavy actinides (e.g., Am and Cm isotopes), and decay of these heavy elements
will also contribute to the decay heat.
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DECAY HEAT FOR SHORT COOLING TIMES

Most of the experimental emphasis has been for short cooling times, i.e., for times after fission
between -1 sec and -1 day. The impetus1 7 for these experiments was the concern about consequences
of a LOCA coupled with the difficulty in calculating decay heat for very short times because of lack of
experimental decay data on short-lived fission products. By. 1979, several measurements 8 12 of short-
cooling-time decay heat for thermal-neutron fission of several fuel isotopes were essentially completed and
were reviewed in my previous report. In addition, these experimental data were combined with calculated
decay heat data to provide the basis for an American Nuclear Society standard2 on decay heat for
thermal-neutron fission, and this standard also was discussed in my previous report. Since then the
ORNL experimental data have been published,13 "14 and the ANS standard was approved by the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) as an U.S. Decay Heat Standard. In addition, measurements made
at the National Engineering Research Laboratory (NERL) at the University of Tokyo of decay heat
following fast-neutron fission"5 have become available. Work is continuing on improving knowledge, and
evaluated data files of nuclear data for short-lived radionuclides.

At first it was thought that, because the various experiments utilized different irradiation, cooling, and
counting times (as well as different measuring equipment), the experimental data could not be directly
compared to each other, but would require comparisons with computed decay heat to determine if there
were inconsistencies among the various experiments. However, we deduced a method for making direct
comparisons of the various experimental data sets (see ref. 14 for details). Results from the several
experiments and the ANSI-ANS standard are presented in Table 1 for fuel materials 235U and 239Pu.
The overall agreement among the various data sets is quite good, particularly in view of the quite
different measurement configurations used. The data from the Los Alamos groups (LANL) generally
have the largest values, while our own data (ORNL) have the smallest values. Indeed, the differences
between the LANL data and the ORNL data are rather larger than the combined assigned experimental
uncertainties. These differences have been of some concern, particularly in Great Britain, for the 239Pu
decay heat. The NERL experiment for fast-fission decay heat is the most similar to the ORNL
experiment. The NERL and ORNL data for 239Pu decay heat are exhibited in Figure 1 for the separate
components of decay heat, viz., beta-ray decay heat in the upper half of the figure, and gamma-ray decay
heat in the lower half of the figure. One would expect that the difference in the incident neutron energy
would result in less than 1% difference in decay heat, and so values from the two measurements should be
very similar. And, in fact, to within the uncertainties assigned to individual data points in the figure the
two measurements do provide essentially equivalent results. This comparison thus supports the ORNL
data with regard to the 'IANL-ORNL' discrepancy, but, as one might well expect, there is a difficulty,
which is readily observed in Figure 2 showing the NERL and ORNL results for decay heat for 235U. The
beta-ray decay heat in the upper half of the figure are in quite good agreement, but there is a clear
discrepancy in the gamma-ray decay heat data in the lower half of the figure for cooling times between
600 and 6000 seconds. At present writing (May 1986) the observed differences are not understood.
Besides the incident neutron energy (which should not yield the observed result) the only substantive
difference between the two experiments is in the sample: the NERL 235U sample was about 1000 times
more massive than the ORNL sample and was mounted on a metal backing whereas the ORNL sample
had a polyethylene backing. The 239Pu measurements had the same sample differences, however, and it
seems unlikely that sample characteristics would affect one set of measurements and not the other. In
addition, for cooling times <600 secs, as exhibited in Table 1, the NERL 235U gamma-ray data are in
better agreement with the ORNL data than with the LANL results.
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experiments (refs. 14 and 15) on 239P. Also shown are results of a summation calculation using the
JNDC data file (ref. 6). The function fit) is the decay heat function following an instantaneous burst of
fissions. These data sets are in excellent agreement for both componenlts, beta-ray and gamma-ray decay
heat.
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figure around t = 103 s is not understood, as discussed in the text.
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TABLE 1.

Time interval LANLO IRTb CENC ORNLY NERL ANSI-ANSf
(sec)- (thermal) (thermal) (thermal) (thermal) (fast)

Total 2 3 5 U(a+y) Decay Heat (MeY/fission)

2.2 - 10.2 2.107 ± 0.042 1.983 ± 0.076 2.105 ± 0.044
10.2 - 20.2 1.147 ± 0.040 1.024 ± 0.020 0.941 ± 0.025 1.023 ± 0.021
20.2 - 100 2.251 ± 0.045 2.195 ± 0.043 2.088 ± 0.052 2.141 ± 0.090 2.242 ± 0.044
100 - 600 1.930 ± 0.033 1.903 ± 0.038 1.818 ± 0.073 1.808 ± 0.048 1.853 ± 0.037 1.916 ± 0.035
600 - 1200 0.663 ± 0.010 0.657 ± 0.013 0.646 ± 0.026 0.616 ± 0.019 0.668 ± 0.011 0.666 ± 0.012

1200 - 6000 1.386 ± 0.021 1.353 ± 0.027 1.379 ± 0.055 1.282 ± 0.040 1.347 ± 0.027 1.382 ± 0.025
6000 - 14000 0.510 ± 0.010 0.487 ± 0.010 0.525 ± 0.021 0.510 ± 0.030 0.515 ± 0.010 0.513 ± 0.009

Total 23 9pu(,+Y) Decay Heat (MeV/rission)

2.2 - 10.2 1.627 ± 0.044 1.475 ± 0.050 1.510 ± 0.065
10.2 - 35.2 1.447 ± 0.039 1.327 ± 0.037 1.377 ± 0.058
35.2 - 130 1.613 + 0.048 1.457 ± 0.039 1.397 ± 0.035 1.360 ± 0.058 1.435 ± 0.060

130 - 600 1.482 + 0.044 1.407 ± 0.037 1.465 ± 0.105 1.363 ± 0.030 1.329 ± 0.061 1.415 ±+0.061
600 - 2500 1.421 ± 0.042 1.344 ± 0.035 1.424 ± 0.095 1.296 ± 0.030 1.276 ± 0.047 1.338 ± 0.059

2500 - 14000 1.104 0.031 1.032 ± 0.027 1.174 ± 0.078 1.061 ± 0.028 1.056 ± 0.025 1.078 ± 0.052

aRef. 8.
bRef. 9.

RMf. 12.
dRef. 10, 13, and 14.
'Ref. 15.
IRef. 2.

As mentioned above, research designed to improve computed decay heat for short cooling times has
continued, including improvements in nuclear data files. Perhaps the most 'successful' at present is the
Japanese Nuclear Data Committee (JNDC) data set6 assembled by researchers at the Japanese Atomic
Energy Research Institute (JAERI). It is the only available evaluated data set that results in calculated
data that are in good agreement with experimental data for cooling times <10 seconds (see Figures 1 and
2). There are, however, still some problems. One problem is readily apparent in the lower half of Figure
2; the calculation does not agree with either set of experimental data for cooling times >3000 secs. The
second problem is that evaluated data for very short-lived fission products (particularly those for which
there are as yet no experimental data) are deduced' 6 from a theoretical framework' 7 that is not expected
to (and does not) provide accurate data for individual radionuclides. Recently, theorists at the Max-
Planck-Institut fur Kernphysik (MPK) have studied beta decay of very short-lived fission products from a
more fundamental theoretical framework,' 8 and have demonstrated calculated beta-ray decay heat
results' 9 quite consistent with the experimental data exhibited in the upper halves of Figures 1 and 2.
Again, however, although detailed comparisons of calculated beta-ray decay characteristics with
experimental beta-ray decay characteristics are more favorable for the MPK framework than for the
JNDC data file, still there are cases for individual radionuclides for which the MPK theory does not
agree well with experiment. Partly because of this situation, the suggestion2s by the MPK group that
commercial power reactors could be safely operated at an increase in average operating power of 5% has
not been accepted by the responsible regulatory bodies.
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DECAY HEAT FOR INTERMEDIATE COOLING TIMES

Our knowledge of decay heat for cooling times longer than a few days and up to about 3 years (108
sec) is based almost entirely on summation calculations of the type described above. Early in this time
regime decay heat is due primarily to fission-product radionuclide decay, this condition is certainly the
case for the ANSI-ANS standard. Later in this time regime fission-product radionuclide decay is still
substantially dominant over the decay of the heavy isotopes (created by sequential capture processes) and
decay of the light radionuclides created in the structural elements; however, decay of radionuclides
created by neutron interactions with fission products becomes important. Indeed, measurements 2 ' of
radionuclides created by long-term irradiations of fuel elements indicate relatively substantial amounts of
134Cs which can be made only by neutron capture by the stable fission product '13Cs. Present-day
sophisticated summation computer programs can determine inventories of such radionuclides given the
fuel irradiation history and a file of nuclear data containing the excitation function describing the reaction
cross sections, for example, for the 133 Cs(n,'y)13 4Cs capture process.

The ANSI-ANS standard, however, was prepared to be applicable to any (reasonable) reactor
operating history. It was necessary, then, to supply the user of the standard with a method of determining
decay heat from such radionuclides as 134Cs without detailed-knowledge of the reactor operating history.
This facet of the standard was accomplished by a single-valued multiplicative function of cooling time
which had been determined by doing a complete decay heat computation using a reactor power history
that would produce the maximum decay heat from such capture radionuclides and yet could still be
likely in the actual operation of present-day reactors. Clearly, then, application of the standard to fuel
burned at less than the nominal maximum power density ought to result in overestimating the total decay
heat. An idea of how much of an overestimation would result is indicated in Figure 3. The data shown
in this figure are documented in a report2 2 of summation calculations performed in support of a U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission guideline discussed in the next paragraph. The calculations were for a
'typical' albeit somewhat optimistic operation history, and they were performed for a variety of 235U
enrichments and total fuel burnup, as indicated in the figure. For cooling times <3 years the ANSI-ANS
standard overestimates the total decay heat, and so using the standard would result in a conservative
design of, let us suppose, the on-site pool to hold the spent fuel.

DECAY HEAT FOR LONG COOLING TIMES

As mentioned above, two years ago the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission prepared a guideline23

for off-site spent reactor fuel storage. The guideline used the calculations in the report22 quoted above.
The calculated decay-heat values included decay heat from the heavy actinide radionuclides as well as
from the light-element radionuclides in the structural materials. These latter two sources are not
considered in the ANSI-ANS standard for these long cooling times, and so, as shown in Figure 3, the
standard slightly underpredicts decay heat for long cooling times. One should observe, however, that at
present the standard is applicable for cooling times only up to 30 years, although data are given in the
standard for longer cooling times. An important feature of this guideline,23 however, is the allowed
alternative use of the ANSI-ANS standard for computations to which the standard applies.

Although there are no specific decay heat experimental data for these longer time periods, there are a
few calorimetric measurements of decay heat from older spent-fuel assemblies. Such measured data have
been compared22'24 with predictions based on summation calculations. The comparisons are generally
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quite favorable, particularly considering that details of the irradiation history of the subject fuel
assemblies are often difficult to obtain.

CONCERNING POWER-PRODUCTION-REACTOR ACCIDENTS

In my 1979 report to the Knoxville conference I discussed a hypothetical LOCA in order to provide a
rationale for the ongoing measurements. Figure 4 gives a representation of part of an analysis of a typical
'worst-case LOCA, showing the expected temperature of the cladding due to the indicated decay-heat
source. The major phases of a LOCA are indicated in the figure, as the hypothetical LOCA progresses
from pipe rupture at T = 0, through blowdown, emergency core-cooling refill and reflood, and then
finally reduction of the temperature of the fuel rods.21 Although the example is quite simplified, and
quite schematic, the point was that properly handled it was at that time anticipated that one could expect
to bring the emergency under control within 15 minutes or so.

Interestingly, this 1979 report was given some six months after the accident at one of the Three-Mile
Island (TMI) reactors. Even then, some six months later, not much was known about that accident
beyond the operators' log book entries of actions taken. By now we have a fairly complete picture of the
course of that accident.2 6  Indeed, the initiation of the TMI accident was less severe than the
'hypothetical' scenario discussed in the previous paragraph. However, the problem persisted because the
cause was not immediately recognized. One aspect of interest for the present discussion was that the
consequences of the accident evolved over a period of about four hours, and not 15 minutes as our earlier
best estimates had suggested. However, it appears that the reactor did not always behave as it had been
expected to behave following operator actions. Clearly the decay heat in the fuel rods was the driving
source. One may reasonably inquire about the importance of knowledge of values of decay heat during
the evolution of the accident, for, in fact, the actual heat generation rates in the early phases of the
accident were some 20% smaller than Federal regulations2 7 specify and so increases in temperature would
be less than (or not as rapid as) anticipated on the bases of calculated pre-accident scenarios. Such is, of
course, a moot inquiry insofar as the TMI accident is concerned. For the future, however, I suggest that
we should question the practice of 'conservative' estimates (which are really overestimates) of the
consequences of decay heat (or any other parameter, for that matter) when developing and training
personnel.

The very recent reactor accident at Chernobyl in the Ukraine (only two weeks ago as I write this
report) appears to be an example of an unexpected non-nuclear disruption very severely exacerbated by
subsequent destruction of a nearby nuclear reactor. The initial problem at Chernobyl apparently involved
the electric-power generation equipment, and this problem could have occurred whether the heat source
was a nuclear reactor (as it was) or was a coal-burning or oil-burning furnace. The Russian authorities
reported a fire and an explosion2 8 in the building housing the reactor and the generating equipment. It is
apparent from a picture of the damaged building that the explosion was substantial. What is not known
at the present writing is the mechanism which caused the reactor to be damaged. Certainly one
possibility, especially considering the observed damage to the building, is that the reactor was damaged by
the explosion. Once the cooling mechanism of the reactor was destroyed, as it surely must have been as a
consequence of the explosion, decay heat in the fuel elements provided the heat to increase the
temperature of the fuel elements and then of the graphite moderator to ignition temperature. This
heating process took some time, however, at least several hours, and so burning graphite was not the
initial mechanism of fission-product release into the atmosphere, nor was it the process by which hydrogen
gas was generated that caused the initial explosion.
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SYNOPSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Much of the experimental and theoretical work leading to an understanding of decay heat was
completed by 1980, that research has been summarized in several review articles.29 Since then the
prima experimental efforts at NERL' 5 have been for fast-neutron fission of fuel elements, not only 235U
and 239Pu, but also 238U and 232Th. The primary theoretical efforts have been to improve the several
evaluated nuclear data files30 and, in particular, to try to understand why using the JNDC file results in
the best computed results especially for the very short cooling times.31 Despite the fact that decay heat
has been a very important problem with important repercussions, there has been very little support in this
country during the past seven years for additional research to solve the remaining problems. At the very
minimum the current ANSI-ANS standard should be improved by (a) including specific decay-heat data
for thermal-neutron fission of 2 41pU (and perhaps also 233U) and improving the data file for 238U by
including the new experimental data" for fast-neutron fission of 238U, (b) extending the standard beyond
its current limitation of 30 years, and (c) including decay heat from long-lived heavy elements and from
light-element structural materials. Use of this standard (which I should note has been subjected to
extensive peer review) in the regulatory process should be strongly encouraged, and its use in the
regulatory guide23 mentioned above should be recognized as an important action. Indeed, one may
observe that the decay-heat problem has been an interesting and instructive problem from both
engineering and physics points of view, an excellent example of the melding of two disciplines toward a
common goal. The remaining tasks ought to be completed.
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COUTAIIHENT FAILURE MODES: INSIGHTS AND UNCERTAIITIES*

F. E. Haskin
Sandia National Laboratories

1. INTRODUCTION

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) recently sponsored
nationwide working groups on containment loadsl and containment
performance.2  These efforts, together with a reassessment of
severe-accident source terms,3'4 a review by the American Physical
Society of state-of-the-art methods for calculating radiological source
terms, NRC technical exchange meetings with the Industry Degraded Core
(IDCOR) program, and a variety of other ongoing severe-accident research
programs, provide technical bases for URC decisions regarding severe
accidents. The NRC is currently integrating this array of technical
information to provide rebaselined risk estimates for selected plants.
As a key part of this effort, insights gained on containment loads and
containment performance are being used to characterize the relative
likelihoods of competing containment failure modes.

Uncertainties in these relative likelihoods exist because of
incomplete knowledge regarding physical processes that affect containment
loading and containment performance. This paper attempts to reflect the
current state of knowledge regarding containment failure modes including
uncertainties that remain. Key uncertainties are discussed and a
qualitative perspective regarding their relative importance is provided.

2 IN-VESSEL UNCERTAINTIES AFFECTING CONTAINMENT LOADS

Temperature-Induced Failure of Pressure Boundary. Consider severe
accidents in which the reactor coolant system is not depressurized by an
initiating pipe break or by operator action. In PWRs, as the core heats
up, gas movement in the uncovered core and upper plenum regions begins to
be driven by natural convection.6'7 98'9  Heat and mass transfer from
the core to the reactor coolant system structures are dominated by
buoyancy-driven components of the flow field. Steam from the boiloff of
residual in-vessel water and hydrogen from oxidation of fuel cladding
rise from the hot central core region and lose heat and entrained fission
products to relatively colder structures above the core. The cooled
gases recirculate downward through the colder regions of the uncovered
core and are reheated again by flowing up through the hot central core
region. In BWRs, the fuel channels that enclose the rods of individual
fuel assemblies impede in-core natural circulation. However, preliminary
MELCOR calculations demonstrate that if the reactor water level falls

*This work is supported by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
and performed at Sandia National Laboratories which is operated for the
United States Department of Energy under Contract Number
DE-AC04-76DP00789.
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below the bottom of the BWR vessel downcomer while fuel is still heating
up in the core region, a strong natural convection loop can be
established from the core to the steam separators and dryers with a
return path to the core inlet via the downcomer.

It has been suggested that the natural circulation flows in PWRs
could transfer sufficient heat to the reactor coolant system pressure
boundary to result in relatively early temperature-induced failures.1

The ensuing depressurization of the primary system would alter the
thermal-hydraulic progression of the accident. If temperature-induced
failures were sufficiently large, depressurization would preclude the
potentially severe ramifications associated with high-pressure ejection
of melt into the containment (see Section 3). However, in-vessel steam
explosions (see below) would be more easily triggered following
depressurization. Also, if the temperature-induced failure were in steam
generator tubes, the containment would be bypassed--perhaps permanently
if the main steam relief valves failed to close following
depressurization. Codes capable of modeling natural circulation are
currently being exercised in attempts to investigate the likelihood of
such early, temperature-induced failures.

Extent of In-Vessel Hydrogen Production. The kinetics of clad and
steel oxidation are sufficiently well understood to permit adequate
predictions of in-vessel hydrogen production provided that the surface
area, temperature, and the amount of steam available for oxidation are
known. However, there are significant uncertainties in all of these
quantities. The buoyancy-driven large-scale recirculating flows
discussed above may enhance steam production and oxidation in the core
region.6'9  Uncertainty in the geometry of the core deformation is
large. Early melting of the cladding and of steel structures within the
core region could either expose more unoxidized metal to steam or result
in flow blockages that would restrict the flow of steam through the
core. Similarly, the manner by which core materials enter residual water
in the bottom head (slumping of small versus large masses) and the nature
of the fuel-coolant interaction (FCI) will affect the extent of in-vessel
hydrogen production. Available estimates of in-vessel Zr oxidation for
PWRs range from 15% to 100%.7 Recent results from the Severe Accident
Sequence Analysis (SASA) program indicate that in BWRs hydrogen
production may be dominated by the reaction of steam with B4C
exposed when the control blades melt.10  This could result in
considerable in-vessel hydrogen production yet leave more Zr to be
oxidized after vessel breach or during an in-vessel FCI. Obviously, the
uncertainties that attend in-vessel hydrogen production lead to
corresponding uncertainties regarding the threats of containment failure
posed by combustion events and the buildup of noncondensible gases.

In-Vessel Steam Explosions. The Reactor Safety Study (RSS)II
identified the possibility that a large-scale in-vessel steam explosion
could result in containment failure. Following the nomenclature
introduced in the RSS, this mode of containment failure is commonly
referred to as the alpha-mode failure. The RSS took the alpha-mode
failure probability to be 0.01, although the uncertainty in this
probability was acknowledged by including a pessimistic estimate of 0.1.
Since the ass, there has been considerable experimental research
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performed on fuel-coolant interactions at small to intermediate scales
(< 20 kg). An uncertainty study on PWR steam explosions12 stated that
for a significant containment failure probability due to in-vessel steam
explosions "either a significant probability of [energyI conversion
ratios higher than currently measured (5.311 or a significant probability
of large masses of molten core actively participating in an explosion
would be needed." The study shows that conversion ratios less than 5.3X
and masses of actively participating molten core less than 5000 kg (as
suggested by several mixing modelsl31 l4,15) imply an alpha mode failure
probability of 0.0001 or less. However, based on recent data and
calculations, some argue that the possibility of larger conversion ratios
or larger masses actively participating cannot be excluded and that the
uncertainty in the alpha-mode containment failure probability is
therefore large.16  Extensive discussions of recent experiments and
assessments of the likelihood of alpha-mode failure are presented
elsewherel6' 17 and will not be repeated here. However, it should be
noted here that the temperature-induced pressure boundary failures
discussed in Section II.A may increase the threat from steam explosions
in-vessel, since the lower ambient pressure may increase the probability
of triggering an explosion.

Mode of Fuel Discharge. The postulated modes of discharge of core
materials from the vessel may be grouped into four classes:

1. Release due to a massive failure of the vessel by an
in-vessel steam explosion.

2. A gravity-driven drop of a large molten mass.
3. A pressure-driven melt jet.
4. A continuous dripping of core materials not involved in the

initial release.

The uncertainty study on PWR in-vessel steam explosions12 showed that
central assumptions that yielded a direct containment failure probability
of 0.0001 also yielded a probability of 0.21 for failing the vessel
bottom head. This mode of vessel breach has the potential for driving
particulate debris from the reactor cavity, resuspending radioactive
aerosols previously plated out within the reactor coolant system, and
forming additional aerosols during the explosion.

If the vessel pressure is low, breach of the vessel by molten
materials will result in the gravity-driven flow of melt from the vessel
with essentially no fragmentation or dispersal at the vessel exit. If
the vessel pressure is high, breach of the vessel below the top layer of
molten materials (e.g., at instrument penetrations) will result in the
pressure-driven ejection of melt into containment. Pressurized ejection
could disperse aerosols and particulate debris into the containment
atmosphere with potentially severe ramifications (see Section 3, Direct
Heating). For either a low-pressure melt through or a high-pressure
ejection, uncertainties regarding the amount of steel added to the melt
before vessel breach and the associated temperature of the released melt
could affect subsequent ex-vessel processes.

Following any of the three discharge modes just described, a
significant fraction of core materials may remain unmelted in the core



region. Without coolant, much of this material may subsequently malt and
drop out of the vessel in small amounts over a period of hours. If there
is water below the vessel, small ex-vessel steam explosions may result.
If there is no water below the vessel, the dripping mass may prolong core
concrete interactions and affect the magnitude of the radiological
release given late containment failure.

3. EX-VESSEL UUCERTAINTIES AFFECTING CONTAINMENT LOADS

Steam Spike. The term "steam spike" refers to the pressure spike
that could occur In containment shortly after vessel breach due to vessel
depressurization and the rapid production of steam in the quenching
process. For a significant steam spike to occur, there must be water
present and the debris must be fragmented sufficiently to provide ample
heat transfer area. Water can be available either due to overflow from
other areas of containment or, for PWRs, due to accumulator discharge at
the time of vessel breach. The debris can be fragmented by the discharge
process itself or by initial interactions with water below the vessel.

The NRC devised standard problems for the Containment Loads Working
Group to quantify the potential magnitude of steam spikes in large dry
containments such as Zion and Surry. For a given plant, the magnitude of
the pressure rise due to quenching alone is determined by two parameters:
the amount of water vaporized and the time interval over which it is
vaporized. A large-scale ex-vessel steam explosion would create steam
faster than it could be condensed in containment, but might not fully
quench the debris. Fragmentation without a steam explosion would
yield a smaller rate of vapor generation because of the larger average
size of the fragments. The rate of quenching of a hot, dry particle bed
with water from above is about equal to the dryout heat flux for that
bed"8. The larger the area of the bed, the more rapid the quenching
rate. Analyses of the standard problems indicate that instantaneous
quenching of 100? of the core debris results in pressure rises of only 25
to 35 psi. The additional pressure rise due to reactor coolant system
depressurization following vessel breach depends on the reactor coolant
system pressure but can be as high as 15 psi. These two effects combined
are insufficient to challenge containments like Zion and Surry. Steam
spikes could be significant in Mark I containment drywells.10 In Hark
It containments, molten core debris could flow down the downcomers and
lead to steam explosions in the suppression pool. Parametric
calculations performed for the Containment Loads Working
Group indicate that the resulting dynamic pressure-time impulse may not
threaten containment.19

Coincident Steam Spike and Hydrogen Burn. Another pressure-spike
concern arises from the possibility of a hydrogen burn concurrent with a
steam spike. For example, consider a PWR accident in which the primary
system is above the accumulator set point and the reactor vessel cavity
is either dry or only partially full of water just before vessel breach.
If there is a combustible mixture in containment, hot debris initially
ejected from the vessel can serve to ignite the mixture before quenching
of the debris results in steam inerting. If steam inerting were achieved
before the release of hydrogen remaining in the vessel, only the hydrogen
present in containment prior to vessel breach would participate in the
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coincident burn. If the release of hydrogen remaining in the vessel
preceded steam inerting (e.g., melt discharge first, hydrogen release
second, and accumulator dump and debris quenching third), substantially
more hydrogen might participate in a coincident burn. Note that
uncertainties discussed above regarding early vessel depressurization,
in-vessel hydrogen generation, and the mode of discharge of materials
from the vessel contribute to the uncertainty regarding a coincident
steam spike and hydrogen burn.

The key questions regarding the magnitude of the pressure spike
associated with a coincident steam spike and hydrogen burn are:

* When would combustion begin?
* How much hydrogen would be burned?
* What would the rate of burning be?
* When would the quenching begin?
* How much debris energy would be quenched?
* What would the rate of quenching be?
* How much hydrogen would be produced during debris quench?
* How much water might be entrained with the steam from the quench?

Slower burning and quenching rates would tend to reduce the pressure
spike, as would entrainment of water by the steam generated. Time
separation between burning and quenching would also reduce the pressure
spike. While the possibility of containment failure due to coincident
quenching and burning can be excluded, based on high estimated failure
pressures, for some plants, it cannot yet be excluded for all
containments.20  However, a recently developed computational
capability, based in part on the HECTR code, is being applied to more
realistically examine the questions listed above for specific
containments.21

Direct Heating. Of all the uncertainties regarding the mode, of melt
discharge, those regarding the high-pressure melt release are considered
to be the most important. This is because recent experiments22

indicate that molten debris could be rapidly swept from the reactor
cavity into the containment atmosphere as finely fragmented particles.
Airborne particulate debris could rapidly release chemical (oxidation of
metallic constituents) and thermal energy directly to the containment
atmosphere. Some investigators in the, NRC Containment Loads Working
Group felt that direct heating could pose a severe challenge to even the
strongest PWR containments. Other investigators felt that physical
barriers coupled with simultaneous ejection of water into the containment
atmosphere would limit direct heating to 2. of the debris thermal energy
with the remaining debris energy being water quenched or proceeding to
core-concrete interactions. This would essentially limit the threat of
containment failure at the time of vessel breach to that posed by steam
spikes and coincident hydrogen burns. However, in a recent experiment in
which scaled structures were placed outside a scaled reactor cavity, only
4% of the ejected debris was retained by the structure.24  Direct
heating scenarios have also been questioned on the grounds that the
reactor coolant system pressure boundary may fail due to high temperature
even before the core melts (see Section 2). The resultant reactor
coolant system depressurization would remove the driving force for
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fragmenting debris and ejecting it into the containment atmosphere
at the time of vessel breach.

Debris Coolability. The outcome of the short-term debris dispersal
and quenching processes discussed above will either be a bed of
particulate debris, a molten pool of core materials, or some of each in
different locations. If water is not available or the debris is not
coolable, a molten pool of debris will attack and penetrate the
concrete. If the containment is still intact following vessel breach,
late containment failure may occur due to:

* pressure or temperature loadings associated with the buildup of
gases from core-concrete or debris-coolant interactions,

* combustion events, or
* basemat melt through.

The formation of coolable debris beds would preclude basemat melt
through and prevent the further buildup of combustible gases associated
with core-concrete interactions. Furthermore, if any containment heat
removal systems function, the possibility of containment failure due to
the buildup of steam is virtually eliminated. However, if such systems
do not function, overpressurization will occur more rapidly given a
coolable debris bed because essentially all of the decay heat goes into
steam production and containment pressurization. In core-concrete
interactions much of the decay heat is required to heat and decompose
concrete resulting in a slower rate of containment pressurization.

The Lipinski model25 predicts most of the experimentally determined
dryout heat fluxes within a factor of two. Uncertainty still exists in
some regimes of interest for LWRs, including deep stratified beds, beds
with large spans in particle size, beds with highly irregular particles,
and beds with potential for horizontal liquid flow. However, the major
uncertainty in debris coolability lies not in the modeling but in knowing
the debris configuration. For example, uncertainties in fragmentation
(particle size) and dispersal (bed depth) due to ex-vessel debris-coolant
interactions permit both coolable and noncoolable beds to be postulated.

The possibility of quenching a molten pool by adding water from above
is also uncertain. In one experiment in which water was poured on a 20
kg iron-alumina melt at 2700 K, the melt quenched slowly.26  In
another, similar experiment,27  a steam explosion occurred.
Theofanous14 has suggested that the gases generated during large-scale
core-concrete interactions would break up the melt and allow overlying
water to enter, fragment, and quench the melt resulting in a coolable
debris bed. Adequate experimental verification of this hypothesis is not
currently available.

Core-Concrete Interactions. Core-concrete interactions will occur if
(a) there is no water available, (b) the melt penetrates and remains
under water in a noncoolable configuration, or (e) a coolable debris bed
drys out and remelts. In most LWR containments, penetration of the
containment basemat due to core-concrete interactions (if possible at
all) would take several hours. In Hark I BWR containments, spreading of
the melt over the entire drywell floor could lead to containment failure
due to local attack of the steel containment at the interface with the
concrete floor.28
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CORCON29  is a state-of-the-art computer code for modeling
core-concrete interactions; however, it has limitations that may be
significant to some analyses. CORCON assumes that an axisymmetric
concrete crucible contains metallic and oxidic debris layers. This
geometry is inappropriate for some containment designs. For example, for
many BWRs, the oxidic debris could solidify and be locally confined on
the drywell floor below the vessel while molten metallic debris flowed
over a larger area. As mentioned earlier, BWR corium could include large
amounts of unoxidized zirconium. Zirconium can reduce uranium dioxide to
uranium; however, this reaction is not modeled in CORCOU.

The existing data base is limited, and thus significant uncertainties
exist regarding the generation rates of aerosols and combustible
gases.6  The aerosol-generation rates in cases involving no overlying
water layer dominate the determination of the amount of suspended fission
products in the containment atmosphere several hours after vessel
breach. The aerosol concentrations above the molten pool determine
whether thermal radiation from the top surface of the molten pool is
transmitted to structures or absorbed in the atmosphere thereby
creating a driving force for convective mixing.

it has been postulated that high gas temperatures in dry PWR reactor
cavities could result in immediate, local recombination of hydrogen and
carbon monoxide released from the core-concrete interactions with oxygen
being continuously replenished by convectively induced flows from the
main containment volumes.30  This would effectively result in
continuous burning in the reactor cavity and remove the threat of global
combustion elsewhere in containment. Additional analyses or experiments
are needed to test this hypothesis.

Another result of high-temperature atmospheres would be the thermal
decomposition (degassing) of unlined concrete surfaces. In some BWRs, it
has been postulated that thermal decomposition of the concrete pedestal
supporting the vessel could cause the vessel to collapse, which could in
turn cause containment failure due to loads imposed on reactor coolant
piping. The steam released by the degassing of unlined concrete walls in
the drywell has a tendency to slow the rate of temperature rise in the
drywell.31

Ignition and Combustion. With the exception of those containments
that are inerted, the release of hydrogen and carbon monoxide to the
containment atmosphere gives rise to the possibility of combustion events
in containment. When a combustible mixture ignites, it can burn in a
variety of ways including deflagrations, accelerated flames, detonations,
and diffusion flames. Deflagrations produce static pressure loadings on
containment, whereas detonations can produce larger dynamic loads.
Experimental evidence indicates that,- in the presence of flow obstacles,
deflagrations can change to accelerated flames or local detonations given
sufficient hydrogen concentrations. Detonations have been observed
experimentally at hydrogen concentrations as low as 13% by volume in
air.32
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Deliberate ignition systems are currently installed in non-inerted
containments perceived as being more susceptible to failure due to
combustion events (i.e., PWR ice-condenser and Mark III BWR
containments). By ensuring ignition at relatively low hydrogen
concentrations, igniters reduce the threat to such containments.
However, models for the effectiveness of deliberate Ignition range from
those predicting very benign continuous burning when hydrogen
concentrations reach the upward flammability limit of 4.1% hydrogen30

to those permitting deflagrations to be ignited at hydrogen
concentrations as high as 8%.32 The first, ;more optimistic, model
virtually eliminates the threat to containment posed by combustion
events. The latter model does not eliminate the threat. Recent igniter
tests in hydrogen-air mixtures indicated no combustion for hydrogen
concentrations below 5%.34

For accidents in which deliberate ignition systems are inoperable
(e.g., due to loss of electric power or operator failure to actuate) and
for containments or subcompartments which do not have igniters (e.g.,
large dry PWR containments or ice regions in ice-condenser containments),
the timing and location of Ignition is very uncertain. Deflagrations
ignited at hydrogen concentrations of 8% or more are possible. Global
detonations seem unlikely, but could conceivably occur if ignition were
delayed. The possibility of locally high hydrogen concentrations which
would permit local detonations or accelerated flames is plant and
accident specific and has not yet been fully analyzed. Detonable
mixtures are likely in the ice regions of Ice-condenser containments in
accidents involving recirculation fan failure.33 T35 However, in large
dry PWR containments, convective mixing may preclude pockets of high
hydrogen concentration, but this is by no means assured. Such pockets
would be particularly difficult to achieve with containment sprays
operating because strong mixing would be Induced by the sprays. Also,
the containment could be shielded against local detonations or
accelerated flames occurring in some subcompartments (e.g., within PWR
steam generator compartment walls).

The threat to large dry containments posed by deflagrations is small
unless combustible gases from both in-vessel Zr oxidation and ex-vessel
core-concrete interactions accumulate before ignition occurs.18  This
is most likely in accidents involving total loss of ac power. Without ac
power, containment heat removal systems are inoperative and the
containment atmosphere rapidly inerts due to high steam concentrations.
Recent tests in hydrogen-steam-air mixtures indicate that combustion is
difficult to achieve for steam concentrations of 507 (or more) even in
the presence of a strong ignition source.3 4 If the containment does
not fail due to pressure/temperature loads while steam inerted, the steam
concentrations in containment will eventually be reduced to levels which
permit combustion. This may occur either due to restoration of
containment heat removal or simply by condensation on passive heat
sinks.36 The threat to containment in such scenarios will depend on
.-the timing of ignition, the amounts of hydrogen and carbon monoxide
accumulated, the rate and completeness of burning, and the effectiveness
of containment sprays and/or fan coolers in reducing the peak burn
pressure.
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4 EQUIPHEUT SURVIVAL AND OPERATOR ACTIONS

To this point, we have discussed the direct effects of
thermal-hydraulic phenomena on containment pressure and temperature
loadings. There are also possible indirect effects upon systems which
the plant operators might use to arrest the progression of severe
accidents or mitigate their consequences. Such systems include water
injection systems, containment heat removal systems, deliberate ignition
systems, radionuclide removal systems, and postaccident monitoring
systems. Three phenomena which are particularly important in this
context are combustion, ex-vessel debris-water interactions, and
core-concrete interactions.

Combustion events could render vital equipment inoperable directly or
indirectly (e.g., by damaging electrical cables or collapsing ductwork).
The effects of hydrogen combustion on cables, pressure transducers, and
solenoids are being examined in the Hydrogen Burn Survival (HBS) program
at Sandia National Laboratories. In addition, the effects of severe
accident environments are being studied in the Performance Evaluation of
Electrical Equipment during Severe Accident States program at Sandia
National Laboratories.

As mentioned earlier in this paper, energetic ex-vessel debris-water
interactions can disperse debris throughout containment. At some plants,
a portion of this debris could be deposited in the containment
recirculation sumps. This debris could then lead to failure of the
containment spray pumps.

Core-concrete interactions (and additionally direct heating) can
generate large quantities of aerosols. For containments with fan
coolers, aerosols could clog filters or plateout on the cooling coils.
Either of these two possibilities could result in degraded fan cooler
performance. A similar concern exists with respect to standby gas
treatment system filters in BIR reactor buildings.

In some accidents involving initial* success of core cooling,
containment failure could induce core cooling failure. Such accidents
involve loss of containment heat removal which results in steam buildup
and pressurization of containment to the failure threshold. Core cooling
may then fail if containment venting or containment failure results in
(a) steam flooding of the core cooling pump rooms, or (b) bulk boiling of
the core-cooling water located inside containment (i.e., flashing of the
suppression pool or containment sump). For both failure modes, it is not
always clear whether the conditions would be severe enough to cause pump
failure and, if failure were to occur, whether it would be instantaneous
or delayed for some period of time. If the pumps were to survive these
conditions or if backup pumping systems were successfully utilized, the
accident would not progress to core-melt and would be minor in terms of
fission products released.

5. CONTAINHENT PERFORMANCE UNCERTAINTIES

From a structures viewpoint, four fundamentally different loadings
that threaten containment integrity have been identified: (1) excessive
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pressure and temperature (static and dynamic), (2) basemat melt through ,
(3) internal missiles, and (4) containment bypass. Only item (1) is
explicitly considered in this section.

Containment performance is measured in terms of how, when, and where
a containment fails. Any significant (from a risk standpoint) release of
radioactive materials constitutes failure. The design of U. S.
containment buildings is based on linear, elastic analysis with large
factors of safety. However, pressure and temperature in the containment
during a severe accident may significantly exceed the design basis
loads. Although containments have a capacity for loads greater than the
design basis, calculating this margin precisely (the when) may not be
straightforward, because nonlinear behavior is likely to occur.
Furthermore, it can be difficult to distinguish between different modes
of failure (the how and the where), i.e., leakage or rupture, that may
have significant implications on accident consequences.

Leakage may occur at sealing surfaces of penetrations (depending on
seal performance, or structural deformations, or both) or at through-wall
cracks or tears in the pressure boundary. Rupture of the containment
building, resulting in complete and energetic release of radioactive
materials, is also possible. Uncertainties in failure mechanisms are due
to (1) overly conservative failure criteria, (2) lack of experimental
data (and therefore, no means of developing or validating criteria for
some mechanisms), and (3) design vs. as-built features and fabrication
errors. The vast majority of structural analysis and testing of
containments is limited to static loading; the margins and failure
mechanisms may be considerably different for dynamic loads. It should
also be recognized that containment response depends directly on pressure
and temperature, and consequently the large uncertainties in containment
loads generate corresponding uncertainty in containment response.

There are a number of studies, both completed and ongoing, into the
performance of containment buildings subject to static
overpressurization, or elevated temperatures, or both.2 ,37 -42  Early
analyses provided an important focus for ongoing research, but many of
their conclusions are no longer valid. These analyses2'37  were
characterized by overly conservative failure criterion, gross
simplifications of nonlinear behavior, and no experimental verification.
For instance, rupture was assumed to occur at 1% or 2% strain, or even
less, but in five recent tests of steel containment models, the measured
membrane strains at failure ranged from near 4% up to 15% (it is believed
that local strains where failures initiated were near 15% in all cases).
The Containment Performance Working Group (CPWG)Z reported that BWR I k
I and Hk It drywell heads have a high leakage potential. However,
subsequent analyses by Argonne National Laboratory43 and Sandia
National Laboratories demonstrated that the upper and lower flanges would
not separate in a severe accident due to the temperature differential
that arises between the flanges and the bolts (not considered by the
CPWG), which keeps the flanges in compression. Since metal-to-metal
contact significantly impedes leakage,4' it now appears that drywell
heads will not leak. Leakage estimates made by the CPWG for other
penetrations should also be questioned until experimental verification is
obtained ,or better analytical methods are applied. ongoing programs
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include seal and penetration tests,41  scale model tests,40  and
methodology development.

The structural performance of containments must be considered on a
plant specific basis, but there are substantial differences between steel
and concrete containments that merit discussion here.

State-of-the-art methods can be used to accurately calculate the
nonlinear behavior of steel containments. Analysis of a 1:8-scale steel
model pressurized to failure compared favorably with experimental
data.39  Given a continuously increasing pressure, rupture appears to
be the most probable failure mode of steel containments at this time.
However, leakage from equipment hatches will occur if strains in the
cylinder reach 3! to 61, depending on the diameter and thickness of the
penetration. Also, the leakage potential of many types of seals and
penetrations (inflatable seals and bellows are good examples) has not yet
been investigated.

Analytical tools for the nonlinear analysis of concrete containments
are not as well developed as those for steel containments. Major
uncertainties involve cracked concrete behavior, bonding between the
liner and concrete, and the effect of studs and anchors. In contrast to
steel containments, local tears in the pressure boundary (the liner) that
do not lead to rupture are considered possible. Leakage from pressure
unseating hatches is much less likely, because radial expansion of a
concrete containment is relatively small. Tests on scale models40 and
panels will provide needed experimental data for validating nonlinear
analyses of concrete containments subject to severe accident loads.

If leakage occurs, the rate of release must be estimated to determine
the effect on containment loads (i.e., is leakage sufficient to prevent
further pressurization of the containment?) and the consequences and
risks of leakage. To date, no leak rate calculations for containments
have been made for specific penetrations or tears in the pressure
boundary. There are a number of factors that introduce large uncertainty
into leakage rate calculations:

* uncertain leakage area due to non-uniform seal degradation and
potential blockage by aerosols and other particulates

* non-standard and irregular opening geometries
* uncertain flow conditions
* interdependence of pressure and leakage
* effect of local liner tears on leakage area and path is uncertain

Estimates of leak rate will need to be based heavily on experimental
data. Limited data are being acquired from the seal and penetration
tests and scale model tests at Sandia.

6. CONTAIMHENT FAILURE MODES AND RISK PERSPECTIVE

The uncertainties discussed herein are those that significantly
influence the relative likelihoods of various containment failure modes.
As part of an ongoing development of rebaselined risk estimates for six
plants, various conditional assessments of the relative likelihoods of
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competing containment failure modes are being made based on corresponding
sets of assumptions regarding the influential uncertainties.4 The
sets of assumptions range from optimistic to pessimistic with respect to
severe accident consequences.

At the submittal date for this paper, risk quantification was
complete for only one of the six plants, the Surry plant. Uncertainty in
the Surry risk has been estimated using two different approaches.45 In
the first approach, the principal investigators at Sandia National
Laboratories made three separate risk estimates, an optimistic estimate,
a central estimate, and a pessimistic estimate. In completing this
so-called OCP approach, it became clear that many of the phenomenological
issues discussed in the preceeding sections contributed to the
uncertainty in risk estimates. Due to lack of research and disagreement
within the reactor safety community as to both methods of evaluation and
potential outcomes associated with such issues, a second approach was
devised which permitted input from expert review groups to be used to
define the range of uncertainty. The experts were called on to provide
their individual views on a range of distinct outcomes for each issue by
selecting weighting factors for each outcome. Multiple risk estimates
were then made using a stratified Monte Carlo approach (Latin hypercube
sampling) to specify the phenomenological outcome combinations in
accordance with the assigned weights. This second approach is deemed the
limited Latin hypercube (LLH) approach; the adjective limited is included
to reflect the limited number of issues treated and the discretization of
the phenomenological outcomes. Five sequence frequency issues, eight
containment loading and performance issues, and thirteen source term
issues were sampled for Surry.

To provide insight as to the importance of the containment issues to
the risk results, the probability of early containment failure at Surry
is considered here. Early containment failure includes all cases for
which significant radionuclide releases to the environment occur before
or during the time of reactor vessel bottom head failure. When all
accident sequences are considered (sequences are weighted by their
frequencies), the LLH results for the early containment failure
probability at Surry range from 0.01 to nearly unity. For the LLH
sample, the median value was 0.1 and the mean value was 0.2. These
results are dominated by containment failures occurring from direct
heating with some contribution from concurrent hydrogen burning. In
contrast, the central value of the early containment failure probability
from the OCP method for Surry is 0.05. The central estimate is primarily
influenced by the V sequence in which containment is bypassed. In
general, input from the expert reviewers as reflected in the LLH results
pointed to more severe containment conditions during direct heating
scenarios than the central risk estimate. The Reactor Safety Study (RSS)
111 has a mean probability of early containment failure which is nearly
identical to the LLH mean; however, the earlier RSS estimate did not
account for direct heating. The IDCOR analysis of a different PWR
containment (Zion) predicted an early containment failure probability of
only 0.005 due to containment isolation failure.

For Surry, issues which affect the likelihood of early containment
failure (principally direct heating) also affect radiological risk
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measures because the radiological consequences associated with early,
energetic releases of radionuclides are usually substantially larger than
those associated with late containment failures. It does not necessarily
follow, however, that it is less important to investigate late failure
modes than early modes. The consequences associated with a given failure
mode may be highly sequence-specific and/or plant-specific. For example,
early failure of a BWR Mark III containment due to combustion of hydrogen
would be of limited consequence unless there is substantial bypass of the
suppression pool. On the other hand, there are some scenarios involving
late containment failures which could be associated with substantial
source terms. Examples include scenarios involving late revolatilization
of volatile radionuclides that are initially retained in the primary
system, and the high radionuclide release during core concrete
interactions which have been calculated for a number of BWR
sequences.3 It is hoped that ongoing research programs will reduce the
more important of the uncertainties discussed above. In order to achieve
this goal, it is apparent that the research program must be guided by
plant-specific considerations in addition to generic phenomenological
issues.
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SUMMARY

The role of natural circulation in the analysis of postulated severe

accidents is reviewed. Emphasis is placed on the station blackout scenario,

for which several organizations have recently contributed predictions of

accident behavior. Modeling philosophies are described and key results are

compared. Close agreement with respect to the effects of recirculation on the

progression of the TMLB' accident appears possible.

Progress on experimental validation of recirculating flow patterns and

rates of flow is also reviewed. The [nonprototypic] results to date support

theoretical work in progress; however, the long range of accident transients

and the very large scale of commercial plants may compromise attempts to fully

validate accident analysis programs.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Predictions of the progression of (postulated) severe accidents within the

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) of a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) plants are

complicated by the need for accurate descriptions of the multi-dimensional,

buoyancy-driven flows that occur during the core heatup phase. These flows are

governed by:

o The relatively lower elevation of the uncovered and overheating core.

o The open-lattice nature of PWR cores.

o The relatively higher elevation of hot-leg gas volumes.

The existence of robust natural circulation would have an important bearing on

such issues as:

o Timings for the onset of Zircaloy oxidation and the progression

of core meltdown.

o Levels of hydrogen production and dispersion of fission product releases.

o Extended heating and "early' failure of the RCS boundary.

Accepting the occurrence of natural circulation, evaluation of probable flow

patterns and associated rates of flow is complicated by the increased levels of

spatial detail which are required to accommodate a credible multi-dimensional

analysis. Assuming, for example, that recirculation within the RPV may be taken to

be axisymmetric, there still are required substantial increase in analytical

effort. Additionally, a more elaborate treatment of, say, upper vessel heat

structures is required since thin-walled structures (guide-pipes, support rods,

control-rod drive material), which offer a relatively higher surface-to-volume

ratio, tend to track with the temperature response of recirculating gas flows.

And, the increased availabilities of steam oxidant lead to accelerated rates of

Zircaloy oxidation and associated rapid rates of melting of Zircaloy cladding
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and/or of U-O-Zr eutectic formation, thereby affecting a mechanistic treatment of

core meltdown. Finally, extended heating of ex-vessel surfaces by high temperature

recirculating flows may result in local breach of the RCS boundary prior to any

appreciable core melt progression.

In the following sections, results of various efforts to establish the impact

of natural circulation on the progression of severe accidents in PWRs are reviewed.

Following a discussion of current theoretical developments, the status of the 1/7th

scale test program at Westinghouse will be reviewed.

2.0 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

At present, delineation of recirculating flow characteristics for the spectrum

of postulated severe accidents is incomplete. However, several code development

efforts have considered the (so-called) station blackout scenario (TMLB'); thus,

the present discussion of the role of recirculation in severe accident analysis

programs will focus on this scenario. The discussion begins with results of an

overview prediction, followed by brief reviews of modeling philosophies and

available predictions of the TMLB' accident by various accident analysis codes.

Throughout, recent (unpublished) calculations by the CORMLT code will be cited by

way of comparison.

2.1 A Simple Overview of In-Vessel Recirculation

Theofanous and Lee [1] consider a simple 3-mass lumped parameter model (see

Figure 1) to represent a single-stream recirculating flow, where [quasi-steady]

flow behavior is estimated by balancing the available barometric head against

frictional losses in a porous media:

dTi
(Nc)1 ad-t = Qj+(;c)c(Ti-ljT) i = 1,2,3 (1)

11 o = gh )+h2 (2)
ICK -P 13P3P1 2(3P
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In Eq. (1), (Mc) is thermal capacitance, Q1 is decay power, Q2 = 0, = c is

recirculating flowrate and, for i = 1, To 1 T3. In Eq. (2), L is flow path length

and K is permeability. Applying the model to in-vessel recirculation (h23 = 0, M1

= core mass, M2/M3 = inner/outer masses of upper vessel internals, K = 1.5X10 8

m2 . Q = 42MW) for a Westinghouse 4-loop plant at 2300 psia gives the temperature

transients shown in Figure 2. For this very simple model, , c 4 45Kg/s as t -E

2000 s, and the upper internal temperatures T2/T3 lag behind that for the core (T,)

by 60K/120K. While the results are instructive, the assumption of local thermal

equilibrium between gas and structure tends to over-predict rates of flow as well

as upper internals temperature differences (a CORMLT calculation for similar

conditions gives a core/plenum flow rate of ms30 Kg/s and a temperature'difference

between inner/ outer internals of -28K). Further, the times to establish quasi-

steady flow may be too long, since the assumption of equilibrium between gas and

upper vessel internals also slows the approach to steady state.

Also given here (see Figure 3) are recirculating flow field predictions [2]

via a distributed parameter model. The whole vessel was viewed as being occupied

by a porous media, with friction being governed by Darcy's law and buoyant forces

treated via the Boussinesq approximation. Further, the model considers thermal

nonequilibrium between fluid and solid. In this-case, the predicted [total]

recirculation flow rate is t-50Kg/s.

2.2 Predictions by the MELPROG Code

The MELPROG code [3], under development at Sandia/Los Alamos Laboratories, is

a best estimate code for predicting the course of a severe accident sequence from

the initiation of core damage to the stage at which the vessel fails and core

materials are discharged to containment. The fluids module of MELPROG accommodates

a four-field (water, vapor, corium solid, corium liquid) representation of momen-

tum, mass, and energy transfer process. Recently, a two-dimensional (r-z) capabil-

ity for treating in-vessel recirculation was reported [4] as being operational.

With the permission of the developers, very preliminary predictions by the code of

the attributes of vessel recirculation, including the impact of valve operation,

will be shown here for the Surry TMLB' accident.

For constant pressure (2360 psia), the status of in-vessel thermal/hydraulics

(at - 2000s after the onset of core uncovering) are illustrated in Figure 4. From

the magnitude of the velocity vector in the uppermost right cell and the given

fluid temperature, and assuming the cell flow area is one-half the core-wide flow
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area, the total recirculating flow rate is estimated by the author to be 18Kg/s.

Additionally, it is seen that an equivalent flow passes radially inwards across the

floor of the upper plenum (note the 934/865 cell). Of further interest is the

relatively small temperature difference between inner/outer regions of the upper

plenum -- the average AT is calculated to be 23K, in line with the CORMLT value

cited above.

The effects of valve action on recirculation pattern are illustrated in Figure

5. During the period when the valve is open, the downcoming flow tends to reverse;

whereas, that for the (rising) plume tends to accelerate. A (possibly surprising)

result is the rapid recovery in recirculation -- comparing Figures 4 and 5, it

could be argued that nearly complete recovery obtains within the first one second

after valve closure. This result suggests that the constant pressure assumption

may provide reasonable simulation of the dynamic case, at least for the in-vessel

part of the RCS. However, lumping in-vessel/ex-vessel flow interactions via a

single nozzle is somewhat misleading. Blowdown from nonvalve bearing hot-legs to

the upper plenum (whilst valves are open) should result in more significant flow

disturbances than are depicted here.

Of further interest are MELPROG results for natural circulation during core

meltdown, as depicted in Figure 6. In the early stages, recirculation is predicted

to be displaced upwards over the evolving damage region. (If calculations were

performed with more detailed nodalization, it is likely that a more complex series

of flow patterns would be seen.) In the later stages, recirculation intothe

(voided) core remains, tending to follow the slumping core into the bottom head.

2.3 Predictions by the CORMLT Code

The stand-alone version of the CORMLT code [5], under development at EPRI as

part of the CORMLT-PSAAC-RAFT Code suite, considers an assemblage of superposed,

recirculating flow-loops for both intact as well as degraded core geometries, as

illustrated in Figure 7. For the Eaxisymmetric] plenum-core loop, the mass flow

rate i for each of an ensemble of [initially equi-area] stream tubes (Figure 7a) is

given by:

-. E - gf(p-p~)ds-1m2f I (L + K055 )ds (3)

where L is the overall length of each stream tube and Af ,p , f, Dh, and K05 5 are
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local values of flow area, fluid density, friction factor, hydraulic diameter, and

unit loss factor, respectively. For in-channel flow, f is evaluated from standard

expressions from the literature while, for cross-flow,

fx = Nx [0.25-0.033 loglo(Rex/10000)]

where Nx is the number of cross-flow columns encountered. The loss coefficient

Kjoss includes losses for turning, for passage through the upper core plate, and

for presence within an axial node of a grid spacer. (The innermost member of the

stream-tube ensemble remains within the shell-side of the upper plenum.) Under

conditions of core-blockage,stream-tube flows are routed around the blockage, as

depicted in Figure 7b.

As shown in Section 3.0, recirculating flow loops may also establish between

the periphery of the upper plenum and inlet plena of the steam generators and, for

Westinghouse U-tube designs, between inlet/exit plena. For Westinghouse designs,

the counter-flow rates of recirculation within the hot-leg (see Figure 8) are

estimated as:

pj E ERf=g-26-(Pc-PH) (4)

where Af is one-half the hot-leg flow area, Rf are flow resistances owing to

acceleration as well as to wall/interfacial shear, PclpH are cold (inlet

plena)/hot (upper plenum) fluid densities, and 2o represents the magnitude of

the inclination of the counter-flow interface.

Westinghouse test data (see Section 3.0) suggests that m is the maximum

attainable mass flow rate for 0 < 6/r < 1. Values of 6/r = 0.2 to 0.25 are

typical. (For B&W designs, work is in progress [6] to establish a simple counter

flow model for the hot-leg with its characteristic "candy cane" riser.) In case of

recirculation through Westinghouse U-tube steam generators, CORMLT currently

assigns a user-specified fraction of the hot-leg flow. Progress on a satisfactory

theory has been reported by Stewart [7].

CORMLT estimates of counter-flow rates in the hot-legs (3 of 4 loops) together

with discharge rates to the relief valves are displayed in Figure 9. (The charac-

teristic maximum in recirculating flow rate is due to non-ideal gas effects,
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wherein, for the high-pressure TMLB' scenario, very high values of the coefficient

of thermal expansion obtain near saturation conditions,)

For in-vessel flows, the 2000s values of in-core and upper plenum recircu-

lating flow rates (see Figure 7a) are ;s30Kg/s and m,120Kg/s, respectively. The

effects of these flow rates on RCS temperatures are illustrated in Figure 10 where

it is seen that in-vessel temperature differences at 2QOOs after core uncovering

are quite small. Shown in Figure 11 are CORMLT predictions of the effects of ex-

vessel recirculation on dispersion of fission product vapors. Although appreciable

CsI is predicted to be transferred to the (nonvalve-bearing) hot-legs, it is likely

that the RCS boundary would fail well in advance of any appreciable deposition (see

Section 4.0).

2.4 Predictions by the MAAP Code

As a result of IDCOR/NRC Technical Exchange meetings, Fauske & Associates have

installed a first-order correct model of natural circulation within the core/plenum

region of a PWR vessel in the MAAP code [8]. The model considers an ensemble of

up/down "channels", applying integral force balances between buoyant and resistance

forces. Since the approach is similar in philosophy to that installed in the

CORMLT Code, the interested reader is referred to [8] for details of the MAAP

modeling approach. Also considered in [8] is a simplified version of the MAAP

modeling wherein, for a single-stream,
.2 1 fL

( -p)gL=V
P~f Dh

uPc -TH) =5 -_AT

Q= icAT=2uicAYT

Solving for m,

ih=T h( e (5)

In Eq. (5), & is (again) decay power, Af is one-half the core flow area, Dh

is flow-channel hydraulic diameter, and T is the mean core gas temperature.
Predictions of (total) recirculation flow rate by means of Eq. (5), where T is

extracted from a MAAP TMLB' calculation, are compared with the detailed MAAP model

in Figure 12. Included with the MAAP results are the present predictions by
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CORMLT, together with the steady state value predicted by Theofanous & Lee and the

2000s value from MELPROG. The rather striking differences between CORMLT and the

MAAP/MELPROG predictions warrants further comment. As discussed above, the CORMLT

result includes the injection (from 3 of 4 U-tube Steam Generators) of "cold"

return flow from the steam generator inlet plena into the downcoming flow to the

core. Thus, rather higher buoyant forces obtain than would be the case for

MAAP/MELPROG models.

3.0 WESTINGHOUSE 1/7TH SCALE TEST PROGRAM

3.1 Test Facility

Tests have been conducted in a one-seventh linear-scale model of a PWR vessel

and RCS to investigate natural circulation of superheated steam and hydrogen

following core uncovering in a postulated accident. Water and sulfur hexafluoride

(SF6) at one atmosphere pressure have been currently used as the analog fluids.

Water was used to enable visualization of flow patterns using dye injection in

steady state studies; while, SF6 was selected because it's high density and high

molecular weight partially off-set reductions in scale and, further, simulate the

smaller heat capacity of steam for transient cooling studies. By pressurizing SF6,

it will be possible to off-set fully the length scale reduction, and experiments

are planned at prototypic Grashof number and, also, at prototypic Reynolds numbers.

The reactor vessel model is a scaled replica of one-half of a PWR reactor.

The core region contains 106 tubular electrical heating elements and an "egg-crate"

structure containing orifice slots and clearances that model the flow resistance of

the like number of fuel assemblies. The heaters are grouped and separately

energized to provide five zones in which the core power density varies from 114% of

average at the center to 55% in the corners of the core baffle assembly. Above the

core are replicas of the upper core plate and orifices. At the top is the upper

plenum, which is filled with models of control rod guide-tubes. The guide-tubes

are internally cooled by water along their upper sections to enable steady state.

Among the guide-tubes are (uncooled) support columns. The upper-plenum vessel-wall

is separately cooled. Above the plenum is a model of the upper support plate, deep

beam assembly, and the upper head model, which also is water cooled. Glass pipes

connect the upper plenum to two diametrally opposed steam generators.

The model steam generator is constructed from 49 acrylic tubes with inside/-

outside diameters of 0.375/0.625 inches. They are arranged in six rows on a
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triangular pitch. The average tube length is 8.50 feet and the average height to

the U bend is 4.08 feet -- the dimensions for a one-seventh scale Westinghouse

steam generator. Tube diameter was selected so that bundle flow would be twice

that for laminar flow in a scaled (0.111 in. dia.) 3260 tube steam generator.

Bleed tubes were connected at the top of each U bend. By leaving air in the tops

of some tubes when the rest are filled with water, the number of active tubes can

be varied. The tubes are externally cooled either by chilled water or chilled air

flowing slowly upwards within an 18 inch diameter, 6 feet high acrylic shell. The

steam generator plena have acrylic walls and are shaped with dimensions to closely

approximate a one-seventh scale replica. A 2.50 feet long, 4 inch diameter hot-leg

is connected to the inlet plenum by a 450 short radius elbow. For some tests a

butterfly valve was placed between the hot-leg flange and the inlet plenum flange.

Initial transient performance could be observed after the valve was opened.

Chromel alumel thermocouples with 0.020 inch stainless steel sheaths were used to

measure fluid temperatures in a number of tubes at three axial locations: 1/6th,

1/2, and 5/6th of the length from one end. Thermocouples were also located at

various elevations and locations in the plenums, and at the centroids of four equal

areas at each end of the hot-leg pipe. Secondary-side fluid flow rate and tempera-

tures were also measured.

Further details of fabrication, instrumentation, and test procedure for the

Westinghouse 1/7th scale test facility are given in References [7] and [9]. Low-

pressure test results for recirculating flow features are described below. (Fully

prototypical tests are planned for late 1986.)

3.2 Test Results

Recirculation patterns for in-vessel, U-tube steam generator, and hot-leg

flows are illustrated in Figures 13-15, respectively. Key features of the in-

vessel flow pattern include (I) acceleration of the rising plume, (ii) strong

(radially-inwards) flow at the floor of the plenum, and (iii) the (typical)

r/R - 0.7 location of the free shear surface between downwards and upwards flowing

fluid within the core (suggesting an equi-area flow split). Similar results (not

shown) obtain for the (one-atmosphere) SF6 tests. The flow split at the floor of

the upper plenum between inwards flow (retained in the plenum) and re-entrant flow

to the core is likely a result of the rather large differences in density between

the hot rising plume and the quite cold flows cascading down from the hot-leg --
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see Figure 13. Thus, a local maximum in the buoyant driving force may challenge

the axial inertia of the downwards flow.

For the test illustrated in Figure 14, the transient was initiated by opening

a valve between the hot-leg and the inlet plenum of the model steam generator.

Immediately, a few tubes exhibited (dye-marked) upwards flow, which accelerated

owing to rapid increases in buoyant head. Later, flow was observed in other tubes.

This evidently occurs because each tube carries a relatively constant flow, and can

dissipate only limited energy. Because fluid in the inlet plenum heats gradually,

and the tubes themselves store energy, fewer tubes are required to dissipate heat

initially. As inlet plenum temperatures approach steady state, more tubes are

involved. Although temperatures of only a few representative tubes are shown, they

represent typical trends. The data shows similar results for cold returning flow

in other tubes.

In Figure 15, the characteristic slope of the counter-flow interface indicates

the afore-mentioned trade-offs between acceleration and buoyancy. Of concern to

the prototypical situation are stability considerations, since the rates of flow

predicted by the simple CORMLT theory gives aReynolds number of 3.5 x 105.

Clearly, a more complex flow regime will need to be considered.

Flow from the hot-leg rises rapidly in a plume within the inlet plenum and

induces mixing. Much of the cold return flow from steam generator tubes plunges

through the (hotter) stratified fluid layer beneath the tube sheet which is formed

by stagnation of the rising plume. Temperature measurements in the inlet plenum

are indicative of mixing. The tubes carrying hot fluid from the inlet plenum were

generally concentrated in the area above the hot-leg entrance and scattered in the

regions further away. Cold return tubes were also scattered and were found in the

area above the hot-leg inlet as well.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS - NATURAL CIRCULATION AND SEVERE ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

From results to date, it is clear that natural circulation plays an important

role in the progression of postulated severe accidents. For the TMLB' scenario, it

is highly probable that the effects of natural circulation will result in redefini-

tion of the sequence itself. Given confirmation of early CORMLT predictions [5] of

the heat-transfer effectiveness of in-vessel recirculation, more recent results [9]

for evaluating the effects of recirculation or RCS temperatures are reconsidered

here. In Figure 16, the temperature of the surge-line wall, at a location halfway
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to the pressurizer, is predicted to surpass 1400OF at 2400s after the onset of core

uncovering, well in advance of any appreciable core meltdown (recall Figure 6a).

Similar temperature levels obtain for gas flows through the relief valves (see

Figure 17). At such temperature levels, structural steel retains very little of

its ultimate yield strength; thus, the reality is that the TMLB' sequence will

revert to a small break scenario, well in advance of breach of the vessel bottom

head by slumping corium. Furthermore, it is possible that the accumulators may

dump prior to any significant meltdown of the core, resulting in core rubblization

and introducing considerations of debris coolability. In any event, it is clear

that.resolution of the issues raised for the TMLB' scenario by RCS natural circula-

tion will require accurate calculations.

For small break accident scenarios, the issues are less well-defined -- CORMLT

does predict in-vessel recirculation for the (1/2 inch break) S2D event, with

similar vessel-wide redistributions of decay and chemical energies. However,

blowdown velocities from the (unbroken) hot-legs preclude the possibility of ex-

vessel recirculation. There remains, nonetheless, the possibility that overheating

of RCS structure along the path to the break may result in a larger-scale failure.
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EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION AND ANALYTICAL MODELLING

OF IMPINGING-JET-INDUCED PLATE MELTING

S. Kasprzak, M.Z. Podowski, and R.T. Lahey, Jr.
Department of Nuclear Engineering & Science

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, New York 12180-3590

ABSTRACT

An analysis of the ablation of a solid plate subjected to an impinging jet of
molten metal has been performed, including both experiments and analytical
modelling. The main purpose of this study was to investigate the possibility
of using simulants to study meltdown phenomena in nuclear reactors. The
result obtained indicates that both the interaction between the proposed
simulant materials, (i.e., eutectic metal and paraffin), and that between the
actual reactor materials can be described by the same analytical model.

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent findings of the post accident examination of the TMI-2 reactor
revealed that a substantial amount of molten fuel was released from the core
to the lower structures of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). There, the melt
was eventually cooled down and froze upon contact with reactor coolant and
"cold' vessel walls. Hypothetically, however, it is possible that in the case
of insufficient cooling (e.g., due to substantial water evaporation) the
heatup and, subsequently, melt-through of some RPV structural elements could
occur, resulting in the release of molten fuel to the containment. The
analysis of phenomena leading to possible vessel failure is particularly
important for BWR safety analysis, since the lower head of the reactor
pressure vessel is penetrated by a large number of tubes, such as the control
rod device (CRD) tubes and the instrument guide (IG) tubes.

In most of the existing computer codes which are used for the analysis of core
meltdown accidents, the interaction between molten core materials and various
reactor vessel structures are modelled in a simplistic manner, or are not
modelled at all. One of few codes in which a mechanistic approach has been
used to separately model the failure of the reactor lower plate and of the
lower head, is the APRIL computer code developed at RPI. Because of the
complexity of phenomena involved, these models use various simplifying
assumptions which should be verified against experimental data.
Unfortunately, the existing experimental evidence is very limited and highly
insufficient, so that adequate verification has been almost impossible.

In order to provide the necessary data for the assessment of APRIL's modelling
assumptions concerning the interaction between molten debris and the lower
core plate/lower head structures of a BWR, an experimental program supported
the Empire State Electric Energy Research Corporation (ESEERCO) is being
conducted at RPI. Since the materials used in the experiments are not the
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actual reactor materials, but rather simulant materials, the initial phase of
the present research program has been oriented towards quantifying the
similarity between the phenomena observed in the experiments with simulants
and those occuring during reactor accidents. The initial results of this
analysis have been reported in Ref. 1. In this paper we present a comparison
between calculations based on a new improved analytical model and the results
of experiments using Wbod's metal and paraffin as simulant materials and the
results reported in Ref. 2.

II. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS

As mentioned in the previous section, the materials used in the present
experiments are eutectic Wbod's metal and tetracosane paraffin. The
particular series of experiments chosen for the purpose of testing these
simulant materials from the standpoint of their similarity with actual reactor
materials (i.e., molten fuel and solid stainless steel structures) concerned
the interaction between a solid paraffin plate and an impinging jet of molten
Wood's metal. In this way, the experimental data obtained could be compared
against the results of experiments reported in Ref. 2, in which a steel plate
was subjected to an impinging jet of molten iron-alumina.

The properties of the present simulant materials allowed for using an
X-radiography technique to monitor the process of plate penetration by hot
liquefied metal. A schematic of the X-radiography system used is shown in
Fig. 1. A typical image recorded on a video-tape is shown in Fig. 2. A
series of experiments were run in which the effects of two basic parameters
were studied: melt superheat and jet veolcity. The temperature of the Ubod's
metal was varied between 94C and 1620C (the melting temperature of Wbod's
metal is 700,C, while the melting temperature of tetracosane paraffin is 51'C)
and the range of jet velocities tested was from 1.7 m/s to 3.2 m/s. The
measured plate melt-through time vs. temperature and jet velocity,
respectively, are shown in Table 1.

III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The examination of the data obtained from the present experiments revealed
that the propagation of the melting front in the paraffin plate is controlled
by two main phenomena, heat convection in the impinging jet and heat
conduction across a layer of molten plate material between the jet and the
solid plate (see Fig. 3). Hence, the effective heat transfer coefficient at
the plate surface can be written as,

Heff in(I-' + m lkpY' (1)

where H is the jet heat transfer coefficient,3 6m is the molten layer
thickness and kP is the thermal conductivity of the plate.

In order to evaluate the molten layer thickness, 6m, a model was developed in
which this thickness depends on the jet velocity and diameter and, implicitly,
the velocity of melting front propagation.

Another direct conclusion drawn from the experiments was that the velocity of
melting front remains approximately constant during the entire melt-through
process. This, in turn, indicates that a one-dimensional model (ID) can be
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TABLE I

used to describe the heat conduction across the plate. In particular, the ID
heat conduction equation used in the present model is,

a T a2T

At p ap (2)

where Tp is the plate temperature, and ap the thermal diffusivity of the plate
material.

The boundary conditions are,

aT
k p H (T - Tm) - A p u (3)
p ax x-L(t) eff jet p pp

where Xp, pp and Tp are the latent heat of fusion, density and melting
temperature of the plate material, Tjet is the jet temperature, u-dL(t)/dt is
the melting front velocity, and L(t) is the instantaneous thickness of the
remaining solid plate.

Assuming that the velocity, u, is constant, Eq.(2) can be integrated over the
plate thickness and combined with Eq.(3), to obtain,

Pp [c (Tm -T) + ]u Heff (T TM) (4)
p p 0 p t i i jet p

where To is the initial plate temperature.
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Equation (4) is an approximation of the actual process, but should be valid as
long as the thickness of the thermal boundary layer at the propagating front
is lower than the remaining plate thickness. In order to test the
applicability of this simplified approach, the melting front propagation
calculated from Eq.(4) was compared against a detailed numerical solution of
the 1D problem given by Eqs.(2)-(3). The results of this comparison for
paraffin are shown in Table II and in Fig. 4. As expected, the actual
velocity is almost identical as that obtained from Eq.(4). This is mainly due
to a low thermal conductivity of paraffin.

TABLE II

Calculated Penetration Time of Paraffin Plate

Run Jet V locity [- Penetration Time [s]
J el y s 1D Model Lumped Model,

_ __ Eq.(4)

1 1.68 9.60 9.69
2 2.03 8.35 8.37
3 3.16 6.08 6.09

A similar comparison for steel is shown in Table III and in 'ig. 5. In this
case, although the slope of the curve obtained from the iD solution is
basically the same as the simplified result, the final stage of meltdown near
the plate lower end indicates a considerable discrepancy between the two
models. The difference between the calculated penetration times increases
with decreasing jet velocity.

TABLE III

Calculated Penetration Time of Steel Plate

Run [ml Penetration Time [s]
Jet Velocity IsID Model Lumped Model

1 1.02 1.150 1.21
2 1.43 0.980 1.02
3 2.55 0.765 0.76
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The ID model has been subsequently tested against both the present
experimental data for Wood's metal/paraffin and the results reported in Ref. 2
for iron-alumina/steel. The results of the comparison are shown in Figs. 6
through 9. In both cases, a good agreement between the calculations and the
measurements has been obtained.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The use of eutectic Wbod's metal and paraffin wax to simulate the
melting/freezing phenomena in degraded LWR cores has been investigated. It
was found that the governing mechanisms in both the simulants and actual
reactor materials are similar. In particular, a mechanistic models have been
developed and verified against experimental data for various materials.
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DEGRADED CORE MODELING IN MELCOR*

Randall H. Summers
Thermal/Hydraulic Analysis Division

Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

A package of phenomenological models has been developed for the HELCOR code
system to calculate the thermal response of structures in the core and lower
plenum of an LWR during a severe accident. This package treats all important
modes of heat transfer within the core, as well as oxidation, debris formation,
and relocation of core and structural materials during melting, candling, and
slumping. Comparison of MELCOR and MARCON calculations for the Browns Ferry BWE
primary system shows many areas of agreement during the early stages of core
heatup and oxidation, but very large differences at later times. Many of these
differences are attributed to the effects of candling predicted by HELCOR and the
lack of any mechanistic candling or debris relocation models in MARCON. The
melting and slumping behavior calculated by MELCOR is in qualitative agreement
with our current understanding of the processes involved.

1. INTRODUCTION

The 1AELCOR code system (11 is being developed at Sandia National Laboratories
for the NRC as a second-generation PRA tool and a successor to the current Source
Term Code Package (STCP) 121. It will ultimately provide an integrated analysis
capability for entire reactor accident sequences for both EWRs and PWRs, with
particular emphasis on sensitivity and uncertainty analyses. As such, the
emphasis in development has been focused on building a reasonably fast-running
code capable of being used in parametric studies, rather than on detailed
mechanistic modeling, although a great many mechanistic models have been included
where possible. MELCOR incorporates a highly modular data management structure
which facilitates module modification or addition. Strict adherence to ANSI
standard FORTRAN 77 has made the code highly portable.

HELCOR comprises a number of physics packages which model essential phenomena
and plant features. Key packages include those modeling control volume thermo-
dynamics and hydrodynamics, heat structure thermal response, core heatup and
degradation, reactor cavity interactions (i.e., molten core-concrete behavior),
and radionuclide behavior. The physics packages have been written with well-
defined interfaces to allow the exchange of complete and consistent information
between packages, which are explicitly coupled every time step. This consistent
and continuous coupling of physics in MELCOR represents a very major advance over
the STCP.

The package of phenomenological models that calculates the thermal response of
structures in the core and lower plenum is termed the COR package. This package
treats all important modes of heat transfer within the core, as well as oxidation,

* This work was supported by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and performed
at Sandia National Laboratories which is operated for the U. S. Department of
Energy under Contract Number DE-AC04-76DP00789.
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debris formation, and relocation of core and structural materials during melting,
candling, and slumping. Lower head heatup, failure, and debris ejection are also
modeled. Especially in the areas of core relocation, the COR package represents a
significant improvement in modeling capabilities over the models in the STCP.

2. MODELING FRAMEWORK

The core and lower plenum regions of the reactor vessel are divided into a
user-specified number of concentric radial rings and axial segments, as shown in
Figure 1; a particular ring and segment define a core cell. Within each cell may
exist one or more components, shown schematically in Figure 2: (1) fuel pellets,
(2) cladding, (3) canister walls (for BWRs), (4) other structure (e.g., control
rods or guide tubes), and (5) particulate debris. Conglomerate debris, (i.e.,
core material that has melted and resolidified), is modeled as an integral part of
the component onto which it has frozen, which may be any one of the five listed
above. Heat transfer and oxidation processes are modeled separately for each
component.

Each component may comprise one or more of six materials: (1) U02,
(2) Zircaloy, (3) ZrO2, (4) steel, (5) steel oxide, and (6) control rod poison,
which may be either boron carbide (54C) or silver-indium-cadmium alloy
(A4-In-Cd). Steel and steel oxide are each considered a single material within
the COR package, but the user must specify the fractions of iron, nickel, and
chromium in the steel so that oxidation can be properly treated and the right
amounts of each species transmitted to the cavity package during debris ejection.
A seventh material (U-O-Zr mixture) is currently being incorporated into the COR
package. The melting and candling of materials independently results in the
possibility of any or all materials being found in a given component.

The COR package nodalization scheme for the core and lower plenum is indepen-
dent from the control volume nodalization for the reactor vessel. Each core cell
is interfaced to a principal control volume and, for BWR cores, may also be inter-
faced to a bypass control volume, as pictured in Figure 3. However, many core
cells may communicate with the same control volume. Energy transport from the
core boundaries to bounding heat structures is calculated by the COR package and
transferred to the heat structure package. During debris ejection, mass and
energy are relocated to the cavity package via a generalized interface package.
Decay heat generation rates are provided by the radionuclide package, which
explicitly tracks the release and transport of the various chemical classes of
fission product species.

A lumped parameter approach is used for each component within a cell; there-
fore, each component is represented by a single equilibrium temperature. All
thermal calculations are done using internal energies of the materials, and the
mass and internal energy of each material in each component are tracked separately
to conserve total mass and energy to within machine roundoff accuracy. The COR
package uses an explicit numerical scheme for advancing the thermal state of the
core through time; however, because of the large time steps necessary for MELCOR
to achieve acceptable running times, a subeycling capability has been developed to
allow the COR package to take multiple time steps across a single system cycle.
At the end of the COR package time step, after the thermal state of the core has
been updated, relocation of core materials and formation of debris are calculated.
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3. HEAT TRANSFER/OXIDATION MODEL DESCRIPTIONS

Thermal radiation among components within a cell and to other cells both
radially and axially is modeled by energy exchange between individual pairs of
surfaces using the equation

6ij aAi Fij (T i T) (1)

In Equation 1, Ai is the surface area of component i for radiation within a cell
(or the cell boundary area for inter-cell radiation), and Fij are user-specified
effective exchange factors that include the effects of surface emissivity and
geometric orientation. Energy radiated from the outermost and uppermost core
calls to boundary heat structures (e.g., to the core shroud or upper plenum
structure) is transmitted as a boundary condition to the heat structure package.
Radiation to high-pressure steam is calculated, assuming a gray medium, from
user-specified mean path lengths for each component and tables of absorptivity
versus steam pressure and temperature, with inter-structure radiation decremented
accordingly. Radiation to components in non-adjacent cells is calculated whenever
the absence or disappearance of components in intervening cells allows optical
contact. Dynamic adjustment of the surface exchange factors Fij is not
attempted, however.

Convection to gases is treated by a package of standard correlations (in
Reynolds and Rayleigh numbers) for laminar and turbulent flow for both forced and
free convection. For a single large control volume interfaced with many core
cells, a simple model based on the volume mass flow rate and inlet temperature is
used to estimate the local temperature variation within the volume and obtain
appropriate fluid temperatures adjacent to a given core cell. For liquid-covered
portions of the core, a simple boiling curve expresses the heat flux as a function
of temperature over the ranges of nucleate and transition film boiling.

Axial conduction, although calculated in all structural components by standard
techniques, is generally not significant. However, at the liquid level interface,
where conduction can be important, an approximate analytical model has been
implemented to more closely approximate the true temperature gradient, which can
be much steeper than that calculated for coarse grids by simply dividing the
temperature difference by the cell spacing (see Figure 4). Using the one-
dimensional conduction equation for fins,

k a2T + r,, - 2h (T - f) O (2)
dz2

where r is an effective radius, and assuming the following boundary conditions:
above the interface (z > 0) the fluid temperature, Tf, is constant; the heat
transfer coefficient, h, is much larger for the liquid than for the gas
(hliq >> hgas); and T approaches Thot for z above the interface and Tcold
for z below the interface; the solution for the temperature gradient at the liquid
interface is approximately

dzT asr (Thot cold (3)
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Equation 3 is implemented in the COR package using the component temperatures in
the cells on either side of the liquid interface for Thot and Tcolds Fuel-
cladding gap conduction is calculated using an effective gap conductance, which is
determined from a user-specified gap thickness and the thermal resistance of the
fuel pellet.

Oxidation of both Zircaloy and steel by solid-state diffusion through the
oxide layer is modeled by the parabolic kinetics rate equation,

dW K(T) / W (4)

where W is the oxide mass per unit surface area and K is a temperature-dependent
rate constant. Equation 4 is integrated analytically over a time step assuming a
constant temperature (hence constant K) for the component. For low steam concen-
trations, gaseous diffusion may limit the reaction rate, so a mass transfer
coefficient obtained by heat-mass transfer analogy is calculated and used if indi-
cated. For BWR cores, oxidation of both sides of the canister wall (which may be
exposed to differing steam environments) is modeled. The B4C-steam reaction
model from MARCON 131 has been implemented in the COR package, and is used when-
ever the steel control blades in BWR cores begin to melt to calculate the genera-
tion of H2, C02, CO, and CH4 gases, as well as B203 which is passed to
the radionuclide package as an aerosol.

4. RELOCATIOU/DEBRIS FORMATION MODEL DESCRIPTIONS

A model is included in the COR package to calculate the downward flow of
molten core materials and the subsequent refreezing of these materials as they
transfer latent heat to cooler structures below, a process termed "candling."
The candling model is semi-mechanistic, based on fundamental thermal/hydraulic
principles but incorporating user-specified refreezing heat transfer co-
efficients. The model is adaptable to either film flow or rivulet flow by
appropriate adjustment of the surface area on which candling occurs.

At the end of a time step, following the heat transfer calculations in the COR
package, there may be molten material existing at a given location within the
core. This initial molten mass, M., is assumed to have been generated at a
constant rate over the time step, At, and to have flowed down through a column
of cells. The amount of mass that refreezes on a particular cell component,
AHm, is determined by integrating the heat transfer rate between the molten
film and the component,

Q=h P Az (T T) (5)

over the time step. In Equation 5, bm is a user-specified refreezing heat
transfer coefficient, Az is the cell height, P is the film or rivulet width
(i.e., area of contact divided by hz), Tm is the temperature of the molten
mass, and T. is the surface temperature. As energy is transferred to the
component, T. will rise according to the expression

Q.(Hc) dT (6)
p tt

The total amount of energy transferred to a given cell component is thus
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Q h P Az (T -T ) 1- exP (-Kat) (7)

where Tso is the surface temperature at the beginning of candling and K is given
by

h P Az

(Mc) (8)

The mass refrozen on the component is obtained by dividing by the latent heat,

Am = Q / Hf (9)

with appropriate adjustments if Tm is above the melting temperature.

Molten mass is relocated downward in stepwise fashion according to Equation 9
until it has all refrozen in one or more lower cells. The volume occupied by
refrozen material is tracked, and flow blockages are allowed to form. When
candling material reaches a flow blockage (or the lower head), the molten material
is simply equilibrated with the component above the blockage. A simple model has
also been implemented to allow transport of secondary materials, such as ZrO2 or
U02, via the candling process. The user may specify relocation of a secondary
material as either an input fraction of the molten mass,

am F1 am (10)

or in proportion to its existing fraction within a component,

((11)

Particulate debris is formed from intact components whenever certain criteria
are met. The criteria for fuel rods is a user-specified minimum cladding metal
thickness, corresponding to a loss of structural strength to support the fuel
bundle above. Additional criteria, such as quench-induced shattering, are not
presently included but can be added easily. Particulate debris is characterized
by an average particle size and an average porosity, both of which are also
user-defined. Relocation of debris downwards by gravitational settling is modeled
by logical processes (instead of rate processes) through consideration of volume,
porosity, and support constraints. Relocation of intact components is also
treated whenever lower components which normally provide support are eliminated by
melting or failure. Failure of the core plate (or any steel structure providing
support) is triggered whenever the steel temperature reaches a user-specified
temperature corresponding to zero yield strength.

5. LOWER HEAD MODEL

For each radial ring, the user can define up to three penetrations (e.g.,
instrumentation tubes or guide tubes) in the lower head, specifying their mass and
surface area. Heat transfer from the debris to the lqwer head and its
penetrations is modeled parametrically using user-speeified heat transfer
coefficients. The lower head thickness can be divided into an arbitrary number of
finite-difference nodes, the top node communicating thermally with both the
penetrations and the debris. The debris height is calculated and used to
determine the area of contact with the penetrations.
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Failure of the lower head is assumed to occur whenever the temperature of a
lower head node or penetration reaches a critical temperature defined by the user.
Upon failure, molten mass is ejected through an opening at a rate calculated from
the pressure difference, flow area, and user-specified loss coefficient. Ablation
of the failure opening is modeled by calculating the heat transfer to the lower
head by flowing molten debris. The model also allows solid debris to be ejected
with the molten material at the user's option.

6. CALCULATION RESULTS

Developmental assessment of HELCOR has included a wide variety of sample
problems. An input deck for a station blackout accident sequence at the Browns
Ferry plant (a BWR Mark I) has been developed and is being used extensively to
compare the integrated predictions of HELCOR's physics packages with results from
MARCON [31. The MELCOR calculations are still preliminary, and considerable
effort is still being made in analyzing and interpreting the results. However, a
great deal has already been learned about the effects of various phenomenological
models that HARCON does not contain.

The HELCOR nodalization, shown in Figure 5, consists of six control volumes
for the reactor vessel, three radial core rings, and eleven axial segments, five
of which are in the core, compared with a five by five core nodalization in MARCON.
An additional four volumes were used in MELCOR to model the containment wetwell
and drywell plus the secondary containment. Both the HELCOR and MARCON calcula-
tions were started 28,200 seconds after accident initiation from primary condi-
tions calculated by the BWR-LTAS code 141.

Figure 6 shows the collapsed liquid level in the core region from the HELCOR
and MARCON calculations. A somewhat higher coolant boiloff rate was calculated by
HELCOR during the latter part of the core uncovery period (30,000 to 35,000
seconds), due to a couple of factors. First, the axial conduction model applied
at the liquid pool interface in the COR package predicts that much more energy is
imparted to the pool than what MARCOO calculates, for reasons discussed earlier.
(Turning off the axial conduction model in a sensitivity calculation gave sub-
stantially better agreement.) Second, melting at the top of the core is predicted
by the COR package toward the end of core uncovery. Molten material that candles
and refreezes just above the liquid pool results in significantly higher tempera-
tures there, strongly enhancing thermal radiation and conduction to the pool.
Molten material actually reaching the pool also causes much increased boiling.
These factors contribute to the continued decline of the liquid level after the
core is completely uncovered at 35,000 seconds, whereas MARCON predicts a virtual
halt just below the core plate.

The temperature responses at the top and bottom of the core in the innermost
radial ring, shown in Figures 7 and 8 respectively, further illustrate the effects
of candling. At the top of the core, agreement with HARCON is very good for early
times, although the heatup rate begins to accelerate faster than in MARCON at
higher temperatures, probably because the HELCOR radiation to steam model was not
activated in this calculation. The drop in temperature to zero at about 33,500
seconds signifies the termination of clad candling and formation of fragmented
fuel debris in this cell. At the bottom of the core, MELCOR shows an extremely
sharp temperature increase when this location is uncovered by water due to the
candling of molten cladding from above.



The candling behavior calculated by MELCOR is depicted in Figure 9, which
shows the masses of Zircaloy in a column of cells in a single radial ring. All
initially the same value, the masses in the upper cells first show a slight
decline due to oxidation. Then the mass in the top cell decreases rapidly to zero
due to melting, while the masses in the cells below increase as the Zircaloy from
above refreezes and is deposited. One by one, each lower cell in turn begins to
melt and its mass decreases and is deposited in lower cells. From 35,000 to
36,000 seconds a flow blockage forms above the core plate, as exhibited by the
plateau in the masses for the bottom two core cells. Comparison with MARCON is
not possible since that code does not contain a candling model.

Partial core plate failure occurs in MELCOR at about 36,200 seconds, some
6,000 seconds prior to core plate failure in MARCON, and masses on top of the core
plate iin the failed ring are relocated into the lower plenum. The timing
discrepancy is again attributed largely to the effects of candling in MELCOR as
hot material is deposited on the core plate. The immediate consequence of the
collapse of material into the lower plenum liquid pool is an immediate cooling
down of the whole primary system, including the core plate in the remaining rings,
for an extended period of time due to the increased steaming rate. This
effectively prevents further collapse of the core until the lower plenum
completely dries out. Although the core plate failed (partially) much earlier
than in the MARCON calculation, the cooling effect lasted much longer, and failure
of the lower head in MELCOR did not occur until several thousand seconds after
MARCON predicted head failure. The important conclusion to be drawn here is that
a significant cooling benefit can be obtained for the rest of the core if only a
fraction of it falls into the lower plenum.

With a lower head penetration failure criterion of 1273 X, calculations using
HELCOR have consistently shown that very little of the debris in the bottom of the
vessel is molten at the time of failure, and none was molten at vessel breach in
this particular calculation. This prediction is being looked at closely, but if
confirmed by further examination, it could have very important ramifications for
the questions of direct heating by high pressure melt ejection and other cavity
interactions such as steam explosions.

Another very important difference between the MELCOR and HARCON predictions at
vessel breach is in the fluid conditions during blowdown. In MARCON, once the
debris in the lower plenum completely dries out, there is no further heat transfer
to the steam and no oxidation, whereas HELCOR continues both. Consequently,
MARCON ejects nearly 100 percent saturated steam while MELCOR ejects a mixture of
superheated steam and hydrogen. The response in containment for this calculation
meant the difference between failing the drywell immediately after vessel failure
and a delay (in MARCON) by a couple of hours.

Figure 10 shows the total cumulative hydrogen production calculated by the two
codes. For this particular calculation, HELCOR predicts as much as a factor of
two more hydrogen produced, but the results seem particularly sensitive to the
course of the meltdown, based on past calculations. Some calculations with minor
differences in input have shown similar amounts of H2 to those calculated by
MARCON, while still others have predicted considerably less H2 produced.
Determining factors appear to be the amount of molten material reaching the liquid
pool and the timing relative to the core temperature levels. Increased steaming
may cool the core, but also may accelerate the oxidation process if temperatures
are high enough [51. Which phenomenon dominates will significantly affect the
total amount of hydrogen generated.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

The current COR package incorporates a number of significant modeling
improvements over the models implemented in MARCON. These modeling differences
can lead to dramatically different results in many important parameters, such as
the amount of hydrogen produced and the timing of key events such as core plate
failure, lower head failure, and containment failure. The whole course of the
accident can be greatly affected by merely candling material down to the core
plate, causing early plate failure. Development of the MELCOR code system is
continuing, and implementation of improvements to the COR package should yield a
continually advancing modeling capability that is easily integrated into the
modular MELCOR architecture.
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HIGH FLUX RESEARCH REACTORS USING PARTICLE FUEL*

J. R. Powell, H. Takahashi, and F. L. Horn
Department of Nuclear Energy
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York 11973
(516) 282-2440

Abstract

High Flux Particle Bed Reactor (HFPBR) designs based on High Temperature Gas
Reactors (HTGR) particulate fuel are described. The coated fuel particles,
-500 microns in diameter, are packed between porous metal frits, and
directly cooled by flowing D20. The large heat transfer surface area in the
packed bed, -100 cm2/cm3 of volume, allows high power densities typically
10 MW/liter. Peak thermal fluxes in the HFPBR are 1 to 2 x 101 n/cm2 see.,
depending on configuration and moderator choice with beryllium and D20
moderators yielding the best flux performance. Spent fuel particles can be
hydraulically unloaded every day or two and fresh fuel reloaded. The short
fuel cycle allows HFPBR fuel loading to be very low, -2 kg of 235U, with a
fission product inventory one-tenth of that in present high flux research
reactors. The HFPBR can use partially enriched fuel, 20% 235U, without
degradation in flux or reactivity.

* Research carried out under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy
under Contract No. DE-AC02-76CH00016.
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Introduction

Coated fuel particles, developed over the past two decades, are used in high
temperature gas cooled reactors for electric power and process heat. In these
reactors, the particles are imbedded in graphite fuel elements. Both
prismatic block (the HTGR) and ball shapes (the Pebble Bed Reactor) are used.
The fuel elements are large, typically several inches in diameter or
across flats, and have low surface to volume ratios for heat transfer. Power
density is very low, and the reactors are large. The corresponding neutron
fluxes are low.

If the fuel particles are directly cooled rather than being imbedded in a
graphite matrix, their small size (typically -500 microns in diameter) re-
sults in a large surface to volume ratio and very high power density. Reac-
tors with directly cooled particle beds are very compact, with a high neutron
flux. The particles are fabricated with a central kernel of uranium oxide or
carbide (or a mixture of oxide and carbide) which is coated with several
layers of ceramic1. For water cooled systems, oxide kernels would be used.
Fission products are fully retained inside the particle, even with high burnup
of the kernel.

In commercial HTGR's, two types of particles are used. In the "burner'
particle, the kernel contains high enrichment uranium (HEU), typically 93.5%
35U. The porous pyrographite layer immediately outside the kernel is of low

density. The voids in this layer hold the fission product gases, reducing
internal pressure and stress on the external pyrographite and silicon carbide
coating. On the "breeder" particle, the kernel contains thoria (ThO2), which
captures neutrons to breed 33U. This burns in situ, extending reactor
lifetime and reducing fuel cycle cost. Burnup in the thoria kernels is much
less than in the HEU kernels, so that a simple, relatively thin, coating is
sufficient to retain all fission products.

During the last three years, directly cooled particle bed reactors (PBR)2hjve
been undergoing development for space power and propulsion applications

by the team of Brookhaven National Laboratory, Babcock and Wilcox, Garrett,
and Grumman Aerospace Corporation. In these reactors, the particles are
packed between two concentric porous frits to form annular bed fuel elements.
Pressurized gas coolant--hydrogen for open cycle applications and helium for
closed cycle ones--flows radially inwards through the packed bed, where it is
heated to high temperature. The hot exit gas then flows out along the central
channel to a turbine (for power generation) or to a rocket nozzle (for
propulsion). A number of annular elements, typically 19, are arranged in a
moderator to form the PBR core. Candidate moderators include metal hydrides,
such as zirconium hydride, and beryllium metal.

Based on experiments and design studies, PBR's appear very attractive for
space applications. Thermal hydraulic experiments have demonstrated gas
cooled bed power densities of 10 MW/liter. Material tests indicate that high
operating temperatures can be achieved, i.e., 2000 K for power generation and
considerably higher for propulsion. Experiments show that particle beds can
ramp to high power density and temperature in a few seconds without damage.

Katscher5 has carried out thermal hydraulic experiments on particle beds
directly cooled by water. His results indicate that water is also a
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viable coolant at high power density. Based on this work, Powell and
Takahashi have pro6posed using directly cooled particle beds for high flux
research reactors . This concept, termed the HFPBR, should achieve thermal
fluxes of >1016 n/cm2 sec. It will have the following important operational
benefits:

1. Use of highly developed and commercially available particle fuel.
2. Hydraulic unloading of spent particles and loading of fresh ones on a

frequent basis (i.e., daily).
3. Low fuel loading in core (typically, 2 kg of 235U).
4. Low fission product inventory.
5. Use of non-weapons grade fuel (20% 235U).

HFPBR configuration and performance are described in the remainder of this
paper, together with the development and testing necessary for implementation.

HFPBR Configurations and Neutronics

Two HFPBR configurations have been studied. The first configuration, C-1, is
a simple annular bed of fuel particles packed between concentric porous
metallic zircoloy frits. D20 coolant flows radially outwards through channels
in the central beryllium moderator, then through the inner frit, the packed
bed, and exits through the outer frit. A thin outer shell of beryllium
surrounds the annular bed, followed by a thick D20 reflector.

Thermal flux profiles for the C-1 configuration, shown in Figure 1, are based
on an overall power density of 10 MW/liter in the packe4 bed region. The
magnitude of the peak thermal flux depends strongly on 35U loading, since
high loadings depress thermal flux in the external moderator (both inner and
outer). Fluxes and keff were calculated with a 1-D, 15 group (9 thermal, 6
fast) ANISN model. ENDFB-V cross sections were used with N-JOY processing.

2-D analyses using the DOT model and the same cross section set have been
carried out for PBR's of similar annular geometry but with gas coolant3. In
these analyses, reducing the 1-D value for keff by -0.10 compensated for
2-D end effects. Reducing keff by an additional -0.10 compensated for
fission product poisoning (including Xenon) and a 20% fuel depletion. These
analyses suggest that a similar reduction of -0.20 in keff be made for the
1-D clean HFPBR analyses to account for 2-D effects, fission product poisoning
and fuel depletion.

Neutronic studies of the C-1 configuration using Be, D20, H20, and C mod-
erators (both singly and in combination) indicate that the design achieves the
highest thermal flux and flux volume of those analyzed. The design has not
been optimized, however, and further improvement could probably be achieved.
The C-1 configuration has several operational disadvantages:

1. Pressurizing the coolant requires pressurizing the pressure vessel,
making neutron beam extraction more difficult.

2. The annular bed is not as simple to construct and replace as alternative
configurations.



3. Hydraulic unloading/loading of fuel particles is harder than with alter-
native configurations.

Thermal hydraulic experiments indicate that it will be necessary to pressurize
the D20 coolant to avoid local saturation at the coolant-particle interface,
which could lead to boiling and steam slug formation. Pressurizing the D20
tank results in relatively thick walls and potential beam tube problems.

Figures 5 and 6 show the second configuration analyzed, the C-2. Here, the
fuel particles are packed into rectangular beds (Figure 2) held between porous
zircoloy frits. Individual beds are placed in pressure tubes, which are
arranged in an annular ring (Figure 3) inside the D20 moderator tank. D20
coolant enters by flowing down through one side of the pressure tube,
transversely through the packed particle bed and its frits, and then exits by
flowing up the other side of the tube. The bayonet pressure tubes are held by
a top grid in the D20 moderator tank, and can be easily replaced when
radiation damage exceeds allowable limits.

The packed particle beds approximate an annular fuel ring. The gaps between
them are relatively thin, and will not substantially affect overall neutronic
behavior. In 1-D ANISN neutronic analyses of the C-2 configuration, the fuel
bed region (region III in Figure 2) was homogenized into a continuous annular
ring, as were the inner and outer D20 coolant zones (regions II and IV).
Volumetric averages were taken of the materials in each region.

Figure 4 shows thermal flux profiles for the C-2 configuration for a range of
fuel loading and Be/D20 moderator combinations, with curves b through f based
on the core size shown in Figure 2. Results from an analysis of a smaller
core are shown in Figure 5. Fuel enrichment is 20% 235U in all cases.

Cases with low uranium loading have higher thermal fluxes than those with high
uranium loading. Case b differs from case c in that the uranium loading is 2
kg 235U for the former and 5 kg for the latter. The thermal flux is depressed
in the fuel region and the inner and outer reflectors with the higher 235U
loading. The same pattern is shown for cases d and e, with a 235U loading of
5 kg and 10 kg, respectively. While increasing uranium loading has a large
effect on keff when the 235U inventory is low, the effect is small when the
loading is high. For cases b and c, keff increases from 1.288 (2 kg 235U)
to 1.425 (5 kg 235U); in comparison for cases d and e, keff increases from
1.249 (5 kg 295U) to 1.287 (10 k 255U). At high uranium loading, the
principal effect of additional 2 5U is to depress flux. Therefore, for
maximum thermal flux, one should operate at minimum 235U loading, although,
this mode requires that fresh fuel be loaded frequently, i.e., every day or
two.

Frequent fuel changing is impractical for fixed fuel reactors, resulting in
greatly reduced available operating time, and excessive core fabrication
costs. However, with the PBR, spent fuel particles can be hydraulically
unloaded and fresh ones loaded in a few minutes, and fuel fabrication costs
are low. Consequently, it appears practical to change fuel every one to two
days in a HFPBR.
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Although significantly higher thermal fluxes are achieved with beryllium
moderator than with D20 moderator, the effect tends to be confined to the Be
moderator zone (curves c and d in Figure 4). Curve c is the same design as
curve d, except that the inner 20 cm of the external D20 reflector is replaced
with Be. For case c, the flux in this region is almost double that of d;
however, outside the region, fluxes are virtually the same. Moreover, keff
is significantly higher for case c, i.e. 1.425 vs. 1.249 for case d. Substi-
tuting an inner D20 moderator region for Be substantially reduces the thermal
flux inside the annular fuel region, but has only a small effect on exterior
thermal flux (cases e and f).

Based on these initial studies, the most promising design approach is to place
Be moderator inside the fuel ring, and an external Be shell outside it,
followed by a relatively thick D20 moderator region. This approach maximizes
both the magnitude and volume of the high thermal flux region. In addition,
the Be shell reduces both the gamma and fast flux leakage, compared to a pure
D20 reflector, which is important for cold neutron sources. The optimum
thickness of the external Be shell has not been determined, and will depend on
the specific requirements of the associated beam tubes and cold sources. The
thermal flux in the central beryllium region inside the fuel ring is very
high, -2 x 1016 n/cm2. With the bayonet pressure tube design, horizontal
beam tubes and/or cold sources can be brought immediately below this region to
utilize its high flux.

Some materials irradiation and isotope production capability appears practical
and will probably be desired. These functions affect reactor design, and may
necessitate harder neutron spectrum zones adjacent to the fuel region. Since
these requirements have not been determined, they have not been factored into
the design.

Maximizing thermal flux for neutron scattering experiments (both room
temperature and cold sources) remains the primary function of such a reactor,
and design compromises will be necessary to determine the best combination of
functions. HFPBR core size and power have not been optimized. However, some
compromises have been carried out. Figure 5 shows the thermal flux profile
for a smaller core. This design has a 30 cm diameter Be inner moderator
region, compared to 40 cm diameter for the other cases. The thermal flux
profile for the smaller core is very similar to case B (curve b in Figure 4)
both in shape and magnitude. Power level is significantly less, but
experimental volume is reduced.

Alternatively, reactor power (and proportionately, flux) can be increased for
the same size core, either by increasing bed power density or having a thicker
bed. The neutronic analyses were made with an average bed power density of 10
MW/liter, which is consistent with thermal-hydraulic (T/H) data for directly
cooled particle beds. T/H analyses predict that even higher power density
operation should be feasible, but experimental confirmation of such capability
is needed.

A more conservative approach is to increase particle bed volume. As shown in
Figure 3, the fuel bed region is relatively thin (3.6 cm including frits) and
could be doubled by changing the design of the fuel bed pressure
tube. To keep pressure drop through the particle bed reasonable (several
atm), bed thickness is limited to -4 to 5 cm, making a simple increase in
bed thickness impractical. One must either use a split bed approach, where
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two beds are fed in parallel from a central D20 channel, or make the bed an
annular element inside the pressure tube. This latter approach appears the
best, and is readily integrated with the pressure tube.

Increasing reactor power to 320 MW doubles thermal flux for the designs in
Figure 4. Fluxes of -4 x 1016 n/cm2 sec. are!achieved in the central Be
region, and -2 x 1016 n/cm2 in the outer Be shell and D20 reflector. A
power level of 320 MW, while high in terms of present research reactors,
appears practical and acceptable. Reactor capital cost will increase with
power, though probably less than linearly. Tradeoff studies are necessary to
determine optimum power level. The utility of higher flux will have to be
evaluated, and balanced against the additional capital and operating cost.

More detailed neutronic studies are planned to examine 2-D and burnup
effects. Based on previous neutronic analyses of similar space reactors, an
allowance of 0.2 in keff should account for finite core length, fission
product poisoning, and fuel depletion. For the nominal loading of 2 kg 235U
and 20% depletion, fuel would be reloaded every two days if the reactor
operated at 160 MW, and daily at 320 MW.

HFPBR Thermal Hydraulics

The large surface area in the packed bed, 78 cm2/cm3 for 500 u diameter
particles, allows high power density operation with a small temperature
difference between the particles and coolant. The film temperature drop
(ATf) between the particle surface and the bulk D20 coolant is a function of
bed power density and particle size. Film temperature drop is calculated
using the Eckert and Drake correlation7, derived from heat transfer
experiments on gas cooled particle beds. The calculated ATf is small,
approximately 10'K, at the design power density (10 MW/liter) and nominal
particle size (500 v). As a result, the D20 coolant is always strongly sub-
cooled at the particle surface. The bulk coolant exit temperature is 130°C,
compared to the saturation temperature of 295°C at the operating pressure of
80 atmospheres.

Katscher's T/H experiments5 on water cooled particle beds demonstrated average
power densities of -3 MW/liter before the onset of vapor formation in the
bed. However, in Katscher's work, vapor generation occurred at low pressure
(1 atm) and relatively high exit temperatures (-80'C). Thus a local film
drop of only 20'C would initiate steam slug formation. Such a film drop
appears likely to occur under the conditions of the experiment. First,
average power density was high, -3 MW/liter, and water velocity through the
bed was relatively low (-10 to 20% of that in the HFPBR). Second, local
power densities were probably greater than the average, increasing the film
drop. The experimental bed was an annular ring of small diameter stainless
steel balls, inductively heated by a high frequency generator. Skin effects
(induced current is greater at the exterior of the ring) and increased I2R
heating at the high resistance contacts between balls both would contribute to
non-uniform heating.

At the 10 MW/liter power density of the HFPBR, the film temperature drop is
small (-10°C) compared to the available subcooling of -200'C, so that
vapor generation does not appear possible. Analyses predict that considerably
higher power densities are practical; nevertheless, experimental demonstration
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at the higher power densities is needed before they could be used as the basis
of a HFPBR design.

Pressure drop (AP) through a 3.0 cm thick particle bed is a function of power
density and particle diameter, based on the correlation of Ergun8. Pressure
drops calculated with this correlation agree closely with experimental
pressure drops. AP is reasonable (10 atm) at 10 MW/liter and 750 U,
increasing to 14 atm for a particle diameter of 500 p. Film temperature drop
is somewhat less for 500 p particles but still reasonable with 750 p
particles. The design presented here assumes 750 U particles, though 500 p
particles would also be acceptable. Determination of optimum particle size
depends strongly on fuel element configuration, power level, power density,
and other operating conditions.

Changing bed thickness or configuration is the easiest way to accommodate
higher power densities and the best approach for higher reactor powers. For a
given power density and AT across the bed, pressure drop varies as the cube of
bed thickness, thus small changes in bed thickness have a major effect on AP.
At 10 MW/liter, bed thickness is limited to a maximum value of -4 cm by
pressure drop, for a temperature rise of 100°C across the bed. At this limit,
AP is - 10 atm.. If one desires higher power densities, either the AT across
the bed must be larger, or the bed must be thinner. Using the first approach,
operating at 20 MW/liter requires a AT of 200'C (for the same pressure drop).
This AT is probably not practical, since particle surface
temperature is then close to the coolant saturation temperature. Using the
second approach, reducing bed thickness by 25% allows a power density of 20
MW/liter.

Thermal flux for the nominal size core is doubled if the reactor operates at
320 MW instead of 160 MW. However, if bed power density is held constant
(i.e., at 10 MW/liter), the effective bed thickness in the annular fuel ring
has to double. But increasing the bed thickness in the C-2 configuration is
not practical, since pressure drop is then excessive. One must use either a
split bed configuration or an annular packed bed. The latter approach appears
preferable. With annular fuel elements inside the pressure tubes, a bed power
density of 10 MW/liter and a total reactor power of 320 MW, bed thickness is
- 2 cm, which compares to 3 cm for the rectangular fuel beds in the 160 MW
C-2 design. Pressure drop through the annular bed is reduced to - 3 atms.

Power distribution in the beds will not be uniform. There is a radial power
density variation in the annular fuel ring; the lowest power density is in the
center of the ring, while the highest power densities are at the inner and
outer surfaces of the ring. Radial power variation is readily handled by the
coolant, since the average film temperature drop ATf is small, on the order
of 10 K. Local increases in ATf at the surfaces of the fuel ring are well
below those required to induce boiling.

Axial power variations will also be present. These have not been analyzed for
the HFPBR, but have been investigated for space power reactors of similar
configurations, employing the 2-D DOT transport code. In these space
reactors, annular fuel rings were used, of comparable size and shape to the
HFPBR. Beryllium and carbon external/internal moderators were used instead of
the Be/D20 combinations for the HFPBR, and the annular particle bed was cooled
by gas (H2 or He) rather than liquid D20. However, their 2-D power
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distributions should be generally similar to those in the HFPBR.

Power density was found to be essentially constant in the axial direction,
except near the ends of the annular fuel ring. The characteristic axial
distance for these non-uniform power effects was the radial thickness (AR) of'
the ring. That is, power density in the fuel ring was greater at the ends
(due to the extra moderation from the reflectors above and below the ring),
approaching a constant value for distances >AR from the ends of the ring.
Axial peak to average power factors were relatively low, -1.5/1, and axial
peak to average factors for the HFPBR are expected to be comparably low. In
fact, peak to average values for the HFPBR may be even smaller, since it is
better moderated and has much lower fuel loadings.

Axial peak to average power ratios of 1.5/1 can be readily handled by the
ATf margin available in the coolant. If higher peak to average ratios are
found to be present in the HFPBR coolant flow area in the fuel bed, frits can
be locally tailored to compensate for power variations. Flow area would be
reduced in regions with low power density relative to the flow area in regions
with high power density. This can be easily accomplished by locally sealing
small portions of the frit to restrict coolant flow. Such sealing could be
done by E-beams, soldering, etc. Alternatively, if the flow holes in the frit
were manufactured by automated computer controlled drilling (using either
mechanical or laser drills), the local flow area could be readily adjusted to
whatever value was desired.

Finally, some azimuthal power variations around the annular fuel ring will
probably be encountered, due to the presence of beam tubes. In general, these
variations are expected to be substantially smaller than the axial and radial
power variations, since the tubes will be located relatively far from the fuel
zone and perturbations will tend to smooth out over that distance.

HFPBR Fuel Cycle

A major advantage of the HFPBR is the potential capability to unload spent
fuel particles and to load fresh fuel hydraulically. Such unload/load cycles
can be carried out remotely and rapidly without opening the reactor vessel,
permitting frequent fuel changes, either on a batch basis in which the reactor
would be shut down daily for a short time or continuously on-line.

A batch unload/load cycle in which particles are transported along a small
tube at the top of each fuel element is proposed. When D20 is drawn up
through the tube, spent particles are carried along to an external fuel
storage vessel. Fresh fuel particles are then carried into each element by
injecting D20 through the tube. The D20 flow is directed downwards, packing
the particles into settled beds. The injected D20 flows out with main exit
coolant flow.

During reactor operation, there is no flow of D20 in the fill tube. The
particles are held down by the D20 flow in the open region above the bed,
which is at a slightly higher pressure and flow velocity than the coolant in
the bed. Part of this coolant flows down through the top of the bed to join
the coolant in the bed. Batch unload/load cycles have been successfully
demonstrated in mockup fuel elements using gas flow to move the particles.
Particle transport with liquid coolant is expected to be even easier.
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A continuous on-line refueling concept for particle bed fuel elements is also
proposed. Fresh particles are injected at the top of the bed, with spent ones
withdrawn from the bottom. Fuel particles move in plug flow through each
element. Numerous reactors have operated successfully with on-line refueling,
including CANDU systems and the Pebble Bed Reactor, and there appears to be no
inherent bar to operating the HFPBR in this mode.

To determine which is the better mode, it will be necessary to test mockup and
prototype elements to test how well the different methods work, and what their
relative advantages and disadvantages are. Table 1 compares the fission
product inventory for the HFPBR with that of a 1000 MW(e) PWR, for continuous
and batch cycles. The HFPBR inventory is many orders of magnitude below that
of a commercial power reactor.

Summary and Conclusions

Neutronic and thermal-hydraulic studies of a high flux version of the particle
bed reactor have been carried out. These indicate that thermal fluxes of 1016
n/cm2 sec. or greater can be achieved using direct cooling of packed particle
beds by D20. Operating power densities of 10 MW/liter of fuel bed appear
possible, based on analyses and experiments. The favored configuration
appears to be an annular fuel region comprised of a ring of pressure tubes in
which the individual particle beds are located. Commercial HTGR particle fuel
can be used for the HFPBR. Total fuel loading is approximately 2 kg, with the
fuel being changed every day or two, depending on reactor power. The low fuel
loading results in relatively small flux depression in the fuel region, and
substantially higher peak thermal flux, as compared tq fixed fuel reactors
with high fuel loadings and relatively infrequent fuel changes.

Frequent fuel change can be accomplished by remote hydraulic unloading/loading
of fuel particles, either on a batch basis with the reactor shutdown, or
continuously on-line. In addition to improving the flux performance of the
HFPBR and greatly lowering its 235U loading, frequent fuel changes also
greatly reduce fission product inventory, by an order of magnitude or move,
compared to fixed fuel research reactors. The HFPBR can use partially
enriched fuel (e.g. 20% 235U) without significantly degrading either thermal
flux capability or keff.

Overall, the HFPBR appears to be a very attractive candidate for a high flux
research reactor, and further study appears to be desirable.
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TABLE I VHFR PARTICLE BED FISSION PRODUCT INVENTORY

1000 MW(e) CORE INVENTORY, CURIES
FISSION PRODUCT PWR [P = 168 MW(th)]

0.5 DAY CYCLE (on-line) 2 DAY CYCLE (BATCH)

Il ~ 7.3 x 107 8.0 x143.2 x 105

Ce14 1  1.3 x 108 6.5 x 104 2.6 x 105

Sr90  3.2 x 106 2.2 x 102 8.8 x 102

Cs13 7  4.1 x 106 2.2 x 102 8.8 x 102

Kr85 4.8 x 105 2.8 x 101 1.1 x 102

U2 3 5 FLOW/DAY
THROUGH REACTOR

2 kg 1 kg
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Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ iJO
Canada

ABSTRACT

A new facility based on the MAPLE research reactor concept is being planned for the
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories in Canada. The reactor will be used primarily for
the production of short lived radioisotopes and will also serve as a prototype of a
MAPLE research reactor.

INTRODUCTION

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) has developed a new reactor concept called
MAPLE (Multipurpose Applied Physics Lattice Experimental) which is intended to
fulfill internationaT requirements for a multipurpose research reactor. It is
planned to replace the NRX reactor with a MAPLE type, designated MAPLE-X, to be used
primarily for the production of short lived radioisotopes at the Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories (CRNL). This will enable the NRU reactor to pursue an optimum research
schedule without isotope production constraints and, in addition, will provide a
prototype of a MAPLE research reactor. The licensing for the reactor is at an early
stage and the licensing process including the safety aspects are summarized in this
paper.

SAFETY PHILOSOPHY

The development of the Canadian nuclear reactor safety philosophy and practice has
evolved in a continuous manner over about three decades. A long-standing basic
principle is that the licensee (owner/operator) has the main responsibility for
achieving a high standard of safety. This approach is very similar to that outlined
in the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Code of Practice [1] in that the
safety philosophy and principles are agreed to by the licensee and the regulatory
authority and it is left mainly to the licensee to ensure that adequate procedures
are followed. As well as being in line with the Canadian licensing approach and
because it has evolved through international cooperation, the Code of Practice was
considered to be particularly appropriate as the MAPLE concept is being developed for
the world market.

Good design practice is fundamental to reactor safety and will incorporate
'defense-in-depth' philosophy through the use of multiple barriers to fission product
release; through standard safety design features such as the use of redundancy,
diversity, separation, and fail safe components; and through the provision of means
for thorough testing of all components and circuits. Recognized codes and standards
will be used for the design and fabrication of components and systems and the CRNL
Quality Assurance program will be applied to all aspects of the project.

The features which contribute to the safety of the MAPLE-X reactor are briefly
summarized below.
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1. The reactor core will be located within a water pool which provides a large heat
sink for fuel cooling and also provides shielding of the fuel. The MAPLE
reactor assembly essentially acts like an upright bottle in a sink (draining the
sink does not cause the bottle to empty). Any failure of either the pool or the
primary cooling system will not allow the core to be uncovered.

2. The core decay heat will be removed by natural circulation, either through the
heat exchangers or through the pool, in the event of loss of flow in the primary
cooling system.

3. Where possible the safety of the reactor will rely on inherent passive safety
features. Two of these are the negative reactivity effects of both coolant
voidage and fuel temperature increase.

4. The design of the control system will ensure a low probability of faults
requiring protective system action.

5. Reactor safety systems will be provided to ensure the safe shutdown of the
reactor and heat removal from the core and to limit the consequences of a range
of postulated initiating events which could lead to accident conditions. The
probability of occurrence of accident conditions which could result in
significant radiation exposures or to the release of significant quantities of
radioactive materials will be reduced to the greatest extent practicable.

6. The reactor will be designed and operated in a manner which avoids unnecessary
exposure to radiation and to keep unavoidable exposures as low as reasonably
achievable, social and economic considerations being taken into account, while
respecting individual dose limits.

LICENSING PROCESS

Review and Approval Process

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) has the prime responsibility for the approval
of its own nuclear facilities. A safety review and approval committee, the Nuclear
Safety Advisory Committee (NSAC), with representatives fr m across AECL as well as
from the AECB acts as the regulatory body. Furthermore, the Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories operate under license by the Atomic Energy Control Board. In 1980 this
arrangement was formalized by the issuance of a site license and the subsequent
appointment of a project officer to inspect the nuclear facilities and ensure
compliance with the terms of the site license. When a facility is reviewed and
approved by the NSAC, the AECB is requested to amend the site license to include the
new facility. Upon amendment of the site license, the owner is authorized to operate
the facility according to a set of "Principles and General Rules".

The NSAC has issued guidelines for the preparation of safety analysis reports. This
review and approval process includes up to five iterative steps of presentation,
study and discussion involving the applicant, the committee and various consulting
groups. The stages are: a letter of notification; concept review and location
approval; construction approval; licensing, startup and commissioning; and submission
of an updated Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). The major stages are the
Concept Safety Assessment Report (CSAR) requesting approval in principle of the
concepts involved and the location of the facility, including limited site work up to
the point of pouring concrete; the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR)
requesting construction approval; and a Final Safety AnalRs s eport (FSAR) 75d



approval to startup, commission and operate the facility. The guidelines outline
briefly the information that the NSAC expects to be contained in each particular
submission. The committee recognizes that, for a large or complex project, not all
the required information may be available when the applicant wishes to commence
construction. For this situation the committee requires that all available
information be included and a plan and schedule be provided for the remaining work.

The main feature of this review and approval process is that the NSAC encourages the
early opening of communications with the applicant. The intent is to identify any
points of contention which can then be resolved as early as possible in the project.

Code Classification

The reactor structures, systems and components required for the protection of health
and safety are those necessary for assuring safe reactor shutdown and cooling and
also those necessary for preventing an uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the
environment. The designation of appropriate code classifications ensures that the
safety functions of the various structures, systems and components will be
maintained. For MAPLE-X, code classification is determined based on the Canadian
Standards Association, CAN3-N285.0-M81 [2), which requires that pressurized systems
and components be classified according to the radiological and safety consequences of
hypothetical failures of these systems or components, the consequences of which would
not be exceeded by any accident considered credible.

Although CSA N285.0 refers specifically to nuclear power plants, it has been adopted
by the AECB for other nuclear facilities including MAPLE-X. The rationale is that
the operating conditions may require special materials or non-conventional design.
Design and manufacture may require a high level of confidence in the integrity and
reliability of components where monitoring and maintenance must be limited.

The AECB has established radiation dose limits for CANDU nuclear power plants. Both
frequency of occurrence and the maximum consequences to the public for individual
members and to the population as a whole are specified. The safety analysis for a
nuclear power plant must demonstrate that the total probability for all single
process failures leading to the single failure dose limits is less than once in three
years, and for all dual failures leading to the dual failure dose limits is less than
once in 3 000 years. Similar criteria for research reactors have not been
established but the basic philosophy is that the risk to the public from the
operation of a research reactor should be substantially less than the risk from
operation of a CANDU nuclear power plant.

For operating staff, one accepted set of radiation dose limits is 10 rem* whole body
and 25 rem thyroid with a maximum frequency of occurrence of once in the lifetime of
the facility. These radiation dose limits are consistent with recommendations of the
International Commission on Radiological Protection applied to planned special
exposures, emergency operations during or following an accident and accidental
exposures.

The initial approach in code classification is to postulate a single failure in a
system and determine the radiological consequences based on conservative assumptions
for the actual releases, atmospheric dispersion, and dose conversion factors. If
failure of a system results in an off-site dose of 0.5 rem or more whole body, then
the system or appropriate components should be classified as Class 1, 2, or 3

* 1rem = 10 mSv
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(Figure 1). If failure results in an off-site dose of less than 5 mrem, then a
non-nuclear classification may be applied. CSA N285.0 also places limits on the
allowable doses to operating personnel. Upon completion of development work and
design, and during preparation of the preliminary safety analysis report the accident
analysis is re-examined to confirm the code classification selected in the initial
assessment. The initial proposal to the AECB, by the above procedure, requested a
code classification of Class 6 (non-nuclear) for the major reactor components.

ESTIMATED EQUIVALENT DOSE CODE

MEMBER OF PUBLIC PLANT PERSONNEL CLASSIFICATION

DUAL FAILURE LtMT
Soo ear- 2S re _ <2Srem CAS$ I

and DUAL FAILURE LINIT CLA 2
10 rem - 25 rem CAS2

SERWUS PROCESS
FAILURE LIMIT

S iirea - 500 area
PLANNED SINGLE

Or EXPOSURE CLASS 3

I 500 area -. 13 rem

1% OF SERIOUS I ANNUAL LINT FOR A
PROCESS FAILURE and NON-ATOMIC CLASS 6
LIMIT RADIATION WORKER (NON-NJCLEAR)
<5 area l<500 area

.1 rem . 10 m SIEVERTS
* NO CREDIT FOR SAFETY SYSTEM

FIGURE 1: GUIDE TO CODE CLASSIFICATION OF PROCESS
SYSTEM BASED ON ESTIMATED EDUIVALENT
DOSE (interpreted from CAN3-N25.0-M81
Proposed amendments - September, 1985)

The CSA N285.0 standard invokes design and manufacture contrbls stipulated in the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (Figure 2).
The AECB, as the regulatory authority, gives final approval for code classification.
The provincial jurisdiction for MAPLE-X components fabricated at CRNL is the Ontario
Ministry of Consumer and Commercial Relations. This jurisdiction ensures compliance
with the appropriate ASME/ANSI code under the Boiler and Pressure Vessel Act and
serves as an independent inspector on behalf of the AECB.

FIGURE 2: REQUIREMENTS FOR DESIGNATED
CODE CLASSIFICATIONS

CODE CLASSIFICATION

CLASS I

CLASS 2
CLASS 3

CLASS 4
CLASS SPECIAL

CLASS S (NON-NUCLEAR)

REQUIREMENTS

ASME SECTION II- SUBSECTION ND
ASME SECTION 11 - SUBSECTION NC
ASME SECTION 1 - SUBSECTION ND
ASME SECTION IS - SUBSECTION NE

CSA N2852
CSA 851 - ASME SECTION V4

- ANSIVASME 31.1
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This process results in an assigned classification which identifies the design,
fabrication,. installation and operation requirements and ensures compliance with
codes, standards and provincial statutes.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

MAPLE-X will be constructed in a new structural steel, metal clad building adjacent
to the existing NRX building and will operate at up to 20 MWth.

The basic MAPLE concept consists of an open-tank-type reactor assembly within a light
water pool. The reactor assembly consists of three parts: the inlet plenum, the
calandria assembly and the chimney (Figure 3). The light water primary coolant
enters the inlet plenum, flows upward through the calandria assembly and exits from
the chimney via two outlet nozzles. The calandria assembly is a cylindrical
zirconium-alloy vessel penetrated by vertical flow tubes and horizontal beam tubes.
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MAPLE-X REACTOR COMPONENTS.FIGURE 3:

Inlet Plenum

The inlet plenum is a cylindrical stainless steel vessel 2.0 m diameter by 0.8 m
high. The plenum serves as a coolant header with two 0.3 m diameter nozzles on the
lower part of the plenum providing connections to the primary cooling system.

Calandria

The calandria vessel is an annular cylindrical, heavy water filled, zirconium alloy
vessel 2.0 m in diameter by 1.2 m in height. The inner boundary is a thin walled
plate formed in a shape of an elongated hexagon with fluted sides penetrating through
the calandria and welded to the upper and lower tubesheets, separating the inner core
from the rest of the calandria vessel. This defines a light water region for the
inner core (Figure 4) which can accommodate twenty-nine hexagonal or cylindrical fuel
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assemblies. Surrounding the inner core and within the heavy water filled calandria
are fourteen outer fuel sites which are also cooled by light water from the inlet
plenum. As shown on Figure 4, additional isotope and experimental irradiation sites
are located outside of the chimney and within the calandria.

TO SERVICE POOL

\_ INNER CORE SITES 12R9
A-OUTER FUEL SITES 11X

MAPLE-X CALANDRIA ARRANGEMENT.FIGURE 4:

Outlet Chimney

The chimney assembly consists of a hollow elongated hexagonal structure approximately
0.7 m across the flats and 2.4 m high.

Two 0.3 m diameter nozzles on the chimney are provided for the connection of the
primary cooling piping. The chimney confines the upward flow of coolant which
contains activation products from the core and outer positions, collects the downflow
which is equivalent to the core bypass flow, and directs the mixture to the primary
cooling system for recirculation and purification.

Near the top of the chimney, support brackets are attached for guiding and locating
the reactivity control mechanisms.

Fuel

The reactor driver fuel will contain LEU (less than 20% U-235 in total U) and will
consist of uranium silicide dispersed in an aluminum matrix. Two fuel bundle
assemblies will be used; 36 element hexagonal shaped bundles to provide a
close-packed arrangement in the central core region and 18 element cylindrical shaped
bundles for use with shutoff and control absorbers or for loading in the outer fuel
sites.

For isotope production, the Mo-99 target bundles will consist of a ring of 12
elements arranged between concentric flow tubes. 76Z



Pool Liner

The pool liner is a stainless steel cylindrical tank 3.4 m in diameter and 12.2 m
high. The liner is surrounded by concrete shielding which is penetrated by beam
ports extending into the calandria. Penetrations are also provided approximately 5 m
from the top for the primary cooling, the emergency pool make-up and the moderator/
reflector systems piping. A shallow pool for fuel storage is connected to the
reactor pool.

Primary Cooling System

The purpose of the primary cooling system is to remove the fission heat from the core
and to provide purification and chemistry control of the water. A part of the PCS
flow bypasses the core and returns to the PCS via the chimney. The equipment
includes four pumps, two heat exchangers, a purification system and interconnecting
piping and is located in a shielded room adjacent to the service pool.

The PCS, shown schematically in Figure 5, circulates demineralized water into the
inlet plenum. The water flows vertically upward through the central core and outer
fuelled sites, exits from the fuel channels into the chimney, and rises vertically to
pump suction nozzles, one on each side of the chimney. At this point the core
coolant meets a lesser flow, resulting from the core bypass flow, coming down the
chimney from the pool. Approximately 10% of the total primary coolant that has
passed through the heat exchangers is directed to the bottom of the pool instead of
to the inlet plenum. This water cools the bottom of the pool and slowly rises around
the outside of the reactor structure. Water is drawn into the top of the chimney to
balance the effect of the core bypass which was directed to the pool bottom. Thus
the pump suction, along with the chimney downflow, prevents the core flow which
contains activation products from rising to the top of the pool where it could cause
a radiation hazard.

DEMINERALIZED FROM PUR1IMCATION TO PURIFICATION
WTER SYSrEM SYSTEM

MAKEUP
:. FLAP

VALVES

FIGURE 5: MAPLE-X PRIMARY COOLING SYSTEM.
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Part of the bypass flow is directed through the purification system to remove
impurities and to control water chemistry.

With the pumps shut down decay heat will be removed by thermosyphoning through the
heat exchangers or through flap valves on the PCS inlet line (Figure 5). The
secondary side of the heat exchangers is supplied by the existing NRX lower pressure
water system.

SAFETY ASSESSMENT

General

A requirement for both the forced or natural circulation mode of operation (and the
transition between the two) is that the coolant exiting the core be prevented from
migrating to the pool surface because of its high N-16 activity (or other activation
or fission products). The flow pattern in the chimney and pool are governed mainly
by the inertial force due to the jet of water from the core, the buoyancy force due
to the density difference between the hot water in the chimney and the cooler water
in the pool, the core bypass flow returning to the top of the chimney, and the
suction flow from the chimney via the PCS outlet piping.

A scale model is being used to examine the effects of the various parameters.

Normal Operation

The radiological hazard during normal operation is mainly due to the activation
products, particularly N-16 which is formed when the oxygen component of water
captures a neutron [0-16 (n,p) N-16). N-16 decays with a half life of 7.4 seconds,
emitting energetic gamma rays (energy 6-7 MeV). The chimney downflow will prevent
significant amounts of activation products from rising to the pool surface. The PCS,
which will contain the activation or fission products, will be shielded by the
concrete pump room walls and by the pool water.

Anticipated Operational Occurrences

Loss of Class 4 Electrical Power is expected to occur at a frequency of about two
times per year [3]. In this event the PCS pumps will stop and the reactor protective
system will be actuated on low flow in the PCS, on high temperature, or on loss of
power to the shutoff rods pressurizing motors. Decay heat removal will take place by
thermosyphoning through the PCS heat exchangers.

The process water pumps will also stop but coolant will flow by gravity from the low
head tank to the heat exchangers. The low head tank has sufficient capacity to
provide normal flow for about two hours but as the reactor is shutdown the flow will
be throttled automatically to provide a much longer cooling period.

Anticipated failures of other systems and components are also examined. Although
loss of Class 4 power is considered to be the most probable operating occurrence,
conceivable failures of other systems and components are examined below.

Accidents

The postulated accidents are grouped in the following categories to simplify the
analysis:
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. decrease in heat removal by the reactor cooling system

. loss of poxl water

. flow blockage in a channel

. decrease in heat removal by the process water system

. reactivity transients

. external events.

Each of the above postulated accidents could be caused by one or more initiating
events (piping failure, etc.). At this stage in the licensing, order-of-magnitude
estimates are made of the probablities and radiological consequences of the
initiating events. This analysis, based on very conservative assumptions, examines
events ranging from those resulting in no radiological consequences to those having
more serious consequences. These latter events are thus identified as requiring
further analysis using more realistic assumptions.

As an example, order-of-magnitude estimates of the probability and consequence of one
initiating event, flow blockage of a single channel, are shown here.

Flow Blockage

Complete or partial obstruction of a flow channel has occurred in at least three
other pool type reactors. Gasket material was the cause of two of the incidents and
broken glass from a viewing box was the cause of the third incident. MAPLE-X will
also be vulnerable to this type of accident because of the potential for objects
being dropped over the core. However, with cooling in the upflow direction this
problem should be minimized. If the loss of flow causes fuel failure, an alarm on
increasing radiation fields in the PCS piping will annunciate and, if fission
products reach the pool surface, a reactor trip on high radiation fields above the
pool will be activated. The probability of this accident complete blockage of a
fuel channel, is assumed to be in the range of 10-2 - 1O-/y.

The following assumptions are made for the source term for the analysis of this
accident.

.100% of the fuel in a 36 element bundle (largest fission product inventory per
channel) melts

.100% of the noble gases (3.2 x 105 Ci estimated from the bundle power) is
released from the fuel

.25% of the I-131 (initially 3.6 x 104 Ci estimated from the bundle power) is
released from the fuel.

The bypass flow, with its burden of radionuclides, is directed to the pool bottom and
then rises around the reactor structure. It is expected that most of the flow will
return to the PCS by entering the top of the chimney. However, the work with the
scale model and the supporting computer modelling has not reached the stage where an
accurate estimate can be made of the in-pool behaviour. If the chimney downflow
effect is as expected there will be little or no release of radionuclides. As a
limiting case, it is assumed that the radionuclides are not retained and that after
about 15 minutes the noble gases are released from the pool surface. The iodine will
strongly favour the water phase [4J and a retention factor of 103 is assumed for
1-131 in the pool water. The releases to the stack for these assumptions would be:

noble gases - 2.5 x 105 Ci
1-131 - 6.5 Ci
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As noted previously, these releases are estimates based on preliminary information
and conservative assumptions. This accident will be re-examined when further
research and development work is completed.

For an accidental release into the atmosphere the worst weather conditions occurring
10% of the time or a meteorological dispersion equivalent to Pasquill category F as
modified by Bryant [5] is assumed [6]. For individuals At locations close to an
elevated release point the worst'situation occurs during unstable weather such as
Pasquill category A conditions and this is used in the assessment. It is assumed
that the weather condition persists for the duration of the release which is assumed
to be short term, i.e., from a few minutes to a few hours.

The height of the stack is 46 m but due to its location on top of a ridge its
effective height is increased by an amount equal to the elevation difference between
the stack base and dose point [5]. Additional correction factors of 22 m and 11 m
can be applied for the effects of lift due to the high stack exit velocity for
Pasquill category A and F, respectively [5].

Based oo the above considerations, the diffusion coefficients were assumed to be
1 x 10- s/m3 on-site for Pasquill category A and 2.6 x 10- s/im3 off-site
for Pasquill category F.

Ground level releases have not been determined as the building ventilation system
should maintain a negative pressure relative to the outside atmosphere and the
releases are directed to the stack. As the building is expected to have a low leak
rate, failure of the ventilation system coincident with a release of radionuclides
from the pool should not result in hazardous conditions on-site.

The thyroid dose equivalents were calculated for adults on-site and for off-site
members of the public most at risk using dose conversion factors recommended in CSA
N288.2 [7]. These dose conversion factors are for I-131 and include the other
isotopes of iodine which are assumed to be present in the same ratio as that in
equilibrium CANDU fuel.

1 Ci* s/10 = 740 rem infant
1 Ci *s/mO = 560 rem adult

The release of iodine would result in a dose equivalent to off-site members of the
public most at risk of 0.01 rem thyroid and a dose equivalent to on-site adults of
0.04 rem thyroid. The estimated thyroid exposures are based on the inhalation
pathway.

Whole body external doses for gamma radiation from a cloud of noble gas fission
products can be derived from the relationship [8]:

D = 0. 25 Ey I

where D is the gamma dose in rem to an individual
Ey is the average energy per disintegration in MeY
i is the exposure in Ci s/m3

* Ci = 37 GBq
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This relationship assumes a semi-infinite cloud at ground level and a correction
factor (0.5 for Pasquill category F at the site boundary) can be applied to account
for the finite dimensions of the cloud. However, this relationship underestimates
the dose at distances close to the stack because the ground level plume concentration
is much less than the concentration overhead. The shielding program NUSHLD has been
used to model the plume at distances close to the stack [9]. The noble gas releases
from the postulated flow channel blockage accident were compared to the releases in
reference 9 and the resulting doses estimated.

The release of noble gases would result in an off-site dose equivalent of 0.03 rem
whole body and an on-site dose equivalent of 0.13 rem whole body.

As stated previously, this assessment assumes no retention of radionuclides by the
primary cooling system and the results are therefore considered to be very
conservative.

SUMMARY

Operation of the MAPLE-X reactor, based on preliminary information, should not
present unacceptable risks to operating personnel or to members of the public.

The safety assessment of the various MAPLE-X systems is still in progress in
preparation for the next licensing stage which is the presentation of the Preliminary
Safety Analysis Report.
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Safety Issues Related to the
Upgrade of the University of Missouri Research Reactor

J. C. McKibben*, D. M. Alger* and R. M. Brugger*+
University of Missouri Research Reactor Facility

0. Abstract

The University of Missouri Research Reactor Facility is in the process of per-
forming safety related analyses for upgrading the reactor. The upgrades are
an extended life fuel element, a power increase, a cold neutron source, and
a building addition. These upgrades will greatly enhance the capabilities of
the facility. The safety analyses have provided challenging problems for
staff, faculty and students. This paper discusses the parts of the upgrade
and current status of the safety analyses.

I. Introduction

The University of Missouri Research Reactor Facility (MURR) has been contribu-
ting to research, education, and service for 20 years by utilizing the neutrons
and radioisotopes produced by the reactor. This reactor is the highest power,
highest flux, and most extensively used reactor of the 40 at universities in
the USA. This extensive utilization has been realized in part due to the con-
tinual efforts put into upgrading the facility to better meet the needs of the
users. Past upgrades have included:

* Power increase from 5 MW TO 10 MW in 1974.

* Several increases in operating schedule, resulting in MURR being
at full power for over 91% of the time for the past nine years.

* Improvements to research instruments and developments of new state-
of-the-art instruments such as the position sensitive neutron
diffractometer and SANS spectrometer,2 and the gamma ray dif-
fractometer and spectrometer.3 4,5

* Development of new state-of-the-art techniques to expand programs,
such as developing a rapid trace element analysis technique for
selenium for use in epidemological studies.6

There is a continuing and increasing demand for more neutrons and higher spe-
cific activity radioisotopes. MURR presently is limited only by the abritrary
administrative 10 MW maximum power for research reactors, its current labora-
tory and office space, the imagination of the researchers, and the time in a
day. Therefore, MURR has embarked on a formalized four part upgrade program to
remove the first two limitations and amplify the utilization of the collective
imaginations and available time. The four parts are: (1) a new fuel design,
(2) a power increase, (3) a cold neutron source with associated changes and
(4) a building addition. The following sections will discuss these parts of
the upgrade with emphasis directed toward identifying the nuclear safety re-
lated issues and the steps being taken so far to analyze these situations.

*Dept. of Nuclear Engineering, UMC
+Dept. of Physics, UMC
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II. Fuel Upgrade

There are two goals of the new fuel design:

* Reduce fuel cycle cost per unit of power produced.

* Provide a core capable of operating at a significantly higher power
level for the power upgrade.

To achieve these goals requires a core with significantly higher U-235 load-
ing, a higher fissions per cubic centimeter (cm3) burnup limit, and a more
uniform power density distribution.

The MURR now uses Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) plate type fuel elements loaded
to 775 grams U-235. A fuel element is shown in figure 1. The fuel meat is
uranium-aluminide intermetallic (Al plus UAlX, where the average x = 3). The
loading of the meat is uniform in all plates at 1.6 gms high enriched uranium
(HEU) per cm3 and the maximum burnup limit is 1.8 x 1021 fissions per cm3.
The core radial peaking factor is 2.22 with the core hot spot on the inside
plate (plate #1) because of the over-moderated flux trap. The high power peak-
ing results in in a burnup limit of only 150 MWD per element. In addition,
the reactor is reactivity limited to the point the reactor is just critical
with control rods fully withdrawn, equilibrium xenon, and an average fuel ele-
ment power history of 80 MWD. To achieve 150 MWD utilization of an element
requires the reactor to be refueled weekly with cores consisting of fuel ele-
ments varying from new to over 140 MWD. Twenty-four fuel elements are expended
per year.

DMlNOM AND TOP

Figure 1 FTTAING AME MN-

ilate #1 is the smaller concave
flux trap when in the core.

MURR Fuel Element - p
plate and faces the
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In 1980, MURR partially funded the Department of Energy Extended Life Aluminide
Fuel (ELAF) program.7 The goal of the ELAF program is to demonstrate qualifi-
cations of a heavily loaded, high burnup fuel to reduce the fuel cycle costs.
The program focused on irradiation in ATR of higher loaded aluminide fuel where
the primary constituent is UAl2. Aluminide fuel was used since it has been
shown to tolerate higher fissions per cm3 burnups without failure than other
fuel types. The heaviest loaded plates were 50 volume percent UAlx, which cor-
responds to 3.0 grams HEU per cm3. The irradiation of the plates was completed
in 1985 and the post irradiation examinations were performed in 1985 and early
1986.

The fuel performed well in irradiations to greater than 3.0 x 1021 fissions
per cm3 with no fuel meat failures.8 Some plates were removed due to cladding
corrosion pits, but the corrosion was consistent with the operating experience
at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory for their surface temperatures and
operating times.

Based on the good performance of plates in ATR, the MURR Upgrade Group has de-
signed a new fuel element which does not change any physical dimensions, only
the U-235 loading per plate. The goal is to achieve a more uniform power
density but still have as many plates loaded to 3.0 grams HEU per cm3 as pos-
sible. The final design has the inside plate (#1) loaded the lightest, with
increasing loading in subsequent plate numbers until plate #8 is fully loaded.
The outside plate (#24) is loaded almost twice as heavy in grams per cm3 as the
inside plate, with the loading increasing toward the center until plate #20,
which is fully loaded. The fuel element has a total loading of 1270 grams
U-235. Table 1 gives a comparison between the new and current fuel element
loadings by plate number. This design will not significantly increase the
cost of the fuel element, but takes advantage of having 24 different sized
plates, each with a unique loading.

Table 1 - Comparison of Loading for two fuel designs.

Plate Number
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .. 19 20 21 22 23 24

Current Fuel Element:
18.9 20.2 21.3 22.4 23.5 24.6 25.8 27.0 39.3 40.4 41.6 42.8 43.8 44.8

TOTAL: 775 grams

New Fuel Element:
11.4 15.1 19.1 28.1 34.2 43.2 50.8 53.1 77.7 75.8 67.6 57.1 47.1 36.2
TOTAL: 1270 grams

The amount of uranium loaded per cubic centimeter and the plate's position in
the element are major determinants of the power density in the plate, while the
amount of burnable poison loaded in the plate affects primarily the overall
Keff. Therefore, burnable poison is added to obtain the desired excess reac-
tivity. A total of one gram of natural boron per fuel element is loaded uni-
formly in the five inside plates and the four outside plates, which are plates
with decreased uranium loadings.



The plan for the fuel cycle is to operate with mixed cores of 775 and 1270
gram fuel elements for two to three years at our present 10 MW power level.
At first this will be to verify the performance and analysis of the new fuel
design. Later the mixed cores will allow all the 775 fuel elements to be used
to their burnup limit. With the fuel cycle completely based on 1270 gram ele-
ments, MURR will be in a position to increase power as soon as the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission license amendment is received.

The new fuel design will be submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for
approval in June 1986. The analyses performed to support the new fuel design
include determining the steady-state safety limits, the reactivity transient
behavior, and other reactor physics parameters. The safety limit curves are
based on power peaking factors obtained from a 3-dimensional computer code sys-
tem, BOLD VENTURE.9 The BOLD VENTURE model and fuel depletion are benchmarked
against the results of a destructively analyzed MURR 775 gram fuel element
that had a core power history of 650 MWD.10

The first step in determining the
dimensional G-R models of all the
ings of 775 gram and 1270 gram fue'
combinations of fuel elements with
fissions per cm3 burnup limit. By
cases that result in the highest
power peaking were identified.
These cases were then modeled in
three dimensions to obtain the
peaking factors. The peaking
factors were then used in the
COBRA-3C/MURR 12 thermohydraulics
code to obtain the safety limit
curves. It is a modification
to COBRA-3C/RERTR that will con-
verge to the power level which
corresponds to a given ratio to
DNB. The limiting case was the
same as the one upon which the
current safety limit curves are
based -- new 775 elements mixed
with depleted 775 elements
(figure 2).

The reactivity transient analy-
sis was performed using the
PARET transient code after
benchmarking our version of the
code against the Spert
tests. 13,14 The reactivity
transients results for 1270 gram
fuel elements are within the
accepted safety limits for the
current 775 gram element. l

steady state safety limits was running two
possible extreme cases of mixed core load-
1 elements.11 These cases were the various
no power history and fuel elements at the
surveying the various combinations, the
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Steady-state safety limit curves for 6.2 Kg
core (775 grams/ element). The box indicates
normal operating range.
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The reactor physics parameters of temperature and void coefficient of reacti-
vity, and effective delayed neutron fraction were compared for the two differ-
ent fuel elements and no significant differences were found.16

An additional safety question that needs to be answered is determining if the
current fuel storage baskets and shipping casks can be used with the higher
loaded elements.17 For these studies the KENO-Va transport code from the
SCALE package18 is being used. To be conservative the new fuel is modeled
with no boron in the element.

As soon as the Nuclear Regulatory Commission approves the new core design, a
series of test elements will be made at the Babcock & Wilcox Plant at
Lynchburg, Virginia where MURR's 775 gram elements are manufactured. A reason-
able timetable is for assembly of the first elements to be completed in early
1987. The reduction in the fuel cycle cost depends on what burnup limit is
approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Presently 2.4 x 1021 fissions
per cm3 is widely accepted as a safe burnup limit for aluminide fuel. With
this burnup limit, the new fuel can be run to a 300 MWD per element, which
would cut the fuel cycle cost in half.

III. Power Upgrade

The goal of the power upgrade is to operate the reactor at the maximum safe
technical limit as is often done in European reactors. The new fuel element
design with its flattened power distribution provides the greatest increase in
the safe technical limits. With the new fuel element's physical dimensions
being identical to the current fuel element, no modification of the geometry
of the reactor core is planned for the power upgrade. Figure 3 shows vertical
and horizontal sections of the reactor core, pressure vessel and reflector.

VERTICAL SECTION of CORE & PRESSURE VESSEL

Figure 3

The vertical and horizontal views of the core and reflector region.
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The core consists of eight fuel elements. The active core, with a volume of
33 liters, is 29.77 cm in diameter and 60.96 cm tall. De-ionized water flows
at a rate of greater than 3,600 gallons per minute through the core. This
primary water exchanges heat with a secondary system through two heat ex-
changers, and the secondary system dissipates the heat to air in a wet cooling
tower south of the laboratory building. About ninety-three percent of the
heat is removed through the primary system and seven percent through the pool
system. Pressure in the primary system is greater than 75 psia. The normal
inlet temperature of the primary is 120'F with a normal outlet temperature of
1380F.

The only modifications planned for operating at a higher power are the slight
increase in operating pressure and primary coolant flow rate and new heat re-
moval equipment. One challenge is determining the maximum safe technical power
limit instead of the traditional problem of determining the safety margin at
a given desired power level.

As a starting point, the steady-state safety limit curves for the new fuel
design were generated for the current minimum operating pressure of 75 psia
(figure 4). Next the safety limit curves were generated for the highest pres-
sure to which the minimum operating pressure for the reactor could be increased
without major piping changes (figure 5). This latter pressure was determined
to be 105 psia to allow a reasonable operating range.
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Figure 5

Steady-state safety limit curves for 10.16 Kg core (1270 grams/element) at
75 psia and 105 psia. Lower box indicates probable range of operation.
Upperbox indicates safety limit range for normal flow and inlet temperature.
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The criteria used to establish the limiting power are (1) the DNB heat flux and
(2) Ledinegg's flow instability.19,20  The DNB heat flux criterion is asso-
ciated with the experimental results of ATR using the Bernath DNB heat flux
correlation. 21,22 The criterion reduces the limiting heat flux by a factor of
1.2 from the ATR experimental results of the DNB heat flux and corresponds to
0.5 times the Bernath correlation. The safety limit curves were drawn from
the output of the COBRA-3C/MURR thermohydraulics code.

Using the 105 psia safety limit curve as a basis, the target upgrade power has
been set at 30 MW. Other safety analyses are being performed based on the 30
MW target power level. None of the analyses completed show a problem oper-
ating at 30 MW, but some of the critical analyses such as the loss of coolant
accident have not been completed.23.24 ,25

To remove the 30 MW heat, new heat exchangers and pumps will be required.
The cooling tower was upgraded in 1984 when the original fill was due to be
replaced. The original Marley redwood slat fill was replaced with their new
plastic fill. Additionally the original fans were replaced with the new
Marley flat air velocity head fans. These two changes increased the capacity
from 11 MW to around 25 MW on a 770F dew point day for only 30% increase in
the cost to maintain original capacity.

Using this cooling tower at 30 MW presents no new safety questions, only an
operational limitation. Most of the time the cooling tower will be able to
dissipate 30 MW, as the humidity and temperature normally yield a dew point
well below 770F. When the humidity is high, the operating power level of the
reactor will be lowered to mantain the reactor coolant temperature at the
desired levels. The reactor safety is provided by the high coolant tempera-
ture scrams which are needed to protect against a sudden loss of heat sink.

The reactor instrumentation and control (I&C) is being reviewed for possible
upgrades to improve the reactor reliability and spare part availability. As
this review progresses, additional safety analyses may be required. Such
studies could include showing that a new I&C safety system using coincidence
logic does not decrease the safety margins provided by the present noncoinci-
dence safety system.

MURR intends to formally submit the request to upgrade the reactor power to
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in early 1987. Work is currently in prog-
ress on analyses required for the Environmental Report and an update on the
Hazards Summary Report to reflect the changes due to a 30 MW power level.

The power upgrade will give MJRR a peak thermal flux of 1.8 x 1015 neutrons/
cm2-sec. It will provide the capacity to perform three times as many experi-
ments and irradiations requiring a given amount of fluence or provide three
times the specific activity, and will cross minimum sensitive threshholds for
other experiments. Some radioisotopes especially benefit from the increase
in flux. Of great interest to researchers and medical physicists are radio-
isotopes that involve a double neutron capture, the production of which in-
creases with the square of the flux increase. Therefore, a 30 MW power level
will increase their production rate and maximum specific activity by almost
an order of magnitude.
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IV. Cold Neutron Source and Reflector Upgrade

To meet the rapidly increasing demand for long wave length neutrons, the MURR
upgrade includes adding a Cold Neutron Source (CNS). The CNS will be at the
tip of beamport "E" in the reflector near the core, and this section of the
reflector may be modified to enhance its effectiveness. Analyses are currently
being performed to evaluate what combination of reflector materials (beryllium
or D20) and which CNS design will give the optimal combination considering beam
intensity of long wave length neutrons, capital and operating costs, and impact
on other users of the reactor.

After the conceptual design of the CNS and reflector are completed, safety
studies will be conducted to demonstrate there are no unreviewed safety ques-
tions associated with the proposed designs. Additional scrams trips will have
to be added to the safety system to meet desired safety margins related to
various CNS failures. The exact list and their setpoints will not be deter-
mined until the safety analysis is completed. The steady state safety limit
curves may have to be modified to account for any changes in the azimuthal
power peaking caused by changes in reflector materials. Scoping studies to
date indicate the change in power peaking will not be significant.26

The CNS will most likely be either a liquid hydrogen or supercritical hydrogen
source placed in either a beryllium wedge or a D20 tank. The D20 tank gives
the optimal spectrum and lower operating cost due to less heating, but does not
decouple the CNS as well as the beryllium wedge does from other experiments in
the reflector.

The CNS beam intensity can be increased by approximately 30% if the core
position relative to the beamports can be lowered by four inches. The cost/
benefit of doing this will be evaluated during 1987. With 30 MW reactor power,
a lower core position, and a CNS, the intensity of 8 A wave length neutrons at
Beamport "E" could increase by a factor of 80.

V. Building Addition

The MURR upgrade includes a 35,000 square feet building addition. The con-
ceptual design will be complete in October 1986. The addition is needed to
alleviate the current cramped conditions and to house the additional labora-
tories and staff needed to utilize more fully the reactor. The addition will
center around a cold neutron guide hall which will allow a 60m flight path for
experiments using the CNS. The building will also contain a 1600 square feet
counting room, a clean room, culture room, and sample preparation laboratory
for neutron activation analysis. Electronics laboratories/shops are provided
for the radiation effects program, research electronics shop, and reactor elec-
tronics shop. Relocating these groups will free up laboratories designed for
handling radioactive samples for use by the radioisotope applications group.
The addition will also provide greatly needed office space and a lecture hall.
The reactor safety questions associated with the addition are concerned with
maintaining containment integrity. The addition will add at least two beam
guide penetrations and a new airlock between containment and the guide hall.
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The Uniyersity of Missouri selected Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation
on May 2, 1986 as the architect/engineer for the upgrade. They will work on
three parts of the upgrade: (1) the building addition, (2) heat removal and
instrumentation and control improvements to the reactor, and (3) cold neutron
sources and guide tubes. MURR staff and UMC Nuclear Engineering faculty and
students are performing the fuel and power upgrade analyses.

VI. Conclusion

MURR is working on a four part upgrade which when completed will be by far the
most significant upgrade in the 20 year history of the facility. A new core
design will cut the fuel cycle cost at least in half and provide a flatter
power distribution allowing for a major increase in power. A power upgrade to
about 30 MW will greatly enhance the quantity and quality of research and
service capable of being performed at MURR. The cold neutron source coupled
with other improvements will provide an increase between 10 to 100 times in
long wave length neutrons, which are needed for the fastest growing area of
neutron scattering research. The 35,000 square feet building addition is
needed to provide a guide hall, new laboratories, and additional offices to
meet the demand for increased utilization of the reactor.

The safety analyses involved in the four part upgrade is a major challenge.
However, with the progress being made in these studies, MURR should be in a
position to enter the 1990's with a major increase in the quantity and quality
of research it can provide. This will enable MURR to continue to make sig-
nificant contributions to the advancement of technology into the 21st century.
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ULTRAHIGH FLUX DOUBLE DONUT RESEARCH REACTOR DESIGN

J. M. Ryskamp, D. K. Parsons and J. A. Lake
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Idaho Falls, ID 83415

ABSTRACT

A new steady-state thermal neutron source of unprecedented intensity is
under development for materials science research, isotope production, and
fundamental physics research. The challenge put forth by the research
community is to produce a thermal neutron flux of 1016 n/(cm2s) in a large
accessible volume with minimum fast neutron and gamma contamination. Ultrahigh
flux reactor designs based on well-characterized plate-fuel technologies have
been examined at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. A "double donut"
core configuration extends the range of peak operating conditions, which are
traditionally limited by fuel plate temperatures and thermal hydraulic
conditions in the hot channel, to a point where these flux intensity goals can
be attained.

INTRODUCTION

An advanced, steady-state neutron scattering facility with a flux level
ten times that of existing sources is needed for materials science, isotope
production, and fundamental physics research . Given currently achievable
flux levels at the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR), the High Flux Isotope Reactor
(HFIR), and the Institut Laue Langevin (ILL) of about 1015 n/(cm2s), the
1016 n/(cm2s) goal represents a significant challenge to the reactor design
community. Because the reactor is intended to provide an intense neutron source
primarily for beam research, the flux peak must be established external to the
core in a large D20 pool. Several core design concepts with plate type
fuel surrounded by a D 0 reflector have been studied. One of these, a more
or less conventional thin cylindrical shell design, is limited to flux levels
below goal values by plate temperatures and hydraulic conditions in the long,
thin channels and is life limited by cladding oxidation. t Another
concept, s that of a split or "double donut" core configuration with much
shorter heated flow paths and a coolant mixing plenum between the upper and
lower core sections, attacks the design constraints in a different way.
Because of the short heated flow paths and the remixing of the coolant "hot
stripe" in the central plenum, the double donut configuration is capable of
enhanced thermal hydraulic performance, as well as improved neutronic access.
This D 0 cooled and moderated research reactor will produce the desired
1016 n7(cm2s) flux levels in a large, accessible, user-friendly
environment, and requires only a relatively modest and low-risk research and
development program.
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REACTOR DESIGN

The double donut reactor concept is illustrated in Figure 1. The core
consists of two symmetric fuel segments. A coolant bypass ring exists between
the outer fuel plate and the pressure vessel (not shown). The donuts are
separated by a coolant plenum, which serves to mix the outlet flows from the
first section and bypass ring before they enter the second core section. This
has two benefits. First, it mixes the hot channel flow with flow from the
cooler channels (as well as bypass flow) such that the peak coolant temperature
rise is greatly reduced. Second, channel-entrance heat transfer effects
enhance cooling of the power peak at the entrance to the second core section.
This split core arrangement also allows direct radial beam access to the
resulting high-flux environment without exposing the direct field of view of
the beam channels to significant high-energy-neutron and gamma contamination
from the core.

Figure 1 shows the fuel elements in the double donut reactor as ten
pie-shaped segments containing 80 thin Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) type
plates. The outer plate and side plates in each assembly are thicker than the
others in order to maintain structural integrity. Such a fuel plate
configuration is only one of several that may be feasible. Involute plates or
rolled plates that bend circumferentially around the core and are supported by
a series of pads or pins are also possible fuel configurations that may improve
core performance and reduce cost. The fuel material is a fully enriched (93%
U-235) U3Si2 mixture in an aluminum matrix clad with aluminum-2219.

The double donut core is intentionally operated on a hard neutron energy
spectrum to enhance the neutron leakage into the radial reflector region, where
it can be moderated and accessed by the experiments. There is some
thermalization and peaking in the plenum between the upper and lower donuts,
but, because of the long neutron mean free path in D20, the core segments are
neutronically tightly coupled. The major thermal neutron flux peaking occurs
in a large toroidal ring surrounding the core in the radial reflector pool.

The core is attached to an aluminum-6061 central support pipe, which also
serves as a control rod channel. A zircaloy-4 pressure vessel is placed close
to the core for several reasons. First, it allows the heated core coolant to
be isolated from the reflector pool so that the beam tubes and cold sources can
be operated in a low temperature, low pressure environment. Second, the
neutron energy spectrum directly adjacent to the core is quite hard, so that
the pressure vessel is relatively transparent to the core leakage flux. Third,
it places less material between the core and the experimental instruments than
if the beam tubes had to be designed to withstand external pressure. Finally,
the smaller pressure vessel design is simple and less costly than a large
pressure vessel that encloses the entire D20 pool and is penetrated by
numerous beam tubes and instruments. It is, therefore, advantageous to place
the pressure boundary here rather than around the beam tubes and cold sources,
where it would result in a large parasitic loss of thermal neutrons and
increased gamma background. Gamma heating and fast neutron fluence in the
pressure vessel are significant, however, and may require placing a thermal
shield in the coolant bypass ring or providing forced cooling outside the
pressure vessel. The bypass ring will also be between one and five cm thick to
help reduce pressure vessel gamma heating. Although this does not impact core
reactivity, it places the pressure vessel closer to the region of peak thermal
flux.
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ANALYTICAL METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

Reactor physics analyses were performed using an ENQF/B-V cross section
data library processed with the COMBINE (PHROG/INCIIE) b code. One-
dimensional (iD) 11- and 12-g oup transport (SCAMP)Y and two-ojmensional (2D)
four-group diffusion (PDQ-7) and 11-group diffusion (DIF3D)II
calculations have been used to determine the preliminary characteristics of
this reactor. The thermal-hydraulics were analyzed by the set of computer
programrlsed for the Advanced Test Reactor core evaluation (MACABRE,
etc.). ,

Several comparisons, including iD versus 2D, diffusion versus transport
theory, and few group versus multigroup,'have been made to test the accuracy of
the methods used to analyze this small, high-leakage, very-hard spectrum core.
Because of the nature of the double donut reactor, the 2D model must be used to
achieve a reasonable degree of accuracy in calculated reactor parameters.
Four-group and 11-group diffusion and transport calculations have been
compared. The 11-group diffusion calculation differs significantly from the
transport theory and four-group diffusion theory calculations. Diffusion
theory fails at the fuel/D20 interfaces at very low neutron energies. This
occurs because the very high DjO transport cross section in group 11 leads to
a thermal diffusion coefficienE that is an order of magnitude smaller than that
in the four-group diffusion model. This problem can be corrected by modifying
the group 11 diffusion coefficients at the fuel/DO interfaces. The four-
group diffusion calculation without any modification agrees reasonably well
with the 11-group transport calculation because the thermal diffusion
coefficients are averaged over a large thermal group. Four-group analysis with
eight radial fuel zones predicts lower power peaking than 11-group analysis.
For final reactor design, the modified diffusion theory method needs to be
carefully benchmarked against multigroup, multidimensional transport theory.

The design characteristics of an evolving ultrahigh flux double donut
reactor design concept are summarized in Table 1. This design makes optimum
use of the capability of plate fuels within the bounds determined by technology
constraints. To obtain the required order of magnitude increase in neutron
flux, approximately an order of magnitude increase is required 'in fission
source (power) density compared with current generation high-flux reactors.
This increase has been achieved by keeping the heated flow path as short as
possible and controlling surface heat flux with thin fuel plates. At a
core-average power density of 9.3 MW/L, the 30 liter core described here
produces 280 MWt at the start of cycle. At constant flux, this power decreases
to 243 MWt with fuel burnup. The power shape is flattened by redistributing
the fissile fuel away from the core periphery and toward the central regions of
the donuts. Burnable boron poison is also used to shape the power.

The resulting regional peak power distribution is shown in Figure 2. An
overall hot spot power peaking factor of 1.6 is achieved using eight unique
fuel loadings. The resulting peak core power density is less than 14.9 MW/L.
The peak-plate surface heat flux is 14 MW/M2. The key to the success of this
configuration is the low fuel and coolant temperatures. Adequate margins of
over three standard deviations from normal conditions (including worst case
transient) are maintained from either hydraulic instability or departure from
nucleate boiling.0
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TABLE 1. DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ULTRAHIGH FLUX DOUBLE DONUT REACTOR

Core Dimensions

Fuel donut height (cm)
Fuel donut ID (cm)
Fuel donut OD (cm)
Fuel donut thickness (cm)
Core volume (liters)
Central Plenum Height (cm)
D20 bypass gap (cm)

Fuel

13.7
10.2
38.8
14.3
30.1
12.0
1.0

Material
Uranium enrichment (w/o U-235)
Volume fraction U in fuel meat
Maximum fuel density (g U/cc meat)
Fuel plate thickness (cm)
Coolant channel thickness (cm)
Fuel meat thickness (cm)
Cladding material
Cladding thickness (cm)
Maximum fuel plate span (cm)
Number of fuel plates/assembly
Side plate material
Side plate thickness (cm)
Fuel burnup limit (fissions/cc)

U Si2/Al
93
.45
4.8
.102
.076
.051
Aluminum-2219
.025
12.2
80
Aluminum-2219
.5
2 x 1021

Physics Characteristics

Reactor power (MW)
Cycle length (days)
Core average power density (MW/L)
Power peaking factor (peak/average)
Peak power density (MW/L)
Peak reflector thermal neutron flux,

E < .532 eV (n/(cm2s))
Gamma environment in region of peak

neutron flux (w/g in D20)
Fast flux (E > 1 MeV) contamination

in region of peak thermal flux
(n/(cm2 s))

Core fissile loading at BOC (kg U-235)
Number of unique fuel loading zones
Core burnable poison loading at BOC

(g B10)
Fuel burnup (kg U-235)

(peak fissions/cc)

280 at BOC, 243 at EOC
14.0
9.3 at BOC
1.6 at BOC
14.9 at BOC

1.0 x 1016

10
1.2 x 1014

24.1
8
6.0

5.0
1.7 x 1021
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TABLE 1. (Continued)

Thermal Hydraulic Conditions

Coolant inlet pressure (MPa)
Core outlet pressure (MPa)
Coolant flow rate (kg/s),

velocity (m/s)
Coolant inlet temperature (OC)
Coolant outlet temperature (OC),

hot channel
Coolant AT (0C), hot channel
Peak surface heat flux (MW/M2)
Hot spot fuel plate temperature,

BOC/EOC (OC)
Margin to CHF (std. dev.)
Margin to hydraulic instability

(standard deviation)
Oxide thickness at EOC (mm)
Pressure vessel
Design pressure (MPa)
Margin to fuel melting (0C)

4.2
3.4
30.7
16.0
38
96

31
14
185/258

5.4
9.8

0.047
13-mm-thick, zircaloy
5.51
391

Approximately 20.9%ak excess reactivity is required at the start of cycle
for a core that produces a thermal neutron flux (E < 0.532 eV) of 1016
n/(cm2s) for 14 days. This core is shimmed with 6.0 g of '0B burnable
poison, reducing the excess by 10.5%Ak. Fission products rapidly reduce the
excess by 2.4%Ak. Fuel burnup accounts for the remaining 8.0%Ak drop
during a 14 day cycle. The excess reactivity is shimmed in the core center,
where absorbers have a minimal perturbation on the reflector thermal flux
environment.

NEUTRON FLUX AND GAMMA HEATING

The requirement to achieve extremely high thermal flux in a large reflector
volume surrounding the core leads to core designs which reduce internal neutron
moderation and enhance neutron leakage. The double donut core has a very hard
spectrum because it is very undermoderated. Table 2 lists the region-averaged
neutron fluxes in the fast, epithermal, and thermal energy ranges. The flux in
the fuel is greatest in the epithermal region. The thermal flux in the center
of a donut is only 1% of the total flux in the same region. The spectrum
softens toward the central hole and core periphery. The high epithermal flux
in this reactor may be useful for production of transuranic nuclides. A ring
of targets may be placed between the fuel and the pressure vessel, in the
central hole, or in the reflector region. Zircaloy-4 was selected for the
pressure vessel to minimize the total flux drop through the vessel.
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TABLE 2. REGION-AVERAGED NEUTRON FLUXES IN A DOUBLE DONUT REACTOR AT 280 MW

Neutron Flux (1014 n/(cm2s)) and Group Flux Fraction
Energy Fuel Fuel Outer Reflector Reflector
Group Center Average Fuel Ring Near Fuel Axial Midplane

Fast 43.6 39.7 31.0 2.2 2.0
0.821 MeV < E (25%) (23%) (19%) (2%) (2%)

Epithermal 43.8 47.4 47.9 19.8 19.3
0.532 eV < E (25%) (27%) (29%) (17%) (15%)
E < 5530 eV

Thermal 1.0 5.2 20.4 86.5 100.0
0.0 < E (1%) (3%) (12%) (74%) (77%)
E < 0.532 eV

Total 177.5 175.6 165.4 117.4 129.3

The principle moderator of choice for a core configuration designed
for external flux peaking and to provide access by beam channels is D20
because of its long neutron diffusion length and low parasitic neutron
absorption cross section.' A D20 reflector produces the region of
peak thermal neutron flux about 10 cm from the outer pressure vessel
boundary, covering a large volume with low fast-neutron and gamma-ray
contamination, as shown in Figure 3. This is a radial thermal flux plot
at the core midplane between the fuel donuts for a 280 MW reactor on which
we have superimposed both the fast (E > 821 keV) neutron and unshielded
gamma heating (w/g in D20) profiles. Because of the low fast neutron
flux and gamma heating rate at core midplane out in the reflector, the
beam tubes may be oriented radially, looking directly at the coolant
plenum between the core sections. This results in a closer beam tube
packing fraction than is achievable with tangential access. Furthermore,
the reflector pool is maintained at low temperature and low pressure, and
the experimental access does not interfere with the reactor coolant flow.
Cold and hot sources will be placed further away from the core where the
fast neutron flux and gamma heating rate are very low compared with the
thermal neutron flux. Lower gamma heating rates will also help in
maintaining adequate cooling for the cold sources.
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REACTOR CONTROL

The core operating scenario can be selected to maintain constant peak
reflector flux throughout the cycle. This permits reducing the core power
throughout life and thus relaxes the thermal hydraulic and structural stresses
from their start of life values and extends core life.

About half of the core excess reactivity at beginning of life is shimmed
with burnable boron poison. Several hafnium shim rods are placed in the
central hole to control the remaining excess reactivity while having a minimal
perturbation on the reflector thermal flux environment. Hafnium is used
because it has a higher epithermal absorption cross section than boron, and the
core has a very high epithermal flux. Safety control rods, which are normally
withdrawn during power operation, will be placed outside the pressure vessel in
the high-reactivity-worth D20 reflector pool. Shim or safety rods may also
be located in the D20 bypass ring.

Safety considerations require adequate shutdown margins for different
stuck rod conditions. This encourages the placement of several shim rods in
the central hole instead of a shroud. Withdrawing one of several small shim
rods during the cycle produces less perturbation on the reflector flux. It
also leads to less axial flux tilt in the fuel donuts than if large shrouds are
removed. Table 3 illustrates the use of Hf shim rods modeled as two rings in
an 8-cm radius central hole. The reactor can be controlled from the central
hole even though there is large amount of self-shielding in the shim rods.

TABLE 3. REACTOR CONTROL USING HAFNIUM SHIM RODS IN THE CENTRAL HOLE

Case k %Ak

All rods out 1.117 0.0

Inner ring in 0.983 13.4
Outer ring out

Outer ring in 0.944 17.3
Inner ring out

Both rings in 0.935 18.2

The moderator temperature coefficients, dk/kdT, are -10.9 pcm/K for D20
inside the pressure vessel, -7.7 pcm/K for D20 outside the pressure vessel,
and -19.2 pcm/K for all DO. These values are strongly negative and similar
to those of large commercial pressurized water reactors. This implies that the
reactivity will drop rapidly if the reactor or instrument pool overheat.
Reactor circulation must still be maintained after an excursion, however, to
remove the significant amount of decay heat.
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SUMMARY

The capabilities and limitations of the historically well characterized
plate fuel technology have been examined for producing unprecedented thermal
neutron flux levels exceeding 1016 n/(cm2s). This fuel technology, in
several variant forms, has been the workhorse in research reactors throughout
the world. The requirements of the user community for a flux configured over a
large volume and accessible to a variety of experimental instruments dictates
that the flux peak be generated external to the core.

A reactor with a double donut core configuration has been designed to have
short heated flow paths and a coolant mixing plenum between the upper and lower
sections. The double donut configuration is capable of enhanced thermal
hydraulic performance, as well as improved neutronic access. Although
considerable optimization remains to be performed and a large number of
cost/benefit trade-offs exist, a reactor core with double donut geometry,
constructed of plate-type fuel elements, can meet the 1016 n/(cm2s) thermal
flux goal. Furthermore, this can be produced with relatively low fast neutron
and gamma contamination in a large, accessible, low pressure, low temperature
volume surrounding the core.

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy, DOE
Contract No. DEAC07-76ID01570.
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AN INTENSE STEADY STATE NEUTRON SOURCE - THE CNR REACTOR

F. C. Difilippo R. M. Moon
W. R. Gambill R. T. Primm, III

C. D. West

Oak Ridge National Laboratory*

Introduction

The Center for Neutron Research (CNR) has been proposed in response
to the needs - neutron flux, spectrum, and experimental facilities - that
have been identified by the neutron scattering, isotope, and materials
irradiation research communities through workshops, studies, and discus-
sions. The CNR is a major new experimental facility consisting of a
reactor-based steady state neutron source of unprecedented flux, together
with extensive facilities and instruments for neutron scattering, isotope
production, materials irradiation, and other research areas.

CNR

The new, ultrahigh-intensity, steady state neutron source has its
major application in the field of neutron scattering, where several im-
portant applications lead to many different experiments that justify the
construction of a new, greatly superior source. The justification in-
cludes new experiments and new classes of materials, not accessible for
research in existing facilities, as well as a substantial improvement in
the quality of data that can be obtained from experiments that could be
carried out, although less effectually, with presently available sources.

In considering the neutron source for the CNR, the first choice to
be made is between a pulsed source and a steady state one. While reactors
are the most familiar of neutron sources, in recent years a number of
pulsed-spallation sources have been constructed. As an example, consider
the relative merits of a reactor source producing a thermal flux of 5 to
10 x 1019 neutrons m-2*s-1 and the most ambitious of the recent pulsed-
spallation source proposals, which had a time-average thermal flux of 5
to 10 x 1018 m2.S-1.

For many neutron-scattering experiments, the broader energy range
used in time-of-flight techniques with pulsed sources compensates for the
lower time-average flux so that many scientific needs could be met with
either source.1 The steady state source probably has an advantage for
experiments requiring cold neutrons (<5 meV) and the pulsed source for
experiments requiring hot neutrons (>100 meV). Note that for scattering
experiments the main area of competition between neutrons and X rays from
synchrotron sources will be in the hot range. For isotope production,

*Oak Ridge National Laboratory is operated by Martin Marietta Energy
Systems, Inc., for the U.S. Department of Energy under contract No.
DE-AC05-840R21400.
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the higher time-average flux makes the reactor source clearly more de-
sirable. For most materials irradiation experiments, the reactor source
with target facilities close to the core would be superior to the pulsed
source.

Although physicists have had 40 years of experience in performing
neutron-scattering experiments at reactors, the reservoir of experimental
know-how in the productive use of pulsed neutrons is much shallower. We
need time to develop experimental techniques at existing sources before
embarking on an ambitious program to develop a new pulsed source.

For the new reactor, estimates include a development and conceptual
design cost of $42 million, a construction cost of $280 million, and an
annual operating cost (facility only) of $14 to $18 million. On the
pulsed-source side, the most reliable numbers come from the German SNQ
project: a direct comparison is difficult because of uncertainties in
the basis for the cost estimates and in monetary conversion factors, but
capital cost was about $560 million plus $250 to $350 million in design
and engineering staff cost, and the annual operating cost estimate was
about $31 million.

In operating a user-oriented facility, it is important to maintain a
planned operating schedule with few days when the source is out of ser-
vice. Based on past experience, the reactor would have a higher reli-
ability than an accelerator-based system. For example, the High-Flux
Isotope Reactor (HFIR) has been at full power greater than 90% of the
time since it first reached full power.

The question of pulsed vs steady state neutron sources was consid-
ered by the Major Materials Facilities Committee (Seitz-Eastman Com-
mittee) of the National Research Council in 1984. For reasons similar
to those enumerated above, this Committee recommended2 that "site-
independent design should begin immediately" on an advanced steady state
neutron source.

The needs of the three major CNR user communities - neutron scatter-
ing, isotope production, and materials irradiation testing - have been
addressed by a series of studies, international workshops, and discus-
sions.1-6 The neutron flux and spectrum requirements as well as the
size, type, and number of facilities required have been established quan-
titatively.

These requirements will be reviewed as the project progresses in
order to remain responsive to new scientificopportunities. The interna-
tional scientific community will also have input into the design of the
experimental facilities.

In broad terms, the neutron-scattering community requires the high-
est possible thermal flux in a large volume accessible to beam tubes and
with space for hot and cold neutron sources. For isotope production, a
region of high epithermal flux is also needed and for engineering mate-
rials irradiation, a high fast flux zone. In addition, a minimum avail-
ability factor of 80 to 85% is desired.

'In principle, such needs could be met either by a reactor or by an
accelerator-based (spallation) source. The conclusion that a reactor
neutron source can provide the desired flux, spectrum, and reliability at
a lower cost and with less technical risk was endorsed at a recent inter-
national workshop on advanced steady state neutron sources. 1
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A major decision that ORNL made concerning the reactor design is
that the technical risk associated with this very advanced facility
should be minimized by basing the reactor as far as possible on known
technology. Our main desire is to build a neutron source that can be
used to do interesting and useful experimental research, not to do re-
search on reactor design and construction (although some of that will be
necessary and desirable).

Basic Reactor Design

The basic requirements of the core design are easy to see. The
needs of the neutron-scattering community dictate a high thermal flux
outidae the core, where there is good access and sufficient volume for a
large number of beam tubes and sources. To produce many neutrons, a
large number of fissions (i.e., a high power) and a core of small ex-
ternal surface area are needed. In fact, for cores of basically similar
composition and geometry, thermal flux *th in a reflector around the core
is approximately proportional to neutron production or power level P and
inversely proportional to the core surface area A.

*th e P/A

e p/v 2 /3

5 p1 / 3 x (p/V) 2 /3

f pl/3 2/ 3

A high power is beneficial, but a high power density is even more so.
In a conventional aluminum clad core, any one of several factors may

limit the power density p that can safely be attained. First, the small
core volume limits the amount of fuel that can be contained and therefore
the lifetime of the core. Second, the low volume limits the heat trans-
fer surface area available. The allowable heat flux is usually limited
by one of three factors: (1) incipient boiling, (2) the bulk temperature
at the core outlet (which we chose to keep below tOlC to avoid the pos-
sibility of steam generation and possible explosion in the event of a
loss-of-coolant-flow, loss-of-pressure accident), or (3) the fuel center-
line temperature.

With reasonable coolant pressure and velocity, incipient boiling and
bulk outlet temperature are usually the limiting factors for clean alumi-
num cladding. However, heated aluminum surfaces in water form an oxide
layer. The oxide is in the form of boebmite, a A1203*H20, which has a
low thermal conductivity so that the temperature difference across the
oxide under high heat flux conditions leads to an unacceptably high fuel
temperature.

To load enough fuel in the core to have a long enough fuel cycle, a
high-density form of highly enriched fuel is needed. Based on the work
of the Department of Energy's (DOE's) Reduced Enrichment for Research and
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Test Reactors (RERTR) Program, an obvious choice is one of the suicides
(Fig. 1). In-pile tests7 have shown the U3Si2 form to be very resistant
to swelling and other undesirable effects during irradiation, which the
U3Si compound is not. The U3Si2 compound is the one selected by the
RERTR Program for use at high loadings for reduced enrichment fuel
plates, and is currently being demonstrated as a full-scale core in the
Oak Ridge Research Reactor.8

In a high power density, and therefore high heat flux core, it is
essential that the fuel have a high thermal conductivity even when a
heavy loading is used. The problem is not significant in conventional
research reactors; indeed, for low fuel loadings the thermal conductivity
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Fig. 1. Uranium density at volumetric loading.
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for all fuel forms approaches that of the aluminum matrix. As Fig. 2
shows, at high uranium loadings (3 to 4 g/mL is the minimum required for
a reactor of this kind) the silicide offers a very great improvement over
the oxide and aluminide forms presently used in most research reactors.

These thermal-hydraulic constraints are collected in Fig. 3, which
clearly shows the effect of the oxide layer in limiting the attainable
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power density. At a D20 coolant velocity of 27 m/s, a fuel plate con-
taining 3.3 kg of uranium per I L of U3 Si 2 /Al mixture and with a 30-im
oxide layer on the cladding (about 15-d accumulation under these circum-
stances) is limited to a maximum hot-spot power density of 7.9 MW/L be-
fore exceeding the permissible fuel centerline temperature. In a similar
plate without any oxide, the fuel centerline temperature never approaches
its limit, and a hot-spot power density of about 16 MW/L can be accommo-
dated before incipient boiling or before the bulk outlet temperature
reaches 100C. According to the relationship described earlier among
power, average power density, and neutron flux, an oxide-free core can
give approximately twice the flux available from one with a normal oxide
layer.

Our calculations show that even with the anticipated oxide growth on
untreated surfaces, a core can be designed to meet the criteria listed in
Tables 1-3. However, effectively suppressing the oxide growth would lead
to an even more scientifically productive facility, with a peak thermal
flux of 1020 neutrons m 2.8 -
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Table 1. User needs for neutron scattering

Quantity User needs

Peak thermal flux in reflector >5 x 1019 -2.3-1
Thermal/fast flux ratio at beam tube entrance >80
Thermal flux at cold source position >2 x 1019 m72 .s-I
Thermal and hot neutron beam tubes 16
Cold neutron guide tubes 8

Table 2. User needs for isotope production

Quantity User needs

Transuranium isotopes

Epithermal flux at irradiation position >0.6 x 1019 m72 .s 1

Epithermal/thermal flux ratio >0.25
Positions >20
Available diameter of positions >16.6 mm
Available length of each position 889 mm

Other isotopes

Thermal flux at irradiation position >1.7 x 1019 m2.S-1

Positions >>4
Diameter of positions >37 mm

Table 3. User needs for engineering materials irradiation
obtained by comparison with the corresponding

facilities at the HFIR

Removable reflector
Quantity Target region positions

Fast flux >1.4 x 1019 m72 .s91 >0.5 x 1019 m2 *s-1
Fast/thermal flux >0.5 >0.3
ratio

Positions >6 >8
Available diameter >16.6 mm >48 mm
of positions
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In principle, oxide growth might be avoided by several means: by
changing to a stainless steel or Zircaloy clad, by treating the surface
of the aluminum to form a corrosion-resistant layer, or by adjusting the
water chemistry. In practice, the proposed water chemistry may already
be close to optimum from this point of view, and both Zircaloy and stain-
less steel are much more expensive as a cladding material than aluminum
alloy; in addition, stainless steel absorbs enough thermal neutrons to
affect the flux and reactivity adversely. Currently, a surface treatment
by ion implantation or ion mixing seems to be the most promising ap-
proach, and initial estimates are that the treatment would add only 10 to
15% to the reactor operating costs, compared with untreated fuel ele-
ments, while offering the potential for a twofold increase in flux.

Figure 4 summarizes the constraints. It includes allowances for the
difference between peak power density, which determines the local hot-
spot conditions, and average power density, which determines the peak
neutron flux. For a very high power density, the core volume is so small
that there is not enough fuel, even using a high-density silicide, to
provide a 2-week core life at a reasonable burnup (e.g., 40 at. %). The
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Fig. 4. Constraints for 30 vol % U3Si2 fuel in aluminum matrix with
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hatched area indicates the region in which the constraints and the 
design

criterion for thermal flux are simultaneously satisfied. Two reference

core designs are shown; one is for a core with a typical oxide layer and

the other for a core in which a major reduction in oxide growth rate has

been achieved.

Example Core Concept

As a reference design, Oak Ridge National Laboratory has chosen 
an

annular core with aluminum-clad silicide fuel. The overall concept

(Fig. 5) is very similar to the HFIR, which has a long record of very
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successful operation with an availability of 90 to 95%. The core, chosen
after extensive analysis and optimization of the neutronics and core
physics,9 consists of two concentric annuli, each made up of involute fuel
plates: thus, only two different plate types are involved in the entire
core. Between the inner and outer annuli is a 25-mm-thick annular alumi-
num ring with axial holes forming irradiation positions. The overall
length is 450 mm, including a 50-mm-long unfueled region at each end of
the core. There may be some advantage to dividing the core into an upper
and lower half"0 with a space in between for remixing of the coolant
flow; beam tubes pointing at the space between the two core halves may
gather a higher ratio of thermal-to-fast neutrons than beam tubes oppo-
site a fuel element. However, the horizontally divided core would prob-
ably be somewhat less neutronically efficient than a single core, requir-
ing a higher power to produce the same flux. No detailed comparison of
the single and the divided core based on a common set of assumptions and
correlations has yet been made, but it will be. The actual core of the
CNR reactor will adopt the most effective and efficient design that can
be devised.

The core is surrounded and moderated by heavy water. Because of the
relatively poor moderating properties of D20, there is little moderation
within the fueled region of the core. In the irradiation facilities, the
spectrum between the two fuel annuli is therefore rich in fast neutrons
but with only a small thermal component (Fig. 6), making these positions
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Fig. 6. Unperturbed flux of reference core at 270 MW.
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highly desirable for engineering materials irradiation experiments. Just
outside the fuel is a region of very high epithermal flux, well-suited to
the production of the transuranic isotopes, and further out still a very
broad peak of extremely thermal flux. The high thermal flux zone con-
tains the beam tube mouths, facilities for isotope production, and one
or more cold sources (perhaps liquid deuterium) to provide a high flux
of very low energy neutrons for scattering experiments. There will also
be a hot source, probably a block of graphite heated to 2000 to 2500C
(Fig. 7).

The high thermal flux and the very large volume of the high thermal
flux region are indicated by Fig. 8, which compares the CNR reactor with
two important existing high-flux reactors. Notice that the thermal peak
in the HFIR's beryllium reflector is much narrower than that in the D20
reflectors of the CNR or of the Institut Laue Langevin (ILL) reactor.

Two curves are shown for the CNR, one for a power level of 135 MW
and one for operation at 270 MW. The active core volume is 35 L, so the
two power levels correspond to an average power density of 3.9 MW/L and
7.7 MW/L, respectively. The former is believed achievable even in the
presence 'of 15-d growth of oxide on the aluminum cladding; the latter re-
quires a 90% reduction in the oxide formation rate.
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Fig. 7. Schematic of CNR irradiation and beam facilities.
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To achieve an acceptable ratio of the peak-to-average power densi-
ties in the core throughout the cycle, the fuel loading is graded both
radially, as it is in the HFIR fuel plates, and axially (see Fig. 9).
All these calculations - including those for the ILL and HFIR reactors
with which comparison is made - correspond to the unperturbed flux at the
end of the cycle, that is, the flux in the absence of beam tubes, irra-
diation experiments, or control rod effects. Future work will, of
course, take these perturbations into account.

The major assumptions, cross-section sets, and codes used in the
physics analysis are shown in Table 4. This information is provided to
facilitate comparisons and cross checking of our calculations by other
groups. Similarly, Table 5 lists the data sources and correlations used
in our thermal-hydraulic calculations.

Table 6 lists the major specifications of the reference core for the
two power levels chosen as an example (135 and 270 MW). Table 7 shows
the results of the calculated parameters of the reference core compared
with the objectives set by the research community for the new neutron
source. Even at the lower power level - referred to as the baseline case
in Table 7 - the criteria are met and, in most cases, very substantially
exceeded. The higher power version, dependent on improvements in oxide
control, looks even better, of course.
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Table 4. Reactor physics design assumptions, cross sections, and codes

Topic Assumptions References

Cross se8tions

Master library

Processing codes

Weighting code model

Number of energy groups in
spatially/spectrally
weighted libraries

Energy group boundaries

123-group GAM-THERMOS, 27-group ENDF/B-V SCALE: A Modular Code system
for Performing Standardized
Computer Analyses for Li-
censing vualuation, NUREG/
CR-0200 (ORNL/NUREG/
CSD-2/R2), Vols. 1-5

NITAWL - resonance treatment XSDRNPM-ID
discrete ordinates for spatial/spectral
weighting

Homogenized fuel and coolant in spherical
geometry; multizone slab including clad,
filler, and graded fuel discretely
coupled to a second 1-D cylindrical
model of the core

2-, 4-, or 6-group GAM-THERMOS,
4-group ENDF/B-V

0-0.625 eV thermal
0.414-101 eV epithermal 1
0.101-182 KeV epithermal 2
0.183-20 MeV fast

Core calculations

VENTURECode used to calculate
lifetime, power
distribution

Theoretical basis

Geometry

Spatial mesh

r - direction
a - direction

Time-step length

D. R. Vondy, T. B. Fowler,
G. W. Cunningham, III, Th.
Bold Venture Computation
System for Zuclear Reactor
Core Analysis, Version III,
ORNL-5711
D. R. Vondy, C. W.
Cunningham, III, Exposure
Calculation Code Abdufe
for Reactor Core Analysis:
Burner, ORNL-5180

Diffusion theory, spatially dependent
depletion

2-D, cylindrical

1 pt/0.7 co, 1/0.5 cm
1 pt/3.5 cs, 1/2.1 cm

4 d

Core modet

Highly enriched U3 SI 2 in Al matrix

Radial and axial grading of fuel;
IU-2351 * -1.12(10-4)r2 + 2.3 (10-3)r -
8.59(10-6 )z2 -_ 0.00882, where [U-2351 ls
in atoms/barn-centimeters and r and z
are in centimeters
No burnable poison
Control plate not In model
Pure D20
No material irradiation targets
No beam tubes
No cold or hot sources

Center for leutron Research
Project Status Report,
ORNL/TN-10065

See Fig. 9
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Table 5. Thermal-hydraulitc design assumptions and correlations

Factor or issue Assumptions or correlations References

Safety margins

oxide growth on cladding

Oxide thermal conductivity

Deterministic; estimated engineering hot-
spot factors are included as well as
calculated nuclear hot-spot factorsa

Griess correlation (extrapolated); oxide
thickness 60X reduced by 50% to
approximate moving hot spot; (6oxdmax '
0.031 mm, (6ox) initial (0.01 im

2.25 W/m-K mean

J. C. Griess et al.,
ORNL-3541, 1964

J. C. Griess et al.,
ORNL-3541, 1964

Maximum design inlet D20
temperature

Maximum allowable outlet D20
temperature

Maximum fuel temperature

Calculation of critical velocity
for plate collapse

Maximum value of heat flux divided
by incipient boiling heat flux

49C, based on a generic heat rejection
capability

99C, based on avoidance of steam
generation in the event of a small-pipe-
break LOCA

Based on ORNL fuel core, cladding, and
oxide thermal conductivity data; taken
to be 354*C for U3Si2 at the hot spot

Finite-element analysis; Vc - 78.5 m/s
at 316C

1.0

Minimum acceptable core lifetime 14 d at full power

Probable fuel-plate cladding
material

Correlation for friction factor

Correlation for heat transfer
coefficient

Al alloy 6061, probably with surface
treatment

Filonenko (for nonboiling turbulent flow)

Petukhov (for nonboiling turbulent flow)

R. L. Webb, iVdrne-und
StofflUbertragung
[Thermo- and fluid
Dynamicsa 4, 197
(1971)

B. S. Petukhov, Ad-
vancee in Heat Trans-
fer, Academic Press,
New York, 6, 503
(1970)

A. E. Bergles and
W. M. Rohsenow, J.
Heat Tranefer 86,
365 (1964)

W. R. Gambill, Chem.
Eng. Prog. Sympos.
Series 59(41), 71
(1963)
W. R. Gambill, ORNL/
TM-2421, 1968

Correlation for incipient boiling
heat flux

Bergles-Rohsenow (combined with correla-
tion of previous item)

Correlation for critical heat flux Gambill (superposition) - updated

Coolant outlet pressure

Thermal analysis computer code

4.1 MPa

Code previously developed for HFIR now
modified to use D2 0 property values

H. A. McLain, ORNL/
TM-1904, 1967

aFor example, a hot-spot maximum power density of twice the average power density (including a
calculated nuclear peak-to-average ratio of 1.60 in the present core design and an estimated engineer-
Ing hot-spot factor of 1.25).
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Table 6. Reference core specifications

Reactor materials

Fuel plate

Enrichment, S
Coolant
Reflector/moderator

Core dimensions

Inner fuel annulus
Side plates, ID, mm
Side plates, OD, mn
Active element, ID, me
Active element, OD, am

Outer fuel annulus
Side plates, ID, mm
Side plates, OD, mm
Active element, ID, me
Active element, OD, mm

Active height, mm
Overall height, mm
Fuel plate thickness, mm
Coolant channel gap, me
Active volume, L

Total reflector height, a

Reflector OD, a

Coolant velocity, m/s

Inlet pressure, MPa

Inlet temperature, *C

Outlet temperature (135 MW), *C

Outlet temperature (270 MW), *C

U3 Si 2 /Al with Al alloy
cladding

93
D2 0
D2 0

128.6
266.6
142.6
252.6

316.6
453.4
330.6
439.4
350
450
1.27
1.27
35

2.45

2.45

27.4

5.6

49

71

92

Table 7. Reference core design meets the project objectives

NDesign CUR reference core
Quantity criterion Baseline Enhanced

Core

Power 135 270

Average core power density, MW/L 3.8-8.6 3.8 7.7
Fuel cycle length, d 14 23a 14

Beam tube entrance

Thermal flux,b 1019 neutrons mr
2 s-1  5-10 5 10

Thermal/fast ratio M80 100 100

Irradiation positions

Fast flux,b 1019 neutrons qr2es-l 1.4 3.9 7.8

Fast/thermal ratio >0.4 50 50

Epithermal flux,b 1019 neutrons %C2.g-1 ;O.6 1.6 3.2

Epithermal/thermal ratio >0.25 0.5 0.5

Thermal flux,9 1019 neutrons ar2eg-l >1.7 5 10

3Maximum: core would actually be replaced after 15 d to

limit oxide buildup.

bor 1015 neutrons cm
2 .9s1 .
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Safety

Up to now (May 1986) the major part of our effort has been devoted
to establishing the main parameters and design features of a reactor
that will meet the requirements of the research communities who will use
it. 11 That point has recently been reached, and it is now possible to
begin work on safety analyses and on planning the R&D and other work
necessary to establish the safety of the proposed designs. Compared with
a pressurized-water power reactor (PWR), the CNR (like the very similar
HFIR, which has operated safely for 20 years) has a very small fission-
product inventory, decay heat, and radioactive waste production rate,
although its decay-heat power density is high. Similarly, the weapons-
grade material inventory is very small (18 kg of U-235 compared with
280 kg of Pu in the spent fuel assemblies discharged at the end of each
PWR fuel cycle). However, in an unirradiated research reactor core, the
material is relatively accessible; in spent fuel it is available only
following hazardous chemical processing.

With regard to the safe operation of the reactor under normal con-
ditions, careful and thoughtful attention must be paid to a large number
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of issues, including the effects of voids, loss of pressure following a
small pipe break (which is why the bulk outlet temperature in our design
is limited to <101'C), loss of pumping power, and so on. All of this and
more is part of the planned program relating to safety and environmental
issues.

Summary

A new research reactor to serve as a neutron source for materials
science and isotope production is being planned. To minimize the tech-
nical risk of the project, a fairly conventional aluminum-clad core has
been chosen. The coolant, moderator, and reflector are heavy water. By
using a recently developed uranium silicide fuel rather than the oxide
used in most older research reactors, a very high power density core can
be designed while maintaining an acceptable core lifetime. Extensive
analysis has led to an initial choice of a core that is basically very
similar to the extremely successful HFIR core. The calculated thermal
flux in the reflector is several times higher than in any existing re-
actor. With a credible reference core selected, safety analyses have
just begun.
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DESIGNING CNR, A VERY HIGH THIERMAL NEUTRON FLUX FACILITY

Felix C. Difilippo
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831, USA.

ABSTRACT

According to a recent study (Eastman-Seitz Committee, National Academy of Science) there is
a need for a new generation of steady neutron sources with a thermal neutron flux peak between 5
to 10 times 1015/cm2 sec. Ideally the neutron source would have to operate continuously for
several days (two weeks at least) with minimum time (2-3 days) for refueling and/or maintenance
and it would also be used to irradiate materials and produce isotopes. This paper describes the
preliminary design of the nuclear reactor for the proposed Center for Neutron Research (CNR). A
duplication of existing designs (HFIR, (ORNL), ILL (Grenoble, France)) would imply high total
power and small core life; the necessity of higher efficiencies (in terms of peak-flux-per-unit source
or power) then becomes apparent. We have found analytical expressions for the efficiency in terms
of a few parameters such as the volume of the source and the Fermi age and diffusion length of
thermal neutrons in both the source and reflector regions. A single analytical expression can then
be used for scoping the design and to intercompare radically different designs. Higher efficiencies
can be achieved by reducing the volume and the moderation of a core immersed in a very low
absorbing reflector; on the contrary a very long core life has a negative effect on the efficiency at
beginning of life. Consequently, and after detailed calculations, we have found a candidate design
with the following characteristics: core, U3Si2, 93% enriched, 18.1-kg W5U, metal fraction 50%, Al
cladding, and 35-L volume; reflector and moderator, D20; efficiency at end of life (EOL) with
respect to the ILL reactor, 1.29; flux at EOL, 10 x 10"5/cm 2 sec (power in core 270. MW); core
life, 14 days; burnup 28.4%.

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The Eastman-Seitz Committeel of the National Academy of Science concluded there is a need to
build a high intense steady neutron source for scattering experiments. The thermal neutron flux peak
should be between 5 to 10 times 1015/cm 2sec, located in an easily accessible region and be broad enough
to allow the positioning of several beam tube mouths. The facility should operate continuously at least for
two weeks with a minimum period of time for refueling and/or maintenance. Ideally the facility should
also be used to produce isotopes and irradiate materials. Presently there are two major facilities in
operation: the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) in the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the ILL
reactor in the Institute Laue-Langevin (Grenoble, France).

* Research sponsored by the Division of Materials Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract DE-
AC05-840R21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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TABLE I

Performance of Existing High-Flux Reactors

Operating
Reactor Power (Mw) Core life (days) P' (Mw) Core lifeb (days)

HFIR 100. 23. 410. 5.6
ILL 53. 44. 349. 6.7

'Power to produce flux peak equal to 1016/cm 2 sec at EOL
bCore life at power P.

Table I summarizes the performance of both reactors as well as the power requirement to produce a
peak flux of l016 /cm2 sec at end of life (EOL). The efficiency of the ILL reactor is considerably higher
than the efficiency of the HFIR but it is not high enough to fulfill the requirements for the source of neu-
trons for the proposed Center for Neutron Research (CNR). A duplication of existing designs would
imply high total power requirements and consequently short core lifes; thus higher efficiencies are neces-
sary. The next section describes how to parameterize the efficiency in terms of a few global parameters.

PARAMETERIZATION OF THE DESIGN

Our facility can be described ideally as a two-region system. The neutrons are produced in the core
and the beam tubes are in the reflector surrounding the core; the core region can be either the core of a
fission reactor or the target of a spallation source. The efficiency e is defined as the ratio of the peak flux
to the number of neutrons produced per unit time. The efficiency has dimension of inverse square dis-
tance, and it is a convenient way to compare different design irrespective of the physical process that pro-
duces the neutrons. The calculation of E involves three steps. Step one consists in the calculation of the
two-region diffusion kernel for a shell source located at r'; i.e. the solution of the Green's function,

V2G - G + 1 a(r-r') -0()
L D

where L and D take values L, DC in the core and L, ,D, in the reflector. Step two consists in the calcula-
tion of the slowing-down density (S); for this purpose we have used a Fermi-age theory approach and the
assumption of a flat source in the core. Step three consists in the convolution of G and S, i.e. the calcula-
tion of

(2)f G(r,r')4x-r'2S(r')dr'

The efficiency can then be parameterized as a function of the following seven parameters: V;, the volume
of the core; Do L, rc, D,, L and 7,, the diffusion constant, diffusion length and Fermi age of thermal
neutrons in the core and in the reflector. Note that the approach does not address the critical condition
for the case of a fission source, in this case there is a constraint that relates the seven parameters.
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The analytical model was tested against detailed numerical models of radically different designs. The
results, summarized in Table II, shows that the analytical model gives a good estimation of the efficiency.
The next section describes how it was used in order to select the neutron source for the CNR.

TABLE II

Test of the Analytical Model

System Numerical model Analytical model
(difference)

1. High moderation/high 6G diffusion theory
absorption in reflector e= 3.13/m 2  E - 3.04/m2(-2.9%)
typical university research
reactor 50 L core, 50%
metal fraction (xm), H20
as moderator (Mod) and reflector (Ref).

2. High moderation/low absorption 6G diffusion theory
in reflector. Example: HFIR 50 L = 5.47/mn2  e = 6.12/m2 (+ 11.9%)
core, xm = 50%, Mod: H20, Ref: Be.

3. Medium moderation/low absorption 6G diffusion theory
in reflector. Example ILL/CNR, e 7.19/m 2  E = 7.42/m 2 (+3.2%)
30L core, xm - 50%, Mod/Ref: D20.

4. Very low moderation/low 35G transport theory
absorption in reflector. Example = 32.1/m 2  E = 33.6/m2 (+4.7%)
spallation source, 20 MeV neutrons.
5L Pb target, D20 Ref.

SELECTION OF THE SOURCE

The selection of the source consists in the specification of at least the following items: type and dimen-
sion of the reflector, the physical process that produces the neutrons, the degree of moderation inside the
core, the volume of the core and, in the case of a fission source, the control mechanism. Figure I shows
the efficiency as a function of the diffusion length in the reflector. Both Be and D20 are good alternatives
for the optimum reflector, but D20 was chosen because of a wider thermal flux peak and an easier way to
locate the beam tubes.



The efficiencies and the energy release per produced neutron were used in Fig. 2 to compare the per-
formance of spallation and fission sources. Spallation sources produce higher flux peak per unit power
because they are smaller and because more neutrons (-20) are produced in a spallation reaction than in
a fission reaction. Nevertheless as was discussed in reference 2 it is not obvious yet how to build and
operate economically a 25-mA l-Gev-proton accelerator. Thus reliability more than efficiency indicates
that a reactor rather than a spallation source is more desirable for CNR. Figure 2 also shows a penalty
of -30 Mw for using a finite reflector.

Figure 3 shows the efficiency as function of the core volume and the degree of moderation inside the
core; for a 30-liter core with rc = 357 cm2 about 93% of the neutrons produced in the core reach thermal
energies in the reflector. Under these conditions the escape of fast neutrons from the core is so high that
further reduction of the moderation would produce only a marginal increase of the efficiency. We con-
clude then that D20 is a reasonable choice for the moderator/coolant.

The numerical model described in the next section was used to calculate the Pp locus corresponding to
a thermal flux peak of 1016 /cm 2sec (P total power, p power density). The results are shown in Fig. 4 for
a critical system and a system with excess fuel to operate for a few days. The vertical asymptotic line in
Fig. 4 corresponds to the scaling (50 Mw) of a point source of fission neutrons obtained with the analyti-
cal model. The continuous lines in Fig. 4 correspond to the correlation

a P1pp (3)

(1+ )2

where RP is the radius of the core and a and a are fitting constants for each type of loading. Equation
(3) has a pole in the p, P plane at P = 2.598 q5/a. The correlation connects in a consistent way both
the numerical and the analytical models. Figure 4 shows that about 200 Mw can be saved if we can
increase the average power density from 2 Mw/L (present HFIR) to 8 Mw/L; the pole at 50 Mw reduces
the sensitivity of P with respect to p for core volumes smaller than 30 L.

The integration of Eq. (2) between 0 and k gives the contribution of the neutrons moderated in the
core to the peak flux in the reflector. The results are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of core volume and
diffusion length; for designs with core volumes and diffusion length around, respectively, 35 L and 4 cm,
the contribution is negligible indicating that changes in the absorption inside the core produced, for exam-
ple, by control-rod movements have small effects on the flux peak.

DETAILED CALCULATIONS

Multigroup, two-dimensional diffusion theory calculations of possible engineering designs based on the
previous considerations were performed using the BOLD-VENTURE3 code system; the calculations
included burnup and control-rod movements. A companion paper4 includes details of the numerical
model, as well as discussions related to thermal-hydraulic constraints and the realization and future use of
the facility. The combination of a very low absorbing reflector and a very small volume and heavy loaded
core produces high values for the peak power density (about a factor of 4 relative to the average) for uni-
form fuel distributions. Axial and radial fuel grading are then necessary in order to keep the relative
power distribution within reasonable limits as a function of burnup. The grading was obtained by itera-
tion of the equation.
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I= CJ( 0 ) xJ(t) (4)

where C is the fuel concentration at beginning of life (BOL) at a given point, J is the iteration number, p
is the average power density, and p(O) is the power density at BOL. Parameter xj(t) optimizes the power
distribution at time t during the burnup cycle and is given by

xt -Pj(O) + t;j- PJ(O) I (5)
p)W(t) + at P CP(O)p P

where Tj = 0.5 [ po(0) + pj(t)] and a - 3. 18 x 106/ barn cm Mwd. The grading used in the design
summarized in Table III is a compromise between the optimization of the power distribution at BOL and
EOL; the shapes of the fuel and flux distributions can be seen in Figs. 6 and 9 of reference 4.

TABLE III

Preliminary Design for the CNR Reactor

Core: U3Si2, 93% enriched, 18.1-Kg 235U, axial and radial grading (maximum 3.9-g U/cm3 "meat,),
metal fraction 50%, Al cladding, two-annulus 500-cm2 flow area, 35-cm active length, 35-L active volume.

Moderator/Coolant: D20
Reflector: D20, 100 cm thick axially and radially
Peak/Average power density ratio: 1.60 (BOL), 1.26 (MOL), 1.45 (EOL)
Core life and burnup: 14 days, 28.4% (at 270 Mw in core)
Thermal neutron flux peak in reflector: 10"6/cm 2 sec (at EOL and 270 Mw).
Efficiency relative to ILL reactor (EOL): 1.29

CONCLUSIONS

To produce unprecedented thermal neutron fluxes at a reasonable power level it is necessary to
increase the leakage of fast neutron into a very low absorbing reflector. Thus, the core must be small in
volume and very undermoderated; consequently power density rather than total power is of paramount
importance. The high peak power density that would appear under these conditions was controlled by
two-dimensional fuel grading and a constrained iterative optimization process during the burnup cycle.

In order to optimize the overall design we have derived an analytical expression that allows efficiencies
intercomparison between radically different designs (like spallation and fission sources). Using this
expression together with engineering constraints indicates that the proposed CNR reactor design is near
optimum efficiency.
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Burnup and Flux Control Measures for the Safe Operation of the
23 MW Research Reactor DIDO

During Core Degrading

R. Nabbi, H.J. Bormann and K.J. Kalker

Division of Research Reactors
Kernforschungsanlage Julich

Postfach 1913
D-5170 JUlich 1

Abstract

A computer-aided control method for the safe operation of 23 MW research
reactor DIDO during the core conversion from Highly Enriched Uranium fuel
(HEU: 80 %) to Low Enriched Uranium fuel (LEUT- 20 %)-is represented. On the
basis of the foil activity measurement along the fuel elements (FE) the
code CREMAT allows the evaluation of the power, neutron flux distribution
and burnup conditions of the FE. The computational model of the code has
been verified by comparative calculation with the code ORIGEN. The results
of calculations for the neutron flux and nuclide densities show a maximum
deviation of 5.3 Z between the two codes.

After the code verification the operating behavior of the different HEU and
LEU fuel elements has been analysed. The results show that in case of fresh
loading and for a given FE power, the nuclear flux diminishes with the in-
crease of the initial fuel density. The replacement of a 150 g HEU fuel
element by a 180 g LEU one results in decreasing the thermal neutron flux
by 15.5 %. Due to the flux behavior the burnup of HEU occurs faster than
the LEU fuel resulting in a shorter irradiation time in the core. The time
for reaching the burnup limit of 60 % amounts to 90.0 and 110.20 days re-
spectively.

Introduction

In view of the proliferation concerns and restricted supply of High En-
riched Uranium (HEU) fuel to the research and test reactors, the conversion
of such facilities from HEU to the LEU fuel (Low Enriched Uranium) was con-
sidered. In this regard detailed reactor physical investigations about the
feasibility of conversion had been carried out earlier, resulting in a smooth
transition /1, 2, 3/.

Because of the special features of the heavy water reactors of the DIDO type
separate neutron physical and safety related investigations have also been
performed for a fuel enrichment of 20 %. The investigations were carried out
for a fuel content of 200 g replacing 150 g and 170 g HEU fuel elements
respectively. Subsequent core conversion analysis with a fuel content of
180 g and 225 g resulted in a simplification of the conversion procedure
regarding shuffling requirements in the case of 200 g LEU fuel elements /4/.

In addition to the previous conversion studies a lot of measurements and
control measures have been required for the safe and reliable operation
of the reactor during the transition phase which implied modifications of
the previous operational control procedure. In this regard the inventory
of the fissile material as well as its burnup behavior has been considered
as an elementary parameter because it determines the power, the distribution
of the neutron flux and the excess reactivity as well as the effectivity
of the absorber rods for safe reactor shutdown. The previous safety require-
ments on maximum allowable fuel element power (1.40 MW) and maximum burnup
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of 60 X and the minimum shutdown reactivity of 7.8 $ also have to be con-
sidered.
To satisfy these requirements and with regard to the fuel-element charge
strategy, a computer-aided control method has been developed allowing a
previous behaviour analysis of the HEU and LEU fuel elements with regard to
the safety parameters /5/. The verification of this method by another estab-
lished code and the neutron physical behavior of the HEU and LEU fuel ele-
ments represent the main aim of this contribution. The method was applied
to the heavy water research reactor DIDO with a total power of 23 MW.

Description of the Facility

DIDO is a D20 cooled and moderated thermal reactor operating at 23 MW.
The core contains 25 fuel elements (FE) on a 152 mm lattice pitch in a
4-6-5-6-4 configuration, the center row being staggered by 1/2 pitch from
the otherwise square array. The heavy water for the moderator and reflector
is contained in a cylindrical aluminium tank with an internal diameter of
1851 mm and a thickness of 16 mm. The top D20 reflector extends 78 cm above
the active core. Further radial and bottom reflectors consisting of 45.8 cm
graphite are loaded outside the tank. A large number of horizontal beam
tubes and vertical facilities extend into the heavy water zone. The
6 "coarse control arm" controls the reactor operation by changing the ang-
les. There is two additional absorber rods for the reactor scram being acti-
vated by pressurizing Co2 gas. The arrangement of the core structures is
depicted in Fig. 1.

The core is characterized by a high power density amounting to approx.
65 MW/rm. The heat generated in the core is removed by an upstream heavy
water flow of 490 kg/s, which experiences a temperature increase of 11 C.
The mean thermal neutron flux of the current HEU core amounts to approx.
2.85 1014. The main operational data of the reactor are compiled in Table I.

Table I: Operational data of the research reactor DIDO

Power 23 MW

Core Volume 350 1

Number of FE 25

Maximum Power Density 2,6 KW/cm3

Average Power Density 65 W/cm3

FE Thermal Neutron Flux (HEU) 2,85 x 1014 cm-2 s 1

Coarse Control Arms 6

Exterior Diameter of FE 10 cm

Total Inventory of U-235 3500 g

Day's Burnup on U-235 29 g

Day's Burnup percent 0,85 Z

Reactivity Loss per Day 0,25 % 6k
kk

Temperature Coefficient of Reactivity 0,039 X

Flow Rate of Heavy Water 490 kg/s

Inlet/Onlet Temperatures 52/63 °C
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Fig. 1: Core Configuration of the Research Reactor D0DO
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The fuel element consists of 4 concentric fuel tubes, each of 0.65 mm
"meat" surounded by an aluminium cladding of 0.43 mm. The active length
of FE is 600 mm. The interior radii of the fuel tubes are 30.39, 35.29,
40.19 and 45.09 mm. The content of the 80 percent enriched uranium fuel
is 150 g and 170 g respectively. For the reason of maximum allowable FE
power the last type of elements is loaded in the positions with low power
factors. The geometry of the LEU FE is the same of HEU FE.

Evaluation of Control Parameters

For the safe operation of the research reactor DIDO with LEU fuel elements
a number of core physical parameters have to be controlled and evaluated.
The distribution of the thermal neutron flux is regarded as the main para-
meter. It is in mutual interaction with the other core parameters which
determine the operating behavior of the reactor. Burnup, reactivity and
reactor power are to be mentioned in this context. The operating behavior
of the LEU core differs from the HEU core because due to different material
composition the neutron physical effects are different. For example, the
increased mass of U-238 and Pu-239 leads to an increase in resonance ab-
sorption and thus to a change in the neutron flux. Due to this the reacti-
vity values and burnup behavior also change. In order to determine these
parameters constituting the neutron physical control of reactor operation,
a control technique is used based on a measuring procedure and computer
calculations.

The first part involves measuring of the reaction rates along the fuel ele-
ment according to the reaction scheme 59Co(n, y)60Co. The count rates are
then used in the core dynamic code, CREMAT, which calculates the reactivity
values, power and flux distributions as well as the burnup condition of
the fuel elements. The next section describes the measuring technique and
basis of the computer program.

Measuring Technique

The 25 fuel elements are equipped on one side with a flux measuring tube
ending at the lower boundary of the fuel plates. Polyethylene strings con-
taining seven Co wires (approx. 0.7 mg in weight and 10.0 mm in length),
distributed uniformly along the fuel zone, are inserted into the flux mea-
suring tubes. The 59Co probes are irradiated for two minutes at 23 MW.
The resulting 60Co activity is measured in an automatic sample-changer
arrangement with NaJ scintillation counter.

The count rates are a measure of the relative neutron flux distribution
along the fuel elements and over the core. They go as input into the code
CREMAT resulting in the flux distribution, burnup vectors, reactivitiy and
power values.

Computation Model and Nuclear Data

Fig. 2 shows the flow diagram of the computer code CREMAT for a complete
reactor data determination.
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Fig. 2: Flow diagram of the computer code CREMAT

Starting from the one-group cross sections, reactor power and initial
material densities, the code calculates the initial neutron flux for the
whole core. The evaluation of the flux distribution takes place with the
aid of the measured count rates at each fuel element. By the least mean
square method the average count rate for each fuel element is calculated
and weighed with the macroscopic cross section of the fissile materials
in order to evaluate core averaged count rate. Because of averaging with
the fission rates the ratio of the fuel element count rate to that of the
core represents the flux shape function values of the neutron flux (posi-
tion factors) at the fuel elements. Therefore the neutron flux at each fuel
element results from multiplying the calculated core flux and respective
position factor.

The calculation of material inventory resulting from burnup and respective
neutron fluxes is carried out at the time-dependent part of the code. In
this part the material balance equations for uranium, plutonium and neptu-
nium isotopes are solved using the finite difference method. During each
time step, defined by input, the neutron flux is regarded as constant. The
calculation of the reactivity resulting from fuel burnup and composition
change takes place with the aid of the normalized squares of the flux posi-
tion factors according to the perturbation model. The result of reactivity
calculation allows the evaluation of the excess reactivity of the core
for the operation cycle. On the basis of the calculated burnup vectors the
core loading for the next cycle is planned considering the 60 X limit of
the fuel burnup. In the same part the distribution of the fuel element po-
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wers is evaluated by taking into account the fission rate of the fissile
materials position factors of the fuel element. To prevent fuel element
overheating the power generation of each fuel element is considered with
regard to maximum allowable power limit. During steady-state and time-depen-
dent calculation the neutron cross sections in one group structure are
applied in agreement with the formalism of the ORIGEN code /6/. According
to that the three-group constants are collapsed to one group by weighing
with the terms THERM, RES and FAST describing the spectral behaviour of the
neutron flux. The reason is the one-group structure of the CREMAT code which
allows the verification of the model by the comparison with a second code.
The starting point for the generation of 3-group cross sections is the
53-group data library, reduced to 3 groups upon cell calculations for each
HEU and LEU fuel elements. It is also derived from the problem independent
nuclear data library THERM-123 (Thermal) and GGC-4 (epithermal and fast
data). The data of the THERM-123 library are collapsed from 123 to 30 groups
and those from GGC library from 99 to 23 groups. The data of the last two
libraries are based on ENDF/B-IV. The method of the data generation applied
to the DIDO fuel elements originates from the previous work described in
Ref /7/ in detail.

Results of Analysis

The operating behavior of LEU and HEU fuel elements was studied with re-
spect to burnup and neutron flux course during the operating cycles. The
analysis was carried out for two HEU fuel elements with a U-235 mass of
150 g and 170 g respectively, as well as for LEU fuel elements of 180 g
and 200 g respectively. In the following these fuel elements are designa-
ted HEU 150, HEU 170, LEU 180 and LEU 200.

In order to verify the computer model of the CREMAT code comparative cal-
culations were carried out with the ORIGEN code /6/. The same one-group
cross section and fuel element power were used so that the physical star-
ting conditions for the two codes were identical. By way of comparison,
the neutron cross sections of the nuclides for the fuel elements HEU 150,
HEU 170 and LEU 180 are compiled in Table II.

Table 11: One Group Cross Sections of different Nuclides (barn)

U-235 U-236 U-238 NP-237
FE*-type a, af a , f a as f

HEU-150 460.7 386.8 30.38 0.170 22.82 172.75 0.462

HEU-170 454.79 381.1 32.76 0.186 24.72 176.7 0.508

LEU-180 415.5 377.9 33.34 0.210 9.266 179.3 1.394

NP-239 Pu-239 Pu-240 Pu-241
E*-type as , af A a Of

HEU-150 80.48 1061.1 711.7 952.8 1122.3 839.4

EU-170 83.69 1071.2 715.5 1014.9 1117.0 835.7

LEU-180 86.67 1077.5 718.0 1049.4 1113'.8 833.4

* Fuel Element
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As can be seen from this table, a reduction of the enrichment has different
effects. The absorption and fission cross sections diminish for fissile
materials such as U-235 and Pu-241. The reason is to be found in the har-
dening of the neutron spectrum by increasing the concentration of U-238.
In the case of Pu-239, a slight increase occurs due to the spectral shift.
The table furthermore shows a considerable reduction in the cross sections
of U-238 due to the increased flux depression in'the resonance range of
this nuclide. The results of the comparative calculations with ORIGEN and
CREMAT are given in the table III and IV.

Table III: Nuclide densities at different fluences for the fuel element NEU 170

CREMAT I ORIGEN CREMAT I ORIGEN I I CREMAT I ORIGEN I AZ Unit

Fluence 0.0 4.906 e+20 20.148 e+20 2

U-235 170 170 136.0 136.0 0.0 68.02 68.00 0.03 (9)

U-236 - - 4.969 4.928 0.82 14.535 14.355 1.24

U-238 42.5 42.5 41.99 41.987 0.01 40.442 40.435 0.02 "

Pu-239 - 0.3992 0.3920 1.80 0.1113 0.1067 4.13

Pu-241 _ 0.3516 0.3422 2.61 9.044 8.840 2.26 (0.01 g)

NP-237 - - 1.942 1.854 4.53 33.78 32.00 5.27

(cm 2.s ) 1.727 1.7253 2.1490 2.1513 0.11 4.244 4.1739 1.65 (e+14)

Table IV: Kuclide densities at different fluences for the fuel element LEU 180

CREMAT I ORIGEN CREMAT ORIGEN A S CREMAT I ORIGEN A z Unit

Fluence 0.0 4.942 e+20 20.304 e+20 cm-2

U-235 180 180 144.00 143.99 0.01 72.00 72.00 0.0 (g)

U-236 _ - 5.2020 5.2447 .0.82 - 15.170 15.266 0.63

U-238 731.392 731.392 72.804 72.805 0.0 717.804 717.765 0,005

Pu-239 - - 2.5916 2.5217 2.70 5.6766 5.5286 2.6

Pu-241 _ 2.396 2.356 1.67 0.6041 0.5966 1.24 (0.01 9)

NP-237 - - 2.274 2.348 3.25 0.3925 0.3719 5.25

(Cn- 2 -1) 1.6480 1.6414 1.999 1.4930 0.30 3.568 3.555 0.36 (e+14)
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The computations for a HEU and LEU fuel element were carried out in order
to verify the computer model in case of different fuel element type. A
mean fuel element power of 920 KW was assumed and considered to be constant
for the whole irradiation period due the constant reactor power. The nu-
clide densities and also the neutron flux were compared as a function of
the fluence as a measure of a comparable irradiation effect.

The final fluence was selected in such a way that the FE achieved the maxi-
mum permissible burnup of 60 %. This corresponds to an irradiation duration
of approx. 4 periods. As can be seen from the two tables, the results of
the calculations with the two codes are in agreement for U-235 and U-238.
There are deviations for the concentrations of the subsquent products of
these nuclides. Both for the HEU as well as for the LEU fuel element, the
maximum deviation in the results of the two codes remains below 5.3 % for
most of the nuclide densities. The reason is to be found in the difference
between the models in handling burnup equations as well as in the consi-
deration of a large number of subsequent nuclides in the case of the ORIGEN
code. They are disregarded in CREMAT in the formation chains of the nucli-
des due to the lower concentrations and in order to reduce the computation
time. On the whole, the results show the verification of the computer mo-
del of the CREMAT code.

In order to be able to compare the operating behavior of HEU and LEU, burn-
up and flux calculations were carried out for the fuel elements HEU 150,
HEU 170, LEU 180 and LEU 200 after the computer model of the CREMAT code
had been verified. The results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 3,
Fig. 4 and Fig 5.

50-

-L /
l a) HEU- 150/

_ HEU -170
(® LEU-7180

4.0 0 LEV-700

-0<

-frme (d)-

Fig. 3: Temporal course of the neutron flux for different FE
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Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the time sequence of the nuclide densities relative
to the maximum value for four types of fuel element. Fig. 3 contains the
time dependence of the neutron flux. Both the initial value and also the
sequence are dependent on the FE type. As can be seen from this figure,
an increase in the fuel content of 20 g leads to a decrease in the neutron
flux. The same behavior also results for the fuel elements LEU 180 and
LEU 200 and can be attributed to the fact that increasing the macroscopic
fission cross section as a consequence of the concentration increase is
balanced by the decrease in neutron flux. This is the case since the total
fission rate must remain unchanged for a given FE power. The reduction in
neutron flux is 11.4 % for the HEU and 8.9 X for the LEU fuel element in
the case of a fresh load. These differences increased with the irradiation
duration. In comparison to the LEU 180 and LEU 200, the HEU 150 and HEU 170
fuel elements have a significantly higher rate of increase. At an irradia-
tion period of 80 days, Fig. 5 shows an increase in the neutron flux of
factors of 2.56, 2.13, 1.78 and 1.65 for the four fuel elements HEU 150,
HEU 170, LEU 180 and LEU 200 respectively. The reason for the different
development of the neutron flux bases on the burnup behavior of the respec-
tive fuel element.

The temporal burnup behavior of U-235 and the time sequence of the normali-
zed nuclide densities of HEU and LEU fuel elements are compared in Fig. 3
and Fig. 4. This comparison shows that due to the higher flux, the burnup
of U-235 and formation rates of U-239 and P`u-241 occur more rapidly in the
HEU fuel element. The consequence of this is a relatively rapid rise in
neutron flux, as is clearly shown in Fig. 5. The slow burnup behavior of
the LEU fuel elements increases their residence time in the reactor core.
The point of reaching the 60 % limit for the burnup of U-235 is 90 days
for HEU 170 and 110.2 days for LEU 200 respectively. The final inventory
of Pu-239 is 0.111 (g) and 5.935 (g) respectively for the two fuel elements.
For the nuclide Pu-241 the ratio is 0.088 (g) to 0.755 (g). This means that
the fission of the fissile Pu isotopes in an LEU fuel element accounts for
a considerabl'o'frct'ion of the total fission rate or fuel element power.
The results of computations for the fuel element LEU 200 show, that the
fissions of U-235 account for 88 % of the total fission. The remainder of
the power generation results from the fission of Pu-239 and Pu-241.

Conclusion

The verification of the computational part of the method presented for the
control of reactor operation allows its application to the LEU fuel elements
during core degrading. It is valid for the total irradiation time and re-
quires the use of fuel element specific cross sections generated by other
codes taking'into account the neutron physical conditions of the fuel element
in the LEU core. Due to the unspecific structure of the reactor control
code CREMAT the method is also applicable to other water-cooled reactors
provided that activity measurements along the fuel elements are possible.
On this basis the control method allows the evaluation fuel burnup, power
distribution as well as the reactivity losses resulting from composition
change of the fuel elements.

The analysis of the neutron physical behavior of the fuel elements with
different enrichment of 80 % (HEU) and' 20 % (LEU) shows that in case of
core loading with the LEU the mean thermal neutron flux of the FE decreases
by 15.5 %. Because of the different power of the HEU and LEU fuel elements
the decrease of the thermal flux will be position dependent.
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Hardening of the neutron spectrum, coming from the high concentration of
U-238, results in a smaller decrease of the fast neutron flux than the
thermal flux. An extended irradiation time of the LEU fuel elements resulting
from low burnup rate leads to the reduced fuel element loading measures.
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ABSTRACT

Two-dimensional (2-D) heterogeneity effects on cell-averaged
cross sections and diffusion coefficients have been estimated.
Both of the heterogeneity effects caused by the flux fine
structure and the resonance shielding are taken into account. The
accuracy of several 1-D cell models is assessed by comparing cell
parameters obtained from 1-D and 2-D cell calculations. The 2-D
cell heterogeneity effects on core performance parameters have
been evaluated for the large fast critical assembly ZPPR-9. The
Zebra CADENZA plate-pin experiments have been analyzed using the
2-D cell model, and the usefulness of the 2-D cell calculation is
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The analysis of neutronic parameters in fast critical
assemblies is important for the assessment of data and method
utilized and for the evaluation of bias factors to be used in
design of power reactors. Therefore the use of sophisticated
methods is desirable for the analysis to reduce the uncertainty
incurred in the predicted neutronic parameters. Fast critical
assemblies ZPPR, Zebra and FCA are build up with fuel drawers
inserted into matrix tube, and each fuel drawer contains Pu-plate,
Na-plate, UO-plate and steel-plate arranged to simulate the
composition of fast reactors. Because of the strong heterogeneity
within cells, it is necessary to carry out cell calculations for
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the analysis of the fast critical assemblies(1)(2). For the
calculations, one-dimensional cell models are usually adopted
because the 1-D models can treat the plate arrangement in a drawer
and computation time is reasonable compared to more accurate 2-D
or 3-D models. The 1-D models, however, necessitate an
approximation for the lateral matrix and gap. This approximation
yields errors in calculating plate-wise effective microscopic
cross sections, cell-averaged cross sections and diffusion
coefficients.

The purpose of this paper is to estimate the errors by
comparing several 1-D and 2-D cell calculations and to evaluate
the 2-D cell heterogeneity effect. Both of the heterogeneity
effects caused by the flux fine structure and the resonance
shielding are taken into account. One- and two-dimensional cell
calculations are performed on the bsis of the collision
probability method with the CASUP code( J. Cell-averaged cross
sections and diffusion coefficients calculated from the 1-D and 2-
D models are compared, and the influence of the difference between
the 1-D and 2-D cell models on core performance parameters in the
fast critical assembly ZPPR-9 is evaluated. Furthermos Twe analyze
the Zebra CADENZA pin-plate heterogeneity experiments )by using
the 1-D and 2-D cell models, and we estimate the 2-D cell effect
on the C/E difference of keff in the pin and plate cores to show
the usefulness of the 2-D cell model.

CELL MODEL

In the ZPPR and FCA facilities several plates are piled-up in
a drawer of about 5 cm width in a direction perpendicular to the
axial direction (z-axis). Therefore, a 2-D (X,Y) cell model can
simulate the as-build fuel lattice cells in good accuracy: the
lateral matrix and gap are treated exactly. In the Zebra
facility, however, the plates are piled-up in the axial direction.
Thus, when using a 2-D (Z,Y) cell model we have to approximate the
matrix in the X-direction. This yields some ambiguity in
evaluating multi-dimensional cell effect by the 2-D . model.
However, by comparing the 2-D cell model with the 1-D cell model,
the 3-D cell effect may be estimated.

Hereafter we take a 2-D cell as a reference. As 1-D cell
models we considered three models A, B and C. In the model A the
Na- and Pu-meats are stretched to the drawer height, and the
sheath. and the upper and lower matrix regions which exist in the
lateral direction are smeared into all plates (see Fig. 1). The
model B resembles the model A but the sheath and the upper and
lower matrix regions are smeared in non-fuel plates such as Na-
plates and structure-plates (see Fig. 1). The model C corresponds
to the 1-D plate arrangement along the center-line of a drawer
(see Fig. 1). Though the first and the second models preserve the
cell-averaged atomic number densities, the last one does not
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preserve the atomic number densities. Therefore, the last model
is utilized only to obtain cell-averaged microscopic cross
sections.

All 1-D and 2-D cell calculations were performed in 70 groups
using a cross section set produced from the JENDL-2 library'
The self-shielding factor was cYTIculated using the background
cross section derived by Tone , and the intra-cell flux
distribution was calculated based on the collision probability
method using the critical buckling to consider the neutron
leakage.

CELL PARAMETERS

Let us first compare cell-averaged microscopic and
macroscopic cross sections and diffusion coefficients of
representative cells used in the ZPPR and Zebra assemblies. For
the ZPPR cell we consider two cells containing one and two Pu-
plates in a drawer, i.e. single column fuel drawer and double
column fuel drawer. Table 1 lists the difference Between the
5fil-averaged microscopic cross sections for the 230U(n,y) and

Pu(n,f) reactions calculated by the three 1-D models and the
reference 2-D model for the repreigntative energy groups. The
models A and B overestimate the U capture cross section over
10% below 1.0 keV, while the model C predicts the capture cross
section in reasonable accuracy especially for the Zebra cell. This
is because the background cross section is overestimated in the
models A and B. For example, it is 31.1, 30.7 and 26.2 b for the
models A, B and C, respectively, while it is 20.8 b in the 2-D
model for the ZPPR cell in an energy range of 583-452 e3 . On the
other hand, the models A and C underestimate the Pu fission
cross section in higher energy groups because the flux in the Pu-
plate is underestimated as seen in Fig. 2.

The cell-averaged (flux-volume weighted) macroscopic cross
sections calculated from the 2-D model are compared with those
from the 1-D models. Table 2 shows the differences. The models A,
B and C underestimate the absorption and fission cross sections in
the higher energy range. The fission cross sections are much more
underestimated compared with the absorption cross sections, and
this trend is especially observed for the models A and C. The
absorption cross sections around 3 keV where sodium has a giant
resonance are remarkably underestimated over 12% by the three 1-D
models for the ZPPR cells and over 6% for the Zebra cell. This
underestimation is caused by the 2Uderestimation of the
microscopic capture cross section of U; the intra-cell flux
distributions calculated by the 1-D models well agree with that by
the 2-D model. Below 1 keV both the absorption and fission cross
sections are overestimated by the models A and B as was seen for
the microscopic cross sections.

The anisotropic diffusion coefficients are calculated based
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on Benoist's formula(6). To see the anisotropic diffusion effect,
we consider the difference between D=1/3Etr (Etr is the volume
averaged transport cross section) and Dis defined by
Djp =(2D,/+D.L)/3 (D,, and D.L are the parallel an perpendicular
di usion coefficients, respectively). The differences are listed
in Table 3 for the 1-D models and the 2-D model. The differences
are larger for the ZPPR cell than for the Zebra cell since there
is a relatively large gap (clearance) between the plates and the
matrix (see Fig. 1). In the model B. the upper and lower
structural material is attached to the non-fuel plates. Thus the
Na-plate, where the neutron streaming is remarkable, becomes dense
and the neutron streaming effect is weakened in the model. Thus,
the model B underestimates the difference. The model A is suited
for the calculation of the anisotropic diffusion coefficients
especially for the Zebra cell. At the energy range around 3keV,
the difference between D=1/3Etr and Diso becomes very large both
for the 1-D and 2-D models.

Table 4 lists the anisotropy of diffusion coefficients, the
ratio of the parallel diffusion coefficient to the perpendicular
diffusion coefficient, for various cell models. In the 2-D model
diffusion anisotropy appears in the X,Y and Z directions shown in
Fig. 1, so the anisotropy of diffusion coefficients is evaluated
by Dy/Dx and Dz/Dx. The 2-D anisotropy is shown only for the ZPPR
cell because the Dy/Dx and Dz/Dx are almost the same for the
Zebra cell.

The anisotropy is also large in the ZPPR cell compared to the
Zebra cell. The Dy/Dx is less than unity below 5 keV because the
neutron streaming along the gap (x-direction) becomes significant,
though the Dz/Dx is larger than unity. This anisotropy of neutron
streaming can not be predicted by the 1-D models A and B. Thus,
when there is a gap (clearance), it is desirable to evaluate the
anisotropy based on the 2-D cell model. For the Zebra cell, the
gap is very small, and the Dy/Dx and Dz/Dx values are similar to
each other. Thus, if there is no gap region, the 2-D result is
close to that obtained from the model A rather than the model B,
and the use of the model A is recommended for the calculation of
anisotropic diffusion coefficients.

APPLICATION TO CORE CALCULATIONS

The three 1-D models and the 2-D model have been applied to
the core calculation of the large fast critical assembly ZPPR-9.
The 2-D RZ diffusion calculations were performed using the cell-
averaged 70-group constants obtained by the three 1-D and 2-D
models,and the transport and the mesh corrections were added to
the results. The resultant ktff values are listed in Table 5 for
the two cases where Benois s diffusion coefficient and the
conventional diffusion coefficient (D=1/31tr) are used. When
using D=1/3Etr, the model C and the 2-D model produce larger keff
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values compared to the models A and B. Benoist's diffusion
coefficient decreases the keff values. The decrease is 0.26%Ak/k
for the 2-D model, and about 0.15%Ak/k for the three 1-D models.
The use of the 2-D model yields the C/E values of 0.9995. The C/E
value for the model A is lower than the 2-D model result by 0.09%,
and that for the model C is larger by 0.15%. The good agreement
between the results for the model B and the 2-D model is due to
the cancellation of errors in the cell-averaged cross sections and
diffusion coefficients for the model B.

As a further application, we have applied the 1-D and 2-D
cell models to the q iticality analysis of the Zebra CADENZA
plate-pin experiment(W'. The 70-group cell-averaged cross
sections were calculated using the three 1-D cell models and the
2-D cell model, and collapsed into 16 groups. The cell
heterogeneity effect without streaming and the streaming effect on
keff were estimated from the RZ core calculations and the results
are shown in Table 6. The heterogeneity effect is defined as the
difference between the 1/keff values calculated from the
homogeneous approximation of cells and the cell calculation with
D=1/3Etr in calculating the pseudo absorption. The streaming
effect is defined as the difference between the 1/k ff values
obtained from the cell calculations using D=13Etr and
D=(2*DN+D.&)/3 in the pseudo absorption calculation. The total
heterogeneity effect is the sum of the above two effects. The
total heterogeneity effect of the model B is 1.29%Ak/kk' and is
closer to the reference 2-D cell model result of 1.37 % Ak/kk'.
This is mainly due to the cancellation of errors; the model B
underestimates both of the heterogeneity effect and the streaming
effect by 0.1-0.2%. The model A predicts the streaming effect
quite well, but underestimates the heterogeneity effect. Thus the
total heterogeneity effect is largely underestimated by about 0.3
% Ak/kk'. The model C predicts the heterogeneity effect in the
same accuracy as the model B.

Table 7 lists the keff value obtained from the 3-D XYZ
diffusion calculations using the group constant for each model,
the keff value after the transport and the coarse mesh
corrections, and the C/E values. When using the models A, B and
C, the C/E value of the plate core is underestimated by about 0.5,
0.3 and 0.4 % respectively relative to the pin core C/E value.
This underestimation is reduced to 0.2 % when using the 2-D model.
Thus the use of 2-D or 3-D model in the analysis of the plate core
largely eliminates the discrepancy of the C/E values of keff for
the plate and pin cores.

CONCLUSIONS

The cell-averaged cross sections and diffusion coefficients
for the ZPPR and Zebra cells were calcul~ted using the 2-D cell
model and the three 1-D cell models A, B and C, and the results
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were compared. The models A and C underestimated the fission
cross sections in higher energy groups because of the poor
prediction of the intra-cell flux distribution. The model A and B
overestimated the absorption and fission cross section below 1 keV
because of the underestimation of the self-shielding effect. The
neutron streaming was underestimated by the model B, and was
satisfactorily predicted by the model A when there is no gap
between the plates and the lateral matrix region

The three 1-D models and the 2-D model were applied to the
plate cell calculations of the ZPPR-9 and Zebra CADENZA cores. In
the ZPPR-9 core calculation, the difference between the C/E values
of keff for the individual models was within 0.2%. In the
analysis of the Zebra CADENZA core, the discrepancy between the
C/E values for the pin and plate cores was 0.3- 0.5% for the 1-D
cell models. This discrepancy was reduced to 0.2% by the use of
the 2-D cell model, and the usefulness of the 2-D model was
illustrated.
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Table 1 Difference Between Cell-Averaged Microscopic Cross Sections
Calculated by 1-D and 2-D Cell Models

238U capture cross section

ZPPR cell Zebra cell

Single column fuel Double column fuel

Energy range Model A B C Model A B C Model A B C

10.0- 7.79 MeV - 0.6 - 0.3 - 0.5 - 0.9 - 0.6 - 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.05- 0.82 MeV - 0.2 - 0.2 - 0.0 - 0.2 - 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
86.5- 67.4 keV 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 - 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1
7.10- 5.53 keV 0.9 0.2 - 0.9 2.4 1.9 0.4 2.1 1.2 0.1
3.35- 2.61 keV -18.9 -19.8 -20.4 -13.6 -14.4 -14.8 -13.6 -15.0 -15.3
2.03- 1.58 keV 4.1 3.2 0.2 10.2 9.4 4.4 9.7 8.4 4.4
583- 454 eV 11.7 10.3 5.3 20.6 19.3 12.6 12.9 10.6 5.0
167- 130 eV 12.2 10.4 4.0 28.4 26.5 16.6 12.1 9.1 3.1

249Pu fission cross section

Energy range Model A B C Model A B C Model A B C

10.0- 7.79 MeV - 1.5 - 0.7 - 2.2 - 1.1 - 0.7 - 1.0 - 1.7 - 0.2 - 2.0
1.05- 0.82 MeV - 0.5 - 0.3 - 0.1 - 0.4 - 0.3 - 0.1 - 0.4 - 0.1 - 0.1
86.5- 67.4 keV 0.1 0.1 - 0.0 0.1 0.0 - 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0
7.10- 5.53 keV 0.9 0.7 0.2 1.0 0.8 0.3 - 0.4 - 0.9 - 1.4
3.35- 2.61 keV - 1.2 - 1.5 - 4.9 - 1.2 - 1.7 - 2.4 - 3.0 - 4.2 - 4.8
2.03-1.58 keV 2.7 2.6 1.9 4.0 3.8 2.4 - 0.1 - 0.8 - 1.7
583- 454 eV 10.0 9.2 7.6 10.1 9.4 7.2 4.9 3.7 1.7
167- 130 eV 11.4 10.4 8.6 10.5 9.7 6.6 8.0 6.3 4.0

* Percent difference from 2-D model



Table 2 Difference Between Cell-Averaged Macroscopic Cross Sections
Calculated by 1-D and 2-D Cell Models

Absorption cross section

ZPPR cell Zebra cell

Single column fuel Double column fuel

Energy range Model A B C Model A B C Model A B C

10.0- 7.79 MeV - 0.5 - 0.2 - 0.7 - 0.6 - 0.5 - 0.6 - 0.4 - 0.1 - 0.5
1.05- 0.82 MeV - 0.4 - 0.2 - 0.1 - 0.3 - 0.3 - 0.3 - 0.2 - 0.1 - 0.1
86.5- 67.4 keV 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0
7.10- 5.53 keV 0.8 0.3 - 0.4 1.4 1.1 0.7 0.5 - 0.1 - 0.8
3.35- 2.61 keV -12.5 -13.1 -14.5 - 5.8 - 6.4 - 7.0 - 6.9 - 8.1 - 8.5
2.03' 1.58 keV 3.6 3.1 1.3 6.5 6.1 3.6 2.4 1.5 - 0.2

583- 454 eV 9.9 9.0 6.5 11.6 10.9 9.3 5.4 4.4 1.9
167- 130 eV 12.1 10.8 7.7 13.3 12.3 8.2 9.0 7.1 4.0

Fission cross section

Energy range Model A B C Model A B C Model A B C

10.0- 7.79 MeV - 0.9* - 0.4 - 1.0 - 1.0 - 0.7 - 1.0 - 1.0 - 0.2 - 1.0
1.05- 0.82 MeV - 0.5 - 0.3 - 0.1 - 0.4 - 0.3 - 0.4 - 0.3 - 0.1 - 0.1
86.5- 67.4 keV 0.1 0.1 - 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0
7.10' 5.53 keV 0.9 0.6 0.1 1.0 0.7 0.7 - 0.3 - 0.8 - 1.3
3.35- 2.61 keV - 1.1 - 1.4 - 4.6 - 1.1 - 1.7 - 2.3 - 2.9 - 4.1 - 4.6
2.03'-1.58 keV 2.5 2.3 1.7 3.7 3.6 2.2 - 0.0 - 0.7 - 1.5
583- 454 eV 9.5 8.8 7.3 9.8 9.2 8.3 4.6 3.5 1.6
167- 130 eV 10.7 9.7 8.0 10.1 9.2 6.2 7.3 5.7 3.6

0o

to

* Percent difference from 2-D model



Table 3 Percent Difference Between Benoist's Diffusion Coefficient and

D=1/3Etr for Various Cell Models in ZPPR and Zebra Cells

co
0t

ZPPR cell
Zebra cell

Single column fuel Double column fuel

Energy range Model A B 2D Model A B 2D Model A B 2D

10.0- 7.79 MeV 0.77 0.59 0.89 0.88 0.78 1.03 0.36 0.11 0.41

1.05- 0.82 MeV 2.57 2.33 3.06 1.51 1.39 1.94 1.51 1.05 1.59

86.5- 67.4 keV 2.38 1.90 4.16 2.73 2.42 4.38 1.96 1.09 1.99

7.11- 5.53 eV 1.65 1.48 4.77 3.35 3.35 6.55 0.74 0.30 1.52

3.35- 2.61 eV 93.37 97.73 101.38 70.82 71.63 80.81 42.43 45.79 41.21

583- 454 eV 2.37 2.59 6.00 8.36 7.72 10.72 3.83 2.17 4.14

Table 4 Anisotropy of Benoist Diffusion Coefficient*
for Various Cell Models in ZPPR and Zebra Cells

ZPPR cell Zebra cell

Single column fuel Double column fuel

Energy range Model A B 2D Model A B 2D Model A B 2D

Dy/Dx Dz/Dx Dy/Dx Dz/Dx

10.0- 7.79 MeV 1.07 0.82 0.90 1.11 1.19 1.06 1.03 1.25 0.54 0.18 0.49

1.05- 0.82 MeV 3.08 0.28 2.39 3.00 1.99 1.82 1.36 1.84 2.11 1.47 2.12

86.5- 67.4 keV 2.92 2.34 0.59 2.50 3.22 2.82 0.71 1.87 2.59 1.44 2.61

7.10- 5.53 keV 1.64 1.57 -2.16 0.72 2.39 2.37 -1.35 1.62 0.77 0.30 0.70

3.35- 2.61 keV 26.31 28.17 12.66 18.79 23.16 23.81 8.43 13.19 25.38 27.81 24.45

583- 454 eV 3.92 3.02 -0.23 1.51 7.09 6.31 2.79 4.43 4.13 2.22 3.93

* (D,,/D.-1)*100



Table 5 Values of k ff of ZPPR-9 Core Calculated by
Three 1-D Cell Models and 2-D Cell Model

Diffusion coefficient used *
Cell model C/E*

1/3Etr Benoist

A 1.0013 0.9997 0.9986
B 1.0022 1.0008** 0.9997
C 1.0037 1.0021 1.0010

2-D 1.0032 1.0006 0.9995

* Benoist's diffusion coefficient was used
** Benoist's diffusion coefficient was calculated by the model A

X Table 6 Heterogeneity and Streaming Effects Obtained from
v RZ Diffusion Calculation for Zebra CADENZA Cores

keff 6(1/k) (%)

Cell Homogeneous Heterogenous Heterogenous Total
Core model calculation calculation effect Streaming heterogenous

without effect effect
D=1/3Etr Benoist D streaming

A 1.0039 1.0018 1.29 -0.20 1.09
Plate B 1.0051 1.0039 1.41 -0.12 1.29
core C 0.9910 1.0050 1.0029 1.40 -0.20 1.20

2-D 1.0069 1.0047 1.59 -0.22 1.37

Pconre 1-D 1.0059 1.0042 1.0019 0.36 -0.23 0.13



Table 7 C/E Value of keff of Zebra CADENZA Cores
for Various Cell Models

Core Cell k ff by 3D XYZ Corrected C/E
model dif usion calculation keff

A 1.00339 1.00288 1.0009
Plate B 1.00544 1.00493 1.0029
core C 1.00448 1.00397 1.0020

2-D 1.00623 1.00572 1.0037

Pin
core 1-D 1.00700 1.00610 1.0057

+ z D

+ + +

+0 0 CI C) 0
co c + +d 0 =,+ D D 0 0 U +
fn N + : + CJ N4 Mf

Model A

14
0 0 0 n

0 C) C
+ + + N

E _ _ _ 0Md4

00

ModelI B

2D Model

Fig. 1 One and Two-Dimensional Cell Models Used for Calculation
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PHYSICAL STUDIES ON A PLUTONIUM FUELED SPECTRAL SHIFT REACTOR
VIA PERTURBATION METHODS

by

A. VALLEE, G.B. BRUNA, E. GONSE, J.F. LEGENDRE
FRAMATOME, TOUR FIAT, 1 place de la Coupole

CEDEX 16, PARIS LA DEFENCE - FRANCE

and

J.Y. DORIATH, J. PORTA
CEA, DRE/SCOS, Centre d'Etudes Nucliaires de Cadarache

BP NO 1, 13115 ST PAUL LEZ DURANCE - FRANCE

Abstract

In the framework of the neutronic studies on the FRAMATOME
advanced plutonium fueled RCVS reactor, analysis were made in order to
appreciate the main physical feature of the model.

During these studies, perturbation techniques were widely used
as a major investigation tool.

We present, in this paper, some ideas dealing with the defini-
tion of two "few group" energy structures adapted to project calcula-
tions, and a general overview on some reactivity related phenomena as the
burn-up, breeding process, the control rod insertion and the power,
temperature effect.

A preliminary study on the way to
perturbation is also presented.
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1 - FOREWORDS

The FRAMATOME RCVS (Reacteur Convertible a Variation de Spectre,
Flexible Spectral Shift Reactor) concept has been developed in order to
allow both uranium and plutonium strategies at a high level of perfor-
mances.

The concept (Ref. 1) is based on an hexagonal skeleton assem-
bly, whose coolant to fuel ratio can be adjusted by managing an opportune
number of water holes, so that the non spectral shifted configuration
presents a coolant to fuel ratio of 2.0 in the uranium fueled version and
1.4 in the plutonium fueled one.

The water displacement for the spectral shift is made by a
mechanical system, which introduces a given number of depleted uranium
pins in every 2/3 assembly. Owing to spectral shift, the assembly coolant
to fuel ratio ranges from 1.4 to 1.0 in the plutonium fueled version,
(see Figure 1), from 2.0 to 1.6 in the uranium fueled one (see Figure 2).

The expected gains brought by the RCVS concept could be as high
as 25 % on the fuel cost, according to preliminary results (Ref. 1).

The enrichment of the plutonium fueled version ranges between
6.0 % and 7.0 % fissile plutonium for an objective average burn-up of
60.000 MWd/ton, depending on plutonium vector.

We present, in this paper, an analysis aimed at the understan-
ding of the most important physical phenomena governing the behaviour of
the plutonium fueled RCVS core.

Most of the results are obtained by coupled assembly and core
calculations, but are presented here at an "average assembly" level.

During the studies, we made a wide use of perturbation techni-
ques.
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2 - PLUTONIUM FUELED RCVS PHYSICAL FEATURES

The physics of the advanded plutonium fueled RCVS reactor is
quite different from thermal's because the epithermal and resonance
regions participate in a more relevant way to the neutron balance of the
system.

The flux in a plutonium fueled RCVS is more depressed at very
high energy than in an equivalent PWR because, in this range, the inelas-
tic scattering of the 238U overthrows the elastic scattering of the
water. On the other side, the thermal maxwellian component of the spec-
trum is strongly reduced by the lessened scattering performances of the
coolant and by the huge epithermal resonances of all the plutonium iso-
topes (see Figure 3).

The phenomena are somewhat complicated, but not dramatically
changed by the introduction of the spectral shift.

We show in Ref. 2 that, as regards coupling, the plutonium
fueled RCVS is quite similar to an "equivalent" PWR, because geometry
effects are largerly dominant on material related ones, but, as concerns
reactivity, the behaviour of the model is original and physically very
interesting.

As said in Rif. 2, the particular distribution of neutron
importance renders "classical" few group energy structures inadequate to
RCVS project calculations.

An "adjusted" few group structure should, a priori, take in
account phenomena in the most important energy ranges, i.e (Rif. 4)

- the fission source region,
- the 238U inelastic scattering region,
- the 238U fast fission region,
- the non resolved resonance and slowing down region,
- the resolved epithermal region,
- the thermal maxwellian region.

Starting from a reference 99 group structure (see Table 1) we
got two few group project libraries, via a physical and mathematical
analysis based on information conditioning techniques : a rapid overview
of the procedure is stretched in Chapter 3.

As far as reactivity phenomena are concerned, we said before
that the plutonium fueled RCVS shows a very original behaviour. We pre-
sent in Chapter 4 some reactivity related features on the model, in
particular as regards :

- the burn-up breeding process,
- the control rod worth,
- the power and temperature feedback effects.

In a last 5th Chapter, the spectral shift related problems will
be approached via information conditioning methods.
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3 - SEARCH OF FEW GROUP PROJECT STRUCTURES

The search of the reference few group structure for the pluto-
nium fueled RCVS calculations was splitted into two phases

- in a first approach, a physical analysis was made on the
contribution of energy ranges to given signatures,

- later, information conditioning techniques were used to
search, more mathematically, a reference few group decou-
pling for the project.

The two phases were chronologically arranged in order to allow
transfert of informations and accelerate convergence.

The calculation schenetwas identical in the two phases

- first, search of an "intermediate" structure derived
directly from the 99 group references,

- second, definition of the "few group structure" starting
from the intermediate one.

Table 2 shows two well adapted "intermediate" structures, in
terms of the reference 99 group one, (see Ref. 3, for details).

Starting from the "intermediate" structures presented before,
we got the six group "RSMVS" and the four group `4*" structures presented
in Table 3.

The two structures show the following features

- the 6 group "RSMVS" is more homogeneous in energy, pre-
senting :

two groups in the fast zone, a fast fission and 238U
inelastic scattering one, ranging from 10 Mev to
1.108 Mev, a second one ranging from 1.108 to 0.273
Mev,
one group in the slowing-down zone, ranging from
0.273 Mev to 5.01 keV, chosen in order to treat the
scattering at best,
one group in the 238U resonance region (from 5.01 keV
to 27.3 ev),
one group in the resolved resonance region, from
27.3 ev to 1.84 ev,

* a thermal group, from 1.84 ev to thermal,

- the 4 group "4*11 splitting gives an accurate description
of the epithermal region, showing :

a very large fast group including all the fission,
inelastic scattering, slowing down and non resolved
resonance regions, from 10 Mev to 4.129 eV,
a 242Pu resonance centered second group, from 4.129 ev
to 1.17 ev,
a 24OPu resonance centered third group, from 1.17 ev
to 0.352 ev,
a last group, from 0.352 ev to thermal.
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We checked the few group structures to the 19 groups "interme-
diate" kept as reference, on the basis of transport infinite medium
"assembly" and "crusted" calculations at different steps of the equili-
brium cycle.

The assembly values of the infinite multiplication factor and
the pin power shape were kept as signatures.

These parameters being, as far as energetic discretisation is
concerned, physically opposite, we were aware that the two structures
should give divergent results : the best discretisation for the eigen,
value does not keep information at best for the pin power shape, and
reciprocically.

Table 4 and Figure 4 show the accuracy. of the few group pre-
dictions relative to the reference, at the beginnings of life : the
6 group "RSMVS" splitting which is very accurate on kFf prediction,
generates a little more important discrepancies on the Vofwer shape (a
maximum of about 2 % at the hot point, versus 1 %), but the "14*11 split-
ting leads to discrepancies of the order of 0.005 on the eigenvalue,
(versus 0.001).

The results presented here are to be checked on the basis of
"full core" calculations, that will be done. At present, we keep the
6 group "RSWVS" structure for every pratical project use.
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4 - STUDIES ON REACTIVITY EFFECTS

The most important reactivity effects were investigated in a
preliminary simplified, way, starting from an one group infinite medium
perturbation approach.

The contribution of every isotope to
in the system can be splitted into components,
perturbation formula as follows (Ref. 2) :

a given reactivity effect
starting from an "exact"

6spectral
6p1

= N ( Y fi _ ea / I (N.vaf.)
J 1 3

6di rect
pi

6H. 0
pi.

= N N f Vi

= i~ ( kc-

- 6N i(' c

- aai)

-6)a10

/ I (N "a"f.))
i 3 J

/ I (N Vaf.)
j 3 3

with :

6pi

and :
6 . I

= 6spectral
pi

ka. - kX.

+ direct HID
pi6 pi

6p = I 6p.
i ..

i

i i

where :

., vafi , a are energy and space
copic cross sections
rence conditions,

averaged one
of isotope i

group micros-
in the refe-

j (Njvaf i )

km, k'w

Ni, N'.

6VLaf., 6aa.

is the fission operator of the perturbed system

are the infinite multiplication factor of the
unperturbed and perturbed systems

are the nuclides densities in the reference and
perturbed systems

are the one group cross section variation between
the reference and perturbed conditions.

Starting from
associated to :

this approach, we analyse the reactivity effects

- the burn-up and breeding process,
- the control rod worth,
- the power and temperature feedback effects.
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Table 5 and Figure 5 show the contributions of every isotope to
the reactivity loss at the equilibrium cycle : the following features can
be quoted

- fission products account for about one half of the total
reactivity loss,

- water and structural materials have negligible effects,

- the most of the heavy isotope contributions come from the
odd plutonium isotopes,

- minor actinides play a relevant role and do not saturate
fast.

Figure 6 shows the absorption reaction rate tilt when 90 % 10 B
enriched boron carbide rods are inserted in the assembly. The perturba-
tive analysis (Table 6) shows that the contrasting spectral contributions
of the heavy isotopes and fission products annihilates each others so
that the net effect comes out essentially from the boron direct compo-
nent.

Table 7 presents the detailed contribution for isotope to the
power and temperature effect, control rods in.

We notice that the positive spectral effect on the odd pluto-
nium isotopes, due to the amelioration of the scattering performances of
the coolant, largerly overthrows the increase in the even isotopes captu-
res and the negative contributions of all the fission products, absorbing
and structure materials

the effects of other isotopes are minor and, anyway mutually
compensating.

The analysis indicates that a major effort is to be done on the
base data and treatement definition of the heavy major and minor actini-
des in the resonance region in order to minimize uncertainties on the
calculated reactivity effects of a plutonium fueled RCVS. Fission pro-
ducts base data also require a big validation effort.
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5 - STUDIES ON SPECTRAL SHIFT

The spectral shift associated, at the assembly level, to the
motion of the depleted uranium rods is not a major physical effect,
because, as shown in Figures 7 to 9, the flux per unit of lethargy and
the reaction rates are not foundamentally modified by the variation of
the coolant to fuel ratio. The behaviour of the system is, then, somewhat
perturbed by the spectral shift, but not basically changed.

The major physical effect associated to the spectral shift is a
lowering of every isotope one group averaged fission cross section, that
is compensated, owing to the power normalisation, by a correspondent
increase of the total flux : this phenomena favorites capture, whose one
group cross section is generally less spectrum dependent.

From a more numerical point of view, the local effect produced
by the substitution of the moderator by a quite strong absorber is not
easy to approach by perturbation techniques, because, at the opposite of
the more general cases in which the coolant is replaced by low absorbing
materials which are treated in a very satisfactory way, in these cases
errors of 40 % in 4p/p show-up.

Errors are largely due to the following reasons

- the "multicell" approach is not sufficient to appreciate
the real local flux perturbation, owing the homogeneisa-
tion problems,

- the change in the nature of the operator is too strong to
be correctly appreciated.

In order to partially avoid this second limit we suggest to
approach the problem in two steps :

- first, water can be replaced by a low absorbing material,
in order to avoid drammatic changes in the operator nature,

- second a transition is done between the low and the strong
absorber.

This technique will be tested in the next phase of our work, in
which control problems are to be studied.
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6 - CONCLUSION

We present in this note a part of the analysis performed in the
framework of the FRAMATOME advanced plutonium fueled RCVS reactor neutro-
nic studies.

In particular, we present two "few group project" structures
well adapted to project calculations and give a physical overview on the
most important reactivity related phenomena as burn-up and breeding
process, control rod insertion and power temperature effect.

An analysis of the spectral shift impact on the physics of the
system is also presented and related to numerical problems.
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FIGURE 1

Plutonium fueled RCVS version assembly lay-out
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FIGURE 2

Uranium fueled RCVS version assembly lay-out
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Spectrum of a plutonium fueled RCVS
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FIGURE 4

CALCULATED POWER PER UNIT PINS FOR THREE REFERENCE

STRUCTURES (ARBITRARY UNITS, ASSEMBLY VALUES)

- 19 group REFERENCE

- 6 group RSMVS

- 4 group 4*
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Flux tilt owing to spectral shift 861
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NQgOF BOUNDARY Ng OF
GROUP - ENERGY APOLLO

LIBRARY

- i i
1

2

3

4

4,129 eV

1,17 eV

0,352 eV

1,1 x 10-4 eV

1

51

67

81

50 EPITHERMAL

66

80 THERMAL

99

NQ OF BOUNDARY NQ OF
GROUP ENERGY APOLLO

LIBRARY

1 1,108 MeV 1 - 11 FAST

2 27.324 KeV 12 - 15

3 5 KeV 16 -25

4 3,726 KeV 26 - 39 EPITHERMAL

5 1,84 eV 40 -57

6 1,1 x 10- 4 eV 57 -99
THERMAL

TABLE 3

The two "'few group project"
reference 114*11 and "RSMVS" libraries

i
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PROJECTION 19 * 6 "RSMVS'

Ng OF o/o. Pcm.
GROUP i i

1 5,43 - 17,5

2 1,81 0,4

3 4,09 - 5,64

4 20,6 - 0,2

5 22,2 23,5

6 45,86 - 19,7

TOTAL - 19

ABSORPTION RATE

NP OF 0/0. Pc..
GROUP i

1 12 - 43

2 2,21 0,4

3 2,37 - 5,7

4 13,65 3,14

5 16,72 15

6 53,03 - 48

TOTAL - 79

PRODUCTION RATE

4*

Ng OF 0o/ Pcm
GROUP 1

1 45,76 - 287

2 2,22 - 1

3 8,90 - 70

4 43,11 - 11,6

TOTAL - 474

PROJECTION 19 b

Ng OF 0/o* Pc..
GROUP 1 1

1 50,36 - 12

2 6,79 + 12

3 14,45 + 40

4 28,41 - 75

TOTAL - 25

ABSORPTION RATE PRODUCTION RATE

TABLE 4

Projection of the intermediate 19 group structure 867
on the 6 and 4* group libraries



SPECTRAL EFFECT DIRECT EFFECT Higher

order

effects
6L'f i &rai Ni TOTALTotal Vof i 6Ni oafiN1 Total

I 4 4 4 I 4 4. .4.

U235

U238

U236

Np237

Pu238

Pu239

Pu240

Pu241

Pu242

Am241

Am242

Cm242

Am243

Cm243

Cn244

42

- 19

0

4375

-5

1051

- 1

0

6

0

- 1

22

130

-1

2520

247

537

- 5

8

2

- 60

- 3

20

-149

1

1855

-252

514

4

- 8

4

60

+ 2

- 296

- 166

2

4

0

-10963

-63

1003

0

29

110

12

43

30

109

175

- 438

'19

44

7,3

-6208

- 774

459

- 7

355

41

14

740

10

299

- 121

272

- 17

- 40

- 7,3
-4755

711

544

7

- 326

69

-2

- 697

20

- 190

-5

3

1

- 1

- 4

- 317

13

21

0

- 5

4

-1

41

0

4

- 106

126

- 15

- 41

- 77

-3217

472

1079

11

- 339

77

- 3

- 595

20

- 184

Xe35 0 70 - 70 0 - 32 32 3 - 35

Sm49 0 53 - 53 0 - 31 31 3 - 19

Other F.P. - 3457

0 0

Water - 21

Structural Materials - 8

TOTAL - 6332

TABLE 5

Contribution of isotopes to reactivity : burn-up and breeding process

868 .I
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SPECTRAL EFFECT DIRECT EFFECT Higher

order

effectsCL'oaf i Ta i Ni Total Vafi6Ni | ai6Ni
TOTAL

Total

U235 - 61 - 35 -26 -26

U238 + 207 - 543 + 750 + 750

U236 0 -1 + 1 + 1

Np237 0 -3 + 3 + 3

Pu238 0 -1 + 1 + 1

Pu239 - 4126 - 2351 - 1775 -1775

Pu240 +19 -911 +930 + 930

Pu241 -1499 - 713 - 786 - 786

Pu242 + 4 -171 + 175 + 175

Am241 0 - 37 + 37 + 37

Aa242 - 8 - 3 - 5 - 5

Cm242 0 - 1 + 1 + 1

Am243 + 1 -61 + 62 + 62

Cm243 + 1 0 - 1 - 1

Cm244 - 1 - 6 + 5 + 5

Xe35 0 -70 + 70 + 70

Sm49 0 -56 + 56 + 56

Other F.P. + 240

016 0 6 - 6 - 6

Water 0 -54 + 54 0 -15 + 15 4 + 65

Structural Materials 0 - 12 + 12 0 + 31 - 31 + 14 - 5

Bg 6 0 + 8941 + 8941 -8941

TOTAL - 9749

TABLE 6

Contribution of isotopes to reactivity : control rods out-in
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SPECTRAL EFFECT DIRECT EFFECT Higher

order

effects
8Laf i 6ovai Ni Total Uorfi6Ni aaioNi TOTALTotal

.4 .4 .4 5 1 .4 .4

U235

U238

U236

Np237

Pu238

Pu239

Pu240

Pu241

Pu242

Am241

Am242

Cm242

Am243

Cm243

Cm244

488

613

0

0

29171

31

10532

9

6

61

1

3

3

6

172

771

3

8

6

10407

3442

3295

550

143

15

2

210

1

12

316

-158

- 3

- 8

- 6

18764

-3411

7237

- 541

- 137

46

- 1

- 207

2

- 12

- 13

-147

0

0

- 632

- 17

- 252

- 4

- 1

- 1

0

- 1

0

0

- 5

-214

0

0

0

- 236

- 95

- 75

- 21

-4

0

0

- 7

0

0

- 8

67

0

0

0

- 396

78

- 177

17

+ 3

- 1

0

6

0

0

-3

2

0

0

0

- 188

34

- 73

5

1

0

0

2

0

0

305

-89

-3

- 8

- 6

181801

- 3299

6987

-519

-133

45

- 1

- 199

2

- 12

Xe35 486 - 486 - 4 4 5 - 477

Sm49 318 - 318 - 3 3 3 - 312

900 900 - 24 24 7 - 869

0 10 -10 2 - 2 0 - 12

Water 275 - 275 204 - 204 - 111 - 590

Structural Materials 39 - 39 4 - 4 0 - 43

B10 2598 2598 122 - 122 9 2729

TABLE 7

reactivity :Contribution of isotopes power and temperature tilt
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GENERALIZED PERTURBATION THEORY FOR LWR
DEPLETION ANALYSIS AND CORE DESIGN APPLICATIONS

JOHN R. WHITE and BYRON R. FRANK
Mechanical and Energy Engineering

University of Lowell
Lowell, Massachusetts 01854

ABSTRACT

A comprehensive time-dependent perturbation theory formulation that Includes
macroscopic depletion, thermal-hydraulic and poison feedback effects, and a
criticality reset mechanism Is developed. The methodology is compatible with most
current LWR design codes. This new development allows GPT/DPT methods to be used
quantitatively in a variety of realistic LWR physics applications that were not
possible prior to this work. A GPT-based optimization technique for incore fuel
management analyses is addressed as a promising application of the new formulation.

INTRODUCTION

Generalized Perturbation Theory (GPT) is a technique used to estimate changes
in various reactor performance parameters arising from changes in the core material
configuration. GPT methods use adjoint sensitivity theory in which the response
derivatives (or sensitivities) are independent of the system perturbations. This
fact makes first-order perturbation methods very cost effective when many material
variations must be evaluated (as In reload design analyses).

GPT methods have been available for many years, but there has been relatively
little application of these techniques outside the field of cross section sensitivity
and uncertainty analysis (Ref. 1), especially for fast reactor studies. The first
author has been involved extensively in the development and application of GPT
methods for several years, including the development and Implementation of Depletion
Perturbation Theory (DPT)-(Refs. 2-4). During the last three years, this involvement
has focussed on the application of GPT methods for the design and optimization
of Light Water Reactor (LWR) reload cores. In particular, the basis for a complete
GPT-based LWR reload design methodology has evolved during this time.

The main emphasis of our current research Is the evaluation of GPT techniques
for use in the incore fuel management design process. The process of determining
a suitable loading pattern is manpower intensive since many 'trial and errors
computations are required to Identify a potentially acceptable pattern. There are
several semi-automated procedures available to aid the engineer in his quest for
the 'best' loading scheme, but many of these tools only solve some simplified
problem or In some way fall short of the intended goal (see Ref. 5). Our recent
Investigations into GPT-based optimization methods suggest that perturbation
techniques may be able to fill the gap that currently exists in this area (Ref.
6). A comprehensive GPT sensitivity library, coupled with a standard integer
programming package or a specially designed algorithm for evaluating numerous loading
patterns, may provide the designer with an invaluable analysis tool.

The key ingredient in the above discussion is the ability to generate a
comprehensive GPT sensitivity ibrary. The use of GPT-based methods In realistic
design applications requires complete, easy-to-use, and accurate response derivatives
that are consistent with standard procedures used in the 'forward' design process.
In particular, three key features that are not available in the current GPT methods
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for fast reactor applications are macroscopic depletion, criticality reset, and
poison and thermal-hydraulic feedback.

Macroscopic depletion and cross section feedbacks are specific to LWR design
codes. Thus, these features were not considered In the development of GPT methods
for fast reactor applications (eg. the VENTURE/DEPTH-CHARGE system ERef. 43). There
has been one previous attempt to implement a basic macroscopic DPT capability within
an LWR code (Ref. 7). However, this work did not consider feedback effects or
criticality reset and the work was discontinued before a production design tool
was established. Criticality reset has been treated by a few authors, but usually
not as a primary consideration (Ref. 8). The GPT/DPT methods developed as part
of this work will integrate all three features. Realistic applications of GPT methods
In the reload design process demand that the adjoint procedure be 100% compatible
with existing design codes. The GPT/DPT formulation given In this paper will satisfy
this requirement. This new method should open the door for the use of GPT In
realistic LWR applications.

GENERAL GPT/DPT FORMULATION

In this section a complete time-dependent GPT formulation Is developed that
includes macroscopic burnup, thermal-hydraulic and poison feedback, and a criticality
reset mechanism. The developmental approach taken here Is to define a variational
principle that Includes these considerations as constraint equations appended to
the response functional using Lagrange multipliers. Using this technique (Ref. 2),
it Is possible to define the following K-functional:

K(Exg, PS, a, BUm, NJ, C, FS, RP, E g)-

R(EX9 , PS, A, BUm, Nj, C)

-:ZrE(L -AF)#) I|
nL

- 2i(E*g[1xg -(txg E'xg')SFx9])n
n xg I=

(I)

Response

Diffusion Eqn.

Feedback Effects

k-Reset-nC* [A
n

- <!L% p, n

< 1! F v

-:FN* [FS - W1] n
n

-:EPN* [PS - W21,
n

_:2(E; [BUn - fn(BUjnj 1 , pgn1, psn-, ti pSnf)])
n m

- 2(E* SFx9[ 4 g 2(hxgm(BUm) + INgm)])I
n xg m

-_j(N jn[NV_ yf(Nn3-1, fl, pSn-l1 , ,9, PSnf])
nj

-':(Exg SFx9:(4g 9 - Zxgj(N0))) i
n xg j
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where the matrix/vector notation represents the group-wise energy dependence and
much of the remaining notation Is standard.

The descriptive phrase to the right of each term defines the interpretation
and justification for each expression. The response functional is a reaction rate
or reaction rate ratio. In general it may be a direct function of several variables,
Including the feedback-corrected cross section, .E, (type x and group g), the flux
distribution, w,, the criticality control variable, C, and the power normalization
term, PS (for power scaling). In addition, R may be dependent on these parameters
at each time point (denoted by the n superscript) since the response can be a
discrete integral over time.

The second term in eqn. (1) includes the constraint that the time-Independent
diffusion equation must be satisfied at each time step. The operator notation used
here allows for easier manipulation of the equations and it is general enough
to include both a nodal or finite difference solution scheme. The particular
technique chosen would affect the implementation of the method, but the development
of the basic formulation would not be altered significantly.

0 The feedback-corrected macroscopic data are functions of the uncorrected data,
ig. any feedback effects, Exly, and possibly a spectrum correction term, SFxg The

feedbacks Cl = xenon, samarium, boron, Doppler, water, etc.) and the spectrum
correction are functions of the flux distribution and the absolute power
normalization. Thus, variations made to the initial material distribution
(represented by EmgM) or to the reactor power, RP, cause direct perturbations to
the system as well as indirect perturbations due to changes In the feedback cross
sections. Treating this Indirect effect within the GPT formulation is one of the
primary concerns of this paper.

The variational principle given above accounts for criticality reset via the
fourth term on the right hand side of eqn. (I). In this expression, I * represents
an Im~ortance function used to evaluate the eigenvalue, i. The defining equation
for I can be derived by appropriate manipulation of the K-functional (to be
discussed shortly). The control variable used here is either the eigenvalue (which
indicates no reset) or the concentration in parts per million (PPM) of soluble
boron. The use of the PPM variable Is specific to PWRs, but it Is utilized In
a general sense here to represent the mechanism most readily used to control
criticality. Thus the specification of C = PPM does not limit the generality of
our development.

The fifth and sixth terms in eqn. (1) are generalized flux and power
normalization constraints. FS (PS) is some flux (power) scaling factor and WI(W 2 )
gives the expi cit dependence of FS (PS) on the fission cross section and flux
distribution. The exact representation for these terms (as well as Bzr and SFx )
may be slightly different depending on the particular design code. With appropriafe
adjustment of the definition of these parameters, the above variational principle
can be made compatible with most LWR design'codes.

The last four terms In eqn. (1) define the macroscopic depletion process.
The first of these indicates the functional dependence of the burnup distribution
at time point n (BUn) on several parameters evaluated at n-l and at n. In particular,
fjm show explici t dependence on BU, A, and PS at n- I as we I as on I and PS
at n. This is done for generality since some codes evaluate the burnup and flux
distributions simultaneously during the Iterative process. The additional m subscript
has been included to account for different burnup relationships for fuel and burnable
poison (BP) depletion.
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The next term In eqn. (1) simply shows the dependence of the feedback-free
cross sections on the burnup distribution and any new 'makeup' material (E gm)at
that time. In particular, each LWR 0 code uses slightly different correlating schemes
to represent the variation of Ex9 versus burnup. In any given application, hxgm
would be specialized to the particular code of interest.

The last two terms in the K-functional have the same form as the previous
two terms. These expressions are designed to model xenon and samarium depletion
in a manner similar to the way that the fuel and BP depletion were treated.
In this case, however, the actual atom densities, NJ, are followed versus time
and then an expression (denoted by Zxgj) Is used to relate the density to the
poison feedback macroscopic cross section E6.

The above macroscopic burnup formulation, coupled with the feedback and k-
reset constraints, defines the 'forward' problem solved in most LWR depletion
applications. To define a time-dependent adjoint formulation consistent with the
forward problem, one must force the K-functlonal to be stationary with respect
to the dependent parameters. The dependent variables are Zx9, C, PS, Ai, BUm, and
NJ, and the independent parameters are Exgmt RP, and FS. Forcing the dependent
parameter variations to zero results in a set of simultaneous equations that defines
all the Lagrange multipliers (or 'adjoint' functions), aEx gC* ,FN*,PN*,B*, and
Nf and the weight function A*. The perturbation equation, on the other hand, is
derived by taking the variation of the K-functional with respect to the independent
parameters. Typically, the flux scaling factor FS Is used only to define precisely
the normalization on the flux distribution and it does not change. Therefore, the
independent parameters of interest in this work are the feed cross sections, Exgm,
and the reactor power, RP, at each time point n.

Taking the variation of eqn. (1) with respect to EgMm and RP gives:

AR= M[(E 9 SFxg<8E6Zgm) + PN* aW2 R] n (2)
n xg m R

This expression is the perturbation formulation of Interest in this work. Knowledge
of the Importance functions, Ox and PN*, at all time points allows one the ability
to estimate values of AR due Do perturbations In the makeup.feed or reactor power
at any time. Estimates of AR can be obtained by the evaluation of a simple Integral
expression for any number of potential material or power variations. This efficient
predictive capability Is the main advantage of GPT methods.

To benefit from the use of eqn. (2) one must be able to calculate the
desired Importance functions. To derive these, one forces the first variation of
the K-functional with respect to the dependent parameters to vanish. To Illustrate
this procedure consider the variation of the K-functional with respect to the
feedback-corrected macroscopic cross section EX9. Reference to eqn. (1) shows that

'n
setting to zero gives:

-n. .. -(L~F~EaR l aI *F)I + C (a (L - N)_

+ FNM aWl + PN* a, l
Bixg
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Each term In eqn. (3) results directly from the explicit dependence of eqn. (1)
on Zx. Since R.,, A, WI, and W2 can be direct functions of Exgs the terms
in eqn. (1) containing these variables give non-zero contributions to the expression
for Erg. On the other hand, the last four terms in eqn. (1) do not depend explicitly
upon Exg; therefore they do not contribute to EG.

Using a similar procedure, a defining equation for each of the adjoint
functions (Lagrange multipliers) introduced In eqn. (1) can be developed. The
resulting adjolnt expressions are rather complex and they contain multiple inter-
dependencies on several of the other Importance functions. After considerable
algebraic manipulation, the following comprehensive set of defining equations Is
obtained:

Exg | = -R - _N __ --+ FNN + PNL ]3 (4)N i" = [£ -c* l* xg
L In =[LE C* 5

n C* <*
FN*|I < I<I *1> + PN* < OP + 2>, <In (6)

n 1 ] ,nPN[N*- C PN ](7)

where Ct depends on the choice of control variable. When the elgenvalue Is the
controlling parameter, we have

C* in aR/a7 + <r* F A> n
<*F I )I (8)

However, when the PPM of soluble boron Is the control variable, this becomes

+ RO + R SFxg aBo o
Xg a? -L Boron

CTMa- ( L- - AF)w SFxg X9P)C XIBPM(9)
a BE~ F~ zBoron

Xg dixg appm

where we have assumed that W1 and W2 are not functions of the control cross
sections.

These expressions contain the regular and generalized adjoint fluxes which
are defined by:

(L - AFT I | S In (10)

gSi = + _4 E;> + PN 9 -_ n (
< P ZN < _____
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The above equations define a complete time-dependent adjoint GPT formulation
that Is compatible with most LWR depletion codes. These equations describe a
'backward' adjoint depletion problem. The process Is Initiated with a 'final-time'
source which represents the derivative of the response with respect to several
variables evaluated at the final time tf. At this time point all terms evaluated
at n+l = N+1 are zero. Starting with this final-time adjolnt source, the adjoint
equations are solved backwards in time until the Initial time (in the forward
sense) has been reached. The time-dependent 'Importance functions that result can
then be utilized In the perturbation expression In eqn. (2). This overall
calculational procedure Is summarized in Fig. 1.

The procedure outlined In Fig. 1 Is conceptually straightforward and it Is
similar to the algorithm developed for the original DEPTH-CHARGE code. The adjoint
depletion steps teqns. (30) and (31)] are quite simple, but the R andp _terms In
the adJoint flux equations are more complicated than In the original development.
The added complexity Is due primarily to the cross-section feedback treatment.
Another new feature of this development Is the k-reset mechanism, which manifests
itself as the generalized sweeping procedure In eqns. (5)-(9).

It is Important to note that the above formulation Is quite general; yet
It can be specialized to be consistent with most current design codes. The somewhat
abstract notation used for the feedback and normalization terms (El /SFx 9 and Wj/W2 ,
respectively) and for the functions that correlate cross sections to burnup and
Xe/Sm densities to cross sections (hxgm and Zxgj, respectively) would require
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Figure 1 Outline of Calculational Procedure

for Solution of Adjoint Depletion Equations

I. Perform Reference Forward Depletion Calculation

Begin loop over time (initial to final)

A. Do normal forward calculation

B. Perform regular adjoint calculation (eqns. 10 and 11)

C. Save s and * for subsequent r*calculations

D. Do forward burnup calculation

E. Go to I.A or exit loop if end of cycle

End time loop

II. Perform AdJoint Depletion Calculation

Begin loop over number of responses

A. Define desired response

B. Set terms with ,+1 superscripts to zero

Begin loop over time (final to initial)

C. Calculate generalized adjoint flux (eqns. 12 and 13)

D. Sweep out fundamental mode (during Iteration'as defined In eqn. 5)

E. Calculate Exg, FN*, and PH1 importance functions (eqns. 4, 6, and 7)

F. Do adjoint depletion calculation (eqns. 30 and 31)

G. Let n - n-i and go to II.C or exit loop If beginning of cycle

End time loop

H. Save adJoint functions for this response

I. Go to II.A or exit response loop

End of response loop
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specialization to the design code of Interest. Once this is done, one can evaluate
explicitly the many derivative terms( ai 9/8g, azEg/aPS, ahxgm/8BUm, 9Zxgj/BNjetc.)
that appear in the above formulation. Examples of specific feedback correlations
and normalization models are contained In most code documentation (see Ref. 9,
for example).

Thus, the computation of the derivative terms is a conceptually straightforward
task. Many of the feedback correlations are simple linear functions of the dependent
variables, making computation of the desired derivatives relatively easy. One
function of special Interest, however, Is hx (BUm). This function correlates the
macroscopic cross sections to burnup. Same co~s treat this correspondence through
relatively complicated table-lookup procedures (with appropriate Interpolation
routines). If this procedure Is used In the forward code of Interest, then the
derivatives of the function with respect to the BUm variable will have to be
computed via a finite difference procedure. In practice, this procedure poses no
great difficulty except that the data handling aspects are slightly more complicated.
Finally, with known derivative terms, the solution procedure for the adjoint
functions will follow the outline given In Fig. 1.

The actual implementation and testing of the complete time-dependent adjoint
formulation are beyond the scope of the current effort. The main goal here was
the theoretical development of a comprehensive LWR-compatible adjoint formulation;
and this goal has been accomplished. However, to get a better understanding of
the potential applications of this new theory, some further discussion and
illustration of the main features are appropriate.

SOLUTION OF THE FLUX EQUATIONS

The complete time-dependent GPT formulation given in the previous section
Includes, as a subset, a static GPT method that can be used In the analysis
of steady-state design problems. The static formulation, is applicable to a wide
class of problems of Interest and it is much simpler to comprehend. It still
contains the main features of Interest In this development: the thermal-hydraulic
and poison feedback treatment and the k-reset capability. Thus, the static GPT
formulation will be utilized In further discussions of these features. This
simplification Is not really necessary, but it does remove the complexity associated
with the burnup terms. Also, In the natural evolution of methods development, we
need to address the static case before treating the time-dependent burnup problem.
In addition, It should be noted that Bowman has already addressed the adjoInt
macroscopic depletion problem within the SIMULATE code (Ref. 7); thus, this aspect
of the formulation has already been solved.

The main expressions of interest In the static formulation are the. 'regular'
and 'generalized' adjoint flux equations. The steady-state assumption eliminates
the dependence on time point n and simplifies the general formulation by canceling
all the burnup-related terms (functions of fm, hxgm, yj, and Zxgj). The remaining
expressions for the adjoint sources, aAand *, are still quite compicated, but
manageable.

The adjoint flux equations derived here 'are similar to those solved within
VENTURE (Ref. 10). For'comparison purposes, VENTURE solves the generalized expression

(L - F = S = cR (32)
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along with a sweeping procedure identical to eqn. (5). The only difference between
eqn. (12) and eqn. (32) Is the additional terms in the adJoint source formulation.
These additional terms are the result of the incorporation of feedback effects
in the current GPT methodology. When feedback effects are ignored, _0 reduces to
BR/I* and SI goes to zero. The extra terms in eqns. (13) and (11) in the current
development account for the indirect change In the cross sections through the
dependence of the feedbacks on the flux distribution and power normalization. The
dependence on vi Is inherent In the terms containing &I9 and the normalIza-
tion dependence is treated within the terms containing AP.

Since the additional source terms are functions of the quantity of Interest,
they will enter into the iterative calculation. For Illustration, consider the
i* expression. The first source term In eqn. (11) contains MV as a distributed
parameter and the other terms have tWwithin an Integral expression. The first
contribution can be written In a generic way as some matrix operator A operating
on . Thus, the t equation can be rewritten as

(L - 7_F)* = + + eN (I (33)
< Y1*> ZN <1P 4)

where I is defined through the correspondence with the A* expression. An explicit
representation of could be made, but it would require several new definitions
and further discussion. The real point of Interest here is the form of eqn. (33),
not the precise definition of

Rearranging eqn. (33) slightly gives

ByF HY > PN q 3 S_ _

(L - F + H) =4* + 51 3 S4 (34)

This form of the equation suggests that part of the adjoint feedback effect can
be treated as a cross-section correction to the reference forward feedback-corrected
cross sections. The rest of the feedback contribution Is contained in a 'fixed-
sourcen term that is computed and updated during the iterative scheme. Thus, eqn.
(34) Is more representative of how the iterative computations will proceed.

The above discussion applies to the £*, as well as A equation. If these
two Importance functions can be determined, then the desired response derivatives
can be computed. At present, some specific coding for the solution of the static
be and ri* equations with feedback is being implemented within a proprietary design
code. Numerical verification and appilcations testing of this code development work
will be given In a later publication. Our goal here will only be to Introduce
the reader to some promising applications of the new theory. Actual design
applications will be Illustrated at a later date.

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

Another important part of our GPT development work is to identify innovative
applications of the methods. One aspect of this process has focussed on the
development of a general methodology for the optimization of assembly shuffling
and burnable poison (BP) loadings for LWR reload cores (Ref. 6).

In fuel management studies the desired responses are complex functions of
the fuel and BP pattern and, In general, a new solution of the few-group two-
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dimensional diffusion equation Is required for each combination of Independent
variables. Because of the large number of possibilities, a direct assault on this
problem is extremely time-consuming and costly. However, If the desired responses
can be written as algebraic functions of the independent variables with the use
of GPT sensitivity functions, then one can take advantage of standard,.linear
optimization theory principles.

A major difficulty In formulating an appropriate optimization scheme is related
to the discrete nature of the reload design process. The change in the Independent
variables (assembly location, BP loading, etc.) Is not a continuous funbtion, since
only discrete assembly interchanges and BP additions are allowed. One solution
to this problem Is to use some form of Integer programming (IP) In which the
independent variables are forced to have discrete values. This type of optimization
scheme Is more complicated than continuous linear programming, but software Is
available that treats the IP problem (see Ref. 11 for example).

The general fuel management problem Is very complex, but conceptually, It
can be cast In the form of a standard constrained optimization problem. The objective
function might be the cycle length or overall fuel cycle cost and the nuclear
constraints are the safety parameters (peaking factor, shutdown margin, moderator
temperature coefficients, etc.). This can be stated mathematically as

maximize F(yn) subject to bkl - Ck(Yn) £ bku

where both the objective function F and constraints Ck are functions of the discrete
independent variables Yn. The bk's are the lower and upper boundaries on the nuclear
constraints. In addition, physical limitations on the independent variables are
usually necessary and these are treated In a similar manner.

There are a large number of optimization techniques for the solution of
constrained problems of this type. These procedures require several evaluations
of the objective function and constraints for various possible combinations of
the Independent variables for the problem. Since solution of the few-group diffusion
equation for each set of functional evaluations Is not practical, an alternative
formulation Is required. This is where the application of the GPT sensitivity
functions becomes Important. If the Independent variables are denoted as Yn. and
the first-order GPT derivatives are available, then

F' m F0 + A -Yn - Yno) and Ck Cko + I ' (Yn- Yno)

where the subscript o Indicates the reference state. Thus, F' and the Ck Is can
be evaluated easily for any combination of -independent variables. If these
perturbation expressions are accurate, then the solution from the optimization
algorithm should represent an optimal reload configuration that not only maximizes
the desired objective function but also satisfies all safety criteria.

The key to the above linear formulation for the fuel management optimization
problem Is the calculation of the appropriate derivative terms. The need for accurate
response derivatives that automatically account for features such as thermal-
hydraulic feedback and criticality reset was the driving force behind the GPT
developments given in this paper.

The uniqueness of our approach to fuel reload design lies In the coupling
of GPT methods and standard Integer programming techniques. An IP algorithm can
simulate the discrete nature of the fuel shuffling and BP loading problems, and
the use of GPT sensitivity data provides an efficient means for modeling the behavior
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of the important core performance parameters. The method is extremely flexible
'since the choice of the objective function and the number and mix of constraints
depend only on the ability of GPT to determine the desired sensitivity functions.
The only major approximation made concerns the accuracy limitations of first-order
GPT. However, initial testing of the concept has shown good accuracy In a variety
of realistic design situations (Ref. 6). Thus, this new GPT-based optimization
method offers enormous potential as an efficient design tool for treating the
complete fuel management problem. The GPT/DPT formulation developed In this paper
will be the basis for the GPT part of the overall methodology.

SUMMARY

To summarize, a comprehensive time-dependent/static GPT formulation that
Includes macroscopic burnup, thermal-hydraullc and poison feedback effects, and a
k-reset procedure has been developed. The methodology Is consistent with current
state-of-the-art LWR design practices, and implementation of this new capability
should be relatively straightforward. The new features of the method (especially
the feedback formulation) will allow GPT/DPT methods to be used quantitatively
in a variety of realistic LWR physics applications that were not possible prior
to this work.

The driving force behind this development work is the need for LWR-compatible
GPT methods for use In a GPT-based optimization technique for incore fuel management
analyses. The technique breaks the design computations into two groups; a
computationally demanding step for the generation of a complete "sensitivity
library', and a design phase where a simple core physics model (using the GPT
derivatives) allows the use of Interactive/innovative design techniques. Preliminary
investigations In the use of a formal Integer programming algorithm appear
particularly promising.

Future work Involves the actual Implementation and benchmarking of the theory
presented here. In addition, considerable applications testing Is required to
evaluate the accuracy of the first-order approximation under a variety of realistic
situations. The final step Is the coupling of the GPT and optimization formulations
into a user-friendly design package. The development of a flexible GPT-based design
system Is the ultimate goal of our ongoing efforts. The GPT theory presented in
this paper represents a major step toward that goal.
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ABSTRACT

A refinement is proposed to the current method of evaluating lattice
properties for use in calculations of CANDU flux distributions. This refinement,
labelled the local-parameter calculation, takes into account locally appropriate
values of coolant density, fuel temperature, and flux/power level where
core-average values were previously used. The local-parameter calculation has been
implemented and tested. Results are compared to those of previous calculations and
of independent methods based on in-core measurements.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The CANDU-600 (Fig. 1) is a pressure-tube reactor, using natural uranium
as fuel and heavy water as both moderator and coolant.

There are 380 pressure tubes or channels containing the fuel and coolant
at high pressure. The coolant flow is in opposite directions in alternate
channels. In each channel the fuel is in the form of a string of 12 fuel bundles,
each 50 cm long. The moderator occupies the space between fuel channels, and is at
near atmospheric pressure and at relatively low temperature ('u 700C). Reactivity
devices such as light-water zone-control compartments, mechanical control rods, and
shutoff rods are inserted interstitially between fuel channels.

2.0 FUEL-BUNDLE FLUX AND IRRADIATION

In addition to the flux-shape variations related to reactor geometry,
more localized variations occur in the CANDU core from one bundle to another for
two reasons:

* the local action of the various in-core reactivity devices, and

* the on-power-refuelling feature of CANDU.

Refuelling is normally performed according to a simple push-through
scheme, whereby a certain number of fresh fuel bundles (typically 8) are pushed
into a channel while the same number of irradiated bundles are discharged from the
other end. The average refuelling rate in a CANDU-600 is close to 2
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eight-bundle-shift channel refuellings per full-power day. Overall axial symmetry
of the flux distribution is maintained by refuelling alternate channels from
opposite directions (i.e. in the same direction as coolant flow in the CANDU-600).

The on-power refuelling similarly affects the fuel irradiation
distribution in the core. At any instant fuel irradiation spans the range from
zero, in bundles which have just been inserted in core, to exit irradiation values,
in bundles ready to be discharged. Neighbouring bundles may have widely different
irradiations. Another consequence of refuelling operations is that when a fuel
bundle is shifted from one position to another in a channel, the flux it sees,
i.e., its rate of irradiation, suddenly changes,

3.0 TRACKING OF REACTOR OPERATING HISTORY

The operating history of a CANDU reactor is tracked using a
fuel-management computer program. This program simulates the three-dimensional
flux and power distributions in the reactor at regular intervals (3 to 10
full-power days). The code takes explicit account of all channel refuellings. The
irradiation distribution is kept up to date using the latest calculated flux
values.

The fuel-management program solves the finite-difference version of the
three-dimensional diffusion equation in the reactor. The basic lattice nuclear
properties, calculated by a cell code, are provided as tables of two-group nuclear
cross sections versus irradiation. The fuel-management code interpolates in these
tables to calculate and use the cross sections at each individual fuel-bundle
location. The effect of reactivity devices is taken into account via appropriate
local increments to the basic lattice cross sections.

3.1 Uniform-Parameter Scheme

Of course, many variables in addition to irradiation determine the
nuclear cross sections. Here we focus on three major parameters: fuel
temperature, coolant density, and absolute flux level.

In the traditional computational procedure, which we shall henceforth
label the uniform-parameter calculation, the tables of cross sections are generated
with a single, "effective" value of each of these additional parameters. For
example, a flux squared-weighted effective fuel temperature is used as input to the
cell program. Even though the fuel temperature and flux level do vary (with power)
from one fuel bundle to another, and the coolant density also varies spatially, it
is impractical to generate separate cross-section tables for the 4560 in-core
bundles, using different values of fuel temperature, coolant density, and flux
level.

However, the variation over the core of the parameters cited is
significant. Bundle power can vary spatially in the range 50 - 900 kW. The local
absolute flux level varies almost directly with the bundle power. The fuel
temperature has a one-to-one correlation with bundle power and can range from about
3000C to about 8000C. The coolant density may vary from 0.6 to 0.9 g/cm3. Changes
in local reactivity corresponding to these variations, at the same irradiation, can
range up to approximately 20 milli-k. This is about one quarter of the reactivity
variation from irradiation alone during a typical bundle's residence in core.
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3.2 Local-Parameter Scheme

To assess the effect on the flux distribution of using cross sections
corresponding to the appropriate local values of the major parameters mentioned, a
new calculational procedure has been proposed and tested. The new procedure is
labelled the "local-parameter" calculation, and is described in the following
paragraphs.

A rectangular grid of 30 pairs of coolant-density and fuel-temperature
values was set up (see Figure 2). On one axis there are 6 different coolant
densities and on the other 5 different fuel temperatures. The values span the
range of variations quoted for these parameters in the previous section. Thirty
sets of cross-section tables were generated, one for each point in the grid. Each
point is considered as a different fuel type in the fuel-management code.

Note that because fuel temperature in a bundle is correlated via a known
relation (through bundle power) with the absolute flux, the flux level need not be
an independent variable.

In the fuel-management code, lattice properties at each individual site
were then calculated by double linear interpolation in the cross-section tables
using the four closest grid points (Figure 2). The coolant density at each site
was obtained from the output of a thermohydraulics code run for the steady-state
reactor configuration. The fuel temperature and bundle power at each site were
initially taken from the power distribution calculated by the uniform-parameter
method. Self-consistency was subsequently achieved by using the computed power
distribution to re-evaluate the fuel- temperature and absolute flux distributions
and proceed to a second "outer" iteration loop on the flux calculation.

4.0 GENERAL EFFECTS OF LOCAL-PARAMETER CALCULATION

The main consequence of using the local-parameter method is a priori
expected to be an overall radial and axial flattening of the calculated flux and
power distributions. The reasons for this are:

1. The lattice reactivity decreases when the fuel temperature and power
(flux level) increase. Thus, in high-power regions of the core, where
the fuel temperature and flux magnitude are higher than the effective
average values, the local-parameter calculation will tend to reduce the
reactivity and therefore the flux/power. Conversely, in low-power
regions the local-parameter method will increase local activity and raise
the flux. Therefore, the central region (both radially and axially) will
see a relative decrease in power, whereas the radial and axial peripheral
regions will see a power rise.

2. In CANDU, reactivity increases when coolant density drops. Since coolant
density is lowest near the channel outlet, bundles near the channel
downstream end will have their power raised by the local-parameter
calculation. Bundles near the channel inlet have low irradiation and,
therefore, high reactivity.
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5.0 RESULTS

The local-parameter procedure was tested in two different situations:

a. a time-average calculation, and

b. a snapshot of an actual reactor operating history,

5.1 Time-Average Calculation

This type of calculation has as its purpose the design of the long-term
time-average reference power distribution, to be used as a target by the station
fuelling engineer. This can be "sculpted" to a large extent towards a desired
shape, the exit irradiation in each individual channel being in principle an
independent degree of freedom, since the refuelling frequency of any channel can be
fixed to any desired value. In practice, the number of degrees of freedom is
reduced by defining several large irradiation zones, in each of which the exit
irradiation is taken to be uniform.

The time-average calculation reduces to a self-consistent
neutron-diffusion problem in the following variables:

Three-dimensional flux distribution.

Individual channel refuelling frequencies.

Lattice properties at each fuel bundle. These are obtained as averages
over the range of irradiations experienced by a bundle at that location
during a time cycle between refuellings of the channel in question.

Range of irradiations experienced by each fuel bundle between
refuellings.

This self-consistent problem is constrained by the requirement for a
critical reactor. Thus, not all values of exit irradiation are practical.
However, with even a few irradiation regions defined, there is sufficient latitude
to allow designing the radial power distribution to a desirable shape (power form
factor for example).

The local-parameter procedure was applied to the existing CANDU-600
time-average calculation. The basis of the exercise was to put the new
calculational procedure in place and simultaneously change the exit irradiation
values so that the global power distribution would remain unchanged. The criterion
was to match to within 1% the individual powers of the 7 power zones corresponding
to the 7 pairs of zone-control compartments in the reactor (see Figure 3).

Figure 4 shows the exit irradiation values for the original,
uniform-parameter calculation and the new, local-parameter computation. It is
clear from the figure that the central-region exit irradiations had to be decreased
while the peripheral-region irradiations were increased. This was expected since
otherwise the high- (low-) power regions would have tended to drop (rise) in
power.
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Although the global power shape was matched, the new calculation
nevertheless did produce changes in local powers. For instance, the maximum
channel power (at location 0 - 17) decreased by 1.8% from 6.591 to 6.477 MW. The
maximum bundle power dropped by 4.8% from 818 to 779 kW. This illustrates the
local-effect and the axial-flattening capabilities of the new procedure.

5.2 Snapshot in Reactor Operating History

The local-parameter calculation was then assessed at one particular
instant of the reactor history.

Figure 5 shows the changes induced in the snapshot channel-power
distribution by the local-parameter calculation, relative to the uniform-parameter
method. Both calculations were done with the instantaneous irradiations provided
by the uniform-parameter tracking. The familiar pattern of power reduction in the
center and power increase in the periphery is again evident in the figure.

The maximum channel power dropped by 2.3% from 6.968 to 6.806 MW. The
maximum bundle power decreased by 5.4% from 854 to 808 kW.

The snapshot was purposely selected as the core configuration at the time
of one of the periodic code intercomparisons carried out at the station. Results
of the fuel-management program can be compared to those of two other programs which
are based, at least partially, on measured data:

a. a power-mapping code which synthesizes flux and power distributions from
the readings of 102 in-core vanadium detectors, and

b. a thermohydraulics-based code (a better label might be calorimetric code)
which uses design values of coolant flow in channels and measurements of
coolant outlet temperatures, from which temperature increases across
channels can be evaluated, to determine the channel-power distribution.
This program cannot furnish bundle powers, and can be used only at power
levels where there is no coolant boiling. It is typically run at 80% of
full power.

Differences in channel powers between the fuel-management code and the
other two programs were assessed over (slightly different) snapshots at 100% and
80% power respectively. Standard deviations in the channel-power differences are
shown in Table 1. The local-parameter calculation improved the comparison,
particularly with relation to the thermohydraulics-based code. The agreement in
peak channel powers was similarly improved, as illustrated in Table 2.

A comparison was also carried out of fuel-management-code predictions of
fluxes at the vanadium detector positions directly against actual detector
readings. The standard deviation of differences between predicted and actual
readings was found to be 2.62% for both the uniform-parameter and the
local-parameter calculations. While the overall standard deviation was not
reduced, a close scrutiny of the results showed that the local-parameter
calculation improved the prediction at most detectors, except for detectors near
the (lower importance) axial ends of the core where the flux is low. For these
detectors the uniform-parameter prediction was too low compared to measured values.
The local-parameter calculation raised these predicted readings as expected, but
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the increase was too large and there was an overshoot of the actual readings. This
effect is attributed to the fact that the flux snapshot used irradiations from the
uniform-parameter calculation. We believe that further improvement would result if
the local-parameter method were used to track the reactor history for an extended
period, giving consistency between the tracked irradiation and flux distributions.
This should then, in particular, reduce the relatively large flux swings seen above
at the core ends, where the local power/flux-level is significantly different from
the average value used in the uniform-parameter calculation.

5.3. Properties of Shifted Bundles

In an eight-bundle-shift operation, bundles in positions 1 to 4 are
shifted to positions 9 to 12 in the channel. At these positions the bundles see
"changed" local conditions, especially a much different power level. Since the
local-parameter calculation uses lattice properties calculated as if the bundles
were always at the new conditions, detailed conditions of the past history of
shifted bundles are not taken into account and a slight error is made. However,
the uniform-parameter scheme also makes an error, since the properties are
calculated with all bundles "burned" at the average conditions.

To assess the relative accuracy of the two methods, tests were run on
typical bundles in positions 9-12 by comparing the local lattice reactivity (ki) as
implied by each method to the "true" result, calculated by "burning" each bundle at
its correct power level before and after the shift. Table 3 shows that for bundle
positions 11 and 12 the local-parameter reactivity is very much more accurate than
the uniform-parameter result. In positions 9 and 10, differences are much smaller
and the contest more even. In all cases the local parameter error decreases as
irradiation proceeds at the new position and as the past "history" is gradually
forgotten. In contrast, the uniform-parameter error sometimes increases.

6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The refinements introduced into the neutron-diffusion flux calculation by
the local-parameter scheme represent an improvement over the use of average values
for parameters important in the evaluation of lattice properties. These
refinements result in some redistribution of power from the central region to the
axial and radial peripheries. Peak channel and bundle powers are typically reduced
by about 2% and 5% respectively.

The new power distribution is considered more realistic. Tests on a
snapshot of a reactor history show that the local-parameter calculation improved
the comparison of fuel-management-code results to those of power-mapping and
thermohydraulics-based programs.

Very important practical and concrete benefits accrue from the reduction
in maximum power density achieved with the local-parameter calculation:

For the reactor designer, higher power can be obtained from a given core
size, without exceeding maximum bundle and channel power limits.
For the reactor operator, an increase of a few percent in operating
margin can have substantial financial benefits.
Lower peak power densities facilitate the licensing of the plant.
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1. CALANDRIA + 15. ION CHAMBER
2. CALANDRIA -SIDE TUBESHEET 16. EARTHQUAKE RESTRAINT
3. CALANDRIA TUBES 17. CALANDRIA VAULT WALL
4. EMBEDMENT RING 18. MODERATOR EXPANSION TO HEAD TANK
5. FUELLING MACHINE - SIDE TUBESHEET 19. CURTAIN SHIELDING SLABS
6. END SHIELD LATTICE TUBES 20. PRESSURE RELIEF PIPES
7. END SHIELD COOLING PIPES 21. RUPTURE DISC
8. INLET-OUTLET STRAINER 22. REACTIVITY CONTROL UNIT NOZZLES
9. STEEL BALL SHIELDING 23. VIEWING PORT

10. END FITTINGS 24. SHUTOFF UNIT
11. FEEDER PIPES 25. ADJUSTER UNIT
12. MODERATOR OUTLET 26. CONTROL ABSORBER UNIT
1a MODERATOR INLET 27. ZONE CONTROL UNIT
14. HORIZONTAL FLUX DETECTOR UNIT 20. VERTICAL FLUX DETECTOR UNIT

29. LIQUID INJECTION SHUTDOWN NOZZLE

FIGURE 1 CANDU REACTOR ASSEMBLY
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TABLE I STANDARD DEVIATIONS (%) OF CHANNEL-POWER DIFFERENCES

UNIFORM-PARAMETER LOCAL-PARAMETERAGAINST CALCULATION CALCULATION

POWER-MAPPING CODE 3.28 3.15

THERMOHYDRAULICS-BASED CODE 4.13 2.82

TABLE 2 COMPARISON OF PEAK CHANNEL POWERS

MAXIMUM CHANNEL POWER (Mm

SNAPSHOT UNIFORM-PARAMETER LOCAL-PARAMETER POWER-MAPPING THERMOHYDRAULICS-BASED
IDENTIFICATION CALCULATION CALCULATION CODE CODE

100% POWER 6.97 6.81 6.70 _

80% POWER 5.55 5.38 5.43 5.37

TABLE 3 LATTICE-REACTIVITY INACCURACY FOR SHIFTED BUNDLES

INACCURACY () IN kw DUE TO

BUDE IRDAIN() PWR POWER AT UNIFORM-PARAMETER LOCAL-PARAMETRBUNDLE IRRADIATION POWER PREVIOUS CALCULATION CALCULATION
POSITION (nflkb) (kW) POSITION (milli-k) (mill-k)

9 0.5 600 182 1.9 3.2

0.6 1.4 2.8

10 1.1 523 407 -1.6 1.5

1.2 -1.7 1.4

11 1.4 383 644 -8.8 -2.5

1.5 -14.3 -2.0

12 1.4 174 616 -18.6 -5.1

1.5 -17.8 -4.6

(+) FIRST UNE FOR EACH BUNDLE IS THE IRRADIATION VALUE AT SHIFT IN POSITION. SECOND UNE IS A SUGHTLY HIGHER
IRRADIATION AFTER THE SHIFT.

() WHEN COMPARED TO CALCULATION WHERE BUNDLE IS "BURNED" AT ITS CORRECT POWER BEFORE AND AFTER THE SHIFT
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IMPACT OF MODERATOR HISTORY ON PHYSICS PARAMETERS
IN PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS

R. D. Mosteller

S. Levy Incorporated, 3425 S. Bascom Avenue, Campbell, CA 95008

ABSTRACT

The magnitude of differential reactivity effects which result from spectral
differences in different portions of a PWR core is studied, and it is shown that
these effects can be correlated very well withthe local moderator history. The
impact of these differences on physics parameters'such as axial offset, isothermal
moderator temperature coefficient, and differential control rod worth is shown to
be significant for two PWR's of considerably different design.

INTRODUCTION

Steady-state reactor physics calculations long have been used as the source of
kinetics data for analyses of system transients. However, care must be taken in
such use since behavior which is of minor consequence for normal operating con-
ditions can play a significant role in the proper determination of kinetics parame-
ters and other differential effects. One such factor which has been routinely
omitted from steady-state PWR calculations is the local moderator history.

Three-dimensional steady-state simulations of PWR core behavior usually are
carried out with nodal codes which represent neutronic behavior macroscopically.
Only Xenon-135 and Iodine-135 and, in some cases, Samarium-149 and Promethium-149
are treated microscopically. All other neutronic effects are modeled by corre-
lating them with local parameters such as burnup and moderator temperature (or,
equivalently, moderator density). When steady-state nodal calculations serve as
the bases for kinetics data, however, correlations with an additional parameter
must be added to account for spectral-history effects on local isotopic production
and depletion.

THEORY

Steady-state input for three-dimensional nodal codes typically is generated by
combining results from beginning-of-life (BoL) lattice calculations at three
moderator temperatures with results from lattice depletion calculations at a single
moderator temperature. These lattice calculations generally involve between one
and nine different fuel assemblies and have, at most, two spatial dimensions.
Consequently, the moderator temperature is taken to be uniform throughout the
sequence of calculations. In most instances, the three temperatures for the BoL
calculations are chosen so that they cover the expected range of operating tem-
peratures, and the temperature for the depletion calculations is chosen to be the
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core-averaged moderator temperature at hot full power conditions. Such a model
has been an integral part of EPRI's Advanced Recycle Methodology Program (ARMP) for
over a decade, for example, and it has been used with notable success by many uti-
lities to predict the steady-state behavior of PWR cores of several differing
designs.

Unfortunately, this model makes an implicit assumption about isotopic behavior
which, while adequate for predicting the average behavior of the core, ignores
significant contributions to differential behavior. Specifically, it assumes that
the rate of loss of reactivity with burnup (in effect, isotopic behavior with
burnup) is independent of the local neutron energy spectrum. In fact, however, the
lower moderator density in the upper portion of the core produces a harder spectrum
which, in turn, produces a faster buildup of Plutonium and a correspondingly slower
depletion of Uranium-235. The higher moderator density in the lower portion of the
core produces the opposite effect.

These isotopic differences introduce reactivity effects which can signifi-
cantly affect certain measured physics parameters even though, for the core as a
whole, they tend to offset each other at normal steady-state conditions. The axial
offset of the core obviously is sensitive to these differences, and so are many of
the kinetics parameters which are extracted from steady-state calculations. The
isothermal moderator temperature coefficient (ITC) and differential control rod
worth, for example, typically are measured at hot zero power, where the moderator
temperature is uniform throughout the core. That.condition is the one in which the
historical spectral effects are most pronounced. Since these parameters directly
or indirectly constitute some of the most significant kinetics input for transient
analyses, these differences can play an important role in the predicted behavior of
the core during a transient.

These reactivity differences can be separated into a "historical" effect,
which accounts for different rates of reactivity loss with burnup, and an
"instantaneous" effect, which accounts for differences that arise when an abrupt
change occurs in the local moderator temperature. Specifically, the historical
effect is defined as the difference in reactivity loss relative to BoL when two
otherwise identical fuel assemblies are depleted at different moderator tem-
peratures. Similarly, the instantaneous effect is defined as the reactivity dif-
ference that is observed when two fuel assemblies which have been burned at
different moderator temperatures but which are otherwise identical are subjected to
an instantaneous change to the same moderator temperature.

Both the historical and the instantaneous effects can be represented quite
accurately as simple polynomial functions of the "moderator temperature history,"
which is defined as

E
Tmh eEJOdE' Tm(E')

where E is the burnup and Tm is the local instantaneous moderator temperature. The
moderator temperature history easily can be calculated inside any nodal or lattice
code, so the methodology described herein is readily applicable to any PWR physics
package.
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The exact form which the incorporation of moderator-history effects must take
depends upon the specifics of the nodal code, however. For a multigroup or group-
and-a-half nodal code, representations for macroscopic cross sections would be
modified to include a polynomial dependence upon moderator temperature history.
One-group codes, on the other hand, would incorporate the reactivity effects asso-
ciated with moderator temperature history as an additional contributor to local
reactivity.

EPRI's NODE-P2 nodal code1 for example, is a one-group code whose ancestry can
be traced back to the FLARE code2, It includes specific models for both instan-
taneous and historical moderator-temperature-history effects. The actual represen-
tations are as follows:

Historical Effect

pH bl (Tmh Tave) *E* (1 - b2 *E)

Instantaneous Effect

ap= b3 * (T Tm) *E- (1 - b4  E)

where the bl's are fitting coefficients which are determined by the method of least
squares and Tave is the core-averaged moderator temperature at hot full power.

Figure 1 illustrates the magnitude of the historical effect for a represen-
tative PWR fuel type. Similarly, Figure 2 indicates the severity of the instan-
taneous effect for the same fuel type. In both cases, the standard model, which
ignores moderator history effects, assumes that these effects are uniformly zero.

Figures 1 and 2 also illustrate the accuracy of NODE-P2's polynomial fits
relative to the actual results. In fact, the accuracy of the fit for the instan-
taneous effect is expected to be better than Figure 2 indicates. The particular
calculations from which those results are taken used a moderator temperature of 650
degrees Fahrenheit for the upper depletion temperature, which is only a few degrees
below the boiling point at operating pressures. It is recommended that a more
realistic limiting temperature be used instead (e.g., the outlet temperature of the
hot channel at full power). Depleting the lattice calculations at such an extreme
temperature produces a somewhat distorted picture of the isotopic differences
within the core. Those distortions, in turn, produce calculated results which are
more highly nonlinear than their physical counterparts.

RESULTS

In order to determine the actual impact of the moderator history, NODE-P2
calculations with and without moderator history included have been performed for
two different reactors, Zion Unit 2 (Zion-2) and Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 2
(ANO-2). Zion-2 is a four-loop Westinghouse PWR rated at 3250 MWt3, and ANO-2 is a
two-loop Combustion Engineering PWR rated at 2815 MWt4. Unfortunately, within the
confines of this study it was possible only to study idealized first cycles for
these two plants. Consequently, meaningful comparisons of calculated kinetics
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parameters with measured data are limited to BoL in both cases. Furthermore, as
Figures 1 and 2 suggest, the greatest impact of moderator-history effects occurs at
exposures greater than those reached during a first cycle of operation.
Nonetheless, comparisons of calculated results do show meaningful differences when
moderator history effects are included, even within a first cycle.

Figures 3 and 4 compare the predicted critical boron letdown curves for the
two plants. The measured data for Zion-2 are included in Figure 3, but the
corresponding data for ANO-2 are not readily available. In both cases, as
expected, inclusion of moderator-history effects has little impact on the results
since the contributions from the top and bottom of the cores tend to cancel each
other.

The effects of moderator history are shown much more dramatically in Figures 5
and 6. In both cases, omission of moderator-history effects produces a bias in the
axial offset which increases (or at least reaches a plateau) as the core is burned.
Furthermore, omission of moderator-history effects also can produce an error in
differential control-rod worth, as is shown in Figure 7.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the inclusion of moderator-history
effects produces a significant difference in the ITC, as shown in Tables 1 and 2.
It should be noted, in addition, that the difference in the ITC observed at the end
of cycle 1 for Zion-2 carries over to the beginning of cycle 2. Table 3 includes
comparisons of measured and predicted ITC's at BoL as an indication of the accuracy
of NODE-P2 in calculating this parameter, even though moderator history plays no
role at that point.

The NODETRAN code5, which was developed to provide automated linkage from
NOOE-P2 and other associated components of the ARMP package to the RETRAN systems
transient code6, requires the inclusion of moderator-history effects within the
ARMP model which generates data for it. As Tables 1 and 3 show, the values of ITC
which it calculates are in excellent agreement with those from NODE-P2. It should
be noted, however, that this agreement occurs only when flux-weighting rather than
flux/flux-adjoint weighting is used in the data-collapsing process. It has been
demonstrated that significant errors can occur during the construction of the
adjoint fluxes and that these errors are propagated into the collapsed kinetics
data7.

CONCLUSIONS

The inclusion of moderator-history effects has been shown to have a signifi-
cant impact on the proper calculation of differential reactivity effects in PWR's,
including axial offset, ITC, and differential control rod worth. For PWR's of two
different designs, its inclusion has produced less negative axial offsets
throughout cycle 1 and more negative ITC's at the end of that first cycle. A more
negative ITC also was observed at the beginning of the second cycle for the one
plant where it was calculated. Furthermore, as can be seen from Figures 3 and 4,
the impact of moderator-history effects can be expected to be even more pronounced
for subsequent cycles.
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TABLE I

Comparison of Predicted Isothermal Temperature
Coefficients for Zion-2, with and without
Moderator History Effects (All Rods Out)

Isothermal Moderator Temperature
Coefficient (10-/OF)
NODE-P2

Point
in

Life

BoC-1

Soluble
Boron
(PPM)

without
Moderator
History

with
Moderator
History

-0.33

-2.43

1235

EoC-1 0

-0.33

-2.08

-0.21

NODETRAN

-0.26

-2.37

BoC-2 1303 -0.65

TABLE II

Comparison of Predicted Isothermal Temperature
Coefficients for ANO-2 at the End of its First Cycle

with and without Moderator History Effects (All Rods Out)

NODE-P2 Isothermal Moderator
Temperature Coefficient

(10-4/OF)
Soluble
Boron
(PPM)

0

without
Moderator
History

with
Moderator
History

-1.31 -1.66
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TABLE III

Comparison of Measured and Predicted Isothermal
Temperature Coefficients for Zion-2 at BoL

Soluble
Boron
(PPM)

1348

1203

1085

940

Notches Withdrawn,*
by Control Rod Bank
A B C D

228 228 228 200

228 228 180 0

228 200 0 0

180 0 0 0

Isothermal Temperature
Coefficient (10-4/OF)

Measured NODE-P2 NODETRAN

-0.19±.03 -0.19 -0.12

-0.52±.03 -0.68 -0.48

-0.90±0.9 -1.12 -0.i7

-1.03±.17 -1.25 -0.88

*Control rods
notches

are fully withdrawn at 228 notches and fully inserted at 0
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DANDE-A LINKED CODE SYSTEM FOR CORE NEUTRONICS/DEPLETION ANALYSIS
by

R. J. LaBauve, T. R. England, D. C. George, R. E. MacFarlane, and W. B. Wilson
Applied Nuclear Science Group, Los Alamos National Laboratory

ABSTRACT

This report describes DANDE--a modular neutronics, depletion code
system for reactor analysis. It consists of nuclear data processing, core
physics, and fuel depletion modules, and allows one to use diffusion and
transport methods interchangeably in core neutronics calculations. This
latter capability is especially important in the design of small modular
cores. Additional unique features include the capability of updating the
nuclear data file during a calculation; a detailed treatment of depletion,
burnable poisons as well as fuel; and the ability to make geometric
changes such as control rod repositioning and fuel relocation in the
course of a calculation. The detailed treatment of reactor fuel burnup,
fission-product creation and decay, as well as inventories of higher-order
actinides is a necessity when predicting the behavior of reactor fuel
under increased burn conditions. The operation of the code system is
illustrated in this report by two actual problems.

I. INTRODUCTION AND SYSTEM SUMMARY

The DANDE (Applied Nuclear DAta, Core-Neutronics, pEpletion) code system was
initially developed for use in the analysis of advanced Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactor (LMFBR) concepts, but its flexibility allows application to other reactor
types as well. The philosophy of the DANDE development has been to use standard,
validated codes, files, and data libraries, linking them on the Los Alamos Class VI
CRAY computer, and guiding their interaction with a locally written controller. The
result is the three-module code system shown in Fig. 1 consisting of data proces-
sing, core neutronics, and depletion modules. In Fig. 1 the modules are shown as
rectangles, and the circles in between represent standard filesl for transferring
data between modules. Thus, any appropriate code that can operate in the standard
file environment can be used in the code modules.

Currently the data processing module consists of the TRANSX code2 operating on
a fine-group library generated by the NJOY3 code from the ENDF/B-V4 basic nuclear
data file. TRANSX produces neutron, photon, or coupled transport cross-section
tables in the standard ISOTXS format. The code contains options for adjoint tables,
mixtures, self-shielding/Doppler corrections, group collapse, cell homogenization,
thermal upscatter, prompt or steady-state fission, transport corrections, elastic
removal corrections, and flexible response function edits. As indicated in Fig. 1,
fine-group weighting fluxes for group collapse computed in the core neutronics
module are transferred to TRANSX via the standard RZFLUX file. Normally, the fine-
group core neutronics model contains one dimension less than the final coarse-group
model. In calculations for the FFTF experiment discussed in Sec. VI, for example,
fluxes from a two-dimensional, cyclindrical, 80-group diffusion calculation were
used in TRANSX to produce 12-group cross sections for the final three-dimensional
hexagonal-Z model. In the course of a long time depletion calculation with control
rod and/or fuel repositioning, it may be necessary to recalculate the fine-group
core model and rerun the data processing module to produce an updated ISOTXS file.
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This can be done with the controller. On the other hand, because ISOTXS is a stan-
dard file, ISOTXS files produced with codes other than TRANSX from outside Los
Alamos can also be used.

( RZFLUX ) (RZFU)

Codes Manipulated/Monitored by CTL Controller
on CRAY Machine

Fig. 1. DANDE code system for reactor core analysis.

The codes currently being used in the core neutronics model include the DIF3D
diffusion codes (finite difference and nodal options in hexagonal and orthogonal
geometries) and the TWODANT6 (cylindrical geometry) and TWOHEX 7 (hexagonal geometry)
discrete ordinates transport codes. The large, three-dimensional diffusion calcula-
tions discussed in Sec. VI run most efficiently on the Los Alamos CRAY machines
(1.8-M word storage), and the core neutronics calculation takes about three minutes
per time step. The running times for two-dimensional problems using the Sn codes
are comparable to those for three-dimensional problems using the diffusion code.

The CINDER-3 code,8 an enhanced version of the CINDER-2 code,9-12 is the only
code used to date for the DANDE depletion module. Using data from the ISOTXS file
and its own library data file12 and the RZFLUX file produced by the core neutronics
module, this code does summation calculations over the various fission-product and
actinide chains and provides updated nuclear densities for the principal nuclides in
the ZNATDN file. 4The non-explicit actinides and fission products are grouped into
two aggregates, respectively; densities for each are placed on the ZNATDN file, and
microscopic cross sections for each are placed on the ISOTXS file in preparation for
the core calculation-for the next time step. A total of 223 fission products and 46
actinides in 186' ch'ains are currently used in the CINDER-3 calculation; burnable
poisons (e.g., B, Sm, Eu) are also handled in detail.'

The local controller used to manipulate and/or monitor' the 'three modules is
written in CTL, a language developed at Los Alamos. CTL is used in a FORTRAN-like
manner to loop through the time steps in a depletion problem, calling in the various
codes and files in the proper sequence. Geometric changes (GEODST file), such as
control rod repositioning and fuel relocation, can be Lade with'CTL between deple-
tion time steps.
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II. DATA PROCESSING MODULE

In most of our work to date, we have used two fine-group libraries in the DANDE
data processing module (TRANSX), both of which were generated by the NJOY code using
basic nuclear data from ENDF/B-V. The first of these, MATXS6,2 is an 80-neutron X
24-photon group library intended for fast reactor analysis but also appropriate for
fusion studies and shielding calculations. This library features extensive self-
shielded cross sections for temperatures from 300 K to as high as 5000 K for some
materials. !MATXS6 currently contains data for about 100 nuclides, but data for
additional materials are constantly being added as the need arises. MATXS6 has been
used in DANDE code applications, which include LNFBR advanced concept studies and
LCCEWG-513 calculations discussed in Sec. VI.

The other library used, MATXS7,2 is a 69-group neutron-only library designed for
light-water-reactor problems. It includes self-shielded cross sections for the
important actinides. Thermal scattering data are given for all materials, with
bound scattering for the important moderators. The group structure has 42 thermal
groups extending up to 4.00 eV. MATXS7 was used in the DANDE application to the
Omega West Reactor (OWR) fuel element depletion problem described in Sec. VI.

Twelve-group ISOTXS files produced from TRANSX were used in the core neutronics
and depletion modules for the calculations described in Sec. VI. Although, as is
indicated in Fig. 1, these files could be updated during depletion steps by suitable
application of the CTL controller; in fact, only one 12-group ISOTXS file was gen-
erated for each case.

III. CORE NEUTRONICS MODULE

Any core neutronics code that operates in the standard file environment can be
used in the core neutronics module. To date we have used DIF3D, TWODANT, and TWOHEX
in DANDE calculations. The principal calculations reported here were made with the
diffusion code DIF3D; comparison transport calculations were made with TWOHEX.

DIF3D was developed at Argonne National Laboratory and is a computer code that
uses the mesh-centered finite-difference approximation to obtain numerical solutions
of the multigroup diffusion equations in one, two, or three dimensions for fast
reactor applications. The code was written to employ the rigorous strategies of the
PDQ-7 code,14 and significant efforts were expended during development to provide
efficient, yet flexible, data management and data structures.

TWODANT, developed at Los Alamos, is a code package for two-dimensional, diffu-
sion-accelerated, neutral-particle transport. It is designed to solve the two-di-
mensional, time-independent, multigroup discrete-ordinates form of the Boltzmann
transport equation. We have employed TWODANT in preliminary FFTF studies to com-
pare both transport and high order (P3) scattering in our calculations.

TWOHEX is also a Los Alamos code that solves the two-dimensional multigroup
form of the neutral-particle, steady-state Boltzmann equation, but on an equilateral
triangular mesh in the x-y plane. The discrete-ordinates form of the approximation
is used for treating the angular variation of the particle distribution, and a
linear characteristic/nodal scheme is used for spatial discretization. A standard
inner (within-group) iteration, outer (energy-group-dependent source) iteration
technique is applied. Both inner and outer iterations are accelerated using the
Chebyshev acceleration method.15
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Two-dimensional DIF3D-TWOHEX comparisons were made in the course of the FFTF
Cycle 1 experimental studies. In these problems the vertical height was represented
by a vertical buckling obtained by matching the two-dimensional with the three-
dimensional DIF3D eigenvalues. Results are discussed in Sec. VI.

IV. DEPLETION MODULE

The code currently used for the DANDE depletion module is the CINDER-3 code an
enhanced version of the CINDER-2 code, and thus a member of the generic CINDER4-11
summation code family. CINDER resolves the coupled system of decay/reaction equa-
tions into a collection of linear chains using a Markov model. The linear chains
can then be solved analytically and evaluated numerically.

Versions of CINDER have been incorporated into reactor physics codes, such as
PDQ-HARMONY16 and EPRI-CELL,17 for 20 years or more. Typically, in the past, fis-
sion-product neutron absorption has been treated by describing only a few major ab-
sorbers and/or groupings of fission-product neutron absorption in one or more ficti-
tious "lumps" generated independently of the spatial physics code. Neutron absorp-
tion in higher actinides (Am and Cm) has often been ignored. In DANDE, however,
three-dimensional physics calculations of the core neutronics module are performed
with accurate actinide inventory; aggregate fission-product and higher-actinide
reaction data are rapidly calculated by CINDER-3 for each volume element by summing
the calculated values of all contributing nuclides.

The data processing and core neutronics modules provide initial nuclide atom
densities (ZNATDN file), energy-group fluxes (RZFLUX file), and resonance self-
shielded cross sections for abundant, explictly-treated nuclides (ISOTXS file) for
each volume element. CINDER-3 returns end-of-time-step atom densities of the expli-
cit nuclides, and it groups non-explicit fission-product and actinide quantities for
use in the next-time-step calculation of the core neutronics module. These aggre-
gate quantities, accumulated separately for non-explicit fission products and acti-
nides, include atom densities and cross sections for (a,n), (n,n'), (n,2n), (n,y),
and total neutron absorption in the energy-group structure specified in the ISOTXS
file. The data for the individual fission-product and actinides are written to
another file and are thus available for further exposure in the next call to the
depletion module. Current versions of CINDER-3 use an ENDF/B-V data based library.18

V. CTL OPERATION

The core neutronics module and the depletion module of the DANDE system commu-
nicate via numerous files. Often the application requires that fuel rods be reposi-
tioned or that fuel elements be changed between depletion time steps. Running multi-
step problems by hand is extremely tedious and error prone. Therefore, a controller
written in the language CTL is composed for each application, allowing the problem
to be run in interactive or production mode.

The power and flexibility of the CTL language permit other forms of control
strategy. For example, it is possible to retrieve the value of k-effective using
built-in CTL functions. A reactor model can be constructed that runs continuously
close to criticality by testing the k-effective after each time step and moving the
control rods if the value of k-effective drops below a certain test value. Similar-
ly, tests can be inserted that require fuel elements to be relocated at appropriate
times. Fuel relocation strategies, however, require that the CINDER history file be
reordered to correspond to the new configuration. At this time, reordering is not
automatic to the DANDE system.
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VI. DANDE VALIDATION

Although the DANDE code has been used in a number of applications at Los Alamos,
two examples were chosen for this report to illustrate the operation of the code
system and to compare with experimental and other calculational results. The two
problems used are (1) The FFTF Cycle 1 depletion experiment and (2) the OWR fuel
element depletion experiment.

A. The FFTF Cycle 1 Depletion Experiment

Los Alamos participation during the past five years in the Large Core Code
Evaluation Working Group (LCCEWG) provided us with the opportunity of validating the
DANDE code system by calculating the LCCEWG fifth benchmark problem. The LCCEWG was
a group of representatives from several laboratories funded by the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) whose function had been to validate codes used in reactor design
analysis. LCCEWG-5 is based on measurements made in the Fast Flux Test Facility
(FFTF), a 400-Mw(th) sodium cooled fast reactor located near Richland, Washington,
and operated for the Department of Energy by Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC).
The benchmark includes two experiments:

(1) the high power characterizer (HPC) experiment, in which several prototypic as-
semblies containing extensive dosimetry were irradiated for eight full-power
days; and

(2) the Cycle-1 depletion experiment in which pellet burnup measurements were made
on fuel from two driver fuel assemblies removed at the end of Cycle 1 operation.

Only the DANDE calculations for Part 2 are described here.

The Cycle 1 depletion calculations were run in three parts, as indicated in the
benchmark specifications:

(1) Beginning-of-life (BOL) to beginning of Cycle 1A (BOC-1A), in which different
assemblies received different exposures followed by 120 days of shutdown;

(2) BOC-1A to EOC-1A (34.Td exposure followed by 94d shutdown);

(3) BOC-1B to EOC-1B (101.9d exposure).

To obtain the starting model for FFTF Cycle-lA depletion (BOC-1A), a six-time
step DANDE run was made to estimate explicit nuclide, fission-product lump, and
individual fission-product densities. The explicit-nuclide and aggregate fission-
product densities were transferred between the core neutronics and depletion modules
via ZNATDN, the standard filel for explicit nuclide densities; the individual nonex-
plicit nuclide chain densities, however, remained in the depletion module and were
updated in each time step.

The six time steps used in the approach to BOC-1A included irradiation times of
10, 15, 19, 24, and 32.4 full-power days, followed by a shutdown time of 120 days.
The mid-core plan of the model used in the approach to BOC-lA is shown in Fig. 2 and
region discriptions and exposures are given in Table I. The exposure each assembly
received is indicated by a letter of the alphabet, with the exception of those re-
ceiving 32.4 full-power days to which no letter is assinged. Otherwise, those with
a final letter "A" received 24 days; those with "B," 19 days; those with "C," 15
days; those with "D," 10 days; and those with "E," 0 days. The resulting keff from
calculations in the approach to BOC-1A was 0.98358.
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TABLE I

DESIGNATIONS OF MID-CORE REGIONS FOR LCCEWG-5 FFTF CYCLE-1 MODEL

Region Assembly Type Exposure (Days)

FUEL
FUELA
FUELB
FUELC
FUELD
FUELE
ICSA
NACH
CRABS
DET1R
DET2B
DET3B
DET4
DET5
DET6
TEST
TESTB
RR1
RR2
RS
NARS

Fuel types 3.1, 3.2, 4.2
Fuel types 3.1
Fuel types 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2
Fuel type 3.2
Fuel type 3.2
Fuel types 4.1, 4.2
In-Core Shim Assembly
Safety Rod Sodium Channel
Control Rod Absorber
Depletion Test 1-R
Depletion Test 2
Depletion Test 3
Depletion Test 4
Depletion Test 5
Depletion Test 6
Test Assemblies
Blanket Test Assemblies
Radial Reflector #1
Radial Reflector #2
Radial Shield
50% Sodium, 50% Radial Shield

32.4
24.0
19.0
15.0
10.0
0.0

32.4
19.0
19.0
32.4
32.4
32.4

19.0

In actual DIF3D runs, different fuel and test assemblies were separately identified.

The FFTF operating history for the Cycle 1 depletion experiment is given in
Table II and results for the Cycle 1 diffusion, three-dimensional, depletion calcu-
lations (DIF3D in the core calculational module of DANDE) are shown in Table III.
Cycle 1A was run in two time steps of 17 and 17.1 days, respectively, and Cycle 1B
was run in four 16.95-day time steps. A shutdown period of 94 days was assumed
between EOC-1A and BOC-1B. The control assembly bank was proportionately withdrawn
for intermediate time steps. The reactivity gain between sub-cycles was the sum of
0.0005 in kej for the 94-day cooling time and 0.0013 for the additional 1.3-cm
control rod eInk withdrawal. The final keff of 0.98353 for EOC-1B compared with
0.98358 for BOC-1A indicates the calculated reactivity loss/control bank worth to be
essentially "in balance." The discrepancy amounts to only about 0.O2¢/full-power
day.
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nI CSR

O FUEL
E9 DET2B
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M FUELD
ED DET5
E DET6
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0 FUELR
E DET3B
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u TEST

M RR1
L RR2
CM NfRRS
E RS

Fig. 2. FFTF
identifies the

mid-core plan of calculational model for BOC-1A.
reactor region abbreviations given in the legend.

Table I

TABLE II

DEPLETION STEPS OF CYCLE 1-A AND CYCLE 1-B COMBINED

Rod Position
(cm)

42.6
47.7
53.1
54.4
63.4
72.4
81.3

Exposure
(Days)

17.0
17.1

0.0
16.95
16.95
16.95
16.95

Cumulative Exposure
(Days)

17.0
34.1
34.1
51.05
68.00
84.95

101.90

Cooling Time
(Days)

0.0
0.0

94.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Elapsed Time
(Days)

17.0
34.1

128.1
145.05
162.00
178.95
195.90
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TABLE III

CYCLE-1 RESULTS, 3-DIMENSIONAL CALCULATIONS

Total Exposure Cooling Time Rod Position
(Days) (Days) (cm Withdrawn) k-eff Comment

0.0 0.0 42.6 0*98358 BOC-1A

34.1 0.0 53.0 0.98344 EOC-1A

34.1 94.0 54.4 0.98527 BOC-1B

101.9 0.0 81.3 0.98353 EOC-1B

The approximate 16-milli-k bias obtained with diffusion calculations has been
observed by others.19  For comparison with a discrete ordinates calculation, a
two-dimensional hexagonal calculation was run with DIF31 in which buckling was
adjusted to give a value of kf equal to the three-dimensional result. This buck-
ling was then used in a calculitfon with the TWOHEX code, which resulted in a k
0.99201. Thus, the Sn method accounts for about half of the 16-milli-k bias. eff

B. Calculation of the Actinide Nuclide Inventory of an Omega West Reactor (OWR)
MTR-Type Spent Fuel Element.

An Omega West Reactor spent fuel element (identified as 0-444) was recently
used in a passive neutron signal measurement at Los Alamos. Calculations in support
of the experimental measurements included using the EPRI-CELL code20 coupled to
CINDER-2 and DANDE. As the experimental results were not sufficiently accurate to
determine which calculational method gave the best results, this section serves
primarily as a comparison of the two approaches.

Element 0-444 was used in the OWR core for an operational period exceeding four
years during which time it occupied seven different core grid positions. The reac-
tor operated on a nominal 5-day/week, 8hour/day schedule, with quarterly 1-week
shutdowns. The fuel of the element was subjected to varying flux levels and spectra
due to verical position, core power level, spatial xenon distribution, control rod
positions, core grid locations, and other considerations. The element burnup his-
tory and a measured vertical flux profile at core grid position 2B, shown in Fig. 3
were used at the locations of the minimum, maximum, and average flux; power was as-
sumed to be constant during each of the time increments. A final cooling period was
added to the history, accounting for decay from shutdown to the time of the planned
measurement (February 1, 1986).

The cross sections and spectra used in the CINDER-2 calculation were obtained
from an EPRI-CELL calculation that simulated the OWR by a PWR with 2.56%-enriched
U02 fuel at beginning-of-life. The MATXS7, 69-group cross-section library was used
as input to the data processing module for DANDE. Using methods described above, a
12-group set was produced for the CINDER-3 depletion calculations. The one-dimen-
sional, infinite cylinder option of the DIF3D code was used for the neutronic calcu-
lations, as this proved to be an adequate modelling for the OWR fuel element.
CINDER-3 was used for the depletion module.
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Fig. 3. Grid Position 2B - Vertical flux profile relative to fuel average.

Inventories calculated' with the two methodologies are compared in Table IV.
Host of the large differences in inventory values are evidently due to the softness
of the MTR spectrum, compared with that of the PWR, and the reduced epithermal con-
tribution to radiative capture reactions calculated in DANDE. The largest dif-
ferences in inventory occur for higher actinides produced via long absorption and
decay paths.

The calculated inventory of radionuclides was used with the SOURCES neutron
source code2l to calculate the magnitude of the neutron sources due to the SF of
actinide nuclides and the interaction of their decay a-particles in (a,n) reactions
with Al. In this code, the Al(a n) cross sections, taken from the measurements of P.
H. Stelson and F. K; McGowan2i and of A. J. Howard et al. ,23 are used with func-
tional fits to the a stopping cross sections of -J. F. Ziegler24 to calculate (ain)
reaction rates. The spontaneous-fission neutron source data used in the code are
described in Ref. 25.

The calculated neutron source, dominated by 238pu, is not greatly different in
the two calculations as shown in Table V. However, the spontaneous-fission contri-
bution is somewhat reduced in the SOURCES result using the nuclide inventory from
the DANDE calculation.
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TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF OWR ELEMENT 0-444 ACTINIDE NUCLIDE INVENTORIES
CALCULATED WITH CINDER-2, USING PWR DATA, AND WITH DANDE

Nuclide Atom Densities. #/cm3

Average Power DensityMinimum Power Density
Nuclide CINDER2
2 34U 1.16+19
2 35U 1.35+21
236U 4.89+19
23SU 1.05+20

DANDE

1.20+19
1.36+21
3.95+19
1.05+20

1ad
I
1

-19
0

CINDER2

1.01+19
9.09+20
1.28+20
1.04+20

DANDE %ff
1.12+19 11
9.28+20 2
1.02+20 -20
1.04+20 0

Maximum Power Density
CINDER2 DAN Y amdiff
8.78+18 1.04+1 18
6.06+20 6.33+20 4
1.81+20 1.45+20 -20
1.04+20 1.04+20 0

237Np 7.26+16 1.48+17 104 5.83+17 1.07+18 84 1.39+18 2.35+18 69

2.19+15
1.62+17
1.81+16
2.19+15
1.10+14

2.84+15 30
2.19+17 35
1.19+16 -34
8.38+14 -62
1.32+14 20

5.36+16
2.92+17
8.85+16
2.94+16
5.29+15

6.03+16
4.51+17
7A6+16
1.23+16
1.51+15

13
54

-16
-58
-72

2.10+17
3.39+17
1.39+17
6.64+16
2.27+16

2.12+17
5.43+17
IA5+17
3.24+16
7.04+15

1
60
4

-51
-69

241AM

242Am
24 2mAm
243Am

242CM
243 cm
244CM

245CM
246C=n

2.80+14
6.75+06
5.62+11
2.14+12

1.99+11
7.68+09
4.44+10
2.69+08
3.15+06

1.19+14 -58
1.55+06 -77
1.29+11 -77
2.93+12 37

3.61+15
1.48+08
1.24+13
3.43+14

1.54+15
4.22+07
3.51+12
3.12+13

2.36+12
1.31+11
1.13+12
8.11+09
6.06+08

-57 7.78+15
-72 3.33+08
-72 2.77+13
-91 2.63+15

-74 3.69+13
-88 7.84+12
-53 3.43+14
-98 9.21+12
-96 6.69+11

3.91+15
1.17+08
9.72+12
1.93+14

1.09+13
9.62+11
9.09+12
6.71+10
6.92+09

-50
-65
-65
-93

-70
-88
-97
-99
-99

7.04+10
1.86+09
6.48+10
2.95+08
7.74+06

-65
-76
46
10

146

9.10+12
1.13+12
2.43+13
4.22+11
1.68+10

TABLE V

COMPARISON OF OWR ELEMENT 0-444 INTRINSIC NEUTRON SOURCE OBTAINED
USING THE SOURCES CODE AND ACTINIDE INVENTORIES CALCULATED WITH CINDER-2,

USING PWR DATA, AND WITH DANDE

Nominal
Exposure Property CINDER-2 DANDE

125 GWd/tU

326 GWd/tU

466 GWd/tU

SF n/s-cm3

(a,n) n/s-cm
Total n/s-cm3

% SF

SF n/s-cm3

(a,n) n/s-cm3

Total n/s-cm3

% SF

1.25-2
5.94-1
6.07-1
2.06%

1.79-1
9.49+0
9.77+0
2.86%

2.11+0
3.64+1
3.85+1
5.48%

9.58-3
6.96-1
7.06-1
1.36%

1.19-1
9.97+0
1. 01+1
1.18%

4.14-1
3.43+1
3.47+1
1.19%

SF n/s-cm3

(0i,n) n/s-cm3

Total n/s-cm3

% SF
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SHETAN Calculation of a Cruciform Absorber Benchmark

F.C. Wong and J.D. Irish

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

Chalk River, Ontario, Canada
KOJ lJO

Abstract

A three-dimensional integral transport code, SHETAN, was used to analyze
a numerical benchmark lattice problem consisting of an array of four pin
cells with a cruciform absorber in one of the cells. SHETAN can treat pro-
blems with mixed rectangular and cylindrical geometries. It also uses a
"Block Method" which allows a reasonable size problem to be solved without
having to resort to a very coarse spatial mesh. This method divides a system
into rectangular blocks and collision probabilities are calculated within
each distinct block type only. All the blocks are linked by the currents at
the block interfaces assuming a cosine current distribution.

Solutions to the benchmark problem were obtained using SHETAN with the
Block Method and without the Block Method. Both methods have shortcomings.
The former assumes the cosine current distribution of neutrons at the block
boundaries while the latter requires the use of a coarse spatial mesh due to
the memory limitations of our computer system. The results provided by
SHETAN are compared with other solutions submitted for the same problem. The
result using the Block Method in SHETAN gives a k-infinity of 0.7981 and the
result without using the Block Method in SHETAN gives a k-infinity of 0.8069.
These values are close to the range of k-infinity from 0.8078 to 0.8200 given
by other solutions which were considered as defining the "true" solution to
the problem.

Ideally, to validate SHETAN, the calculations should be performed with a
fine spatial mesh and without using the Block Method. This is not possible
with our computing system. However estimates of the k-infinity which would
be obtained from such a calculation were obtained by correcting our
calculated k-infinities. Correction factors were obtained from subsidiary
SHETAN calculations to correct for the cosine angular distribution in the
first method and for the coarse mesh in the second method. The corrected
k-infinities are 0.8200 and 0.8263 respectively and are in reasonable
agreement with the accepted values.

1. Introduction

As part of the validation of the SHETAN1 code for reactivity calcula-
tions involving absorbers in light water reactors, a benchmark lattice pro-
blem, called the mini-BWR problem, was analyzed. This problem was posed by
the Nuclear Energy Agency Committee on Reactor Physics (NEACRP)2. It is a
2-dimensional problem consisting of a square array of 4 pin cells containing
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Figure 1
Decrtption of Problem
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U02 fuel with a range of enrichments, surrounded by light water and with a
cruciform control rod in one of the calls. The problem is illustrated in
Figure 1 where the dimensions and material layout are also given. In Figure
1 the solid lines indicate boundaries between materials and the dashed lines
are additional mesh boundaries.

Six-group macroscopic cross sections for each material were provided
for analysis of the problem. These are given in Reference 3. Nine solu-
tions to this problem were submitted by 5 countries. These were also
reported in Reference 3 along with a brief discussion on the methods used.
The solutions reported consisted of k-infinity, absorptions by material, maps
of fission rate and maps of group 4 and group 6 fluxes.
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It was observed in Reference 3 that among the solutions submitted initi-
ally, those by the Atomic Energy Establishment Winfrith (best estimate)
(AEEW(l)) and Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) are in good
agreement. They used the most detailed solution methods (using neutron
transport theory) and the pin geometry was preserved. Two later submissions
by AB Atomenergi (second submission) (ABA/2) and Bristol Polytechnic
(BRISTOL) which have been refined in various ways are also in agreement with
the first two. It was concluded that these four submissions defined the
"true" solution to the problem posed, to within a total spread of 1% in
reactivity. Results obtained from SHETAN will be compared with these four
solutions.

2. SHETAN

SHETAN is a 3-dimensional integral transport code which uses mixed rec-
tangular and cylindrical coordinates. This allows the problem to be modelled
in its true geometry. SHETAN also uses a "Block Method" by which the system
is divided into blocks and collision probabilities are calculated within each
distinct block type only. All the blocks are linked by the currents at the
block interfaces assuming a cosine current distribution. This method allows
a reasonable size problem, with about 120 mesh points per block, to be solved
with our computing system without having to resort to very coarse meshes.
The main drawbacks in SHETAN are the flat source approximation used for each
mesh region and the cosine current distribution assumed at the block
interfaces.

SHETAN was developed and applied to the analysis of CANDU reactors,
where reactivity devices such as enriched uranium boosters and absorbers are
inserted perpendicular to the horizontal fuel channels. These cylindrically-
shaped fuel channels and reactivity devices can be accurately modelled in a
rectangular cell. SHETAN has been used to analyze booster and adjuster
experiments performed in the ZED-2 reactor at the Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories (CRNL) and satisfactory results have been obtained. Agreement
with flux and reactivity worth measurements were within 4X (see Reference 1).

2.1 Method of Analysis

Since SHETAN is a 3-dimensional code, the 2-dimensional problem was
considered as a 3-dimensional problem with an essentially infinite axial
length along the z-axis.

Reflective boundary conditions were applied at the outer boundaries for
all the calculations. Each of the pin cells was considered as a block when
the Block Method was used. When the Block Method was not used, the whole
core was modelled as a single block. Comparison of cases with and without
the Block Method was used to study the effect of the interface current
distribution for this benchmark problem. Spatial and integration mesh
studies were also performed, using the cell with the absorber, to estimate
the effects of the spatial and integration mesh on the calculations.
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2.2 Results

2.2.1 Spatial Mesh Study

This assessment was done using 7 x 7, 8 x 8 and 10 x 10 meshes for the
cell with the absorber. The notation A x B has been used to represent the
spatial mesh with A being the number of mesh divisions in the x-direction and
B being the number of mesh divisions in the y-direction in a block. For
example the mesh represented in Figure 1 is a 4 x 4 mesh when the problem is
considered as 4 distinct blocks and an 8 x 8 mesh when the problem is
considered as a single block. Annuli in the moderator and more sectors were
also considered using the 7 x 7 mesh as illustrated in Figure 2. The same
tracking mesh was used for the collision probability calculations for all
these cases. The results are summarized in Table 1. Increasing the number of
meshes from 7 x 7 to 10 x 10 results in an increase of 0.002 in k-infinity.

TABLE 1

Spatial Mesh Study using Cell with Absorber

MESH NUMBER OF NUMBER OF k Ak
ANNULI SECTORS

10 x 10 4 4 0.3211 0.0
8 x 8 4 4 0.3204 -0.0007
7 x 7 4 4 0.3195 -0.0016
7 x 7 7 4 0.3194 -0.0017
7 x 7 7 6 0.3206 -0.0005
7 x 7 7 8 0.3207 -0.0004

Tracking mesh used was 20R12T12P (see section 2.2.2 for
notation

Putting annuli in the moderator does not seem to make any difference and
increasing the number of sectors from 4 to 8 only produces an increase of
0.001 in k-infinity.

2.2.2 Tracking Mesh Study

The tracking mesh study was performed using the 8 x 8 spatial mesh on
the absorber cell. Each tracking mesh was labelled as uRvTwP, where u, V,
and w are integers, and was set up as follows. The axis of the fuel element
in the cell was the z-axis except for the single block whole core cases where
the z-axis was the centre of the core. w radial lines with an angle of 0-
24/w between adjacent lines were drawn from the z-axis. Radial points were
marked along the lines such that the distance between adjacent points was
r - D/u where D was the longest perpendicular distance from the z-axis to

the boundary. At each radial point, a set of v neutron flight paths (tracks)
on the plane perpendicular to the radial line was defined such that the angle
between adjacent paths was 0- T/v. !
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FIGURE 2
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The results of the study are presented in Table 2. A maximum difference
of 0.004 in k-infinity was observed from these cases.

TABLE 2

SHETAN TRACKING MESH STUDY

u v w k Ak

20 12 12 0.3204 0.0
20 12 24 0.3214 0.0010
20 24 12 0.3202 -0.0002
40 12 12 0.3183 -0.0021
40 12 24 0.3197 -0.0007
40 24 24 0.3192 -0.0012
80 12 24 0.3218 0.0014
80 12 48 0.3221 0.0017
80 24 48 0.3216 0.0012

2.2.3 Solutions to the Problem

Five solutions to the problem were initially obtained using SHETAN with
various spatial and tracking meshes. Their k-infinities, cases (i) to (v),
are compared in Table 3. For cases (i) to (iv), 4 annuli and 4 sectors were
used in the fuel element and in case (v) 2 annuli and 4 sectors were used.
Case (i) is our most accurate SHETAN solution to the problem using the Block
Method with the cosine interface current. Cases (ii), (iii) and (iv) show the
effect of using coarser spatial and tracking meshes.

TABLE 3

K-INFINITIES

AEEW(1)
JAERI
ABA/2
BRISTOL

0.8200
0.8078
0.8152
0.8151

SHETi
i)

ii)
iii)
iv)

v)
vi)
vii)

4 loks
4 blocks,
4 blocks,
4 blocks,
4 blocks,
1 block, 4

1 block, E

1 block, t

,8 X
,8 X
,4 X
,4 Xi

8 x
8 x
8 x

c 8 mesh/block,
c 8 mesh/block,
c 4 mesh/block,
c 4 mesh/block,
8 mesh/block,
8 mesh/block, :
8 mesh/block, ,

80R12T48P
20R12T12P
20R12T12P
12R12T12P
20R12T12P

35R12T24P
F0R24T44P

0.7981 #
0.7965
0.7778
0.7732
0.7944
0.8058
0.8069 +

1 0.8200 is the corrected value for case (i)
+ 0.8263 is the corrected value for case (vii)
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Cases (iv) and (v) have similar spatial and tracking meshes. From (iv)
and (v), it can be seen that the Block Method in SHETAN causes a decrease of
0.021 in k-infinity for this problem. The results of cases (iv) and (v) were
used to correct the results of case (i) for errors associated with the
assumption of a cosine distribution for the currents at the block interfaces.
The corrections were made using the formula:

corrected value - value (i) x value (v)
value (iv)

This formula assumes that the corrections due to inadequate mesh spacing
and the use of the cosine interface currents at the block boundaries are
separable.

Table 4 compares the absorptions by material (normalized to a total
absorption of 1.0*) for the 5 SHETAN cases and the submitted results. The
cases with coarser meshes have higher absorptions in the absorber. This would
be expected due to the flat source approximation. The values in brackets
show the redistribution in neutron absorptions after corrections were made
for the cosine distribution in case (i) using the formula above. These
corrections to the neutron distribution would yield a corrected k-infinity.
We calculated this corrected k-infinity using the formula above with the
k-infinities for cases (i), (iv) and (v) and obtained a value of 0.8200 which
is in good agreement with the submitted results.

1MZ 4

ARF111 Sr DY KXAL

Wt (U) (IL) (Wv
aK8 aX8 4X4 A44

ADPJ2 UaS1. 80IlVEMP 20012. 2 fM2P 128.12P2

1M4 n.150 O.1a4O 0.1481 0.440 0.1441

(v) (ei)
(S x 8. 1 block)

20012122P 70R24144P

0.14M6 0.1495

SEXUAL

I

AEm1) MM

A Iti 0 .L49
(0.1526)

2 0.0020 0.0019 0.0019 0.0020 0o09
(0.0019)

0=19 0.0019 O.O19 0m9 0.0019

3 O.O98 0.005 - 0.0095 0.0093
(OAW7)

4 0.3144 0.3097 0.3114 0.312 0.3042
(0.3160)

.094 0.009 0.0069 .0093 O.OD94

0.3039 0.2974 0.2962 0.3077 0.3099

O.0036 0.0036 0.0035 0.0036 0.0036O.0O37 0.0036 0.0036 0.37 0.0036
(0037)

0.0170 0.0167 0.0169 0.0162
(O.O1O)

0.0163 0.0157 0.0156 0.0164 0.016

0.1305 0.1321 0.1321 0.1320 O.1330
(0.1324)

S 0.0S15 0.0015 0 10015 0.0S 0M05
(0.0015)

9 0.0055 0.0056 - 0.0055 O.0O56
(.0056)

10 0.3387 0.3666 0.3425 0.3429 0.3539
(0.3369)

It 0.0237 0.0231 0.0224 0.0232 0.0227
(0.0239)

3 +6 + 9 00323 0.318 0.0316 0.0320 0.0311
(Om 3)

0432 0.13 322 01 01 0.1310

O0M. .0013 O.O13 0.0015 0.0013

0.0055 0.0055 0.0055 0.0055 OA=55

0.3551 0.3676 0.3704 0.3526 0.3480

O.026 0.0217 0.0216 0.0227 O.0230

0.0312 O.02 0.03X 0.0312 0.0313

lafl.: values In bfK~ket am cormted wale obtaine by vulta (1) X (v )

* Corrected value are not normalized to 1. This may
on the comparisons. 925
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A comparison of the fission rate maps is given in Table 5. Table 6
shows the group 6 flux maps for cases (iv) and (v). These were used to
correct the group 6 fluxes for case (i). A comparison of the group 6 fluxes
for AHEW(l) and JAERI with the case (i) and the corrected case (I) fluxes is
presented in Table 7 (all the flux maps are normalized to a total absorption
of 1.0*). A similar comparison of the group 4 fluxes is shown in Table 8.
The corrected group 4 and group 6 fluxes are similar to those given by AEEW
and JAERI.

ABLE 5

FISSMCN RAE MAP

Mi (ii) (ii) (h) (vWvi
8x8 8x8 4 x4 4,*4 x8, block

MG1E2IAL JAER AM/2 80RlZT48P 2CR12"P 2a1Zrl2P 12RZ1fl2P 2CPIufl2P 7OR24T44P7

1 0.98D 0.972 0.982 0.984 0.972 0.978 0.983 0.982
(0.987)

4 1.062 1.067 1.054 1.056 1.051 1.052 1.065 1.065
(1.067)

7 0.896 0.893 0.910 0.905 0.927 0.919 0.887 0.889

TABLI 6

CROCI 6 FLUX MP?

SIVM (V)

StVW (IV)

0.0409

I 0.0412

0.4098

0.0140D

0.0103

0.1213 0.1416 0.1558

0.1204 0.1469 0.1554

0.0885

0.M

0.032

0.0293

____________________ 1 4

0.2534 0.2780

0.2424 0.2%7

0.2974

0.2804

0.2111 0.2261

0.24D1 0.2179

0.2552 0.2570

0.2413 0.2349

0.2566

0.232D

I. I.

0.358S

0.3443

0.33m

0.3lW

0.30M6

0.2892

0.314

0.2945

0.3127

0.2929

0.36M 0.3575 0.3331 0.3050 0.3131 0.3157

0.3458 0.342 0.329X 0.2903 0.2940 0.291
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

* See footnote on previous page.
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TAILE 7

CR0UP 6 FLUX KuP

AEMI)
JAE1U

MMAN 8 x 8 (1)
MEE= SEW axa (L)

0.O078
0.0115
0.0054
0.0045

0.0094
0.115
O.O1
0.114

0.0322
0.0421
0.0386
0.03S3rim SWA8 I~MR

+ 4--
0.1167
0.1255
0.1243
0.12S2

0.1375
0.1438
0.1423
0.1372

0.1492
0.1590
0.1599
0.1603

0.0848
0.0993
0.0930
0.0934

0.0268
0.0279
0.0251
0.0251

0.2675
0.2575
0.2533
0.2653

0.2912
0.2812
0.2777
0.2984

0.3137
0.3022
0.2988
0.31U

0.2199
0.2147
0.2097
0.2212

0.2454
0.2398
0.2333
0.2528

0.2662
0.2599
0.2543
0.2689

0.2690
0.2686
0.2533
0.2771

0.2736
0.2670
0.2538
0.2807

I 4- 1-

0.3871
0.3656
0.3660
0.3811

0.3564
0.3381
0.3376
0.3525

0.3206
0.3098
0.3055
0.3212

0.3297
0.3183
0.3142
0.3344

0.3333
0.3183
0.3147
0.3360

I0.3927 0.3878 0.3631 0.3269 0.3357 0.3350
0.3656 0.3656 0.3435 0.319 0.3183 0.3183

1 0.3667 0.3663 0.3364 0.3062 0.3143 0.3152
1 0.3824 0.3820 0.3529 0.3228 0.3347 0.3361
l .

TALIt a

GROUP 4 FLUX MF

AEZ(1)
JAEX1

smm'A4 a x S (1)
= 8i SEWI 8 x 8 (1)

0.0411
0.0392
0.0397
0.0353

0.0376
0.0392
0.0437
0.0403

0.0461
0.0527
0.0560
0.0537nFUL SZ= WAM

0.0792 0.0621
0.0798 0.0813
0.0823 0.0638
0.0797 0.0816

0.0826

0.0C56
0.0832

0.0649
0.0696
0.0720
0.0689

0.0523
0A013
0.0547
0.0512

-2-
0.0997
0.0987
0.0972
0.0ma

0.1039 0.102
0.0999 0.1012
0.0985 0.0996
0.1010 0.1016

0.0944 0.0954
0.0946 0.0961
0.0922 0.0937
0.0951 0.0975

0.0970
0.0946
0.0949
0.0977

0.0971
0.0985
0.0937
0.0991

0.0983
0.0991
0.0938
0.1037

T 1� I-.-

0.1072
0.1060
0.1040
0.1054

0.1054
0.1038
0.1024
0.1039

0.1019
0.1021
0.0995
0.1022

0.1014
o.1M8
0.0995
0.1026

0.1037
0.1023
0.0994
0.1033

0.1068 0.1054 0.1058 0.1018 0.1057 0.0997
0.1060 0.1060 0.1042 0.1025 0.1023 0.102
0.1034 0.1037 0.1022 O.O9S0 0.0990 0.0990
O.1057 0.1050 0.1034 0.1MC 0.1023 0.1024
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The group 4 and group 6 flux maps of case (v) were also found to be simi-
lar to those given by JAERI. Subsequently, two more SHETAN solutions similar
to case (v) using finer tracking meshes were obtained. These are denoted as
cases (vi) and (vii) in Table 3. The result given by case (vii) is our most
accurate SHETAN solution without using the cosine interface current and is
within 0.001 in k-infinity of the result given by JAERI.

As the spatial mesh used in case (vii) was rather coarse, a correction
using cases (ii) and (iii) was performed and a k-infinity of 0.8263 ( 0.7965
x 0.8069/0.7778) was obtained.

2.3 Discussion

A comparison of case (i) and (ii) in Table 3 indicates that the tracking
mesh of 20R12T12P used in (ii) was adequate. Cases (ii) and (iii) show an
improvement in the results when a finer spatial mesh of 8 x 8 mesh/block was
used. The 8 x 8 mesh/block was the largest spatial mesh we could use for the
mini-BWR problem. The adequacy of the 8 x 8 mesh/block was judged to be
reasonable from the spatial mesh study using the 8 x 8 and the 10 x 10 meshes
in the cell with the absorber. As shown in Table 1, the difference is less
than 0.001 in k-infinity.

The assumption of a cosine interface current distribution in SHETAN has a
significant effect on this mini-BWR problem as indicated by cases (iv) and
(v). Therefore, the mini-BWR problem is better modelled in SHETAN as a single
block without the cosine current assumption and with adequate tracking and
spatial meshes.

Taking the k-infinity given by BRISTOL as the reference, since it is in
the middle of the range of accepted values, the k-infinity given by cases (i)
and (vii) are 0.026 and 0.012 lower in reactivity before cortection and 0.007
and 0.017 higher in reactivity after correction. Hence the SHETAN results are
within 0.03 in reactivity to the BRISTOL result.

Due to computer memory limitations, it was not possible to perform a
"best" SHETAN calculation in which neither the coarse mesh approximation nor
the cosine interface current approximation were used. However, we have made
corrections for these approximations and the results obtained are in agreement
with the submitted results in Reference 3.

3. Conclusions

This analysis has shown that the accuracy of the calculational method in
SHETAN in performing absorber calculations for light water reactors is compar-
able to that of the best methods which were used to provide the submitted
solutions to this benchmark problem.
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AN OVERVIEW OF NUCLEAR PLANT ANALYZER
AND DATA BANK PROGRAMS AT NRC

Fuat Odar
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

E. Thomas Laats
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

Abstract

The Nuclear Plant Analyzer (NPA) is the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
state-of-the-art safety analysis tool. This system integrates large computer
simulation codes with well-developed color graphics display capabilities and
numerous support packages and data bases. One of the large data base systems
being developed for use with the NPA is the Nuclear Plant Data Bank (NPDB).
It will be a centralized repository for power plant design and general
characteristics data to be used to build the input models for the simulation
codes.

The NPA has been used for production operation since 1983. A variety of
applications have utilized this system for nuclear power plant safety
analyses and experiment evaluation. This paper describes the NPA and NPDB
systems and discusses the most noteworthy of the applications of the NPA.

Introduction

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has sponsored the development of
large computer codes to calculate the thermal-hydraulic response of nuclear
reactors during various postulated accidents and transients. These computer
codes include RELAP5 and both boiling water reactor (BWR) and pressurized
water reactor (PWR) versions of the TRAC computer code.V 3 Initially
developed to calculate the performance of the emergency core cooling systems
(ECCS) during large-break loss-of-coolant accidents, these codes now have the
capability to calculate a wide range of transients. These computer codes are
being increasingly used in the regulatory process. Major issues such as
Pressurized Thermal Shock and more recent analyses of the capability to
provide feed-and-bleed cooling of the Davis Besse plant have relied heavily
on calculations using these codes.

Since these codes are being relied upon to assist in regulatory decisions,
their user convience features must be improved. Simply setting up the
problem may require from several man-weeks to as much as several man-months
if an existing input deck for the plant is not available. Analysis of the
results is equally labor intensive. Running time for typical problems is
measured in hours on today's large mainframe computers. It may take several
months and as much as $50,000 to obtain a completed and documented
calculation. These high resource requirements have seriously limited the
ability of organizations beyond Government funded laboratories to make use of
the codes and prevents the NRC from making maximum use of their capabilities,
both because of the cost and time involved. Because of these problems in
running the large computer codes, the NRC has sponsored research to resolve
these limitations.
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The Nuclear Plant Analyzer (NPA) and the Nuclear Plant Data Bank (NPDB) are
research programs4 designed to reduce the cost, both in dollars and
calendar time of running large thermal-hydraulic computer codes. These
programs should also increase the usefulness of the codes by making their
results easier to analyze, allowing the analyst to interact with the
calculation, and making the codes usable by analysts without significant
computer experience. Two major areas of work have been to make the codes run
faster and to make them "user friendly." A faster running code not only
reduces the cost of computer usage, but improves its usefulness by making it
practical to run at times other than off-peak hours and allows real time
simulations for use in training or emergency planning exercises. "User
friendly" features reduce both the man-hours and the total time required to
obtain results and also enhance the results that can be obtained.

The NPA first became operation5l in late 1983 at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL). 96 The driving code was RELAP5/MOD2, thus
enabling analysis capabilities primarily for PWRs. In late FY-1986, the NPA
will also become operational for TRAC-PF1/MOD1 and TRAC-BD1/MOD1. An NPA
based on parallel processing concepts implemented on a minicomputer 4as also
been developed by Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) for the BWRs.' The
concepts have been successfully demonstrated and the NPA has been operational
since late 1984. The driving code is HIPA, which is a specialized version of
codes developed earlier at BNL. The last part of the NPA project is the
Nuclear Plant Data Bank (NPDB), which is being developed at the Los Alamos
National Laboratory. It is expected to be operational in FY-1987.

Nuclear Plant Analyzer

Major components of the NPA system are depicted in Figure 1. The heart of
the NPA system is the Executive Processor which interfaces with all other
components. The most important components are the simulation codes such as
RELAP5 and TRAC and the graphical display functions that convert the data to
the desired output format. The other components on the figure represent the
numerous support data bases, e.g., storage of Input decks, storage of past
calculations and storage of experimental data. The interface to the NPDB
will also be accomplished through the executive processor. The NPDB with its
own processor will produce the input deck using the stored plant data and the
executive processor provides the link between the user and NPDB and the input
deck library.

The user sits at the workstation and communicates with the NPA. An important
NPA feature is the capability that allows the analyst at the NPA workstation
to interact with calculations, e.g., tripping a pump or opening a valve,
etc., while the calculations are in progress simulating a transient
scenario. The analyst can have the same control capabilities as the operator
of the actual plant.

The NPA resides on the dual Control Data Corporation (CDC) CYBER 176
mainframe computers at the INEL and the Cray-1S computer at the LANL. Users
access the NPA through high speed communication lines and a workstation that
consists of a color graphics device (Tektronix 4115B or 4125) to display the
data, and an alphanumeric terminal to enter the con7 rol commands. An example
display that may be seen on the color graphics devi eis shown in Figure 2.
The raw data have been converted to colors to depict coolant water state,
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component status (open or closed valves, for example), water levels, fuel rod
stored energy, or to depict flow regime status, or X-Y plot data points, or
just to digital data. A schematic of a generic Babcock and Wilcox nuclear
power plant and system pressure versus temperature plots is shown in
Figure 2.

Recent Applications

Since the NPA system became operational in late 1983, numerous tasks have
been performed. The more noteworthy tasks fall into four categories:

NRC staff evaluation of reactor transients, operator guideline evaluation,
experiment evaluation, and emergency preparedness training.

NRC Staff Evaluation of Reactor Transients

NRC staff used the NPA with RELAP5/MOD2 to evaluate the loss of feedwater
event that occurred at the Davis Besse plant on June 9, 1985. The staff used
an NPA workstation in Bethesda, Maryland, and dedicated communication lines
to the mainframe computer at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory where the
NPA resided. This activity was the first use of the NPA by the NRC staff in
resolution of a technical issue. The base case calculation was completed in
two weeks, and a total of fifteen calculations were completed in three
months, despite computer hardware problems.

The NRC staff performed these calculations in piecemeal fashion. As the
calculations progressed, the INEL staff selectively reviewed them from an
INEL-based workstation and provided feedback to the NRC staff. The
turnaround time to provide feedback was nearly instantaneous using the
nationwide NPA system.

Operator Guideline Evaluation

The NPA, while driving the RELAP5 code, was used to evaluate the Babcock and
Wilcox Abnormal Transient Operator Guidelines that direct the plant operators
during abnormal transients. The NPA's interactive plant control capability
enabled the analysts to perform realistic simulations typical of plant
operator actions not previously possible when using these codes in the batch
mode. The code output was displayed through the graphical display "mask"
shown in Figure 2. The stuoy results indicated a positive effect when the
Guidelines are implemented.

A similar task was performed for a boiling water reactor to evaluate proposed
Emergency Procedure Guidelines for an Anticipated Transient Without Scram.
The plant's control system automatically controlled the plant's response
until an operator manually implemented recovery procedures as per the
proposed guidelines. The NPA display of the simulated data vividly
illustrated how the overall systemi responded when the Guidelines were
implemented, which was very well.T° The graphical display mask used to
depict the simulated data is shown in Figure 2.

Experiment Evaluation

Data from the Semiscale test facility have been displayed through the NPA's
color graphics system to enhance the overall understanding of the
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experiments' complex phenomena.11 These phenomena were observed when
hundreds of channels of test data were converted and displayed as a dynamic
picture through the NPA. A graphical display mask used by the Semiscale
facility staff is shown as Figure 3.

Emergency Preparedness Training

The NPA's capability to allow interactive redirection of a simulation has
enabled an important training program to be performed. The NPA with RELAP5
has been used to simulate the role of a strickqn power plant at emergency
preparedness exercises conducted for the NRC.1' The exercises were used to
train the staff at the NRC's Operations Center to most effectively respond to
a power plant crisis. The NPA workstation (that is, the simulated power
plant) was located outside the Operations Center in a nearby building. High
speed communications lines were used between the workstation and the INEL
mainframe computers where the NPA was operating. Voice communications from
the "power plant" to the Operations Center was through the normal telephone
lines that would be used during an actual event.

The response teams during one exercise were given the opportunity to suggest
a redirection of the scenario in progress. That suggestion was subsequently
implemented. Following the exercise, a follow-up critique was held where the
response teams were shown on an NPA workstation the actual scenario and the
consequences of their suggested action on power plant performance. The value
of high fidelity simulation data, interactive redirection capabilities, and
color graphics replay capabilities were invaluable for these exercises.

Future Direction

The future of the NPA and NPDB programs is well focused. For the NPA, the
incorporation of more and faster simulation codes, and the implementation of
the current NPA system on larger and faster computing hardware (e.g., Class
VI computers) are two eminent tasks. These enhancements are expected to
provide significantly faster than real-time simulation capability.

The NPDB is scheduled for production operation in 1987 for a limited number
of plant designs (Westinghouse 4 loop plants). Loading of plant data will
commence immediately thereafter, as will the extension of capabilities for
handling all U.S. vendor's plant types. Software development for other types
of plants will be completed in FY-1988.
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Figure 1. Major components of the Nuclear Plant Analyzer system.

; I- I

Figure 2. Example schematic display of Babcock and Wilcox plant.
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The KWU Nuclear Plant Analyzer

by

F. Bennewitz, R. Hummel, K. Oelmann

KRAFTWERK UNION AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

Germany

Summary

The KWU Nuclear Plant Analyzer ia a real time engineering

simulator based on the KWU computer programs used in plant

transient analysis and licensing.

The primary goal is to promote the understanding of the techni-

cal and physical processes of a nuclear power plant at an on-site

training facility.

Thus the KWU Nuclear Plant Analyzer is available with comparable

low costs right at the time when technical questions or training

needs arise.

This has been achieved by

- application of the transient code NLOOP

- unrestricted operator interaction including all simulator

functions

- using the mainframe computer Control Data Cyber 176 in the

KWU computing center

- four color grafic displays controlled by a dedicated grafic

computer, no control room equipment

- coupling of computers by telecommunication via telefone
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Application of the NLOOP code

NLOOP is the KWU standard program for PWR design, licensing

and operation survey in the field of transient analysis. It

simulates plant response to a wide range of non-LOCA events

including special LOCAs as denoted in Tab. 1. Multiple asym-

metric transients including flow reserval can be considered,

because a number of up to 4 model loops can be choosen.

The adaptation to different plants is done by modifying the

input data and replacing some modules, especially in the field

of instrumentation and control systems.

-O Normal Load Ramps / Load Steps /
4 Operation

s Abnormal Turbine Trip/ Load Rejection/ Reactor Scram /
Operation Failure of Coolant Pumps / Malfunct. of Auxil. Systems/

Reactivity Start-up Fault/ Rod Insertion 1 Rod Drop / Rod Withdrawal/
Disturbance Rod Ejection / Boron Dilution /

Disturbance Fail-opening Bypass Station / Turbine Trip without Rod Drop or

Removal Bypass Station / Loss of Station Power / Fail-Closing MS

Isolat.-Valves/ Malfunct. Feed Water Supply/

W Loss of Fail-opening MS Safety, Relief Valves / MS Line Rupture /
41a Sec .Coolant Feedwater Line Rupture /

la
u Loss of Steam Generator Tube Rupture / Fail Opening Pressurizer Valves/
0 Prim. Coolant

ATWS Loss Main Heat Sink / Loss Main Heat Sink and Station power /

0 Max. Increase MS Flow / Max. Reduction Feedwater Supply /

Max. Reduction Coolant Flow / Max. Reactivity Increment /
-4
U Fail-opening Prim. Safety Valve / Max. Subcooling by Feed-

water Supply /

Tab. 1

Table 1

Models within NLOOP

The code contains models for major components of the primary

and secondary side, for important auxilary systems and for

the essential control, limitation, protection and interlocking

systems.
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The range of components and systems normally considered for

transient analysis of a KWU PWR plant is presented in Tab. 2.

THERMALHYDRAULIC SYSTEMS INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROL

PRIMARY SECONDARY CONTROL LIMITATION PROTECTION INTER-
LOCKING

Coolait cirailt MS line system CODlant tem. Reactor puff Reactor scran of all
RPV with core bine/gaator Coolant Pressure Rod Naunmt Safegwrds simulated
coolant lines bWass statim Presstrizer Rod injection active
coolant pivs Isolation valves water level Coolant lnve- cniponents
pressurizer relief/safety turbine/erfa- tary/pressure/
relief tak valves tor Tad.grad.

Volune caotrol syst. Feedater syst. Feediater
Extra borating syst. (cmxtnser)
ChEmical feding sy. feiater tark
Ererg. core cooling wrieaters

systemn ps. valves
Bnerg. feediater
Systo1

Stean generator

Table 2

The fluid in the primary coolant system is treated as homo-

geneous. Temperature non-equilibrium is allowed in the pressur-

izer, steam generators, feedwater tank and in the reactor

pressure vessel head. The one-dimensional conservation equations

of mass and energy are integrated by an explicit numerical

method. Node/flow path networks are used to model the flow

rates in the primary coolant loops and in the main steam and

feed water systems.

Simulator structure

The Nuclear Plant Analyzer (NPA) configuration is shown on

Fig. 1:

The transient code is running on a computer Cyber 176 in the

KWU computing center under the interactive component of the

operating system.
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It transmits the time dependent engineering variables approxi-

mately once a second via telecommunication to the remote grafic

processor in the plant. The coupling between the host computer

Cyber 176 and the grafic processor is realized by the emulation

of the synchronous data communication protocol MODE 4A. For

this purpose the emulation was extended by the functions write

into and read from the central memory (program to program inter-

face).

CDC Cyber 176 mainframe
computer

NLOOP / TRAC

data communTcaton
link via telefone
9.6 Kbit/s

Siemens R30 grafic

DISIT computer

hard disk
matrix printer
color hardcopy
function keyboard
aifa numeric displays

4 color grafic displays

Fig. 1: Structure of the Nuclear Plant Analyzer

Some of the advantages of using a telecommunication protocol

are the solution of establishment of communication, its inter-

rupt handling and normal end, transmission error detection

and correction and line surveyance.
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One of the problems which have to be solved in real time coupling

of computers is time synchronisation. The underlying concept

is to leave hardware and operating system software unchanged.

Thus data have to pass 6 data buffers from the engineering

program to the grafic program. These buffering procedures

together with features like time slice technique for multi-

plexing of the host communication processor ports yield in

a time delay of 1 or 2 seconds and a corresponding response

time for the operator interaction.

The computer interface was specified as a data file, so that

a batch computation of the engineering program remains possible

with subsequent display of the established data file on the

grafic processor.

In the grafic processor the engineering data are processed

and displayed on 4 color screens (560 * 480 points, 8 colors).

There is no simulator control room, the entire hardware is

DP devices (disk, ink printer, color grafic hardcopy...). All

simulator operations including operator interaction are executed

by the user at the screens via dialog (Xo-numeric and function

keys).

Simulator Functions

To work with the Plant Analyzer it is not necessary to know

the concerned operation systems, the coupling software and

so on. The handling is done as a dialog, nearly without previous

experience and without instructor; the system contains his

own operating instructions and help functions and allows to

correct operating errors. The interaction with the running

process (operator interaction) is permitted at any time. This

operator interaction allows to simulate the manoeuvering of

the plant including a wide range of transients by setting

the essential malfunctions:

- Faulty operation or failure of components

- Non-availability of control, limitation and protection

systems

- Special transients (scram, turbine trip....)
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The Plant Analyzer provides all the user features of the full

scale training simulator with approximately real time perfor-

mance (without control room). These features are:

- Initial Conditions: The user can start from different station-

ary operating conditions as well as from transient initial

conditions

- Freeze: The simulation is stopped, the user is enabled to

evaluate the data and to see a playback

- Start: This is realized as initial steady state and after

"freeze"

- Stop: The simulation is ended

- Backtrack: in a simulator session the user can reset to a

previous point of the same session

- Snapshot: All data which are necessary for a restart are

stored on the mainframe computer

- Slow time

- Fast time (as far as the computer performance permits)

- Playback: Replay of a stored simulator session without the

possibility of operator interactions.

This is possible at the beginning of a simulator session

as well as in the-state "Freeze".

Furthermore an off-line operation (without connection to the

host computer Cyber) is possible for playback of previous simu-

lator sessions stored on local disk (without operator inter-

action); in this mode real time performance is granted. This

operating mode contributes to cut down costs.

In order to obtain a deeper understanding of the process all

engineering data can be displayed grafically and analyzed

(including features such as comparison with simultaneously

displayed curves of previous simulator sessions).

Grafic Presentation

The engineering data are stored and processed in the grafic

processor, and displayed on the screens by the grafic system

DISIT.

3 types of pictures are provided:
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- semigrafic pictures (symbolic plant diagram e.g.).

These consist of two parts: The background of the picture

(framing mash), which is invariable during the simulation,

and variable picture elements describing alfanumeric data

of the process, analogous data display as bars (water level

e.g.) and grafic symbols (pressurizer spraying e.g.), all

at the current time.

- curve pictures containing up to 6 time axes up to 6 curves

each (trend curves for power, mass flows e.g.)

We distinginsh two types of curve representation:

a) time curves, that means: Representation of computational

data in the lapse of time as dynamically actualized curves

b) XY-curves, that means: Output of curvet by specification

of pairs of values.

- Lists with alfanumeric data: They contain annunciations,

switching actions etc., but also input feasibilities to

control the simulation.

Some pictures contain fields where user defined variables can

be displayed, and there is an analogous feature for curve display.

Approximately 20 pictures are provided. As the complete hardware

includes only four grafic and two alfanumerical displays, the

possibility of DISIT to assign every picture to any display

is used. Changing pictures is done simply by pressing function

keys.

Additionally to the playback of previous simulator sessions

a series of evaluation functions is available. For example,

it is possibble to fade in comparative curves from other

simulator sessions in order to compare plant behaviour.

It is also possible to display maximum, minimum and average

of time dependent variables and of their derivatives within

the regarded interval. All these flexible evaluation functions

help to improve the understanding of the complicated physical,

technical and control processes in the nuclear power plant.
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Stages of completion

The development of the KWU Nuclear Plant Analyzer is realized

in two consecutive steps. A version of the NPA based on the

code NLOOP is in operation for KWU 1300 MW Standard PWR plants.

It will be adapted to suit other PWR plants by some reprogramm-

ing to meet the individual demands especially in the field

of control and instrumentation. The next step involves the

provision of the program TRAC as an alternative to NLOOP for

cases where essential loss of primary coolant occurs.

Application

Simulation accuracy, immediate on-site availability, flexibility

and ease of use render the KWU Nuclear Plant Analyzer a valuable

tool in staff training. The various evaluation features promote

the understanding of the complex technical and physical processes

of the nuclear power plant.

Thus the NPA is an economic complement to the annual refresh-

ment training of technical staff and plant operators with

the aim of a higher plant safety and availability.
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MODELING PRINCIPLES AND COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY
FOR HIGH-SPEED SIMULATION OF LWR TRANSIENTS*

W. Wulff, H.S. Cheng and A.N. Mallen
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York 11973, USA

ABSTRACT

The plant analyzer recently developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory em-
bodies the unique combination of high simulation fidelity, with convenient inter-
active access, much faster than real-time simulation speed and low cost. This has
been achieved through a deliberate match of modeling techniques with modern,
special-purpose minicomputer architecture, designed for high-speed simulations of
complex systems.

The BNL Plant Analyzer is a powerful engineering tool for carrying out, rou-
tinely and cost-effectively, safety analyses, optimizations of procedures, paramet-
ric studies to obtain safety margins and for generic training. It is also applic-
able for operator assistance through plant performance Monitoring, automatic fault
diagnostics and on-line support during emergencies.

This paper presents five modeling principles, the criteria for selecting nu-
merical integration techniques and the key features of the special-purpose periph-
eral processor, the AD10 of Applied Dynamics International.

The paper presentation is followed by a remote access demonstration of the
plant analyzer.

INTRODUCTION

Realistic and accurate interactive simulations at great user convenience, low
cost but high simulation speeds for normal and accidental transients in nuclear
power plants are still sought by the nuclear industry, which now depends largely on
expensive and time-consuming batch-process executions of standard FORTRAN codes on
general-purpose computers.

Several detailed licensing codes have been developed in the U.S.A. (TRAC-PF1,1

TRAC-BD12 and RELAP53), in France (CATHARE4) and in Germany (DRUFAN5), which have
grown to be so expensive to execute that needed simulations must often be forgone.
These codes, when executed on large mainframe computers, take 10 to 100 times as
long as the simulated transient takes in the reactor. The utilization of these
codes depends increasingly on the availability of expensive supercomputers.

The majority of available training simulators lacks the modeling fidelity
needed for realistically predicting plant responses during off-normal events.6 7' '
All training simulators are expensive to operate; they are dedicated to training
and requalification of operators and therefore not accessible for engineering
studies.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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Reactor manufacturers cannot fully utilize computer-aided design optimiztions
because their design codes are executed predominantly on expensive mainframe com-
puters in time-consuming batch mode.

A number of attempts have been made recently to achieve real-time simulation
speed (e.g., TOKRAC9), but invariably at the expense of compromises with regard to
either modeling fidelity or simulation scope. Specifically, real-time simulation
speed is attempted often by approximating what is actually nonhomogeneous, nonequi-
librium coolant flow behavior with a simple homogeneous equilibrium model, or by
using coarse nodalization schemes and large integration time steps or by simply ex-
cluding important portions of the plant from the simulation. Needless to say, the
resulting simulation capabilities are severely limited.

In summary, currently available simulation methods are either too expensive,
too time-consuming, or, with regard to modeling fidelity, inadequate for efficient
on-line simulations in support of nuclear power plant operations. A low-cost
facility has now become available which can be fully dedicated to the staff of a
particular plant, which is easy and convenient to use, which simulates realistical-
ly normal and severe off-normal events faster than with real-time speed and which
can also interact on-line either with the power plant or, via telephone line, with
a remote user.

The newly developed facility is the BNL Plant Analyzer, currently set up for
BWR plant simulations. The plant analyzer is an outstanding tool for safety analy-
sis, for optimization of design changes or emergency procedures and for supporting
risk assessment, human factors research and generic training. The new technology
can also serve for dynamic plant monitoring, failure diagnostics and for assistance
in optimizing recovery strategies after an accident.

Below we present first the modeling principles, then the criterion for select-
ing integration algorithms and finally the type of special-purpose peripheral pro-
cessor, all selected to achieve high-fidelity, high speed and convenient, but low-
cost simulation. What is presented below (for ease of understanding) in sequence
was, in fact, simultaneously optimized in principle at the beginning of the devel-
opment program. The match between models, algorithms, program language and machine
is extremely important and can be achieved only through advance planning.

The simulation of nuclear power plant behavior on digital computers centers
around the simulation of the nuclear steam supply system and particularly the cool-
ant dynamics. The balance of plant simulation, while large in volume, is simple in
principle and achieved by well-known engineering methods. Coolant dynamics in
primary and secondary circuits of the nuclear steam supply system dominate, there-
fore, the optimization strategies described below.

ADVANCED MODELING PRINCIPLES

Modeling efficiency is achieved when the greatest possible simulation fidelity
is accomplished with the smallest possible number of necessary arithmetical and
logical operations during the simulation. It is achieved by the following five
modeling principles.
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1. Principle of Model Selection

Select the least complicated models which encompass all the available experi-
mental information.

This principle is particularly important for the simulation of nonhomogeneous,
nonequilibrium two-phase flow. It draws attention to the fact that no model,
regardless of its complexity, can produce more information than is contained in its
data base, that is in its set of intrinsic and extrinsic constitutive relations.

In two-phase flow analyses, the homogeneous equilibrium model is the simplest,
the two-fluid model is the most complicated model, and mixture models fall in be-
tween the two extremes. The three equation model of homogeneous equilibrium flow,
however, can be eliminated from the selection because it is inadequate for reactor
simulations and because it does not accommodate all currently available experiment-
al information on two-phase flow.

Under most reactor conditions, the phases are strongly mixed and, therefore,
dynamically coupled. The interface geometry is then chaotic and varies stochasti-
cally in time. Measurements are carried out under such conditions on the mixture,
averaging in space over lines, areas or volumes, because there are no local sensors
available to capture the detailed structure of the flow. The results are mixture
correlations for wall shear, form losses and heat transfer. Such mixture correla-
tions support only mixture models.

In some circumstances the phases are separated such as in horizontal strati-
fied flows. Here the interfacial geometry is simple and transfer laws can be de-
rived from boundary layer analyses. More importantly, the mixture models break
down because of the weak coupling between the phases.

Therefore, the application of the first modeling principle leads to the con-
clusion that mixture models are superior to two fluid models everywhere in reactor
systems, except in horizontal, stratified flows. The indiscriminate use of the
two-fluid model would result in large computational efforts without the benefits of
reliable information beyond that which can be obtained from computationally less
expensive mixture models. The two-fluid model is in principle capable of producing
more detailed information than the mixture or drift flux models, but at this time
only after extensive two-phase flow instrumentation development and then after the
modeling is completed of the necessary transfer laws for the flow patterns which
prevail in reactor vessels.

2. Principle of Relevance of Phenomena

Carry out order-of-magnitude comparisons on all the terms of the governing
equations and eliminate from the models all irrelevant phenomena, while accounting
for all possible flow patterns and important processes.

The implementation of this principle requires an in-depth familiarity with the
system and the processes to be simulated. Such familiarity is fundamental to all
of simulation, far beyond the concerns about the above principle.

An order-of-magnitude estimate, carried out for ail plant conditions on all
the terms of the selected mathematical model, reveals the relative significance of
the phenomena represented by the individual terms. Such an analysis has been
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carried out for BWR simulations as part of the plant analyzer development. It was
found, for example, that:

(i) Most covariance terms of time and area averaging are unimportant. This
means that averaged products are set equal to products of averages. The only
exception is the area-averaged product of void fraction a times volumetric mixture
flux j

<aj> - C 0<a> <j> . (1)

Here C0 is the Zuber-Findley distribution parameter.
(ii) The pressure distribution Vp throughout the reactor vessel is too small to

affect phasic property calculations, whence Vp - 0. Pressure disturbance can be
taken to propagate instantly through the pressure vessel. Pressure gradients must
be accounted for, however, in the momentum balance.

(iii) Mechanical energy is irrelevant in the energy balance.
(iv) Virtual mass effects are irrelevant except near the break.

High-speed simulation in minicomputers is not possible without the judicial elimi-
nation of irrelevant processes.

3. Principle on Closed-Form vs. Numerical Solutions

Integrate analytically as many differential equations as possible and then
have the computer evaluate the analytical results dynamically during the simula-
tion, thereby reducing as much as possible the need for numerical integrations.

Reduce algebraic expression and implicit systems of equations analytically to
their simplest form.

In conventional simulation codes, the governing partial differential equations
are mechanically replaced by finite difference equations, following an adopted
scheme of, for example, backward time differencing and donor-cell space differenc-
ing. The result is a huge system of nonlinear equations. Even after elaborate
simplifications, there still remains invariably the herculean task for the computer
to solve a large system of nonlinear equations iteratively.

Standard and advanced numerical integration methods are afflicted with prob-
lems of unspecifiable truncation error accumulation, unspecifiable numerical dif-
fusion, growth of round-off errors (numerical stability), numerical stiffness and
convergence. Analytical solutions are transparent and amenable to quantitative
error estimates. Analytical integration eliminates problems of numerical integra-
tion and contributes significantly to high simulation speed and efficiency, even
though its implementation requires more time and judgment than conventional
techniques.

Closed-form analyses reduce drastically the number of needed arithmetical and
logical operations during a simulation.

4. Principle of Iterative Loop Elimination

Execute in advance all iterative procedures required for solving implicit non-
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linear equations and tabulate the results in terms of explicitly known variables.
Then interpolate the resulting multidimensional tables during the simulations.

This principle utilizes the availability of large low-cost memory capacities
in modern minicomputers and the unique capability of interpolating at high-speed
multidimensional tables, a capability which is found in the special-purpose periph-
eral processor for efficient high-speed simulation: the AD10 of Applied Dynamics
International.

Conventional simulation codes sometimes carry out these time-consuming itera-
tions at every time step. More frequently, however, implicitly specified unknowns
are simply approximated by their past-time-step values. This time-skewing
increases the truncation error and imposes stringent continuity requirements on
boundary conditions to assure convergence.

The BWR plant simulation in the BNL Plant Analyzer has demonstrated that the
use of pretabulated results from iterative solutions to implicit equations reduces
the number of arithmetic operations during the simulation by one or two orders of
magnitude.

5. The Principle of Pretabulated Functions

Combine analytically in every equation all constitutive relations (material
properties, correlations for exchange of mass, momentum and energy, etc.) into the
smallest possible number of composite expressions. Then evaluate and tabulate the
expressions for the whole range of state variables and interpolate the tables dur-
ing the simulation.

This principle is extremely important for the reduction of computational oper-
ations during the simulation.

It has always been thought that the evaluation of expressions produces more
reliable results in computer simulations than table interpolation. However, since
inexpensive computer memory has become available, data tabulations with extremely
fine entry increments are affordable, and the table interpolations of thermodynamic
properties have become increasingly popular. Conventional property tabulations in-
volve two-phase functions for elementary properties such as temperature, density,
specific heat or thermal conductivity. Such elementary functions appear rarely
alone in a balance equation. Instead, properties appear in particular combinations
in particular equations. As an example, the ratio

f(P'h)m M (ph - p h )I(p h - pfh (2)

depends only on pressure p and mixture enthalpy hm but involves the elementary
functions of phasic density p and enthalpy h along the liquid (subscript f) and the
vapor (subscript g) saturation lines and the composite function for mixture density

pm(ph)m PfPgf/[Pg + (pf-pg)(h -hf)/(hghf) .(3)
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Evaluation of the elementary functions (rational polynomials) for f in Eq.
(2), requires about 40 to 80 arithmetic operations (depending on range and accuracy
of expressions). The evaluation of the ratio f above requires an additional 15
arithmetic operations. All this effort can be eliminated by carrying out a single
two-dimensional table interpolation.

These are the five modeling principles used in the High-Speed Interactive
Plant Analyzer code (HIPA) of the BNL Plant Analyzer. Detailed applications of the
first three principles are given in Reference 10. The significance of the last two
principles is demonstrated below.

The HIPA code is equivalent in size to a FORTRAN code with 70,000 executable
statements. If it were to be executed on a general-purpose computer, approximately
50,000 of the 70,000 statements would have to be executed for every cycle, advanc-
ing from one time level to the next. In contrast, by utilizing Principles 4 and 5
above, together with the table interpolation capability of the AD10 special-purpose
peripheral processor, the BNL Plant Analyzer needs to execute only the equivalent
of 20,000 FORTRAN statements. Moreover, these 20,000 FORTRAN statements are re-
duced to less than 6,000 statements in the high-level system simulation language
MPS-10. Consequently, only 5,600 MPS-10 statements are executed (without repeti-
tion) from a total of 70,000 equivalent FORTRAN statements, to advance from one
time level to the next.

SELECTION OF EFFICIENT INTEGRATION METHODS

Computer simulations of transient processes in nuclear power plants involve
either the solution to large systems of coupled transcendental equations or the in-
tegration of large systems of nonlinear first-order differential equations.11

Transcendental equations arise from the simultaneous discretization in time and
space of the governing field equations. Ordinary differential equations arise from
space discretization, from cell averaging and from lumped-parameter modeling.12

Numerical integration techniques are either implicit or explicit. An algo-
rithm integrates over time explicitly if it produces the future state yk+l of the
simulated system from the present and possibly from the past states only, yk+1 -
F(y ,y ,...,k ). Otherwise the algorithm is implicit.

Implicit integration involves iterative solutions to transcendental equa-
tions. The associated frame time Ti, or clock time required for advancing the
entire simulation from one time level (k) to the next level (k+1), is orders of
magnitude larger than the frame time Te associated with straight-through calcula-
tions for explicit integration.

The permissible integration step size H is controlled by accuracy and stabili-
ty requirements. Completely implicit integration schemes can be unconditionally
stable and are then limited only by accuracy requirements, while explicit schemes
are normally of higher-order accuracy but only conditionally stable.

Because of a history in core physics calculations, there is a predominant
preference in the nuclear industry for implicit integration schemes. Computing ac-
curacy is often ignored in the preoccupation with stability. Stability is abso-
lutely necessary but not sufficient.
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The rational choice between explicit and implicit integration schemes is based
upon (i) the frequency fv of system stimulants (input data) and system responses
(expected output data), (ii) the permissible integration step sizes Hi and He
for implicit and explicit integration, respectively, and (iii) the frame times Ti
and Te.

The abscissa in Figure 1 below represents the relevant frequency f of system
simulation and response, with the steady state at the left and with extremely rapid
transients at the right. The frame times T and T are system independent since
they depend only on the number of arithmetic and logical operations carried out in
one time step. The vertical time scale is logarithmic and shows that the frame
time is much larger for implicit algorithms than for explicit ones. The permis-
sible time step size Hi for unconditionally stable schemes depends on truncation
errors, i.e., on high-order derivatives which increase with f , causing Hi to de-
crease with increasing f . The permissible time step size H is larger than Hi be-
because explicit schemes are frequently of higher-order accuracy (i.e., Runge-
Kutta methods). However, He cannot exceed its stability limit as indicated by
the horizontal segment of the He-curve in Figure 1.
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The intersections of T and H cur-
ves give the relevant simulation
frequencies for real-time comput-
ing speeds (H/T-i). It is clear
that explicit integration is su-
perior for fast transients, and
implicit for slow, near quasi-
steady transients. An optimum
model formulation can be achieved
by eliminating irrelevant frequen-
cy content or numerical stiffness
(i.e. sound propagation in liquid)
from the model, so that the ex-
plicit scheme integrates for most
transients of interest with the

idents permissible step size lying just
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Fig. 1 Selection of Optimum Integration Method
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Figure 1 above shows that the maximum speed ratio H e/Te for explicit integra-

tion produces reliably the system response frequencies f <f*. The same or better
speed ratio can be achieved by implicit integration only :ForVfrequencies less than
or equal to fo. This suggests the range of desired response frequencies for the two
integration methods as indicated at the top of Figure 1.

Figure 1 is drawn only qualitatively and it applies only in principle to a
particular time step. With appropriate weighting, one can apply the presented
principles to variable time steps as well.
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The TRAC code requires, on a CDC-7600 computer, the frame time per computa-
tional cell of approximately 3 milliseconds or more. For 200 cells in a model, one
finds Ti = 0.6 sec.* When simulating with TRAC an oscillation of interest with
frequency f 9 by computing only 10 points per period, one can achieve real-time or
faster simulation speeds (H/T < 1) only for system response frequencies f < 0.17
Hz. Small-break LOCA events produce 10 Hz, large-break LOCAs may produce 100 Hz
(flow oscillations) system responses.

Explicit integration appears superior for simulating transients in LWR sys-
tems, but implicit integration may be superior for HTGR system simulations. The
frame time for implicit integration (matrix inversion) must be reduced by two
orders of magnitude below the time needed on current large mainframe computers
(CDC-7600) before implicit integration can be used for high-speed simulation.

SPECIAL-PURPOSE COMPUTER

Nuclear power plant transients can be realistically simulated in minicomput-
ers, mainframe computers or supercomputers. Mainframe and supercomputers, however,
are too expensive for efficient high-speed interactive simulation because their
operating cost is high and, being general-purpose computers, they cannot achieve
the simulation speed of special-purpose computers for simulation. Program vector-
ization has produced only very modest improvements in computer speed for hydraulics
codes, even on supercomputers. Minicomputers offer low-cost alternatives, they can
be dedicated to the exclusive simulation of a specific plant for both plant manage-
ment and operator assistance.

Array processors are widely available as minicomputers and often promoted for
parallel processing of complex simulation codes. Such array processors consist of
two or more identical central processing units. Array processors were originally
developed for signal processing and are very powerful when operating in parallel on
independent data streams, as from independent sensors (CAT scan, for example).
They are far less useful for simulations because simulation codes cannot be sepa-
rated into many independent segments for parallel processing, without inadmissible
time-skewing or adverse idling of some of the processors.

AD10 Processor

Applied Dynamics International (ADI) in Ann Arbor, Michigan (USA) has devel-
oped the special-purpose peripheral processor AD1O particularly for high-speed sim-
ulations of complex systems. 3 Specifically, the AD10 is designed to integrate
numerically large systems of nonlinear ordinary differential equations at high
speed, low cost and with the convenience found only on analog computers. The ADIO
is programmed in the high-level systems simulation language MPS1O which is superior
to FORTRAN for simulation. MPS1O was developed and is maintained by ADI. The ADIO
is programmed by a PDP-11 or VAX host computer but carries out all simulation tasks
independently from the host. The ADlO is the central and indispensable hardware
component of the BNL Plant Analyzer.

The BNL Plant Analyzer contains two AD10 units. Each AD10 contains six dis-
tinct, task-specific processors which operate in parallel and are synchronized at

*Ti of 2 to 3 seconds are common.
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the computing cycle frequency of 10 MHz. The six processors serve (i) to link the
ADIO with the host computer, (ii) to time and control the other five processors,
(iii) to execute logical decisions and binary searches for table interpolation,
(iv) to execute additions, subtractions and multiplications in integer or fraction-
al arithmetic,. (v) to carry out numerical integrations, and (vi) to address mem-
ory. Two additions and one multiplication can be carried out in one cycle, result-
ing in 30 million fractional operations per second. Twenty million words can be
transferred each second between memory and processors. Internally generated digi-
tal data can be issued as digital data at the rate of 3 million words per second or
converted to analog signals in the range from -10 volt to +10 volt. Input signals
can be accepted as digital (3 million words per second) or analog signals (±10
volt).

The AD10 distinguishes itself from array processors, as it has six distinct,
task-specific processors which work in parallel to carry out specific simulation
tasks (function generation, integration, etc.) while executing code instructions in
sequence. Each processor has its own instructions built-in (furnished by ADI), has
its own pipeline architecture for high-speed execution and is invoked by the pro-
grammer with a simple call statement.

Simulation Capabilities

The two AD10 processors installed at BNL can integrate as many as 1,950 state
equations, with any combination of 17 built-in algorithms, such as first through
fourth orders Adams-Bashford or Adams-Moulton and second through fourth orders
Runge-Kutta procedures. The mix of algorithms can be altered with a single key-
board command, on-line and without reloading the program.

The two processors can generate as many as 18 nonlinear functions of one
variable, plus 34 functions of two variables, plus 12 functions of three variables
in as little as 98 microseconds, regardless of the functions complexity. This
feature is utilized by Modeling Principles 4 and 5.

Up to 256 input and output analog channels can be scanned for every computing
frame. This makes the outside world (instrumentation and controls in a power
plant) part of central core memory.

The BWR plant simulation presented here entails 540 integrations with 5,600
subroutine or module calls, including the interpolation of over 270 nonlinear
multidimensional tables, many as often as 54 times during every computing frame.
All of this is achieved in the frame time T - 7 is. The maximum integration step
size is H-54 is, producing a seven times greater than real-time simulation speed.
Twenty-eight analog channels are scanned 165 times per second to introduce operator
actions and malfunctions any time before or during the simulation. Sixteen output
channels are currently updated 165 times per second for graphic display and storage
of computed results. This capability is indispensable for computer-aided emergency
response.

Remote Access Capability

The BNL Plant Analyzer can be accessed and operated remotely by telephone from
an IBM Personal Computer (PC) anywhere in the U.S. and it Europe. The IBM-PC must
have at least 128 kbyte of memory, an RS-232 serial port connected to the telephone
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line through a 1200 baud modem, a Plantronics PC + Colorplus graphics adapter card,
and a standard R-G-B color monitor.

The plant analyzer accepts via the IBM-PC keyboard operator actions and mal-
function signals on-line interactively and displays simulated plant responses on-
line in graphical or tabular form. In remote access mode, the simulations are four
times faster than real-time speed.

SIMULATION ACHIEVEMENTS

Figure 2 shows the flow diagram of the BWR-4 power plant being simulated in
the BNL Plant Analyzer. The control systems are shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows
the details of nodalization in the reactor vessel.

CST OWL The plant analyzer reliably
simulates the consequences of a
large number of malfunctions.
ATWS events induced by multiple

Z failures can be simulated. Pro-
r L -cedures following the Emergency

LJ Procedure Guidelines have been
simulated.

mm_-a ,KThe plant analyzer simu-
_HR-Cp . " lates SBLOCA events, induced by

safety and relief valve failure,
steam line breaks and breaks in
recirculation loop and feedwater
lines.

Figure 2 BWR-4 Flow Diagram

The plant analyzer accepts
both analog input (from controls

SRV uand instruments) and digital in-
- put data (from the SPDS system,

for example). This capability
affords direct coupling of the

I RT plant analyzer to a nuclear pow-
II I GNERATOR er plant for supporting plant

operations. This feature also

RECIRCULAION i HTV makes it possible to enter oper-
I ator actions or malfunctions di-

C Altt |rectly, on-line, into the plant

SUPPRESSION - I analyzer, thereby producing in-
POOL CONDENSER stant plant responses without

FWPUP FWWTURBINE interrupting the simulation pro-
UOTOR-GENERATOR

SET FWPREHEATER cess.

- DACTUATOR D - SENSOR O-SETPOINT C-MANUAL CONTROL The plant analyzer simu-
lates at speeds which are two-

Figure 3 Flow and Control Diagram orders-of-magnitude faster than
the CDC-7600 and completes a

simulation in about one-seventh of actual process time. High simulation speed and
user convenience in the BNL Plant Analyzer have been shown to achieve the simula-
tion, evaluation and documentatation of over 30 different transients in less than
four days.
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Plant analyzer results have been suc-
cessfully compared with BWR/4 plant data
(Peach Bottom turbine trip tests*) and for
over 30 different transients, with results

S1TEAM 0081
SIz - from TRAC-BDI, RELAP5, RAMONA-3B and GE cal-

culations.10 These comparisons demonstrate
that the plant analyzer reliably simulates

_ WS$ ,the consequences from a large number of mul-

5- . tiple failures in components and control sys-

ti m - r. CONCLUSIONS
5% ' 1,Tw

W was 4 W E It has been demonstrated that the com-
P"= ' % 22 345 bination of five advanced modeling principles

_ W , , , 44 .i with available modern special-purpose mini-

f i: :, X scomputer and software technologies achieves
*e 3 41 w. simulations of normal and accidental transi-
+ . ,wZents in nuclear power plants at high speed,

+, 24 3i low cost and with convenient on-line inter-
2 3 aactive access. This newly developed technol-

r.,. ogy is implemented in the BNL Plant Analyzer.

NS W* SYSTEM The BNL Plant Analyzer is now the only

Figure 4 Nodalization Scheme operating facility that carries out realistic
for Pressure Vessel and accurate BWR plant simulations at speeds

two-orders-of-magnitude faster than the CDC-
7600 mainframe computer executing FORTRAN

code. The plant analyzer meets the needs of the USNRC, of utilities and institu-
tions with limited access to large computers. The BNL Plant Analyzer can be used
to extend currently limited capabilities of full-scope training simulators. It can
be used to monitor plant performance, to diagnose systert faults and to assist in
the optimization of remedial strategies after an accident.
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Abstract

The once-through-steam-generator version of the Personal Computer
Transient Analyzer - PCTRAN/P was used to simulate the overcooling
event which occurred on December 26, 1985 at Rancho Seco. Loss of
the Integrated Control System lead to a reactor trip and overfeeding
by the auxiliary feedwater with excessive steam dump. As a result,
the plant cooled down rapidly in a short period. PCTRAN/P has
successfully reproduced the transient using its. interactive control
functions. Areas of the system's shortcomings are thus identified
and modifications can be made to prevent a similar event from
recurring. The computation time on an IBM-PC/XT was about 20
minutes for the 50 minute transient. PCTRAN is thus demonstrated to
be a fast-turnaround tool for conducting reactor transient analyses.

1. Introduction

Rancho Seco is a Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) designed pressurized water
reactor (PWR) operated by the Sacramento Municipal Utility District
(SMUD). On December 26, 1985 It was operating at approximately 76%
of full (2772 MWt) power and experienced a 105$ of the Integrated
Control System (ICS). Because of the sensitivity of the
once-through-steam-generator (OTSG) in its heat removing capability
and the unique design of the Rancho Seco plant's auxiliary feedwater
(AFW) and steam dump valves' positions under such conditions, the
plant cooled down uncontrollably within a period of about 20
minutes. The cooldown rate far exceeded the plant's Technical
Specifications, thus raising a concern on pressurized thermal shock
(PTS) on the vessel's integrity.

Shortly after the event and as soon as the event's data were
released, Micro-Simulation Technology conducted the simulation
analysis of this event using the personal computer code PCTRAN/P.
PCTRAN/P is the PWR-OTSG version of the PCTRAN codes[1,2,3], and was
developed to take full advantage of the recent technology
advancement in micro computers. PCTRAN is generic to a given type
of reactor design, such that a plant specific model can be
constructed in a matter of hours by simple input of the geometric,
operational and control parameters. Execution is interactive on
plant control functions such as the control rods, reactor coolant
pumps (RCP), pressurizer relief valve (PORV), emergency core cooling
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system (ECCS), steam generator feedwater-and steam flows. etc..
Computation speed is usually a fraction of the transient time
depending on the time step used.

The purpose of this study is to verify that given the event
description, whether the reactor coolant system (RCS) and its
secondary responses as recorded by the plant computer were thermal
hydraulically reasonable as should be, or there were other unnoticed
complications. Once this is verified, then areas for modifications
and procedure and training improvements can be identified. Owing to
the unique simplicity of PCTRAN in setting up a model and
extraordinary speed in conducting a run, PCTRAN can be used for
reactor transient analysis when timely turnaround is desired.

The transient's sequence of events will be described, followed by
the PCTRAN/P's models and control functions that simulate each
individual event. The plant data is then compared with the
calculated results. The analysis and its findings have been
communicated to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's investigation
team and the SMUD management.

2. Description of Event

Early in the morning of December 26, 1985, while operating at a
steady 76% power, a loss of DC power at the plant's ICS caused the
main feedwater pumps to reduce to minimum speed and all control
devices receiving signals from ICS to fail at mid-scale. Since the
ICS operates on a -10 to +10 vdc range corresponding to 0 to 100%
demand, a zero voltage is interpreted as a "50% demand". These
include the main feedwater flow, auxiliary feedwater (AFW), turbine
bypass valves (TBV) an'd atmospheric dump valves (ADV).

The reduction of main feedwater caused decrease in heat transfer
rate through the OTSGs so the primary side heated up and tripped on
high pressure. Subsequent uninterrrupted AFW feeding and TBV and
ADV steaming provided a significant rate of heat removal. This
caused a rapid reduction in the temperature and pressure in the RCS
and reached a point where the Safety Features Actuation System
(SFAS) initiated and injected water into the RCS through the High
Pressure Injection (HPI) system. A condensed sequence of events is
provided in Table 1[4].

3. PCTRAN Simulation of the Event

a. Steady State Initialization

The thermal hydraulics basic theory and input structure of PCTRAN
have been described in References 1 and 2. For steady state
initialization at a power less than 100%, the only input parameters
that need to be updated are: power factor (= 76%), pressureizer
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level, steam generator levels, and feedwater temperature. The code
will find all other plant parameters such that overall heat balance
is achieved. Figure 1 is the PCTRAN generated nuclear steam supply
system (NSSS) for the Rancho Seco plant at 76% power steady state
condition.

Table 1

Sequence of Events and PCTRAN/P Simulations

Time Plant Event PCTRAN Simulation
- __ _

o sec
=04:13:00

Plant operation at
76% power, ICS on Auto.

Steady state initiation
at 76% full power.

47 Loss of ICS power, main
feedwater demand reduced
to 50%, ADV, AFW and TBV
signaled to open.

Level set points set to
10 ft, feedwater runs
back to about 50%.

Operator opened pressurizer
spray in attempt to stop
pressure increase.

Reactor tripped on high
pressure, turbine trip.

Same

Same63

75

195

250

AFW fLow began.

Operators tripped both
MFW pumps. Recognized
greater than 800 gpm to
each SG.

RCS pressure decreased
to 1600 psig. SFAS auto
initiated. Pressurizer
decreased to 20 in.

Pressurizer level offscale
low. Subcooling margin is
85 F and increasing.

SG pressures have decreased
to 500 psig.

Set level set points to
42 ft for uninterrupted
AFW flow.

Same

Same

Same

Same

433

453
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Table 1 (Continued)

Sequence of Events and PCTRAN/P Simulations

Time Plant Event PCTRAN Simulation
- . . .

613

840

1018

ADVs and TBVs isolated by
operators.

Pressurizer level back on
scale. Started to throttle
HPI to slow down rapid
increase of SCM. SCM = 170F

Closed C & D HPI injections.

Started depressurizing RCS
to return to condition
outside PTS region using
spray.

Operator closed B AFW.

A-SG is full up to the
steam shroud.

SCM reaches peak of 201 F
and starts to decline.

Set prssure set points
above the current press.

SCM = 170 F. Level
reappeared at 1600 sec.

Turn HPI(2 trains) on
and off repeatedly to
simulate reduced HPI.

Same, used 30 gpm spray.

Same. B-SG level
stabilized at 38 ft.

Same

SCM max. = 195 F

1063

1233

1253

1573

1633 Lowest temperature reached
386 F.

Closed A & B HPI.

Temperature minimum =
386 F.

Shut all HPI & make up.

Run terminated.

1800

2640
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Fig. 1 Rancho Seco Plant at 76% Power Initial Conditions

b. Transient Initiation

The detailed ICS is not included in the PCTRAN model. Instead, the
control functions, both in the input deck and some in the "windows"
that appear in the NSSS mimic, are controlled to react as the ICS.
The initiating event of main feedwater reduction was simulated by
the level control function in the lower window of Fig. 1. 'LSGA'
and 'LSGB' are controlling set points for the OTSG levels that are
dynamically updated and displayed by the steam generators.
Initially both the OTSG levels and their set points agree (about 20
ft), resulting in a constant main feedwater that matches the steam
flow. By reducing these setpoints LSGA and LSGB somewhat
arbitrarilly, say, to 10 ft at 5 seconds after the run start, the
feedwater would run back. In the input deck there is a ramp
constant that controls the feedwater ramp rate. The OTSG levels
then decreased and resulted in the RCS heatup and pressurization.
Although the pressurizer spray was used, the pressurization
persisted and subsequently the reactor tripped automatically. The
PCTRAN simulation agrees well with the plant data in its initial
response.

c. Interactive Simulation

Initiation of the AFW and uncontrolled steam release through the
TBVs and ADVs were simulated by presetting AFW, TBV and ADV flow
rates in the input deck and interactive control of their respective
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control set points. Basically, these systems in PCTRAN/P are
controlled by simple on-off logic. In the data set, flow capacity
corresponding to 50% demand were implemented. Normally after a
reactor trip, the AFW should control the OTSG levels to about 3 ft
and pressures to 1025 psia. However, failure of the ICS resulted in
uninterrupted feeding and steaming. Thus the controlling set points
for pressure and level in the window were set to 0 psia and 42 ft
(flooding the steam shroud) respectively.

The RCS started a rapid cooldown with automatic initiation of the
HPI. This was witnessed by the 'HPI' status in the middle window
turning to 'ON' in the mimic, and a value indicated for 'WECS' in
lb/sec by the left (A-side) cold leg. The HPI flow rate corresponds
to initiation of two trains. Recognizing a fast cooldown was in
progress and the subcooling margin was excessive, the operators at
Rancho shut one of the HPI trains at about 16 minutes after the
reactor trip. PCTRAN/P is capable of simulating a reduced HPI flow
capacity by its restart feature. However, it is easier to simply
turn on and off the HPI repeatedly at the keyboard with the
integrated flow matching the plant data. This is illustrated in Fig.
6. The thermal hydraulic response should be equivalent.

Later in the event, the operators were able to isolate the TBVs and
ADVs and also terminated the B AFW. These were simulated by
resetting to larger pressure set points and a smaller LSGB than the
actual plant conditions.

4. Plant Data vs. PCTRAN/P Comparison

Figures 2 to 8 show the comparison between the plant data[4] and
the PCTRAN calculation. They are generally in good agreement in
the timing of sequence of events, as well as quantitative values
in transient parameters. Noticeably the RCS cooled down to a
minimum of 386 F within 25 minutes (Fig. 2). The pressurizer
level decreased to off-scale low before recovering by HPI
injection (Fig. 4). The PCTRAN/P calulation shows a sizable
bubble had existed for a period of time. Since the reactor
coolant pumps (RCP) were maintained in operation throughout the
event and the maximum subcooling margin was about 200 F (Fig. 5),
the bubble could not exist in the coolant loops. The only
possible location should thus be in the reactor vessel head.

A noticeable discrepency in the pressure comparison (Fig. 3) is from
about 250 s to 1300 s where the plant data shows a more dramatic
decrese and repressurization. PCTRAN/P has used a non-equilibrium
pressurizer model that allows its fluid to be compressed by hot leg
water insurge and to be expanded into the hot leg during outsurge.
In other benchmark and verification analyses[1,2], this model is
generally capable of reproducing pressurization and depressurization
phenomena. In the current case, the calculated pressure variation
is less pronounced than the plant data.
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The secondary side pressure and level responses from PCTRAN/P agree
very well with the plant data. In Fig. 7 following the reactor
trip, the OTSG pressure surged due to the turbine stop valve
closure. In addition to the TBVs and ADVs, a few steam safety valves
also lifted briefly to relieve the pressure surge. Both TBVs and
ADVs staying in 50% opening position resulted in depressurization
of the OTSGs. In Fig. 8 the AFWs were feeding symmetrically in the
PCTRAN/P run until about 20 minutes at which time the B AFW was
terminated.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Given the initial plant status and boundary conditions that "drive"
the transient event, PCTRAN/P has closely reproduced the Rancho Seco
plant data. Failure-to-mid-scale on a number of control signals at
loss of power was clearly verified to be the cause of this
uncontrollable cooldown event. In addition to the obvious
modifications such as replacing the faulty components and
improvement in the reliability of the ICS power supply, new
controllers to the crucial AFW, TBV and ADV valves in the control
room independent of the ICS shall prevent this type of overcooling
event. It will also provide the operators, from within the control
room, the flexibility of controlling these systems to mitigate other
types of events.
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PCTRAN/P was successful in analyzing this event. Limited by the
program's thermal hydraulic model in dealing with sudden,
thrust-induced momentum effects and localized pressure distribution,
the Rancho Seco simulation does not involve such complications. The
simulation run is basically a mass and energy removal balance
problem, and PCTRAN/P is first-principle in their solutions. The
only discrepency as against the plant data is the extent of initial
depressurization and subsequent repressurization. This is under
further investigation and a refined pressurizer model may produce
better agreement.

This event does involve a bubble formation as a result of RCS mass
balance and volumetric shrinkage. Lacking detailed nodal structure
in its thermal hydraulic model, PCTRAN/P is not supposed to identify
the bubble's location. However, because ample subcooling margin
existed in the reactor coolant loops throughout the event, the
bubble's location can easily be 'guessed' to be in the reactor
vessel head (where else?). Therefore the lack of detailed momentum
equations did not prevent PCTRAN/P from making a rigorous benchmark
for this event.

On the other hand, the existence of a bubble can be verified by hand
calculation, provided all coolant injection, makeup and leakage
rates plus the temperature and pressure data are known. This is a
tedious while possible process. Nevertheless, hand calculations
would use the plant data for the RCS pressure and temperature. It
will not be possible without a rigorous thermal hydraulic computer
code's help to predict the primary response at given secondary
boundary conditions. Therefore, PCTRAN/P can be an intermediate
tool between hand calculations and detailed system codes. It is
capable of turning around reasonable solutions in a most expeditious
fashion. Should any questions be identified in its analysis, then
large system codes can be implemented for detailed investigation.
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ABSTRACT

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has developed a Reactor Analysis
Support Package (RASP) [1| to provide utilities with computer programs and analysis
guidelines for describing nuclear power plant behavior and performance. The
objective of RASP is to provide an integrated, interlinked and validated code
package, which includes analysis guidelines, that can be used by utilities for both
fuel reload and plant safety analysis. RASP consolidates existing core physics,
thermal-hydraulics and fuel performance computer codes into an integrated and self-
consistent system. The RASP methodology consists of the following integral
elements: individual computer codes, linkage and traceability software, analysis
guidelines and utility seminars and workshops.

The RETRAN 121 system thermal-hydraulics computer code is used in this package to
perform NSSS transient analyses. RETRAN has been used extensively to analyze both
operational transients and small break loss-of-coolant accidents. RETRAN is
applicable to both PWR and BWR plant transient analyses. The RETRAN nuclear
kinetics models, which relate thermal-hydraulic changes to core power response
(point or one-dimensional kinetics), require input from the physics codes via
special RASP linkage codes and therefore truly demonstrate the need for a
consistent, integrated physics and thermal-hydraulics package.

The purpose of this paper is to give an overview of the RASP package with special
emphasis on the NSSS transient analysis code RETRAN.

INTRODUCTION

The experience of recent years has demonstrated an ever-increasing need for
utilities operating nuclear power plants to have the means to re-analyze those
postulated events that form the bases for plant operation or safety design. The
objective of the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Reactor Analysis Support
Package (RASP) is to provide an integrated code package that satisfies a wide range
of nuclear utility applications. RASP applications cover a broad spectrum ranging
from core management analysis for improving fuel cycle economy to plant specific
safety analysis in support of reload fuel licensing. RASP provides the utility
users with their own analysis tools that can be applied to many different analysis
objectives as mentioned below. The availability of the RASP methodology thus allows
the utility users to make a variety of independent analyses of NSSS and fuel
performance.
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RASP consolidates existing core physics, thermal-hydraulics and fuel performance
computer codes into an integrated and self-consistent system. The RASP methodology
consists of the following integral elements:

1. Guideline documents that assist the user in performing specific plant analyses.

2. Linkage and traceability software to integrate and automate the separate codes,
reduce data handling problems and chances for errors, and to support analysis
Quality Assurance.

3. Individual computer codes with theory, usage, and application documentation
manuals.

4. Utility seminars and workshops to address specific RASP analysis applications.

Figure 1 shows how the RASP project integrates the individual computer codes and
provides guidelines to produce a methodology which the utilities can use for a
variety of specific applications including the design and licensing of reload
cores. Figure 1 also shows that the individual utility users are responsible for
developing plant specific models and analysis procedures and for obtaining NRC
approval for licensing applications.

RASP APPLICATIONS

The need for nuclear utilities to have plant analysis capabilities has grown in
importance because of new NRC requirements and newly identified safety concerns.
Following the accident at Three Mile Island, the need for operator guidelines based
on realistic predictions of system performance and the increasing use and acceptance
of probabilistic risk assessment have further increased the demand for operating
plant analysis. Best-estimate prediction capabilities of plant performance
following postulated disturbances is required. In order to satisfy the current
analytical needs, it is essential that a complete and self consistent methodology be
provided. The RASP code package has been developed to provide this methodology to
the nuclear utilities.

Specific RASP applications include:

1. Core and fuel cycle management analysis

2. Core design within cycle dependent operation envelopes

3. Support and development of operator guidelines

4. Support of operator and technical staff training

5. Preparation and evaluation of emergency procedures

6. Development of plant test procedures and interpretation of test results

7. Creation of benchmarks for qualification of plant simulators

8. Evaluation of the effects of operation with equipment or systems out of service

9. Analytical bases to support changes In plant Technical Specifications

10. Evaluations of reportable occurrence reviews

11. Evaluations of proposed plant design changes
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12. Determination of protection system setpoints and limiting conditions for
operation

13. Plant specific safety analyses in support of reload core licensing

This list demonstrates the wide range of RASP capabilities and includes both reload
fuel licensing and non-licensing applications. Particular RASP applications are
expected to vary widely among individual utility users according to their perception
of the potential benefits.

APPLICATION GUIDELINES

Application guidelines are a key part of the RASP system. Guidelines for using RASP
are currently being prepared In five application areas: BWR physics analysis, PWR
physics analysis, BWR event analysis, PWR event analysis, and setpoint and technical
specification analysis. The objective of these guidelines is to provide detailed
descriptions of the important phenomena and systems considerations to be addressed
in the analysis model. The guidelines go into sufficient detail to serve as a
useful training tool in understanding reactor behavior and are not a set of rigid
procedures. The guidelines provide information useful for best-estimate analyses as
well as conservatively biased safety or licensing analyses. To augment these
application guidelines, EPRI is providing a code document on modeling guidelines for
each of the main RASP codes. A list of the RASP documentation including these
guidelines is shown in Table 1.

Table 1

RASP DOCUMENTATION

SPECIFIC COMPUTER CODES

- Theory & Model Descriptions

- Programmer's Manual & Installation Instructions

- User's Manual

- Applications Demonstration

MODELING GUIDELINES

- RASP Introduction and Overview

- BWR Physics Analysis Guidelines

- PWR Physics Analysis Guidelines

- BWR Event Analysis Guidelines

- PWR Event Analysis Guidelines

- LWR Setpoint Analysis Guidelines

- PWR Setpolnt Analysis Methodologies

- User's Manual for the RASP Traceability System
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LINKAGE AND TRACEABILITY SOFTWARE

An automated linkage and data base management system called TRACE (31 has been
developed and integrated into RASP. This system includes several small linkage
codes and an auditing system that records the calculation history of an analysis
that uses RASP codes. This allows the analyst to trace the calculation steps at
some later date and produces an audit trail. The linkage codes provide an automated
system to transmit data between codes. This eliminates a significant potential.
source of error and increases the analyst's productivity by reducing the number of
manual data manipulations.

There are several situations where an automated data interchange is virtually
essential. One example is the use of the one-dimensional kinetics model in a RETRAN
BWR system transient analysis which requires the input of large arrays of kinetics
cross-section data calculated by the physics nodal code in ARMP [4]. RASP provides
linkage software to automatically transfer this data through interface files. A
manual transfer of the data would require considerable time and effort as well as be
a potential source for error. Another example is the transfer of power distribution
data from the ARMP codes to VIPRE-01 [51 for calculation of fuel thermal margins in
both BWR and PWR analyses. The VIPOWR linkage code does this automatically whereas
a manual data transfer would be extremely tedious and, again, a potential source of
error.

This linkage and data management capability greatly enhances the quality control
process and provides an audit trail required for quality assurance. The audits
produced by TRACE describe both the individual computer codes used and the data used
as input to the codes.

MAIN RASP CODES

The RASP codes are state-of-the-art and are comparable to the equivalent
methodologies used by NSSS and nuclear fuel vendors and by the NRC. The codes have
been extensively validated against plant data and benchmark calculations and have
been used by several utilities in fuel cycle management and licensing support
activities. Each of the computer codes in RASP is thoroughly documented with
respect to theory, program structure, input and output, and applications
demonstration. Typical calculation paths that exhibit the RASP analysis process are
shown in Figures 2 and 3.

The primary RASP codes include the physics codes in the ARMP package and SIMULATE
(61, the thermal-hydraulics codes of RETRAN and VIPRE and the fuel thermal-
mechanical codes of FREY [11 and ESCORE (81. The ARMP core physics codes can be
used in a stand-alone mode to perform fuel cycle management analysis and core design
within cycle-dependent envelopes. They can also be used in a coupled mode to
calculate reactor core and fuel parameters required in safety and fuel assembly
thermal-hydraulic analyses. They are applicable to both PWRs and BWRs. They
perform basically cell, assembly and nodal calculations including burn-up
calculations.

The VIPRE core thermal-hydraulics code is applicable to PWR and BWR steady-state and
transient analyses. VIPRE steady-state calculations are lused to establish the core
thermal-hydraulic operating envelope. VIPRE transient calculations are used to
predict the core thermal-hydraulic response, including the margin to licensing fuel
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design limits, in more detail than is possible with RETRAN. Conditions calculated
by RETRAN are used as input boundary conditions for VIPRE transient simulations.
VIPRE gets core power distribution parameters from the physics codes via special
RASP linkage codes.

The ESCORE code predicts steady-state fuel performance while the FREY code predicts
fuel behavior during a transient.

A Safety Evaluation Report (SER) has been issued by the NRC for both the RETRAN and
VIPRE codes.

All of the computer codes which are contained in the RASP system are shown in
Table 2. A schematic of the information flow between the codes is shown in
Figure 4.

The individual main RASP computer codes have been used by utility analysts for a
variety of applications. Further development of many of the codes is continuing in
order to expand the range of application. Versions of the RASP software have been
distributed to several utilities and are being applied to plant specific analyses.
The guideline documentation has been reviewed by utility users and is the process of
being validated.

Table 2

RASP COMPUTER CODES

CORE PHYSICS (ARMP PACKAGE)

BETCY EPRI-CPM NORGE-P
CASMO-1 MICBURN NUPUNCHER-2
CELL-2 NODEP-2 PDQ7-E
CPM-2 NORGE-B2 SIMULATE-E

KINETICS LINKAGE

NODETRAN NTPREP SIMTRAN-E

THERMAL-HYDRAULICS

RETRAN-02 VIPRE-01

FUEL PERFORMANCE

ESCORE FREY

THERMAL-HYDRAULIC LINKAGE

STRIPR VIPIN
VIPCRD VIPOWR

TRACEABILITY AND DATA-BASE MANAGEMENT

DATATRAN PDQINIT
PDQEDIT TRACE
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RETRAN

RETRAN is being used extensively by both BWR and PWR utilities to perform safety
analysis and licensing calculations. The RETRAN code has become the industry
standard with respect to NSSS transient analysis. In addition, the Nuclear Safety
Analysis Center (NSAC) at the EPRI has made extensive use of RETRAN to examine
several generic safety issues. The issues analyzed include Pressurized Thermal
Shock (PTS), Steam Generator' Tube Rupture (SGTR), Anticipated Transients Without
Scram (ATWS), and Station Blackout (SB). In addition to the analyses of generic
safety issues, RETRAN has also been used to analyze several reactor scram setpoints
to reduce scram frequency.

In the PTS area, calculations were performed to evaluate a small break loss- of-
coolant accident (SBLOCA) for a Westinghouse (W) plant 121 and a small steam line
break for a Combustion Engineering (CE) plant T101. The results were used as the
boundary conditions for a three-dimensional thermal-hydraulic analysis for the
downcomer region and a stress analysis for the vessel to examine the possibility of
crack initiation and arrest in the metal. Other small break analyses have also been
performed [11,121.

In the SGTR work, the actual plant data from the Prairie Island SGTR event was used
to validate the RETRAN code and RETRAN plant model [131. Additional analyses were
performed to assess the existing operating procedures for the SGTR transient.
Sensitivity studies were conducted to cover a wide spectrum of steam generator tube
rupture scenarios [14,151.

The data of LOFT tests L9-3 and L9-4 were used to validate RETRAN for a PWR ATWS
analysis [161. Analysis was also performed for a CE plant [171. The results show
a good comparison with vendors' calculations. The latest EPRI valve data now has
been incorporated into the models to represent accurately the relieving capacities
of safety valves and power-operated relief valves (PORVs) under ATWS conditions. A
parametric study was performed on a Westinghouse four-loop plant for a ATWS
transient initiated by loss of feedback [181. This work provides more insight of
the complex ATWS phenomena by studying the sensitivity of turbine trip time,
moderator temperature coefficients and steam generator nodalization to the system
peak pressure.

In the area of BWR ATWS, the emergency operating guidelines were examined through
RETRAN analysis. The feasibility of controlling reactor power by system pressure
and downcomer water level was assessed. The various RETRAN slip models, kinetics
and void fraction options were compared to determine the best modeling technique.

Station blackout analysis was performed for a W 2-loop plant. Cases with and
without the dynamic slip option were compared. Intermittent opening of the PORV was
observed in the results. A stuck open PORV was then assumed in a subsequent
analysis. For the latter case, the core remained covered without the activation of
safety injection during the first thirty minutes that were analyzed.

In addition to the above-mentioned analyses of safety issues, RETRAN was also used
to analyze certain scram setpoints, such as steam generator low (C-E plants) or low-
low (W plants) level, turbine trip and low pressure/thermal margin for the purpose
of reducing scram frequency. Recommendations were made to modify or remove some of
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these setpoints for W four-loop plants 1201, C-E plants using analog controls in the
reactor protection system [21] and C-E plants using digital controls.

RASP/RETRAN APPLICATION

The analysis of the three special turbine trip tests [22] at the Peach Bottom Atomic
Power Station Unit 2 is a good example of the need for a complete RASP analysis.
Turbine trip 1 was performed at 47.4% rated power and 98.8% rated flow. The
anticipatory scram due to the turbine trip was delayed so that the actual scram
signal was due to high flux. This allowed a substantial power peak to occur during
the test. The high flux scram setting was reduced to 85% rated power for this test.

The one-dimensional kinetics option was used for this analysis. This required one-
dimensional cross-sections to be developed using the physics codes. The cell and
lattice calculations were performed using CASMO and the nodal calculation was done
with SIMULATE. Because of the extreme sensitivity of the power to void, doppler and
scram reactivities, it was very important to generate the cross-sections for the
actual plant conditions. This was done by taking the end of cycle restart file and
burning the core to the actual test conditions. Two sets of cross-sections were
calculated, the initial test conditions and all rods in conditions. SIMTRAN
collapsed the three-dimensional cross-sections of SIMULATE to the required one-
dimensional cross-sections and rod worth functions required by RETRAN. The results
of the analysis of turbine trip 1 compared to data measured during the test is given
in Table 3. It can be seen that the calculated values agree quite well with the
measured ones.

Table 3

COMPARISON DATA AND RETRAN CALCULATION
FOR TURBINE TRIP 1

MEASURED CALCULATED

Peak Flux 4.65 4.86
Time of Peak 0.77 0.80

Steam Dome Pressure (psid)

First Peak at 1.0 sec. 32.5 30.0
Second Peak at 2.1 sec. 39.1 34.9
Third Peak at 3.1 sec. 39.1 35.2
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ABSTRACT

At the request of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). we
performed a rapid-response analysis of the loss-of-feedwater (LOFW) event
that occurred at the Toledo Edison Davis-Besse plant on June 9. 1985. The
initial 831 s of the plant transient were simulated and. in addition. four pos-
tulated transients were calculated to determine how the plant would have
responded if feedwater had not been restored, and how it would have re-
sponded to a feed-and-bleed (FAB) decay-heat removal procedure initiated
at different times. The Transient Reactor Analysis Code was used for this
analysis. We completed these calculations within a two-week period and
provided a report to the NRC 30 days later. Our analysis showed that
FAB was a viable decay-heat-removalprocedure for the Davis-Besse plant
for the initiation times analyzed. With complete LOFW and no alternate
decay-heat removal procedure. we calculated that core uncovery would have
occurred at about 9200 s. FAB initiated at 8 min and 13 min after com-
plete LOFW. which in the actual LOFW transient occurred 6 min after
the initiating event of a main-feedwater pump trip. was successful in that
the primary system remained subcooled and water-solid throughout the
transient. FAB initiated at 28 min after complete LOFW was considered
successful even though it resulted in a loss of subcooling. a net loss in
primary inventory. and a slow voiding of the primary system. The core
would have remained covered for the nine hours that we estimated for the
primary pressure to decrease to the residual-heat-removal pressure.

INTRODUCTION
On June 9. 1985. a loss-of-feedwater (LOFW) event occurred at the Toledo Edison Davis-

Besse plant. a Babcock-&-Wilcox (B&W) 2772-MWt raised-loop pressurized water reactor.
At 1:35:00 a.m.. a main-feedwater pump (MFP) tripped from an overspeed condition. The
plant was at approximately 90% power when this occurred. Automatic power reduction was
initiated immediately and the operator increased the speed of the second MFP to compensate
for the loss in feedwater. The reactor tripped 30 s later on a high-pressure setpoint with
reactor power at 80%. The second MFP continued to supply feedwater at a reduced rate to
both steam generators to about 370 s. until there was insufficient delivery pressure. With

* Work performed under the auspices of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
* Currently on faculty of Nuclear Engineering Department. Texas A&M University.
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complete LOFW. the auxiliary-feedwater (AFW) system was actuated on a low-level limit but
an erroneous operator action closed both AFW isolation valves, preventing AFW from reaching
the steam generators. Attempts to open the valves from the control room were unsuccessful:
finally, equipment operators were sent to manually open the valves and restore the AFW
pumps to service. At 01:51:24. approximately 10 min after total LOFW, the operators were
able to provide flow to the steam generators from a startup feedpump: 2 min later, both AFW
pumps were operative and delivering flow. During the LOFW. the primary pressure increased
to the pressurizer power-operated valve setpoint and caused the power-operated relief valve
(PORV) to cycle open three times before feedwater was restored. The entire event lasted
30 min. during which time the the reactor-coolant pumps (RCPs) were never tripped and the
reactor-coolant system (RCS) remained subcooled throughout.

In early July 1985. Los Alamos was requested by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) to provide a rapid-response analysis of the Davis-Besse transient. We completed the
model development. calculations. and analysis in a 2-week period.* and provided NRC with a
final report 30 days later.I The Transient Reactor Analysis Code (TRAC) 2 was used for this
analysis. We simulated the actual LOFW event and then calculated four additional postulated
transients. These postulated transients were to determine (1) the time to core uncovery if
feedwater had not been restored and (2) the plant recovery success to a feed-and-bleed (FAB)
decay-heat-removal procedure initiated at different times following LOFW. The concerns of
the NRC were the time available to the plant operators for emergency action if feedwater
had not been restored. and whether FAB would have been successful in the Davis-Besse
plant. FAB is an alternate decay-heat-removal procedure wherein the pressurizer PORV is
opened to release core-decay energy to containment and to reduce the primary pressure to
high-pressure-injection (HPI) system delivery pressure.

We started with a generic B&W lowered-loop plant model and developed a Davis-Besse
plant model using information from the Davis-Besse Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) 3

and other specific plant information supplied by the NRC. The NRC also provided us with
data recorded during the plant LOFW event. including the sequence of events, the alarm-signal
printout, and computerized data tables and plots.4

PLANT MODEL AND TRAC VERSION
Figure 1 shows an overview of the TRAC Davis-Besse plant model. The steam generators

in the Davis-Besse plant are elevated 8.53 m (28 ft) higher than those in a B&W lowered-
loop plant. The vessel is modeled in three dimensions and the rest of the plant in one
dimension. The vessel is noded into 2 radial rings. 12 axial levels, and 2 azimuthal sectors.
The steam generator is modeled in a dual-channel noding configuration to account for the
wetting effectiveness of AFW injection around the periphery of the primary tube bundle. The
two loop seals. RCPs, and cold legs in each loop are each combined and modeled as a single
component. High-point vents (HPVs) at the top of each hot leg are modeled, as these are
required for the FAB calculations. The pressurizer is located in loop A. and the pressurizer
PORV. the safety-relief valves (SRVs). the spray valve. and the spray line coming from the
cold leg are also modeled. The steam lines are modeled out to the main-steam isolation valve
(MSIV) and include the atmospheric-dump valve (ADV) and banks of SRVs. Feedwater flows
are modeled with time-dependent FILL components using the measured feedwater flowrates
as input. Flow capacities for the PORV. SRVs. and HPVs were given by the NRC. Quality

* Normal development time for a TRAC plant model is from six months to a year depending
on model complexity and on plant information availability.
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assurance for this plant model was high because of the commonality and similarity of many
components to those of a lowered-loop plant. such as the vessel and steam generator.

We used an updated version 12.0 of the TRAC-PF1/MOD1 code.2 The TRAC-PF1/MOD1
code was developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory to provide advanced best-estimate
predictions of postulated accidents in light-water reactors. The code features a two-phase.
two-fluid nonequilibrium hydrodynamics model with a noncondensible gas field: flow-regime-
dependent constitutive equation treatment: either one- or three-dimensional treatment of the
reactor vessel: complete control-systems modeling capability; a turbine component model: and
a generalized steam-generator component model. The code also features an advanced numer-
ical algorithm that permits the one-dimensional fluid dynamics model to violate the material
Courant condition. This technique permits the use of large time steps and reduces computer
running time.

CALCULATION RESULTS
We calculated six transients, two of the actual plant transient and four postulated tran-

sients. Figure 2 shows the relationship between these transients. Case 1 was the actual plant
transient calculated to 831 s starting from a clock time of 1:34:50 a.m.. 10 s before the MFP
trip. This start time was selected to be consistent with the start time used by the NRC in their
in-house Davis-Besse calculations. We did not analyze the entire 30 min of the LOFW event
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because of our schedule and also because only the early part of the plant transient was needed
as a starting point for the postulated transients. The four postulated transients consisted of
a complete LOFW transient and three FAB transients initiated at different times following the
complete LOFW transient. Case 2 was the complete LOFW transient that started at 831 s
after the start of the plant transient; Cases 3. 4. and 5 were FAB transients initiated at 831 s.
1128 s. and 2040 s. respectively. These times correspond to initiating FAB at time of steam-
generator dryout. 5 min after dryout. and 20 min after dryout. The FAB procedure consisted
of (1) starting both makeup pumps, (2) starting the low-pressure-injection (LPI) and HPI
pumps and aligning them in series ("piggy-back mode") to increase the HPI delivery pressure.
and (3) opening the pressurizer PORV and HPV valves. The RCPs were kept running until
the subcooling margin decreased to 11.1 K (20'F) at which time they were then tripped. Case
6 was a second calculation of the plant transient that corrected modeling deficiencies and
errors in Case 1. This case was performed after all the other transients were completed and
its purpose was to obtain an improved simulation of the actual LOFW event.

a2s Feed and Bleed 5000O
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533 Conplel LOFW SOO0s
ashd C eCase2

PutCo' oe

Pkan Trgnset Feod and : :d
C Case 1 * * Case 5
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Fig. 2. The TRAC transients calculated. Case I was a simulation of the actual
LOFW event and was common to all the postulated transients. Case 6. an improved
simulation of the LOFW event. was performed after the other transients were com-
pleted.
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The calculation termination times are also noted in Fig. 2. Case 2 required a relatively
long calculation in order to determine the time of core uncovery. Cases 3 and 4 were successful
FAB transients and therefore were shorter calculations. Case 5 also required a long calculation
because the primary system saturated when FAB was initiated and voided very slowly. Case 6
was terminated at 600 s even though a better simulation of the plant transient was obtained
because other modeling and data-base deficiencies were encountered that could not be resolved
within this analysis.

Calculations of Actual LOFW Event
The two calculations of the actual LO FW event. Case 1 and Case 6. are discussed together

and-compared to plant measured data. In Case 1. we obtained reasonable agreement between
the calculated results and plant data but there were some major differences. We corrected
modeling deficiencies and errors that occurred in Case 1 and obtained a better calculation of
the LOFW event in Case 6. but again there were differences that we were not able to resolve
within the time permitted for this analysis.

Figure 3 shows the primary pressures of the two calculations compared to the plant
measured primary pressure. There were three areas in which the calculations differed from
the plant transient: (1) the pressure at reactor trip, (2) the depressurization after reactor trip,
and (3) the repressurization to the PORV setpoint. The pressure at reactor trip in Case 1
was much higher than measured, which we later found attributable to modeling errors in the
steam-line SRVs. reactor decay power, and main-steam isolation valve closure time. These
errors were corrected in Case 6 and a better match with the measured pressure at reactor
trip was achieved. However, both Case 1 and Case 6 showed a slower depressurization after
reactor trip and a faster repressurization to the PORV setpoint than occurred in the actual
LOFW event.

Both areas of difference appear to be related to pressurizer spray. One of the reasons
for the slower depressurization was that pressurizer spray flow was turned off too early in
the calculation. We did not discover until after both calculations were completed that in the
actual plant transient the pressurizer spray valve was not closed until the primary pressure
reached 13.7 MPa (2000 psia). This was much lower than the spray-closed setpoint modeled
in the TRAC calculations. We also discovered after our analysis was completed that the spray
flow used in the TRAC calculation was much too high.- which resulted in the pressure cycling
between the open and closed setpoints in Case 6. We encountered this cycling in our first
attempts at simulating the plant transient, and chose not to model the spray flow in Case 1
during this period because we needed to calculate the repressurization to the PORV setpoint
for the postulated transients. However, spray flow was modeled in both calculations in the
early part of the transient between 25 s and 100 s.

Steam-generator dryout in the plant transient occurred at about 753 s for SG A and
at about 831 s for SG B. The TRAC calculations showed an earlier dryout. 670 s for SG A
and 700 s for SG B. The earlier dryout may indicate that the modeled secondary-side liquid
inventory was lower than actual or that more feedwater was delivered during the transient than
was calculated even though measured feedwater flowrates were used as specified boundaries.

Other factors that could have contributed to a better simulation of the actual LOFW
event include a more accurate steady state, an earlier start time. more complete steam-line
and feedwater-line modeling, and more accurate feedwater boundary conditions. The TRAC
calculations had a slightly higher reactor-coolant pressure and temperature than did the plant
at the start of the transient because the plant underwent an overcooling transient for about
60 s before the MFP trip. A more complete steam-line and feedwater-line modeling would have
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Fig. 3. The calculated primary pressures compared to the measured pressure for
the actual LOFW event.

allowed the secondary pressures to be more accurately calculated and the feedwater flows to
be more accurately defined.

Figure 4 compares the calculated and measured hot-leg temperatures. In general. there
is a slightly better agreement between the calculated and measured temperatures. The plant
data showed that the hot-leg B temperature lagged the hot-leg A temperature but we are not
certain why this occurred. The TRAC calculations showed less than a 1-K (1.8-0F) difference
between the calculated temperatures of each hot leg. The calculated temperatures would have
agreed more closely with plant data if our initial steady state had reflected the lower measured
temperatures at the transient start.

Postulated LOFW and FAB Transients
Figure 5 shows the primary pressures for the postulated transients. In Case 2. the

complete LOFW transient. the pressure remained at the pressurizer PORV setpoints until
subcooling was lost at about 3100 s. The pressure then increased as the primary system
started to void. forcing the pressurizer SRVs to open because the capacity of the PORV was
not sufficient to relieve the excess pressure. The SRVs cycled open a number of times between
3500 s and 5000 s. relieving enough liquid to cause significant voiding in the primary system
and allow two-phase flow out the PORV and SRVs. Above 5500 s. the flow out the PORV is
completely vapor. In Cases 3 and 4. the pressure decreased to below the HPI shutoff pressure
after the RCPs were tripped, which meant that HPI flow was being delivered to the primary
system. The pressure undershoot that occurred in Case 3 when FAB was initiated resulted
because the pressurizer was not completely full. The initial release of high volumetric vapor
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flow out the PORV caused the pressure to decrease very rapidly until the pressurizer filled with
liquid. In Case 5. FAB was initiated too late to maintain subcooling and the primary pressure
remained above the HPI shutoff pressure after RCP trip. Consequently. only the makeup flow
was available to offset the PORV flow.

In order to keep the primary system subcooled in a LOFW transient, FAB must be initiated
within a certain time after LOFW. Figure 6 shows the hot-leg subcooling margin (saturation
temperature minus liquid temperature) for the postulated transients, which shows the effect
of delaying FAB initiation time.

Following a LOFW. the RCS temperature will steadily increase until saturation is reached.
In the calculated LOFW transient. Case 2. subcooling is lost at about 3100 s. FAB must be
initiated with sufficient subcooling margin to allow for the reduction in subcooling that results
when the RCPs are tripped. The FAB transients initiated at 831 s and 1128 s. Cases 3 and 4.
were successful in keeping the RCS subcooled. In both cases. subcooling was never lost and
the subcooling margin increased with time after FAB initiation. In Case 5. FAB was initiated
too late and the RCS saturated very shortly after RCP trip. Subcooling was not regained
because the primary pressure remained above the HPI shutoff pressure.

A suggested criterion for the latest time at which FAB can be initiated following a LOFW
is the subcooling margin at which FAB is initiated. Cases 3 and 4 had subcooling margins
of 47 K (850F) and 38 K (680F). respectively, when FAB was initiated. Based upon these
FAB transients, the minimum subcooling margin at which FAB can be initiated without los-
ing subcooling is estimated to be 30 K (540F). However, this limit needs to be verified by
calculation.

Figure 7 shows the mass flows into and out of the primary system for Case 3. The mass
flows for Case 4 are similar to those for Case 3. The flows exiting the primary system are the
PORV and HPV flows, whereas the flows entering the primary system are the makeup and
HPI flows. The HPV flow was about 8% of the total flow escaping. The makeup flow was for
two makeup pumps and the HPI flow reflected the HPI system in a 'piggyback" mode, where
the HPI and LPI pumps are aligned in series to increase the HPI delivery pressure. For Cases
2 and 5. there was no HPI flow and the PORV flow was higher because of the higher primary
pressure. Also in Case 2. there was no HPV flow and the makeup flow was from one pump
only.

The integrated net mass flows into the primary system for each of the postulated tran-
sients are shown in Fig. 8. Cases 3 and 4 show a positive increase in the primary-system
inventory as the makeup and HPI mass flows exceeded the PORV and HPV mass flows. In
the complete LOFW transient. Case 2. a high mass loss resulted between 3700 s and 4600 s
when the pressurizer SRVs cycled open. The high flow capacity of the two SRVs resulted in
a rapid mass depletion of the primary system. The flow out the PORV and SRVs became
increasingly two-phase flow and by 5000 s the exiting flow was all vapor, which slowed the
mass depletion. Case 5 also showed a net mass loss but at a much lower rate. Case 2 had
40% of the initial primary-system mass left at 8000 s whereas Case 5 had 80% of the initial
primary-system mass left at 8542 s.

Figure 9 shows the core-region collapsed liquid level for Cases 2 and 5. Voiding in the
vessel occurred earlier in Case 5 because of FAB initiation but the voiding in Case 2 was more
severe. Core uncovery is estimated to occur at about 9200 s based on an extrapolation of the
calculated liquid level. Mass depletion in Case 5 is much slower and the core level remained
at the nozzle centerline level, maintained relatively constant by the liquid remaining in the hot
legs. It appears that the core will not uncover in Case 5. Eve n though the PORV flow is
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relatively high. the decreased primary pressure allowed a high delivery of makeup flow. which
nearly equaled the total lost and reduced the system mass loss considerably.

Figure 10 shows the hot-leg collapsed liquid levels for Case 2 and Case 5. In Case 2. the
hot legs started to void very rapidly at 3700 s. shortly after the vessel started to void. and
by 5000 s. hot-leg B was completely voided. Hot-leg A did not void completely until 6500 s
because the flow escaping out the PORV and SRVs tended to draw more coolant into hot-leg
A. In Case 5. the hot legs were still nearly full of liquid even though the primary system
saturated and started to void. We estimated that it will take at least nine hours before the
hot-leg level decreased to the surge-line elevation. The primary pressure will decrease more
rapidly once the surge line can clear of liquid and allow high volumetric vapor flow to escape
out the PORV.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
We conclude that FAB in the Davis-Besse plant will be successful if initiated within

the times to which our analyses apply. Our TRAC calculation of the actual LOFW event
agreed reasonably well with plant measurements. We note. however, that the time available
for creating the Davis-Besse plant model was short and that further efforts should be made
to obtain a better data base of the plant and of the LOFW event. We recommend that the
suggested improvements to the plant data base and the model be made and that the plant
transient be recalculated. However, it is our opinion that the overjll conclusions of our analysis
will not change following calculations with an improved plant model.
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A Risk Management Microcomputer-Based Program
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ABSTRACT

A risk management program utilizing commercial-spreadsheet software for micro-
computers has been developed. Information from a nuclear plant probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA) is abstracted and transferred to a personal computer (PC) where it
is more accessible. Fault tree, event tree, system descriptions and selected PRA
results can be rapidly retrieved and examined. Changes due to backfits and plant
modifications can be readily evaluated and their implications to total risk can be
seen.

INTRODUCTION

Typical probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) studies consist of several volumes
of qualitative and detailed quantitative information. These studies serve as the
starting point for risk management. In order to ease the burden on the risk man-
ager, a program package is under development to handle many aspects of probabilistic
risk assessment and risk management. The objectives are to select useful informa-
tion from the PRA study and transfer it to a personal computer where it is not only
readily accessible but can also be easily modified and/or examined for risk analysis
purposes. The program handles fault trees, event -trees and also incorporates system
descriptions. It includes a database capability and data analysis system. Fault
tree results are used in system event trees to arrive at sequence probabilities.

With the widespread availability of personal computers in the work area, it is
possible to simplify and expedite the risk management process. The personal
computer-spreadsheet combination is an excellent foundation for a risk management
system. Personal computers have become widely accepted in the industry with good
hardware support and a wide variety of software available. Almost no knowledge of
the spreadsheet program is required to utilize this prototype software. Spreadsheet
codes include statistical, arithmetical, logical, graphical, and menu capabilities
which lend themselves to our purpose. Our own menu structure has been constructed
to enable the user to select desired options. Menus free the user from having to be
excessively familiar with program details. Both the novice and expert user can make
full use of the power of the program.

Program Overview

After the spreadsheet program is loaded, the risk management program (RMP) is
started automatically. A menu signals that the user is now within the framework of
the RMP. The menu acts as the hub of the program, allowing access to the different
parts of the program.

The options the user may select through the menu include:

(1) viewing a database of components and associated failure rates;
(2) updating the database;
(3) viewing and modifying fault trees;
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(4) viewing system descriptions;
(5) working with event trees;
(6) calculating the failure probability of a component;
(7) statistical comparison of component failure rates to check trends in

performance;
(8) data fitting of components and probability plots;
(9) obtaining hard copies of selected information;

(10) "help' menus to assist the user.

Data Base Section

The first two options above refer to the database, which is a list of compo-
nents with their corresponding failure rates. There are two different databases
used by this program, the first is a list of components with their number of fail-
ures and operating times. The second is a list of on-demand components which con-
tains the number of failures and demands. The user may add components to the data-
base, delete components from the database, and change the failure rates for any com-
ponent already in the database. When adding components or updating the database,
the user may enter the failure rate, or the user may enter the number of failures
and the operating time (or number of demands), in which case the failure rate is
calculated automatically. Either database may be viewed at any time. Also the
databases may be printed out for use in report format (See Figures 1 and 2).

Another part of the program performs failure probability calculations. The
failure probability of any component can be calculated by specifying the component
and its service time. The program calculates the failure probability for both time-
dependent components and per-demand components. The program will also be able to
calculate the failure probability of systems based on their min cut sets.

In addition to analyzing the components in the database, component failure
histories may be studied before being put in the database. This is done by using
component times-to-failure, probability plots and the method of moments. The proba-
bility density distributions (i.e., exponential, normal) of a set of components are
determined and their parameters estimated. As an example, the same data was fit to
both a Weibull distribution and an exponential distribution. The spreadsheet graph-
ing capability allows the user to see how well the distribution fits the data (See
Figures 3 and 4). The ordinate scales represent transformations necessary for
obtaining linearized plots. The data appear to fit the Weibull distribution better,
since it is more linear. Regression analysis is used to obtain the distribution
parameters. To make this easier for the user, the method of moments is used to
determine which distribution has a higher probability of fitting the data. In
addition, correlation coefficients are calculated as an aid in choosing the most
appropriate distribution.

The data analysis option includes statistical tests and calculations of confi-
dence limits on failure rates in order to compare component performance and spot
early trends in behavior. A subset of the database can be analysed. The subsets
are by similar type (e.g., pumps, valves, etc.), similar manufacturer (e.g., all GE
valves), by system (e.g., all pumps in the RHR system), and by identical component
(e.g., two or more identical valves from the same manufacturer). Figures 5 and 6
show an analysis by type, in this example, pumps. Dashes show failure rates within
one standard deviation, 2 plus signs ++ show less thanione standard deviation, a
better than average pump, and 8 plus signs show greater than one standard deviation,
a worse than average pump.
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The basic features of the data base and failure rate calculation section have been
developed and are now running on the prototype program. Macro functions are used
for menu preparation and for programming efficiency. Means to interface these
spreadsheet program files to related mainframe codes used in reliability and PRA are
being tested.

Fault Tree and Event Tree Section

When a fault tree worksheet file is accessed, an auto-execute macro brings up
another menu. This user enables the user to choose the following functions:

* Scroll through the fault tree, a portion of a fault tree appears in Figure 7
(pressing Alt-A re-enters the menu mode).

* Change individual component failure data in the fault tree data base for
sensitivity calculations.

@ View the system description.

O Change the system failure probability from formula form to value form for
transfer to appropriate event tree files.

* Finally, the program can return to the MENU worksheet.

In this manner, the user can see the effect of replacing a component. Upon changing
the failure probability of an individual component, the worksheet automatically
recalculates the failure probability of the entire system.

Another option from the menu file concerns event trees. Accessing an event
tree file invokes an autoexecute macro which brings up the event tree menu. The
following functions are selected through this menu:

o Scroll through the event tree (pressing Alt-A re-enters the menu mode).

o Change individual system failure probabilities (branch points) in the event
tree to recalculate sequence probabilities for backfit or sensitivity
studies.

o Import system failure probabilities from their respective fault trees.

Work is in progress to allow the fault tree section in the personal computer to
communicate with the RPI mainframe computer. The data in a fault tree will be
routed to WAMCUT. After analysis, the system probability of failure and its
standard deviation will be transmitted back to the PC.

Uncertainty calculations in the event tree sequence probabilities are also
possible. The most straightforward would seem to be to run each sequence through a
Monte Carlo simulation using the spreadsheet capability.

Unfortunately this procedure takes either too much time or too much space.
Since Monte Carlo can be run much more efficiently on the mainframe, a Monte Carlo
code was written to combine the uncertainties of the branch points of each sequence
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into the total uncertainty for that sequence. Figure 8 shows a typical output from
twelve sequences. Analytical methods for finding the mean and standard deviation of
each sequence probability such as the use of Mellin transforms have also been
considered.

Features Under Development

Hardware and software systems for providing communication between the PC and
the RPI mainframe (IBM-3081) are in use. Importance measures including
Fussell-Vesely, risk achievement and risk reduction will be factored into the
analyses. A Bayesian analysis capability will be incorporated to aid in cases
involving sparse data.

Other key results of a PRA such as source terms, release categories and
off-site consequences will be added in the future.

It is expected that this software will be used for both risk management and PRA
applications. The concept of using commercially available software on a PC type
computer linked to a mainframe computer is appealing in terms of accessibility and
interchange of information via networks or diskette.
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Figure 1.

LAMBDA FAILURE DATA
= =

COMPONENT FAILURES TIME (hrs) LAMBDA (1/hr)

VO LM0 11
VOIAA021
VO1ABO12
V02AAO1I
P02AA011
P02AA023
P03AA011
P03ABOll
P03AC014
P04AA013
P04AA023
GOIAA014
003AA012

3
2
8

0.0000057
5
51

5
1

0.000006
12
8
5
4

7200
3200
9110

1
8900

87600
45200

920
1

43800
8872
12900
8700

4.167E-04
6.250E-04
8.782E-04
5.700E-06
5.618E-04
5.822E-04
1. 106E-04
1.087E-03
6.OOOE-06
2.740E-04
9.017E-04
3.876E-04
4.598E-04

Figure 2.

LAMBDA FAILURE DATA

COMPONENT FAILURES DEMAND qD

VOlAAO11 6 32000 1.875E-04
VO1AA021 1 7406 1.350E-04
VO1ABO12 6 943 6.363E-03
P02AA011 1 1206 8.292E-04
P02AA023 7 54321 1.289E-04
P04AA013 0.00004 1 4.OOOE-05
P04AA023 5 2300 2.174E-04
GO1AA014 1 877 1.140E-03
003AA012 5 5763 8.676E-04

COMPONENT CODE

CHARACTER

1 Type pump, valve, etc.
2,3 Manufacturer
4,5 Manufacturer's type
6,7 Additional component identity
8 System identity
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Figure 3.

WEIBULL FIT
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Figure 5.

ANALYSIS OF PUMPS (LAMBDA)

MAXIMUM
1.087E-03

MINIMUM
6.OOOE-06

AVERAGE
5.033E-04

STANDARD DEV
4.007E-04

- Within one Std. Dev.

++ Less than one Std. Dev.

+lllll++ Greater than one

DATALAMBDA FAILURE

COMPONENT FAILURES TIME (hrs) LAMBDA (1/hr)

P02AAOII
P02AA023
P03AA011
P03ABO11
P03AC014
P04AA013
P04AA023

5
51
5
1

0.000006
12
8

8900
87600
45200

920
1

43800
8872

5.618E-04
5.822E-04
1. 106E-04
1.087E-03
6. OOOE-06
2.740E-04
9.017E-04

44111A11

Figure 6.

ANALYSIS OF PUMPS (LAMBDA)

MAXIMUM
8.292E-04

MINIMUM
4.OOOE-05

-- Within one Std. Dev.

++ Less than one Std. Dev.

11111ll+ Greater than one
AVERAGE

3.039E-04
STANDARD DEV
3.576E-04

LAMBDA FAILURE DATA

COMPONENT

P02AAO11
P02AA023
P04AA013
P04AA023

FAILURES

1
7

0.00004
5

DEMAND

1206
54321

1
23000

qD

8.292E-04 ++++++++
1.289E-04 -
4.OOOE-05 -
2.174E-04 --
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NO SIGNAL TO
RELAY 590-109B

OR 590-109D COIL

+OR+
1

SWITCH 905/590-
300B NOT OPEN

*AND*
II

SWITCH 905/590-
3018 NOT OPEN

11

I

SWITCH 905/590-
3OCB FAILS TO

OPEN DUE TO
MECH OR ELEC

FAILURE
1

SWITCH 905/590-
300B FAILS TO

OPEN DUE TO
HUMAN ERROR

SWITCH 905/590-
301B FAILS TO

OPEN DUE TO
MECH OR ELEC

FAILURE
11

Figure 7. Fault Tree Branch
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Figure 8.

Sequence Probability Log Prob. Std. Dev. Result

1 9.60E-01 5.64E+01 1.28E-03 OK

2 9.37E-03 4.93E-O1 9.35E-04 cM

3 9.58E-03 4.95E-01 2.39E-04 OK

4 9.66E-05 2.49E-O1 7.19E-06 CM

5 8.45E-05 2.46E-01 1.05E-05 OK

6 8.66E-07 1.65E-01 1.38E-07 CM

7 8.78E-07 1.65E-01 8.35E-08 CM

8 9.OOE-09 1.24E-O1 1.1OE-09 CM

9 1.02E-04 2.51E-01 1.81E-05 CM

10 1.04E-06 1.67E-01 1.21E-07 CM

11 9.92E-03 4.99E-O1 1.19E-03 CM

12 1.08E-02 5.08E-01 4.42E-04 CM
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1. THE FRENCH SAFETY APPROACH

The approach to safety in France has long been based on the
conventional deterministic technique and hence on the
defense in-depth principle.

For this purpose, a set of operating conditions - normal,
upset, accident conditions - considered representative, is
defined and used to design the regulating, protective and
engineered safety feature systems required to cope with
these conditions. For the studies, the single failure
criterion is taken into account.

These principles are sufficient to design a unit but EDF has
pursued its reflection work with the intention of improving
safety. In the framework of this special effort, attention
had to be focused on states which lie outside the
previously defined scope and occur under conditions close to
or beyond design basis conditions.

These efforts have resulted in the development of operating
procedures based on the use of available devices or of
additional means specially designed for the so-called
"beyond design basis operating conditions".

The cases studied mainly include the loss of frequently or
permanently used redundant systems.

* Loss of heat sink or of the systems used to remove
the residual heat (procedure H1)

* Loss of feedwater to the steam generators
(procedure H2)

* Total loss of the electric power supplies
(procedure H3)

* Long-term loss of the low pressure safety injection
system and of the containment spray system. (This is
a special case which should be regarded as long term
improvement of the reliability of the considered
systems).

This approach is completed by:

- The implementation of a SPI-U1 "safety-net" procedure
based on the approach by states. It allows to mitigate not
only the equipment failures combinations that are not
taken into account in the deterministic approach but also
human errors (misunderstanding of phenomena or inadequate
application of control procedures).

This procedure is applied by the Safety and Health
Physicist (ISR in French) who is called in the control
room as soon as an incident occurs ( trip, safety
injection..). So, in case of incident, there is both a
techniques redundancy and a human redundancy.
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- The implementation of simple systems allowing to delay the
release of significant wastes or to reduce their
consequences, should a major accident occur despite the
measures taken, which is hardly probable.

2. THE PROBABILISTIC APPROACH CONTRIBUTION

If the deterministic approach is of prime importance for
units design, the probabilistic approach is a highly useful
complement. This is the reason why EDF has systematically
achieved studies in this field.

As early as 1974, a detailed reliabilistic analysis of the
Fessenheim safety-related systems was carried out. In 1978,
one of the main consequences of these studies was the
implementation of operating technical specifications ( in
particular, the allowed operating times in case of
unavailability) that were justified by probabilistic
calculations. The allowed risk increase per unavailability
amounts to 10 .

From 1981 to 1984, all the Paluel plant safety-related
systems were the subject of a reliability study, and at
last,as far as concerns the N4 standardized plant series,
EDF has achieved probabilistic studies of the risk induced
by the sequences initialized by the total loss of the most
used redundant systems. The risk objective of 107 /year
(as a magnitude order) has been checked.

Generally speaking, these studies have allowed :

- to develop the probabilistic techniques and methods

- to assess the influence of the various parameters playing
a part in the systems reliability

- to validate the applicable deterministic criteria.

In particular, they have shown that it would be illusory to
believe that a same system made up of similar redundant
components could be provided with a yearly failure rate of
less than 10Seven when multiplying these components number.
As far as regards the common mode failures significance, it
has been confirmed by the latest evaluations that
reliability below a given threshold can only be improved by
a diversification of means.

3 - THE 1300 MW PRA.

EDF has decided to carry out a probabilistic safety study on
the unit n@3 of the Paluel plant which is part of the French
1300 P4 standardized plant series.

3.1. Aims:

The PRA will be a helpful tool for both the units design
and the units operation.
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- Desiqn * First of all, checking of the units
safety homogeneity . The probabilistic
studies allow to compare the various
sequences and can bring out those which
play a major part at the risk level.

* Evaluation of the French safety approach
specific character contribution (procedures
H and U. implementation of a human
redundancy,...)

- Operation: * Revision of the operating technical
specifications.

* Detection of the main sequences,
improvement of procedures, of operators
training.

It is also of prime importance to be able to use the PRA in
future. It has not been requested by the French Safety
Authorities. EDF has undertaken it to improve its units
safety. In order to be of great use in future (apart from
its first objectives) the study will have :

- to be clear : that is to say easily understood even by
those who did not directly take part in it.

- to allow to carry out easily and quickly sensitivity
studies.

We now intend to draw up the main characteristics of this
study.

3.2 Study characteristics:

3.2.1. The selected installation :The Paluel 3 unit is part
of the French 1300 MW standardized plant series called P4.
This is the first site where 1300 MW units have been
installed. The four units operate at full power.

We retained the first site in order to achieve a study on an
operating unit rather than on a project. Indeed, it is of
prime interest to have a feedback from operating experience
at the level of both components and used documents (control,
periodical tests and maintenance procedures..)

3.2.2. Level : The retained study level is a level 1, i.e
the evaluation of the core meltdown probability. Indeed, in
our opinion, today as far as concerns the source term, the
number of unknowns is so high ( and still higher as regards
the major accidents consequences on population) that it
would be of no real use to achieve evaluations which,
besides the uncertainties to which they would be associated,
would bring nothing new as compared to the works already
achieved abroad.

In this field, France prefers to follow a pragmatic
approach. All measures aim at avoiding major accidents, yet
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the implementation of simple systems allowing to delay and
filter the released wastes seems to us better than the
evaluation of these wastes significance and consequences.

The study will not take into account the external hazards.
Yet, as the French safety approach requires to use a
probabilistic technique for a great number of these hazards,
a few studies have already been achieved:

- aircraft crashes
- industrial hazards
- turbine missiles
- floods

Even though they are not as detailed as the PRA studies, it
will be easy to compare or even to include their results
with those of the PRA.

3.2.3. Reactor states : All the reactor states will be
considered even the cold shutdown states. This option was
already retained when the H studies were achieved. The risk
is as important (not to say more important) during the units
shutdown times as during power operation.

In this respect, it seems that the primary system
conditions, at the level of the primary system pipes
mid-plane is a critical state, considering the very short
time before the occuring of inadmissible consequences.

This option will markedly weight down the study. Yet, it
seems of prime interest for its originality and significance
on the final risk.

3.2.4. Automation: In order to be widely used, the study
must be continuously updated and allow to achieve easily
sensitivity studies as far as concerns not only the
quantitative analysis basic parameters ( failure rates,
repairing time, time spent on the various standard
states...) but also the assumptions regarding human
failures, equipment unavailabilities..

In order to reach this aim, EDF has decided to automate all
designs ( the retained principles will be described later
on).

3.3. Team-Planning

Three EDF divisions are taking part in this study:

* The "Equipement" division (design and construction
division) in charge of units design

* The "Production Thermique" division (Thermal production
division) entrusted with the units operation

* The "Etudes et Recherches" division (Studies and Research
division) which has developed and applied probabilistic
methods.
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The team is made up of about 14 engineers. The study should
be completed by the end of 1988 and includes three stages:

* The preliminary analysis from the beginning of 1986 to
mid-87 : It allows to develop methods and to study
accidental sequences, on the basis of the currently
available reliability data.

* The study of the main systems will be carried out in 1987.

* Complementary thermohydraulic studies will allow to
improve the knowledge of the major sequences.

- The provisional analysis in the first six months of 1988 :
It will take account of the previously acquired knowledge.
The study will then be transmitted for approval to the
IPSN-DAS (CEA), the French Safety Authorities technical
support.

- The final analysis in the second term of 1988 : it will
include the statements made by the external control.

3.4 Working programm

6 major fields are distinguished in the PRA:

- Initiating events
- Data ( failure rates, operating data...)
- The main systems studies
- The common modes and human failures
- The accidental sequences
- Automation and computerization documents.

3.4.1 Initiating events

A first evaluation of the traditionnaly retained initiating
events has been achieved ( Safety Report, foreign PRA,
previous studies)

It will be completed by a detailed analysis of the French
units feedback from operating experience (in particular,
that of the 1300 MW standardized plant series).

3.4.2 Data

They are mainly based on the French data bank, the SRDF.
(1000 components per couple of units are followed). Some
occasional studies will allow to specify some data or to
define data for the equipment which is not followed.

In this respect, the H3 example ( total loss of power
supplies ) is significant. Thorough studies have been
achieved on the grid (and in particular, the common modes),
the diesel generator sets and the 6.,6 kV busbars.
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3.4.3 The main systems

The systems reliability studies will be performed according
to the fault trees traditionnal method. They will include:

- the equipment unavailabilities during the unit various
states

- the potential human failures

- the studies carried out on the periodic tests and
maintenance procedures.

- the common cause failures on pumps, valves, diesel
generator sets.

3.4.4. The common modes. The human reliability

a) The common cause failures are taken into account on
pumps, valves and diesel generator sets.

The retained method is based on the one developed by Atwoo4.
On the basis of the French experience, the ,
coefficients are assessed. From these last, theov/-
and LW coefficients are deduced, from which all the S , are
obtained. These coefficients are applied either at the
components level (but this makes trees more complex) or at
the minimum cut set level.

b) The human failures will be introduced at two levels:

- in main systems ( lockout, maintenance error, omission...)

- in accidental sequences ( diagnosis errors, action
errors..)

After a simplified quantification allowing to identify the
significant errors, these last are analyzed in detail
(control procedure, ergonomics, means put at the operator's
disposal, alarms, stress factors...)

The human redundancy achieved by the ISR is also taken into
account.

A data bank (Confucius) is being developed in France. Based
on real incidents and on observations made on simulators, it
should help to quantify these phenomena.

3.4.5 The accidental sequences

The design basis accidental sequences can be divided into
seven major classes:

- the primary system breaks

- the secundary system breaks
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- the steam generator tubes breaks

- ATWS

- power supply losses

- the primary system (called RCP) transients

- the secondary system (called GTA) transients

A last Class will include the above-mentionned H initiating
events:

- H1 : Total loss of heat sink or of systems removing
residual power

- H2 : Total loss of SG feedwater supply

- H3 : Total loss of power supplies

- H4 : Long-term standardization of low pressure containment
systems spray and injection systems

We are now going to describe some of the characteristics of
these sequences analyses.

a) The primary and secondary systems breaks :

The breaks spectrum will be considered in all the unit
states. The control procedures will be analyzed in detail as
well as the diagnosis and ergonomics problems with respect
to the tests performed on simulator.

Thermohydraulic studies will be achieved when necessary, i.e
when a sequence ( combination of an initiator and of the
failure of one or several systems) is unknown and implies a
"major" risk.

NOTA : The post-accidental time studied for primary system
breaks is one year.

b) The SG tube breaks

The breaks of one tube and two tubes are studied during
power operation and during subcritical hot shutdowns.
Beyond the simultaneous break of two tubes, the initiator
probability is considered as negligible.

Breaks induced by a steam pipes break-are also studied.

c) Power supply losses:

About twenty studies of power sources and control and
instrumentation losses will be performed, from the failed
house load operation to the offsite power supplies and a
diesel generator set loss not to forget the 48 V, 125 VV,
220V , channels A and B losses.
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NOTA : The analysis of feedback from operating experience
concurrently achieved will allow to evaluate the incidents
that really occured in the studied classes or to complete
these classes.

d) The method retained to deal with these accidental
sequences will be either that of the fault trees or that of
the event trees.:

- Fault trees : a tree gathering the various systems that
are used, is built, reduced and then quantified.

In cases of long time sequences (1 year for primary breaks),
the components repairs must be taken into account. The most
significant minimum cut sets will be quantified again by
means of Markov graphs.

- Event trees : The sequences related to the procedures H
have been quantified by this method ( see exemple H3 given
in appendix).

* The initiator has been calculated by means of Markov
graphs taking account of the operating technical
specifications (i.e taking account of the necessity to adopt
a safe shutdown condition after an offsite power supply
loss, for instance).

* The main systems have been quantified by means of Markov
graphs (in general); an analytical formula has been
determined.

* Sequences have been quantified by integration taking
account of the voltage return probability.

3.4.6. Automation and computerization

We have already mentionned the necessity to achieve a
continuously updated PRA, i.e a PRA that can be revised
according to the evolution of data (reliability data, for
instance) and knowledge (introduction of human failures,
for instance). This requires to make sensitivity studies
easily achievable.

In order to reach this aim, the LESSEPS software will be
developped as part of the PRA. It will be based on the fault
trees, event trees and Markov graphs methods. It will take
account of all the possible methods combinations.

The LESSEPS software will include:

- Files related to:

* input data

* the used modelling

* (intermediate and final) results
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- Softwares related to:

* the qualitative analysis (trees reduction..)

* the quantitative analysis (ELSA, PHAMISS, GRAFFITI, MARK
SMP...)

- A master programm allowing

* to access to all files and to modify them

* to initiate sensitivity studies

* to manage results and present them.

NOTA : It should be noted that concurrently with the PRA, a
development programm is being designed in order to create
operational expert systems for the systems reliability
studies. They might be used in the PRA if their development
is completed before the end of 1986.

4. CONCLUSIONS

It is always difficult to present such an important study as
an EPS in a few lines. This document mainly aims at defining
the EPS options, namely :

- the level 1 of an operating 1300 MW unit

- the study of all the reactor states

- the project automation

This study will allow to check the French safety approach
homogeneity and to assess its contributions.
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PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO REACTOR SURVEILLANCE

by:

J. C. Robinson and R. K. Mobley
Technology for Energy Corporation

Knoxville, Tennessee

and

R. H. Nelson and John Stevens
Maine Yankee Atomic Power Company

Augusta, Maine

ABSTRACT

Routine Power Spectral Density Analysis of the Maine Yankee PWR reactor has
been carried out on a routine basis since September 1983. The routine (monthly
to quarterly) analysis, using data from four excore power range monitors,
includes data from two partial and one complete fuel cycles. The data includes
the behavior of the PSDs relative to fuel burnup (decreasing boron
concentrations) and fuel cycle stretch-out.

The general characteristics observed in the spectral densities were identified
and trended over a period of time using extensive 2-channel cross correlation
analysis techniques. The spectral trends were routinely compared to the
initial baseline measurement as well as to general information taken from
literature.

Predicated on the vast amount of data that must be acquired, analyzed, trended
and archived for this type of routine general surveillance, the need for a
microprocessor-based data acquisition system and a comprehensive software
program specifically developed for Predictive Maintenance monitoring is
evident. The utilization of this type of surveillance system would reduce the
probability of errors due to manual data acquisition and reduction and the man-
hours required by traditional techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

A reactor surveillance program carried out jointly by Maine Yankee Atomic Power
Company (MYAPCo) and Technology for Energy Corporation (TEC), has been utilized
to monitor the change of Power Spectral Density from four excore power range
monitors. The ongoing program began in September 1983 and has to date included
one complete and two partial fuel cycles. The program includes the analysis of
four excore power surge monitors using traditional spectral (noise) analysis
techniques. Generally, MYAPCo simultaneously records the four channels using
an FM tape recorder and forwards the taped data to TEC for analysis. The
frequency of data recording varies from monthly to quarterly. TEC reduces the
taped data using a computer-based spectral analysis system. The normal
reduction is for the two excore cross-core detector pairs. The spectral data
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is compared to previous data which is maintained on computer disk for easy
recall and graphical overlay presentation.

Typical results, over the one complete and two partial fuel cycles, are
presented in the following section. In carrying out this continuing program, a
large amount of spectral data has been accumulated. The comparison of this
data and the recording of other pertinent data required in the interpretation
of the results can become laborious. Generally, the spectral data is similar
to that seen in the past and could be routinized. Further, an automated way of
trending other information such as boron concentration, power level,
temperatures, and spectral analysis of other process signals (i.e., pressure)
could have a very useful impact on root cause analysis in the event spectral
data is acquired which is different from that which was anticipated based on
historical trending.

TEC has developed extensive automated spectral analysis and trending techniques
for predictive maintenance programs applied to rotating equipment. The use of
these predictive maintenance techniques is discussed and representative
examples given in Section 3. The predictive maintenance system consists of a
portable microprocessor-based instrument for data acquisition and reduction and
a PC-based software package for data logging, trending, graphics, ete.

II. SPECTRAL DATA

The Maine Yankee plant is a three (3) loop 825 MWe PWR plant. There are four
excore power range ionization chambers (designated as NI-5 through NI-8)
located 900 apart between the pressure vessel and the biological concrete
shield. The signal used for analysis was the summation signal of the two
independent six-foot sections comprising each excore power monitor. The
signals from each detector were routed from the safety channels through 1E
electrical isolators and signal conditioning. The fluctuating (AC) components
of the signals were recorded on a 4-channel FM tape recorder and forwarded to
TEC for offsite spectral analysis. The recordings werq made on a monthly to
quarterly schedule. In addition to the AC analog signals, the DC component
(proportional to power), the pressure, the power level, the boron
concentration, the coolant inlet temperature, and the average coolant
temperature within the reactor core values were tabulated at each recording.

Extensive 2-channel correlation spectral analysis was carried out for the data
recorded in September 1983. The possible cause of significant resonances were
identified from the phase and coherence data between the various detector pairs
and information found in the open literature. These frequency ranges and
possible causes are presented in Table I.

The Power Spectral Density (PSD) normalized to power from recordings taken in
July, August, September, and December of 1984 for NI-7 are presented in
Figure 1. The general trend is an increase in the magnitude of the PSD at
frequencies <7 Hz. This increase was expected from previous observations and
is attributed to the decreasing boron concentration (from 681 PPM to 380 PPM)
with core burn-up and the corresponding increasingly negative moderation
temperature coefficient of reactivity. Power Spectral Density near the end of
the same fuel cycle (boron concentration of 75 PPM and 2.8 PPH) from data
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TABLE I

Resonant Frequency Range and Probable Cause

Frequency Range (Hz) Possible Cause Type of Motion

< 1 Temperature, etc. -------
2-4 Fuel Assembly Vibration Pendular
4-8 Core Support Barrel Pendular

10-13 Thermal Shield Shell
13-16 Pressure Vessel Pendular
20 Pump -------
30-35 Core Support Barrel Shell

recorded in May and June 1985, are presented in Figure 2 for NI-7. The
differences at the higher frequencies are due to slight differences in the
manner in which the data was reduced. The major observation here is there are
very slight differences in the spectra near the end of the fuel cycle (same
characteristic was observed in the previous fuel cycle). The PSDs for the last
two recordings (June and August) of the same fuel cycle are presented in Figure
3 for NI-5. The large spikes around 20 and 40 Hz are aliasing from high
frequencies introduced by an inoperable anti-aliasing filter and hence should
be ignored. The significant changes here are the increase at frequencies below
7 Hz, 10-12 Hz, and 13-14 Hz. The boron concentration is the same. The cycle
was extended by a core stretch-out, e.g., the average coolant temperature
decreased by (a) decreasing the inlet temperature, and (b) reducing power to
-80%. The behavior observed in the PSD was not anticipated but was suspected
to be related to the core stretch-out (the reduction in average coolant
temperature in particular). This type of effect was observed by Dr. R. Sunder.'
In addition to monitoring power (neutron) fluctuations, Dr. Sunder was
monitoring pressure fluctuations. As the power stretch-out occurred, he
observed an increase in magnitude of the PSD and a slight decrease in frequency
in structural-like resonances (system becomes more massive due to decrease in
coolant density) and an increase in frequency in resonance attributed to
pressure (standing wave) sources. Referring to Figure 3, this is the general
type behavior observed If the resonance at 11 Hz can be attributed to pressure
fluctuations as the driving function. A PSD for the pressure was acquired for
the baseline data (acquired in September 1983). It had significant peaks at -8
and 9.5 Hz. The pressure signal was not routinely recorded in the continuing
surveillance program beyond-the baseline program. The fact that the inlet and
average temperature as well as power level was tabulated coupled with more
extensive experience in Germany led to a plausible explanation of the observed
effects as being the decrease in the average coolant temperature.

1. Personal communication with Dr. Reinhold Sunder of GRS, Garching, Germany.
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III. APPLICATION OF PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE TECHNIQUES TO GENERAL SURVEILLANCE

An effective predictive maintenance program utilizing state-of-the-art
technology for rotating equipment generally will require several hundred
measurement points from which spectral data are acquired, reduced, and stored
with automatic trending and alarming capability. Technology for Energy
Corporation has developed a microprocessor-based system which can acquire
spectral data from either fixed or portable sensors. The microprocessor-based
system has an accompanying PC-based software package (Intelli-Trend°) which has
many features to permit reliable storage, trending, etc. of data (spectral as
well as static data either manually entered or acquired from process
instrumentation). The basic system is presented in Figure 4. The predictive
maintenance system presented in Figure 4 is designed to accommodate a large
amount of repetitive data. The measurements to be made with appropriate
parameters (sensor type, frequency range, spectral line, etc.) are set up and
stored within the host PC. At the time a series (measurement route) of
measurements are to be made, the information is downloaded into the micro-
processor-based portable meter (Model 1320 Smart Meter"). Then the meter is
taken to the identified measurement point, e.g., 1E Isolator connected through
an appropriate cable, and the "enter" button is activated. The signal
conditioning within the Smart Heter* is auto-ranging. The spectral data is
automatically acquired as was prescribed in the host PC. After acquiring the
data requested for this measurement, the meter is connected to the next
measurement point and the process is repeated. In addition to spectral data,
process signals (temperature, pressure, flow, etc.) can also be read and stored
into the memory bank. Additionally, manual information can be keyed in. After
completion of the pre-defined measurement route, the Smart Meter" is connected
back to the host PC where the data is downloaded into the database. Each
measurement route can have 100 or more measurement points. The spectral
capability of the meter is 400 lines (1024 point transform with pre-selectable
frequency ranges from 40 Hz to 20 KHz. Multispectra can be averaged to
construct the desired statistical precise PSD (each 1024 point transform
requires -0.7 seconds).

After downloading the spectra into the host PC, the Intelli-Trende software
package performs a series of trending, reporting, and other functions
specifically designed for Predictive Maintenance, but many are directly
applicable to the more generalized surveillance functions, e.g., trend and
alarm of specific frequency bands, trend parameters such as power, temperature,
boron concentration, etc. As an example, the trended coolant average
temperature is presented in Figure 5. The spectra in the Intelli-TrendO data
base are similar to those presented earlier in this report.

Using a system similar to the TEC Predictive Maintenance System will:

1. Reduce the probability of measurement errors introduced by repeated
routinized measurements.

2. Increase the number of signals incorporated in the surveillance
program, e.g., pressure, flow, vibration signals from pumps, etc.

3. Trend on parameters which may impact long term signatures.
4. Expand the surveillance function to sensor validation on certain

sensors, e.g., loose part monitor channels, valve flow monitor signals
(those using acoustic monitors), etc.
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5. Ease accessing a data base for comparative purposes on specific
trending data on spectral graphic displays.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Selected spectral data from excore power range monitors were presented in this
report. Most resonant features were identified from (a) extensive 2-channel
cross correlation analysis and (b) results available in the open literature.
There was some unexpected behavior observed during a fuel cycle stretch-out.
The probable cause was Identified based on the knowledge of the temperature of
the coolant and anticipated effects of same on structural resonances as well as
pressure resonant behavior with system temperature. Additionally, it was found
that similar effects had been observed on a PWR reactor in Germany.

It was also found that additional trended spectral data would have been useful
when the unexpected behavior occurred. It is suggested that the implementation
of a semi-automated system such as the TEC Smart MeterO, coupled with Intelli-
Trend° would prove to be very useful in a general surveillance monitoring
program. With this system, the difficulties associated with large data set
trending, and the probabilities of error in data accumulation, storage, and
trending are substantially reduced.
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LOCALIZATION OF AN EXCESSIVELY VIBRATING CONTROL ROD USING
NEUTRON NOISE ANALYSIS AT A PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR

0. Glockler*, G. Por, J. Valko, I. Pezsit**

Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Central Research Institute for Physics

H-1525 Budapest, P.O. Box 49
Hungary

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to discuss some details of a successful localiza-
tion of a control rod vibration occuring during full power operation of a 440MWe
PWR type reactor. The identification of the vibration and the localization of the
vibrating control rod were accomplished as a result of routine in-core neutron
noise measurements using a commercial noise analysis system developed in the
Central Research Institute for Physics in Budapest and installed permanently at
both Units of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant. Additional noise measurements at
full power with different control rod configuration were consequently performed to
examine the conditions under which the vibration prevailed. The effect of flow-
induced vibration on the neutron noise field was investigated utilizing the
spectral functions of the noise signals from standard self-powered neutron detec-
tors. A recently developed localization procedure was used in the localization of
the excessively vibrating control rod, demonstrating the capability of the method.
This method is incorporated in the Reactor Internals Vibration Monitoring System,
being under development at the Central Research Institute for Physics in Budapest.

The vibration, which occured near to the end of the fuel cycle, was estimated
to be well tolerable. During the refuelling period the suspected control rod was
thoroughly examined, evidence of the vibration was found and suspected parts have
been replaced. Since then no vibration has been observed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Reactor noise analysis has been introduced at Paks Nuclear Power Plant with
the application of equipment and evaluation methods developed by the Hungarian
Central Research Institute for Physics, in order to increase the information about
the operating reactor. Neutron noise investigations performed at Paks NPP Unit 2
during the first fuel cycle are reported in the paper. The Unit is equipped with
noise measuring system consisting of fixed in-core neutron detectors (three
7-detector strings), ex-core ionization chambers, in-core fuel assembly outlet
thermocouples pressure transducers and accelerometers located on various primary-
loop components. (Only the in-core neutron noise measurements are described in
this paper). The noise signals are recorded and analysed at regular intervals.
Spectral densities, coherence and phase functions measured during normal full-
power operation are shown and their typical behavior is discussed in Section 3.
The in-core SPND phases and coherences show the effect of axially propagating

* Visitor under IAEA Fellowship at the Nuclear Engineering Department of the
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-2300, USA

**Present address: Studsvik Energiteknik AB, S-611 82 Nykoping, Sweden
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noise sources, not measured so far in PWRs. It is described in Section 4, that
the in-core neutron noise spectral characteristics changed considerably compared
to their typical behavior when, near to the end of the fuel cycle, excessive
control rod vibration occured. The vibration was detected, identified and loca-
lized soley by in-core neutron noise analysis. The control rod that was respon-
sible for the observed behavior could be localized with high certainty using a
localization procedure that had been developed for such cases.

2. DESCRIPTION OF PAKS PWR AND THE NOISE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

The Paks NPP has six-loop Units of WWER-440 type PWRs. Table 1 provides
information on the reactor system. The Unit 2, where the measurements were per-
formed began its commercial operation in September 1984.

Table 1, Unit 2 of the Paks NPP

Thermal/electric power 1375 MW, 440 MW
Core coolant flow rate/velocity 32400 ton/hour, 3.5 m/sec
Coolant inlet/outlet temperature 267/296 OC
Height/diameter of reactor core 2.5 m, 2.8 m
Number of control rods 37
Number of fuel assemblies 349
Number of fuel pins per assembly 126
Number of in-core SPND strings 36

In WWER-440 type PWRs the fuel rods are contained in hexagonal fuel boxes
which confine the cooling flow within a given bundle of fuel rods, and no cross
flow of the coolant is permitted.

Three in-core SPND strings have been available for noise analysis purposes
since the beginning of the first fuel cycle. The strings located at the central
axis of the hexagonal fuel assemblies are part of the standard instrumentation
of the reactor. Each string has 7 axially placed Rh-emitter SPNDs (detector
length: 20 cm, distance between dectectors appr.: 30 cm). The core map showing
the locations of in-core SPND strings is given in Fig. 1. The signals are con-
nected to noise preamplifiers positioned near to the reactor vessel. The noise
preamplifiers are dc isolation amplifiers followed by high-pass filter separation
of the fluctuating part of the signal. The preamplified noise signals are cabled
to a noise diagnostic laboratory near to the control room of the Unit, where the
fluctuating signal is further amplified and processed or recorded by a 14-channel
FM tape recorder. The off-line data processing is performed at the Central
Research Institute for Physics (CRIP) in Budapest, using an FFT based data
acquisition system on a PD? computer. Further details on the noise-based sur-
veillance system are given in Ref. [1,2].

3. NEUTRON NOISE MEASUREMENTS DURING THE FIRST FUEL CYCLE UNDER NORMAL OPERATION

Periodic routine measurements of in-core neutron noise were performed monthly
over the entire first fuel cycle of Unit 2 of the Paks NPP. The aims of per-
forming neutron noise measurements and some additional noise measurements
(pressure fluctuation, vibration signal) were the following:

- to obtain a baseline library of in-core neutron noise under normal full-power
condition,
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- to analyse changes in in-core neutron noise under various operation conditions,
e.g. different power, boron concentration, control rod positions, etc.,

- to indicate and to analyse anomalies in the operation of the reactor, if they
should occur, using noise analysis methods,

- to qualify the SPNDs (sensor failure detection) and to check the proper order
(axial sequence) of detectors within the strings applying the results of noise
analysis.

Contrary to the usual experience in PWRs, during full-power operation the
noise signals of the axially located SPNDs show a linear phase-frequency behavior
and the "sink structure" of the coherence functions(see Fig. 2), indcating the
effects of axially propagating noise sources. Such linear phase behavior between
axially located neutron detectors is rather common in BWR type reactors [31, but
so far no similar phase plot has been found at normal operation in a PWR. The vel-
ocities inferred from the linear phase or the sinks of the coherence functions of
different in-core SPND noise signal pairs are in good agreement with the hydraulic
core design value (approx. 3.5 m/s).

Additional characteristic noise features were observed at full-power operation:

- The normalized APSD functions of axially located SPND signals show considerable
increase in the frequency range 0-1.5 Hz with increasing detector elevation (see
Fig. 3).

- The coherence between signals of SPND pairs located at different fuel assemblies
but at the same axial level was relatively high in the frequency range where the
NAPSD increase was observed. These coherences were observed to increase with in-
creasing axial position of the detector pairs, while the phase remained zero
(see Fig. 4).

The observation of the above spectral signatures referring to axially in-
creasing, propagating effects was found to be in correlation with the power of the
temperature rise of the fuel assembly containing the measured SPND string.* No
significant influence of the decreasing boron concentration on the above results
was observed. The phase-plot varied from linear to oscillation around zero when
the reactor power decreased from 100% to 88%. Reducing the reactor power to 50%,
the following changes were found:

- Linear phase behavior and coherence with sink frequencies were no longer
observed.

- The significant difference in the NAPSD magnitude of the SPNDs located at
various axial positions disappeared.

- The coherence between SPND pairs located at the same elevation became low and
independent of the axial position.

Based on the results at half- and full-power operation, we conclude that the

*The coolant temperature rise along the individual fuel assemblies were measured
or extended to non-measured fuel assemblies by the VERONA (VVER on-line analysis)
core monitoring system [4,5].
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occurance of transit type phenomenon at full power may be attributed to the
following noise sources (by inducing axially increasing and propagating coolant
density fluctuations): (1) Coolant temperature fluctuations due to fluctuations of
reactor power, coolant flow rate, inlet temperature, heat transfer process.
(2) Subcooled boiling of the coolant where the degree of subcooling fluctuates
with fluctuating coolant temperature.

On the basis of these assumptions, the axially increasing NAPSDs of noise
signals of SPNDs belonging to the same string (see Fig. 3), can be explained by
the axially increasing coolant density fluctuation within the given fuel assembly.
The axial space dependence of the horizontal coherence (see Fig. 4), means that
the coolant density fluctuation (which is relatively weak and uncorrelated at the
bottom), will become stronger and more correlated between the different assemblies
at higher axial levels due to the power fluctuation effect. (In other words,
horizontally correlated temperature fluctuation planes propagate axially in the
upper part of the core). This assumption is valid as long as no volume boiling
appears. We expect that if the coolant were boiling in most of the fuel assemb-
lies, the horizontal correlation of the coolant density fluctuations would disap-
pear.

The noise pattern presented in Figs. 2-4 was typical during the entire first
fuel cycle when the reactor operated at full power. The only deviation from this
pattern was observed at the beginning of the fuel cycle, when certain axial pairs
of SPNDs (in the highest power fuel assembly out of the three measured ones) exhi-
bited non-linear phase behavior in the frequency range 0-1.5 Hz. This appeared
between SPND near to the bottom of the core and SPND at high elevation. The same
non-linear phase behavior was observed at the beginning of the second fuel cycle
between axially located neutron detectors in the highest power fuel assembly.

Additional noise measurements were performed at half- and full-power operation
using in-core neutron detectors and core-exit thermocouples, and characteristic
transport effect were found between them. Interpretation of the observations is
attempted in terms of the joint effect of subcooled boiling, power fluctuations
and inlet temperature fluctuation. The results and the details of these measure-
ments were published in Ref. [6].

The neutron noise signatures described in this chapter can be considered as
baseline acquired before the vibration anomalies occured.

4. NEUTRON NOISE PATTERN NEASURED DURING EXCESSIVE VIBRATION OF A CONTROL ROD

Routine measurement performed six weeks before the end of the first fuel
cycle gave an unusual in-core neutron noise pattern at full-power operation as
shown in Fig. 5. The presence of the peak at 1.1 Hz in the spectral functions of
neutron noise clearly indicates the effect of monochromatic in-core vibration.
The main statements and trends inferrred from the neutron noise spectral functions
are the following:

- The monochromatic vibration is concentrated at 1.1 Hz and no higher harmonics
appears (pendular motion). If the vibrating rod were deformed due to the impact
against its surroundings, higher harmonics would appear in the neutron noise
spectra.

- The effect of vibration appears in noise signals of all in-core SPNDs, but its
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contribution to the measured neutron noise is different. It strongly depends on
the position of the SPND strings: the highest vibration-induced noise is de-
tected by SPND string 04-37, and the smallest one by SPND string 11-54.

- The vibration peak in the NAPSD functions is observed to increase with in-
creasing axial position of neutron detectors for all the three SPND string.

- The phase and coherence at the vibration frequency between neutron noise signals
coming from the same axial level are different regarding different detector
pairs (see Fig. 6). The phase shifts between horizontally located SPNDs at the
vibration frequency do not depend on the axial position of the detector pairs.

- The effect of in-core vibration is superimposed on the effect of axially propa-
gating noise sources described in Sec. 3. Actually, the linear phase behavior
between axially located SPNDs is replaced by oscillations around zero. The sink
structure of coherence functions remains similar to the one discussed in Sec. 3
(see Fig. 2 and 5).

These features describe a strongly space-dependent, vibration-induced neutron
noise. The two dimensional space dependence makes the noise source localization
possible. On the basis of the above statements it can be claimed that a monochro-
matic in-core vibration occured at 1.1 Hz under full power operation. The
suspected area of the vibrating control rod or fuel assembly is between the detec-
tors near to the fuel assembly containing the SPND string 04-37. The most
feasible noise source is the control rod 6/1 in the location 06-37. In order to
verify this assumption: (1) additional noise measurements with different control
rod configurations were performed, and (2) a special localization procedure was
carried out using the measured in-core neutron noise spectra as input data. Both
(') and (2) gave independent evidences of the vibration of the control rod 6/1.

Series of noise measurements with unbanked control rods were carried out in
order to confirm the assumption concerning the location of the vibration. The
control rods of bank 6 were disconnected and positioned at different elevations.

The control assemblies in the WWER-440 type PWRs consist of two parts. The
lower part is a regular hexagonal fuel assembly and the upper part is an absorbing
tube with hexagonal shape. The two parts are connected by bayonet-lock and are
moved together by the control rod drive mechanism. The axial position of a
control rod is characterized by the elevation of the lower end of its absorbing
part from the core bottom. In the previous case the seven control rods of bank 6
were all at 180 cm. (In normal operation rod banks 1-5 are fully withdrawn, bank
6 is at intermediate elevation). The unbanking test involved the following steps:

- Case A: Control rod 6/1 was inserted to various levels, while all the other
control rods of bank 6 were almost out of the core (approx. at 230 cm) in order
to keep the reactor at full power.

- Case B: Control rod 6/1 was banked with the other six rods again at the level of
224 cm.

- Case C: The same procedure was performed with the control rod 6/4 (located at
the central axis of the reactor): it was inserted various axial levels, while
the other rods (including the suspected rod) were at approx. 230 cm.
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These investigations were carried out a week before the end of the first fuel
cycle during full-power operation and during the stretch-out phase of the reactor.
The noise signals of SPNDs, pressure transducers and accelerometers were continu-
ously measured during the various periods. The vibration peak at 1.13 Hz in the
neutron noise spectra and the coherence functions, as well as the opposite phase
behavior were found only when the control rod 6/1 was positioned between 180-190
cm (see Fig. 7). The vibration features were similar to those inferred from the
routine noise measurement performed six weeks before the end of the first fuel
cycle (see Fig. 6). However, in Fig. 7 a relatively small peak at the double fre-
quency (2.26 Hz) in the coherence functions indicates the existence of the first
harmonics. The phase shift between the different SPNDs at the first harmonic fre-
quency does not necessarily follow the phase shift of the fundamental mode. This
had been investigated in an independent vibration experiment in a critical
assembly in CRIP 171. Finally, far smaller vibration peaks were found in the
neutron noise spectra in Cases B and C or when the control rod 6/1 was at low ele-
vation (e.g. 100 cm) in Case A. None of the above measurements showed correlation
between in-core neutron detectors and accelerometers or pressure transducer at the
rod vibration frequency. The occurence of the vibration peak in the neutron noise
spectra and the out-of-phase behavior between neutron noise signals were the only
indication for the control rod vibration. These measurements gave evidence of the
vibration control rod 6/1. It was confirmed by the results of the localization
procedure described in the next section.

5. APPLICATION OF A NEW LOCALIZATION PROCEDURE AT OPERATING PLANT

In recent papers by Pizsit and Glockler a new vibration monitoring procedure
based on in-core neutron noise measurements was proposed and numerically tested
[8,91. Using the theory of space-dependent neutron noise caused by flow-induced,
two-dimensional absorber rod vibrations, a procedure was developed by which equi-
librium rod position and displacement characteristics can be inferred from noise
signals of as few as three in-core neutron detectors. Applicability of the method
has been investigated in extensive numberical experiments where noise signals of
neutron detectors were calculated for a given rod motion and equilibrium position,
and were then taken as given by a hypothetical experiment in which the noise
source is unknown. The results of the simulation tests were encouraging to
believe that the localization procedure can be applicable in practical cases.
However, up to now there has been no opportunity to apply the procedure and to
test its applicability in real power plant circumstances. The control rod vibra-
tion at Unit 2, as detected by in-core SPND noise measurements offered the
appropriate conditions.

Using the noise recordings taken during the occurence of the control rod
vibration, the efficiency of the method was tested. The input data to the locali-
zation procedure were inferred from the spectral functions of noise signals of the
three uppermost SPNDs by subtracting the background noise from the vibration
peak. The results are shown in Fig. 8, where the positions of in-core SPNDs and
control rods inserted into the core are also displayed. As explained in Ref. [8,91,
the results of this procedure consist of a number of so-called localization curves.
Three of them denoted by different symbols are shown in Fig. 8. A localization
curve can be considered as the two-dimensional roots of a complex functional form
given on the reactor cross section, which contains some spectral values of the
measured neutron noise and the two dimensional reactor transfer function given by
model calculation. The physical meaning of the localization curves is briefly the
following: To each point of a localization curve there exists a rod motion,
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which, if the rod moves, induces neutron noise, some of whose signatures are
equivalent to the measured noise. The motion (position and trajectory) of the
true vibration is given by the joint intersection of all curves, where all charac-
teristics of the calculated neutron noise (NAPSDs and NCPSDs) are equal to the
measured quantities.

The ideal multiple intersection point is replaced by a region of double in-
tersections (see Fig. 8). This is due to the approximation used in the reactor
model and to the uncertainties of input data generated when separating the vibra-
tion peaks from the background in the noise spectra. This fact was already
demonstrated in the numerical tests of Ref. 18,9]. The intersection region is
relatively small and is expected to contain the true rod position. (There are also
intersections at the detector positions due to the divergence of the reactor
transfer function. However, they can be eliminated because the detector positions
are known). In Fig. 8 the pair-wise intersections determine the area where the
vibrating control rod is suspected. This area includes only the location of
control rod 6/1 of all seven control rods being partially inserted during the
measurement.

The localization procedure was repeated using spectra of SPND noise signals
coming from another three SPNDs located at the same, lower axial level. The
results are similar to the one shown in Fig. 8 and confirm the assumption on the
location of the vibrating control rod. This means that the measured data contain
a certain redundancy which can be used for cross-checking purposes (in principle
each detector level is equivalent to each other). After identifying the vibrating
control rod, the vibration characteristics can be. also determined by the proce-
dure: the ratio of the auto-spectra of the displacement components in x and y
direction is 0.55, and the preferred direction of the rod motion in the (r,+)
plane is given by f - 96°.

The result shown in Fig. 9 corresponds to the noise data taken from the same
uppermost SPNDs, but five weeks later (during the last week of the first fuel
cycle). In this case the measured neutron noise spectra, and consequently the
input data to the localization procedure, were slightly different. Despite the
fact that the corresponding localization curves in Figs. 8 and 9 have different
forms, the suspected area given by the intersections of the curves remained the
same. In the later case the ratio of the displacement spectra is 1.0, and the
preferred direction of the rod motion is -- 1220.

The localization procedure allows, in principle, rod motions of arbitrary
vibration amplitude. In real circumstances, the vibration amplitude is not known,
upper limits can be assumed on the basis of mechanical design data and indirect
information. By such a priori limitation of the possible vibration amplitude the
majority of the irrelevant points of the localization curves can be eliminated by
some condition and the region where the noise source may be located reduces con-
siderably. Such condition can be constructed as follows. Assuming a reasonable
value for the order of magnitude of the real displacement components in the true
rod position, the strength of the absorber rod, or a "scale factor" can be esti-
mated on the basis of the magnitudes of the vibration peaks in the measured
neutron noise spectra. Using the inferred scale factor and the measured neutron
noise data, the spectral components of the displacements of the rod can be calcu-
lated for any selected rod position along a localization curve. What remains is
then to discard all points of the localization curve where the calculated displa-
cement components exceed a certain level. The localization procedure was repeated
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with the displacement components of the possible vibration trajectories limited.

Assuming that in the cases shown in Figs. 8 and 9, the typical value of the
vibration amplitude in the true rod position is 1 mm, all points of the localiza-
tion curves, where the displacement components exceed a limit (2.5 mm in case of
Figs. 10 and 11) were eliminated. Note that the points of the localization cuves
which lie far from the true rod position, or close to the detector positions, were
eliminated by the algorithm itself. The points of the localization curves that
are not discarded are actually reduced to the formerly defined suspected area in
Figs. 8 and 9. The details of the localization procedure and further results of
its application at an operating plant are described in Ref. [101.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Independent investigations before and under the subsequent revision and
refuelling period have shown that the control assembly 6/1 indeed had a mechanical
failure and as a consequence, executed vibrations that were of significantly
higher amplitude then those under normal operating conditions. The damaged parts
of the control assembly were replaced, and no vibration has been observed sub-
sequently.

The noise analysis-based surveillance system established at the units of the
Paks PWR in Hungary, contains data acquisition and processing system, which are in
all aspects suitable to serve input data to a reactor internals vibration moni-
toring system. Such system is under development in CRIP in Budapest.
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STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS OF MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS IN REACTORS

R.P. Taleyarkhan
Westinghouse Nuclear Fuel Division

and

D.R. Harris
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

ABSTRACT

A FORTRAN code VIBRPI has been developed to compute the generalized cross
power spectral density matrix for linear motions of a mechanical system with N
connected elements. The code is applied to analysis of the parallel flow and
cross flow induced vibrations of BWR instrument guide tubes. The guide tubes,
and the neutron detectors contained in them, are regarded as probes to
investigate the properties of the flow and the mechanical system. The
computations are compared to noise measurements made on operating BURs. Added
mass and drag coefficients are inferred as are parameters of the cross flow
induced effects.

INTRODUCTION

The neutron detectors and other sensors in and around a power reactor which is
operating at steady state can provide considerable information through noise
analyses.1 These analyses, which are usually mediated through spectral
methods, have been applied both to learn more about processes taking place in
the reactor and to guide improvements in reactor components. Such analyses
can proceed as phenomenological "signature analyses" or, less frequently, as
first principles calculations of noise spectra; the latter approach is used
here.

The observed fluctuations in detector signals can be categorized as arising
(a) from fluctuations in the neutron, gamma, or other fields which are being
immediately detected, or (b) from fluctuations in positions of mechanical
objects such as the incore instrument guide tubes in boiing water reactors
(BWRs) or the core barrels in pressurized water reactors. The instrument
guide tubes in BWRs, for example, are long, narrow tubes containing neutron
and/or gamma sensitive instruments. These tubes are subject to flow-induced
motions, and tube displacement leads to changes in neutron detector response
because the neutron flux varies with position nearby.2 In this sense the
incore neutron detector signals would fluctuate even if the neutron flux field
did not. Actual observations, of course, are a combination of (a) and (b)
above.

There are several reasons for the study of the flow-induced vibrations of the
instrument guide tubes in BWRs which is the focus of the present work. First,
the instrument guide tubes can be regarded as probes to study coolant flows in
the regions between fuel assemblies. Fluid flows are often examined by
inserting a mechanical object into a flow and analyzing its motions.3 The BUR
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instrument guide tubes are suitable for this application when they contain
neutron detectors. A decade ago this application received unusual emphasis
because severe flow-induced vibrations of some guide tubes were observed to
impact on fuel assembly walls and in some cases to damage them.4  This
impacting was eliminated by reducing local coolant flow, but not to a point
where substantial local boiling occurred. Local boiling in the interassembly
region is generally avoided because it affects the response of the neutron
detectors and possibly the effectiveness of control rods. Continued interest
in the coolant flow in the interassembly region also arises from greater use
of incore detectors which primarily respond to the more uniform gamma flux
field; these are expected to be relatively unaffected by boiling in the
interassembly region.

A second reason for study of the instrument guide tube vibrations is that
their characteristic frequencies of a few Hz fall in, and somewhat obscure,
the interesting region between the regimes referred to as global (low
frequencies) and local (higher frequencies).5 The neutron field fluctuations
of category (a) above have been shown to be more responsive to local effects,
such as bubbling, at frequencies above about 1 Hz and to be more responsive to
global effects, such as might be characterized by.whole-core reactivity
effects, at lower frequencies.5 There is, however, a continuous variation of
spatial dependence between the regimes, and prominent guide tube vibrations
complicate analysis of the transition region.

It was early recognized that instrument guide tube vibrations could be
detected in the spectra of the neutron detectors contained in the tube.6 Thus
there are extensive measured data against which to compare first principles
analyses of these vibrations. The model developed here is compared against
data from Ref. 4 which were obtained before the reduction of interassembly
region flows (to stop impacting) which was referred to earlier. The analysis
methodology which was developed7 is, however, of potentially broad application
and is not limited to analysis of flow-induced guide tube vibrations.

METHODOLOGY

A FORTRAN code system VIBRPI has been developed7 to analyze mechanical
vibrations in objects driven by fluctuating forces. The code computes the
generalized cross power spectral density (CPSD) matrix for linear vibrations
of a mechanical system of N connected elements. The CPSD matrix Py(iw) of the
element displacements for angular frequency X is related to the CPSD matrix of
driving forces Px(iw) in terms of a complex receptance matrix R(im),

p RPR*t. (1)
py x )

Here R* is the complex transpose of

R(iw) - (-w 2 M+iWC+K)- 1 , (2)
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where M, C, and K are the real generalized mass, damping, and stiffness
matrices for the structure. The complex matrix in Eq. (2) is inverted by real
inversion operations on its real and imaginary components. Specifically, the
inverse of the matrix A+iA2 is (A +A2A7

1 A2 )-I [I-iA All1 if A1 is
nonsingular. For interpretation of noise measurements it is assumed that each
detector response is proportional to the displacement of one or more elements
of the mechanical system. The calculated CPSD matrix then is compared with
the observed CPSD matrix versus frequency, and conclusions are drawn
concerning the driving forces, the effective properties of the mechanical
system, and the detector array.

The VIBRPI code system is applied here to analysis of instrument guide tube
motions in boiling water reactors. Turbulence created by coolant flow in the
narrow-narrow gap between BWR fuel assemblies (Figure 1) produces vibrations
of the instrument guide tubes. The mechanical vibrations are readily observed
through neutronic noise in detectors fixed (LPRM) or moving (TIP) in the guide
tubes.4 Here we compute the CPSD matrix for noise in the four LPRM detectors
labeled A, B, C, and D up along a guide tube.

The instrument guide tube is treated as a beam with one pinned end and one
fixed end under axial compression. Structurally the tube is essentially fixed
at the core support plate, and has a pinned joint at the top of the core. A
spring at the top of the tube keeps the tube and its contents under axial
compression. The mass matrix takes into account the guide tube, its contents,
and virtual or added mass effects for the coolant in an enclosure. The
contents of the instrument guide tube include detectors, the TIP (traversing
incore probe) guide tube, and cables (Figure 1). These masses were computed
and distributed uniformly along the instrument guide tube, although in fact
there are more cables lower in the tube. The tube contents were not taken as
adding stiffness.

The virtual or added mass is the product of the cross sectional area of the
instrument guide tube times the density of the hot adjacent water times an
added mass coefficient CM. The added mass coefficient CM and the related
damping coefficient Cv were examined in terms of the calculations of
Wambsganss et al.8 These authors solved the Navier-Stokes equations in an
enclosure with rigid outer circular cylinder and vibrating inner circular
cylinder. The instrument guide tube actually moves in an anisotropic
enclosure, but to use the results of Ref. 8, this is replaced by an isotropic
cylindrical enclosure of diameter De.

The quantity De is estimated by noting that if the instrument guide tube were
to move isotropically it would contact the channel walls (Fig. 1) at an
average distance of about 0.48 inches. Taking De to be twice this value leads
to a ration of De to tube diameter d of 1.37. Wambsganss et al.8 parameterize
their calculations by this ratio and by the Stokes number. For De/d equal to
1.37 and a Stokes number of 5500 the added mass coefficient CM, is found to be
0.26. There is, however, a semiempirical way to obtain these quantities.
From the present analysis, the normalized CPSD observed by Fry et al.,4 and
shown in Fig. 2, shows a peak at 2.5Hz which is to be identified with the
natural frequency of the guide tube. From this observed quantity and from the
computed frequency of the guide tube in air, 3.51Hz, it is found that the
added mass coefficient is 0.19 corresponding to a value of De/d of 1.50. The
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semiemgirical approach is used in the calculations reported here. %'mbsganss
et al. also computed quantities related to the damping coefficient, CV, and
corresponding to the values of Stokes number and De/d just noted the damping
coefficient is found to be 0.0503. The natural frequency of the tube is
reduced as well by the compressive force of the spring at its upper end; this
reduction was estimated to be small and was ignored in the discussion above.

The stiffness matrix for the tube was determined by central differencing
a4y/ax4, where y is the displacement and x is the distance along the tube, for
equal intervals Ax. Appropriate modifications to the stiffness matrix take
into account the upper and lower boundary conditions. The elements of the
stiffness matrix also are multiplied by a reduction factor,7 essentially
unity, to take into account the compressive force of the upper spring.

The CPSD matrix of driving forces is taken to be formed from (a) a
"near-field" noise component generated by flow turbulence in the vicinity of
the measuring point and (b) a "far-field" noise component assumed to be from
vortex shedding induced by cross flow. The relatively smooth turbulence noise
is characterized by the correlation of Corcos,9

Sxjk - constant e-01v cos (.Gv) (3)

Here v is a reduced axial velocity equal to the angular frequency
(radians/sec), times the axial separation of elements j and k, divided by the
axial convection velocity taken here to be 0.7 times the mean axial flow
velocity. The constant in Eq. (3) follows a correlation of Wambsganss and
Chen'O and is proportional to the fourth power of the mean axial flow
velocity. The far-field noise component is inferred directly from the
observations of Fry et a14 as follows. The frequencies of peaks observed
(Fig. 2) near 1.5Hz, 2.aHz, 2.5Hz, and 3.ORz in the normalized CPSD are found
to vary linearly with percentage flow through the reactor and are associated
with vortex shedding frequencies. The 2.5Hz peak also falls on the natural
frequency of the tube. The magnitude7 of the far-field component to be added
to Eq. (3) at the vortex shedding frequency is also determined from the
effective mass and drag arguments presented already.

RESULTS

The measured and calculated CPSDs are presented on Figs. 2 and 3. The
measured results were normalized by dividing by the instrument response
average. Comparison of Figs. 2 and 3 shows that the peaks at the various flow
rates occur at the modeled frequencies, but the peak-to-valley ratios are much
smaller in the observations presumably because of thy actual presence of
broad-spectrum noise from other origins thatn those modeled. The relative
magnitudes of the calculated peaks are in reasonable agreement with
observations except for that at 60% flow rate which appears anomalously low in
the calculations. The peak shapes appear to be satisfactory except that at
70% flow rate an unexplained small satellite peak occurs near 3.OHz in the
observations. It may be noted that in the observations there appear broad
peaks near 5Hz which are associated with vibrations of the fuel assembly
walls; these are sufficiently far removed that they do not affect the 1Hz
to 3Hz region of present interest.
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The mean velocity of cross flow can be estimated12 as the observed frequency
of vortex shedding times the tube diameter divided by a critical value of the
Strouhal number, about 0.2. In this way, the mean cross flow velocity is
found to be 0.47 ft/sec at 50% flow rate, 0.63 ft/sec at 60% flow rate, 0.78
ft/sec at 70% flow rate, and 0.91 ft/sec at 80% flow rate. These values apply
to the situation before plugging the flow holes referred to earlier. UIth the
flow holes open the axial flow diminishes as the flow diverges laterally away
from the instrument guide tube location. In the analysis of the near-field
exciting spectrum an average axial velocity at the detector locations was
used.

A prescription was presented here for estimating the effective diameter of a
rigid circular wall equivalent to the actually anisotropic and movable wall
around the instrument guide tube. This prescription led, by use of the
results of Wambsganss et al. 8 , to values of added mass and drag coefficients
which were not far from the semiempirical values used in the present
calculations.
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FOR PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS
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ABSTRACT

In order to better understand the dynamic information available in
power reactor noise, a noise diagnostic methodology has been deve-
loped and applied using stochastic models based on the physical pro-
cesses of a reactor system and actual neutron noise data from a
pressurized water reactor (PWR) under normal operating conditions.
The low frequency (0.001 - 1.0 Hz).behavior of PWR neutron noise is
greatly affected by thermal-hydraulic feedback effects and the
interrelated energy transport processes of the system. In order to
describe the dynamic state of this complicated reactor system, a
low-order whole-plant stochastic model was developed to account for
the effects of feedback within the system. An expression for the
neutron power spectral density (PSD) was obtained by solving the
Langevin-type model equations for the Fourier transform of the nor-
malized power fluctuations. This function was fitted to measured
PSDs from ex-core detectors at a PWR power plant. Using the results
of these fits, the response of the dynamic system to changes in
important physical parameters was evaluated by a direct sensitivity
analysis. In addition, the effect of such variations in the reactor
condition on observable features in neutron noise descriptors was
investigated. Using the detection criteria used in current sur-
veillance systems and the sensitivity results of this study, it was
possible to relate changes in monitored spectra to changes in physi-
cal parameters of the dynamic reactor system In a limited way.

INTRODUCTION

In order to better understand the dynamic information available in
power reactor noise, a noise diagnostic methodology has been deve-
loped and applied using stochastic models based on the physical pro-
cesses of a reactor system and actual neutron noise data from a
pressurized water reactor (PWR) under normal operating conditions.
By adjusting the model to represent the dynamic condition of the
reactor, the model predictions may be manipulated to investigate~the
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nature of the relationship between the structure of neutron noise
descriptors and physical parameters of the dynamic system. The low
frequency (0.001 - 1.0 Hz) behavior of PWR neutron noise is greatly
affected by thermal-hydraulic feedback effects and the interrelated
energy transport processes of the system. In order to describe the
dynamic state of this complicated reactor system, a low-order whole-
plant stochastic model was developed to account for the effects of
feedback within the system.

SYSTEM AND MODEL DESCRIPTION

The reactor coolant systeml modeled consists of four similar heat
transfer loops connected in parallel to the reactor pressure vessel.
The vessel contains the core, its support structure, and the control
rod assemblies. The reactor core is comprised of fuel assemblies
arranged in a pattern that approximates a right circular cylinder.
Inlet and outlet nozzles are located on the vessel in a horizontal
plane above the top of the core. Coolant enters the reactor vessel
through the inlet nozzle for each steam generator loop and flows
down to the lower plenum. The coolant flow is then directed upward
into the core and is distributed throughout the fuel arrays to allow
the transfer of energy. The coolant leaving the core channels is
mixed in the upper plenum from where it flows through the vessel
outlet nozzles into the heat transfer loops leading to the steam
generators. The piping connecting the reactor vessel to a steam
generator for each heat transfer loop is called the hot leg while
the return piping, which includes a reactor coolant pump, is called
the cold leg. The steam generators are vertical shell and U-tube
evaporators (UTSG) with integral moisture separating equipment. The
reactor coolant flow enters the hemispherical bottom head of the
steam generator from the hot leg. This head is divided by a ver-
tical partition plate into inlet and outlet chambers that connect
the inverted U-tubes to the hot leg and cold leg piping, respec-
tively. From this inlet chamber or plenum, the coolant flows into
the inverted U-tubes where energy is transferred to a secondary
fluid flowing along the outside of the tubes. Then the coolant
exits into the outlet plenum and on through the cold leg where the
reactor coolant pump returns it to the core via the lower plenum of
the reactor vessel. Steam is generated on the shell side of the
tube bundles from where It flows through the turbine-generator loop
to generate electrical power.

The model of this PWR system consists of two modules of equations
describing the dynamic behavior of the reactor cote and the steam
generator loops. The core module is composed of a system of distri-
buted parameter equations which describe the space and time depen-
dence of the field variables. The neutron field balance for the
core neutronics and the fuel and coolant energy balances for the
thermal-hydraulic condition of the core were radially averaged over
a representative unit cell. The neutron-thermal-hydraulic feedback
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was represented by axially dependent temperature feedback coef-
ficients of reactivity. For the energy balance in the fuel, axial
heat conduction was considered negligible compared to heat transfer
to the coolant and the fuel density, coefficient of thermal conduc-
tivity, and heat capacity were assumed to be constant. The overall
heat transfer coefficient between the fuel and coolant regions was
chosen to include heat transfer through the fuel cladding as well as
the forced convection heat transfer to the coolant. For the energy
balance in the coolant, coolant density and heat capacity were con-
sidered to be constant for an incompressible fluid. The stochastic
modeling of the PWR was accomplished by replacing deterministic
terms In the normal balance equations describing the physical system
by terms containing fluctuating components and then linearizing the
equations to yield a set of Langevin-type2 stochastic equations.
For the core module, Langevin sources arising from parametric fluc-
tuations and coolant flow noise sources from the pump and
pressurizer fluctuations were introduced and stochastic expressions
for the field variables were inserted into the balance equations.
Linearizing these equations gave the stochastic core module.

The steam generator module is given by a set of lumped parameter,
coupled equations that describe the dynamic behavior of the steam
generator and coolant piping which comprise each heat transfer loop.
Under normal operating conditions, the steam generator loop affects
the behavior of the core neutronics through noise introduced in the
inlet coolant temperature and flow. Similarly, the steam generator
is coupled to the dynamics of the core through fluctuations in
coolant exiting the core. The coolant piping and plenums are
included in the model to account for fluid transport within the
system. The hot leg and cold leg piping are each represented by
simple, one-node models limited to single phase flow of an
incompressible fluid in the forward direction only. In each case,
the well-mixed fluid assumption, with the outlet temperature being
equal to the average temperature in the lump, was used. Also, heat
transfer to the pipe was assumed to be negligible. By including the
upper plenum of the reactor and inlet steam generator plenum as
extensions of the hot leg and combining the pressure vessel lower
plenum and steam generator outlet plenum with the cold leg, the
energy balances of the hot leg and the cold leg were obtained to
account for transport delays between the core and steam generators.
The steam generator provides coupling between fluctuations in demand
on the reactor coolant system and the core neutronics through the
effects of variations in heat transfer to the secondary coolant
system on the properties of the primary coolant that is returning to
the core. In this model, detailed steam generator dynamic perfor-
mance was not required so a "teakettle" model of the steam generator
was used. Essentially, the steam generator was treated as a pot
with a heat source, where the primary coolant provides the heat to be
transferred to the secondary side via the metal of the U-tubes.
Saturation conditions were assumed for the secondary liquid and
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vapor. The steam generator model involves energy balances for the
primary fluid and U-tube metal. Again, the primary coolant was
assumed to be a well-mixed, incompressible fluid with radially
constant properties. Also, the tube metal density and specific heat
were assumed to be constant. The coupling of the primary system to
the balance of plant occurs in the term describing the heat transfer
from the metal to the secondary system. In order to make these
equations stochastic, noise sources relating to coolant flow noise
and demand fluctuations from the balance of plant were introduced.
These noise sources were expressed by writing the steam generator
coolant velocity, heat transfer coefficient, and the secondary
steam pressure each in terms of a steady state component and a small
perturbation component. The stochastic fluctuations in these parame-
ters affect the other variables through the dynamic coupling of the
system so the state variables were written as perturbed quantities
as well. Substituting the perturbed quantities into the steam
generator balance equations, then linearizing the equations by
neglecting second and higher order perturbed quantities, gave
expressions for the stochastic steam generator loop. Note that the
dynamics of the secondary side of the steam generator, including the
turbine and other balance of plant components, Were represented by
the secondary steam pressure fluctuations, which were assumed to be
linearly related to the secondary coolant temperature fluctuations,
for small perturbations, under thermal equilibrium conditions.

The resulting system of stochastic equations for the core and steam
generator modules describes the fluctuations of field variables that
characterize the dynamic behavior of the PWR. Using dimensionless
axial and time variables, P = z/H and X= t/R, where H is the
height of the coolant channel and rR is the residence time of the
coolant in the core, gave the following set of equations:

) = + XC + Nfef( ,¶) + Ncec(IS) + (1)

a = [^],A(IL,¶) - XC(,'); (2)

a-[ef(p,) - -T C c(Pa') + Sc(P,¶) ; (3)

a. (pT) = I GP( ,) - -[of(i,,) - ec(pr)] - Sf(p,¶) , (4)
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d 1 -[g(5)dOIN(¶) =nOgX I() 5

dg IN T

de5 91 N(¶) =E [Ec(H. ) - esgIN(r)] ; (6)

d -(sg() + (7)sgiN(')
d-E)Sg (T)T)= 100 1 STgN( - Sg(.)(7

d 1 1 + + P1  [ (8)
d-om-O= -e5 (¶T) - E;pM(-0) Sm(T) - S )]

where the state variable fluctuations en (power), C (delayed neutron
precursors), of (fuel temperature), ec Icoolant temperature), GIN
(core inlet temperature) ,Es (steam generator inlet temperature)
esg (steam generator temperatue), and em (U-tube metal temperatures
were normalized by their equilibrium values. Equations (1)-(4)
model the coupled neutronics and thermal-hydraulics of the core,
equations (5) and (6) describe the hot and cold leg coolant
transport, respectively, and equations (7) and (8) represent the
steam generator dynamics. The core and steam generator modules are
coupled by the boundary condition

Oc(O°,) = eIN(¶) * (9)

The dimensionless parameters used in the model are reactivity feed-
back coefficients and ratios of characteristic heat transfer times
and flow residence times to the core coolant residence time. The
last term in equation (8) is the "load" source which represents the
fluctuations in power demand. P1 is a dimensionless parameter
related to the thermodynamic properties of the secondary steam,
Ps is the equilibrium steam pressure, and 6P ( .) is the stochastic
prgssure source. Note that the power spectral density (PSD) of
these secondary steam pressure fluctuations is a measurable quan-
tity. The noise sources Sp, Sf, and Sc arise from parametric fluc-
tuations and from the coolant velocity fluctuations, which are
obtained from the stochastic continuity and momentum hydrodynamic
equations for the coolant region. The noise sources Sg and Sm are
related to coolant flow fluctuations in the steam generator and were
assumed to be white noise.

Fourier transformation of equations (1)-(9) led to the following
expression for the normalized power fluctuations as a function of
dimensionless frequency, w = 20frR:

p(pw) = Tc(pw)Qc(psw) + Ts(iw)Qs(w) , (10)
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where Tc and Ts are space and frequency dependent operators (i.e.,
spatially dependent transfer functions), Qc(iw) represents the
axially-distributed noise sources in the core module, and Qs(W)
gives the sources arising from the steam generator system and the
transport delays introduced by the piping. From the expression for
the power fluctuation, the neutron detector PSD was obtained so that

,zp(pp,w) - -Dp (w)IdpJldg'(~p6Wp)<pW@bF,) (11)

where pp is the axial detector position and the brackets indicate
the ensemble average of the function within. The factor opo(w) is
proportional to the squared modulus of the neutron detector response
function which, in the frequency range of interest acts as a
constant scale factor3. Substituting equation (10i into equation
(11) gave an expression for the neutron PSO that consists of a sum
of terms, each term being the product of a noise source amplitude
and a frequency dependent shape function.

SYSTEM DYNAMICS IDENTIFICATION

This stochastic model of neutron PSDs was incorporated into a least
squares fitting code to allow the comparison of mc;del predictions to
actual plant data and to permit adjustments of the noise source
amplitudes based on parameter estimation techniques. By identifying
the model source amplitudes through fits to neutron PSDs from
operating PWRs, the model predictions can be brought into good
agreement with the noise descriptors of the nuclear plant and can be
used to characterize the dynamic state of the rea tor. The model
can then be used to investigate the sensitivity of the reactor noise
descriptors to changes in physically significant parameters and to
study the detectability of changes in the dynamic condition of the
reactor using current surveillance techniques.

DETECTION DISCRIMINANTS

Currently, statistically based pattern recognition systems are being
used for continuous, on-line surveillance of dynamic reactor
signals4. Such automated reactor noise surveillance systems use
statistical methods to compare current power spectral density
measurements with past baseline PSDs from the same reactor system.
Changes in the monitored reactor signals from the reference con-
dition are detected and stored for later diagnostic analysis.
Surveillance systems monitor the dynamic state of the reactor by
comparing test PSOs to a reference PSO which characterizes the base-
line condition for the current operational state of the reactor. To
accomplish this comparison, a ratio is formed between the test PSO
and the reference PSD for all frequency estimates. This ratio is
then compared to discriminants which have been formulated to empha-
size relevant features in the PSD. Various discriminants have been
devised to detect fluctuations in the integral power of the
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spectrum, magnitude changes of the spectrum limited to narrow fre-
quency bands, spectral shape changes, and shifts in spectral peak
frequencies. In this study, two discriminants currently being used
in automated surveillance systems in nuclear plants were chosen to
test the detectability of changes in certain physical parameters
that describe the dynamic behavior of PWR systems. Because of the
large dynamic range typically associated with PSDs and the monotonic
nature of logarithms, the log of the ratios of the PSDs were used for
these comparisons. The first discriminant is the mean ratio deter-
mined from the set of test PS0 to reference PS0 ratios obtained at r
individual frequencies. This measure of the integral difference bet-
ween spectra is given by

= r lg PSDtest(Fi) (2
Di =1/r i~lol PSDref(FiF *12)

Because the mean is taken of the ratio of the PSDs, each frequency
range of the spectrum is, in a sense, normalized so that the mean
ratio discriminant gives equal weight to all PSD components. As a
result, the discriminant provides a check of spectral differences
over each frequency range of interest, regardless of the absolute
magnitude of the spectra in that range. By rewriting the discrimi-
nant in the form

DI = /r 1[log10 PSDtest(Fi) - loglo PSMref(Fi)] . (13)
1=1

it is easily seen that it offers a measure of the average difference
between spectra in a frequency range. Since a uniform spectral
shift will cause the log of the test PSD to be either greater or
smaller than the log of the reference PSD for multiple estimates,
the mean ratio is sensitive to such shifts over the frequency range
of interest. However, if the frequency range contains uniform
shifts of opposite direction, the discriminant is subject to can-
cellation effects. As a result, the mean ratio discriminant is
limited in its ability to detect spectral variations if offsetting
deviations are present. To overcome the cancellation limitation of
the mean ratio discriminant, the second discriminant was constructed
using the second moment of the log of the ratios of the PSDs. This
measure of the variance of the set of ratios is given by

-,r PSDtest(Fi) 2
DII =1/r E [log1o PSDreftF) (14)

or by
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DII = /r r =[lg9 10 PSDtest(Fi) - log10 PSDref(Fi)] 2 . (15)

The second form of the discriminant illustrates the observation that
this discriminant deals with the average squared distance between
the test PSD and the reference PSD on a log scale at several estima-
tes over a frequency range. Note that by summing and averaging the
squared distances between the log test and log reference spectra,
this discriminant avoids the cancellation effect of the first
discriminant to give a better indication of spectral shifts but it
loses the ability to determine the direction of the shifts. As a
result, it was decided to utilize both discriminants to characterize
PSD behavior in this study. The first discriminant is called the
mean log ratio (MLR) and the second discriminant is called the log
ratio variance (LRV). In current surveillance systems, the discri-
minants used to monitor reactor signals are checked against an alert
level and an alarm level to determine if a change in the spectrum
has occurred. The criteria for these two levels are initially pre-
dicted based on theoretical assumptions concerning the signal and
these criteria are checked and modified during the learning phase of
the surveillance period. Current systems begin surveillance with
the assumption that the signals have Gaussian amplitude distribu-
tions and that their individual PSD estimates are independent. From
these assumptions, a theoretical confidence interval is calculated
giving the width in standard deviations around the discriminant
median in which its value must fall for the signal to successfully
pass its test against the reference PS0. The alert confidence level
lies within that set for the alarm level. As the learning phase
progresses, the assumptions about the nature of the signals are
tested and the confidence intervals are updated using measured means
and standard deviations. The MLR and LRV discriminants were assumed
to be Gaussian variables so their theoretical means and standard
deviations are given by

1
Mean -n(OT) [uT + uR] (16)

with

1 1 1 1
u 2N - 12NZ + 120N4  252Nb + (17)

and

Standard Deviation = ln(10) [or + o2] (18)
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with

1 1 1 1 1 1
02 =N + _ + - + 42W - N + a (19)

where N is the number of data blocks for each of the two PSDs that
comprise the ratio. The value checked against the confidence inter-
val for each discriminant is a normalized indicator given by

D - mean(D)
D = standard deviation(D) (20)

where the means and standard deviations are initially calculated
from equations (16)-(19). The initial alert/alarm levels against
which the indicators are checked were 5.0/10.0 .

In this work, the MLR and LRV discriminants were used along with the
fitted parametric neutron PSD model to study the detectability of
changes in various physical parameters that characterize the dynamic
state of the reactor system. After a parameter value was changed by
some percentage, the model PSD was recalculated and compared to the
"baseline" model PSD. The means and standard deviations used to
determine the normalized indicator were calculated using the number
of data blocks comprising the original measured PSD to which the
model had been fit. Since this was not an ongoing surveillance
application, no updating of the confidence intervals occurred and
the results are limited by the assumptions concerning the nature of
the original measured signal.

RESULTS

Noise data from ex-core neutron detectors at a 1150 MWe pressurized
water reactor was obtained for several measurements during a fuel
cycle. The data was digitized and Fourier analyzed to give neutron
PSDs in the low frequency range corresponding to the thermal-
hydraulic feedback effects. The PSDs were then supplied to the least
squares adjustment program for fitting in order to estimate model
source amplitudes. The adjusted model predictions show good
agreement with the major features of the experimental PSDs, falling
within a three standard deviation statistical error band around the
measured PSDs. The error band is based on the Fourier analysis sta-
tistics. Figure 1 is representative of the fits obtained in this
study and shows that the model reasonably describes the major
features of the PWR noise descriptor. Therefore, the adjusted model
predictions can be used to represent the dynamic state of the reac-
tor at the time of the measurement and, thus, can be used for a
limited diagnostic analysis of the reactor condition and its rela-
tion to certain physically significant parameters.
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After obtaining adjusted model predictions that were representative
of the reactor state during normal operation, a direct sensitivity
study of the effects of-changes in physical parameters on the major
features of the neutron PSD was performed. It was found that the
spectral shape of the neutron descriptor seemed to be sensitive to
changes in the moderator temperature feedback coefficient (a reac-
tivity effect), coolant residence time in the core (a core flow
effect), and core heat transfer. It was also found to be sensitive
to a lesser degree to changes in the steam generator heat transfer
and in the thermodynamic state of the secondary steam (a load
effect). Figure 2 illustrates the frequency ranges where changes in
each of these parameters were evidenced by changes in the noise
descriptor. In addition, indication is given on the figure of
whether the relationships between changes in parameters and spectra
are directly proportional (+) or inversely proportional (-).
Changes in the core heat transfer affect the spectrum over two fre-
quency ranges such that increases in the heat transfer coefficient
cause positive shifts in the spectrum at very low frequencies and at
relatively high frequencies. The reactivity effect is such that
increases in the moderator temperature feedback coefficient result
in an increase over the entire frequency range of the spectrum with
a more pronounced effect in the 0.1 to 1 Hz range. Finally, the
core flow changes cause a split effect. Below 0.1 Hz, an increase
in core flow causes a negative spectral shift while above that fre-
quency, the same change causes an increase in the spectrum.

Given the rough sensitivity information obtained, an effort was made
to determine the detectability of such changes using current sur-
veillance techniques. Using the model to generate a "baseline'
spectrum and modified spectra for comparison, the previously
described discriminants were calculated for various altered para-
meter sets and were checked against the initial alert level used in
current surveillance systems to determine at what level would
changes in parameters be detected by monitoring the noise descrip-
tors for spectral shifts. The five parameters identified as signi-
ficant in the sensitivity study were used. For each parameter, the
frequency range tested was chosen based on the sensitivity analysis.
It was found that the load variations and the steam generator heat
transfer changes were detectable by only the MLR discriminant and
only in extreme cases (changes of 80% or greater). For core heat
transfer, changes of around 10% in the heat transfer coefficient
were detectable by the MLR discriminant and changes of above 30%
caused an alert for the LRY discriminant. Changes of 10% in core
flow triggered an alert for the MLR discriminant. Finally, reac-
tivity feedback changes of 5% were detected by the MLR discriminant
and changes of 20% were detected by the LRV discriminant.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, a stochastic model was developed that describes the main
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features of the dynamic behavior of a PWR as observed in a neutron
PSD. In addition, this model was fit to measured PSDs from ex-core
detectors at a PWR power plant to determine source parameters.
Using the results of these fits, the response of the dynamic system
to changes in important physical parameters was evaluated by a
direct sensitivity analysis. In addition, the effect of such
variations in the reactor condition on observable features in
neutron noise descriptors was investigated. Using the detection
criteria available in current surveillance systems and the sen-
sitivity results of this study, it was possible to relate changes in
monitored spectra to changes in physical parameters of the dynamic
reactor system in a limited way. By further manipulating these
stochastic model predictions, greater insight into the nature of the
relationship between the structure of neutron PSDs and physical
parameters describing the system may be gained. Therefore, this
application demonstrates the potential for the use of stochastic
modeling as an aid to understanding the complicated information
retrieved from power reactor noise measurements.
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Figure 1.
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Comparison of stochastic model
prediction and experimental data
(normalized ex-core neutron PSD
from 1150 MWe PWR). Note that the
error band is based on experimental
sampling statistics.
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Figure 2. Frequency bands of sensitivity
indicating where the shape of the
neutron PSD is affected by changes
in various physically significant
parameters.
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ABSTRACT

In order to better understand the dynamic information available
in power reactor noise, a noise diagnostic methodology has been
developed and applied using stochastic models based on the
physical processes of a reactor system and actual neutron noise
data from a pressurized water reactor (PWR) under normal
operating conditions. In the mid-frequency range (1 - 20 Hz),
PWR neutron noise is dominated by vibration peaks resulting from
the motion of reactor internals. In order to allow a
quantitative investigation of the resonance structure of a
neutron power spectral density (PSD) and its evolution during a
fuel cycle, a resonance model was developed from perturbation
theory to give the detector response for small in-core mechanical
motions. By mathematically manipulating the model, an equation
for the neutron PSD was obtained that describes each motion in
terms of a pole-strength factor, a resonance skewness factor, a
vibration damping factor, and a frequency of vibration. This
formulation allows each resonance peak to be quantified in terms
of four identifiable parameters. The model was fitted to
measured PSDs obtained from a PWR at various times during a fuel
cycle. The mechanical motion parameters for several resonances
were tracked to determine trends that indicated changes in
vibrations within the reactor core. In addition, the resonance
model gave the ability to separate the resonant components of the
PSD after the parameters had been identified. As a result, the
behavior of several vibration peaks were monitored over a fuel
cycle.

INTRODUCTION

The value of using neutron noise descriptors, especially the power
spectral densities (PSDs) of ex-core detectors, to monitor core
barrel motion and fuel elements vibrations in pressurized water
reactors (PWRs) is well established.1-6  Indeed, in the mid-
frequency range (1-20 Hz), PWR neutron noise is dominated by vibra-
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tion peaks in the neutron PSD that result from the motion of reactor
internals. A qualitative examination of such descriptors from a
1150 MWE Westinghouse PWR plant, revealed significant changes in the
plant's noise signature (PSD) as its first fuel cycle proceeded.
The purpose of this work is to develop a mathematical model of the
interaction between small mechanical motions and the core neutronics
to provide a tool for quantitative investigation of the PSD structure
in the vibrational frequency range.

The purpose of neutron noise analysis is to provide information on
plant conditions by the study of power traces from ex-core detec-
tors. Due to the action of the coolant flow through the core and
pump induced vibrations, the core barrel, which is bolted at the top
of the reactor vessel, performs a pendular motion with a natural
frequency determined by the mechanical parameters and constraints of
the system.2-5 In addition, external forces deform the cylindrical
shape of the core barrel by inducing vibrational modes which are
excited by the turbulence of the coolant flow and by the
"table-shaker" effect of the core barrel motion. As a result of the
various mechanical motions, the detector response will vary in a
manner proportional to the importance function at the location of
the disturbance.

A typical ex-core neutron detector normalized PSD for a 1150 MWE PWR
is shown in Figure 1. Below 1 Hz the PSD is dominated by the feed-
back-thermal-hydraulic loop effects which evolve with time constants
of the order of seconds. Between 3 Hz and 30 Hz, the PS0 exhibits a
set of resonances arising from the vibrational and pendular modes
previously discussed. This disparity in the "natural" frequencies
of the system is a fortunate break for the noise analyst as one can
perform the modeling of the feedback and mechanical effects in a
separate fashion.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

In this section, a model of the effect of the mechanical motion of
the reactor internals on the system neutronics is presented. The
basis of the physical model is the partitioning of the reactor into
zones with moving boundaries, which are driven by various types of
external forces as previously discussed. Without loss of generality
and to shorten the notation, we shall assume a one-dimensional reac-
tor. Each reactor zone, labeled by the zone index, q, is charac-
terized by the position of the inner and outer interfaces, aw 1(t)
and aq(t), respectively. The zone index q runs from one up to Q
regions. The core barrel motion is described in terms of pendular
motions of the interfaces at a2(t) and aQ-1(t). The fuel element
vibrations are in turn described in terms of the vibrations of the
aq and aqi1(t) interfaces, which are the physical boundaries of the
fuel box. Hence the assumption is made that the combined motion of
the fuel rod bundles and their supporting structure can be repre-
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sented by a collective displacement of the fuel box boundaries. A
generic interface coordinate, aq(t), is given as a function of time
by the expression

aq(t) = aqO + caq(t) ,

where E is a perturbation parameter (O <
small time-dependent displacement around
position, a . We shall assume that the
Nq(t), are aescribed by the second order

(1)

E 4 1), and aq(t) is a
the interface equilibrium
small mechanical motion,
system

d2  d
Q1 + 2 p~-t 1 0q2laq(t) = Fq(t) I (2)

where p.q is the damping coefficient of motion
natural frequ ncy of vibration (rad/sec), and
force (cm/sec ).

(rad/sec), 2 is the
Fq is the drYQing

Laplace transformation of equation (2) yields

1
a(S) - y--,F (S)[;_ sq

q

where the pole sq is given by

sq = 1'q + 'Vq

with

vq = (N. - Pq)

S~] (3)

(4)

w( 0 > Pq (5)

Next, on the assumption that the Laplace transformed driving force
does not exhibit poles in the range of frequencies of interest,6 one
obtains by inverse Laplace transformation

Mq(t) = f t d¶ Fq(t-0)ePqk sin[vqi1
Vq 0

(6)

which reveals that the mechanical motions are the convolution of the
driving forces (evaluated on the interface at rest) with a damped
oscillation contribution.

The neutron flux in the qth zone, *q. satisfies the Boltzman
equation

1 a
Y at~q= Hq~q. (7)
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with the initial condition

q(t=O) =q

and the boundary conditions

NqMaq(t)) = tq+l(aq(t))

(8)

(9)

with non-reentrant
Neglecting delayed
frames much larger
is given by

Hq = -i

neutrons at the outer surfaces of the system.
neutrons contributions, which evolve in time
than the mechanical vibrations, the operator Hq

+ Sq + Fq - L I (10)

where S and F are the scattering and fission operators for the quh
zone, respecti ely. The response function, R (x ,t), of a neutron
detector placed in the region q0 at the locat?8n XO is given by

Rq (xo,t) - otfdtl h(t-tl)<,Dqo(EQXitl)IED(E)6(x-xo)>- (11)

where

h(t-ti) = Impulse response function of the detecting
system (sec-1),

zD(E) = Macroscopic neutron capture
detector (cm-1),

for the neutron

tf = duration of the measurement (seconds),

and where the symbol <I> indicates integration over the energy,
angle, and space coordinates.

Our task is to find an expression for the detector response fluc-
tuation, R(xo,tl), in terms of the motions of the reactor internals.
To this end, we expand the response function, the Boltzman Equation,
and the interface conditions as Taylor series around the unperturbed
reference reactor state (£ = 0). Keeping only up to the first order
terms, we obtain:

Rq = (:a) e ) = ftfdtl h(t-tj)(Yq 0 (tl)IED6(x-xo)) (12)
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and

q(t1) =q + cYq(ti) . (13)

where * Is the flux for the unperturbed reference reactor and
Yq(t), bRe first order perturbation of the flux in zone q, is given
by:

Yq(ti) ['a-el-q(ti) leo (14)

The reference reactor flux *qo, and the perturbation Yq(t), satisfy
the equations

Hqlq= 0 (15)

with the interface conditions

Oqo(aqo) = Oq+lo(aqo) (16)

and

1v a (t) = H Yq(t1) (17)

with the boundary conditions

Yq(aqo) = Yq+l(aqo) - Pq+i(aq)oq(t) , (18)

where we introduced the gradient-mismatch functions (GM-functions)

Pq+1(aqo) = q+10 ](x-aqo) * (19)

Also, the fluctuations Y (tj) must satisfy, from equations (8) and
(13), the initial condition

Yq(ti-O) = 0 . (20)

We now introduce the generalized function Yq(tj) which satisfies
the adjoint Boltzman equation

+ +- Y +
.v -- (t1 q i)1 = Hq q't-t1' + lqlt-ti)6qqo (21)
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where the adjoint source is given by

Mq(t~ti) = h(t-tj)Fb(t)6(x-xo) (22)

for a neutron detector in the qth reactor region. This generalized
function is taken to vanish for t>tl, and it satisfies the usual
adjoint boundary conditions of the static (equilibrium) locations of
the boundaries. Straightforward manipulation of the forward and
adjoint equations (17) and (21), respectively, leads to the
following expression for the neutron response fluctuations as a
function of the mechanical motions

6Rqo(xot) = Eftfdt 1 Wq+l(t-tl)aq~tl) (23)

where the "window" function is given by
q =Y (24

Wqq+J(xo,t-tl) = q(yxO~t-t1)111Pq+j~aqO)> (24)

and provides the "eyes" through which the reactor neutronics per-
ceives the motion of the boundaries. Mathematically, this function
is given by the energy, angle, and space averaged GM functions,
weighted by the generalized adjoint function evaluated at the rest
position of the moving boundary. Insertion of equation (3) for the
mechanical motions into equation (23) for the neutron detector
response function and subsequent Fourier transformation of the
result provides 6R(w), from which one obtains the power spectral
density function by the relation

Z11(w) -6Rq (W)8Rq*() * (25)

After grouping all mechanical motions into groups with the same fre-
quency of oscillation, and after some manipulations, one obtains the
following expression for the neutron detector PSD:

riAx + (w-vx)B pAx ̂  (ca-ux)Bx
311( + LI.+ (cZ~vx) } (26)

where the subindex X varies over the frequencies of the mechanical
vibrations and where we introduced the pole strength and asymmetry
factors, AX and B, respectively. These factors depend on the pre-
viously defined window functions as well as on the cross power
spectral density functions of the driving forces. The result in
equation (26) shows that the neutron detector PSD is the super-
position of a set of resonances at the various frequencies va. The
line shapes are asymmetric with respect to the resonance peak
because the term (w - vX) changes sign as it goes through the reso-
nance maximum. The second term within the bracket in equation (26)
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in a non-resonant term arising from the reflection of complex poles
at negative frequencies.

IDENTIFICATION OF PSO STRUCTURE

The parametric model in equation (26) has been implemented in the
program "CARDIOGRAMA" which performs a least squares fit of the func-
tional relation to measured neutron PSD data. A typical result of
the Cardiograma algorithm is shown in Figure 2, where the data
points correspond to the PSO of one of the ex-core neutron detectors
at the 1150 MWE PWR SEQUOYAH-I Nuclear Power Plant. The resonance
at 6 Hz has been associated with the pendular motion of the core
support barrel (CSB). The peaks at 3.6, 8 and 16 Hz correspond to
fuel element vibrations. Two shell mode resonances have been iden-
tified: a core barrel shell mode at 12 Hz and a pump-induced shell
mode at 20 Hz. The evolution of the neutron PSD as a function of
time and power level has been followed for nearly two full cycles at
the SEQUOYAH-I Plant. 5 A short-term and several long-term effects
have been observed.

The short-term effect observed consisted of the shifting of the fuel
vibrational peaks towards lower energies following a decrease in
power, while the core barrel and shell mode resonances frequencies
remain unaltered. Among the various long-term effects, PSDs and
CPSDs of the neutron noise exhibit a resonance at frequency of
approximately 6.7 Hz. Phases between the cross-core detectors at
this frequency are always 180' and the coherence is always greater
than 0.8, thereby indicating pendular CSB motion. Another resonance
at 8.0 Hz, having the same coherence and phase relationships can
also be resolved in the PSDs and CSPDs at the beginning of the first
fuel cycle. This resonance occurs at approximately the second mode
of fuel assembly vibration (the first mode occurs at 3.6 Hz) as
deduced from in-core neutron noise measurements made at Sequoyah-1.
The fuel assembly fundamental mode decreased in frequency over the
first fuel cycle to 3.0 Hz with a corresponding decrease in the
second mode resonant frequency. This second mode resonance merged
with the CSB resonance (6.7 Hz) to form what appears to be a single
broad peak in the 5 to 7.5 Hz range, as shown in Figure 3. The nor-
malized root mean square (NRMS) of the neutron noise (at nominal
full power conditions) in the 5- to 10-Hz frequency range increased
by a factor of five from the beginning to the end of the first fuel
cycle. At the beginning of the second fuel cycle, the neutron noise
amplitude in this same frequency range decreased, but only to a
level somewhat higher than at the beginning of the first cycle and
resonances could be distinguished only at 3.0 and 7.0 Hz.

RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the application of the present
stochastic model to the interpretation of the neutron PSD in the
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vibrational region. The short-term effect, due to power level
changes, has an immediate explanation on the basis of the present
model. The key point is the observation that power level changes
are achieved by changing the temperature differential across the
reactor core, hence altering the coolant average temperature. For a
decrease in power level, the average temperature decreases with the
result of increasing the coolant viscosity. and hence increasing the
damping factor of the fuel element vibrations. Examination of
equation (5) reveals that in this instance the observed frequency of
vibration, vX, will decrease in the manner shown by the experimental
data. Of the long-term effects the most worrysome one is the
'disappearance" of the core barrel resonance at the end of the first
cycle.

To answer this question, measured PSDs from Sequoyah-1 taken at
various times during the first and second fuel cycles were fitted
using the stochastic model that was developed. Table 1 lists the
frequencies and pole-strength factors for the first two fuel element
resonances and for the core barrel peak. These results, which were
obtained from plant signatures at the beginning, middle, and the end
of the first fuel cycle and at the middle of the second fuel cycle,
reveal the following features:

(a) the pole strength factors for the first and second fuel reso-
nances increased considerably between April '82 and August '82;

(b) the fuel element peaks shifted towards the low frequency end of
the spectrum; and

(c) the pole-strength factor for the core barrel peak remained
fairly constant since April '82, at a level of about one order
of magnitude with respect to the value found on April '81.

The large increase in the pole-strength factor and the frequency
shift of the second fuel element vibrational mode account for the
disappearing act performed by the core barrel peak. However, the
ability of the stochastic model to describe the structure of the
neutron PSD and to separate the various mechanical motions allowed
confirmation that the core barrel motion had not changed. This
feature of the model is illustrated in Figure 4. It can be seen
that the broad peak around 7 Hz was interpreted as the contributions
arising from the core barrel peak and the second fuel mode vibra-
tion. Note that the fitting program would have failed to work pro-
perly without the information gathered from earlier data throughout
the fuel cycle, where the core barrel resonance was not masked by
the resonance at 8 Hz. In fact, the "CARDIOGRiAA" program refused
to fit that broad peak with only one resonance. The use of a core
barrel contribution, with parameter guesses based on previous
experience, was needed to achieve the functional fit shown in Figure
4. i
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Examination of Table 1 reveals two plant "aging" effects: (M) the
increase of the pole strength function between April '81 and April
'82, for the core barrel peak indicates some "loosening" of the core
barrel restrictions, and (ii) the shift of the fuel element resonan-
ces towards lower frequencies shows a decrease in the "stiffness" of
the core's mechanical configuration.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, first order perturbation theory has been used to relate
the response of a neutron detector to small mechanical motions of
the reactor internals. By mathematically manipulating the model, an
equation for the neutron PSD was obtained that describes each motion
in terms of a pole-strength factor, a resonance skewness factor, a
vibration damping factor, and a frequency of vibration. This for-
mulation allows each resonance peak to be quantified in terms of
four identifiable parameters. The model was fitted to measured PSDs
obtained from a PWR at various times during a fuel cycle. The
mechanical motion parameters for several resonances were tracked to
determine trends that indicated changes in vibrations within the
reactor core. In addition, the resonance model gave the ability to
separate the resonant components of the PSD after the parameters has
been identified. As a result, the behavior of several vibration
peaks were monitored over two fuel cycles.
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Table 1. Vibrational frequencies. vX (Hz), and normalized pole strength
factors, AX (dimensionless), at selected times

during the first and second fuel cycles

Pole StrengthDate
Recorded

April 81d

April 82d

August 82d

August 836

Fla

3.55

3.34

3.08

3.07

Frequency
(Hz)

C~b

7.03

5.88

5.68

5.97

F2C

7.82

7.46

7.25

7.26

Fl

4.78 108

6.91 10 '

1.04 10 7

*2.53 10 7

Pole Strength
(dimensionless)

CB

B 8.07 10 8

3 4.31 10-7

7 3.25 10 7

7 2.80 10 7

F2

9.22 10 8

4.48 10-7

1.38 10-6

1.39 106S

aFuel element first vibrational mode.

bCore support barrel.

CFuel element second vibrational mode.

dFirst fuel cycle.

eSecond fuel cycle.
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NEW WAYS TO ANALYZE THE FLUCTUATIONS FROM REACTOR SYSTEMS

R.F.Saxe, Professor of Nuclear Engineering
North Carolina State University

Raleigh, N.C. 27695-7909

ABSTRACT
This paper describes the use of new methods to elucidate the characteristics of

PWR internals motion. It uses filtration, autocovariance functions and deconvolu-
tion. An approximation to the impulse-response of the internals motion is generated
and a time-series representing the motion of the internals, in a chosen frequency
band, is also generated. The implications are discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

Most analyses of the fluctuations of nuclear reactor systems signals have been
performed by transformation to the frequency domain using Fourier transforms for
which averaging over long data runs has usually been used.

While this method has been very useful in elucidating many of the details of
the motion of reactor internals, it is not suited to studying short-term effects and
therefore some valuable results may be lost. In order to extract these short-term
results, the author has developed some other methods of analysis which do not use
Fourier transform methods. As a result, it is now possible to follow the motion of
reactor internals as a function of time.
2. METHODS OF ANALYSIS

The presence of reactor internals motion is signalled by the occurence of peaks
on the PSD of the fluctuations as seen by an ex-core neutron detector or by multiple
neutron detectors. At first glance, therefore, it may be deduced that the motion is
oscillatory. We therefore extract that portion of the original signal that contains
the oscillatory signal by means of a digital filter. In general, the peaks on the
PSD are not narrow and therefore we require a band-pass filter of appreciable width
centred on the frequency of the peak. In what follows, we have used a fourth-order
filter of 2 Hz width.

We therefore start with a digitized time-series, a(t), representing the origi-
nal analog signal and, after filtration, arrive at a time-series, b(t), which
represents the signal within a 2 Hz bandwidth centred on one peak of the PSD.

Observation of this filtered time-series, b(t), shows that its amplitude varies
continuously over a wide range. The frequency content of the signal is known, since
the frequency range is defined by the filter. There is therefore not much infor-
mation contained in this. The information of interest is contained in the modula-
tions of the signal, i.e. in the envelope of the time-series b(t). In order to study
the characteristics of the envelope, we need to generate it and this we can do using
the Hilbert transform.

The Hilbert transform is one that generates a 90 degree rotation in the fre-
quency domain, i.e. it generates the quadrature signal from an in-phase signal. The
envelope can then be generated by forming the square-root of the sum of the squares
of the in-phase and the quadrature signals. This transformation may be carried out
in either the time domain or in the frequency domain. In the frequency domain, we
have to perform Fourier transforms and to worry about the effects of windows. In the
time domain, the transformation is carried out by convolution and there is no ef-
fects of windows. The convolution may however prove to be slower. Experiments per-
formed using computer-generated signals of the same general characteristics as the
real signals from reactors have shown that envelopes may be generated for long data
runs in the time domain with inaccuracies not exceeding 1 or 2 parts in 1.OE07 using
an IBM XT computer and single precision.

We may therefore generate, from the filtered time-series, b(t), a time-series,
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c(t), representing the envelope of the filtered signal with an adequate accuracy.
This envelope represents an envelope of the band-pass filtered signal from the

sensor and has therefore been convolved with the characteristics of the filter. In
order to see the true envelope of the signal from the sensor, we need to remove the
"distorting" effects of the filter. The filter is necessary to define the frequency
band of interest but introduces the undesirable effects of convolution. We therefore
use a process of deconvolution to remove these undesirable effects. If we deconvolve
the filtered time-series by the impulse-response of the filter, then we shall arrive
back, if all goes well, at the original recorded time-series. This is not a useful
exercise. We therefore deconvolve the envelope of the filtered time-series by the
envelope of the filter's impulse-response to arrive at the true envelope of the sen-
sor signal within the frequency band defined by the filter.

We can define this as follows:-
d(j) - c(j) /* h(j) (1)

where d(j) is the deconvolved envelope
c(j) is the envelope of the filtered signal
h(j) is the envelope of the filter's impulse-response
and /* denotes deconvolution.

This 'true" envelope time-series gives the value of the envelope for every time
interval for which the original signal has been sampled.

We may also generate, from the filtered time-series, b(t), the autocovariance
curve which will be of the form

cov(t) - A(t)cos(at) (2)
where cov(t) is the autocovariance curve
A(t) is the envelope of cov(t)
And az is the angular frequency of the centre of the filter's frequency
band.

Again, the oscillatory part of the autocovariance curve is not of primary
interest since the frequency range of interest has already been defined by the
filter. What is of greater interest is the envelope of the autocovariance curve and
this can be generated from the autocovariance curve by the use of the Hilbert trans-
form. This envelope is not the true envelope of the signal coming from the reactor
sensor because the signal has been convolved with the characteristics of the filter.
In order to arrive at the true autocovariance envelope of the signal from the sen-
sor, within the frequency band as defined by the filter, we need to perform a decon-
volution again. This deconvolution may be performed by the two-pass method, see ap-
pendix, using the envelope of the filter's impulse-response. If we also find a curve
which, when convolved with its time-dimension mirror-image, would reproduce the
autocovariance envelope, then we have found the envelope of the impulse-response.
3. RESULTS

It is not the intention to produce here a comprehensive set of reactor results,
but rather to indicate the sorts of results which may be obtained and to explain the
bases on which these results may be analysed. A comprehensive set of results from
various reactors will be published elsewhere.

Since there is a degree of unfamiliarity with some of the methods herein des-
cribed, there is a need perhaps for some justification of the methods and for an-
alysis of the accuracy and reliability to be expected. A description is given in
the appendix.

Firstly, in order to obtain an idea of the characteristics of the signals con-
tained in a peak, we filter out the peak so as to exclude all signals outside the
peak and then generate the autocovariance function, cov(t), as given in equation 2
above. We generate the envelope, A(t), of this autocovartarice Ftunction. This envelope
is that of the autocovariance of the impulse-response of the signal from the reactor,
within the frequency band of interest, convolved with the filter's impulse-response.
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If the impulse-response of the signal from the reactor is a delta-function, then
A(t) will be the same as the envelope of the autocovariance of the filter's impulse-
response, F(t). If the impulse-response of the signal from the reactor is longer
than a delta-function, then A(t) will be longer than F(t). If the signal from the
reactor, within the frequency band of interest, contains a continuous oscillation,
then A(t) will approach a non-zero level as the time-lag increases.

In Fig.1 we show the curves for A(t) for several reactors, the frequency band
in each case being centred on a peak in the 6 to 8 Hz frequency range. All of these
reactors are PWRs, some in the USA and some in France. It will be seen that these
curves differ considerably, but all approach zero level within about 1 or 2 seconds.
Also shown for comparison is the envelope of the autocovariance of the filter's
impulse-response.

The generation of the impulse-response from A(t) is difficult for lengths of 1
second or more with time-lag intervals of 0.01 seconds. However, an approximation
may be obtained from the derivative of A(t) and it must be emphasized that this is
only an approximation. In Fig.2 we show the derivatives of the curves given in
Fig.l. Again it will be seen that all of the impulse-response approximations exceed
in duration that of the filter, showing that all of the impulse-responses are longer
than delta-functions. They are however short in duration. This means that the
natural mode of the component responsible for the signal is highly damped and con-
sists of only a few cycles of oscillation.

The signals studied in Fig.l are usually considered to be due to the pendulum
motion of the core barrel.

In Fig.3 we show the autocovariance envelopes for three reactors for peaks
centred at approximately 20 Hz. It will be seen that two reactors show curves dying
away to low values within about 2 seconds while the third stabilizes at an amplitude
of about 0.3. The third reactor therefore appears to exhibit continuous oscillation.
Two reactors are in France, while the third is in the USA and the difference in
behaviour could be due to the different frequencies of stimulation due to pump speed
differences.

In Fig. 4 we show the derivatives of the curves in Fig. 3, i.e., approximations
to the impulse-responses of the reactor at 20 Hz after convolution with the filter.
It will be seen that two of the reactors exhibit oscillations on the derivatives
while one essentially does not. The frequency of the oscillation is about 12 Hz.
That the three reactors exhibit differing amounts of oscillation suggests that this
is not an artifact of the method of calculation.

We may also deconvolve the filtered time-series to generate a time-series
representing the true envelope, d(j), of the sensor signal within the frequency band
of interest. From this time-series, we may generate the envelope of the autocovari-
ance of the signal from the sensor, within the frequency band of interest, without
the distorting effects of convolution with the filter. Figures showing the decon-
volved envelopes and the autocovariance envelopes will be shown and the character-
istics of the stimulating signal will be discussed.

If this deconvolution is performed for the various frequency bands of interest
on one reactor, then it is possible to examine the degree of correlation between
these signals and thereby to form an estimate of the degree by which the signals are
stimulated by the same source.

In essence, some of these results are inherent in the shape, etc., of the PSD
peak but it is not obvious how one could extract the information therefrom. Using
the methods outlined above, we can add considerably to our knowledge of the charac-
teristics of reactor internals motion. In addition, if we could satisfactorily show
that several of the peaks have a common stimulus, then we shall have reduced the
number of variables we need to consider in an artificial-intelligence/expert-systems
programme (AIESP) and we should also be able, from the relative responses at dif-
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ferent frequencies, to make deductions on the condition of the reactor internals;
this may be important from the point of view of reactor aging.
APPENDIX

The method of deconvolution developed for deconvolving the signals from a
nuclear reactor must be applicable to long data runs. Many of the methods developed
by others are not so applicable and therefore are not useful in this context.The
method here used is as follows:

Consider a sampled signal in the form of a time-series, X(j), filtered by a
filter to give an output time-series, Y(j). Therefore

Y(j) - X(j) * H(i) (3)
where * denotes convolution
and H(i) is the impulse-response time-series of the filter,

or

Y(j) - X(j-i+l)*H(i) (4)

where N is the length of the filter's impulse-response. From (2) we may
write

N

Y(j) = X(j)*H(1) + E X(j-i+l)*H(i) (5)

i=2

We remind ourselves here that X(j) is the unknown time-series and that Y(j) is
the time-series that has been recorded. Therefore, we write

N

X(j) = I Y(j) - E X(j-i+1)*H(i)]/H(1) (6)

i=2
Under the summation sign in equation 6, we have values of X that are at present
unknown and without some approximation we cannot proceed. We therefore substitute
for these values of X the values that are known, i.e. the corresponding values of Y
as the best known approximation at present. We then obtain

X(j) - I Y(j) - Y(j-i+1)*H(i)J/H(1) (7)

Having calculated this new, and certainly incorrect, value of X for the point
of interest, J1, we replace the value of Y(jl) by X(j1) and proceed to calculate
X(jl+l), and so on. Unless the process is unstable (see later), it is found that the
derived values of X(J) converge rapidly to the true values as j increases. After the
short period of convergence, the differences between the derived values and the true
values are found not to exceed 2 parts in 1.E07, using an IBM XT computer and single
precision and provided that one other condition is fulfilled.

It will be seen from equation 7 that the difference term in the square brackets
is multiplied by 1/H(l) to obtain X(j). This term, 1/H(I), we term the "deconvolution
gain" and is equal to the inverse of the first point of the normalized impulse-
response of the filter. It is therefore necessary to know this value accurately if
the deconvolution is to be accurate. If the deconvolution gain is under-estimated,
the deconvolution is incomplete. If the deconvolution gain is over-estimated, the
process tends to instability. If the deconvolution gain is too large, then instabi-
lity is very likely. We have found that in general, convolution gains of less than
about one thousand give lack of instability. Presumably, the instability for large
values of deconvolution gain are due to round-off errors in the processing and this
effect could be reduced by using double precision. However, the precision of the
original recording could also play a part.
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In many cases, for example for band-pass filters, the impulse-response is asym-
metric and the value of the first point gives a reasonable value of deconvolution
gain. However, in the case of some filters, such as zero-phase-shift filters and
line-broadening filters, the impulse-response ( or spread function ) is symmetric,
the first point has a very small value and the deconvolution gain is very large.
Under these conditions, deconvolution as described above will not be successful. It
is therefore necessary to modify the method to take care of this case.

A symmetric impulse-response can be generated by the convolution of an asym-
metric function with its time-axis mirror-image. In the case of an autocovariance
curve, this asymmetric function is the associated impulse-response. Convolution of a
time-series by a symmmetric impulse-response may also be achieved by a two-way con-
volution using the associated asymmetric.

In the same way, we have found that deconvolution by a symmetric impulse-
response can also be accomplished by a two-way deconvolution using the associated
asymmetric function.

We have found that the restriction regarding the deconvolution gain is not spe-
cific to our method. The same restriction applies to deconvolution using the Fourier
transform approach.

We have checked these methods of deconvolution in the following way. We start
with a time-series A(j) which we then deconvolve with an impulse-response H(i) to
produce a time-series B(j). We convolve B(j) with H(i) to produce a time-series
C(j). We then compare A(j) and C(j). If these are in agreement, to within a few
parts in E07, then we can say that the deconvolution has been successful. The reason
that we can say this is that if we can convolve B(j) with H(i) to produce A(j) then,
because the process of convolution is well-known and is easy to perform, we can con-
fidently state that B(j) is the deconvolved form of A(j).

A fuller account of the processes of deconvolution will be published else-
where.
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REACTOR SENSOR SURVEILLANCE USING NOISE ANALYSIS

H. M. Hashemian, J. A. Thie, B. R. Upadhyaya

Analysis and Measurement Services Corporation, Knoxville, TN, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Reactor noise signals, as measured by neutron detectors and
process sensors, contain information about the dynamics of the process
and sensor characteristics. The extent of sensor characteristics that
can be determined from such measurements depends on the sensor type,
the property of the process noise exciting the sensor and its
location. This paper addresses degradation monitoring of temperature
and pressure sensors, analysis methods and results of application to
operating pressurized water reactors. In addition, the use of noise
analysis for monitoring of pressure sensing lines in nuclear power
plants is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sensor surveillance in nuclear plants is traditionally
accomplished by periodic tests perturbing the sensors. This paper
looks at opportunities for continuous passive surveillance, with noise
analysis as the methodology. Utilization of noise information for
detecting degradations is in fact widely accepted already: operators
with continuous "eyeball' surveillance, frequently complain to
instrument technicians about unoisyls or "erratic" instruments. This
paper discusses how computer processing of this information can be
done to give a more thorough and sensitive approach to sensor
surveillance.

In the next section response time methodologies are compared:
noise versus direct. In Section 3, the use of noise analysis to
monitor temperature detectors is described. Univariate and
multivariate data processing methods are applied to monitor sensor
degradation, and to distinguish between sensor system degradation and
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process transients. A methodology based on the changing frequency
spectra is developed for quantifying pressure sensor sensing line
faults. This method is presented in Section 4. A general discussion
on validity of noise analysis results as a function of excitation
noise is given in Section 5. Some concluding remarks are given in
Section 6.

2. RESPONSE TIME TESTING METHODS

Sensor response time testing is performed in nuclear power plants
to determine whether the sensors have the response times assumed in
the plant safety arlysis. Since sensor response time degradations
are known to occur, these tests must be performed periodically to
ensure that the safe limits are not exceeded. Furthermore, since the
response of some sensors depends on the process condition and
installation, the tests must be performed at normal operating
condition to yield the in-service response time of the sensors. The
noise analysis technique provides the capability for on-line
monitoring of response time of installed sensors. The application of
this technique to nuclear plant temperature and pressure sensors is
discussed in this paper. Noise analysis is an attractive technique
but it has some limitations which restrict its use to degradation
testing rather than actual measurement of response time.

An important advantage of noise analysis is that it is a passive
method suitable for monitoring of almost all process sensors. The
method can be incorporated into a system to be integrated into the
plant instrumentation for continuous sensor degradation monitoring.
The system can provide alarm when the response time reaches a
pre-determined limit, indicating a need for an objective assessment of
the sensor performance. This is very important, because plants have
been found operating with unallowable sensor response times between
periodic testing intervals. Of course, this problem can be remedied
by increasing the frequency of the periodic tests, but this is not
very practical or economical.

The sensor response time requirements are usually specified in the
plant technical specifications in terms of a time constant for
temperature sensors, and in terms of a ramp-time-delay or a
time-to-trip for pressure sensors. The requirements vary from one
plant to another even for plants of similar designs and from the same
NSSS supplier. For example, the time constant requirements for
primary system temperature sensors in Combustion Engineering plants
range from 6.0 sec to 13.0 sec whereas in Westinghouse plants from 0.5
sec to 2.5 sec.

The NRC position on sensor respo p% time testing is stated in
Regulatory Guide 1.118 and NUREG 0809.t ' )The Instrument Society of
America has prepared a standard (67.06) (4) on sensor response time
testing in nuclear power plants. It outlines acceptable methods for
sensor response time testing. The acceptable methods are divided into
two categories: 1075



1. Direct Tests. Tests that provide the response time of
the sensor under the conditions tested.

2. Indirect Tests. Tests that measure an index other than
response time which has a known relationship to the
response time. A change in this quantity is then used
as an indication of a change in the response time.

The noise analysis is an indirect test method which requires two
phases:

1. Baseline Measurement.

2. Periodic Surveillance.

The baseline phase establishes the reference for the periodic
surveillance. In the baseline phase, direct methods must be used in
conjunction with noise measurements to identify the actual response
time of the sensors and their relationship to the corresponding noise
analysis indices. This information can be used with subsequent noise
measurements to detect sensor response time changes. However, the
magnitude of the changes cannot be estimated with confidence unless a
noise analysis data-base is available for the type of sensor in
question. The data-base shall have entries showing the correlation
between noise analysis indices and the response times as measured by
the direct tests and performed periodically over several fuel cycles.
Such data-base does not exist currently for the sensors used in
nuclear power plants. Therefore, very little confidence exists for
the validity of any noise analysis approach for sensor response time
testing until this data-base is acquired.

For direct testing of primary syslgT temperature sensors, the Loop
Current Step Response (LCSR) method may be used. This test is
applicable to-Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTDs), thermocouples,
and thermistors. The most common temperature sensors presently
subject to response time testing are the RTDs. The LCSR test can be
performed on installed RTDs while the plant is in operation. This
will give the in-service response time of the sensors. The testing at
operating conditions is the only way to obtain the true response time
of the RTDs as installed in a plant. This is because the response of
temperature sensors depends on the flow rate and temperature of the
fluid to which the sensor is exposed.

For direct testing of pressure sensors, a known pressure signal
will be applied to each sensor. The output of the sensor will be
compared with the input signal to determine the sensor response time.
The input signal is measured with a reference pressure sensor that
has a negligible response time compared to that of the sensor being
tested. The test does not require a complicated analysis, but a
proper test procedure is essential in obtaining correct results.
Improper test procedures have been found responsible for unreliable
and implausible results including apparent negative response times
obtained in some cases. The negative response times have been thought
to be due to the sensor under test being faster than the reference
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sensor. But this is not true because the error results from improper
input signals used in testing the sensors in some cases and improper
analysis of an oscillatory output signal in other cases.

The direct testing of pressure sensors requires access to each
sensor and is therefore done when the plant is at cold shutdown.
However, for response time testing of force balance pressure
transmitters such as togae manufactured by Foxboro, a new in-situ
method is now available. % This method is referred to as ON-OFF test
which 45 been used successfully in two operating nuclear power
plants.%'

3. SENSOR SURVEILLANCE METHODS

3.1 Background

The fluctuations seen in the output of nuclear plant sensors comes
from many sources, for example: random variations in the neutron
flux, random heat transfer in the reactor core and in the steam
generators, pressure fluctuations, vibration of reactor internals and
fluid flow fluctuations. These cause narrow-band and wide-band
phenomena in process temperature, pressure, flow and neutron flux.
The fluctuations that cause the process sensor to exhibit a response
are exploited to monitor sensor degradation.

Noise analysis techniques using the frequency domain analysis have
been applied for surveillance and diagnostics of both pressurized
water reactors (PWRs) and boiling water reactors (Bms)). Most of
these applications have used neutron noise signals% ., but other
process signals can also be used.

An alternative approach is the time-domain analysis of sensor
noise. Empirical time-series models have beep9 used extensively in
technological forecasting and process con r and in some cases
for temperature sensor monitoring in PWRs.0 Time-series models can
be developed for both short and large data samples and are also
applicable (with modification) to certain types of non-stationary
signals. Multivariate signal modeling may be used to obtain the
cause-and-effect relationship among process variables, and hence
distinction can be made between sensor operability and system
transients.

3.2. Time-Series Methods for Instrument Surveillance

The time-series modeling of a random noise signal as measured by a
process sensor involves developing an optimum autoregression model by
compressing the data into correlation functions. A model recursion
method generates successively higher order models until a best fitting
model with minimum prediction error is determined. Since the solution
is a linear technique, model construction is very fast and can be
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accomplished on-line. Both time-domain and frequency-domain
signatures can be generated for further study.

A stationary process x(t), such as the output of a sensor, can be
modeled by the autoregression process:

n

x(t) - I ai(t-i) + w(t) (1)
i-l

where

w(t) = wide-band noise with zero mean
and variance a

(a1,a2, . . . wa) = parameters of the model of order n.

The model parameters are solved by either a least-squa r? method,
or by recursive solution of the Yule-Walker equations in the
correlation domain. If the bandwidth of the driving noise w(t) is
larger than the sensor bandwidth, then x(t) represents the true sensor
response. Otherwise a time response cannot be obtained, but many
types of sensor degradations will still be reflected in x(t).

The linear model is then used to calculate both frequency and
time-domain signatures. The power spectrum of x(t) is given by:

n n2
S, f o At [1 -xakexp(-j2nfkAt) ] (2)

k=1

At - data sampling interval, sec.

f - frequency, Hz.

The response of the sensor to a given input can be calculated from
the model. The impulse response of the model (or the sensor) is
derived directly from the model and requires computation of
correlation functions for lags greater than n. The sensor step
response is then obtained by integrating the impulse response and the
time constant may be determined as the time for which the step
response reaches 63.2 per cent of the steady state value.

3.3 Separation of S nsor Degraation fr m Pr ce anges

Processing a single sensor output will not provide complete
information about its status. It is n? H sa ry to relate its output
with other like and unlike sensors. The cause and effect
relationship among physically related variables can be determined from
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a multivariate time series model of the form:

n

X(t) = > AiX(t-i) *(t) (3)
i-i

where

X(t) = [xl(t)' X2(t), . . . .xr(t"l

K(t) = [w1(t), w2 (t), . . . ,V")]

(Ail = (m x m) parameter matrices

This model can be used to relate the sensor output with the model
prediction. The cumulative squared prediction error is then compared
against a threshold value. When the error exceeds this threshold, the
sensor degradation is suspected. This information is compared against
the univariate sensor degradation information, both of which must
indicate deviation from the baseline signature for a sensor failure to
occur. This methodology was applied to the monitoring of core-exit
thermocoy s in the LOFT (Loss-of-Fluid Test Facility in Idaho)
reactor.

3.4 Resnponse_TimeMnintoring-ofThe.mocQupl"

Data from the LOFT reactor were acquired at full power for
core-exit thermocouples as well as the cladding thermocouples. A
comparison of the step response characteristics of the two
thermocouples obtained from processing of noise data is shown in
Figure 1. The estimated time constants for the two cases indicate
the different characteristics of these sensors. Because the accuracy
of these estimates depends on the noise bandwidth, nature of noise
disturbance, and sensor location, this approach is useful primarily
for monitoring changes in the sensor time constant.

The practical implementation of this type of data for fault
detection is as follows: If one response time becomes longer while
the other remains normal, a degradation is likely to be causing the
former phenomenon. If bQth response times change similarly at the
same time, then an anomalous behavior in the core temperature noise
itself would be suspected.

4. SENSING LINE MONITORING

The approach to utilizing small fluctuations to monitor sensing
systems is described here for pressure ses?¶r14) This section will
summarize briefly the developed methodology and then implement
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Comparison of cladding and core-exit thermocouple
responses in the LOFT reactor.

Estimated time constant for the core-exit
thermocouple is 0.3 sec and for the cladding
thermocouple 0.2 sec.
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it in a practical manner for power plants.

Figure 2 shows major components of a pressure sensing system using
a very simplified model for obtaining its transfer function.
Proceeding from left to right through this diagram:

1. S represents the spectrum of the pressure noise (ex.
turbulence, transmitted standing waves, etc.) where the
sensing line enters the main pipe.

2. M represents the sensing line fluid mass per unit
(area) which opposes noise transmission with an
impedance HM.

3. C is the ratio volume/bulk modulus of the sensing line,
and its (wC)Y impedance diverts high frequency noise
transmission.

4. R is the hydrodynamic resistance, and is lumped at one
point for the sake of simplicity.

5. The terminating sensor has an impe ance: if stiffness
dominates, it would simply be ARCS) .

6. Local fluid fluctuating volume current at the sensor,
multiplied by its impedance gives an output convertible
to a voltage, at which point additional noise sources
may appear.

An implementation of this surveillance approach, using the noise
data from a sensor, involves extracting one or more features from its
spectrum. The example selected here utilize 4further analysis of data
from an Oak Ridge National Laboratory test' in a pressurized water
test loop. The sensor was a Foxboro type found in PWRM, at the end of
a 106 ft. sensing line with a 0.245 inch ID. Figure 3 shows the
substantial influence of partial closure of a valve in the sensing
line.

The resistance of the simulated blockage may be quantified by
fitting parameters to the shape of the spectrum near the resonant
frequency f S6.S Hz. For this test, where C was somewhat larger
than C, this shape is primarily due to a simple series resonant
circuit:

Noise = Noise x (Sensor Electronics Transfer Function)
Spectrum Spectrum (1-w2/M 2 )2 + (RI.0 M)2 02/wO2

The width of the spectrum Af at its half power point is related to the
parameters of Eq. (4) as:

R/wiM - Af/fn
v V
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Figure 2: A pressure sensing system and a simple model used for
its transfer function. The symbols represent
hydrodynamic or acoustical elements in this noise
transmission model.
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Figure 3: Pressure spectra from a test loop and sensing system
typical of PWRs. Used as a measure of reasonant peak
width, the Af = 1 Hz for a fully open valve widens to
4 Hz for a half-turn open blockage.
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Thus using a calculated M for this sensing line and the values of Af
from Figure 3, unblocked and partially blocied resistances (R) are
calculated as 1.3 x 10- and 5.5 x 10- lb/ft sec, respectively. In
this way, blockages causing damping of oscillatory characteristics may
be quantified in early stages of fault development.

Other types of system faults are detectable through the parameters
they affect. A common problem of yoIds in the sensing system has been
shown to be readily detectable( ' by resonant frequency shifts.
Various other anomalies (calibration changes, extraneous noises, etc.)
can also be detected in the noise.

5. BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENTS

A fundamental consideration for surveillance of all kinds of
sensors with noise analysis is that of the frequency bandwidth of
interest in the surveillance desired versus that available from the
process. The latter must provide sufficient noise energy in the
appropriate bandwidth for the statistical accuracy desired in the
allowable measuring time. For example, if a response time ? sec is
being checked, then noise excitation in a band from about 1/41c to
1/nv Hz is needed.

However, if more than one sensor is available for analysis from a
common process noise, often the case in nuclear plants, then there are
improved possibilities for noise surveillance. The comparison sensor
(CS) and the sensor under surveillance (SS) may not have the same
bandwidth, and neither would be likely to have the same bandwidth as
the process noise (PN). These three bandwidths can be ordered in a
sequence, high (H), intermediate (I), and low (L); information about
faults that can be extracted depends on this sequence.

Table 1 shows six possibilities of this sequence (and equalities
of two or more bandwidths are but special cases of these). Noise
testing for any surveillance feature (ex. a resonance, a response
time, etc.) can then be examined in the light of how PN affects
spectral data to be obtained from the CS and SS. This table does this
for response time being the feature of interest. It is interesting
that in all six cases some statement can be made about response time
degradation in the SS - although in some cases limited degradations
can go undetected. Evidently by having CS available - as opposed to
having only SS - noise analysis can become a better surveillance tool.

6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Response Time Surveillance

Noise analysis has the potential for on-line monitoring of
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TABLE-1

Effect of Process Noise Bandwidth on
Determination of Response Time Changes

ANDIRDTHS TYPICAL SPECTRA REMARKS

pH CS SS

H I L \ SS RTC readily determined.

'__._;.__. _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I N5$  RTC determinable though any PM change
N L I \CS trom H to between L and I shows up as a

j |RTC In this range.

.LI ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-oCS

I H L N S RTC readily determined.

_ _ _ _ _L I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

RTC readily determined If it degrades fron
L H\,CS c H to less than Is otherwise not detectable.

L I

RTC readily determined It It degrades from
L H CS t SS N or I to less than Li otherwlse not

OR detectable.
L H I L I

L

PN
Cs
Ss

RTC

= Process Noise
= Comparison Sensor
= Sensor Under Surveillance
= Response Time Changes

H High Bandwidth
I - Intermediate Bandwidth
L Low Bandwidth
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response time of most process sensors. However, the method relies on
fundamental assumptions that cannot be verified without a comparison
sensor and the accuracy of the method for sensor response time testing
is not currently known. The method should initially be used in
conjunction with direct testing methods which have verified
accuracies. Direct methods are currently available for temperature
and pressure sensors. A combined use of these with noise analysis
will provide information on the validity of noise analysis for sensor
response time testing. If found valid, noise analysis can be used for
continuous monitoring of sensor response time while the plant is
operating.

6.2 Fault Detection

Characterization of a sensor's output noise quantitatively in
terms of time or frequency domain coefficients can be a sensitive
method for detecting a variety of faults in their early stages. It is
shown how pressure noise analysis can be used for monitoring for
changes in any sensor on sensing line parameter. These parameters
describe impedances to pressure transmission and include the
resistance of any obstruction or blockage. This application was
discussed for the sensing lines between process piping and pressure
transmitters in nuclear power plants. The success of noise analysis
for detecting sensing line blockages in an experimental set-up was
shown in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION

Neutron noise is the random fluctuation in the detected neutron flux signal from an
operating reactor and provides useful information concerning reactor internals
vibration. Neutron noise analysis provides one of the few at-power indications of
small structural vibration within the reactor vessel.

The random fluctuations in the detector signal are coupled to the vibrational
characteristics of reactor internals primarily through geometric and reactivity-
induced noise. Geometric noise is attributed to change in the relative position
of reactor internals to neutron detectors due to flow induced structural vibration.
Fluctuations in neutron flux and moderation are responsible for reactivity noise and
develop from a number of neutronic, thermal, hydraulic, and mechanical sources.

Neutron noise measurements provide a means for the on-line surveillance of reactor
internals during power operation. The neutron noise analysis program at Duke
Power consists of three phases: baseline, routine surveillance, and diagnostic.
During each fuel cycle, periodic analysis of the power range detector signals are
comparatively studied against baseline measurements obtained at beginning-of-cycle
and during previous cycles to aid in determining the presence of excessive struc-
tural vibration. Structural stiffness, alignment, end support conditions, and
vibration amplitude of certain internal structures can be inferred from the
frequency and magnitude of the resulting noise signature. Upon receipt of anomalous
results, the diagnostic phase of the noise program is initiated to determine the
origin and severity of the anomaly.

Neutron noise analysis is a reliable tool for determining vibration characteristics
of reactor internals. This has been demonstrated in numerous cases such as the
Palisades loose core barrel incident and the channel vibration problems experienced
by some Boiling Water Reactors (BWR). However, the results of neutron noise
analysis depend on accurate interpretation of the data by skilled personnel and
care must be taken to ensure that all evidence available is examined before reach-
ing conclusions (e.g. loose parts monitoring systems, core power distribution,
reactor state point parameters, etc.). Proper interpretation of neutron noise
results can provide significant economic benefits by identifying problems early
enough to schedule examinations and repairs. Determining that problems do not
exist can be equally beneficial by eliminating the need for
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costly examinations orx shutdowns of the reactor.

THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF NOISE ANALYSIS

Randomly fluctuating phenomena, such as neutron noise, are often characterized as a
function of time. However, random phenomena which vary as a function of time can
also be characterized by the superposition of sine waves of various frequencies hav-
ing unique amplitudes and phase angles. The translation of the noise signal from
the time domain to frequency domain is accomplished by use of the Fourier transform.
The noise signal is then mathematically expressed as a Fourier series in which the
complex Fourier coefficients represent the amplitude of the oscillation for a given
frequency and are dependent upon the specified characteristics of the analysis.
These analytical qualities include frequency resolution, upper frequency limit, and
number of discrete data points.

Neutron noise analysis relies heavily on the traditional frequency statistical de-
scriptors, power spectral density (PSD), cross power spectral density (CPSD), co-
herence, and phase. The PSD of a noise signal describes the general frequency
content of the noise data in terms of the spectral density of its mean square value.
The principal application of the PSD function is to establish the noise signal's
frequency content and associated magnitude. In noise analysis, the PSD is usually
normalized to the square of the steady-state value or dc voltage about which signal
fluctuations occur. The normalized PSD allows for comparative analysis between data
taken at differing power levels since the dc voltages of the excore chamber signals
are directly proportional to reactor power.

The relationship between two independent signals is analyzed by means of the CPSD
function. Formed from the cross product of the complex Fourier coefficients of the
two signals being jointly analyzed, the CPSD is also complex, having a magnitude and
phase angle associated with its frequency content. The CPSD magnitude is indicative
of the similarity or dissimilarity of the frequency content of the two signals. In
neutron noise analysis, the CPSD phase represents the spatial relationship of the
vibrating mechanism to the detectors whose signals are jointly being analyzed. The
coherence function is the product of the square of the CPSD multiplied by the in-
verse of the product of the two PDS's. The coherence function is a dimensionless
quantity whose value lies between one, perfect correlation, and zero, no correlation.
Formed from the PSD's and CPSD for a signal pair, the coherence function's primary
use is to aid in proving relationships such as two effects from a common cause.

In neutron noise analysis, the randomly fluctuating portion of the signal is pre-
pared for Fourier analysis by removing the dc voltage, or mean value, of the signal
under study. This results in making the mean square value of the conditioned signal
equivalent to the variance of the original signal. The positive square root of the
mean square value and the positive square root of the variance are the root mean
square (RMS) value and the standard deviation of the signal, respectively. The RMS
value of a signal over a particular frequency region is a measure of the standard
deviation of the signal in that region. RMS values of specific frequency regions
aid in describing the general vibrational behavior in those regions of interest and
are normally trended to better observe the behavior of the noise signatures during
the fuel cycle.
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APPLICATION OF NEUTRON NOISE ANALYSIS

Neutron noise analysis falls within a broad classification of experiments which are
utilized to obtain information concerning reactor dynamics. The two major categories
of testing methods applicable to reactor dynamics are deterministic methods and ran-
dom event methods. During Zero Power Physics Testing (ZPPT), specific nuclear para-
meters of the core are measured during a period of external excitation such as the
movement of a control rod or the opening of a flow control valve. The measurements
which are made during these cause and effect tests are representative of deter-
ministic methods of testing. Unlike ZPPT, neutron noise measurements are entirely
dependent upon the inherently random processes occurring within the confines of the
reactor vessel. These randomly occurring events include the reactor kinetics
behavior of the core and the general vibrational characteristics of the reactor
internals.

Neutron noise measurements provide a means for surveillance of reactor internal
structural conditions during plant operation. Noise measurements are sensitive to
small variations in the detected neutron flux that are the result of internal com-
ponent vibrations. The structural condition of reactor internals, such as stiffness,
alignment, end support conditions, and vibration amplitude, can be inferred from the
frequency and magnitude of the resulting neutron noise signal. Because of its
sensitivity to small variations to the mechanical response of the system, neutron
noise analysis has the capability for determining structural aging and for failure
surveillance of reactor internals.

Fretting wear, bolt cracking, and weld failure problems associated with reactor
internals have been shown to develop during plant operation and the mechanisms by
which these degrading conditions occur continue to be present over the life of the
plant. Various structural problems related to reactor internals shown to occur dur-
ing plant life include loss of core support barrel axial preload, excessive incore
instrumentation tube vibration, control rod and fixed poison vibration problems, and
thermal shield failures. The structural condition of the internals has also come
into question in attempts to explain anomalous differences in coolant flow and power
tilts. A cross section of a typical pressurized water reactor (PWR) showing its
principal structures is presented in Figure 1.

Reactor internal structures are designed in accordance to specific stress, cyclic,
and fatigue limits for various loading conditions. The internals are also designed
for the life of the plant and are subject to regulatory guidelines for testing and
inspection. These inspections include periodic visual and non-destructive examina-
tion testing. A variety of internal structual failures can occur and go undetected
until damage progresses to a point that it is visible during refueling or inservice
inspection.

A neutron noise program utilizing periodic noise measurements at each nuclear sta-
tion allows for the establishment of an extensive data base of noise signatures for
nominal plant operating conditions. With a baseline of noise signatures, successive
noise measurements during the fuel cycle can be directly compared to the data base to
detect changes in the characteristic noise signatures. Large statistical changes in
the noise signatures can serve as an early warning of possible degradation of core
components. Neutron noise analysis also has the potential for use as an investigatory
aid possibly serving to preclude or substitute further inspection. Equipped with the
data base of noise signatures at nominal plant conditions and the anomalous noise
signatures, diagnostic surveillance can yield possible explanations of abnormal plant
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conditions thereby eliminating the need of further investigation.

Core monitoring by means of periodic neutron noise measurements allows for unique
observation and analysis of reactor internals behavior during plant operations.
There are several instances where noise analysis techniques have been successfully
utilized in diagnosing abnormal noise signature behavior at commercial power reactors.
Descriptions of the abnormal conditions, the core components in questions, and the
methods of diagnosis for several commercial pressurized water reactors are presented
in Table 1. Being a non-deterministic method of testing, neutron noise analysis
does not interfere with plant operation. By analyzing the inherently random processes
occurring within the reactor, noise analysis does not require any external system per-
turbation in order to observe and analyze reactor internals behavior under operating
conditions. Neutron noise analysis utilizes various plant process signals which
originate from pre-existing plant instrumentation eliminating the need to install
special instrumentation. For monitoring reactor internals vibration, noise analysis
is more preferable than special instrumentation or excitation methods due to its
minimal impact on plant operation or availability.

The applications of noise analysis for core monitoring ate numerous. Many experts in
the noise analysis community have used special incore instrumentation to monitor not
only reactor internal vibration but also such phenomena as temperature coefficient
changes, nucleate boiling, and zero power properties of various core parameters.

NEUTRON NOISE PROGRAM

The primary objective of neutron noise analysis is to monitor and analyze the
vibrational characteristics of reactor internals. Periodic surveillance during
each fuel cycle, when studied in comparison to beginning-of-cycle baseline measure-
ments and previous cycle baseline measurements, aids in determining the presence of
excessive vibration of reactor internals which could possible result in fatigue
damage, fretting damage, or part loosening. The neutron noise program at Duke Power
Company consists of three modes of surveillance: baseline, routine, and diagnostic.

Each nuclear unit at each station has its own characteristic noise signature. From
fuel cycle to fuel cycle, a nuclear unit's noise signature is directly influenced by
core design modifications be they neutronic, mechanical, or operational in nature.
The baseline phase of the neutron noise program allows for the establishment of fuel
cycle and unit lifetime reference data for each nuclear unit. With the established
data base for the new cycle, comparative analysis with the results from future
surveillance will allow for detailed observation throughout the cycle. A noise data
base is required for each unit's initial startup and each subsequent fuel cycle. Any
significant change to core neutronics, such as a new fuel loading patten, inherently
alters the reactivity noise associated with the excore power detector signals and may

possibly lead to some variation in the unit's characteristic signature. Re-establish-
ing the baseline is also necessary after any mechanical alternation to the reactor
vessel and internals. The torquing of the reactor head bolts after a refueling out-

age has a direct effect on the vibrational characteristics of the reactor internals
and in the corresponding noise signature.

Having established a data base for nominal operating conditions, the routine surveil-

lance phase of the noise program is employed to periodically and systematically
monitor plant process signals to confirm whether or not the noise signatures are

within acceptable statistical limits to the baseline. Should the analysis yield

results which are anomalous or statistically unacceptable, the diagnostic phase of

the noise program is initiated to determine the severity and origin of the anomaly.
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TABLE 1

APPLICATIONS OF NOISE ANALYSIS IN DETECTING AND QUANTIFYING

OPERATION ANOMALIES IN POWER REACTORS

Reactor Component Description and Methods of Diagnosis

Novovoronezh 1

Obrigheim

Palisades

Stade

Trino

Thermal shield

Thermal shield

Core barrel

Core support

Thermal shield,
core barrel

Flow forces dislodged the thermal shield
along with a pressure sensing tube, which
led to abnormal pressure signals and
neutron detector signals.

During preoperational testing, bolt
fatigue failures occurred and incore
neutron detectors indicated
uncharacteristic vibration signatures.

Lack of proper barrel clamping at the
vessel flange led to excessive, flow-
induced motion detectable in neutron
signal and accelerometers.

Loose bolts in the attachment of a
support structure below the core barrel
shifted a resonant frequency in the
noise signal and resulting noise
signature.

Failures of fasteners caused looseness
and flow-induced barrel motion detected
by neutron noise.

Thiange

Occonee

CE Reactors

Fuel Assembly
Baffle Jetting

Thermal shield

Thermal shield

Use of incore detectors to measure abnormal
fuel assembly vibrations induced by baffle
Jetting.

Lower bolt failures allowed some small
displacement of thermal shield, but changes
in thermal shield clamping were not
sufficient to affect CSB motion.

Two modern CE plants had severe degradation
of thermal shields which were detectable
by neutron noise.
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The objective of the diagnostic phase is to establish whether or not deviations from
the baseline are due to changes in the mechanical response of the reactor internals
or due to some other phenomena such as neutronics. The initial reponse of the
diagnostic phase is increased frequency of data acquisition, and a comprehensive
comparison of all available baseline and routine data measurements. During the
diagnostic phase, the nuclear calculations, reactivity test results, and perfor-
mance test results from the unit computer are studied in an attempt to correlate
changes in noise signatures with plant operating parameters. In addition, the
Loose Parts Monitoring System, incore detector system, and other process parameters
such as flow and pressure should be evaluated for any correlation with neutron
noise results.

INTERPRETATION OF NOISE ANALYSIS RESULTS

Neutron noise analysis entails the study of reactor vessel internals and their
behavior in relation to the neutronic, mechanical, and operational forces encoun-
tered during power operation. The major core components whose vibrational charac-
teristics are monitored are the core support barrel and fuel assemblies. Although
the structural integrity of other various core components can be inferred from the
noise data and resulting noise signatures, the core support barrel and fuel
assemblies offer the greatest insight to the vibrational behavior of reactor
internals.

Although the reactors at Oconee, McGuire,and Catawba Nuclear Stations are of
differing vendor designs, the basic design of their internal structures are some-
what similar. One principal similarity is the suspension of the core from the
vessel head flange by means of a core support barrel. The core barrel functions to
hold the core plate, into which the fuel assemblies are inserted, and to separate
the incoming downward flowing coolant from the upward flow paths around the fuel
assemblies. Like all mechanical structures, the core barrel possesses a funda-
mental resonance frequency at which it vibrates. Clamped at the vessel flange, the
core barrel is free to move in a pendular motion often referred to as beam mode
vibration. The lateral movement results in changes in the position of the
internals relative to the excore detectors and subsequent changes in the neutron
attenuation characteristics of the core due to variations in moderator density.
The azimuthal positions of the power range detectors relative to the reactor vessel
at Oconee and McGuire/Catawba are presented in Figure 2.

The random, elliptical-like movement of core support barrel beam mode vibration is
characterized by approximately 180 degree out-of-phase signals from diametrically
opposed power range detectors. The effect of cantiliever motion on the noise
signals of the detectors is substantiated by the corresponding high coherence in
this same region. The classic noise signature for core support barrel primary beam
mode vibration is produced from the characteristic clamped-free system vibration.

The core support barrel and thermal shield, being concentric cylinder structures,
can also vibrate in flexing modes. Unlike beam mode vibration in which the water
gap around the core changes, there is no simple moderator density change associated
with neutron attenuation effect during shell mode vibration. For shell mode vibra-
tion, the fuel-to-detector distance remains fixed for cross core detectors and the
changes in detector response are due to changes in the water inside cylinder to
water outside cylinder ratio. Shell mode vibration is characterized by 0 degree
phase difference between cross core detectors. Again, good coherence in this
region helps to validate this result. A representation of the two primary core
support barrel vibration modes is presented in Figure 34
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Figure 3
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Neutron noise analysis has demonstrated high measurement sensitivity to core
support barrel vibration and can be utilized to determine normal and abnormal
vibrational behavior. One major concern associated with core barrel failure is
the possible loss of axial clamping force. Loss of axial preload will result in
large amplitude, low frequency motion of the core and support assembly within the
vessel. A problem of this type has occurred at a commercial power reactor and was
studied through the use of neutron noise analysis. Loss of axial preload can be
detected and identified with high reliability through the use of neutron noise
surveillance.

Structural failures attributed to bolt and weld degradation could possibly result
in separation of the lower flow distributor, lower grid, and all or part of the
core barrel from its upper support flange. Separation of the lower grid from the
core support barrel would provide significant neutron noise changes. This being
mainly due to the mechanical effects of the lower grid and core resting on the
structures designed to prevent core drop. A substantial decrease in the amplitude
of the core barrel beam mode resonance vibration would be evident in the resulting
noise signature due to the separation of lateral core motion from lateral core
support barrel motion. The structures peak resonance would probably shift to a
higher frequency due to relative motion between the remaining part of the core
barrel and the core. Because of the loss of the lower grid, the shell mode
vibrational behavior would also be expected to change. Failure of the core support
barrel above core elevation would also result in substantial neutron noise changes
due to support of the lower core barrel and core being maintained at the bottom of
the vessel. Any degrading core condition which results in a deviation from the
normal clamped-free structural vibration of the core support barrel can probably
be detected wtih high reliability through the use of neutron noise analysis.

Mechanical coupling of reactor internals permits both direct and indirect trans-
mission of vibrational energy. The impinging force of the inlet coolant flow on
the core support structure results in lateral movement of the core barrel and core
support plate and the subsequent excitation of the fuel assemblies. In addition to
the mechanically coupled vibration, the coolant flow in and around the fuel assemb-
lies serves as a major driving force for fuel assembly vibration. Fuel assembly
motion is best described as beam mode vibration with clamped-clamped end conditions.
In noise analysis, fuel assembly primary beam mode vibration is characterized by
180 degree phase difference between diametrically opposed excore detectors. Higher
modes of fuel assembly vibration are present during normal power operation. These
higher modes of vibration are difficult to discern from competing noise sources
when analyzing excore detector data and are better studied through the use of incore
detector noise data. The first five modal shapes of fuel assembly vibration are
presented in Figure 4.

Fuel assembly aging effects differ in comparison to other core components due to the
relatively short life of an assembly. Fuel assembly problems have occurred in the
past and the potential exists for future problems due to such effects as extended
burnup, new fuel assembly designs, loose parts, baffle jetting, and fuel handling
damage. Hold down spring degradation, spacer grid relaxation, and grid strap failure
constitute the major sources of fuel assembly structural problems. Although each
mode of failure would have unique end results, the noise signature obtained by
neutron noise surveillance would probably be sensitive to the change in core operat-
ing conditions. However, the severity of the failure or failures and their position
in the core relative to the excore detectors would determine the extent of the
change in noise signature response.
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Figure 4
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In neutron noise analysis, the CPSD RMS value for a specific frequency range
represents a measure of the standard deviation of the detector signal responses
in that frequency region. By trending CPSD RMS values of frequency regions
associated with specific core components, deviations in detector responses and
resulting noise signatures can be noted and qualified. The RMS value of a fre-
quency range is sensitive to changes in the mechanical response of the system and
provides important information concerning the vibrational behavior of reactor
internals.

Neutron noise analysis is a proven method of studying reactor internals vibration
at power. The principal motions of the major reactor components in pressurized
water reactors have been experimentally identified and are summarized in Table 2.
Any degrading core condition which results in a modification of normal structural
conditions will alter the characteristic noise signature of the unit giving alert
to possible structural problems.

Table 2

PRINCIPAL MOTIONS OF MAJOR VESSEL COMPONENTS

Components Type of Motion

Reactor vessel, core
barrel, upper and lower
core support structure

Response as a coupled system primarily at

1. the natural frequencies of the system

2. mechanically forced frequencies, as
from primary pump unbalance.

3. the vane-passing frequency of the
primary pump

4. acoustic pressure wave resonances of
the vessel-piping system

Core barrel and thermal
shield

Fuel assemblies, fuel
rods, and in-core
instrumentation tubes

Control rods

Extensional modes (i.e, ring circumference
changing) and flexural modes (i.e.,
elliptical and higher order shell mode
deformations of the ring)

Modes that differ according to whether the
ends of the element are effectively hinged
or clamped

Looseness relative to the fuel, thereby
permitting transverse motion
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CONCLUSIONS

Neutron noise analysis is a proven means of studying reactor internals vibration at
power. Neutron noise measurements have demonstrated high measurement sensitivity
to a variety of internal structural vibrations. It is likely that the sensitivity
and accuracy of neutron noise surveillance can be increased through further struc-
tural vibration and neutron noise source analysis.

Due to its sensitivity to small variations in the mechanical response of the reactor
system, neutron noise analysis is capable of being a unique and reliable instrument
for excessive vibration, material aging, and structural surveillance of reactor
internals. The noise analysis techniques employed by Duke Power personnel can
successfully establish the noise characteristics of normal plant operating condi-
tions, recongnize noise signature deviation from baseline measurements, and
interpret these signatures in regard to the operating environment of the reactor.
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LWR Analysis Experience with ENDF/B-V Data

0. Ozer
Electric Power Research Institute

ABSTRACT

An EPRI program for introducing ENDF/B-V based data libraries into LWR design
calculations is summarized. This program consisted of evaluating the adequacy of
the basic ENDF/B-V data by analyzing simple geometry, clean critical experiments
with rigorous methods (Monte Carlo). Following the determination of the general
adequacy of the data, the predictions of a more approximate design code, CELL-2,
which utilizes ENDF/B-V in a preprocesed, multigroup form have been reconciled with
those of the rigorous methods for numerical benchmarks typical of a range of LWR pin
cells. The enhanced CELL-2 code was then shown to produce good results for a range
of experiments typically utilized for validating LWR design codes. Preliminary com-
parisons with operating reactor data have also shown ENDF/B-V based calculations to
be more accurate in predicting core characteristics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Analytic models utilized to predict the performance of LWRs require that the
different components of a reactor core be parameterized under a variety of normal or
off-normal operating conditions to account for variations in fuel enrichment,
burnup, temperature, moderator density, soluble boron content, control rod presence,
etc. The very large number of calculations needed to develop such a parameteriza-
tion requires the use of quick-running yet accurate "design codes." The accuracy of
a design code and its associated nuclear data library is usually ascertained by
comparing calculations to reactor measurements or benchmark experiments. Tradition-
ally, discrepancies observed in the analysis of critical benchmark experiments have
been used to impose adjustments on the nuclear data libraries.

Although such adjustments may improve the performance of a design code for
calculations not too dissimilar from those used for benchmarking, there is no assur-
ance that the capability to predict unbenchmarked parameters will be equally
improved. In fact, because data library adjustments often compensate for deficien-
cies or approximations in the design methods it is desirable to avoid them whenever
possible.

In the hope of completely eliminating the need for nuclear data adjustments, EPRI
has supported a series of projects directed at improving the accuracy of the ENDF/B
library in the low resonance and thermal energy ranges which are of greatest impor-
tance to LWR analysis. The EPRI projects resulted in a reevaluation of thermal
paramete H for the major fissile nuclides (1), the fission neutron multiplicity (nu-
bar) of 2Cf, which is used as a standfirg for other nuclides (2), and the widths of
the low energy resolved resonances for U (3).

Since the release of the fifth version of the ENDF/B library (ENDF/B-V) with the
above improvements, EPRI's objective has been to determine whether ENDF/B-V data can
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be utilized for LWR analysis without the need for any adjustments. This EPRI
program consisted of the following four steps:

a. Determination of the adequacy of the basic ENOF/B-V data for the analysis
of thermal systems when used in conjunction with the most rigorous methods
available.

b. Reconciliation of predictions of rigorous methods with those of quick-
running LWR Design Codes when the same database is utilized in both.

c. Analysis of representative thermal benchmark experiments with design codes
and ENDF/B-V data.

d. Evaluation of the performance of ENDF/B-V data in LWR core modeling with
the design codes.

II. EVALUATION OF THE ADEQUACY OF THE ENDF/B-V DATA

The adequacy of a nuclear data library can be evaluated by analyzing relatively
simple (clean) benchmark experiments with the most rigorous methods available.

The tools needed for such an analysis must:

a. represent the nuclear data rigorously with as much detail as provided on
the basic library;

b. not be subject to approximations or uncertainties in modeling the
experimental configurations to be analyzed.

The primary tool selected for this function consisted of the Monte Carlo program
SAM-CE (4). This program originally developed for deep-penetration neutron trans-
port problems has been enhanced under EPRI support for applications involving
thermal upscattering and criticality problems as well. The complex combinatorial
geometry package contained in the program can be utilized to represent explicitly
every fuel rod, structural component, or reflector present in a critical lattice
experiment. The nuclear data representation can also bO made as accurate as desired
since cross sections in the resolved resonance energy range are represented in terms
of variably spaced point-energy data tables that may contain many hundreds of thou-
sands of data points for the more important fuel or structural nuclides. Self-
shielding in the unresolved energy range is treated in terms of probability tables,
and molecular binding effects in the thermal range are accounted for by sampling
directly from the ENDF/B thermal scattering kernel data,

Confidence in the accuracy of SAM-CE methodology has been developed by comparing its
predictions to results obtained from equivalent (but independently developed) Monte
Carlo code calculations.

Two infinite lattices of 1.3% enriched uranium metal rods arranged in a hexagonal
pattern in light water moderator have been analyzed by Schmidt and Rose (5) using
ENDF/B-V data in SAM-CE and compared to independent calculations carried out by LANL
using the MCNP (6) code and an equivalent ENDF/B-V based library. The lattices
analyzed correspond to infinite versions of benchmark experiments referred to as
TRX-1 and TRX-2 in the ENDF/B--Cross Section Evaluation1 Working Group (CSEWG) speci-
fication for thermal reactor benchmarks (1). A third lattice consisting of mixed-
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oxide (uranium and plutonium) fuel rods in a square pattern and moderated by light
water has also been analyzed in the same manner. (This lattice is referred to as
UL-212 in the EPRI literature (8) and as PNL-33 in the CSEWG benchmark specifica-
tion.) The results of this comparison are shown on table 1.

Table 1

COMPARISON OF SAM-CE AND MCNP PREDICTIONS USING
ENDF/B-V DATA FOR INFINITE LATTICE CONFIGURATIONS

Calculated TRX-1 (U-Metal)
Parameter Lattice

MCNP(LANL) SAM-CE(BNL)

k 1.1800+0(8) 1.1847.0(12)

o28 1.318+0(5) 1.300+0(7)

925 9.660-2(30) 9.473-2(38)

*28 9.120-2(40) 9.133-2(40)

C* 7.880-1(22) 7.820-1(22)

TRX-2 (U-Metal)
Lattice

MCNP(LANL) SAM-CE(BNL)

1.1678+0(8) 1.1696+0(12)

8.240-1(40) 8.125-1(53)

5.940-2(20) 5.828-2(31)

6.560-2(30) 6.612-2(31)

6.368-1(17) 6.326-1(18)

UL-212
(Mixed Oxide)

Lattice

MCNP (LANL) SAM-CE

1.1749(14) 1.1747(17)

2.5968(74) 2.648(22)

1.513-1(58) 1.531-(8)

2.968-1(44) 2.997-1(15)

2.1404(44) 2.164(13)

Note: Errors reported in parentheses refer to an estimate of the standard deviation in
units of the last digit reported.

Table 2

DEFINITION OF INTEGRAL PARAMETERS

Table 3

BROAD GROUP STRUCTURE
(for output edits)

Group -hlgh Elowk £ * Multiplication factor for
infinite array of cells

k eff - Effective multiplication factor

028 a Epithermal to thermal 238U
capture rate ratio

*25 a Epithermal to thermal 235i
fission rate ratio

a28 . Ratio of 238U to 235U fission
rates

C* * Ratio of 238U capture to 235U
fission rates (Conversion Ratio)

449 * Epithermal to thermal 239Pu
fission rate ratio

,25 a Ratio of 235U to 239Pu
fission rates

1 10.0 MeV

2 0.82085 MeV

3 5531.0 eV

4 0.625 eV

0.82085 MeV

5531.0 eV

0.625 ev

0.00001 eV
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The integral parameters and reaction rate ratios calculated in the various SAM-CE
runs are defined on table 2. The results obtained with the continuous-energy model
inherent in point energy Monte Carlo Codes were edited over a four-group structure
defined on table 3 to facilitate comparisons with multigroup code calculations.

The results shown on table 1 represent excellent agreement between two completely
independent Monte Carlo systems. The small differences observed between the pre-
dicted reaction rate ratios are thought to be due to the more rigorous treatment of
unresolved resonances and thermal scattering data in SAM-CE.

A similar comparison using the earlier, ENDF/B-IV, data libraries resulted in
equally good agreement between SAM-CE and another Monte Carlo code: RECAP (9).

Having thus established a measure of confidence in the accuracy of the SAM-CE
system, three categories of benchmark experiments have been analyzed by Schmidt and
Rose (5) to evaluate the performance of the ENDF/B-V data itself. These categories
consisted of:

a. Simple geometry homogenq9!s c55icals -spheres or cylinders with or without
a reflector, fueled by Us U or Pu nitrate solutions. (Including a
set of Gd203 poisoned plutonium nitrate criticals).

b. Water moderated critical lattice experiments fueled by rods of 1.3%
enriched urani N metal, uranium oxide or mixed oxide (UO with 2wt% PuO
containing 8% °Pu). The mixed oxide criticals also included a series
containing different concentrations of a Gd203 solution mixed in with the
water moderator.

c. Resonance integral measurements with isolated rods of uranium metal,
uranium oxide, thorium metal, and thorium oxide.

The results obtained for the homogeneous experiments are given on table 4. Results
of the critical lattice experiments are given on table 5. Those of the resonance
integral measurements are given on table 6.

The assembly identifications on these tables are the same as those in the CSEWG
Benchmark book (7). Identifiers given in parentheses are those used in most EPRI
documents (10).

The results on tables 4 to 6 represent a considerable improvement over earlier
results obtained with previous versions of ENDF/B. Many long standing discrepancies
appear to be reduced in magnitude or completely eliminated.

Although the criticalities of 235U and 239Pu fueled homogeneous systems seem to be
overpredicted by 0.5% and 1.0% respectively, it appears that this Affect is partly
counteracted by a slight overprediction of epithermal captures in U (not observed
in the Isolated rod resonance integral measurements). The overall result is very
good agreement for enriched U02 and for the mixed oxide lattice2 siticals. There
are no statistically significant trends observed with leakage, Pu content, or
concentration of boron or Gd203 in the moderator.

Considering that the sensitivity of benchmark experiments to nuclear data
uncertainties is generally higher than that of typical LWR cells, it should be
possible to deduce that the ENDF/B-V library will constitute an appropriate database
for LWR analysis.
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Table 4

SAME-CE ANALYSIS OF HOMOGENEOUS CRITICAL BENCHMARK
EXPERIMENTS WITH ENDF/B-V DATA

235U Fueled Criticals

Assembly ID H/2 3 5 U Reflector k eff (exp) k eff (calc) Leakage (c)

L7
L8
L9
L10
L11

233U Fueled

76.1
1112
1393

126.5
1270

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

1.0000
1.0004
1.0000
1.0000
0.9999

1.0056(39
1.0058(18)
1.0100 20)
1.0056 23)
1.0053 17)

.4685

.2421

.1751

.4632

.2024

Criticals

Assembly ID H/2 3 3U Reflector K eff (exp) k eff (calc) Leakage (c)

ORNL-5
ORNL-6
ORNL-8
ORNL-9
ORNL-11

1533
1470
1369
1324
1986

No
No
No
No
No

0.9995
1.0001
0.9993
0.9994
0.9994

1.0017(20)
0.9995 21)
1.0014 25)
1.0035 19)
0.9979(10)

.4765

.4872

.5048

.5122

.4337

239Pu Fueled Criticals (Bare)

Assembly ID H/239Pu Wt% 240pu k eff k eff (calc)
Epi grmal/Thermal

Pu Fissions

PNL-6B
PNL-7A
PNL-8B
PNL-10
PNL-11
PNL-12B

131
985
797
231
1500
1122

4.57
0.54
4.57
8.4
42.9
4.6

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.008(3)
1.017(4)
1.017 4)
1.008(2)
1.012(2)
1.015(3)

.1973(10)

.0268(2)

.0357 (1

.1057(5

.0303(2

.0248(2

239Pu Fueled - Gd2 03 Poisoned Criticals (PNL-11 Facility-Reflected)

Pu Concentration
(g/Liter) Wt% 240pu

Gadolinium Cont.
(gi/Lter)

Critical ht.
(an) k eff (calc)

116
116
116
363
363
363
363

363
363

8.3
8.3
8.3
8.3
8.3
8.3
8.3

8.3
8.3

0.00
1.42
2.38
4.40
8.21
12.58
15.55

18.40
20.25

15.44
34.48
80.37
26.52
32.84
41.02
46.76

53.70
59.36

1.0067 35)
1.0097 34)
1.0126 29)
1.0041 28)
1.0051(42)
1.0040 29
9.9961 23)

1.0040(31)
1.0025(27)
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Table 5

SAME-CE ANALYSIS OF WATER MODERATED CRITICAL LATTICE
EXPERIMENTS WITH ENDF/B-V DATA

U-Metal Lattices (1.3% Enriched, triangular pattern)

Lattice ID = TRX-1 Lattice ID = TRX-2

Parameter

k qf

625
s28
C

Measured

1.00
1.320(21)
0.0987 10)
0.0946(41)
0.797(8)

Calculated

0.9939(16)
1.370(11)
0.1004(7)
0.1001(7)
0.802(4)

Measured

1.00
0.837(16)
0.0614 8)
0.0693 (35)
0.647(6)

Calculated

0.9924(20)
0.848(8)
0.0616(4)
0.0716(5)
0.643(3)

U02 Lattices (1.3% Enriched, Triangular pattern)

Lattice ID - BAP-LU02-1 (T6) Lattice ID = BAPL-U02-3 (T8)

Parameter

k f

°25
628
C

Measured

1.00
1.39(1)
0.084(1)
0.078 4

Calculated

0.9963(19)
1.440(14)
0.0848(6)
0.0760(6)
0.821(4)

Measured

1.00
0.906 10)
0.052 1)
0.057 3)

Calculated

0.9983(17)
0.920(1)
0.0532(4)
0.0550 4
0.660(3)

MO2 Lattices (U02 - 2 wt% PuO2 - 8% 240Pu) - Square Pattern

Lattice ID Spacing (cm) Boron (wppm) k eff (exp) k eff (calc)

PNL30 (UL-266)
PNL31 (UL-250)
PNL34 UL-282)

1.778
1.778
2.514

3.5
688.5
6.0

1.00017
1.00006
1.00077

0.9986(19)
1.0057(19)
1.0078 20)

M02 Lattices With Gadolinium Poisoned Moderator

Rods/Assy
Gd Content
(g/Liter)

Critical Ht
(cm) k eff (exp)

421 0.00
0.025
0.049

3.33
38.8
46.0

30.9
48.1
56.5

1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

k eff (calc)

0.9996(25)
0.9930(24)
0.9952(20)

0.9965(27)
0.9960(24)
0.9940(19)

433 0.00
0.099
0.124
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Table 6

RESONANCE INTEGRAL MEASUREMENTS WITH SAM-CE
AND ENDF/B-V DATA

ANALYSIS OF

Material

U-Metal

U02

Th-metal

ThO2

(JM
(/g)

6.2580-2
1.0638-1
2.1238-1
4.2553-1

8.84 -2
1.8868-1
3.7736-1
7.5473-1

6.25-2
2.5-1
5.625-1

1.225-1
4.225-1
0.025-1

Radius
(an)

1.7
1.0
0.5
0.25

2.4
1.0
0.5
0.25

2.73
0.684
0.304

2.30
0.667
0.312

RI
SAM-CE

10 34 g)
12.21 7
16.04 14)
20.86 25)

13.51(14
17.05 20
21.75 20
28.66(23

9.48(10)
12.19 10)
16.02 15)

11.7615)
15.81 22)
19.98 22

RI
Measured

10.95
12.94
16.60
21.73

12.96
17.02
21.75
28.45

8.93
12.80
16.68

11.52
16.38
21.24

URANIUM FUEL TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS

Material S/M (cm2 /gm) AxlO-2(oK)A

U-metal

U02

0.106
0.216
0.426

0.18
0.377
0.1755

Calculation

0.55(13)
0.66(14
0.75(16

0.60(17
0.80(17)
0.92 17

ExperiTment(22)

0.54
0.60
0.72

0.65
0.75
0.94

III. RECONCILIATION OF DESIGN CODE PREDICTIONS WITH MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS

Good results obtained using ENDF/B-V data in Monte Carlo analysis of simple geometry
benchmark experiments do not provide sufficient assurance that the more approximate
but quick running design codes which utilize the data in a preprocessed (multigroup)
form will perform equally well for problems involving more realistic LWR
configurations.

In order to evaluate the performance of EPRI's pin cell analysis code CELL-2 and its
ENDF/B-V based multigroup library in a controlled environment four numerical bench-
mark problems were defined. Such numerical benchmarks provide a convenient means
for testing the impact of various model approximations inherent in the design codes
without being subject to ambiguities that may complicate the interpretation of real
experiments (e.g., presence of impurities, structural elements, dimensional
variations, etc.).
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The numerical benchmarks specified for testing CELL-2 correspond to simplified
versions of four existing (real) water moderated lattice experiments:

1. Numerical benchmark NB-1 is a low enrichment U02 lattice similar to
BAPL-U02-1 (T6).

2. NB-4 is a 2.75% enriched PWR lattice (equivalent to W3 in ref. 10).

3. NB-2 is a soft spectrum mixed oxide lattice (equivalent to UL-212 in
ref. 10 and table 1).

4. NB-5 is a very hard spectrum, tight-pitch hexagonal U02 lattice with a
spectrum similar to a highly voided BWR cell (equivalent to HiC-13 in
ref. 10).

The lattices were assumed to consist of an infinite array (no leakage). The
compositions and dimensions used are shown on table 7. The reference solution was
obtained by averaging two independent Monte Carlo calculations, one carried out at
BNL using SAM-CE and the other at ORNL using KENO-PX (11).

The multigroup library used for CELL-2 calculations was produced primarily by
R. MacFarlane (LANL) by processing the ENDF/B-V files with the NJOY code (12).

Table 7

DEFINITION OF NUMERICAL BENCHMARK PROBLEMS

Lattice Characteristics

Geometry

Pitch (cm)

Fuel Pin Outer Radius (cm)

Clad Outer Radius (cm)

ND-1 NB-2 NB-4
(BAPLI) (UL-212) (W3)

Hex

1.5578

0.4864

SQ

2.210

0.6414

SQ

1.4605

0.508

NB-5
(HIC13)

Hex

1.166

0.4675

0.5753 0.7176 0.59474 0.529

COMPOSITIONS

Region

Fuel

NB-1
Nuclide (T6)

NB-2 NB-4 NB-S
(UL-212) (W3) (HIC13)

16
23%
23%

24p
24p

Zr
27Ap

4.6946(-2)
3.112 (-4)
2.317(-2)

4.401 -2
1.504 -4
2.073 -2
3.974 -4
3.344 -5
1.60 -6

4.642 (-2)
6.465 (-4
2.2559 -2

4.50473 -2
6.94117 -4
2.18195 -2

Clad - 4.226(-2) 4.015(1-2)
4.899 (-2) -

Moderator H
160
10i

6.676 (-2)
3.338 (-2)

6.671 -2)
3.336 -2
1.202 -5

6.676 (-2)
3.338 (-2)

4.73054(-2)

6.67804(-2)
3.33902(-2)
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Initial comparison of CELL-2 results with the reference solution indicated the need
for various model improvements. The major model enhancements developed by
MacFarlane at LANL and by M. Williams at ORNL (13) have been incorporated into the
CELL-2 code for use with the ENDF/B-V library option.

These model enhancements included:

1. The implementation of an analytic flux disadvantage factor for use with
cross sections in the epithermal energy range (13). (Introduced instead of
the original formulation dependent on resonance integrals.)

2. Addition of energy dependent "lambda factors" for use in the "intermediate
resonance' approach inherent in CELL-2 (14).

3. Development of new, numerical approaches to account for interference
effects among the resonances of ifferent nuclides present in a fuel pin
and the self shielding of the Pu resonance in the thermal energy
range (15).

4. More accurate models for the calculation of collision probabilities,
Dancoff factors, Equivalence theory parameters, etc.

The results obtained with the enhanced CELL-2 code are compared with the reference
solution on table 8. The agreement is quite good for nearly all parameters. Except
for the mixed-oxide NB-2 cell, the worst agreement is shown for the very tight pitch
hexagonal lattice, NP5, for which the "equivalent" Wigner-Seitz cylindrical cell
representation used in CELL-2 may be a poor approximation.

Nevertheless, if one considers that the CELL-2 code running times are at least two
orders of magnitude shorter than those of the more rigorous codes, the level of
agreement for the range of problems analyzed is quite remarkable.

IV. ANALYSIS OF BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS WITH DESIGN CODES AND ENDF/B-V DATA

The upgraded CELL-2 code has been utilized by Williams et al. (10) at ORNL as the
primary tool for the analysis of a wide range of benchmark experiments typically
utilized for the validation of LWR analysis codes (17). Three categories of
benchmark experiments were analyzed:

* Uniform critical lattice experiments.

* Temperature-dependent resonance integral measurements.

* Depletion-dependent measurements of isotopics.

A. Uniform Critical Lattice Experiments

These experiments consisted of room-temperature, water-moderated U02 or mixed oxide
lattices covering a wide range of fuel enrichments pin sizes, pitches, cladding
materials and amount of leakage. (The lattice characteristics are discussed in
greater detail in references (10) and (17.))

The analysis was performed by first analyzing the appropriate pin-cell configuration
with CELL-2 and ENDF/B-V data. Four-group effective cross sections generated by
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Table 8

NUMERICAL BENCHMARK CALCULATIONS WITH ENDF/0-V DATA
COMPARISON OF CELL-2 RESULTS WITH MONTE CARLO

Lattice

NB-1

NB-4

NB-S

NB-2

Parameter CELL-2 0%

k m
280
25t
286
CR

K
21
25t
285
CR

K
21D
256
286
CR

k

25C
285
CR

1.1449
1.360
0.0814
0.0705
0.796

1.3415
2.632
0.157
0.0612
0.548

1.1421
8.534
0.550
0.132
1.006

1.1698
2.613
0.152
0.297
2.148

-0.19
-0.22
1.37

-2.35
-0.25

-0.07
-0.83
-1.26
-0.81
-0.18

-0.31
0.36
0.36

-0.75
0

-0.42
0.04
0.66
0
0

Monte Carlo

1.1471
1.363
0.0803
0.0722
0.798

1.3424
2.654
0.159
0.0617
0.549

1.1456
8.503
0.548
0.133
1.006

(%So)

0.14)
0.6)
1.1)
0.6)

0.4)

0.1)
0.8)
0.4)

1.7)
0.5)
0.3)

1.1748
2.612
0.151
0.297
2.148

a) a CELL-2 - Monte Carlo
aNFA-oteTa-rlo XlOO0

CELL-2 were then used in a two-region (cylindrical geometry) PDQ-7 diffusion theory
calculation (17) of the core-reflector geometry. A buckling approximation was used
to represent Teakage in the axial direction.

The results obtained for the UO lattices are shown in table 9; those for the mixed
oxide lattice in table 10. It can be seen that for the primary set of UO lattices
the ENDF/B-V based analysis has a slight tendency to overpredict k effective by
about 0.2%. This level of agreement between calculations and measurements Is equiv-
alent to that obtained previously with the adjusted *production" libraries. A
further comparison of measured and calculated reaction rate ratios has shown equally
close agreement for the wide range of configurations analyzed.

B. Temperature-Dependent Resonance Integral Measurements

A subset of the isolated rod resonance integral measurements previously analyzed
with SAM-CE (table 6) has been reanalyzed using a specially modified version of
CELL-2. The measurements selected for this reanalysis consisted of the 1 cm and
0.5 cm radius U02 rods, most relevant to LWR analysis. The results are compared to
measurements and room-temperature Monte Carlo in table I,1. The overall agreement is
very good and consistent with the results for the criti al lattices. The CELL-2
analysis appears to predict a slightly stronger temperature dependency (4 to 6%).
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Table 9

CALCULATED EIGENVALUES FOR UO CRITICALS
(CELL-2/PDQ-7 with ENDF/B-V Data)

Identi- Lattice1  Pellet Enrichment Buckling/Boron Calculated
fication Pitch (in) Diameter (in) (w/o) (Wi )/(ppm) k-eff

Ti .8681 .601 1.3 28.4 1.0008
T2 .9287 .601 1.3 30.2 1.0021
T3 .9890 .601 1.3 29.1 1.0014
T4 .6134 .388 1.3 25.3 1.0022
T5 .6504 .388 1.3 25.2 1.0023
T6 .6134 .383 1.3 32.6 1.0032
Ti .6504 .383 1.3 35.5 1.0035
TS .7110 .383 1.3 34.2 1.0035
Wi .600 0.400 2.752 35 1.0007
12 .600 0.400 2.752 75s/ (28) 1.0005
W3 0.575 0.400 2.752 85 0.9992
B13 0.595 .4054 2.46 70.1 1.0044
820 0.595 .4054 2.46 20.2/(1675) 1.0034
B1 0.595 0.444 4.02 88 1.0031
62 0.595 0.444 4.02 17.2/(]389) 1.0009
810 0.571 0.444 4.02 79 0.9996

Average 1.0019
St. Dev. 0.0015

IAl1 pitches are for square lattices except Ti-T8 which are hex.

2Private communication. R. Nodvik (update of 2.72 w/o quoted in reference 45).

3These are estimated material bucklings.

Nevertheless, this dependency is in better agreement with the measurements than that
predicted previously with the "production" libraries.

C. Depletion-Dependent Measurements of Isotopics

Depletion- or burnup-dependent CELL-2 predictions have been compared against
plutonium isotopic ratio measurements determined experimentally by destructive
analysis of fuel pellets from the Yankee Rowe and, more recently, from the
H. B. Robinson 2 reactors.

The predictions for Yankee Rowe have been found to be in good agreement with
measurements and well within the range of experimental uncertainties. The
H. B. Robinson 2 results for the two burnup points measured (24.66 GWD/MTU and
31.19 GWD/MTU) are shown in table 12. This excellent agreement validates the use of
ENDF/B-V data for the prediction of plutonium isotopics over a range from 0 to
32 GWD/MTU.

V. LWR CORE MODELING EXPERIENCE WITH ENDF/B-V DATA

The CELL-2 code including the ENDF/B-V based cross-section libraries have been
incorporated into an automated PWR analysis framework named EPRI-PRESS (17). This
new capability has been prereleased to a few utility companies and EPRI contractors
for testing In typical utility applications. Core models based on this capability
have been developed for the Zion 2 and Millstone 2 reactors by an EPRI contractor
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Table 10

CALCULATED EIGENVALUES FOR MIXED OXIDE CRITICAkS
(CELL-2/PDQ-7 with EN5F/3-V Data)

Identi-
fication*

Lattice
Pitch (in)

Number of
Fuel Rods a/o Pu-240

Bujkling
W M)/PPm)

Calculated
k-eff

EASADA 1 0.69

8 0.69

10 0.69

20 0.69

3 0.75

21 0.75

514

631

749

468 around
221

321

264 around
157

8 69.6

8 62.6/(261)

8 58.3/(526)

8 around 24

8

0.9995

0.9992

0.9990

1.0035

0.992

1.0038

90.0

8 around 24

*All ESADA fuel is 2.0

ANALYSIS OF

w/o PuO2 with a pellet diameter of 0.505 inches.

Table 11

U02 RESONANCE MEASUREMENTS WITH ENDF/B-V DATA

Rod Radius
(cm0

0.52
0.52

1.02
1.02

Temp
JLK)

300
900

300
900

Resonance
Miasured

21.750
23.688

17.019
18.322

Inteqrals (barns)
Sample - CELL-2

21.75(20) 21.953
-- 24.069

17.05(20) 17.485
-- 18.907

Table 12

PLUTONIUM ISOTOPIC RATIOS MEASURED VERSUS PREDICTED
(CELL-2 with ENDF/B-V Data)

H. B. ROBINSON 2

Isotopic
Ratio

Pu 239/240
Pu 240/2411
Pu 241/242

Pu 239/240)
Pu 240/241
Pu 241/242

Burnup
(MWD/MTU)

24660

31191

Measured

2.55 ± .07
1.83 ± .07
3.03 t .27

2.15 ± .05
1.83 ± .05
2.33 t .19

Calculated

2.53
1.89
3.00

2.12
1.86
2.17
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(SAIC) (18) and for the Catawba reactor by Duke Power Company (19). The Zion
analysis indicated that a bias which existed in previous predictions of the amount
of soluble boron required to keep the reactor critical at beginning of life, hot,
zero-power conditions was effectively eliminated (reduced from 65 parts per million
down to 10) when the ENDF/B-V libraries were substituted for the original "adjusted"
libraries. This represents an improvement of approximately 0.5% in the ability to
predict the reactivity of the system. The predicted variation in the soluble boron
requirement as a function of burnup (boron letdown) was also found to be in good
agreement with measured data for calculations using both the ENDF/B-V libraries and
(following an initial normalization) the original adjusted libraries.

Equally encouraging results were observed by the Duke Power Company in the analysis
of the Catawba reactor (19). ENDF/B-V based calculations were successful in pre-
dicting startup test shutdown margins and boron letdown. Moreover, use of the new
library appears to help an apparent discrepancy affecting the prediction of power
distributions in assemblies containing low enrichment fuel.

On the basis of these results, it appears that the ENDF/B-V library constitutes a
very good data base for LWR analysis. Although some improvements in the data may
still be desirable, their impact on LWR analysis results should not be very large.
Most outstanding discrepancies between calculations and measured reactor parameters
will likely be resolved by improved methods of analysis.
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ABSTRACT

The complexity of modern LWR fuel assembly and core designs and the desire for
more accurate analysis methods have necessitated continued advancements of the
Studsvik CASMO and SIMULATE core analysis codes. This paper describes recent
modifications to the CASMO nuclear data library and the extensive analysis of PER and
DIR benchmark critical assemblies which have verified the accuracy of the data and
methods. A new baffle/reflector model incorporated in CASMO-3 is described, and
numerical tests of the model are presented. A difficult series of BIR cold shutdown
experiments are analyzed using CASHO-3/SIMULATE-3. These experiments demonstrate the
high degree of accuracy that can be obtained with the explicit two-group nodal method
that uses the discontinuity factors generated by CASMO-3.

INTRODUCTION

The original cross section library for CASMO was developed by Studsvik and
delivered to EPRI for the CPM code in 1974-75.1 This library contained some adjusted
data as requested by EPRI at that time. 2 Benchmark results were generally good, but
some deficiencies have been known from comparisons to the KRITZ critical experiments3

at cold and hot temperatures. In particular, moderator temperature coefficients were
predicted slightly too negative. In addition, the fission rates in fuel rods
containing gadolinium were slightly underpredicted, and the worth of Ag-In-Cd control
rods was underestimated. Later, a trend toward increasing eigenvalues as function of
core exposure has also been observed. All the observed trends were small, but in
order to eliminate the known deficiencies and adjusted data, an updated cross section
library based on more recent data has been developed.

The new library4 is in 70 energy groups. There are new data for heavy nuclides,
some fission products, gadolinium, silver, indium, cadmium, hafnium and several other
nuclides. Most of the new cross section data were taken from ENDF/B-4, but some data,
e.g. fission spectra were taken from ENDF/B-5. U-238 resonance integrals were
adjusted to agree with Rellstrand's measurements, and minor adjustments were made in
the strongly shielded silver and indium resonances for control rods. All other data
are unadjusted.
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CASMO-3 BENCEMARKING

The new library, together with other modifications in the CASMO-3 models, have
necessitated new benchmarking& which include a wide range of experiments:

A Pin cell lattices
* BWR lattices with and without gadolinium
A PHR lattices with small and large water holes and

absorbers (Ag-In-Cd rods and large B4C control rods)

The particular parameters which have been examined are:

* k-eff versus temperature, enrichment, water-to-fuel ratio,
boron concentration, leakage,
Gd, B0C, and Ag-In-Cd absorption,
Cruciform control rod absorption,
Water gap thickness

* Fission rate distributions in BRR and PIR assemblies at
hot temperature, both with and without absorbers.

A Epithermal-to-thermal reaction rate ratios

It is essential that benchmarks include this wide variety of lattices and the hot
temperature criticals, viz, the KRITZ experiments for up to 245 8C. This permits
verification of both data and methodology, including the two-dimensional transport
theory model and absorber calculations.

The methodology used for the benchmark analysis included CAS1O-3 calculations for
each bundle type in the core, and four-group "PDQ cross sections" were generated for
each type of pin cell and water region. a-factors (defined to preserve the group-wise
absorption rate of the CASHO multi-group transport calculation in four-group diffusion
theory with 2x2 mesh per pin cell) were edited for absorber pin cells, water holes and
gaps. Two-dimensional, four-group diffusion theory calculations, using the DIXY
module, were performed as part of the CASHO calculation (for individual bundles) and
also for the full core including reflector.

Reflector cross sections for DIXY were generated with CASHO-3 by using the new
option described later in this paper.

The DIXY assembly calculations, using the CASHO generated G-factors, have kn f
for individual bundles in good agreement with CASIO (generally within 50 pcm). It is
therefore concluded that kaff values from DIXY core calculations accurately reflect
CASHO's ability to calculate reactivity. (Obviously, the diffusion theory calculation
would not have reproduced CASHO's results without the use of 0-factors.)

Calculated kff values for the BRR cores are displayed in Fig. I where they are
plotted versus the absorption in gadolinium and in the cruciform control rod. Pin
cell and PER results are listed in Tables I and 2. It can be seen that PER bundles
with small and large water holes, Ag-In-Cd control rods, and with large B4C control
rods have the same keff. Rod worths in these measurements amount to 5-7% in kenf, so
the constant eigenvalue means that the rod worth itself is predicted with an accuracy
of 1% . The BER results confirm that both the Gd and the cruciform control rod worths
also are predicted within 1% for all cores.
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Table 3 displays CASMO-3 calculated koff values for a series of measurements done
by Babcock and Wilcox7 for fuel storage rack configurations with large water gaps. The
experiments were all performed with the same fuel, and the results from the B&E series
show that the deterministic transport model used in CASKO is able to predict the
reactivity of the wide water gaps with very high accuracy. For comparison, KENO
results published together with the experimental data are also shown in Table 3.

Fission rate distributions calculated by DIXY differ by as much as several per
cent from those of CASMO. This is, of course, a well known deficiency of diffusion
theory, even when G-factors are used. In order to compare CASMO's fission rate
distribution to measured values, the DIrY power distributions are used only to correct
CASHO's values for the macroscopic flux tilts, i.e.

PCrs = PDcPUo * (pcbood' / PDbundle)

where PCWer is the calculated fission rate distribution for the core, PCWoodU is the
fission rate from single bundle CASMO calculations, and PDcIUo and PD6""' are the
fission rates of the full core and single bundle DIZY calculations, respectively.

In total, some 10 different fission rate measurements were analyzed. The
experimental statistical uncertainty of the fission rate in each pin is estimated to
about 1%. The RMS differences between calculations and measurements are of the same
magnitude, i.e. around 1%, in all cases, and no trend could be observed for pins
around water holes, along water gaps, in corner positions, in Gd rods or around
absorbers. Figs. 2 and 3 display results for a PNR bundle of Westinghouse and
Combustion Engineering type assemblies with small and large water holes, respectively.
Figs. 4 and 5 give results for a BER bundle with and without gadolinium pins.
Relative power in individual pins varies from 0.30 to 1.25 in the BNR with Gd, and it
can be concluded that CASMO-3 is able to model power distributions and steep flux
gradients with a high degree of accuracy.

Epithermal-to-therual reaction rates for the TRX and BAPL pin cell benchmarks are
shown in Table 4. These experiments are simple, cold, uniform pin cell lattices
without the heterogeneity and complexity of the critical assemblies discussed above.
They do, however, provide more details on individual reaction rates, and they are used
widely for benchmarking of pin cell codes. These measurements are included in the
CASMO benchmarking, and the agreement between CASMO-3 and the measurements is good.

Fig. 1. [,¢ versus Absorber Worth for ERR KRITZ Cores

1.004
= cold

koff hot

.U U

1.002

*S I

1.000

0.0 2.0 4.0 b.0 8.0
Absorber Reactivity Worth, %
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Table 1. Calculated keff for Pin Cell Criticals

Core Temperature Enrichment(%) kaff

BAPL-U02 T6 Cold 1.31 1.0013
KRITZ-1 Cold 1.35 0.9987

Not 0.9988
KRITZ-2.1 Cold 1.9 1.0000

Not 1.0007
KRITZ-2.13 Cold 1.9 0.9999

Not 0.9990
B&3 B20 Cold 2.46 1.0008

Table 2. Calculated k.f.f for PHR Criticals

Water Control
Core Temperature Holes Rod k.ff

U-flI Cold Small None 0.9984
Hot 0.99988

U-CRI Cold Small Ag-In-Cd 0.9999
Not 0.998b

f-WH2 Cold Large None 1.0001
Not 0.9999

U-CR2 Cold Large B.C 1.0007
Hot 1.0007

Table 3. CASHO-3 Results for 8B& Experiments versus Gap Thickness

Gap between assemblies, k-eff'
Core measured in pin pitches,

1.b3cm. CASHO-3 KENO2

I 0 1.0003 0.998 (.00b)
II 0 1.0014 1.007 (.OOb)

III 1 1.0038 0.999 (.004)
x 3 1.0034 0.988 (.004)

It 4 1.0014 0.984 (.005)

'Normalized to measured kenf = 1.0000
2 1 a statistical uncertainties are shown in parenthesis.
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Fig. 2. Ratios of Calculated-to-Measured
Fission Rates in a 14x14 PER
Assembly with Small Water Roles

1.004 - - - - -

- | | | water |

- T - xwater -

_ _ 0.q94 0.993 _ _

0.996 water - - water _ _

1.006 - _ _ _ _ 1.005

RMS = 0.006

Fig. 3. Ratios of Calculated-to-Measured
Fission Rates in a 14s14 PER
Assembly with Large Rater Holes

water - _ _ _ _ _

0.978 1.004 - = = = =

1.005 - 0.989 _ _ _ _
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0.9b6 6 1.011 _ _

1.008 - = 0.9951 - 1.006 -

*.002 _- - 1.014

RMS 0.010

Fig. 5. Ratios of Calculated-to-measured Fission
Rates in an 8zx ERR with Gadolinium.

1.002 - 0o998 - 1. 014 - 1.017
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_ - 0.978 0.989 - 0.98k6 -

Cd Gd
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- 1.01 - - - 0.999 0.994

D.024 - 1.010 1.003 _ _ _ _

RMS - 0.014

fig. 4. Ratios of Calculated-to-Keasured Fission
Rates in an 8M8 DIR without Gadolinium.

0.9921 - I - 1. 007 - - 1. 000 -

0.995 - - - I- - - 0.989

- 0.980 - 0.994 - 0.9891 - -

1.00710.989 - - - - 1.001

- I- - 0.999 - 1.005 - -

1.015 - - - - - - -

- 1. 001 - 1.008 - - 0.991 1.

1.00- t - - 1.005 - 1.006 - 1.012

RKS - 0. 009

Ratios are shown for all pins in which measurements were performed.
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Table 4. Reaction Rates for BAPL and TRI U02 Lattices.

Core Parametera Experimentb (C-3/Exp. - 1)*100b

TRI-1 rho-29 1.320 (21) 0.34 (1.b)
delta-25 0.0987 (10) 1.0 (1.0)
delta-28 0.0946 (41) 4.5 (4.3)
CA 0.797 (8) -1.8 (1.0)

TRI-2 rho-28 0.837 (16) -0.4 (1.9)
delta-25 0.0614 (8) 0.0 (1.3)
delta-28 0.0693 (35) 2.0 (5.0)
CA 0.647 (6) -2.0 (0.9)

BIPL-Tb rho-28 1.39 (1) -0.7 (0.7)
delta-25 0.084 (2) 0.1 (2.4)
delta-28 0.078 (4) -0. 5 (5.1)

BAPL-T7 rho-28 1.12 (1) 2.9 (0.9)
delta-25 0.068 (1) 1.0 (1.5)
delta-28 0.070 (14) -4. 4 (5. 7)

BAPL-T8 rho-28 0.906 (1) 0.0 (1.1)
delta-25 0.052 (1) 1.5 (1.9)
delta-28 0.057 (3) -3. 7 (5. 3)

a rho-28 is
delta-25 is
delta-28 is
CS is

the
the
the
the

ratio of epithermal to thermal 1-238 capture.
ratio of epithermal to thermal 1-235 fission.
ratio of 1-238 to 1-235 fission.
ratio of X-238 capture to U-235 fission.

b I a experimental uncertainties are shown in parenthesis.

BIFFLE/REFLECTOR MODELING

One of the difficulties in PIR modeling is the treatment of the baffle and
reflector. There are significant spectral effects in the vicinity of the baffle and
reflector, and diffusion theory itself does not accurately predict neutron leakages.
Thus, even when PDQ reactor models are used, one must determine values of cross
sections for the baffle and reflector which accurately predict the leakages in the
vicinity of the baffle and reflector. In order to eliminate the difficulties
traditionally associated with baffle/reflector modeling, Studsvik has introduced a
sophisticated baffle/reflector model' into CASMO-3 which allows the user to easily
(and inexpensively) generate accurate cross sections for his particular application.

The standard CASMO-3 input (for full fuel assembly with any number of fuel pins)
is modified by addition of a single card which specifies compositions, thicknesses,
and mesh layout of the baffle and reflector. CASMO then performs a standard
calculation to obtain cross sections for the homogenized pin cells, water holes, etc.
Then, in the two-dimensional transport module, COXY, a one-dimensional model of the
fuel assembly, baffle, and reflector is constructed (by using a user-selected row
number - if a two-dimensional calculation is not desired), and the COZY calculation is
performed in a configuration shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. CASHO-3 Baffle/Reflector Model
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The chosen fuel assembly (or one-dimensional slice of the assembly) is used as a
driver zone to model leakage out of the core and to obtain the spectrum and reaction
rates in the baffle and reflector. There are two important aspects of this
calculation: First, an accurate spectrum is obtained in the baffle and reflector
because the COZY calculation is performed in 7-12 energy groups. Secondly, the
correct neutron leakages out of the fuel are obtained by use of the COZY transport
theory module.

Once the leakages, fluxes, and reaction rate distributions are known, the baffle
and reflector regions can be treated as condensation and homogenization problems, and
the theory of flux discontinuity factors""'° can be used to obtain transport-
corrected, group-collapsed cross sections for each region. The cross sections are
defined such that a two-group diffusion model will predict the leakages across the
fuel and baffle interfaces to be precisely the same as those in the multigroup COZY
transport calculation. The only approximation made in the process of defining the
appropriate cross sections is that the group fluxes can be represented by fourth order
polynomials in each of the three regions of Fig. 6.

The accuracy of the CASMO-3 baffle/reflector model has been studied by performing a
series of calculations which used a 3.1 w% U235 PER fuel assembly, a 7/8" baffle, and
a 15.0 cm reflector at 1136 ppm boron. The accuracy of the model can be determined by
using the two-group cross sections in a finite difference (or nodal) diffusion
calculation of the problem that is completely analogous to the COZY calculation.
Table 5 gives results for this series of such calculations.

Table 5. CASHO Baffle/Reflector Modeling Tests

Leakage/Fission Source
Case off

Group 1 Group 2 Total

1 COZY 7 Group Transport, Ref. 0.2291 0.0136 0.2427 0.9171

2 Explicit Baf/Ref Diffusion, 0.2416 0.0141 0.2557 0.9029
No Transport Correction (+5.5%) (+3.7%) (+5.5%)

3 Explicit Baf/Ref Diffusion, 0.2285 0.0139 0.2424 0.9175
CASMO Transport Corrected (-0.3%) (+2.2%) (-0.1%)

4 Explicit Baf/Ref Diffusion, 0.2231 0.0186 0.2417 0.9166
EPRI Transport Corrected (-2.7%) (+36.7) (-0.4%)

5 Homogenized Baf/Ref 0.2296 0.0129 0.2425 0.9177
CASHO Transport Corrected (+0.2%) (-5.4%) (-0.1%)
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Comparison of the reference results from Table 5, case 1, and case 2 results
demonstrate that direct use of collapsed cross sections (without transport
corrections) leads to large errors in the leakages and ketf. Consequently, the direct
use of baffle and reflector cross sections should be expected to result in significant
errors in reactor leakage rates and should be avoided. It can be seen from comparison
of the case I and case 3 results that both group leakages are very accurately
predicted by the CASMO-3 (reflector option) baffle and reflector data. The fourth
case shows results generated using EPRI baffle data, EPRI fast group reflector data
and CAS3O thermal group reflector data (the EPRI procedure does not give reflector
thermal cross sections). These results demonstrate that the EPRI data leads to a
smaller fast leakage and a larger thermal leakage than the CASIO data. The total
leakages, however, are very similar, as are the eigenvalues.

In PDQ applications it is often necessary to smear water with the baffle in order
to obtain a region which has a pitch compatible with the fuel pin pitch. In such
cases, the CASH0-3 model generates transport-corrected cross sections for the smeared
baffle and reflector regions by treating the smeared region as a straight-forward
homogenization/group condensation problem. Leakages are still preserved, just as in
the explicit baffle case.

One of the goals of the SIMULATE-3 nodal method is to eliminate the need for 2-D
PDQ calculations for the normalization of the albedos which are commonly used to model
the reflector. Koebke 2 and Smitht3 have demonstrated that the entire baffle and
reflector can be treated as an homogenization problem and discontinuity factors can be
used to account for the strong local absorption of the baffle. The advantage of this
approach is twofold. First, it has been shown that with the discontinuity factor
approach, a single set of discontinuity factors and cross sections can be used to
model all baffle/reflector nodes. That is to say, there is no need to consider the
inside or outside corners of the core any differently than the flat edges of the core.
This implies that the CASMO-3 baffle/reflector calculation described above can also be
used to determine the cross sections and discontinuity factors for the homogenized
baffle and reflector region.

The fifth calculation displayed in Table 5 demonstrates that the baffle and
reflector can be homogenized-into a single composition and the transport-corrected
cross sections still accurately predict the leakages. This is significant because in
SINULATE-3*4 applications, one node is used to represent both the baffle and
reflector, and the cross sections must accurately predict the core leakage.

The CASHO-3 baffle/reflector model eliminates traditional difficulties in
baffle/reflector modeling and allows great flexibility in baffle/ reflector modeling.
Reflector cross sections are slightly a function of the boron concentration and the
water density in the reflector, and cross sections are easily characterized by a few
CASMO calculations. CASHO-3 reflector modeling is also recommended for BIR
applications because of the importance of spectral and transport effects on the core
leakage. The magnitude of the transport corrections are considerably smaller in BNR
applications than in PHR applications, but they should not be ignored.

All of the critical assembly calculations presented in this paper have used
reflector data generated by the CASHO baffle/reflector model. Two particular critical
configurations provide a stringent test of the CASHO reflector model. The B&I cores I
and II were constructed with identical pins, and one core was made sufficiently small
(with very large leakage) as to be critical without boron while the other core was
made much larger and critical with high boron concentrat on. Results of CASHO-3/DIXY
calculations for these two cores are summarized in Tablet b. It can be seen that in
Core I the leakage out of the fuel was nearly 2.5 times as large as in Core II. Thus,
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the fact that the computed kaff values agree within 120 pom indicates that the leakage
must be computed with an accuracy of about 1%. This test provides substantial
verification of the accuracy of the CASHO-3 reflector data and modeling.

Table 6. CASMO-3 Results for Bigh and Low Leakage Cores

Core Boron Leakage kgff
( ppm) ( %)

I 0 25.9 1.00026
II 1037 11.9 1.00145

CASHO-3 DISCONTINUITY FACTORS

The use of assembly homogenized cross sections can introduce significant errors
into computed nodal power distributions, particularly when bundles contain lumped
absorbers such as control rods/blades or burnable absorbers. The introduction of
heterogeneity factors by [oebkea and their subsequent generalization by Smith'" 0°
(flux discontinuity factors) has been demonstrated to eliminate most of these errors.
CASHO-3 computes discontinuity factors directly from the assembly transport solutions
in both the single-bundle and multiple-bundle geometries. These discontinuity factors
alter the net currents between nodes by an amount proportional to the ratio of
discontinuity factors between nodes.

One particularly interesting type of core for testing discontinuity factors is a
first cycle BKR core in which low enriched islands of fuel are surrounded by high
enriched fuel. This design is particularly interesting not only because of the strong
variation in enrichment and absorbers, but also because of the fact that control rods
are located at the corners of the low enriched bundles. This situation is
complicated because control rods are inserted in a very nonsymmetric pattern about the
low enriched fuel, further enhancing the asymmetries from one edge of the bundle to
the other. Figure 7 shows the inner core loading pattern for this core design, in
which the low enriched fuel assemblies are labeled "A" and the high enriched (with
burnable absorbers) are labeled "B".

Fig.7. BER Fuel Assembly Layout

B B B B

B A, A B

B A A B

B B B B

CASHO-3 discontinuity factors for these bundles are given in Table 7. It can be
noted that the group one discontinuity factors are nearly the same for the A and B
assemblies whether rodded or not. The group two discontinuity factors, however, are
quite different and the ratio of thermal discontinuity factors between A and B
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assemblies is 1.30. When the bundles are rodded, the ratio of thermal discontinuity
factors at the wide gaps between rodded A and B bundles is 1.44. In addition, there
are large thermal discontinuities at the narrow gaps between rodded and unrodded A
bundles (1.36) and between rodded and unrodded B bundles (1.45).

Table 7. BIR Assembly Discontinuity Factors

Assembly Assembly Assembly Assembly
A B A Rodded B Rodded

Group 1, Wide Gap 0.870 0.864 0.754 0.750

Group 1, Narrow Gap 0.9b5 0.963 1.Ob4 1.056

Group 2, Ride Gap 1.448 1.886 0.447 0.b44

Group 2, Narrow Gap 1.215 1.428 1.bb0 2.077

For the geometry in Fig. 7, power distributions computed by SIMULATE-3 both with
and without discontinuity factors are displayed in Fig. 8. Three cases are
considered: the first in which none of the bundles are rodded, the second has one
corner of the low enriched island rodded, and the third has two opposite corners of
the low enriched island rodded. These results demonstrate that the discontinuity
factors have a large impact on the computed power distributions. Maximum errors in
bundle power are 3.9%, 10.0%, and 10.2% for these three Cases. The unrodded power
distribution computed with SIMULATE-3 has been compared to a direct multi-bundle CASMO
power distribution, and results are in very good agreement.

SIMULATE-3 CORE CALCULATIONS

The Studsvik version of the SIMULATE nodal code has been extensively modified by
eliminating the existing neutronics models (PRESTO'5) and by incorporating an
efficient two-group nodal model. This model, called QPANDA,14 employs fourth order
polynomial representations of the intranodal flux distributions in both the fast and
thermal groups.

A number of benchmark tests of SIMULATE-3 have been previously reported, and the
method has been shown to be quite accurate. The BWR core described above has also
been used to validate the SIMULATE-3 methods against operating plant data.
Calculations of cold shutdown configurations were performed for this core. In one
such test the reactor was made critical by withdrawing control rods in a checkerboard
pattern in the central IWx10 bundle region. This caused a very radially peaked power
distribution (radial peak-to-average power of 10:1) in addition to the normally large
axial peak (axial peak-to-average power of 4:1) which occurs in cold shutdown
conditions. Two additional configurations were measured in which more uniformly
checkerboarded control rod patterns were used. Results obtained from SIMULATE-2'5 and
SIMULATE-3 calculations are compared to the measured data in Table 8. There are
several interesting things to note from these results: 1) the SINULATE-2 (PRESTO
model's) eigenvalues are much larger than unity and show,larger variation than the
SIMULITE-3 results. 2) the use of ADFs increases the SIMULATE-3 computed eigenvalues
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by 0.5%, and 3) the SIMULATE-3 eigenvalues (with ADFs) are in very good agreement with
the CASMO-3/DISY benchmark critical eigenvalues.

Fig.8 Small BWR Zone Power Distributions

a). No Control Rods

1.051 1.031 1.031 1.051

1.031 0.888 0.888 1.031

1.031 0.888 0.888 1.031

1.051 1.031 1.031 1.051

With Discontinuity Factors

b) One Control Rod Inserted

1.228 0.960 0.440 0.296

1.294 0.932 0.491 0.440

1.426 1.110 0.932 0.960

1.545 1.426 1.294 1.228

With Discontinuity Factors

b) Two Control Rods Inserted

1.732 1.382 0.666 0.484

1.382 1.049 0.639 0.666

0.666 0.639 1.049 1.382

0.484 1.382 1.732

With Discontinuity Factors

1.054 1.046 1.046 1.051

1.046 0.855 0.855 1.046

1.046 0.855 0.955 1.046

1.054 1.046 1.046 1.051

Without Discontinuity Factors

1.220 0.938 0.484 0.317

1.307 0.871 0.519 0.484

1.451 1.061 0.871 0.938

1.563 1.451 1.307 1.220

Without Discontinuity Factors

1.710 1.344 0.734 0.523

1.344 0.946 0.665 0.734

0.734 0.665 0.94b 1.344

0.52 0.734 1.344 1.0
0.523 Dsni t 1.7Ft

Without Discontinuity Factors

Table 8. BWR Cold Shutdown Critical Eigenvalues

Configuration K off

SIMULATE-2 SIMULATE-3 SIMULATE-3
Without ADFs With ADFs

1 1.009 0.994 0.999
2 1.009 0.993 0.998
3 1.013 0.996 1.001
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CONCLUSIONS

These comparisons with measured data demonstrate the accuracy of the cross
section data base, the CASHO modeling approximations, the CASMO-3/SIMULATE-3 reflector
model, and the SIMULATE-3 nodal model. In addition to these results, excellent
agreement with measured power distributions has been obtained for several PNRs. These
previously reported results have further validated the accuracy of the CASMO-
3/SIMULATE-3 baffle/reflector model. This generation of reactor analysis codes
provides significant new capabilities and increased accuracy in LNR core physics
modeling. The use of a two-group nodal model, discontinuity factors, and explicit
reflector modeling eliminates the need for user normalization and albedo adjustments.
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ABSTRACT

To establish the method determining large subcriticalities in the filed of
nuclear criticality safety, we performed pulsed neutron experiments using the Kyoto
University Critical Assembly (KUCA) and a Cockcroft-Walton type accelerator attached
to the assembly.

In order to remove a contamination of spatial higher modes from the neutron
decay curve, which becomes significant as subcriticality increases, the integral-
version of the area-ratio method proposed by Kosily and Fisher was employed to
evaluate large subcriticalities. This method has the shortcoming that the delayed
neutron component remarkably decreases as the subcriticality of a system increases.
To experimentally overcome the shortcoming, the frequency of pulsed neutron genera-
tion was increased up to 240 Hz.

The largest subcriticality determined in the present experiments was 73.41±1.04
dollars, which was equal to 0.6229t0.0033 in effective multiplication factor k-eff.
The theoretical k-eff, on the other hand, was calculated with the Honte-Carlo code
KENO-IV with 137 energy groups. The calculational values were slightly smaller than
the experimental values. The discrepancy between the experiment and the calculation
was approximately 9% at largest, which was for the smallest measured k-eff.

INTRODUCTION

In the field of criticality safety, one must determine large subcriticalities
of more than 35-40 dollars. The method of such subcriticality determinations has
hitherto been limited to the Honte-Carlo computer codes. In the usage of these
computer codes, the following points are usually checked with experiments near
criticality, (a) a modeling of the system analyzed, (b) a validity of multigroup
constants prepared as input, and (c) a bias factor correcting the systematic
difference between calculational and experimental values. But there is a question
as to whether such theoretical means proven only near criticality can be applied
without any verification to large subcriticalities. This question has not been
settled because the experiment determining large subcriticalities has been hard to
carry out.

Having selected the pulsed neutron method out of many candidate methods for
large subcriticality determination, we attempted to find a clue to this question.
Experiments were performed with deeply subcritical loadings of the Kyoto University
Critical Assembly (KUCA) at Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University. In 1984,
a preliminary series of experiments demonstrated that the subcriticality more than
50 dollars can indeed be defined and measured [Ref.11.

To obtain data that are sufficiently qualified to answer the above mentioned
question, more refined experiments were carried out after the presentation of the
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preliminary results at Albuquerque. More data points were accumulated in the rela-
tion of the subcriticality versus fuel number. The scheme of the spatial data inte-
gration was refined and the effective delayed neutron fractions O-eff were calculated
for every reactivity points .

PULSED NEUTRON METHOD

The neutron decay curve n(t) observed in the pulsed neutron method consists of
two components, namly, a component that undergoes prompt decay,np(t),and a component
with delayed decay n&(t);

u(tt = 1&p(t) + 't(t) (
To deduce a negative reactivity or a subcriticality from this observed decay curve in
the following, the area-ratio method proposed originally by Sjostrand [Ref.21 will
be employed. In this procedure, a subcriticality is evaluated from the ratio of the
prompt area Ap and the delayed area An, which are the integrals of np(t) and ns(t),
respectively. If pulsed neutrons are injected repeatedly with a repetition period T
into the system analyzed, the following equation gives the subcriticality.

19/(0 = Ap/At = Q't" t)dtr/ tlt(t)dt . (2)
The advantage of the method is that the equation deals only with the measured decay
curve, and dose not depend on a calibration at a known reactivity. In the nuclear
criticality safety practice, the calibration measurement is not necessarily possible.

The most important conclusion deduced from the application [Ref.3,4] of this
method has been that it is difficult to evaluate the large subcriticality for a re-
flected system by processing the data obtained at a single detector position, because
of a considerable contamination of higher modes. To overcome the above shortcoming,
we follow the scheme originally proposed by Kosaly and Fisher [Ref.5] which is based
on a multipoints measurement.

In this procedure, the prompt area Ap(r,v) and delayed neutron area Ad(r,v),
which depend on the detector position r and neutron speedy , are measured by using
many detectors distributed over the system. Then, the neutron area are weighted by
the products of a fundamental ,-mode adjoint function g?(r,v) [Ref.6] and a fission
spectrum %(V), then integrated over the whole system. By virtue of the orthogonality
of C-mode eigenfunctions, this integration process extracts a spatial fundamental
node from the measured data, which otherwise is a superposition of spatial modes.
For the thermal system investigated, a two energy-group version of this method was
used. It is given as follows.

ISi/@ = i j+(r)vZi(r. v)A p(rtt)dr/ + Cr)Y v tr,1rVt)Ai(r.lrtL) dr ,

where vtk is the thermal neutron speed, 9174(r,vtk) is the fission cross section, and
'3'j(r) is the AX-mode adjoint function of the fast neutron group. This formula is
used throughout our present study.

In applying this method to determine large subcriticality of more than 50 dol-
lars, the following factors impede the accuracy. One is the decrease of delayed
neutron area and the other is a contamination by background neutrons. To solve these
problems, the following technique were employed:
(a) Enhance the delayed neutron component by the increase of the pulsed neutron

frequency [Ref.7,8].
(b) Employ the associated alpha-particle monitor and determine the ratio of the non-

pulse component to the pulse component as an index of non-pulse contamination.

EXPERIMENT

The experiments were carried out with the polyethylene-moderated core (A-core)
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of KUCA [Ref.9]. The system investigated were constructed by arranging four kinds
of elements on a stainless steel grid plate of 5 cm thickness, on which holes were
drilled with 5.53 cm lattice pitch to settle the elements. Four kinds of elements
are used: namely the fuel elements, the reflector elements, the rod elements used
either as safety rods or control rods, and the detector channels.
ELEMENTS The fuel element coded as A3/8"P36EU is constructed by inserting a fuel
section of 40 cm long into an aluminum guide tube of 5.43 cm square and 152.0 cm long
as depicted in the upper half of the Fig.1. Polyethylene-reflectors of approximately
50 cm long were attached at the top and the bottom. The fuel section is composed of
a unit cell repeated 36 times. This cell is made of a 93.3% enriched uranium-alumi-
num alloy plate of 1/16 inch thickness and a polyethylene plate of 3/8 inch thick-
ness. The H/U ratio of this fuel section is 321.7. The reflector element, on the
other hand, is constructed by inserting only polyethylene blocks into the same guide
tube, as illustrated in the lower half of the Fig.l. The rod element is made up of
B203 contained in the cylindrical sheath of the stainless steel. The physical struc-
ture of the safety rod and the control rod is identical, the only difference being
the function given during the operation. The detector channel is the polyethylene
element having a small hole, which contains a detector in its center, and has the
same outside dimension as the fuel or reflector element.
ASSEMBLY When the 25 fuel elements were loaded, this polyethylene-reflected assembly
reached criticality. Seven subcritical assemblies were constructed by replacing fuel
elements with reflector elements step by step. The typical assemblies with 8 fuel
elements are illustrated in Fig.2a and 2b. In these figures, the fuel elememt, the
reflector element, and the detector channel are indicated as ES, O,andD J, respec-
tively. Three control rods C1AIC3 and three safety rods S4A'S6 were allocated around
the core, as seen Fig.2a and 2b. At the time of subcriticality measurements,
however, all of them were fully drown out, leaving void regions.
POSITION OF DETECTORS To perform multipoints measurements, two sets of measurements
were made for every assembly with a given number of fuel elements. The reason is the
limited availability of the measuring system. In each set of measurements, three
detectors were simultaneously used, being aligned either parallel (Fig.2a) or perpen-
dicular (Fig.2b) to the direction of the tritium-target to the core. The axes of all
detectors were lined vertically, the center lying on the mid-height plane of the fuel
region. Out of three detectors, a micro BF-3 counter (Centronic 5B40/6) was placed
at the positions D2 in Fig.2a, or D5 in Fig.2b throughout all experiments; two fission
chambers of 1/2 inch diameter (20th Century FC10/1000/235) were used at the positions
D1 and D3, or D4 and D6. In the deeply subcritical assemblies with 6 or 4 fuel
elements, two He-3 counters of 1/2 inch diameter (LND 251) were substituted for the
two fission chambers, to take advantage of higher counting efficency.
MEASURING SYSTEM Both pre- and main-amplifiers amplify output signals from each
detector, and the amplified signals are discriminated against noise. The signals
thus selected are fed into a multi-channel analyzer with four input-terminals
(Laboratory Equipment MCS-411) operated in a multi-channel scaling mode with 1 micro
second channel width, which is initiated by trigger signals from a pulse generator.
These trigger signals, at the same time, are fed into the PULSATRON CONTROLLER which
generates the signals with 60*200 micro seconds delay. Then, as the control of the
D0 beam pulse, the delayed signals are fed into both an arc-pulser and a deflection
amplifier of a pulsed neutron generator. Because a multi-channel analyzer starts
its sweep 60"200 micro seconds ahead of a neutron pulse, the delayed neutron counts
just before the neutron pulse can be effectively observed.
ACCELERATOR The Cockcroft-Walton type accelerator is attached to the KUCA worked as
an intense pulsed neutron generator. This accelerator has capabilities of accelerat-
ing D* ions to 200 keV, with a peak D* ion current of 6.5 mA, and with pulse repeti-
tion frequencies varing from 0.1 Hz to 30 KHz. The high S/N ratio of the pulsed
neutron was expected, because an arc-pulser and a deflection amplifier were pulsed
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in synchronization. A gas-in-metal type tritium-target of 4 Ci was placed approxi-
mately 10 cm apart horizontally from the side surface of the polyethylene reflector
region and at the height of the middle plane of fuel elements.
ALPHA-PARTICLE HONITOR The ion beam was injected to the surface of the tritium-
target with an angle of 45 degree, and an alpha-particle monitor was placed at right
angle to ion beau. We observed a temporal behavior of the neutron beau generation by
recording the signals from this alpha-particle monitor in'the multi-channel analyzer
so that we could estimate the neutron intensity ratio of the non-pulse level to the
peak of the pulse.
ACQUISITION TIHE The conditions of pulsed neutron generation were varried corre-
sponding to the variety of subcriticalities of the system: from a pulse width of 90
micro seconds and the pulse frequency of 100 Hz near criticality to 40 micro seconds
and 240 Hz at deeply subcritical systems. To obtain good experimental accuracy, data
acquisition in every measurement was continued until delayed components of more than
twenty counts per channel were accumulated. To satisfy this requirement, it took
only twenty five minutes for the assembly with 20 fuel elements, whereas for the
assembly with only 4 fuel elements, which was the most subcritical in the present
study, it took longer than two hours.

RESULTS OF MEASUREMENT

ACCUMULATION OF DELAYED NEUTRON COUNTS The effectiveness of the increased pulse
generation in enhancement of delayed neutron component was examined with the follow-
ing index:

Q- Co/No . (4)

The quantities CO and No were those evaluated by fitting the neutron decay curve
to the following equation,

net),- No exp (-4%t) + CO. (5)

According to the one-point reactor kinetics, this 0 is proportional to a frequency
f as A/(3

=( Il/ 3I (+ 19l/ ) (6)
The curves of 0 for the 23 fuel elements assembly (Run 2162) and 20 fuel elements
assembly (Run 2164) were obtained through a preliminary study in 1984, and is illus-
trated in Fig.3. It shows that the increased frequency is indeed effective for the
accumulation of the delayed counts, as one-point kinetics predicted.
BACKGROUND NEUTRONS Assuming the one-point kinetics, we derived the following
formula to correct for a contamination of non-pulsed neutrons.

I1P1/0 - (Ap/Ad,),m [ l + Nlo/li ) (T/d,) ( I - (Ap1A4)4t (J'*/,i) (TAd)] .7

where (Ap/A&),mis the area-ratio measured, and Jo/J, is the strength ratio of non-
pulsed level to a peak of the pulse. The quantities T and d denote the pulse period
and the pulse width, respectively. Throughout our experiments, the ratio of T/d was
kept approximately at a hundred. The strength ratio Jo/JAevaluated by the alpha-
particle monitor was almost 5x10-7 throughout our experiments.

As an example we show the correction for the 4 fuel elements assembly. From
the experiment, (Ap/A&)m is 69.13 dollars and the Jo/Ji is 4.00x10-7. Substituting
these values into Eq.(7), we get 69.33 dollars as the corrected value. The correc-
tion is only 0.3%. Therefore, this correction was neglected.

To estimate the contamination of room-return neutrons, neutron decay was observ-
ed for a polyethylene-moderator system, which was constructed by replacing all fuel
elements with polyethylene-reflector elements. The decay curve observed through a
fission chamber at the center of the assembly is given in Fig.4. It shows only the
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decay component and no constant background appears. From this fact, we judged that
the contamination of room-return neutrons is negligible, provided the detector was
placed deeply inside an assembly as in this experiment.
SPATIAL DEPENDENCE OF SUBCRITICALITY The subcriticalities evaluated with each
detector is illustrated in Figs. 5a and 5b. The results obtained for the same assem-
bly are connected with a line, and the numbers or alphabets in the upper side of the
figures denote the position code of a gride plate. Regardless whether the detectors
were arranged "parallel"(Fig.5a) or "perpendicular" (Fig.5b), there are significant
differences between the subcriticalities evaluated from the micro BF-3 counter at the
fuel region center and that from fission chambers at the fuel-reflector bundary.
This tendency becomes significant as subcriticality increases. Note the significant
spatial dependence by observing that the distance between the micro BF-3 counter and
the fissin chamber is only 11.6 cm.

In Fig.5a, there is a tendency that subcriticalities plotted at the right hand
side in-the figure, namely, near the tritium-target, are large. This tendecy can be
interpreted as a positive contribution of higher modes on the side of neutron injec-
tion. Moreover, the unsymmetry of subcriticalities in Fig. Sb is regarded due to
the tritium-target setting off the center, a half pitch to the left.
INTEGRAL AREA-RATIO METHOD In applying-the integral area-ratio method to outputs of
six detectors, the following formula was used.

pl ~~ ' p-f4§~e1++P o1+eA ep4 4<A58t .pF9p a ¢ A + 4 < Aptej'l l+Aps Ea-' + so4Ari.E + 4 A Aet *1 + .

where the quantity i;(i=1&6) is the counting efficiency for the detector ti in
Figs.2a and 2b; Api and Ads are the prompt and delayed area measured by the detector
#i, respectively, which are normalized by neutron yield detected by the alpha-
particle monitor. Such normalization elminates the source intensity difference in
the "parallel" and "perpendicular" experiments. In applying the integral area-ratio
method to six detectors in two-dimensional arrangement, we employed the following
procedure. After the one-dimensional integration of three detector outputs for each
arrangement with the Simpson's rule (Ref.101, we added them as Eq.(8). The factor of
4 attached in Eq.(8) to the outputs of the detectors #2 and #5 (Ap2,AdZ,Apr and Adst)
is the weight in Simpson's rule. The adjoint functions in Eq.(&) were calculated for
every system with a tentative subcriticality by the two-dimensional, two-energy-group
diffusion code EQUIPOISE-3 [Ref.111. The subcriticality for each system were adjust-
ed by means of a transverse buckling Bit . The adjoint function calculated were not
so sensitive to the tentative values of subcriticality, so an iterative scheme of
subcriticality calculation was not needed.

To compare the present results with the calculational values of a detector-free
systems, the reactivity effect of the detector insertion (0.177 dollars) was subtract-
ed from every subcriticality obtained by the integral area-ratio method. This
reactivity effect were determined by the difference between the excess reactivities
of critical systems with and without detectors. The results corrected are shown in
Table 1 and Fig.6. The effective multiplication factor is plotted against the number
of fuel elements in abscissa. The subcriticality obtained in a unit of dollar was
converted to the effective multiplication factor by the effective delayed neutron
fraction J-eff. The latter was evaluated for every subcritical system by the computer
code system SRAC developed at Japan Atomic Energy Institute (JAERI)[Ref.12]. The
V-eff calculated are tabulated in Table 1. In previous report [Ref.1], the constant
value (p-eff=0.007627) were used for all subcritical system analyzed.

COMPARISON WITH CALCULATIONAL VALUES

The Monte-Carlo code KENO-VI was used with the MGCL library of
system [Ref.13] with 137 energy-groups which was prepared at JAERI.

the JACS code
In making the
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calculational model of the experimental system, the stainless steel grid plate
supporting the fuel and reflector elements was neglected, an aluminum plate and a
plastic plate at the bottom of a guide tube was replaced by a polyethylene plate.
The regions of control-rods were considered as void. The detectors and their cables
within the detector channel were not considered, because the clean system without
detectors was chosen as the objective of the calculation.

Correcting the values calculated by KENO-VI code, kcal , by the following equa-
tion, we obtained the final calculational results kcg.

iz or - (to/ IRCA1.0 t- Kw (9)

where ko and kcA,o are the experimental and calculational values of the reference
system, respectively. As the reference system, we employed the 25 fuel elements
system for which the values of ko and kci.o were 1.00624*0.00009 and 0.99498*0.00337,
respectively. Therefore the final calculational results after correction are 1%
larger than the initial calculational values. The fact agrees with the assertion of
Nomura and Shimooke [Ref.14], that the KENO-VI calculation with the MGCL libraly
gives a lower effective multiplication factor for a critical system with uranium fuel.
Therefore, this difference in k-eff may be due to the characteristic of the HGCL
library. The results after correction are shown in Table 2 and Fig.6.

The C/E ratio indicating the comparison between the final calculational and
experimental values are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 7. The calculational values agree
with the experimental values within 9% in effective multiplication factor. But note
that the calculational values gives always lower multiplication factor than the
experimental values, and this tendency is enhanced as the subcriticality increases.
This may be that the bias factor evaluated near criticality is not adequate for all
subcritical systems.

CONCLUSION

The conclusions from the present study are summarized as follows:
(a) With the pulsed neutron method, we were able to determine the effective multi-

plication factor down to 0.6229 (subcriticality of 73.41 dollars).
(b) It was proven that the integral area-ratio method is indispensable for removal

of the spatial higher mode contamination in large subcritical systems.
(c) After obtaining good agreement betweem calculational and experimental k-values in

the 1984 preliminary experiments, a question was raised if this good agreement
was fortuitous and depended on the favorable detector arrangement shown in Fig.
2b (aligned perpendicular to the direction of the pulse propagation). What if
the detectors were arranged along the direction of pulsed neutron propagation?
Would the integral area-ratio method give good results as well? In the present
experiments, subcriticalities evaluated from parallel and perpendicular arrange-
ment agreed with each other within experimental error. Thus the question above
mentioned has been experimentally resolved.

(d) The KENO-VI calculation gave a little lower multiplication factor for deeper
subcriticalities.

Although the pulsed neutron method is not suitable for an on-site technique
because of a huge accelerator and multipoint measurements needed, this method is
capable of determining a large subcliticality. Therefore, it is meaningful to
establish this method as means of acquiring the benchmark data which would verify
the reliability of the computer code used for the nuclear criticality safety study.
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Table 1. Experimental results

No.of fuel
elements Subcriticality C-ef f k-ef f
[bodies] [ $ ]

20 7.06±0..05 0.007554 0.9494±40.0003
18 9.20±0.06 0.007592 0.9347±0.0004
16 10.97±0.04 0.007631 0.9228±0.0003
12 22.47±0.21 0.007824 0.8505±0.0012
8 35.06±0.31 0.008053 0.7798±0.0015
6 52.88±0.65 0.008176 0.6982±0.0026
4 73. 41 ± 1. 04 0.008248 0.6229±0.0033

Table 2. Comparison between experimental and
calculational values

No.of fuel
elements Pulsed neutron exp. KENO-IV calc. C/E ratio
[bodies] k-eff k-eff

20 0.9494±0.0003 0.9440±0.,0048 0.994
18 0.9347±0.0004 0.9316±0.0044 0.997
16 0.9228±0.0003 0.9116±0.0049 0.988
12 0.8505±0.0012 0.8346±0.0043 0.982
8 0.7798±0.0015 0.7561±0.0040 0.970
6 0.6982±0.0026 0.6734±0.0039 0.964
4 0.6229±0.0033 0.5714±0.0030 0.917

508.4mm - 400mm -559.2mm

2cm-thick Al

Polyethylene Repeat Polyethylene'5 ~~36 times _ _ L
1/16in.-thick U-Al L 1/4in.-thick Polyethylene

1/8in.-thick Polyethylene

2cm-thick Plastic
t+..

ci Polyethylene [U
Fig.1 Composition of a fuel element (upper)

element (lower).
and a polyehylene
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PROMPT NEUTRON DECAY CONSTANT FOR THE
OAK RIDGE RESEARCH REACTOR WITH

20 WT % 2 3sU ENRICHED FUEL

G. E. Ragan

J. T. Mihalczo

This paper describes measurements of the prompt neutron decay

constant at delayed criticality for the Oak Ridge Research Reactor'

(ORR) using 20 wt % 235U enriched fuel and compares these measurements

with similar measurements using 93.2 wt % 2 3
5U enriched fuel. This

reactor parameter is of interest because it affects the transient

behavior of the reactor in prompt criticality accident situations. This

experiment is part of a program to investigate the differences in the

performance of research reactors fueled with highly enriched and low

enriched uranium.2'' The prompt neutron decay constants were obtained

using noise analysis measurement techniques for a core with newly

fabricated, unirradiated fuel elements.

The prompt neutron decay constant a (a - B/t, where B equals the

effective delayed neutron fraction and . equals the prompt neutron

lifetime) was obtained from the cross-power spectral density (CPSD) as a

function of frequency between a pair of fission chambers (5 cm OD with

2 g uranium) adjacent to the outer surface of the core at the midplane.

Signals from the fission chamber electronics were processed by a

commercial Fourier analyzer (Hewlett Packard Model 5420-A) to obtain the

CPSD, which was then fitted using least-squares techniques to obtain the

break frequency (fb) (a - 2rfb). In the present case, fb is the

frequency at which the amplitude of the CPSD is half of the asymptotic

low-frequency value.

The low enriched core (as shown in Fig. 1) was a three row x five

column array of fuel elements with three additional elements centered in

the fourth row and the detectors centered in adjacent five- and
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three-element sides of the reactor. The highly enriched core differed

from the low enriched core in that it had only one fuel element centered

in row four. The detectors were located at the same positions in both

cases. The reflector was water. In a typical measurement, the reactor

was brought to delayed criticality at low power with the fission

chambers adjacent to the core surface. The small deviations in

reactivity from delayed criticality (less than 0.4 cents) during the

measurements were negligible. The CPSD for a typical measurement for

the low enriched core is shown in Fig. 1. The result of the

least-squares fit to the data is also shown. These measurements were

repeated at delayed criticality for a variety of low power levels.

Prompt neutron decay constants from measurements with both the low and

highly enriched cores are given in Table 1.

The average prompt neutron decay constant at delayed criticality is

167.8 ± 0.6 s-' for the highly enriched core and 193.3 ± 1.2 s-1 for the

low enriched core. These measurements have shown that the prompt

neutron decay constant at delayed criticality is -15% larger for the low

enriched, water-reflected core.
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Table 1. Prompt neutron decay constants
at delayed criticality for the ORR
with low and highly enriched fuel

Average value of
Core Break frequency B/L at delayed

enrichment from measurements criticalitya
(wt %. 2

3SU) (Hz) (s')

High (93.2) 26.0, 28.5. 28.0 167.8 ± 0.6
26.5, 2 6* 5 b

Low (20.0) 31.2, 31.3, 31.0 192.3 ± 1.2
28.5, 30.0, 31.8

a. - 2rfb = B/t. The value given is a weighted
average in which the weights are proportional to
the number of CPSD blocks averaged.

bRepeated measurements.
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and

B. M. Oliver
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Rockwell International
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ABSTRACT

Results are reported for 'OB(n,He) reaction rate measurements inside B C
pellets in a prototypic control rod mockup in the Zero Power Plutonium Reactor. The
helium accumulation fluence-monitor (HAFM) technique was used, with absolute amounts
of helium measured by isotope dilution mass spectrometry. Rates of 2S5U fission
were measured in foils irradiated between B C pellets. Both helium production and
uranium fission rates were calculated using three-dimensional nodal transport
methods. Average C/E values in the control rod were 0.961 ± 0.034 for boron capture
and 1.094 ± 0.008 for uranium fission based on ENDF/B version V.2 cross sections.
The C/E values were nearly constant in the rod interior but changed by a few percent
near the rod tip. For both reactions, the C/E values were brought closer to unity
by increasing the boron capture cross sections.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the 'B(n,He) reaction rate as a function of location in a control
rod is important in control rod design studies for fast reactors. Production of
helium in neutron absorption reactions in 'B results in control rod swelling,
buildup of gas pressure and a reduction in thermal conductivity which can limit
control rod lifetime. Calculations of 1 0B(n,He) rates in control rods have been
discussed by Rowlands, et all and by McFarlane and Collins. 2

Because the calculations are difficult in the steep flux gradients and rapidly
changing spectra in the rod, an experimental method is of interest for testing the
accuracy of calculated boron reaction rates. Previous experiments by Broomfield,
et all reported a test of calculations within control rod pins using foils of 2 35 U
placed between absorber pellets in a mockup control rod irradiated in a critical
assembly.

This paper reports what we believe are the first direct measurements of '6B
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capture rates in a prototypic control rod mockup. The measurements were made in the
Zero Power Plutonium Reactor (ZPPR) and used the helium accumulation fluence monitor
(HAFM) technique. Also reported are calculated reaction rates based on three-
dimensional nodal transport methods.

The HAFM technique was developed at Rockwell International and has been used to
measure the 10B(n,He) reaction rate in other fast neutron environments.. 6 For the
present application of this technique, LOB in small, sealed, stainless steel
capsules was irradiated producing helium. Following irradiation, the capsule and
contents were vaporized in a vacuum system and the amount of helium released was
measured by isotope dilution mass spectrometry.7 The applicability of the HAFM
technique in ZPPR was demonstrated earlier in core region measurementsa and in a
control rod environment.'

In addition to HAFMs located within pellets, foils of 23"U were placed between
pellets and their fission rates were measured. The purpose of the foil measurements
was to compare the HAFM and foil techniques for their ability to test calculated 10B
reaction rates. Measurements of 283U fission provide a useful test of calculated
reaction rate profiles because the cross section variation with energy is broadly
similar for 23"U fission and '0B capture.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

The measurements were made in a
half-inserted mockup control rod. The
mockup simulated a power reactor control
assembly using pin calandria in four
matrix locations (each 55 mm square) at
the center of the ZPPR-15A core. Each
calandria contained sixteen tubes which
could accommodate rodlets or "pins" of
9.52 mm diameter materials. Spaces
between tubes contained sodium. A
control rod was modeled by loading the
central 32 tubes of the calandria
assembly with B C pellets with boron
enriched to 91% in ')B. The outer
calandria tubes contained stainless
steel rodlets simulating the control rod
sheath and guide tube. The control rod
pattern is shown in Fig. 1, where
numbered tubes contained B C. The
numbers identify the tubes in which
measurements were made. The rod
follower, in the opposite half of the
ZPPR machine, was simulated by
stainless-steel-clad cans of sodium.
The ZPPR-15A assembly modeled a
metal-fueled, liquid metal reactor of
330 MWe size. The core was loaded with
plates of plutonium-uranium-molybdenum
alloy fuel, sodium, depleted uranium
metal and stainless steel.

159-48 159-49

SS i STAINLESS STEEL

Fig. 1. Loading Pattern for the
Mockup Control Rod.
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The HAFM capsules were fabricated at Rockwell from 2.36 mm OD and 12.4 mm long
stainless steel tubing, filled with about 37 mg of boron enriched to 93.1% 10B, and
sealed under vacuum by electron beam welding. To accommodate the capsules, a spark
erosion technique was used to bore 2.54 mm-diameter holes in the B C pellets. The
holes were oriented either axially along the centerline of the pellet (12.7 mm deep)
or radially through the 9.5 mm diameter of the pellet, 6.4 mm from one face of the
pellet. Because the inside diameter of a calandria tube is 9.87 mm and the HAFM is
about 12.4 mm long, a radially oriented HAFM required holes to be cut in the wall of
the calandria tube. To insert the HAFM through the calandria tube and pellet, it
was necessary to use a calandria which did not contain sodium and which had its
outer stainless steel jacket removed. The effect of sodium removal on 10B reaction
rates in the calandria was evaluated in a calculation and found to be less than
0.7%.

Twenty axially oriented HAFMs were irradiated in various locations in the
calandria in matrix location 158-49 (see fig. 1). Five radially oriented HAFMs were
irradiated in pin 25 in the sodium-voided calandria in 159-48. Twenty-five 2 35U
foils were irradiated in the calandria in 159-49. Foil locations were between
pellets and, as nearly as possible, equivalent to HAFM locations. The foils were
0.13 mm thick and about 8.8 mm in diameter and were covered with thin aluminum to
prevent fission product loss. Twenty-two uranium foils were also irradiated in
the fuel region of the core to provide a test of calculated fission rates in the
vicinity of the rod and to provide a normalization for rates measured in the control
rod. The HAFMs and foils were irradiated for about 4000 watt hours.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Boron Capture

Following irradiation, the HAFMs were analyzed for their helium content.
Analysis was by isotope-dilution mass spectrometry.7 Each analysis involved vapor-
izing the complete capsule and its contents in a resistance-heated graphite crucible
in one of the mass spectrometer system's high-temperature vacuum furnaces. The
absolute amount of "He released was then determined from a measurement of the
"He/'He ratio in which the amount of sHe "spike" was accurately known.

Table 1 gives the measured helium reaction rates in the HAFMs. The total
number of helium atoms produced ranged from about 1.5 x 1011 to about 3 x 1011. The
helium production rates are in units of reactions per 10B atom per second normalized
to a power of 1 watt as measured by an ex-core power monitor. The helium values
were corrected for background helium released during the vaporization process by the
graphite crucibles and vacuum furnace. This background correction averaged about
6 x 10' atoms as determined from numerous empty crucibles analyzed along with the
HAFMs. Additional uncertainties of 0.3% and 0.5% were attributed to systematic and
random uncertainties in the mass spectrometer measurements. The resulting la
uncertainties in 16B capture rate measurements were estimated to be from 0.9% to
1.7%. The '°B capture rates were all spatial averages over the 9.5 mm effective
length of the HAFM. The axial locations (range) of the HAFMs are given in
Table 1.

Uranium Fission

The number of fissions which occurred in the 235 U foils was determined by
counting gamma rays from fission products in a calibrated Ge(Li) system.10
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TABLE 1 . Measured Helium Production Rates and
Compartsons with Calculations

TABLE 2. Measured Uranium FLssion Rates and
Comparisons with Calculations

Pin
Number

I
I
I

I

Pin Distance from
TYPO Rod Tip. mm

Outer 0-12.7
Corner 25.4-38.1

50.8-63.5
127.0-139.1
279.4-292.1

Measured
Reaction

Ratea

1.163
1.008
0.940
0.835
0.675

C/I
Pin Pin

Number Type

1.009
0.999
0.989
0.981
0.953

32
32
32
32
32

28

Outer 0
Corner 25.4

50.8
127.0
279.4

Outer 25.1
Corner

. ma -

Measured
Reactign

Rate

1.037
0.805
0.760
0.672
0.524

0.812

C/X

1.023
1.093
1.097
l *105

1.107

1.084

10 Outer
Corner

12.7-25.1 1.085 0.944

3 Outer 0-12.7
3 Edge 25.4-38.1
3 50.8-63.5

1.165 0.971
0.961 0.984
0.943 0.921

31
31
31

Outer 0 1.018 1.020
Edge 25.4 0.768 1.098

50.8 0.721 1.099

22 Outer
Edge

25.4 0.781 1.080
16 Outer

Edge

9 Inner
9 Corner
9

12.7-25.1 1.038 0.93?

25
25
25
25
25

innerb
Edge

0-12.7
25.4-38.1
50.8-63.5

6.1
31.8
57.2

133.4
285.8

1.083 1.015
0.920 0.955
0.825 0.980

27
27
27

26
26
26
26
26
26

1.060
0.935
0.831
0.709
0.578

0.988
0.89%
0.913
0.960
0.912

Inner 0 0.993 t.035
Edge 25.4 0.735 1.095

50.8 0.688 1.091

Inner 0
Edge 25.4

50.8
76.2

127.0
279.1

0.981
0.702
0.656
0.628
0.587
0.458

1.031
1.104
1.091
1.090
1.101
1.095

8 Inner
Edge

0-12.7 1.075 0.993
25.X-38.1 0.866 0.961

21 Inner
Edge

25.1 0.708 1.096

11
1 1
11
11
1I

Center 0-12.7
25.%-38-1
50.8-63.5

127.0-139.7
279.1-292.1

1.039
0.827
0.792
0.667
0.533

1.002
0.957
0. 907
0.965
0.933

20
20
20
20
20

Center 0
25.4
50.8

127.0
279.4

0.981
0.695
0.629
0.563
0.440

1.015
1.078
1.097
1.102
1.082

%Units or 10-"w reactions per atom per second at a
reactor power of ap~proxiately one watt.

bijAt c&psules oriented radially.

bistanC. from rod tip.
bonito of 10-"7 reactions per atom per second
at a reactor powe* or approxImstely one watt.

Statistical uncertainties in fission rates were
were 1.5%. Fission rates in the mockup control
are the number of fissions per atom of 235 U per
watt.

less than 1% and total
rod are given in Table
second normalized to a

uncertainties
2. The units
power of 1

CALCULATED 235U(nf) AND 1 0B(n,He) REACTION RATES

Reaction rates were calculated for 2 55U fissions at the foil locations and for
helium production at various axial depths in the control rod including the centers
of the HAFMs. The calculations were made in three-dimensional (x,y,z) geometry
with the nodal transport version of the code DIF3D."1 One-fourth xy plane symmetry
was assumed with full z-dimensional modeling to accommodate the half-inserted
control rod. There was one node per drawer in the xy plane except in the control
rod which had sixteen nodes to model each pin. In the z dimension, the node spacing
was 50 mm for the first node, 100 mm for the second node and 150 mm for the remain-
ing 300 mm of the core and 450 mm of the axial blanket.

The calculations used ENDF/B version V.2 cross section data. Homogenized cross
sections for the various ZPPR drawers were produced by the codes MC2-2 and SDX.12

The control rod calandria cross sections assumed that one sixteenth of the calandria
contents were uniformly distributed within each node.
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Calculated reaction rate values at specific HAFM or foil locations were
obtained by polynomial interpolation using coefficients produced in the nodal
solution. Boron capture rates in the pellets nearest the rod tip. were calculated
at 2 mm intervals and integrated over the length of the HAFM. These integrated
capture rates differed appreciably from the value at the center of the HAFM only for
the HAFM nearest the rod tip (2%).

All calculated reaction rates were normalized to provide an average value of
unity for the ratio of calculated (C) to measured (E) 235U fission for the 22
fission measurements in the core region. This procedure provides a normalization to
the core power. The standard deviation in C/E for the 22 in-core fission measure-
ments was 0.56% which was very close to the estimated statistical uncertainty in the
measured values. Values of C/E for fission in core locations close to the control
rod were not significantly different from those away from the rod.

The calculated axial distributions of the boron capture rates in the various
pins are shown in Fig. 2 and the calculated distributions of the uranium fission
rates are shown in Fig. 3. For producing the plots in Figs. 2 and 3, reaction rates
were calculated at 10 mm intervals in the first node, at 20 mm intervals in the
second node and at the centers of the HAFMs and foils in the third node. As Fig. 2
shows, the capture rate decreases rapidly in the first few millimeters and then
decreases much less rapidly from 50 mm inward. The curves for both reactions show
nonphysical, irregular variations in slope between about 20 mm and 60 mm.
Deviations from a smooth curve are about 5% for the corner pin and smaller in the
center pin.

The irregularities in the slopes in these curves are attributed to inaccuracies
in the nodal interpolation procedure with the coarse axial node spacing near the rod
tip. A preliminary calculation in which the first axial node was 100 mm long showed
a minimum in the axial reaction rate distribution within the node. This problem was
greatly reduced, but not eliminated, by reducing the first node size to 50 mm. A
further reduction in node size would probably again improve the prediction of axial
capture rate distributions. However, the size of the whole-assembly model makes it
impractical to increase the number of axial nodes.

COMPARISON BETWEEN CALCULATION AND EXPERIMENT

Boron Capture

Values of the C/E ratio for the boron capture rates in the HAFMs are given in
Table 1 along with the measured values. The 25 HAFMs have an average C/E of 0.961
with a standard deviation of 0.034. The C/E variation radially and axially is
displayed in Table 3 for pins with more than one HAFM. There is an apparent trend
of decreasing C/E with increasing axial depth, although this trend is dominated by
relatively large C/E values for HAFMs nearest the rod tip (centered at z - 6.4 mm).
The trend essentially disappears when only looking at HAFMs away from the tip. The
average C/E for the six HAFMs near the rod tip is 0.996 while the average for the
HAFMs in the rod interior is 0.950. Little, if any, dependence of C/E on radial
position can be discerned within uncertainties.

Figures 4 and 5 present the calculation and experiment comparisons in a slightly
different way. The curves in Fig. 4 were produced by a cubic spline interpolation of
the five calculated capture rates at the HAFM centers. The open and solid circles
are the measured values. With the exception of the point at 57.2 mm in the center
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TABLE 3. Values of C/E for 'B(nHe) Reaction Rates

Center Inner Edge Inner Edge Inner&Corner Outer Edge Outer Corner
Z_ ?in 14 Pin25 Pin 2 Pin 9 Pin 3 Pin 4 <C/E> S.D.c

6.4 1.002 0.988 0.993 1.015 0.971 1.009 0.996 0.016
31.8 0.957 0.890 0.961 0.955 0.9818 0.999 0.958 0.037
57.2 0.90? 0.913 -- 0.980 0.921 0.989 0.942 0.039

133.4 0.965 0.960 - a _ - 0.984 0.970
285.8 0.933 0.912 - - 0.953 0.933

CC/E> 0.953 0.933 0.977 0.983 0.959 0.987
S.D. 0.036 0.030

GDistance trom assembly midplane to center of HIAM.
bRadially oriented MFAM.
OStandard deviation.

pin, the calculated and measured distributions are in rather good agreement. The

57.2 mm point coincides with an irregularity in the calculated boron capture distri-

bution. In Fig. 5, the calculated and measured capture rates are shown at different

axial depths to illustrate the radial variations. The squares represent the B 4C pins

in one fourth of the rod. The predicted trends and measured trends agree reasonably

well, although the measurements at 6.4 mm and at 57.2 mm show slightly higher rates

in the outer edge pin than in the corner pin, contrary to calculation and contrary to

the physics of the system.

Uranium Fission

Values of the C/E ratio for the uranium fission rates in the control rod are

given in Table 2 along with the measured values. The C/E values for the foils at the

face of the control rod (z - 0) were significantly lower than for foils in the

interior of the rod but higher than those for foils in the core. These surface foils

were in an environment which was not representative of either the core or the control

rod and which is difficult to model in a calculation. If these z = 0 values are

ignored, the average C/E is 1.094 with a standard deviation of 0.008. There is no

significant axial variation in C/E with location in the interior of the rod. This

invariant C/E means that the axial and radial fission distributions were accurately

calculated. The issue of the large deviation from unity for the C/E ratio for

uranium fission is discussed below.

C/E RATIOS AND THE 'B(n,He) CROSS SECTIONS

The average of 25 C/E values for boron capture obtained in the ZPPR-15 experi-

ment was 0.961 with a standard deviation of 0.034. These values were normalized to a

C/E of unity for 2 3 5 U fission in the core. The C/E for boron capture in the control

rod relative to uranium fission in the core is of interest because it allows

estimates to be made of control rod reaction rates relative to power in the fuel

regions. In an earlier test of the HAFM method in the ZPPR-12MB assembly,9 the

average C/E for boron capture in a B C environment to fission in the core was

0.945 ± 0.012 based on calculations using ENDF/B Version IV cross sections. A

measurement made in the fuel region of the ZPPR-13 assembly 8 gave a C/E, using ENDF/B

Version IV cross sections, for boron capture to uranium fission of 0.921 ± 0.012.

These C/E ratios for boron capture to uranium fission were consistent with earlier

work by Oliver and Farrarso' in other benchmark fast neutron spectra. The difference
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TABLE 4. Effects of Cross Section Changes on Average C/E
Values for 1 B(nHe) and 1'$U(n,f)

Reaction Environment
ENDF/B-IV

C/Ea
ENDF/B-V

C/Ea

ENDF/B-V
Increased 10%

C/Ea

235U(n,f)

1 0 B(n,He)

2ssU(n,f)

10B(n,He)

'°B(n,He)

ZPPR-1 5A
Control Rod

ZPPR-15A
Control Rod

ZPPR-12MB
Control Rod

ZPPR-12MB
Control Rod

ZPPR-13
Core

1.071

0.983

1.025

0.945

0.921

1.094

0.961

1.035

0.928

0.913

1.049

0.998

1.010

0.983

1 .006b

aAll results are normalised
in the core regions.

bBased on calculations made

to a C/E value of unity for 2 3'U(n,f)

for ZPPR-15A.

in C/E ratio from unity was attributed to inaccuracies in the ENDF cross sections
for boron capture above about 0.1 MeV.

In order to estimate 10B capture rates from 235 U measurements, it is essential
that the ratio of C/E for '0B capture to C/E for 235U fission be known for the
control rod spectrum. In ZPPR-15, this C/E ratio for capture in the rod to fission
in the rod (omitting fission values at the rod surface) was 0.878 i 0.036.

Because of the high (1.094) C/E value for 2'5U fission in the control rod and
low C/E values for boron capture, additional calculations of reaction rates were
made with adjusted '0B cross sections. These calculations were intended as a simple
sensitivity study. For this study, the boron capture cross sections were increased
by 10% at all energies. (While the boron capture cross section at thermal energies
is well established, there is negligible contribution to the ev energy range in the
ZPPR spectrum.) For economy, the cross section comparison calculations used an rz
diffusion model of the reactor with the control rod half inserted.

The effect of the adjusted capture cross sections was an increase in the
average C/E for boron capture in the ZPPR-15 control rod, relative to fission in the
core, from 0.961 to 0.998. The C/E ratio for 2 8"U fission in the control rod
decreased from 1.094 to 1.049. The 23sU fission rates in the fuel region were
unchanged. Even though boron was not irradiated in the ZPPR-15A core region, the
effect of increased '0B capture cross section was calculated and the rate increased
10%. The calculated worths of the control rod were 1.877$ with version V cross
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sections and 1.935$ with the adjusted cross sections, an increase of 3% in worth for
a 10% increase in capture cross section.

Previous C/E comparisons for 10B capture in ZPPR8"' used ENDF/B version IV
cross sections. The rz model of ZPPR-15A was used to calculate the effect of
substituting version V for version IV cross sections. Use of version V values
increased the calculated '0B capture rate by about 0.5% and increased the 2 3 5U
fission rate by about 2.5% in the control rod. In the core region, the 1°B capture
rate decreased by 1.3% relative to 2s5U fission. Similarly, an rz model of the
ZPPR-12MB assembly9 was constructed and the effect of substituting version V for
version IV cross sections was calculated and the results are shown in Table 4 along
with the ZPPR-15 results. Based on the ZPPR-15A results, the effect of using
version V '°B cross sections adjusted 10% in the core region of ZPPR-13' increased
the 10B capture rate 10% to give a boron capture C/E of 1.006. These results are
included in Table 4. As Table 4 shows, increasing the lOB capture cross section
improves the C/E comparison in all cases.

COMPARISON OF THE 23"U FISSION AND 10B CAPTURE MEASUREMENTS

Foil activation techniques have long been used to measure reaction rate distri-
butions in critical assemblies. Foil counting methods are well established, simpler
to use than the HAFM technique and can provide relative reaction rate values
accurate to 1% for many reactions. One purpose of the ZPPR HAFM experiment was to
compare the foil technique and the HAFM technique as a means of testing the ability
of a calculation to predict the distribution of the 10B(n,He) reaction rate in a
control rod and to predict the absolute '0B(n,He) rate relative to a fission rate in
the core.

The calculated axial reaction rate profiles for 10B are steeper than the 235U
fission profiles near the rod tip. The C/E values for the '0B and 2 35U rates are
different, but, except for foils at the surface of the rod and HAFMs closest to the
rod tip, the C/E values are consistent within 1% for 23"U and within 5% for 10B.
This C/E consistency means that reaction rate profiles were accurately calculated
away from the rod tip. The uranium foil results indicate that 213 U fission rate
measurements can be used to test how accurately a calculation is predicting the
10B(n,He) reaction rate profile within a control rod, at least for the composition
and spectrum of ZPPR-15. However, in order to estimate the absolute 10B rates based
on 235U measurements it is necessary to take into account the C/E differences for
the two reactions. For assemblies with significantly different spectra or compo-
sitions, it may be advisable to repeat the direct '0B capture measurements with the
HAFM technique.

With the present boron pellets, it is possible to place foils only on the outer
face of the control rod, a location with large calculational uncertainty, or 25 mm
away from the rod tip, between the first and second pellets. Thus, it was not
possible to measure the 2'3U fission rate with fine spatial detail near the rod
tip. It may be desirable in a future measurement to cut the 25 mm-long pellets
across their diameter so that foils can be accommodated at axial displacements
between 0 and 25 mm.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The HAFM technique has been used to measure directly the 10B(n,He) reaction
rate in a prototypic fast reactor control rod mockup in ZPPR. Foils of 23"U were
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placed between B C pellets in the rod and their fission rates were also measured.
Both 10B(n,He) and 2" 5U(n,f) rates were calculated using three-dimensional nodal
transport methods. The average C/E ratio for '0B capture in the control rod
relative to fission in fuel was 0.961 ± 0.034 and the ratio for 255U fission in the
rod relative to fission in fuel was 1.094 ± 0.008 if fission measurements at the rod
surface were omitted.

The prediction of boron capture rates near the rod tip is of greatest
concern. Although the capture rate falls by 40% in the first 10 mm from the tip,
the C/E values are only 5% different from those in the rod interior. It is likely
that calculations near the tip could be improved by using a smaller axial node
spacing. The 2 35U fission rates measured at the rod surface were calculated only 2%
higher than in the core region compared to 9% higher at all locations in the rod
interior.

The consistent C/E values for each of the two reactions within the rod leads to
the conclusion that for ZPPR-15, 2s5U fission rate measurements provide an adequate
test of calculated 10B reaction rate variations. Because the C/E values are
different for 2'5U fission and '0B capture, an adjustment factor, determined for the
spectrum in the control rod, is necessary to estimate absolute boron capture rates
from 2s5U measurements. It may be advisable to use the HAFM technique to obtain
direct 10B measurements in assemblies whose spectrum or composition is significantly
different from ZPPR-15.

The C/E values for 10B capture based on ENDF/B Version V.2 cross sections were
consistent with previous results in ZPPR and with the results of experiments in
other benchmark fast neutron fields. The difference from unity of these '0B C/E
values was attributed to errors in the 10B cross sections. The effect of the 10B
capture cross section on fission and capture rates in the control rod were tested in
a rz diffusion theory calculation. The 10B capture cross sections were increased by
a nominal 10% with the result that calculated 23sU fission rates decreased by about
4% and '0B capture rates increased by about 4%. It is evident that a substantial
increase in '°B capture cross sections is required to improve agreement between
calculations and measurement.
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LOCAL HETEROGENEITY EFFECTS ON SMALL-SAMPLE WORTHS

R. W. Schaefer

Applied Physics Division
Argonne National Laboratory

P.O. Box 2528
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2528

ABSTRACT

An ideal technique for measuring small-sample worths would introduce the sample
without otherwise disturbing the core unit cell. The standard technique used in ANL
fast reactor critical experiments entails several distortions to the unit cell (local
heterogeneities) that currently must be neglected in calculations. A large set of
experiments is presented that were designed to determine how large the neglected
local heterogeneity effects are. The experiments show that the size of the effects
varies with sample type and reactor type. Fissile sample worths are affected by up
to 6%, which accounts for a significant portion of the longstanding central worth
discrepancy.

I. Introduction

About two years ago significant progress was reported' toward resolving the
"central worth discrepancy". This discrepancy refers to the relatively poor pre-
diction of reactivity (worth) associated with the introduction of a small sample of a
material into the center of a reactor. It is a longstanding problem from critical
experiments in LMFBR-type assemblies. Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) calculations
of small-sample worths measured in these assemblies typically had overpredicted the
worth of fissile samples by about 15%.2 In contrast, the ratios of calculated to
experimental (C/E) values for fissile sample worths in Reference 1 are in the range
of 0.97 to 1.04.

The improvement in sample worth predictions is attributed to two factors. One
is the use of better calculational methods. The methods changes are 1) accounting
for the effect of cell heterogeneity on the adjoint flux,3 and 2) the use of a new
fixed-source perturbation method to compute plate-removal-type sample worths.'

The other factor is a difference in experimental technique. Most of the data
associated with the central worth discrepancy were obtained by "radial-tube" measure-
ments. "Perpendicular - and parallel-foil" measurements dominate the data in
Ref. 1. The radial tube technique involves much more distortion of the unit cell
environment. These distortions - such things as introduction of a cavity, streaming
path and steel hardware - are referred to as local hetergeneities. Some of the local
heterogeneities associated with the radial tube are very difficult to calculate and
these are normally ignored. Experimental results In Ref. 1 suggest that these local
heterogeneities could be responsible for a significant fraction of the central worth
discrepancy. However, that experimental evidence is too limited to allow a
definitive conclusion.

The purpose of this paper is to present additional experimental results pertain-
ing to the effect of local heterogeneities on small sample worths. Except for some
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unreported results from the ZPPR-2 assembly, this paper deals with experiments that
were done in the last 7 years. Because it is the most important material type, the
emphasis is on fissile sample materials. The study is essentially experiment based,
with calculations being used to make adjustments that put experimental results on a
more consistent basis. A parallel calcuational effort to investigate the local
heterogeneity effects was initiated,* but it has not progressed sufficiently to be
included here.

It was concluded more than 10 years ago that the local heterogeneity effects are
too small to account for a significant portion of the central worth discrepancy. In
this paper that conclusion is being reexamined using more modern experiments and
calculations.

II. Experimental Approach

In order to understand the issues some background about ANL critical assemblies
is needed. An assembly is constructed from plate-loaded drawers that are installed
in square cross-section matrix tubes. The matrix is in two halves that are driven
together to make the assembly critical. The location where the halves come together
is called the matrix interface, and the plate loading almost always is such that the
axial midplane of the assembly is at the matrix interface.

The standard small-sample worth measurement approach at ANL is the radial-tube
technique. It uses a stainless steel tube of circular cross section through which
steel-encapsulated samples are transported into and out of an assembly. This method
yields worths with high precision (tenths of a percent) from quite small samples
(-30 g.). It is also experimentally convenient, allowing worths of many different
samples to be obtained in a single reactor startup. The disadvantage of the tech-
nique is that it introduces some difficult-to-calculate local heterogeneities.

There are five local heterogeneity effects associated with the radial tube.
Because the sample is finite, there is some self multilpication and self shielding in
it (1. sample size effect): The steel of the sample capsule, push rod and tube
perturbs the spectrum at the sample (2. steel effect). Core material must be moved
to allow the tube to penetrate the reactor. The normal approach to this in the ZPR-6
and 9 facilities was to substitute "tunnel" plates for ordinary plates at the front
of each drawer along a core radius. ZPR tunnel plates have a 2.86-cm diameter hole
centered 4.45 cm back from the front of the plate (ZPR U-style tunnel). The cavity
created in a core cell to accomodate the tube somewhat depresses the flux level at
the sample (3. cavity effect). Since this cavity is really a channel extending
radially from the center to the edge of the assembly, it also presents a streaming
path that allows long-range neutron transport (4. streaming effect). At the ZPPR
facility the tube is smaller and it is normally accomodated by creating a 1.3x5.1-cm
(rectangular) cross-section radial channel at the matrix interface (ZPPR slot).
Besides the cavity and channel streaming effects, creating the channel at the matrix
interface introduces two additional distortions (5. matrix interface effects); one is
the extra steel of the drawer fronts present there, and the other is the presence of
an -1 mm-wide planar gap due to imperfect joining of the two matrix halves.

The idea behind the experiments reported here is to change one or more of the
local heterogeneities normally present in radial-tube technique and measure the
effect on sample worths. The most useful device for this is the drawer oscillator.

The drawer oscillator is a special drawer, loaded with the normal plate unit
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cell and the sample, that is driven axially in a matrix tube. The drawer is
sufficiently long that the matrix tube is filled with core material throughout the
drawer's travel. The sample environment can be essentially the same as the normal
cell and no streaming channel need be present. Thus, a reference worth having
minimal local heterogeneity effects can be measured and compared to a radial-tube
result. In addition, any of the local heterogeneities associated with the radial
tube can be simulated with the drawer oscillator.

Four kinds of measurements made in the drawer oscillator were shown in Ref. 1 to
be amenable to accurate calculation. Perpendicular-foil measurements use a slab foil
that spans the cell in a narrow cavity made by interrupting the plate columns. In
parallel-foil measurements, foils are slipped between two plate columns of the
cell. In the other two measurement techniques local heterogeneity effects are large,
but the geometry is simple enough that they can be accounted for accurately by one-
dimensional fixed-source calculations. One of these is the plate removal technique,
where part of a plate column in the unit cell is removed. The other is plate substi-
tution, where a plate of fissile material is inserted into a gap in the unit cell's
fuel column. (The term, coined in Ref. 1, is misleading in the sense that it is the
worth of the sample replacing void not fuel, but it is at the normal fuel position in
a cell.

The drawer oscillator has disadvantages that account for it not being the
standard technique. It is cumbersome, inconvenient and mechanically much less re-
liable than the radial tube. One of the biggest drawbacks is that only between one
and three sample worths can be obtained per day of reactor operation. It also has a
significant, temperature-related precision limitation in plutonium-fueled
assemblies.'

To obtain reference (minimal local heterogeneity) worths without this precision
limitation, the shim oscillator was devised. The shim oscillator was used to obtain
a few of the results presented here. Since it only can accept planar foil samples
and cannot be used in simulations of the local heterogeneities, its utility is
limited.

Abbreviations are used to denote most of the sample materials. Materials whose
worths are totally dominated by one isotope are: PU, 94 wt. % 23"Pu; EU, uranium
enriched to 93 wt. % 2s5U; DU, uranium depleted to 0.2 wt. % 235U, 99.8 wt. 5 231U;
B, boron enriched to at least 87 wt. 5 LOB; LI, lithium enriched to 99 wt. % 6Li. In
addition type 304 stainless steel is denoted by SS.

There are several sample geometries. Foils and plates are slabs. The slab
thickness is in the range 0.01 to 0.05 cm for foils and 0.16 to 0.64 cm for plate
samples. Radial tube samples are either cylinders or annuli that essentially span
the unit cell (-5 cm long). Their thickness usually is between that of a foil and a
plate.

III. Calculated Adjustments

Interpreting the experiments involves comparing different measurements of a
material's worth. Sometimes everything was the same except for one or more local
heterogeneities, in which case the quantity of interest can be seen directly. Often,
owever, there were other differences that should be accounted for before the
omparison can be made. Adjustments were made, where applicable, for the following:
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* Mass: comparing worth per unit mass of the dominant isotope (specific
worth) accounts to first order for differences in sample size and minor
differences in isotopic composition.

* In-cell position: radial-tube samples were approximately cell-spanning
while samples in the drawer oscillator sometimes were at a specific in-cell
location. For foils, factors that adjust worths to correspond to a cell-
spanning sample were calculated by Sn transport theory with a one-
dimensional, unperturbed asymptotic cell model.

* Global radial and axial position: samples sometimes were measured at
slightly different global positions in the assembly. Worth profiles,
either measured or calculated, have been used to adjust measurements to a
commom position.

These adjustments do not add significant uncertainty to the comparisons. The
mass and isotopics of samples are known very accurately. The in-cell worth variation
for fissile materials generally is less than 5% and there is substantial evidence
that this variation can be calculated accurately.' Finally, the global position
adjustment factors generally are less than 2%.

In addition to these adjustments, an attempt sometimes was made to calculate two
of the local heterogeneity effects. A simple, one-group prescriptions has been used
to account for the cavity effect. The calculated correction has always been less
than 1% and, since it has been shown to underpredict the effect, 7 it often is
omitted.

The sample size effect usually is computed in a broad-group calculation with the
SARCASM code.8 This is a collision probability code that treats self multiplication,
absorption and multiple scattering within the sample. The flux and adjoint at the
sample surface are assumed to be unperturbed. With SARCASM size factors the specific
worth of different size samples of a fissile material have been found to agree to
about 1%.7," Because they appear to be reliable, SARCASM size factors are calculated
routinely. For typical radial-tube fissile samples the size factors generally are
less than 7%.

For plate substitution/removal measuements the fixed-source perturbation method
of Ref. 1 was used with one-dimensional Sn transport theory models. This approach
accounts for cavity, sample size and flux perturbation effects.

IV. Experimental Results

ZPPR-2

The ZPPR-2 inner core,' where the experiments were performed, was constructed
from the unit cell shown in Fig. 1. The composition corresponded to an LMFBR core
with mixed Pu-U oxide fuel having an enrichment of 13% and a volume fraction of
32%. With a radius of 64 cm and a half-height of 46 cm the inner core was suf-
ficiently large that any radial-tube streaming effect on wprths measured at the
radial center would not have any significant component from surrounding regions.

The principal experiment related to radial tube local heterogeneities was a
comparison of two ways of accomodating the tube in the corp. Standard ZPPR results
were obtained with the tube in the ZPPR slot. These were compared with a results
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from using a 1.3-cm diameter tunnel away from the matrix interface (ZPPR tunnel).
Thus, in addition to having no matrix interface effects, the ZPPR tunnel measurements
had a smaller cavity and streaming path than the ZPPR slot measurements.

The results, after applying axial position corrections, are shown in Table I.
Tunnel measurements were repeated with the tunnel at three different axial
locations. The consistency of the tunnel results at the three axial positions
indicates that the axial position adjustment factors are accurate, and therefore
axial adjustments do not contribute significantly to differences between the tunnel
and slot results. The last column of the table shows the ratio of average tunnel to
slot values with the experimental uncertainty. The effects are negligible for '0B, a
few percent for fissile samples and about 7% for 2 3 8U.

ZPR-9/35

Assembly 35 on the ZPR-9 matrix was constructed for the sole purpose of investi-
gating the local heterogeneity effects associated with the radial tube. A systematic
series of small-sample worth measurements was carried out to quantify the importance
of the local heterogeneity effects.

The ZPR-9/35 inner core, ' where the experiments were done, had the same unit
cell as the inner core of ZPPR-2 except that plutonium was replaced by EU (see
Fig. 1). The clad Pu-U fuel column of the ZPPR-2 cell was simulated in ZPR-9/35 by a
symmetric "sandwich", with EU at the center, surrounded by DU, which in turn was
surrounded by SS. The plate cell zone of the inner core had a radius of only 19 cm,
but it was surrounded by a composition-matched pin zone with an outer radius of
31 cm. Thus tube streaming from the core composition beyond should not be important
to the central worths.

A large fraction of these measurements are presented in Table II. The experi-
ments are of three types with variants on each type. Each is labeled with a symbol
specifing type and variant, e.g. A-1. For each material, specific worths are
normalized to be unity for one of the measurements so that percentage variations
among the measurements is obvious.

Type A experiments are all radial-tube measurements. The variants differ in the
kind of cell displacement made to accomodate the tube. A-1 had a U-style tunnel,
which is the ZPR tunnel described in Section II. In Pu-fueled ZPR assemblies this
approach had to be modified because there were no Pu-U plates with a 2.86 cm-diameter
hole. (The ZPPR radial tube and tunnel have smaller diameters.) The modification
was to leave a gap in the fuel column between 2.5 and 7.6 cm from the matrix inter-
face. This Pu-style tunnel was simulated in type A-2 measurements by leaving a gap
in the SS, DU and EU columns corresponding to a Pu-U fuel column. The third variant
(type A-3) had a gap in all the plate columns of the cell, creating a 5.08 cm-square
cross section channel. This exaggerated the cavity and streaming path effect
normally present in ZPR radial-tube measurements.

Except for carbon, the sample worths are insensitive to the type of channel.
The square channel results generally are lower than the others by about 2%. In view
of the other material's insensitivity, the large carbon worth changes probably are
not due to neutron streaming or to flux depression caused by the cavity. Rather,
they indicate that this sample of moderating material was large enough to alter the
flux in the surrounding core material; this interaction varied as the composition and
proximity of the cell material changed. This interpretation is supported by the fact
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that the self interaction effect is large; the SARCASM size factor for this sample is
1.85, whereas it is within 5% of unity for all the other materials. Since acceptable
experimental precision could not be obtained with a much smaller sample, calculations
of this sample's worth would have to account for the sample-core interation.

In Type B experiments the amount of steel surrounding the samples was varied.
The same radial tube samples were used but their worths were measured with the drawer
oscillator. The U-style loading was used in the drawer oscillator to accomodate the
sample but there was no tunnel in adjacent drawers. Thus there was the normal
U-style cavity but no streaming path. The surrounding steel variations were: B-1)
only the 0.0381 cm-thick sample clad, B-2) clad plus a 0.130 cm-thick steel sleeve to
simulate the normal capsule and tube steel (except that end cap steel is missing),
and B-3) clad plus a 0.290 cm-thick steel sleeve and end plugs, which exaggerates the
steel effect.

The EU sample's worth clearly is insensitive to the presence of steel, but the
other worths are more sensitive. For carbon the sensitivity is not large compared to
the Type A variations. For DU the presence of steel hardware is an important factor
and simulating the tube hardware brings the worth measured with the drawer oscillator
into better agreement with the radial tube results.

Type C experiments measured the worth of planar samples in the drawer
oscillator. Four materials' worths were measured in 0.635 cm-wide gap spanning the
unit cell, a much smaller cavity than was used in Type A or B experiments. The
samples were not clad and the steel used to make the gap was negligible, so there was
no steel effect. For EU and DU samples, the worth of foils slipped between plate
columns in the unit cell were measured at two in-cell locations, at the drawer edge
and next to the EU fuel column.

To put the Type C results on the same basis as the others, an adjustment factor
was applied to get the values shown in the table. The calculated variation in worth
with in-cell location was factored in. For all samples except the parallel foils
this is a minor adjustment. The ratio of the SARCASM size factor for the radial tube
sample to the size factor for the Type C sample was another adjustment. Finally an
adjustment for the difference in average axial position was made for the parallel
foils. The net adjustments, shown in Table II, are small except for the
parallel DU foils.

For EU the differences among Type C worths are small. For DU it is surprising
that the cell-spanning sample's worth agrees much better with the Type A results than
with the Type B-1 result. The parallel DU foil worths do agree with B-1, and the
calculated in-cell adjustment did much to bring this consistency.

More information can be extracted from these experiments. For example,
comparing A-i and B-1 gives an indication of the tube streaming effect. In addition,
there were a number of other measurements in this program. Type B and C measurements
were made at the matrix interface as well as 4.45 cm away. For some materials Type B
measurements were made with a U-style tunnel present at 4.45 cm. Measurements at the
matrix interface also were repeated with the gap between the matrix halves
deliberately exaggerated.

A summary of the conclusions that were drawn from an Ovaluation of all these
measurements is given in Table III. It shows the apparent magnitude of each of the
local heterogeneity effects for each of the sample materiars. For EU, none of the
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effects is important in this assembly. For DU, the steel hardware has a big effect
and this makes it difficult to assess how large the streaming effect is. For the
absorbers 10B and 6Li, no large effects were observed. For carbon samples of the
size that must be used to get acceptable experimental precision, the sample-core
interaction cannot be ignored, which implies a dependence on cavity and
steel hardware. For steel, some effects could be about 5%, with an uncertainty
nearly that large.

Diagnostic Cores

Results from these assemblies - the Uranium/Iron Benchmark, U9 and ZPPR-12 -
have been discussed elsewhere. ",7 Here we review the results related to radial-tube
heterogeneities.

In the Uranium/Iron Benchmark it was observed that EU worth from the radial tube
disagreed with the perpendicular foil worth by only 1.9% ± 1.4%, about the level of
agreement found in ZPR-9-35. In contrast, EU worth from the radial tube was 4% lower
than the perpendicular-foil worth in U9. This was found to be due to the unusual
importance of neutron streaming in the tube in U9, resulting apparently from the
small core radius.

The most pronounced effects were observed in ZPPR-12. They are illustrated in
Table X of Ref. 1, which has been reproduced here as Table IV, with a separate
normalization for each sample material. The results of many measurements have all
been put on a common basis using calculated position and sample size factors. All
the adjusted worths agree except those from the perpendicular-plate measurements.
The perpendicular-plate results are lower than the average of the others by 4% and
11% for EU and Pu, respectively. In particular, there is a large difference between
a perpendicular plate in a wide cavity and a perpendicular foil in a narrow cavity.
The normally reliable SARCASM size factors in fact exacerbate rather than mitigate
the discrepancy. The assumption that the flux and adjoint at the sample surface are
the same as the average across an unperturbed cell apparently is invalid in
the perpendicular-plate case. This discrepancy appears to indicate the existence of
some unidentified cavity/orientation effect in the perpendicular-plate approach.

The ZPPR-12 results have implications about radial-tube-related hetero-
geneities. (The radial tube was not used in ZPPR-12 because of the difficulties
observed in U9 with streaming channels in small radius assemblies.) There are
similarities between perpendicular-plate and radial-tube measurements. Both span the
unit cell in a cavity. Both use samples that are large compared to those used in
foil measurements. (Because of the similarities, we refer to tube, tube simulation
and perpendicular-plate measurements as tube-like measurements.) The possibility
that radial-tube measurements entail phenomena that make the experimental worths
substantially lower than expected with a ZPPR-12 core cell inspired experiments to
examine this in ZPPR-13.

ZPPR-13

ZPPR-13 was a large, radially heterogeneous, mixed PU-U oxide-fueled LMFBR
assembly.' Experiments to investigate the local heterogeneity effects were done in
three configurations of ZPPR-13.

In the second fuel ring of ZPPR-13A a zone was constructed from the same double-
fuel-column cell that made up the ZPPR-12 core (see Fig. 1). The worth of EU was
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measured there with the radial tube, with radial tube simulations using the drawer
oscillator, and with planar foils. Radial tube measurements were made with the ZPPR
slot and the other measurements also were at the matrix interface. To isolate
streaming, radial tube simulations were made both with the ZPPR slot and with the
rectangular cavity just in the oscillating drawer.

The experimental worths in ZPPR-13A are shown in Table V. Normalization and
adjustments were done as for the other assemblies, but in addition the simple cavity
adjustment (<1%) was made. Comparision of the first three results shows that 1) the
tube simulation with the drawer oscillator gives the same worth as the radial tube
and 2) the streaming effect associated with the tube is less than 2%. The latter
point is important because a blanket ring was only 5.5 cm away in one direction,
which potentially could cause complications with the tube technique that do not exist
in measurements in asymptotic core regions. The last three results were obtained
with thin planar foils, negligible steel hardware or streaming path, and little or no
cavity (clean foil measurements). The average of these three worths is about 6%
larger than the radial-tube-type worths. Thus the suspicions raised by the ZPPR-12
results seems to be confirmed.

Additional experiments were conducted in ZPPR-13C. A similar zone of the
ZPPR-12 core cell was built in the second fuel ring-of this configuration for the
experiments. Since the measurements in ZPPR-13A showed that radial tube effects can
be simulated with the drawer oscillator, no tube measurements were made in this
series. The results are shown in Table VI under the heading ZPPR-12 Cell. Again
normalization and adjustment factors were applied.

To look for any matrix interface effect, measurements were made both at the
interface (z=0) and 5.08 cm away (z=5.08). The latter results in the table include a
1.6% calculated adjustment, which would make them equivalent to the z-0 results if
there were no steel and gap effects associated with the interface. Considering the
measurement uncertainties, there is no obvious matrix interface effect for EU or Pu
worths.

There is a difference between the foil and tube-like EU worth results. The
perpendicular plate and tube simulation measurements yielded consistent EU worths.
Averaging the z-0 and z=5.08 results, these tube-like measurements yielded on average
a 3.2% i 1.7% smaller EU worth than did the others. This is a smaller difference
than was obtained in ZPPR-13A, but not clearly inconsistent with the ZPPR-12 and
ZPPR-13A results.

For PU, however, the results are inconsistent with those from ZPPR-12. The PU
foil measurement here was not as clean as the foil measurements in ZPPR-12; the
cavity was large and there was a relatively massive (18 g) steel clad. Simulating
these distortions with an EU foil, its worth changed less than the 2.4% (last two
rows of Table VI). Thus these distortions do not seem sufficient to explain why the
PU foil and perpendicular plate results are only 2.8% ± 2.6% different here while
they were 11% different in ZPPR-12.

The local heterogeneity effects on fissile worths that were observed in ZPPR-12
and in these two ZPPR-13 configurations are larger than the effects observed in any
uranium-fueled assembly. For this reason it was of particular interest to repeat the
measurements with a uranium-fueled zone in ZPPR-13C. Such a zone was built in the
second fuel ring of this assembly. The unit cell geometry and composition were
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similar to those of the ZPPR-12 core cell except for EU replacing plutonium (see
Fig. 1).

The results are given in Table VI under the heading EU Cell. The usual normali-
zation and adjustments were applied. There are no significant local heterogeneity
effects for either fissile material. Thus the magnitude of local heterogeneity
effects apparently depends on the fissile species in the fuel.

ZPPR-15

The most recent experiments to investigate local heterogeneity effects were done
at the center of ZPPR-15A, a mixed Pu-U metal-fueled assembly.12  Its core outline
was similar to that of ZPPR-2 - the homogeneous, two zone core had an inner core
radius of 66 cm and half-height of 46 cm. The inner core unit cell is shown in
Fig. 1. Because it simulated a metal-fueled LMR, the compositions were significantly
different from those in any ZPR or ZPPR assembly built in the last 20 years. The
differences in composition and spectrum could affect the size of the local heteroge-
neity effects, considering the dependence on fuel type that has been observed. In
addition it was important to look again at the variations in Pu sample
worth since ZPPR-12 and ZPPR-13 gave such different results.

Results for five sample materials are shown in Table VII. As usual, normali-
zation and adjustment factors were applied. The worth variation are small except for
steel. For EU, there is about a 2% difference between the tube-like worths and the
parallel-foil worth. For DU the difference is barely beyond the 1.2% uncertainty and
for 10B it is within the 0.7% uncertainty. For Pu, there is a 2% worth variation but
no pattern between tube-like measurements and the others.

V. Discussion

The goal of the experiments was to determine how much the local heterogeneity
effects associated with the radial tube measurement technique affect small-sample
worths. The data in the previous section show that the answer to this question is
not simple. However, some useful generalizations can be made.

Materials that are primarily scatterers have worths that are sensitive to the
local heterogeneities. An extreme illustration was seen with carbon in ZPR-9/35.
Steel, which is of more interest in fast reactors, is less sensitive, having worth
variations in the 5 to 10% range.

Fertile material worths, in particular 236U worth, also show sensitivity to the
local heterogeneities. In ZPPR-2 there was a 7% difference due to the ZPPR slot vs
ZPPR tunnel environments. In ZPR-9/35 DU worth varied 11% due to changes in
simulated steel hardware and the cavity style. The sensitivity is not always this
large, as the ZPPR-15A results showed.

Materials that are primarily absorbers, such as 1 B, have worths that are the
least affected by the tube-related local heterogeneities. In every case the effects
were negligible. This probably has to do with the fact that, in a fast reactor
spectrum, '0B acts approximately like a simple neutron sink that has a weak energy
dependence. With this behavior, tube-related distortion of the flux and adjoint have
little impact.

The possibility was raised in Ref. 1 that the radial-tube technique could
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involve distortions of fissile worths as large as 12%. For some applications this
could be too large an effect to ignore. Fortunately, in the array of results
presented here, that 12% case - the PU sample worth variation in ZPPR-12 - stands out
as an anomaly. Even in a zone of ZPPR-12 cells, the measured effects in ZPPR-13 were
much smaller. In general the local heterogeneity effects are not more than 6%.

Although the effects may be of tolerable proportions, it would be valuable to
predict how large they are in a given assembly. The only clear trend is that the
effects depend on the fissile species in the fuel. In every assembly with EU fuel
the effects on fissile worths were small whereas, when the fuel's principal fissile
isotope was 2 3 9 Pu, the effects ranged from less than 2% to 6% (excluding one ZPPR-12
result). No clear correlation has been found between the size of the effects and any
of the following: hardness of the flux spectrum, slope of the adjoint spectrum, fuel
enrichment of the homogenized cell, magnitude of the in-cell worth variations, size
of the adjoint heterogeneity correction. Lacking a correlation, predictions of how
large the effects are in an assembly cannot be made without explicitly calculating
them.

The task of calculating these effects is made more manageable by the experi-
mental observation that streaming phemonena are unimportant in most cases. This was
shown in ZPR-9/35, ZPPR-13 and ZPPR-15. In U9, tube streaming was significant but
this is attributed to the unusually small core radius. In ZPPR-2, the worth dif-
ference due to slot vs tunnel environments was sometimes significant, but the results
from the other assemblies suggest that this difference was due more to cavity and
steel effects than to streaming. When the important heterogeneities have no long-
range aspects, they can be calculated by the fixed-source perturbation method with a
model that includes just the sample and its immediate environment.

Such calculations are not yet feasible for radial tube experiments but a
capability is under development." The geometry of a cylindrical or annular sample in
a circular cross-section tube transverse to the plate-loaded drawer is too complex to
treat deterministically. The geometry is not a difficulty for Monte Carlo
calculations but, except for the method under development, adequate precision has not
been achieved.

A chain of results supports the expectation that such calculations will account
for the worth variations. The fixed source perturbation method has been shown to
account accurately for the cell flux distortions involved In plate-substitution
experiments. Perpendicular-plate experiments use the same samples as in plate sub-
stitution and thus entail comparable distortions. It has been shown that perpen-
dicular plate and radial tube results are consistent with each other (but
inconsistent with other experiments), implying that they have comparable cell flux
distortions. Thus when the method is applied in the radial tube geometry, it should
account for the local heterogeneity effects accurately.

The local heterogeneities associated with the radial-tube technique are
responsible for a portion of the longstanding central worth discrepancy. One of the
properties of this discrepancy is the variation in its size with sample type, being
smallest for absorber materials, larger for fissile materials and largest for
scatterers. This is just the order of importance observed for the local
heterogeneity effects. (It is also the order of importance for the adjoint
heterogeneity error.') Thus accounting for the heterogeneities will make all the
sample worth predictions more consistent.
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Fig. 1. Unit Cells at Location of the Sample.Worth Measurements-..

TABLE I. Effect of ZPPR Tunnel vs Slot on Sample Worths in ZPPR-2

Axially Adjusted Tunnel Result at' Avg. Tunnel Result
Material 7.6 cm 17.8 cm 27.9 cm Slot Result

PU 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.915 t 0.010
2.Pu 1.00 1.05 1.02 0.946 t 0.010

EU 1.00 1.03 1.01 0.970 I 0.010
DU 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.074 t 0.020
B 1.00 1.02 0.99 0.994 a 0.010

aPosition listed Is the axial distance from the midplane to the
tunnel, and the results are normalized such that the value at
7.6 cm Is unity.

TABLE II. Relative Soecific Worths in ZPR-9Y35
r--- -- ~- ~-- -- __ _- -w -2J

Material

Type A Measurements,

EU

Radlal Tube

DU a LI

Relative Specitlo Worth

Ss

A-1. U-style Tunnel 0.997 a .005 1.108 * 0.23
A-2, Pu-style Tunnel 1.008 a .005 1.098 a .029
A-3. Square Channel 0.980 * .005 1.080 a .022

Type B Measurements, Radial-Tube Samples In Drawer

1.000 * .005 1.013 a .005 1.000 a .031
0.995 a .008 1.009 a .004 0.990 * .033
0.984 * .005 1.013 a .005 0.965 * .026

Oscillator
Relative Sneefine Worth

0.970 t 0.41
0.791 * .017
1.191 a .035

B-t, Minimum Steel
B-2. 'Normals Steel
3-3, Extra Steel

Type C Measurements,

1.000 t .005 1.000 t .016 --- 1.000 t .0011 -- 1.000 2 .047
0.995 a .003 1.052 a .025 --- -- --- 1.062 a .040
0.998 a .005 1.088 a .02- - 1.060 a .047

Planar Samples in Drawer Oscillator
Adjustment Factor and Adjusted Relative Specific Worth

C-1. Perpendicular In Cavity
Sample Type: Foll
Adjustment Factor: 1.001
Relative Worth: 0.995 a .006

C-2. Foil at Drawer Edge
Adjustment Factor: 0.997
Relative Worth: 0.986 a .004

C-3, Foil at EU Fuel Column
Adjustment Factor: 0.986
Relative iiorth: 0.983 a .001

0.997
1.091 a .035

Plate Plate
1.009 0.999

1.066 a .039 0.958 * .046

0.996
1.018 t .010

1.072
0.988 a .009

aMass and thickness comparable to the radial tube sample, between foil and plate.
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TABLE III. Local Heterogeneity Etfects on
Saaple Worths In ZPR-9/35

Steel Tube Matrix
Material Cavity Hardware Streamin Interface Combined

EU S1 S1 S1 S1 2t1

DU S3 6±3 503 S3 11*3

B S1 -1 --- Si

LI S1 S1 S1 Si S1

SS S3 --- 5t4 S3 5±4

CC 18t6 S6 S6 56 20±6

TABLE IV. Relative Specirlc Worths In ZPPR-12

Adjusted
Material Conditions Wortha

PU Perpendicular Plate t.00
PU Plate Substitution 1.12
PU Foil at Drawer Edge 1.12
PU Foil Next to Fuel 1.09
PU Perpendicular Foil In 1.11

EU
EU
EU
EU
EU

EU

Shim Oscillator

Perpendicular Plate
Plate Substitution
Foil at Drawer Edge
Foil at Fuel Column
Perpendicular Foil In
Shim Oscillator
Perpendicular Foil In
Shim Oscillator

1.00
1.04
1.04
1.05
1.03

1.03

TABLE V. EU Relative Specific Worths In ZPPR-13A

Adjusted
Conditions Worth

Radial Tube 1.000 t .001
Tube Simulation, with Streaming 1.001 ' .009
Tube Simulation, no Streaming 0.985 ± .010
Foil at Fuel Column 1.071 ± .016
Perpendicular Foil. 0.4 cm Cavity 1.057 ± .020
Perpendicular Foil, Shim Oscillator 1.037 t .005

aUncertainties are all S 2.1% and typically
are S 1.15.

TABLE VI. Relativea Specific Worths In ZPPR-13C _

ZPPR-12 Cell EU Cell
Material Conditions Z -0 2- 5.08 Z -0 Z -5.08

PU Perpendicular Plate 1.3 cm Cavity 1.000 t .008 1.011 ± .008 1.000 ± .007 1.000 ± .007
PU Perpendicular Foil, 1.3 cm Cavity 1.036 t .025 1.031 ± .025 0.993 i .022 1.016 t .002

EU Tube Simulation, No Streaming 1.000 t .007 1.014 t .009 1.000 t .009 0.996 t .009
EU Perpendicular Plate, 1.3 cm Cavity 1.005 ± .005 1.011 * .005 0.983 t .005 0.977 ± .005
EU Perpendicular Foil, 1.3 cm Cavity 1.040 t .019 1.028 t .019
EU Perpendicular Foil. 1.3 cm Cavity, 1.021 t .019 1.022 ± .019 --- ---

25 g Clad Simulation
EU Perpendicular Foil, 0.3 cm Cavity 1.043 t .015 1.035 t .015 0.976 t .012 0.998 t .012

aSeparate normalization for each material and each cell type.

TABLE VII. Relative Specific Worths In ZPPR-15A

Material Conditions

PU Radial Tube
PU Perpendicular Plate
PU Plate Substitution
PU Foil in Steel Column

EU Radial Tube
EU Perpendicular Plate
EU Foil in Steel Column

DU Radial Tube
DU Plate Removal

B Radial Tube
B Foil In Steel Column

SS Radial Tube
SS Plate Removal

Adjusted
Worth

1.000 t .001
0.981 I .002
0.992 ± .002
0.998 t .006

1.000 ± .001
0.995 t .002
1.016 t .006

1.000 ± .010
1.015 ± .006

1.000 a .001
1.005 ± .006

1.000 t .025
1.052 a .007
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ABSTRACT

The fission cross section of 2 38Pu has been measured from 0.1 eV to 8n keV
energy range using the Rensselaer Intense Neutron Spectrometer. The cross section
was normalized to the 235U ENDF/B-V data broadened to the resolution of the
Rensselaer Intense Neutron Spectrometer system. The fission areas and widths were
determined for the resolved low-energy resonances. The ENDF/B-V fission cross
section for the 238Pu isotope are, in general, not in good agreement with the
measured cross section and a new evaluation is recommended. The observation of
structure in the unresolved fission cross section is suggestive of the existence of
intermediate structure.

INTRODUCTION

The neutron-induced fission cross section of 238Pu is of interest primarily for
two reasons. The first reason has to do with its nuclear properties as related to
structure and fission systematics. The second reason is important in its applica-
tions as a favorable isotopic power source in space and other remote locations where
large amounts of this material are used, thereby increasing the possibility of a
nuclear criticality accident. To minimize such a possibility, one needs a detailed
knowledge of the fission cross section of this isotope.

There are some measured data available, 1 °10 where almost all the measurements
are above -2 eV. This paper describes a measurement of the neutron-induced fission
cross section of 2 38Pu from -0.1 eV through 80 keV.

*Research supported by the U.S. Department of Energy
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Measurement of the 238Pu isotope is difficult because of its large alpha decay
rate (-6 x 105 alpha decays per sec per microgram). The high alpha activity
requires discrimination between fission events and alpha pile-up events. Mbreover,
the 238Pu isotope undergoes decay by spontaneous fission. Since there is no
practical means to discriminate between neutron-induced fission and spontaneous
fission, the technique employed for the present measurements is to use a large
neutron flux from the Rensselaer Intense Neutron Spectrometer (RINS) to obtain an
adequate ratio of the neutron-induced fission signal to that due to spontaneous
fission background. A special fission chamber design employing multiple pairs of
hemispherical electrodes (six pairs in the present design) coupled with fast
electronics (tnsec rise time) combine to suppress the large alpha pile-up effects.
The fission cross section of 238Pu reported in this paper were obtained from a
simultaneous measurements of 238Pu, 242Cm and 235U, and these data were normalized
to the resolution-broadened ENDF/B-V 2 3 5 U fission cross section.l1  The 242Cm data
will be the subject of a future paper.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The Rensselaer Intense Neutron Spectrometer (RINS) system consists of a lead
slowing down time spectrometer coupled to the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI)
Gherttner Laboratory LINAC.12 The RINS produces a very intense neutron flux of
broad energy resolution in the 0.1 to 100,000 eV energy range. The mean energy E
(in eV) as a function of the slowing down time t (in usec) in the lead
spectrometer is given by the following:12

E 165,000 )
E =(t ; t0)2  (1)

and the neutron flux is given by13

¢(E) = F E-0.776 exp [_ /i ]. (2)

where t is 0.3 psec and F is a flux normalizing constant that depends on
Linac electron power.

The RINS energy resolution at full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) for a
particular slowing down down time is given by the following expression:13

( )FWM = 10.0835 + (0-!.276 )+ 3.05 x 10-5 E 1 /2. (3)

Equation (3) is not very accurate below 1 eV, but is adequate for the results
reported in this paper.

In this experiment, four pairs of hemispherical electrodes were used inside the
specially designed and constructed fission chamber similar to that used earlier by
Maguire et al.'s for their curium measurements. The present design was further
improved over theirsIs by reducing the area of each electrode about 30-35% to reduce
the capacitance of each electrode pair. This reduction in capacitance produces a
larger pulse amplitude which eases the problem of fast pulse amplification.
Moreover, provision was made to add a sixth electrode pair with the anticipation
that the pair may become necessary for the future measurements of a more highly
alpha-active isotope like 242Cm. The hemispherical electrodes16 and fast
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electronics designed and fabricated at Oak Ridge National Laboratory for Knolls
Atomic Power Laboratory were used and fission chamber was fabricated at RPI. The
samples inside the chamber were 292Cf, 23sU + 252Cf, 238pU and 242CM. The
spontaneous fission counting rate in the 252Cf sample was used to study the recovery
of the chamber and associated electronics immediately after the intense gamma flash
caused by the high energy electrons striking the tantalum photoneutron target
located at the center of the lead assembly. Because of its well known fission cross
section, the 235U sample provided an excellent flux monitor. A small amount of
252Cf present in the 35U sample provided the necessary spontaneous fission to
measure confidently the fission detection efficiency for this sample. Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory prepared these samples by evaporation deposition
technique. The 238Pu sample was composed of 12.5 ug of 99.995+ a/o 238Pu. The
235U + 252Cf sample contained 6.4 ug of pure 23sU and 2.86 pg of 252Cf. A total
of 960 pg of 252Cf was used for the Cf sample. The curium sample consisted of a
deposit of 1.15 jig of 242CM which, as mentioned previously, will be our subject of a
future paper.

The fission detection efficiencies were 0.98 ± 0.002, 0.97 ± 0.006 and 0.963 +
0.008, respectively, for the 252Cf, 235U + 252Cf and 242Cm samples. These
efficiencies were found by measuring the spontaneous fission counting rate as a
function of integral discriminator setting and extrapolating the plateau portion of
the observed pulse-height distribution back to zero discrimator bias. The errors
are due to the uncertainty in the extrapolation. Since the 23SU + 252Cf sample has
only spontaneous fission from the 252Cf source, it was assumed that the 23 sU sample
efficiency is the same as the 252Cf efficiency. Because the spontaneous fission
rate in 238Pu sample is low (-0.0012 SF per sec per microgram), the spontaneous
fission counting rate versus integral discriminator bias curve and hence the fission
detection efficiency for this sample is not possible to determine directly. The
other alternative for such detenmination was to use the linear accelerator which,
unfortunately, involves a large amount of Linac time. A little addition of 252Cf
into 238Pu sample was ruled out because of our previous unfavorable experience to
determine the californiun spontaneous fission background with confidence.
Normalization of the present measured 238Pu data with the previously measured 238Pu
(unpublished) results to find the present plutonium sample efficiency was of no help
since the previous (unpublished) data contained contributions from 252Cf spontaneous
fission background. The previous 3.5 tig of 238Pu sample had a small admixture of
2.3 pg of 252Cf, and the fission detection efficiency for the 238Pu sample was found
in the usual way to be 0.965 ± 0.013. If all the sample efficiencies are examined
carefully, it is observed that these efficiencies vary between 0.96 and 0.98. As
such it is reasonable to assume the fission detection efficiency of the present
clean 238Pu sample to be 0.97 ± 0.01.

The fission chamber was filled with 2 atm (absolute) of 99.999% pure research
grade methane. The cylindrical shaped chamber was surrounded by machined lead
pieces to approximate a square cross section of about 10 cm on each side, and was
then placed inside a 10-x 10-cm port inside the 75-ton lead assembly. All four
pairs of electrodes were operated at a 500-V bias. The LINAC was run at a
repetition rate of 140 pps with - 725 W of power on the photoneutron target. The
measurements consisted of 59.5-m runs which were stored in a Hewlett Packard on-line
computer model HP-2116B and immediately transferred to a magnetic tape at the end of
each run. A total of 25.8 h of fission data was taken. A 19.84-h run of background
data was recorded when the machine was off. This was accomplished by using the
Linac control console to pulse the data collection computer (HP-2116B) at the same
repetition rate of 140 pps.
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA REDUCTION

The fission cross section for a sample x in the slowing down time channel i is
given by15

(C-B) (4)
ax,i =N FNn ' &Ej (4)

where (C-B)x = net fission counts for the sample x in channel i, corrected for
dead-time losses and spontaneous fission background

F = flux normalization factor which depends on Linac electron power;
this is same for all four samples present inside the fission
chamber

nx = fission detection efficiency for sample x

Nx number of x atoms

or = unnormalized (relative) neutron flux per unit energy at channel i

and &Ei = neutron energy span of channel i.

The normalization factor F is determined from the present experimentally
measured 235U fission data and the resolution-broadened fission cross section,
evaluated by BhatII from the ENDF/B-V data as

1 (235 ~ rfF dE
p235 N235 |J frelative

F= J)f.ENDF X dE

235 -where af relative = present experimentally measured 235U relative (i.e.

unnormalized) fission cross section

-fENDF = resolution-broadened fission cross section of 235U
evaluated library data.

The integrals were evaluated from 100 - 5,000 eV range and it was found

F = (5.111 ± 0.082) x 10-13.

The error in F is due to finding the interpolated values of q 235  and

235 f,relative
afENDF at 100 eV and 5,000 eV energies, and slightly varying the range of

integration in the neighborhood.
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RESULTS

For the 238Pu sample the neutron-induced fission signal to that due to
spontaneous fission background was greater than 28:1 over the energy range of
measurements reported in this paper. No corrections for 0.005 a/o of 239Pu have
been applied as it was deemed not necessary for such a small contamination.

The fission cross section of 238Pu is presented in Fig. 1 by histogram plot.
The measured fission cross section (histogram) can be compared with the 238Pu
ENDF/B-V data shown by the solid line in the same figure. The ENDF/R-V data have
been broadened to the resolution of the RINS system. This resolution is well
represented by an energW-dependent Gaussian function, determined by Little et al. 1 4
on the basis of Monte Carlo calculations for the RINS lead assembly. The agreement
between the measured and evaluated data, particularly above - 200 eV, is rather
poor. The evaluated data overpredict the measurement above 500 eV having no
signature of broad peak or cluster of peaks, a similar discrepancy has also been
observed by Budtz-Jtrgensen et al.10 in their measurements. For the energy range
from 0.1 to 200 eV, we note that the evaluated data are in good agreement with the
measurement from 0.1 to 0.5 eV, and somewhat in reasonable agreement near the
resonances and clusters of resonances with the exception of the amplitudes at the
peaks and valleys. The evaluated data totally missed the cluster near - 280 eV. It
is suggested that the library data for 238Pu be reevaluated in the light of these
measurements.

It is also observed in Fig. 1 that the resonances at 2.9 eV, 9.98 eV and 18.6
eV have been clearly resolved in the measured data (histogram). The parameters for
these resolved resonances were calculated by integrating the area under the
resonance peaks and using the relation

Af =. 2 Orf = X 1fAE1  (6)

where Af = area (in b-e-V) under the experimental of(E) vs. E curve

Of i = experimentally measured fission cross section (in barn) at channel i

AEi = neutron energy span (in eV) of channel i

and co = cross section (in barns) at the peak given by

2.6 x 10 gr
00 = (7)

where Eo = resonance energy (in eV)

rf= fission width (in eV)

rn = neutron width (in eV)

r = total width (in eV)

and g = statistical weight factor.
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Since is is assumed at these low energies that only s-wave neutrons have caused
interactions with the even-even 238Pu target nucleus, the statistical weight factor
g is equal to 1.

The results of the resonance parameters are presented and compared in Table I.
The uncertainties quoted in the present measured fission areas are estimated by
varying the range of summation. The error quoted in rf values are found by applying
the propagation of error formula:

6rf [r 2  6Af 2 / 5r 2 1/2

r + i ) 0 (8)

Our results for Af for the 2.9 eV and 18.6 eV resonances are in good agreement,
within statistics, with those of Budtz-Jirgensen et al.10 and Gerasimov.2 However,
our result for the 9.98 eV resonance is - 40% lower than the reported values from
these two laboratories.2'10 It is difficult to compare with Bowman et al.3 because
errors were not quoted by them.

INTERPRETATION OF GROSS STRUCTURE IN THE FISSION CROSS SECTION

Besides the clearly resolved resonance peaks at 2.9 eV, 9.98 eV and 18.6 eV,
clusters of resonances near 80, 120, 200 and 280 eV are also observed in Fig. 1.
The broad peaks observed near 600 and 3000 eV, and the plateau near 6000 eV are such
that the RINS resolution averages over so many levels that the individually strong
resonances contribute little to the observed structure, which we interpret as
strongly suggestive of the existence of intermediate structure. It is interesting
to note, however, that based on the theoretical prediction of Howard and Mollerl 7

the neutron binding energy is higher than the height of the outer barrier (which is
-1 MeV lower than the inner barrier); therefore, strong intermediate structure
effects in the fission cross section are not expected.

CONCLUSION

The fission cross section of 238Pu has been measured in the energy range from
0.1 eV to 80 keV employing the RINS system. These measurements once again provided
another example of the capability of the RINS system to measure microgram quantities
of highly active actinides. Fission areas and widths were obtained for the low
energy resolved resonances. The ENDF/B-V 238Pu fission cross sections are generally
not in good agreement with the present measured fission data, and a reevaluation is
recommended for this isotope.

The structure in the unresolved fission cross section is strongly suggestive
of the existence of intermediate structure. The simultaneously measured 242Cm data
will be the subject of a future paper.
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TABLE I: 238Pu Resonance Paramet rs

Present 18 Present Budtz-Jirgensen Bowman Gerasimov
Measured Mughabghab Measured et al. (1982) et al.3* (1967)**
Value Value ea (87a

Eo Af rn r rAf rf Af rf Af rf
(eV) (b.eV) (meV) (meV) (meV) (b.eV) (meV) (b.eV) (meV) (b.eV) (meV)

2.9 1.46 + 0.18 0.076 + 38.28 0.52 - - 1.85 1.2 1.19 _
0.003 + 2.12 + 0.07 + 0.24

9.98 9.69 + 0.95 0.212 37.01 4.13 13.8 6.3 4.16 6.8 12.25 _
+ 0.013 +6.14 + 0.84 +1.3 +0.6 + 0.94

18.6 21.53 + 1.24 3.6 42.1 1.15 21.1 0.9 7.04 1.6 21.99 _
+ 0.4 + 6.02 + 0.22 + 1.7 + 0.19 + 1.57

"-.4

The authors3 did not quote any error in their measured values of rft r and r .
n y

reported values of resonance parameters.

The Af are calculated using their

The values of A are calculated on the basis of Cerasimov's aof r value.
f o
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Average Prompt Neutron Emission Multiplicity (Nubar) Values at
2200 Meters per Second for the Fissile Nuclides.

Norman E. Holden Martin S. Zucker
National Nuclear Data Center Technical Support Organization

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton. New York 11973

Abstract

The prompt neutron emission multiplicity distribution. Pa. and its average
value. <v*>. (i.e. nubar) have been determined at the standard neutron energy of
0 0253 ev for the neutron induced fission of the four fissile nuclides, 2 3 3 . 2 3 5 U.
.ind 2 3 9 .2 4 1 Pu. Revised values of <v> have been obtained by re-evaluating <v>
experlmcnts measured at 2200 meters/second relative to the <v> from the spontaneous
a. sion of 2 5 2 Cf These revised values of <v> have been used to renormalize the
Ineasured Pa, values. The revised values of <v> are all about 1/4% to 1/3% smaller
t han the corresponding values of ENDF/B-V.

Introduction

The neutron emission multiplicity distribution, Pa, is the probability that
g iven fission will result in the emission of v neutrons. The basic method used by

.111 experimenters to generate Pa, data involves a way of detecting each fission
as it occurs in a sample of the nuclide under study and correlates this fission with
the detection of the emitted neutrons. Since the efficiency. E. of the neutron detector
for the detection of a single neutron is less than unity, allowance for those neutrons
ernatted but not detected must be made, with the resulting probability Qn of actually
observing n neutrons even if v were emitted (n < v) being just:

Qn = E P, ECv!/n!(v-n)!] en (Ie)v-n (1)

The Pv are constants of nature, whereas the Qn depend on the efficiency
of the particular detector used. From equation (1). it follows directly that Pa, is
civen in terms of the observed relative frequencies of observation Qn by the expression:

Pt, = E Qn En!/v!(n-v)!] e-n (e-1)n-v (2)

Knowledge of the detector efficiency, which is essential to allow the experimenter to
relate the observed frequencies Qn. to the multiplicities, Pa,. is usually determined
from the count rate with a calibrating nuclide. whose nubar value is well known. Thus, we have

g = e <v> q. (3)

where q is the fission rate of the sample of the calibrating nuclide and g is the gross
count rate for the calibrating nuclide. (The efficiency is thus inversely related to the
assumed value of <v>.) It is possible to use equation (3) because <v> can be determined
independently of the determination of Pi, and also with greater accuracy than if it
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were calculated from the PI, distribution using

<v> = E v Pt,. (4)

The first step in the process is to determine the various prompt <v> values for
the fissile nuclides. In deriving the <t.> values, one standard value is assumed.
that for 2 5 2 Cf From an earlier evaluationl of the various experiments on
2 5 2 Cf. a value of <v> = 3.757 + - 0.010 neutrons per fission was derived and is
used here.

Of the various nubar values that have been determined, those for the fission via
thermal neutrons of the four fissile elements have a special importance because of their
use in the thermal reactor program. They are important parameters in the least squares
fit that determines the various neutron cross sections of these nuclides which are
needed for predicting the proper operation of the reactors.

The most careful experiments on nubar have been those which compared the nubar
values from the thermal neutron fission of the fissile nuclides with the nubar value for
spontaneous fission of 2 5 2 Cf Those experiments will be reassessed by making
corrections for the effect of delayed gamma-rays, for the effect of the different mean
energies for the various fission. neutron spectra involved, and for the loss of those
events corresponding to fission fragments of low energy because of the thickness of
the fission foil.

Once the revised recommended values of prompt <v> are obtained, they will be
used to correct the efficiency of the Pt, experiments and to determine a better
set of values for the prompt Pv values at thermal neutron energies.

Review of <v> Experiments of the Fissile Nuclides

The liquid scintillator tanks used for many nubar measurements are filled with
liquid containing a material with a large neutron capture cross section. e.g.
gadolinium. Neutrons produced in fission enter the tank, are moderated and are
captured. The neutron capture gamma rays cause scintillations in the liquid of the
tank, which are detected by photomultiplier tubes adjacent to the tank. The tube
output is gated with the fission pulse to discriminate against background radiation.
However, the scintillator tanks are sensitive to gamma rays emitted from the decay
of isomeric levels in the various fission product nuclides. Some of these gamma-rays
are delayed beyond the gating time of the photomultipliers. which detect the neutron
capture gamma rays produced in the tank. The correction for this delayed gamma-ray
effect was taken from Boldeman's 1977 review2 without change since there has been
little new information published in recent years. Boldeman assumed that the effect
in 233U was identical to the effect measured in 2 3 5 U and that the effect in
2 4 1 Pu was identical to the effect measured in 2 3 9 Pu, since only the yields of
delayed gamma rays produced in the fission of 2 3 5 U and 2 3 9 Pu had been measured.
One would normally expect a variation in this effect in different fissioning nuclides.
where the effect would be dependent upon the fission yield for the particular fission
products involved. However, without further information on the source of the particular
delayed gamma rays, we have used the correction as determined by Boldeman directly.

The efficiency of the liquid scintillator tanks is dependent upon the energy of the
neutron being moderated and captured in the tank. Each of the fissioning nuclides has
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is different energy spectrum of neutrons produced in a fission. The mean energies of the
v.rious fission spectra were determined in a recent evaluation 3 . The values, which
are listed in Table 1. are based upon the ratios of the mean energies for the various
fissioning nuclides as well as on direct estimates of the mean energy for each nuclide.
The value for 2 3 5 U's mean energy was determined from the ratio of the mean fission
spectrum energies of 2 5 2 C1/2 3 5 U and the best estimate of the mean energy of
2 5 2 Cf Table I compares the recommended mean energies for the four fissile nuclides
and 2 5 2 Cf with some earlier estimated values, which were obtained in the calculation
of the simultaneous fits of the thermal parameters for these nuclides. These thermal
parameters included both the prompt and total nubar values as well as various cross
sections for the four nuclides.

The thickness of the fission foil can cause the loss of events corresponding to the
fission fragments of low energy, which never escape from the foil. Low kinetic energy
fission fragments correspond to the release of higher numbers of neutrons and therefore
thick foils depress the nubar value as a result of the loss of these low energy and
corresponding high neutron events. For the foil thickness correction, we used three
different estimates: Gwin s 4 estimate for Gwin's measurement; Malinovskii's 5

estimate for the Obninsk measurements and Boldeman's 6 estimate for all other
measurements. Although we would agree with Gwin's comment that the foil thickness
orrections should preferably be determined for the exact geometrical arrangements

of each experiment, when this is not yet available, we prefer to apply some correction
rather than no correction at all for this effect. We have assumed a 50% uncertainty
on this correction.

For some of the, reported measurements, the nubar ratios were determined with a
fassile nuclide fissioning by use of neutrons in the kev energy range and extrapolated
back to a thermal value by use of a curve with a constant slope, which had been fit
between the value at thermal energies and the value at 2 Mev However, it is not clear
that application of this constant slope is appropriate for the neutron energy range of
30-60 kev. In fact, data recorded by Gwin7 and by Prokhorova 8 would imply that
the ratio (<v>- 2 3 5 U/<v>- 2 5 2 Cf) is slightly smaller in the 50-100 kev energy
region than at thermal neutron energies. Although the ratio is definitely larger in the
region 0.5-1.0 Mev, it is not clear that this is true for the energy range 30-60 kev.
We have chosen to assume that the 30-60 kev ratio was equivalent to the thermal value
and added the effect of the constant slope assumption as an uncertainty rather than as
a correction.

Table It lists the various experimental results for prompt nubar of 2 3 3 U to that
of 2 5 2 Cf. while Tables Ill. IV, and V list similar results for 235U. 2 3 9 Pu
and 2 4 1 Pu. respectively The reported values are listed along with the revised
values based on an evaluation of each experiment. Table VI compares the results of this
work with ENDF/B-V and with earlier evaluations of the prompt nubar ratios for these
fissile elements. Using the recommended value for prompt nubar of 2 5 2 Cf and values
for the delayed component of nubar. Table VII compares the present estimate for total nubar
of these fissile nuclides with similar estimates from ENDF/B-V and earlier evaluations.

Method of Comparing Different Pv Sets.

The Qn and Pv can be considered vectors, whose components are probabilities.
related by an operation and its inverse which converts one set of probabilities into the
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other. i.e. equations (1) and (2). Certain ratios composed of specific functions of the
various moments of the distributions are independent of the efficiency, e.g.
< v (v-l) .... (u-k) > / <v>k+l = < n (n-1) ... (n-k) > / <n>k+l.
A particular case is Diven's parameter, for k = 1. <v(v-l)> / <u> 2 , which can be
considered as a measure of the shape of the Pt, distribution. However, another
indicator of the distribution's shape, which is not conserved, (independent of e) is the
ratio of the mean square deviation to the square of the mean
< (v-<v>)2 > / <v>2 

= (< v2 > - < v> 2 > / <v>2 .

For each given experiment., the equations (1) and (2) were used with the quoted
distribution Pi and the reported efficiency E to derive the original Qn set.
The efficiency was varied until the calculated <v> (i.e. E v Pu) value was obtained
corresponding to the recommended value. It should be noted that equation (3) indicates that
the efficiency, c. is inversely proportional to the value of nubar. <v>. Thus, the ratio
of the new to the old efficiencies is the same as the ratio of the old to the new nubar
values. Although the experimenter requires the efficiency to derive the Pt values
from the measured Qn values, we only need to know the ratio of the efficiencies or of
the nubar values in order to determine the corrected Pp, since it is not required
for us to redetermine the originally measured values of Qn.

After various sets of Pt for. the same nuclide are transformed so that each set
yields the renormalized value of <v>, any remaining differences between the corresponding
Plv can be ascribed to systematic errors other than those in e or <v>, or to the
random errors (e.g. counting statistics) in the respective experiments. Evaluation of the
standard deviation of corresponding values of PV gives a realistic estimate of the
uncertainty involved in determining the Pi, Our earlier work9 contains more
details on this method.

The prompt pi values for the four fissile nuclides are shown in Tables VIII, IX,
X and Xl for fission at the thermal neutron energy. En = 0.0253 eV In each table,
recommended values are compared with the originally measured results. It can be seen that
there is a significant difference in the latest Pv values as compared to the original
data due to the change in v.

Discussion

From Table VII. it can be seen that there have been changes in the nubar values for
the fissile nuclides although the value for the standard, 2 5 2 Cf. has. been basically
unchanged. These differences are primarily due to the various corrections that have been
made to the prompt nubar ratio measurements as indicated in Table VI. The recommended
values are all systematically lower than the values in ENDF/B-V. In most cases, the
difference corresponds to about two standard deviations on the latest value. It could
also be noted that the uncertainty estimates associated with these nubar values are
approximately twice as large as other recent evaluations, but that would be a subject
for another discussion.

The recommended values for the prompt neutron emission probabilities shown in the
last four tables can be used in nuclear safeguards for various correlation counting
experiments, where the average value, nubar. is not sufficient information. Although
the values given are only, for thermal neutrons, work is continuing to determine a best
set of Pt values at higher energies.
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Table I Fission Spectrum Neutron Mean Energy in MeV

Author(Year) Ref.
2 3 3U 2 3 5U 2 3 9 Pu 241pu 252Cf

This Work(86)
Axton(86)
Divadeenam(84)
Lemmel(82)

2.02
10 2.055
11 2.063
12 2.11

(0.03)
(0.030)
(0.025)
(0.15)

1.98
2.018
2.027
2.07

(0.03)
(0.028)
(0.022)
(0.13)

2.06 (0.04)
2.097 (0.025)
2.099 (0.023)
2.08 (0.15)

2.05 (0.05)
2.10 (0.03)
2.086 (0.023)
2.08 (0.15)

2.14 (0.03)

2.136 (0.020)
2.141 (0.019)
2.12 (0.13)

Table 11 Measured Nubar ratios for 2 3 3 U/ 2 5 2 Cf

Author
(Year)

Ref.
No.

Reported
Ratio

Revised
Ratio

Comment

cw an(84)
Nurpcasov(72)
Boldeman(67)
Fullt z (6)
Colvin(65)
Mather(64)
flopkins(63)

4 0.6597
13 0.6615
14 0.6586
15 0.6720
16 0.6551
17 0.6698
18 0.6558

(0.0018)
(0.0027)
(0.0021)
(0.011)
(0.0049)
(0.0082)
(0.0069)

0.6570 (0.0023)
0.6581 (0.0039)
0.6598 (0.0017)
0.6747 (0.0111)
0.6569 (0.0050)
0.6710 (0.0083)
0.6545 (0.0069)

Discarded-test value

Table IlI Measured Nubar ratios for 2 3 5 U/ 2 52 Cf

Author
(Year)

Ref.
No.

Reported
Ratio

Revised
Ratio

Comment

Cwin(81)

1rokhorova(70)
Iklodcman(67)
DeVolpi(66)
Fultz(66)
Condc(65)
Colvin(65)
Mather(64)
llopkins(63)
Weadows(61)

4
5
14
19
15
20
16
21
18
22

0.6443
0.6379

0.6385
0.640
0.6429
0.6400
0.6423
0.6378
0.6431
0.6449

(0.0014)
(0.0037)
(0.0021)
(0.011)
(0.0212)

(0.0053)
(0.0029)
(0.0032)
(0.0058)

(0.0104)

0.6434
0.6405
0.6400
0.633
0.6451
0.6425
0.6441
0.6395
0.6435
0.6392

(0.0015)
(0.0045)
(0.0017)
(0.027)
(0.0213)
(0.0055)
(0.0030)
(0.0037)
(0.0059)
(0. 0092)

Discarded-discrepant data
Discarded-test value

Table IV Measured Nubar ratios for 2 3 9 Pu/ 2 5 2 Cf

Author Ref. Reported R(
(Year) No. Ratio I

Gwin(84) 4 0.7655 (0.0014) 0.764
Bolodin(73) 23 0.7679 (0.0040) 0.765
Boldeman(67) 14 0.7674 (0.0021) 0.766
Colvin(65) 16 0.7592 (0.0062) 0.761
Mather(64) 21 0.7750 (0.0090) 0.773
Hopkins(63) 18 0.7507 (0.0074) 0.749

evised
Ratio

16

.8
12

(0.0015)
(0.0076)
(0.0021)
(0.0062)
(0.0091 )
(0.0074)
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Table V Measured Nubar ratios for 2 4 1Pu/ 2 52Cf-

Author
(Year)

Gwin(84)
Boldeman(67)
Colvin(65)

Ref .
No.

Reported
Ratio

Rev ised
Ratio

4
14
i6

0.7820
0.7788
0.7771

(0.0018)
(0.0018)
(0.0079)

0.7817 (0.0018)
0.7773 (0.0019)
0.7790 (0.0079)

Table VI Comparison of Recommended Prompt Nubar Ratios for the Fissile Nuclides

Author(Year)

This paper
Axton(86)
Di vadeenam(84)
tNDF/B-V(79)

Rel.
2 3 3 U/ 2 52 Cf

0.6588 (0.0012)
10 0.6603 (0.0015)
11 0.6615 (0.0010)

23 0.6620

2 3 5 U/ 2 5 2 Cf

0.6419 (0.0010)
0.6416 (0.0012)
0.6407 (0.0008)
0.6441

2 3 9 pu/ 2 5 2Cf

0.7648 (0.0012)
0.7638 (0.0016)
0.7636 (0.0014)
0.7679

2 4 1pu/ 2 5 2Cf

0.7796 (0.0013)
0.7800 (0.0017)
0.7771 (0.0018)
0.7817

Table VII Comparison of Recommended Total Nubar Values for the Fissile Nuclides

Author(Year) Ref.
2 3 5 u 241pu 252Cf

This Work(86)
.Axton(86)
Divadeenam(84)
FiDF/fl-V(79)
Lemmel (75)
II.nna(69)
Westcott(65)

2.482
10 2.495
11 2.493
24 2.495
12 2.479
25 2.474
26 2.494

(0.008)
(0.004)
(0.004)

(0.006)
(0.060)
(0.069)

2.429
2.4334
2.4251
2.437
2.416
2.4229
2.430

(0.007)
(0.0036)
(0.0034)

(0.005)
(0.0066)
(0.008)

2.879
2.882
2.8768
2.891
2.862
2.8799
2.871

(0.009)
(0.005)
(0.0057)

(0.008)
(0.0090)
(0.014)

2.945
2.9463
2.937
2.958
2.924
2.934
2.969

(0.009)
(0.0058)
(0.007)

(0.010)
(0.012)
(0.023)

3.766
3.7676
3.7675
3.766
3.746
3.765
3.772

(0.010)
(0.0047)
(0.0040)

(0. 009)
(0.012)
(0.015)

Table VIII Prompt Pu Values for 2 3 3 U

Pv Boldeinan 14 Gwin4 Recommended

PO
P1

P2
P3

P4
P5
P6

P7
<v>

0.0269
0.1559
0.3298
0.3245
0.1289
0.0291
0.0050

(0.0010)
(0.0020)
(0.0034)
(0.0035)
(0.0017)
(0.0020)
(0.0020)

0.0244
0.1500
0.3334
0.3240
0.1392
0.0263
0.0025
0.0002
2.494

(0.0013)
(0.0034)
(0.0051)
(0.0052)
(0.0038)
(0.0019)
(0. 0009)
(0.0002)
(0.006)

0.0264
0.1554
0.3330
0.3222
0.1321
0.0271
0.0037
0.0001
2.475

(0.0012)
(0.0022)
(0.0038)
(0.0020)
(0.0057)
(0.0024)
(0.0018)
(0.0001)
(0.008)2.4800
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Table IX Prompt Pt, Values for 2 3 5 U

Boldeman14 Gwin4 Recommended

PO
P1

P 2

P3

P4

P5

P6
P7
<v>

0.0333
0.1745

0.3349
0.3028
0.1231
0.0281
0.0032
0.0001
2.4057

(0.0005)
(0.0010)
(0.0020)
(0.0020)
(0.0012)
(0.0015)
(0.0012)
(0.0001)

0.0291
0.1660
0.3362
0.3074
0.1333
0.0259
0.0021
0.0002
2.437

(0.0009)
(0.0024)
(0.0034)
(0.0035)
(0.0026)
(0.0014)
(0.0006)
(0.0002)
(0.005)

0.0318
0.1722
0.3364
0.3036
0.1266
0.0266
0.0026
0.0002
2.412

(0.0015)
(0.0014)
(0.0031)
(0.0004)
(0.0036)
(0.0026)
(0. 0009)
(0.0001)
(0.007)

Table X Prompt Pv, Values for 2 3 9 Pu

PU Boldemanl 4 Cwin 4 Recommended

PO
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5
P6

P7
<v>

0.0108
0.1008
0.2746
0.3243
0.1989
0.0827
0.0079

(0.0013)
(0.001.9)
(0.0034)
(0.0035)
(0.0035)
(0.0040)
(0.0030)

0.0104
0.0954
0.2728
0.3306
0.2133
0.0644
0.0119
0.0013
2.889

(0.0006)
(0.0018)
(0.0030)
(0.0033)
(0.0029)
(0.0018).
(0.0010)
(0.0004)
(0.005)

0.0110
0.0998
0.2753
0.3268
0.2043
0.0725
0.0097
0.0006
2.873

(0.0001)
(0.0028)
(0.0003)
(0.0041)
(0.0087)

(0.0133)
(0.0027)
(0.0009)
(0.009)2.8794

Table Xi Prompt Pv, Values for 2 41Pu

Pv Boldemant 4 Cwin4 Recommended

PO
P1

P2

P3
P4

P5

P6

P7
<v>

0.0113
0.0913
0.2680
0.3282
0.2105
0.0778
0.0095
0.0034
2.9237

(0.0008)
(0.0010)
(0.0022)
(0.0025
(0.0025)
(0.0030)
(0.0015)
(0.0030)

0.0098
0.0853
0.2613
0.3352
0.2205
0.0735
0.0134
0.0011
2.951

(0.0005)
(0.0016)
(0.0026)
(0.0028)
(0.0025)
(0.0016)
(0.0007)
(0.0003)
(0.005)

0.0108
0.0895
0.2660
0.3313
0.2140
0.0749
0.0112
0.0023
2.929

(0.0005)
(0.0014)
(0.0017)
(0.0041)
(0.0039)
(0.0050)
(0.0024)
(0.0013)
(0.009)
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